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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANYe

(^'\ Quarterly Report for the Fourth Quarter
V;

and Calendar Year 1974

Item 1. of the September 13, 1974 Reauest
. . . . . 7 -

,,,

"Significant changes in Consumers Power Company's
financial status, including operating costs,
construction costs, and revenues."

Response
'

Information relating to this request is contained in the

Consumers Power Company Annual Report 1974, a copy of which

is attached as Appendix A. Note particularly the Statement

of Income, the Statement of Source of Funde for Gross Property

Additions, and the Balance Sheet found at pages 18-27.

Item 2. of the September 13, 1974 Reauest

" Progress reports on new capital raised and all
rate increases granted your company."

[MResponse

Consumers Power Company has executed a Nuclear Fuel Lease, -

dated as of November 19, 1974, whereby the Lessor has acquired

a loof; undivided interest in nuclear fuel (having a cost of

approximately $32,o94,000) which will be utilized at the q

Palisailes Nuclear Plant. The fuel Icase provides for a term '

ending on November 18, 1979, with provision for one year

extensions from time to time to a date not 1 ster than November
'

19, 2029, subject to earlier termination in certain events.

The quarterly lease charge 3 consist of a fuel factor computed

on the basis of heat production plus interest. costs and
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ed=inistrative fees and expenses incurred by the Lessor,

and, in the event of termination of the fuel lease, an

anvsmt equal to the Lessor's remaining investment. The

Company is also responsible for rayment of taxes, maintenance,

operating costs, risks of loss and insurance.

On January 23, 1975, the Michigan Public Service Commission

authorized an increase in the Company's electric rates of

$66,231,000 on an annual basis which included an interim

increase of $27,624,000 authorized September 16, 1974. A

copy of the rate order and cpinion of the Michigan Public
;

Service Commission in this case, No. U-4576, is attached as

Appendix B.

Item 3. cf the September 13, 1974 Reauest

" Construction expenditures and sources of construction
funds on a quarterly basis during the calendar year 1975."

Response

Information requested pursuant to this item will not -

begin to be available until the close of the first quarter of

1975 Such information will be provided, therefore, in the Company's

next quarterly report. 5

Remainder of the September 13, 1974 Recuest

"In addition, you should notify us of any changes in
Consumers' Power Company's quality control and quality
assurance activities associated with the construction
of the Mid3and Plant."

.

Response

During the fourth quarter of 1974, Consumers Power

Company's quality control and quality assurance activities

.
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,Q associated with the construction of the Midland Plant remained
-V unchanged. Due to the curtailment of construction activities in

1975, there have been Bechtel mr.npower cutbacks, with'out, however,

detract'ing from the quality or scope of the QA effort at Midland. .

Please refer to letters from R. Rex Renfrow, III (February 20,

1975) and P. Robert Brown, Jr. (February 24,1975) to Michael

Glaser, ASLB Chairman in the Midland Show Cause proceeding,

attached hereto as Appendix C.

Item 1. of the January 16, 1975 Request

" Copies of the Michigan Public Service Commission
(Mi'SC) rate order and opinion regarding your $72.2
million requested rate increase."

Response

On January 23, 1975, the Michigan Public Service

Commission issued its rate order and opinion regarding

this requested rate increase, Case No. U-4576. A copy of

this rate order and opinion is attached as Appendix B.
.

Item 2. of the January 16, 1975 Request

" Copies of .the MPSC hearing examiner's decision and
recommendation for a $67.0 million rate increase in the
above case." &.

Response

On December so,1974, Robert E. Hollenshead, Hearings

Examiner for the Michigan Public Service Commission issued

his Proposal for Decision regarding Case No. U-4576. A

copy of this proposal is attached as Appendix D.
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m Item 3. of the January 16, 1975 Recuest

~k#I -

" Provide an assessment of the effect of this rate order .

on the overall financial condition of the Consumers Power
Company and on your ability to finance continued construc-
tion of Midland 1 and 2 and the balance of your construc-
tion program. Also provide an assessment of the impact

.

of any fortheeming gas rate increase on the overall
financial condition and on the ability to finance construction.

" Quantify the assumptions made in your Amendment 28,
regarding the favorable effects of the rate increase and
the operation of the Palisades plant on your ability to
issue $50 million of first mortgage conds in the second
quarter of 1975 (ref. p. 3, supplemental information,
Amendment 28). Specifically, what is the net projected
effect by month of the rate increase and of Palisades'

,

operation on net income, net earnings and on interest
cover'.ge, such that the bonds could be issued."

Response
'

The electric rate increase received on January 23, 1975

will help in gradually restoring the Company's financial health. -

However, because of the current low level of earnings and the

continued outage of the Palisades Plant, the Company is proceeding
I

with a curtailed construction program of about $251 million in :

l

1975 -|

In order to support this construction program and the q
!

refunding of $86.3 million of 2-7/8% first mortgage bonds, the |

Company's tentative financing plan is as follows:

Second Quarter - $50 M4 Bonds -

-{86.3ISBonds(RefundingIssue)
Third Quarter 30 M4 Co= mon Stock

9

30 M4 Preference Stock
Fourth Quarter 75 M4 Bonds-

Pro for=a indenture coverage for the $50 million of first

mortgage bonds in the second quarter is expected to barely

exceed the minimum two times requirement (assuming an 11 5%
O
, s
\.J
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interest rate). However, the ability to sell this issue and tog
carry out the rest of this program is dependent tipon the favorable

acceptance of the Company's securities by the financial markets,

which acceptance cannot be determined at this time. The tentative

financing program is subject to change both as to timing and as

to the types of financing vehicles depending on market conditions

and anticipated acceptance by the market for the Company's

securities. ;

|

In addition to the tentative financing program outlined

|

above, negotiations are progressing on several other financing

arrangements which, if completed, probably would not alter sig-

nificantly the financing plan shown, but could keep the Company's

short-term borrowing at a more desirable level and allow more

flexibility in the timing of the conventional securities.

In addition to the rate relief already approved, ,

favorable treatment in the Co=pany's request for a purchase and

interchange power adjustment clause, filed July 8, 1974, and -

current 4 pe iding before the MPSC, the operation of the Palisades

Plant or intuim relief in a new electric rate case could

serve to provide additional earnings improvement in 1975
+

However, any interim gas rate relief, which is expected in 2 to

3 months, would appear to have a minien1 effect due to the nor=al

seasonal decline in sales. The final rate relief in the gas rate

case, which is expected late this su=mer, is expected to improve

the Company's earnings in the last three months of 1975 and its

ability to finance in late 1975 and 1976.f

L'# An estimate of the impact on earnings and indenture coverage
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T of tne ele tric rate increases and of the operation of Palisades

)
is shown in Appendix E, attached hereto. The first three columns

show the incremental impact of the September 16, 1974 and the

January 23, 1975 electric rate increases and the last three

columns show the incremental impact of Palisades operation

assuming the plant starts up in April. The column headings

are self-explanatory but it should be noted that the ~colu=ns

showing the impact on before and after tax earnings represent the

incremental impact for the particular month. However, the

columns showing the pro forma indenture coverage are based on

the cumulative effect because indenture coverage is based on

twelve months ended data.

Item 4. of the January 16, 197'5 Recuestn
V "In Amendment O (ref. p. 3, supplemental infomation),

you indicated that the successful procurement of short-term
bank loans was an assumption made in Consumers' financing
projections for its construction program. What is the
amcunt of Consumers' lines of credit and the currently
unused portion of these lines? Name the banks extending -

these lines and indicate the relative percentage of
each to the total of the lines of credit. Which of these
banks does Consumers expect to utilize first and indicate
the anticipated amount of each loan."

Response'-

As of March 15, 1975, the following linec of credit were .

)
available to Consumers Power Company:

/D j
U l

!

|
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9: Total Line Percent of Unused Lines ;

Bank of Credit Total Line of Credit

i- First National City Bank $45,000,000 26.'6% $6,000,000
New York, New York

Bankers Trust Company 45,000,000 26.6 6,000,000
New York, New York

National Bank of Detroit .25,000,000 14.8 9,000,000
Detroit, Michigan .

The Detroit Bank and Trust Company 15,000,000 89 7,000,000
Detroit, Michigan

Morgen Guaranty Trust Company 10,000,000 59 -

New York, New York
'

Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit 7,000,000 4.1 -

Detroit, Michigan
Michigan National Bank

-

5,000,000 3.0 5,000,000
Lansing, Michigan

Old Kent Bank and Trust Company 4,000,000 2.4 -

Grand Rapids,-Michigan
Bank of the Co=monwealth 2,000,000 1.2 -

Detroit, Michigan
Bank of Montreal 2,000,000 1.2 2,000,000

New York, New York
Second National Bank of Saginaw 2,000,000 1.2 -

Saginaw, Michigan
h. Community National Bank of Pontiac 1,600,000 09 -

d Pontiac, Michigan
City Bank and Trust Company 1,500,000 09 -

' Jackson, Michigan
National Bank of Jackson 1,300,000 0.7 -

Jackson, Michigan
American Bank and Trust Company 1,000,000 0.6 - -

Lansing, Michigan
. Union Bank and Trust Company 1,000,000 0.6 -

Grand Rapids, Michigan
The Muskegon Bank & Trust Company 800,000 0.4 -

Muskegon, Michigan ~
,

5
Total $169,200,000 100.0% $35,000,000 :

!

The Company will generally borrow all of the money available from !

the smaller banks first. The borrowings from the larger banks will |
. generally be made on a pro rata basis rather than in any sequential order. l

l
|

z- %~'
. .

.6 , - ( .- ; ( f -- ) t.*%.--+M
Stephen H. Howell
Vice-President 1

/7 Dated: March 17, 1973 |

V |
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Ob
.

STATE OF MICHIGAN SS.
Office of the Michigan Public Service Conslaalon

T-/?-? r

I, Earl B. Klomparens, Secretary of the Michigan Public . service Commission Do Herebv Certify,
That I have compared the annexed copy of Commission Order in Case No. U-4$76 dated
January 23, 1975,

r

b
,+

Re: In the matter of the application of
CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY for authority
to increase its rates for the sale of
electric energy,

O

.

,

-

a
j -

with the original, and that it is a true and correct transcript therefrom, and of the whole of such
original.

In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed )
ithe seat of the Commission, at Lansing, this 23rd

day of January in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred s even ty- f i ve.

,

1

i

J
| L&v ~~& l G w n*

Secreta ry

| SfYb
i 1
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s , STATE OF MICHIGAN
~

BEFORE THE MICHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE CSMMISSION
)-

*****

.

In the matter of the application of )
CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY for authority )
to increase its rates for the sale of ) Case No. U-4576electric ener3,. 8

)
)

At a special session of the Michigan Public Service Commission held at its

of f:ces in the city of Lansing, Michigan, on the 23rd dat- of January, 1975.

PhtSENT:, Hon. William G. Rosenberg, Chairman
Hon. Lenton G. Sculthorp, Connissioner
Hon. William R. Ralls, Connissioner

OPINION AND ORDER

I.

HISTORY OF PROCEEDINGS
,

'

On April 23, 1974, Consumers Power Company (Applicant) filed an application
-

,

in this matter requesting that the Commission conduct hearings and thereaf ter

approve for Applicant additional annual revenues of at least $72,159,000. At

the time of filing its application, Applicant also filed a Motion for Partial and E

immediate Rate Relief requesting that- pending a final order in this case, the

Commission grant Applicant authority to place into effect temporary electric rate

schedules designed to produce at least $54,659,000 of additional annual electric
revenues.

Concurrent with its application and its Motion for Partial and immediate

Rate Relief, Applicant filed the proposed written direct testimony of its witnesses
-, and copies of its proposed exhibits.
\- -]*

On May 6, 1974, the Commission issued its Order and Notice of Hearing and.

)

.

w
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(''h Notice of Hearing on Motion for Partial and immediate Rate Relief (Order and Notice
V

of Hearing) to which was attached summaries of Applicant's proposed rate changes and

proposed electric rate schedules designed to produce the additional revenues requested.

The Order and Notice of Hearing required that Applicant publish notice of hearing in

the same newspapers throughout its electric service area and in substantially the same

style and manner as the notice of hearing was published in Case No. U-4332. In ad-

dition, Applicant was required to mail a copy of the Order and Notice of Hearing to

all cities, incorporated villages, counties and townships within its electric service

area as well as to all Intervenors or participants who had appeared in Cases Nos. U-4174

cnd U-4332, being the most recent two electric rate increase proceedings of Applicant.

The Order and Notice of Hearing established the following hearing dates:

1. June 6, 1974, in Lansing, an initial hearing being in the

nature of a Prehearing Conference.
-

(s ,x)* 2. June 25, 1974, in Lansing, for commencing public hearings

for the special purpose of taking statements and testimony

of interested persons. A special evening hearing was scheduled

for 7:00 p.m. on such date.
~

3. July 15, 1974, in Lansing, for the purpose of commencing

cross-examination of Applicant's witnesses.
6

The initial hearings proceeded as scheduled'. A second initial hearing in the ~

nature of a prehearing conference was held on June 21, 1974. Cross-examination of

the direct testimon' if Applicant's witnesses commenced on July 15, 1974 and continued

until completion on August 5, 1974. '

On August 5, 1974, Applican- flied a Renewal of Hotion for Partial and immediate.

Rate Relief, again requesting that the Commission grant Applicant authority to place

(~'ginto effect, pending a final order in this case, temporary electric rates designed to
'V

produce at least $54,659,000 of additional annual revenue from electric operations.
1

Page.2
U-4576
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f''} Notice of Hearing on Motion for Partial and immediate Rate Relief (Order and Notice
\,,/,

of Hearing) to which was attached summaries of Applicant's proposed rate changes and

proposed electric rate schedules designed to produce the additional revenues requested.

The Order and Notice of Hearing required that Applicant publish notice of hearing in

the same newspapers throughout its electric service area and in substantially the same

style and manner as the notice of hearing was published in Case No. U-4332. In ad-

dition, Applicant was required to mail a copy of the Order and Notice of Hearing to

oil cities, incorporated villages, counties and townships within its electric service

area as well as to all intervenors or participants who had appeared in Cases Nos. U-4174

cnd U-4332, being the most recent two electric rate increase proceedings of Applicant.

The Order and Notice of Hearing established the following hearin: dates:

1. June 6, 1974, in Lansing, an initial hearing being in the

nature of a Prehearing Conference.
-> 2. June 25, 1974, in Lansing, for commencing public hearings

for the special purpose of taking statement, and testimony

of interested persons. A special evening hearing was scheduled
.

for 7:00 p.m. on such date.

3. July 15, 1974, in Lansing, for the purpose of commencing

cross-examination of Applicant's witnesses.
. T

Thi Initial hearings proceeded as scheduled. A second initial hearing in the

nature of a prehearing conference was held on June 21, 1974. Cross examination of

the direct testimony of Applicant's witnesses commenced on July 15, 1974 and continued

until co.ipletion on August 5, 1974. '

0*. August 5, 1974, Applicant filed a Renewal of Motion for Partial and immediate
'

Rate Relief, again requesting that the Commission grant Applicant authority to place

-~)into effect, pending a final order in this case, temporary electric rates designed to
^~')N

'

produce at least $54,659,000 of additional annual revenue from electric operations.
.

Ptge 2
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O) Af ter due notice, cross-examinatinn of the( investigation and Report submitted by

the Commission Staff (Staff) and oral argument on Applicant's motion for interim

relief, the Commission on September 16, 1974, issued its order granting Partial and

immediate Rate Relle.f in the amount of $27,624,000 annually. These increased revenues

were to be obtained by an interim surcharge of 1.272 mills per kilowatthour applicable

to all jurisdictional electric rate schedules except street and traffic lighting.

Cross-examination of the direct cases of the Staff and Intervenors commenced on

September 12, 1974 and continued until completion on October 16, 1974. In addition

the direct testimony of Dr. Ralph Turvey, witness for the Environmental Defense

Fund was cross-examined on August 19 and 20, 1974.

Cross-examination of the rebuttal phase of the case commenced on October 29,

1974 and continued through November 7, 1974. Additional evidence related strictly

to billing demands of Applicant's industrial and commercial customers was presented

on November 27, 1974.

On November 14, 1974, Applicant filed an Emergency Motion for Additional Partial

and immediate Rate Relief in the amount of at least $27,035,000. Notice of Hearing
~

was issued on November 15, 1974, and hearing on this Motion was conducted on
i

December 5, 1974. The Commission finds that no action is necessary on the emergency
1

l

motion, it being rendered moot by the issuance of this Opinion and Order.

|Among the Intervenors who have actively participated in this case are the '

1

Attorney General of the State of Michigan, the Environmental Denfense Fund, the West

Michigan Environmental Action Council, the Michigan VAW-CAP and General Motors

Corporation, in addition Myrtle Roby, Clyde Roby, Estelle Collins, Lucille Allen

and Willie Mae Campbell, all of whom are ratepayers of Applicant and recipients of

public assistance, intervened as parties and were jointly represented by Legal

)ServicesofEasternMichigan. Also, unsworn presentations under Rule 16 of the

Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure were made by the Public Interest

Research Group in Michigan (PIRGIM), Dow Chemical Company, Upjohn Company,

Page 3
m-lW6
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Burdox, Inc., and Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corporation.

A total of 101 exhibits were offered into evidence. There was a total of

55 days of hearings and the record of the case consists of 7,836 pages. Except for

oral argument held before the Commission on August 30, 1974, Hearings Examiner

Robert E. Hollenshead presided over all hearings held in this proceeding.

In order that the record of this proceeding would be freely available to the

public in Applicant's electric. service area, the Hearings Examiner directed Applicant

to file a copy of the transcript of the proceedings, together with Applicant's exhibits,

in a public library in each of the following communities: Jackson, Battle Creek,

Kalamazoc, Muskegon, Traverse City, Alma, Lansing, Bay City, Flint, Saginaw and

Grand Rapids.

Simultaneous briefs were filed in this case during the period of December 4

through December 6, 1974; no provision was made for reply briefs. On December 20,

O; 1974, the Hearings Examiner issued his Proposal for Decision recommending additional
C !

relief in the amount of $39,453,274. Exceptions to the Examiner's Proposal for

Decision were filed by January 9, 1975 There was no provision made for Replies to

Exceptions i the Examiner's Proposal for Decision. The decision rendered herein is
,

based solely upon examination and consideration of the record including the briefs,

the Proposal for Decision, and the Exceptions of the parties in this proceeding.

\
9

11.
_

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICANT l

Applicant is a Michigan corporation with its principal office in Jackson,

Michigan and is engaged, among other things, in the generation, transmission, distribution (

and sale of electric energy. Applicant's service area includes all, or portions, of 61

counties in.the. Lower Peninsula of Michigan. Applicant serves more than 1,184,000

customers in 1,540 communities and townships through twelve operating divisions:

Page 4
U-4576
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b] Battle Creek, Northeast
/' (Bay City), Central (Alma), Flint, Grand Rapids, Jackson,

Kalama no, Lansing, Muskegon, Pontiac, Saginaw aad Northwest (Traverse City).

'

lit.

PREFACE

I

Prior to the Order Granting Partial and immediate Rate Relief on September 16,

1974, Applicant's rates for electric service were those authorized by the Commission

on January 18, 1974 in Case U-4332, which utilized the twelve months ending |

|

December 31, 1972 as the test year.
i

During 1974, for the first time in many years, Applicant has experienced a
{

decrease in electric sales. After 1974 Applicant expects growth to continue but

at a lesser rate than in the past. Nevertheless, over the five year period, 1974-1978

Appiicant forecasts sales to increase 20% over the 1974 sales. In order to meet these
%J

growth projections, Applicant planned to invest $1.9 billion in electric pl ct con-

struction during the period 1974-1978. This amount reflects a reduction from

$2.7 billion originally planned for investment in new plant occasioned by the 1
-|

|
cancellation of the Quanicassee Nuclear Reactor Facility and deferral for one year -,

of its Campbell E3 unit.

Subsequent to these deferrals and cancellations, Applicant has announced addi-
E

tional reductions of its construction program and large scale layoffs of construction

workers due to its stated inability to obtain financing at reasonable terms.

The record discloses that Applicant will need to issue substantial amounts of

new securities over the next few years in order to finance its construction program,

in order to m~.c increased demand for electricity, Applicant must be in a position to
obtain financing. The alternative is dangerously reduced reserve capacity with serious

otential effects upon Applicant's ability to render continuous, adequate and reliable
s2rvice.

Pcge 5 .
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As the record reflects and the Commission finds, Applicant's financial condition

is not conducive to meeting its needs for external financing under reasonable circum-

stances. In general, utilities throughout the nation face severe financing difficulties

due to the effects of record high interest rates.

In particular, Applicant's bonds, preferred stock and commercial paper have all

been downrated in recent months.. During most of 1974, Applicant's common stock has

sold at 50% of book value and at times below par value. Additionally, interest

coverages on outstanding bonds and preferred stock have fallen tc. levels which

legally prohibit the issuance of additional securities. Although Applicant has

announced its intention to continue its dividend payment in view of the alternative

consequences, recently announced earnings per share are significantly below Appli-

cant's dividend payments to shareholders.

Moreover, and of key significance, the record reflects that Applicant has been,

unable for a seriod of several years to earn the return authorized by this Commission.

Finally, ever-increasing costs of providing utility service in such areas as interest
.A l

rates, wages, construction, operations, interchange power, and fuels including lag i

recovery problems have seriously affected Applicant's cash flow situation. The $,.

Commission wilt address these and other issues-in detail in this Opinion and Order.

4
IV.

TEST PERIOD

in each rate proceeding, it is necessary to select the test period and to adjust j
*

s ,

the operating results in this test period for changes in revenue and cost levels so

that the adjusted operating results of this test period will be representative of

the future, and thereby afford a reasonable basis upon which to predicate rates which
0
U will be effective during a future period. In this proceeding, all parties, including

the Staff, adopted the twelve months ending December 31, 1973 as the test period.-

Page 6
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The Staff, in addition to utilizing calendar 1973 as the test year, also looked
a

forward to "significant known changes" for a pericJ of nine months beyond the test

year in order to provide a more current view of Applicant's financial condition. The

. Commission will give'due consideration to the Staff's approach to "significant known
{

!

lchanges" as is hereafter set forth in this Opinion and Order. The Commission finds j
.

that the twelve months ending December 31, 1973 is the appropriate test period.in

this proceeding as determined by the Hearings Examiner. The Commission is also of {
!

the view that rate proceedings increasingly require more information which adequately

reflects the current and future circumstances of the particular utility. The Commiss Sn

therefore directs Applicant and the Staff in all future rate proceedings to submit

evidence of a projected test year for the 12-month period immediately following the

proposed test year.,

'

V.
*
.

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES
.

.

At the outset, and before discussing the major issues in this case, the overall -

positions of the various parties as well as the major areas contested are indicated

; in this section. To properly accomplish this, a brief and very fundamental discussion

of a utility rate case is in order. a
.

A utility rate case ' involves the determination of certain major matters prior ~

to reaching conclusions as to the rates that should be charged to a utility's
customers. First, a rate base is selected to which an appropriate rate of return is
applied. Next, the income of the utility is measured against this figure to determine

whether the utility is earning its authorized rate of return. If the utility is

carning less than its authorized rate of return, this indicates that the utility has

revenue deficiency and therefore its rates should be increased. If the utility is

acrning more than its authorized rate of return, a decrease in rates is in order. The

pcge 7
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N~-] final clement of a rate case concerns rate design, or a determination of what rates

should be charged to the utility's various classes of customers,

in the instant case, only Applicant and the Staf f discussed all of the major areas.

The Attorney General contested the matter of rate base, rate of return, net operating

income and revenue deficiency but did not contest the matter of rate design. The

Michigan UAW-CAP, although it did not actively participate in the case to the degree

that the Attorney General did, takes the exact same positions on the issues as the

Attorney General. Therefore, throughout this Opinion and Order, only the Attorney

General is mentioned except in those Instances where the UAW-CAP filsd separate ex-
.

ceptions. It should be noted, however, that this also represents the positions taken

by the Michigan UAW-CAP. Intervenors Myrtle Roby et al, while they did not actively

contest the various issues in the case, took a position opposed to any rate increase.

The renaining intervening parties, the Environmental Defense Fund, the West

s_) Michigan Environmental Action Council and General Motors Corporation,took no position

as to the appropriate level of revenues Applicant should earn but, instead, contested
,

the matter of rate design. Likewise, the Rule 16 participants, PIRGIM, Dow Chemical -

-

Company, Burdox, Inc. , and Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corporation were only hon-

cerned with the matter of rate design.

In order to avoid problems related to coping with inflation and in an attempt to
,

provide new rates to enable Applicant a reasonable opportunity to earn its authorized
.

rate of return, Applicant and the Staff addressed the matter of " earnings erosion."

Although the matter of " earnings erosion" will be separately discussed in this

Opinion and Order, it is appropriate to mention at this time that the Staff's policy

of recognizing "significant known changes" nine months beyond the test year actually

ccnstitutes an attempt to address the problem of earnings erosion. Applicant approached

f'~');he problem of earnings erosion by means of a separate earnings erosion allowance which\_,
ill be discussed in a separate section.

*

w
As the Attorney General claimed that Applicant

Pcge 8
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had a revenue excess he therefore deemed that any provision for earnings erosion
'

inappropriate in this case.

VI.

RATE BASE

Overview

Applicant, the Staf f, arid the Attorney General presented evidence as to the

appropriate rate base to be utilized in this case. Because of the divergent approaches j

i

of those parties to the various issues which affect rate base, the rate bases they ;

proposed vary significantly: Applicant claims that the appropriate jurisdictional
l

rate base is $1,578,387,000; the Staff claims that the appropriate jurisdictional |
rate base is $1,751,702,000; and the Attorney General claims that the appropriate I

1

Jurisdictional rate base is $1,645,887,000. In the Proposal for Decision, the Hearings

v
Examiner adopted a net' Jurisdictional rate base of $1.746,713,000. |

It is necessary to resolve a variety of issues in order to determine the rate I

base to be employed in this case:
,

1. Whether a year-end or average year approach should be utilized
in determining rate base. .

2. Whether a net utility plant or capital structure rate base
should be adopted. g

3 Whether an allowance for working capital should be included
in the rate base.

4. What is the proper methodology for making separations to non-
Jurisdictional business.

5 Whether interest-bearing construction work in progress should be
included in rate base.

6. Whether the portion of Applicant's investment in the Ludington
Pumped Storage Plant which relates to certain sales to Commonwealth

^ Edison Company of Illinois should be included in the rate base.
)

'~'
7 Whether Applicant's facilities used to serve certain municipal

pumping customers should be included in the rate base.,
j

Page 9' ,
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f3
4 _ ,) In addition, the issue rsised as to the proper treatment of Applicant's profits

on reacquired securities is pertinent to the final rate case determination. That

issue is considered in Section Vill; Adjusted Net Operating income, and the decision

on that issue is reflected in the rate bas,e determined herein.

Year-End Rate Base

Applicant, the Staff and the Attorney General all presented evidence based upon

a year-end rate base. In additi.on, the Attorney General presented some testimony and

exhibits based upon an average year rate base. The hearings Examiner adopted a year-

end rate base for this case.

In Case No. U-4332, the Commission utilized a year-end rate base. In this

the Attorney General did not present evidence which completely indicated thecase,

effects of an average year rate base and did urge the adoption of this approach.
S

) in view of the foregoing, and in view of the fact that no party took exception

to the Proposal fcr Decision on this issue, the Commission adopts the use of a

year-end rate base for this case.

-

Net Utility Plant vs. Capital Structure

Both Applicant and the Staff presented evidence utilizing a net utility plant rate 7

base. The Attorney Generaliuti,lized what is known as a " capital structure" rate base. ~-f
6;

The Hearings Examiner adopted a net utility plant rate base, to which the Attorney 'T

General filed exceptions. The' Attorney General also filed several proposed Findings

of Fact relating to this issue.

It should be noted that the determination of this issue is dispositive of

several subsidiary points raised by the Attorney General relating to rate base.
~. Fundamentally, choosing between a net utility plant rate base and a capital

ImT structure rate base is a mixed question of policy and fact which must be determined
\~-)

by the Commission in light of the applicable statute and by employing the Comnission's

accumulated expertise and experience necessary to achieve the most reasonable and

Page 10
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D
'(dconsistent resul t.

The applicable statute, MCLA 460.557, provides in pertinent part:

"In determining the proper price, the commission shall consider and
give due weight to all lawful elements properly to be considered j

to enable it to determine the just and reasonable price to be fixed
for supplying electricity, including costs, reasonable return on the
fair value of all property used in the service..."

Properly construed, the statute requires the Commission to exercise its discretion

so as to provide a reasonable return on all property used in the service.

In Case No. U-4332, Case No. U-4257 and other previous cases, the Commission

considered this same issue and determined that a net utility plant rate base was

appropriate. In this case, the Commission again concludes that the utilization of

a net utility plant rate base constitutes the most appropriate technique for deter-

mining rate base. Based upon the facts before the Consnission, a net utility plant

rate base, consisting of the net of recorded original cost of the property, is most

likely to result in a reasonable return on the " fair value of all property used in

the service." That approach for determining the fair value of the property has the

cdded virtue of being less speculative and_ less susceptible to inconsistency between
,

rate cases.

Therefore, the exceptions relating to the use of a net utility plant rate base
_

are rejected and all proposed findings deriving therefrom are denied. ;
.

Working Capital

Both Applicant and the Staff included in their retpective rate bases an allowance,

for working capital in the amount of $43,312,000, based upon the formulistic approach

adopted by the Commission in past cases. The Hearings Examiner adopted an allowance

or working capital in the amount proposed by Applicant and the Staff.

The Attorney General did not provide for an allowance for working capital, and
v

consequently excepted to the Hearings Examiner on this issue and proposed a finding

which would disallow an allowance for working capital in the rate base.

Page 11
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OQ The Commission is persuaded that an allowance for working capital is necessary

.in order to assure a fair return on all property used in the service provided by

Applicant, and that $43,312,000 is the proper amount for ti.e allowance. 1

Therefore, the exceptions relating to an allowance for working capital are not

accepted, and all proposed findings deriving therefrom are denied. |
!

Non-Jurisdictional Separations

Applicant and the Staff differed on'their approaches to separations of jurisdic-

tional from non-Jurisdictional plant. The Attorney General presented no evidence and I

took no independent position on the issue, although his position in favor of a capital

structure rate base would of necessity affect this item indirectly.

The Hearings Examiner adopted the Staff methodology for these separations,

which was consistent with the methodology apprcved by the Commission in Case No.

U-4332. Basically, the adopted approach makes separations utilizing the 12-month

average peak responsibility method and in addition allocating 25% of the costs of

Applicant's generation and transmisslon facilitles on an energy basis. No party
..

filed exceptions to the approac.i adopted lay the Examiner on this matter. (
in light of the absence of any exceptions on this issue, and the evidence pre-

sented by the parties, the Commission is persuaded that the approach adopted by the

Hearings Examiner and followed by the Commission in previous cases is reasonable and j

should be adopted in this case.

Construction Work in Progress

Applicant asserted that interest bearing construction work in progress should

be excluded from rate base, while the Staff argued for its inclusion in rate base. -

The Attorney General took no position on the issue separate from his position favoring

h a capital structure rate base. The Hearings Examiner adopted the Staff position and
J

-included all construction work in progress in the rate base.

i

Page 12
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' b( % No exceptions were filed on this issue. Because of the absence of exceptions

.on the issue and the compelling reasons cited in the Examiner's decision for the

position taken therein, the Commission will include construction work in progress in
.

the rate base.

Sales to Commonwealth Edison from
Ludington Pumped Storage Plant

inThe Attorney General asserted that the portion of Applicant's investment
.

the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant which relates to sales to Commonwealth Edison

Company of Illinois shculd be excluded from rate base. Both Applicant and the Staff

included all of AppIIcant's investment in the Ludington plant in the rate base. The

' Hearings Examiner rejected the argument of the Attorney General and included all of

the investment in the Ludington plant in the rate base. The Attorney General filed

p exceptions to the Proposal for Decision on this issue, as did Applicant.

A,pplicant excepted only to the statement in the Proposal for Decision that the

rate for the sales to Commonwealth Edison are established by a mere filing of the

contract for the sales with the Federal Power Commission. The Attorney General
J

also excepted to thz.t statement. These exceptions of the Attorney General and Appli- |
!

cant are well-taken, and the Commission so finds. The Federal Power Commission does, i

as Applicant and the Attorney General point out, have jurisdiction over the rates
S'

established for the sales to Commonwealth Edison to determine their reasonableness.

The Attorney General argues chat the' sales to Commonwealth Edison are "non-

Jurisdictional" and are, therefore, not properly included in rate base. He further i

|

argues that the treatment of this issue by the Hearings Examiner is inconsistent
Iwith'the treatment of municipal pumping and Pontiac retail customers.

Applicant in its exceptions argues that jurisdiction to establish the rates for

the interstate sales to Commonwealth Edison is not pertinent to including the invest-

ment'in the rate base. Applicant further argues that the Commission decision in
1
1

.
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C/ Case No. F-180 is determinative of the issue, and that the Attorney General may not

now collaterally attack the decision in that case.

In the order in Case No. F-180 dated November 1, 1971, the Commission determined

that benefits would accrue to Applicant's customers as a result of installing all six

units of the Ludington plant at one time, rather than delaying construction of two

of the units. It was therefore found reasonable to treat sales of initial excess

capacity to other utilities as jurisdictional sales. The Comission further deter-

mined that construction of the plant would enable Applicant to meet Its obligations

to the public, commencing in 1973

Because of the argument of the Attorney General, it is appropriate to briefly

review the proper criteria for inclusion of property in the rate base. Pursuant to
:

MCLA 460.557, the Commission is required to allow Applicant a reasonable return on

the fair value of all property used in the provision of utility service. All property

used and useful in rendering electrical service to Applicant's customers must be
!
!

considered.

Simply put, whether the Commission regulates the rates for sales to Commonweal th
,

Edison is not relevant to the inclusion of the investment in the rate base. What is

decisive is whether there is a present or future benefit and usefulness of that

investment to Applicant's customers. Based on that test, the Commission has pre-

vlously found that inclusion of the full Ludington investment in rate base iss

reasonable and proper.

In Case No. F-180, the Commission determined that the entire investment of

Applicant in the Ludington plant was in the best interest of Applicant's customers,

and that it should ther efore be included in Applicant's rate base. There is nothing

in this record to contradict that finding.

Of course, to the extent that the Ludington plant is not presently actually |

used to supply Applicant's customers but instead is used for sales to Commonwealth

Edison, the Comission must avoid allowing Applicant a double return. For that

Page 14
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the revenues from sales to Commonwealth Edison are included in net operating 'reason,

d income. '

Finally, it should be noted that the analogy of the Attorney General of the,

Ludington facility to municipal pumping facilities and sales within the city of

Pontiac, which have been excluded from rate base, is inapposite. Municipal pumping,

facilities and facilities to supply certain customers witb.In,the city of Pontiac,

have not been shown to'be beneficial or useful, either now or in th'e future, for

Applicant's customers generally. Those facilities are therefore excluded from the

rate base and the related operating income is similarly excluded.. . .

In view of the foregoing, the exceptions of the~ Attorney General, except for

the one specifically noted above, are not approved, and all proposed findings re-

lating to the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant are denied.
;

1

lMunicipal Pumping Facilities

Applicant claimed that municipal pumping facilities should be included in the
rate base. The Staff claimed that those facilities should be excluded. The Hearings

Examiner adopted the Staff position. No exceptions to the Proposal for Decision on

this issue were filed.
-

In view of the absence of exceptions and the evidence presented by the parties,

the Commission is persuaded that facilities utilized for municipal pumping operations
.

should be excluded from Applicant's rate base.
.

Summary

The Commission, therefore, concludes that the rate base which is reasonable,

appropriate, and proper for ose in this case is as follows:

Net Utility Plant ' $ 1,776,813,000
Working Capital 43,312,000 ,

Total Rate Base 1,820,125,000

Less Non-Jurisdictional 73,412,000
. -

'"

Net Jurisdictional Rate Base $ 1,746,713,000

Page 15
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Therefore all proposed findings of the Attorney General inconsistent with this

datermination are specifically denied for the reasons fully set forth herein.

Vll.

RATE OF RETURN'

Rate of return testimony was presented by J.A. Parker for Applicant, Paul A. Carlson

for the Staff and Hugh Larkin for the Attorney General. Mr. Parker advocated use of an
.

overall rate of return of 7.61%, Mr. Carlson recommende6 use of an overall rate of

return of 8.06%, and Mr. Larkin recommended use of an overall rate of return of 7.528%.

It should be noted at the outset that all parties utilized a return on common

equity of 12.12%, the same as approved in Applicant's last electric rate proceeding,

''"pse No. U-4332. Therefore, the appropriate rate of return on common equity has not
-|been an issue in this case. Accordingly, the Commission adopts 12.12% as the proper

rate of return on common equity in this case. The Commission directs the Staff to

prepare and present a new rate of return on common equity study in Applicant's next j
,.

rete proceeding in view of the fact that the capital markets have undergone significant

changes of circumstances since the completion of the Staff's last full investigation.

Cepital' Structure .y'
!Applicant and the Attorney General both proposed a capital structure based on

year-end 1973 The Staff, on the other hand, utilized a 13-month average capital

structure based on the test year ending December- 31, 1973 ,

Applicant's capital structure presented by Mr. Parker copsists of:

Total Debt 49.70%

Preferred Stock 13.45--

V Common Equity 29 36

Deferred Taxes 7.49
100.00%

Page 16
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The Staff's proposed capital structure presented by Mr. Carlson is as follows:

Long-term Debt 49.23%

Notes Payable 1 51
J

Preferred Stock 11.04
. .

Common Equity 30.62 ,

!

Deferred Taxes 7 59
99 99%

The Attorney General's witness, Mr. Lai' kin, proposed the fo.llowing capital

structure:

Long-term Debt 50.05%

Preferred Stock 13.54 -

Common Equity 27.83

Deferred Taxes 7.55

Customer Deposits .09

Reserve for Rate Refund 94
100.00% ,

The Attorney General's lower percentage of common equity is due to subtraction of
,

-

$16,631,000, representing Applicant's investment .in its subsidlary, Northern Michigan

Exploration Company (NMEco), from Applicant's common equity. The Attorney General

claimed that this investment should be deleted from the common equity portion of
,

,

:
Applicant's capital structure since this investment constitutes risk capital involved

in gas and oil exploration. As risk capital, the Attorney General argued it has a

cost of not less than 12.12%, Applicant's common equity rate of return. Applicant

and the Staff opposed the Attorney General's exclusion from Applicant's capital

structure of the investment in NMECo.

The Attorney General excepted to the Hearing Examiner's conclusion that Applicant's

investment in NMEco is properly includable in the common equity portion of Applicant's

capital structure and proposed findings that this amount should be excluded as risk

| Page 17
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crpital having a cost of not isss thin the 12.12% roturn cn common cquity authoriz:d
.

r~'ior Applicant.

(#)''
The Commission affirms the conclusion of the Hearings Examiner that the NMEco

investment is properly includable in Applicant's capital structure as common equity.

The Commission finds that Applicant's investment in its subsidiary comes from general

funds which are not traceable exclusively to common equity funds. While it is a

risk venture, the existence of the NMEco investment does not affect the capital

structure used to finance the remainder of Applicant's assets as implied by the

Attorney General. The Commission therefore, as in Case No. U-4332, finds the Attorney

G:neral's exception without merit and rejects his proposed findings of fact related

to the NMECo investment.
.

The Hearings Examiner adopted the 13-month average capital structure proposed by

the Staff as most appropriate for use in this case. The Attorney General excepted to

this determination and proposed findings that the test year end capital structure was

| hore representative and typical for purposes of establishing a fair rate of return

cnd setting rates for the future and, in the alternative, that Applicant's capital

itructure as of September, 1974 was more typical for establishing future rates.

The Commission finds that the Attorney General's exceptions are not persuasive, .

offirms the findings of the Hearings Examiner and rejects the Attorney General's

proposed findings of fact with respect thereto. The Commission finds that the 13-

month average capital structure is more resresentative of Applicant's typical

financial mix and is, therefore, less subject to distortions in setting a fair return

crused by transient elements of a year-end ca;Ctal structure. For these reasons,

tha Commission also finds t',at the 13-month average capital structure is more rep-

resentative for establishing a fair rate of return. Conversely, the Commission finds

thlt Applicant's capital stiucture as of September, 1974', as proposed by,the Attorney
-

_G neral is not representative of Applicant's typical financial mix and is founded
1 i
%J
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only upon qualified ostimatas of Stof f witn:ss Ccris n oficittd en cross-examination.

<- The Commission determines, therefore, that the Attorney General's proposed findings
k I

''ts to Applicant's cost of capital and fair rate of return as of September, 1974

cro not supported by the record.

C".st of Debt and Preferred Stock
.

Applicant and the Attorney General both proposed 6.27% as the proper embedded

cast of debt. calculated as of year-end 7973 Both parties combined short-term and

lcng-term debt in this figure. On the other hand, the Staf f calculated long-term
.,

dsbt at 6.81% and calculated short.-term debt at 11.656%. The Staff's long-term debt

not only takes into account Applicant's debt as of year-end 1973, but also includes

tha cost of long-term debt issued in 1974. Specifically, the Staff included in its

calculations issuance of $34,700,000 of pollution .ontrol revenue bonds and a

$50,000,000 long-term note in June, 1974. The Staff also included a $60,000,000
.

Irst mortgage bo'pd issue in July, 1974 and a $50,000,000 bond issue in August, 1974.

ha Staff's short-term debt reflects cost of notes payable on July 31, 1974.

Both Applicant and the Attorney General determined that the appropriate embedded

ecst of preferred stock is 6.94% based upon year-end 1973 The Staff determined that
-

embedded cost of preferred stock is 7.40%, representing the cost of preferred stock

et year-end 1973 and adjusted to reflect issuance of $30,000,000 of preference -

stock in July, 1974. Applicant also urged recognition of 1974 preferred stock and
.

T
dsbt costs if the Commission rejected its requested earnings erosion allowance.

The Hearings Examiner found that the Staff's calculations were more appropriate
.

for determination of embedded costs. The Attorney General excepted to the use of

1974 rather than year-end 1973 debt and preferred stock embedded costs and argues
.

|that use of 1974 costs results in a capital structure not representative of average-
y;;r 1973 He also proposed findings that a fair rate of return should be determined

('~ \,, \
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on the basis of year-end 1973 embedded costs or, in the alternative, that if 1974

embedded costs are used, then a capital structure representative of 1974 should

also'be adopted.

The Concilssion is not persuaded by the Attorney General's exceptions, affirms

the findings of the Hearings Examiner and rejects the ' proposed findings of the

Attorney General. The Staff approach provides the most recent and accurate picture

of Applicant's embedded cost of debt and preferred stock. Therefore, year-end cost

figures are not ar;sropriate for this case and a fair rate of return should not be
determined upon that basis. The Commission, as in the past, finds that use of known

cnd identifiable costs beyond the test period appropriately recognizes Applicant's

cost of providing utility service during the future period for which rates are
currently established.

.

The Commission also finds that the recognition of 1974 incurred costs does

not result in a capital cost not representative of the 1973 average test year. '

Average capital structure, as previously determined, is the most representative
approach for this case.d

Recognition of 1974 costs updating known changes does not

significantly distort this picture. Finally, the record lacks any credible evidence,

.

upon which to establish an average 1974 capital structure. -

.

Jcb Development Investment Tax Credit .

The Hearings Examiner found that Applicant's unamortized balance of the Job b"

Osvelopment Tax Credit should earn the overall rate of return authorized and not

the approved rate of return on common equity as proposed by Applicant. As no ex-

ceptions have been filed with respect to this finding, the Commission af firms the

Hsaring Examiner's decision in accordance with its previous determination in Case

; Ns. U-4332.-

d age 20 ' -
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Income Tax Effect
s

[-) The Attorney General excepts to the Hearing Examiner's failure to consicer or
V

find that Applicant's current capital structure as of September,1974 generates

cdditional income tax savings through interest deductions and proposes findings

with respect to recognizing these savings as reductions in Applicant's revenue

requirements. As the Commission has found that use of a September, 1974 capital

structure is inappropriate in this case and that recognition of 1974 embedded debt

costs does not require use of a 1974 capital structure, the Commission rejects the

exception; and proposed findings of the Attorney General as unsubstantiated upon

the record and not controlling upon the decision herein.

Summary

The Hearings Examiner found that a fair and reasonable rate of return on

Applicant's rate base is 8.06%. The calculation of this figure is set forth below.

(} Type of Ccpital Weight Cost Weighted Cost

,

Long-term Debt .4923 6.81 3 35%

Notes Payable .0151 11.656 0.18 |
1

Preferred Stock .1104 7.40 0.82 -

Common Equity 3062 12.12 3.71

Deferred Taxes .0759 -0- -0-

Totals 9999 8.06%

9
The Attorney General excepts to this conclusion and proposes a finding that a fair

and reasonable rate of return of 7.528% as recommended by witness Larkin using year-end
t

1973 or, in the alternative, 7.8692% as of September,1974 should be adopted. As

the Commission has found both the year-end 1973 and September, 1974 approach in-

cppropriate or not supported by the record, the proposed findings are rejected and

cn overall rate of return of 8.06% as determined by the Hearings Examiner is af firmed
,

)andadopted.
t
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ADJUSTED NET OPERATING INCOME

The test year net operating income of Applicant was $87,459,000. Applicant
-

and the Attorney General both claimed that jurisdictional net operating income was

$84,385,000 and the Staf f asserted that the net operating income was $84,228,000. The

$157,000 dif ference resulted from the differing methodology used for separating juris-

dictional and non-jurisdictional business. The Hearings Examiner found that the Staff

nat operating figure was most aPoropriate. 1.i view of the Commission's findings re-

g::rding the proper methodology for separating jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional

rate base, the Hearings Examiner's finding of jurisdictional net operating income

for the test year of $84,228,000 is hereby af fi rmed.

The adjusted net operating income, as proposed by the various parties, is as

follows:

Applicant $ 85,519,000
Staff 114,309,000
Attorney General 131,728,000 -

.

Where the parties are in agreement concerning adjustments to net operating
i

income, no comment will be made regarding such adjustments. The discussion here- -

inaf ter concerns only those adjustments upon which the parties dif fer. In view

of the differing methodology used for non-jurisdictional separation, the adjust-

ments will be . discussed in terms of total company net operating income except where h

otherwise indicated.
-

Michigan Franchise Tax

Applicant and the Staf f both proposed adjustments reducing net operating income in'

the amount of $236,000 to reflect an increase in the Michigan Franchise Tax. This .

proposed adjustment is primarily related to Applicant's issuance of $130,000,000 of
;

(h
() preferred stock during the 1973 test period.
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The Attorney General contended that no adjustment should be made for franchise

tax increases since this expense relates to 1974 rather than 1973 level of operations,

and that the proposed adjustment is for the privilege of doing business in Michigan

in 1974 rather than 1973.

The Hearings Examiner found the adjustment to be proper on the grounds that the'

computation date of the annual privilege fee is December 31, 1973, thereby
.

reflecting a known increase in expenses at the end of the test year. As determined

in Case No. U-4332 and no exceptions having been filed, the Michigan Franchise Tax
,

l

increase adjustment approved by the Examiner in the amount of $236,000 is hereby

affirmed.

Depreciation Adjustment for Plant Obsolesence

Both the Staff and Applicant proposed an adjustment in the amount of $2,133,000

to reflect a reduction in net operating income resulting from a change in Applicant's

()depreciationrates.
,

The Attorney General opposed the adjustment since, as of the completion of

hearings in this case, the adjustment did not. represent a known change and the

Commission had not yet approved any change to Applicant's depreciation rates. The
~

Attorney General further opposed the adjustment since, even if the Commission were

to approve s change in Applicant's depreciation rates prior to the issuance of an
.

order in this case, the change would not take effect until 1975. T

The Hearings Examiner adopted the position of Applicant and the Staf f, to which

the Attorney General took exception.

In their presentations, both Applicant and the Staff recognized that engineers

and other experts had been reviewing a detailed depreciation study of Applicant's

plant for a number of months. This process was concluded, rates were recommended and

3 the Commission adopted those rates in its order in Case No. F-665, dated January 13,
b

1975 The establishment of depreciation rates is not a simple process. All c.- ,

,
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Applicant's alant facilities must be rsviewed. Scsed en historical experisnce end
(h
( jprobable future conditions, technical judgment must determine estimated additions

cnd retirements, probable plant lives, salvage, and removal costs. Because of the

time involved in such a review, it is not feasible to superimpose the complications

of such a highly technical process on the already difficult, lengthy rate-setting

procedure.

The Attorney General argued that an adjustment should not be included in the

Commission's cost of service calculation to reflect finally determined depreciation

rates because such rates would be effective only after January 1, 1975, a date which'

now has passed. The rates for electric service which the Commission is now fixing

also wl'l be effective in 1975 imcediately upon issuance of this order. The service

rates thus will appropriately recognize the depreciation costs which are concurrently

being incurred, in the Commission's opinion, this recognizes appropriately the

matching of revenues and the expenses incurred in generating those revenues.

A similar question arose in connection with depreciation in Case No. U-4257

involving electric rates of The Detroit Edison Company, where the.Intervenors ob-

jected to consideration of depreciation rates established in a separate proceeding.
'

4

There the Commission stated:
-

"These rates were found to be reasonable by the Commission. Thus,
there is a presumption as to their validity for rate-making purposes:
The Intervenors, as well as Applicant and the Staff, were free to
present such testimony and exhibits as they wished in order to ,

demonstrate that such rates were, in fact, not valid, or that dif- T
ferent depreciation rates might be more appropriate. The Commission
is free to make adjustments for depreciation in the setting of rates
in a rate case, regardless of depreciation practices which might be
ordered for accounting purposes. However, there was no evidence
presented in this case tending to show that any other depreciation
rate might be more reasonable or appropriate than those ordered .

by the Commission in Case No. F-323 and used by Applicant."

Therefore, the Commission finds that an adjustment of $,719,000 is appropriate.
4

. .

In light of this adjustment, the exceptions of the Attorney General are not

adopted, and his proposed findings deriving from those exceptions are denied.
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Pastal Rate Increase

Applicant and the Attorney General both recommended an adjustment decreasing

ne t ope ra ti ng income in - the ' e>m;un t of $ 130,000 to reflect the postal rate increase
.

ef fective March 1,1974.
|

The Staf f opposed this adjustment, not considering it a " major ited" of expense

which increased within a nine-month period beyond the end of the test year. In

addition, the Staff' claimed that nonrecognition of this postal rate increase might '

serve as an offset to possible increases in revenues or decreases in cost.
.

The Hearings Examiner approved the proposed adjustment for postal rate increases.

He cited the Staff witness, Charles Geyer, who indicated on cross-examination that

he has in the past recommended such an adjustment. He also stated that he would

| have made this adjustment in the instant case If it were not for the abovementioned

Staf f policy of adjusting only " major items" of expense. |

The Commission has in the past approved adjustments for postal rate increases

which became effective af ter the end of the test period. This is a significant
~

a

known change which should be recoghized. No exceptions having been filed, the

postal rate increase adjustment as approved by the Hearings Examiner is hereby affirmed.
.

Wtge and Related Pension Cost increase

Applicant, the Staff and the Attorney General all recommended adjustments for in-

creased wage and pension costs. Applicant recommended an adjustment decreasing net 5

operating income in the amount of $1,113,000. The Staff's adjustment decreased net

operating income in the amount of $2,910,000 and the Attorney General's adjus tment

. reduced net operating income in the amount of $203,000.

Both Applicant and the Attorney General's adjustment took into account wage and
.

. pansion cost increases through* February 2,1974. The Attorney General, however,

deducted from .this amount $1,113,000 on the theory that Applicant could offset 84.6%
4
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of the increased cost because of increased productivity.

(q
j The Staff based i ts adjustment on wage and related pension costs through

September of 1974. The Staff <,educted an offset study of the wage and pension cost

increase and, although it found t..at there was an increase in emp.oyee productivihy,

determined that no rede~ should be made to the adjustment because cost level

increases could not be offset without depressing the earned rate of return on Appli-

cant's comwon equi ty.

In addition to its position mentioned above, the Attorney General contended that

if the Commission utilizes the Staf f's adjustment, this adjustment should be decreased

$.1,082,000 to represent a reduction in Applicant's employnwnt level from 1973 to 1974.

The Hearings Examiner adopted the adjustment proposed by the Staff to which

Appl i can t filed no exceptions. The Attorney General filed several exceptions to the

Proposal for Decision.

A review of the Attorney Gen?.ral's exceptions and proposed findings disclosesO
\'' that his principal objections to the Examiner's decision are three:

(1) First, the Attorney General objects to consideration of the Staff

adjustment to the extent it is based on wage and related pension
-

cos ts through September, 1974.

(2) Second, the Attorney Genera'l asserts that his increaced produc-

tivity figures should be offset against any wage and pension
.

2
increase adjustments.

(3) Third, the Attorney General asserts that there should be an of fset

based upon a reduction in the employment force.

The Commission rejects the position of the Attorney General and adopts the Staf f

position as set forth in the Proposal for Decision.

As to the Attorney General's first principal objection, the Commission is persuaded

{~'/hthat basing the wage and related pension cost adjustment on the September, 1974 evidences
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presented by the Staf f is reasonable and appropriate. The Staff. calculation was

based upon Applicant's initial offer in its neyotiations with its employees. As

such, it is most reasonable to assume that its figures constitute conservative

dstimates, since the final negotiated wage package would at least equal Applicant's
-

first offer.

As to the Attorney General's se mnd principal objection, the Consnission is 1

persuaded by the Staff study, which indicates that Applicant has been unable, in

fact, to offset any cost level increases without depressing its earned rate of j

return. Therefore the productivity offset proposed by the e ' 'orney General is rejected.

The problem with the offset study of the Attorney General is that it did not include

the second (" rate of return") step necessary for a reliable study. The Commissio'n's

fundamental purpose is to establish rates which will allow Applicant to earn its

authorized return and, in light of the Staff study, little would be gained towarc

that objective by accepting the position of the Attorney General.

As to the Attorney General's thi rd principal objection, the Commission notes that

Applicant's employment level reduction is the result of an auster 'ty program forced

. by Appli. cant's financial situation. As such, imputing it to test year figures would
,

be inappropriate since it is abnormal and, therefore, the test year calculations

would be inappropriately distorted.

Therefore, the Commission adopts the wage and pension cost adjustment proposed ;

by the Staff and contained in the Proposal for Decision. The exceptions of the

Attorney General relating to this issue are not approved, and all proposed findings

deriving therefrom are therefore denied.

Profi t on Reacqui red Securities

Applicant adjusted net operating income upward in the amount of $1,102,000 to

reflect profit on its reacquired securities. Both the Staff and the Attorney General
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roposed an upward adjustment to net operating income in the amount of $1,896,000,

his difference related to whether the profit on reacquired securities is to be

treated as net af ter taxes, as recommended by Applicant, or whether the entire profit

is to be added to Applicant's net operating income, as recommended by the Staff and

the Attorney General.

Under applicable provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, Applicant has the

option of reporting the profit for tax purposes for the year in which bonds are |

purchased and paying the tax in that year, or of accruing the tax liability in a

1

tax accrual account and paying the tax over a period of years. In recent years i

Applicant has elected to defer the tax payment. The Commission in recent cases,

es a resul t of such election, has treated the gross rather than the net profi t as

an addition to revenue.

Contra to its earlier procedure, when Applicant filed its 1973 tax return in

(^'?ptember of 1974, it reported the profit on reacqui red securities as taxable income.
V

Applicant indicated that it would continue to pay tax on the profit on reacquired

secerities if it received favorable treatment on this adjustment from the Commission.

The Hearings Examiner determined that Applicant's proposed method of adjustme.nt -

w;s correct. The Attorney General excepted to the Examiner's treatment of the adjust-

ment and proposed findings that Applicant is not legally required to currently pay

taxes on reacquired securities profits, that it is illegal to require the ratepayer 7

to pay in the cost of service non-legal obligations and that the proper adjustment.

for this i tem should be $1,844,000.
'

The Commission finds the Attorney General's exception to be misplaced, af firms

the finding of the Hearings Examiner and rejects the proposed findings of the Attorney

G;neral as improper and not controlling upon the decision herein. Applicant's proposed

cdjustment on its profit on reacquired securities is properly made. The Staff's wit-
p

f;ss, Mr. Geyer, conceded that the Staff's recommended adjustment was not consistent
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with Applicant's recognition of this profit as taxable. Mr. Geyer implied that a,_

(' change in the Staf f's approach would be appropriate if Applicant consistently treated

the profit on reacquired securities as taxable income in the year realized. Applicant

has indicated it will continue to elect to treat the profit on reacquired securities

as taxable. Such treatment will also permit maximum use of available investment tax

credits.

Items too numerous to list which are not legal obligations are routinely approved

cs appropriate cost of service expenditures. While Applicant is not legally cbligated

to report reacquired securities profits as taxable income, it may legally exercise its

option to do so under Internal Revenue Service regulations and the Commission finds'

that Applicant has exercised reasonable and prudent business Judgment in this regard.

Therefore the Commission finds Applicant's upward adjustment increasing' net operating

income by $1,102,000 to reflect profit on its reacquired securities is reasonable.

Income Tax Effect of Pro Forma Financing

App l i can t, the Staf f and the Attorney General proposed an adjustment to reflect

the income tax ef fect of pro forma financing. Applicant recommended an adjustment

Increasing net operating income in the amount of $1,952,000. The Staff recommended
.

an adjustment increasing net operating income by $7,189,000 and.the Attorney General

.ecommended an upward adjustment of $1,918,000,

b
Applicant argued that this adjustment should be based on the actual amount of ~

interest-bearing debt attributable to the electric department on December 31, 1973
_

Applicant stated that the adjustment should reflect that year-end level of debt was

greater that the average debt during the year and that year-end rates were higher than

the average rates.

The Staff calculated the income tax ef fect of pro forma financing by taking the

, rate base, multiplying that by the Staff's capital structure and then multiplying the
] product by the Staff's cost of debt. The Attorney General used the same approach as
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the S ta f f bu t reached a di fferent result due to a lesser rate base, a lesser amount

) of debt and a lower overall cost of debt. .

Additionally, Applicant argued that in the event that the Commission adopted

the overall rate of return of 8.06% recommended by the Staff the adjustment should

be $4,955,000. This adjustment is based on utilizing Applicant's method of computing

the income tax effect of pro forma financing. Applicant claimed that the Staff's

cnd Attorney General's method used for computing this income tax adjustment resulted

in a hypothetical cost of debt and, therefore, hypothetical Interest cost.

The Hearings Examiner found the Staff approach to be most appropriate. Applicant

excepted to the Examiner's finding on the basis of the abovementioned arguments. Appli-

cant did not request proposed findings with respect to this issue. The Commission

af firms the Examiner's finding that the Staff approach employs the appropriate method-

ology in arriving at this adjustment uniformly followed in numerous rate decisions.

Moreover, since the rate base of the Staff is larger than the invested capital, the

resulting tax saving from this adjustment should accrue to the ratepayer.

Advertising

|

The Staf f and the Attorney General each adjusted net operating income upward
<

for advertising expenses deemed not properly chargeable to Applicant's ratepayers.

The Staf f recommended disallowing $195,000 of advertising expense and the Attorney
4General recommended disallowing $298,000. Applicant opposed the Staff's and the ~

At.orney General's proposed adjus tments.

The Staff claimed that the disallowed amounts did not fall within three cate-

9ories of advertising which it deems properly 8ncludable in the cost of service.
! These categories are: l

!

.

(1) Advertising related to public health and safety.

| (2) Advertising related to conservation of energy.. -'s
'-

(3) F.xplanations of billing practices, utility services, rates, etc.
Pcge 30
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The Attorney General claimed that one-half of Applicant's total expense for

(_,jdvertising should be excluded from cost of service, in support of this disallowance,

the Attorney General indicated that Applicant had included substantial amounts in

cost of service for institutional advertising expenses associated with the Big Rock

cnd Palisades Information Centers, which amounts were no longer necessary since

these infoirational centers have been closed. The Attorney General also supported

his adjustment on the premise that the great majority of Applicant's advertising is

image building and does not benefit the ratepayer.

Applicant opposed the Staf f's and the Attorney General's adjustments on the

b sis that the excluded advertising is beneficial to both Applicant and its customers.

Applicant also argued that the Staf f's category of eliminated advertising included

cdvertising which the Commission in Case No. U-4332 permitted in the cost of service.

Furthermore, Applicant claimed that the annual cost of advertising that the Staff

roposes to eliminate amounts to only 35c per customer.
v

The Hearings Examiner found that the Attorney General's 50% exclusion was arbitrary

cnd without support on the record. He found, however, that the Staff position was most

appropriate while recognizing that the exclusion of those costs was in variance with -

the portion of the Commission's order in Case No. U-4332 which permitted as part of

cost of service advertising that would:

" Describe any program or activity which will objectively benefit a
the ratepayer, including demand / supply studies and specific ~

plans or identifiable projects to provide adequate supplies of
utili ty services."

| Tha Examiner concluded that deletion from cost of service of the above quoted adver-

tising is warranted at this time. He reasoned that this category of advertising

! which advises the ratepayer of the problems of complying with environmental standards,
v

th2 problems of providing energy, the cost and problems of air pollution abatement.

Wasons and expenses for cooling towers, ef forts for reforestation,the need for
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construction of extra-high voltage lines, problems and promise of nuclear power and

O) the importance of electricity to the' economic well-being of the state does not directly(s_

benefit the' ratepayer and therefore primarily inures more to the benefit of Applicant

cnd i ts stockholders. Applicant excepts to these findings on the grounds that the

Commission determined this issue in Case No. U-4332 thereby encouraging these expendi-

tures and, therefore, any change now would be grossly unfair. Applicant proposed no

findings with respect to this issue. The UAW-CAP also excepted to the Examiner's

decision and urged that approved advertising expenses be limited to those notices

which Applicant is required to publish pursuant to Commission | orders.

The Commission finds that the Hearings Examiner was correct and concludes that

advertising which is properly includable in the cost of service is that woich:

(1) Advises the ratepayer of matters of public health and safety.

(2) Promotes conservation of energy resources.

'N (3) Explains billing practices, utility services, and rates to its

ra tepaye rs .

(4) Provides factual and objective data programs in educational !

|institutions. - 1

Although the Commission concludes that only the above-referenced advertising

will be given cost of service treatment chargeable to the ratepayer, it does not

in any way attempt to restrain Applicant from disseminating other information, either a
.

through the news media or by means of advertising chargeable to i ts stockholders.

However, in this era of energy shortage and cost consciousness the Commission believes

it would be an injustice to charge ratepayers with the cost of advertising which is

not directly beneficial to them. Therefore, the Commission finds Applicant's objec-

tions to be without merit and affirms the Examiner's finding with respect to the

advertising adjustment. Consistent with this reasoning, the Commission also finds
(3
( )that the UAW-CAP proposed finding relative to advertising expenses should not be adopted.
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f Chari table Contribut ons and Donationsi

) Both the Staff and the Attorney General recommended increasing net operating

income by $26,000 to reflect climination of all charitable contributions from cost

of service. Applicant opposed th!s adjustment.

Applicant indicated that it had mcde considerable charitable contributions whichI

it did not include in cost of service and that the sums involved herein represented'
'

IThe Hea' rings Examiner
dues paid to local, state and national chambers of commerce.

found the adjustment appropriate. No exceptions were filed thereto.
t

Consistent with its past practice as followed in Case No. U-4332, the Comr* 2sion*

affirns the finding of the Examiner that such expenditures are not properly includable

This is not to infer that Applicant may not make charitablein cost of service.
As thecontributions if it so chooses as a matter of good corporate citizenship.

Commission has stated in numerous rate proceedings, however, such contributions are

not properly chargeable to Applicant's ratepayers, who may not be in agreement with
,

the particular contributions made.
;

- Allowance for Funds Used During Construction

Both the Staf f and the Attorney General argued that net operating income be in- ,

i
creased by an adjustment reflecting an allowance for funds used during construction.

Applicant opposed this adjustment for the reasons previously discussed relating to
.

Applicant's' proposed exclusion of interest bearing construction work in progress from
;
.

the rate base.

The Staff recommended that net operating income be increased by $15.523,000 as
,

an allowance for funds used during construction and the Attorney General recommended
,

Both the Staff andan adjustment increasing net operating income by $18,184,000.'

31, 1973
the Attorney General utilized construction work in. progress as of December

and the allowance for funds used during construction rate of 7 3/4% in effect as of/

January 1, 1974, in calculating their adjustments. The Attorney General, however, also ,
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includes an additional $1,845,000 for allowance for funds used during construction
]

(d beyond that proposed by the Staff in order to adjust to year-end levels.

The Hearings Examiner found that the Staff adjustment in the amount of S15.523,000

was appropriate. The Attorney General excepted to this result and the rejection of

his adjustment as inconsistent with the Commission approach in Case'No. U-4332 and he

proposed findings with respect to the appropriate method and amount of this adjust-

ment. Applicant did not except to the Examiner's refusal to adopt its position.

The Commission finds that the Attorney General's exceptions are wi thout merit,

af firms the decision of the Hearings Examiner and rejects the proposed findings of

the Attorney General as inappropriate. Initially, the adjustment for the allowance

for funds used during construction is a function of construction work in progress

includable in Applicant's rate base and previously determined herein. Since this

amount is determined as of the last day of the test year, It is therefore appropriate

Q to determine the allowance for funds used during construction using the same date

certain in the test year, or December 31, 1973 in this instance. Therefore, the

Attorney General's approach using the annualized last month test year capitalized

interest expense is improper as is his proposed adjustment for this item.
.

,

While actual recorded capitalized interest expense may be less than found by

the Examiner and less by a greater amount af ter adjustment for the change in allow-

ence for funds used during construction rate on January 1,1974, and while the record ;
-

does not demonstrate that the Attorney General's adjustment methodology is not in

some way representative of capitalized interest expenses which Applicant may incur

for a reasonable period in the future, these findings are not controlling in view of

the Commission's determination that the Staf f method applies the most appropriate

approach in determining this _ adjustment and is more representative of future expenses

for which purpose rates are established herein.
q

'

v
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() The Commission therefore affirms the Examiner's finding that an upward adjust-

ment of $15.523,000 for the allowance for funds used during construction is appro-

priate herein.

Elcctric Revenue Adjustments Applicable
o Year-End Level of Operations

Applicant and the Attorney General each adjusted net operating income by

$1,905,000 to reflect increased electric revenues at the year-end test period level.

This edjustment was based on the premise that 1973 actual sales would reflect the

proper level of sales for the test period, but that the aix of sales would change

to reflect a larger percentage of year-end sales to residential customers. The

Stcff recorrends that no adjustment be made in view of the fact that the record re-

ficcted actual decreased sales in 1974.

The Hearings Examiner adopted the Staff's position. The Attorney General excepted
,1>

\--I the Examiner's determination that no adjustment should be made and proposed a find-

ing that his proposed adjustment should be adopted, there being no competent or credible

evidence in opposition to his position.
i -

The Commission af firms the Examiner's decision and refuses to adopt the Attorney

General's proposed finding. While his proposed adjustment may be accurately calculated

b sed solely upon end of test year events it is not the most credible evidence upon
_

a
~

the record. The Staf f compared Applicant's 1974 sales with its 1973 sales. As a

rssul t of this comparison, it is clear that Applicant's sales were down approximately

5% for the fi rst five months of 1974 compared with the same period in 1973 and were

down 4% through August, 1974 from the same period of 1973 With an actual showing
-

of decreased, rather than increased sales, an upward adjustment to revenues woul'd

ba inappropriate and would build in an unjustified erosion of Applicant's earnings.

pntrary to the Attorney General's arguments, the Staff evidence as to this adjustment

is credible, based upon actual events, and supported by the record. The Examiner's
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b)fusal to adopt this adjustment is therefore affirmed,/^

Pumping Rate in crease _

Appilcant proposed an upward adjustment to net operating income in the amount
i d if its March 5,

which represents the income Applicant would have rece veof $341,000 d

1974 filing for increased rates for municipal pumping facilities had been approve .
i

The Attorney General accepted this adjustment and recognized it in his operat ng
recommended exclud-

The Staf f opposed this adjustment for the same reason it
income.

ing municipal pumping facilities from Applicant's rate base.
No exceptions were filed

The Hearings Examiner rejected the proposed adjustment.

In view of the absence of exceptions, the Commission's decision on
on this issue. Comission rejects
rate base previously discussed, and the evidence on the record, the

the proposed adjustment of $341,000.

Other Operation and 'Haliitenance Expense _
Based on Year-end Level of Operations

i
the Staf f and the Attorney General proposed an adjustment decreas ngAppilcant,

d on the year-end
n.et. operating income for operation and maintenance expenses base

to net operating ,

Applicant proposed an adjustment of $622,000
number of customers. The Attorney General
income or $604,000 to jurisdictional net operating income.

accepted Applicant's adjustment without comment. l ;net of income tax or a jurisdictiona
The Staff urged an adjustment of $648,000

.

Applicant
Both Applicant and the Staff used estimated amounts.amount of $601,000.

in i ts brief as the dif ference between Jurisdictionalaccepted the Staff's adjustment

amounts was no t material .

The Commission affirms the Hearings Examiner's finding adopting the Staff adjust-
'

in view of Applicant's acceptance of the
ment to which no exception has been made,

. jurisdictional adjustment.
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Transactions with Commonwealth Edison,

Consistent with his approach of recommending that Applicant's rate base exclude

that portion of Applicant's investment in the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant which

involves sales to Commonwealth Edison Company, the Attorney General recommended an

adjustment to renove all recorded test year revenues and : expenses applicable to those

sales. This proposed adjustment would reduce Applicant's net operating income by

$4,201,000., Both Applicant and the Staff opposed the Attorney General's adjustment.

The Hearings Examiner, consistent with its rate base treatment of the Ludington

Pumped Storage Plant, adopted the position advocated by Applicant and the Staff. The

Attorney General excepted to the Proposal fcsr Decision, but filed no proposed findings

relating thereto,

in view of the Commission's rate base treatment of the Ludington Pumped Storage

Plant, the Conunission af firms the Hearing:s Examiner's decision rejecting the proposed

adjustnent of the Attorney General.

Unbilled Revenue

The Attorney General proposed an adjustment for unbilled revenue increasing

Applicant's net operating income by $841,000. "Unbilled Revenue" concerns electric ,

4

energy that has been provided to customers within a billing period, but which has

not been billed to the customer by the end of the period. The Attorney General pro-

posed this adjustment in order to properly match Applicant's revenues and expenses.

Both Applicant and the Staf f opposed the Attorney General's proposed adjustment.

The Hearings Examiner found the adjustment improper. The Attorney General excepted to

the Examiner's exclusion of this adjustment, his finding that it may 'be excluded in

accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts, his finding that unbilled revenues

are automatically realized in the subsequent year's revenues and proposed findings

with respect thereto.

Q The Commission finds the Attorney General's exceptions unpersuasive, af firms
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the finding of the Hearings Examiner and rejects the Attorney General's proposed
O
(s,/ findings as inappropriate or not controlling of its determination of the propriety

of adjus ting for "unbilled revenues" in rate proceedings. The Uniform System of
"

Accounts permi ts Applicant the option to either record or not record these revenues

upon its books for the test year. Applicant has elected not to do so and, therefore,

the proposed adjus tment would overstate Applicant's earnings potential for the pur-

pose of setting future rates. Applicant will, of course, record such amounts as

billed revenue when and if received in the following year. Therefore, the Examiner's

refusal to adopt this adjustment is affirmed.

t

Billing Practices

During the rebuttal phase of the case, Appilcant proposed an adjustment of

$1,402,000 to represent expense for the new billing practice rules for residential

customers adopted by the Commission in Case No. U-4240 ef fective Maren 4,1975 The
'

s_,/ Staf f and 'the Attorney General opposed this adjustment. The Hearings Examiner adopted

the. position of the Staff and the Attorney General and denied this adjustment in full.

Applicant excepted to tSe Exami'ner's denial of this adjustment on the grounds that

the record supports the proposed adjustment and that expenses will, in fact, occur
~

,

'

duri'ng the future period for which rates herein are being established.
t

The Commission finds that Applicant's exception is correct to the extent of an
6

tdjustment in the amount of $500,000 for billing practices expenses. The Commission
.

is not persuaded that every expense proposed by Applicant will, in fact, occur but
.,

clearly recognizes that based upon the record and the Commission's order in Case
.

[ No. U-4240, Appli cant will, in fact, commence to incur additional expenses as acknowl-

cdged by the Examiner upon the effective date of the Commission's Rules Governing
,

Consumer Standards and Billing' Practices. The rules require Applicant to substantially

| ot ter and improve the manner in which it provides services to its customers. Additional
''

i v
L sxpenses for publication and distribution of an informational pamphlet to each electric
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cus tomer, addit ional enployees to comply wi th the informal hearings provis ions, some

increase in the cost of working capital due to extension of bill payment dates, re-

printing of billing stock and computer expenses, etc., will, in fact, occur in 1975
|*

cc, future years. |

While the Commission is unable to determine the exact amount for these expenses,+

*
i
,

I It is more than reasonable to assume, subject to the Staff's scrutiny in future rate
i'

proceedings, that Applicant will' incur certain expenses less than two months sub-

i sequent to the issuance of this Opinion and Order. Applicant shall separate these
'

expenses- for Staff review in its next rate proceeding. The Commission therefore find's

that an adjustment in the amount of $500,000 for billing practices expenses is reason-
1

able and will be allowed.

I-
Redispatch and Fuel Adjustments

Appl i can t , the Staff and the Attorney General proposed adjustments to normalize

the megawatt hours of generation and fuel costs during the test years, so that the'

test year results would be more representative of expected operations during the

period for which the rates established herein will be effective. The technique for

accomplishing the normalization is known as redispatch.
'

.

All three parties considered the following changes in Applicant's generating

capacity in their redispatch:

(1). The Palisades Nuclear Plant was assumed to be in service.

(2) The Weadock #7 unit was assumed to bc in service for the
_

entire year.

(3) The complete Ludington Pumped Storage Plant was assumed to

be in service for the entire year.

, (4) The Elm Street plant was' assumed to be retired. ~

"x Both Applicant and the Attorney General utilized manual redispatches and directed'

.

' '

their attention to' Applicant's requirements and capabilities only. The Staff conducted ~
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(m!a computerized redispatch of the Michigan Electric Coordinated System and, therefore,
v

redispatched both Applicant's and The Detroit Edison Company's generating sys tems.

Applicant's proposed redispatch adjustment increased net operating income by

$4,397,000. The Staff's proposed redispatch related adjustments, on a composite

bssis, decreased net operating income by $1,803,000, and the Attorney General's

proposed redispatch adjustments increased net operating income by $15.437,000.

In performing its redispatch, Applicant first created a model to simulate actual

~

1973 for use as a standard upon which to judge lts redispatch year. Applicant then

performed its redispatch assuming the abovementioned changes in generating capability.

Applicant assumed that hydroelectric and purchased energy would remain constant. With

these assumptions, megawatt hours were redispatched within the guideline that net
1

generation added would displace 85% interchange and purchased energy and the balance

would displace fossil generation. When Applicant obtained the resulting megawatt
'

hours that would be generated in the redispatch, it determined the amount of additional

energy which would be purchased. The cost of both its fossil fuel generation and pur-

chased energy were adjusted to 1973 year-end.
,

The Staff utilized the General Electric Single Area Production Cost System to

perform its redispatch. The Staff, like Applicant, performed a simulated dispatch or

" base case" run in its redispatch. The Staff's " base case" assumptions and input were -

taken from AppIIcant's and The Detroit Edison Company's books in order to produce a "run"

which would yield results close to actual 1973. The Staff's base case is based on

1973 using average fuel cost and the priority list of December, 1973 The base case

load model was not changed for the redispatch,

Essentially, the changes for the Staff's .edispatch included recognition of ally

additions or retirements of generating capacity occurring on or before September 30,
N

1974; the assumption that Palisades would have a capacity factor of 64.5%; that Monroe
/

#3 and #4 would have a capacity factor of 59.7%; that the Ludington Pumped Storage
&
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Plant would float at econonic dispatch within reasonable capacity factor limits and

with Comonwealth Edison Company sharing in all outages; that May,1974 levels of

fuel and purchased and interchange energy cost would be used; and that maintenance

would follow actua; 1973 as close as reasonably possible, with the exception that

cdditional scheduled maintenance resulting from added generating capacity available

would be recognized.

The Staf f redispatch first utilized a determination of the source of supply for

the total electric energy requirements of Applicant and Detroit Edison individually,

includ f ag the General Electric base case generation. A comparision of the total of

Applicant's and Detroit Edison's requirements with the base case system output indiccted

a 99.89% accuracy. Next, the Staff calculated through the redispatch the amount of

olectric energy Applicant and Detroit Edison would generate to meet their own require-

ments. Third party purchases were eliminated and by utilizing the amount Applicant

would generate under the redispatch conditions, the flow of economy energy between

Edison and Consumers was determined.
!

Finally, the net cost of this energy was calculated as $16.22 per megawatt hour.
-

l
The $16.22 per negawatt hour cost was derived by multiplying the test year cost to

Applicant of $10.22 per megawatt hour for energy purchased from Detroit Edison by
&the ratio of the cost per kilowatt hour of fuel under the redispatch to the cost -

per kilowatt hour of fuel under the base case.

The Hea' rings Examiner adopted the Staf,f redispatch on the grounds that it con-

stituted the best representation of the likely actual results during the period the

rates established herein will be effective. Two basic reasons were stated by the

Examiner for adopting the Staff redispatch:

(1) By considering the corr 61ned Michigan Electric Coordinated
'

System. the Staff redispatch more accurately reflects

actual circumstances.
.
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(2) The redispatch procedure utlilzed by the Staff, when properly

performed, more accurately indicates the operation of the
t

generating units in the Michigan Electric Coordinated System.

The Attorney General filed exceptions to the Proposal for Decision and proposed
findings.

It is clear that the Attorney General has three principal objections to

the Staff redispatch adopted by the Hearings Examiner, as follows:

(1) The Attorney General disputes the capacity factor of 65%

utilized in the Staff redispatch for the Palisades plant.
(2) The Attorney General asserts an inherent inconsistency between

the Staf f redispatch treatment in this case, and the Staff

redispatch treatment in Re: The Detroit Edison Company,

Case No. U-4570.

O (3)
V The Attorney General disputes the price utilized by the Staff

in calculating the price of purchased and interchange energy.

Af ter reviewing all of the material presented, the Commissior affirms the Hearings
Examiner's adoption of the Staff redispatch in this case. ~

The Commission agrees with

the Examiner that of all the redispatches presented in this case the Staff redispatch
cmbodies the best

representation of the actual fuel and purchased and interchange

cnnrgy costs during the period the rates established herein will be effective. .

The Commission notes that adoption of the Staff redispatch in this case does not

imply that computerized redispatches are always preferred to manual redispatches, nor
does it

imply that a dispatch of the Michigan Electric Coordinated System need always
b2 preferred to a redispatch of Applicant's own system alone. Consequently, Applicant's
only exception on the issue of redispatch is well placed.

Turning to the exceptions and proposed findings of the Attorney General, the
ommission must reject them as not

in accord with the weight of the evidence on the
rccord herein.
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The first principal objection of the Attorney General to the Staff case is the
There is ample evidence on

capacity factor assigned to the Palisades plant of 65%.

the record to support the expectation that the Palisades plant will operate at the
in fact, os erated at a 64.7% capacity factors65% capacity factor figure.' The plant,

After that time the plant did
during the months of February through August,1973

Additionally, actual industry experience shows that all nuclearnot ope ra te at al l .

units in service for the 1960-1972 period experienced an average capacity factor of

64.59%.

The 80% capacity factor proposed by the Attorney General is not appropriate for'

T4 Comission is not persuaded on the evidence that 80% would be asPalisades.

representative a capacity factor as 65%. The Attorney General proposed 80% as the

capacity factor because some studies indicate that other nuclear plants have achieved

that level af ter the break-in period. The short answer > that proposal is the evidence

indicates that, whatever the experience with other nuclear plants Palisades has not

and likely will not reach that level in the near future.

The Commission notes that if Palisades does, in fact, operate at a capacity factor
-

greater than 65%. as the Attorney General contends, any increased revenues for Appli-

cant resulting therefrom will be at least partially of fset by the nuclear fuel adjust-

ment clause adopted in this Opinion and Order. A
-

A second major objection of the Attorney General relates to the asserted incon-
The Detroit

sistency between the Staf f redispatch treatment in this case and in Re:

In this case the Staf f assumed, in order to have an uncompli-Edison Comtany, supra.
2

cated method to. determine the cost to Applicant cf purchased and interchange energy,
In the

.
that Applicant would purchase 100% of its requirements from Detroit Edison.

the Staff assumed that Deiroit Edison would sell only 30% ofDetroit Edison case,

the requirements of Applicant. Upon analysis, however, it is clear that the assump-

tions made in the two cases are not inconsistent.
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The underlying objective of the redispatch procedure must be kept in mind. That

objective is to make as accurate an estimate as possible of the costs to Applicant

of purchased and interchange energy. To achieve that objective, it is not important

to determine the source of Applicant's energy purchases. All that is crucial is to

calculate the likely amount of those purchases and the likely cost of those purchases.

Identifying the soarce of the purchases is useful only in calculating the likely cost.

Thus, the Staf f assumption of 100% purchases from Detroit Edison would be fatally

flawed only if the price utilized, based upon May,1974 figures, was shown to be sub-
!

stantially different from the price of other suppIIers likely to provide some portion t

!

of Applicant's power requirements.

In the Detroit Edison case, the objective was somewhat different. The objective

there was to accurately estimate Detrolt Edison's income from interchange power sales.

here it was crucial to be precise about the amount of energy it would actually sell.

The Staf f dete.rmined that in actuality AppIIcant would purchase 30% of its require-

n nts f rom Detroit Edi son. I t must be emphasized that, taken together, the Staf f

position in the two cases implies only that Applicant will purchase 70% of its require-
-

ments from companies other than Detroit Edison and 30% from Detroit Edison.

As to the At torney General's th' rd principal objection that the price for pur-

chased and interchange energy of $16.22 per megawatt hour is erroneous, it is clear

from the foregoing that two questions must be answered in reviewing that figure:
_

(1) is $16.22 a reasonable price to assume for all sales by Detroit

Edison to Applicant?

(2) If so, is it reasonable to use that price in determining the

cost of purchases of Applicant?
-:,

The price of $16.22 is well and persuasively supported on the record. The

O-dxaminer notes that the actual price was $20.36 per-megawatt hour in June,-

1974;

$21.15 per megawatt hour in July,1974; and $22.00 per megawatt hour in August, 1974.
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The Attorney General points out circumstances which may have caused thi s

O ose prices to
be abnormally high.

Though that may be true, those prices are also substantially
in excess of the price of $16.22 used in the Staff redispatch and adopteel by the

Examiner, and there is sufficient other evidence on the record to suppor; the assumed
price.

As to whether it
is reasonable to assign that price to purchases which will

likely be made from suppliers other than Detroit Edison
, the Commission finds in

the affirmative. in fact ,
$16.22 per megawatt hour may well prove to be most conserva-tive. Further,

if the cost of purchasing from others in fact were to be in excess of
the price for purchasing from Detroit Edison, Appilcant would

purchase at the lower
Detroit Edison price if it were available.

The Attorney General correctly notes a misstatement
in the Proposal for Decision.

Correctly stated, $16.22 per megawatt hour is used as the price of
( 'N economically dis-; i

patched purchased and interchange energy,'J
including economy energy, but not of econcenyenergy alone.

Several other exceptions of the Attorney General merit brief attention. The

Attorney General objects to the statement of the Hearings Exami
-

!

ner that the results
of the Staff redispatch were established by auditing the results to th
for the test year. e book entries

In actuality, the audit performed was for the purpose of establi h
h

ing the accuracy of the redispatch procedure as opposed to it
s-

s results. The Attorney
General also filed several exceptions to the Hearings Exa i

m ner's rejection of the
Attorney General's redispatch.

As stated previously, the Commission has adopted
the Staff's redispatch and

affirmed the Examiner's decision because the CommissionIis convinced that
the Staff's redispatch is best able to achieve the underl i i

of performing a redispatch, and has consequently rejected the r di
y ng purposes

e spatches of the
Attorney General and Applicant.

G:neral,exceptasnotedabove,areherebydenied.Therefore, the proposed findings of the AttorneyG
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Executive Salaries

UAW-CAP excepted to the failure of the Hearings Examiner to increase net

operating income by amounts equal to excessive salaries and benefits paid to

the higher eschelon management of Appilcant. The Commission finds that the

record contains no evidence which indicates that any such amounts paid in the
<

test year are excessive nor any evidence as to appropriate salary levels assuming
the existing levels are excessive.

There fore, the Commission finds no basis upon which to adopt this proposed
adjustment.

Memberships

' The UAW-CAP excepted to the Hearings Examiner's failure to increase net

operating income by the amount of approximately $1,000 which represents the cost

" ,intaining memberships for certain of Applicant's employees in private clubs,

some of which may be racially or ethnically discriminatory. The Commission finds
-

that the record contains no evidence that any such amounts paid within the test

year were for other than necessary business expenses nor that any clubs from which

memberships are purchased are either racially or ethnically discriminatory.
a

The
~

Commission,
therefore, finds no basis upon which to adopt this proposed adjustment.

Sumary of Net Operating income Adjustment

The following is a tabulation of all of the adjustments made to the net|

i

operating income of Applicant:
'

v;.
"

|O
:
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V NET OPERATING INCOME

Electric Net Operating l'ncome
Annualize Electric Rate increase $ 87,459,000
Group Hospital Insurance Increase 14,377,000
Employee Mileage Reimbursement increase ( 211,000)
Gasoline increase ( 102,000)
Research and Development ( 96,000)
Year-End Depreciat ion Expense ( 304,000)

Real and Personal Property Tax Increase ( 698,000)
FICA Tax increase ( 2,747,000)

( 172,000)
Elimination of income Tax Deduction for Sales Promotion ( 215,000)
Deductible Taxes Capitalized Based on Year-End Level of Operations ( 174,000)Proposed increase in Appliance Repair Service Charge
Secondary Capacity Equalization 106,000

Michigan Franchise Tax increase 329,000

Depreciation Adjustment for Plant Obsolescence ( 236,000)
Postal Rate increase ( 719,000)

Wage and Related Pension Cost increase ( 130,000)
Profit on Reacquired Securitles ( 2,910,000)

income Tax Ef fect on Pro Forma Financing 1,102,000
Advertising 7,189,0u0

Charitable Contributions and Donations 195,000 ,

'

Allowance for Funds Used During Construction 26,000
15.523,000

Electric Revenue Adjustment Applicable to Year-End Level of Operation\
Sale of Ludington Pumped Storage Capacity to Commonwealth Edison -0-

2,591,000Pumping Rate increase

Other Operation and Maintenance Expense Based on Year-End Level of -0-
Opera tions

Redispatch and Fuel Adjustments ( 648,000)
( 1,863,000) '

Non-Jurisdictional Transactions with Commonwealth Edison Company
.

Unbilled Revenue -0-
Billing Practices -0-
Executive Salaries ( 500,000)
Hen 6e rships -0-

-0- .

TOTAL $117,232,000

JURISDiCT10NAL AMOUNT $114,275,000

The Commission therefore finds that the exception taken by the Attorney General

to the Hearings Examiner's findings with respect to Applicant's adjusted net operating
,

ijicome is correct and that Applicant's adjusted net operating income is $117,232,000

and that the jurisdictional amount thereof is $114,275,000 for the reasons set forth
herein. .

-

'

,
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IX.

_ EARNINGS EROSION
i

_.

Applicant requested that it be granted an earnings erosion allowance of $35 000 000

The Staf f and the Attorney General opposed the granting of a separate earnings
, , .

erosion
allowance in their respective cases.

Although the Staff hasi not recommended a separate earnings erosion, i t a t temp ted

to recognize the problem by its approach of considering certain changes i
n cost or

revenues . occurring up to nine months beyond the end of the test year
;

These changes.

which the Staff has considered andchave been approved in this Opinion and Orderareas follows:
,

(1)
Reasonable quantifiable action resulting from other pending or'

completed proceedings that will become effective after the test
year but prior to conclusion of the legislative nine-month
mandate for decis ions in. rate proceedings.

O (2)
Cost level increases arising from wages or property taxes to theextent they cannot be Offset.

.

(3)
Changes is embedded cost of debt and preferred stock along with an
adjustment for the income tax effect of the rate of-returndetermination.

-

(4)
Changes in the rate used to compute the allowance for funds usedduring constructicn.

;- (5)
Changes in plant in service and construction work in progress as a
result of new generating units going on line. ;

Furthermore, -

the Staff also argued that an allowance for working capital consit tu es
an earnings erosion in the inst 6at case.

The Hearings Examiner found that Applicant

should be granted an earnings erosion allowance in the amount of $10 000 000
The

Attorney General filed numerous exceptions to the Hearing Examiner'
, , .

s decision and re-
quested a finding that the rates established in this proceeding should i

nclude no
amount for earnings erosion.

\
in particular, the Attorney General excepted to the Examiner's findi

ngs that:
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i.,O . It'is relevant and material that Applicant's new plant costs
are greater than depreciated embedded plant costs, per kilowattof capacity.

2.
The. greater size and complexity of new generating plant neces-
sariIy reduces the reIlabi1ity and performance of new plant.

3.
.The cost of new debt which may be issued by Applicant during the
reasonable future period for which rates are being established in
this proceeding will exceed the embedded cost of debt found bythe Examiner.

4.
Higher fuel costs which may be experienced by Applicant cannot
be entirely passed on to its customers through operation of thefuel adjustment clause.

5.
Applicant's inability to issue new debt and stock shows " earningserosion."

6.
The Comission must recognize " earnings erosion" beyond that con-
tained in the Staff adjustment heretofore adopted by the Examiner.

7.
The Commission's new billing practice rules will cause earningserosion.

8.
Applicant's earnings during the period 1971-1973 show earnings
erosion that should be compensated for in this proceeding.

9.
The " Commission shall not hesitate" to criticize Applicant for
failing to use increased revenues in a manner so as to provide
adequate electric service at the lowest possible cost, and" bring Appiicant to task for its shortcomings." _

The Commission directed its attention to the problem of earnings erosion in

Applicant's last electric rate order in Case No. U-4332 where it stated that:

"The Commission has expressed its concern in several recent rate &

orders as to how it can deal with-the problem of utilities, par-'
~

ticularly electric utilities, being unable to earn the authorized
rate'of return on common equity after a rate order goes into effect.

-

Rising costs of operation, particularly labor costs in the case of
telephone utilities and new investment and fuel costs in the case of

-

electric utilities, have resulted- in Michigan utilities earni g less
than"the rate of return this Commission has found reasonable and j
authorized.
has called it ' Earnings Erosion.'To give this current problem a title, the Commission

The. current period of inflation and higher costs of new productive
1

~ facilities has caused this Comission to grant one large rate
increase af ter another over relatively short intervals in recent

*

/
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years. At some future point, if inflation and fuel cost in-,

i creases abate or technological innovations increase productivity,
frequent rate increases may become unnecessary. Until there is a
cost breakthrough, however, electric utility rates will continually
be forced upward and companies will experience earnings erosion.
It is necessary for this Commission to reduce the impact of erosion,
thus, assuring that the companies will be able to attract billions
of dollars of new capital to Michigan to provide the state with
adequate electric supply." (Opinion and Order, p. 25)

in the last several years, the erosion of Appilcant's earnings and the decline
~

of Applicant's financial condition have continued unchecked despite regular requests

-for rate relief before this Commission. As is readily apparent in this Opinion and

Order, the relief granted in Case No. U-4332 has fallen far short of solving
Applicant's fiscal problems.

As is apparent upon the record in this proceeding, Applicant's current financial,

situation is indeed precarious. Applicant's interest coverage has in 1974 either

fallen below or been dangerously close to the 2.0 times factor, thus prohibiting or
( )cndangering the issuance of new bonds. Applicant cannot currently issue new preferred

stock as its after-tax preferred dividend ratio is well below the 1.5 times require-

ment contained in its Articles of incorporation. Applicant's earnings per share for

the 12-month period ending September 30, 1974 was $1.43 per share. The Commission
-

cannot fal'l to also take note that reported earnings have since fallen to $1.37 per

share for 12 months ending October 31,1974 and to $1.16 per share for a similar

period ending November 30, 1974. '

Applicant's common stock has until very recently traded at less than $10.00 per
share,

thereby precluding the issuance of additional common shares due to provisions

of the Michigan Business Corporation Act restricting the sale of common stock at a
price below par value, in December of 1974, Applicant's securities were further

.

.downrated in several' respects.
Preferred stock was downrated from A to Ba by Mocdy's

f-~ cn December 23, 1974 and f rom BBB to BBB- by S tandard & Poor's on December 14, 1974. ~
|

; (_ /
~
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Applicant's bonds were similarly reduced from A to Baa by Moody's and from A
-

to

A- by Standard & Poor's on the same dates respoctively.Applicant's Commercial

Paper rating of A2 has been withdrawn by Standard and Poor's :vhich also downgraded

Applicant's Pollution Control Revenue Bonds from A to BBB- on December 21, 1974.

These events, since the close of the record in this proceeding, have further impaired
!

Applicant's ability, notwithstanding legal Impediments, to issue any new securities !at reasonable cost. In short,
since the Comission granted a portion of Applicant's

request for interim relief on September 16, 1974, the situation has deteriorated
even further.

1

As is readily apparent, Applicant has for some time failed to earn it 1

s dividend
requirements on common stock of $2,00 per share.

It has continued to pay the
dividend, however, in view of the consequences inherent

in elther suspending
!reducing the quarterly payout of $.50 per share.

Realistically, however, it is

clear that Applicant cannot continue to pay the current dividend unless earnings

per share improve significantly in the near future.

Applicant's financial difficultles and the resultant inability to issue new
secur,ities have taken a severe toll upon its construction program

-

in 1974,,

Applicant began reducing all construction expenditures to the bar
e minimum and has

extensively curtailed planned expenditures for the next several yearsIn a
E'

similar period, it has reduced its employment levels and laid off hundreds of
.

construction workers. The potential effects of these events
serious reductions

in capacity reserve levels affeetIng the continuity and adequacy of Applicant's
utility service and the future construction of planned generation facili i

t es

currently deferred. delayed or cancelled at costs far in excess of origi.

nal pro-

jections due to inflation and increased carrying costs
cannot be i gnored by thisKommission.

\
'

,The causes of the erosion of Applicant's earnings have been well documented
Pcge 51
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/~'O)bytheHearingsExaminerinhisProposalforDecision.

The costs of Applicant's new generating plant, despite the Attorney General's
4

conclusion that such is irrelevant, have and are likely to continue to come on line

et a much higher cost per unit than the embedded cost of capacity. For instance,

es the record reflects, Applicant's new unit, Karn 3, which will come into service

in the innediate future will have an average depreciated Investment of $178 per

kilowatt hour. This compares to the average depreciated Investment of $104 per

killowatt hour of installed capacity in 1973. The effect of the addition of more

expensive generating plant is to cause an attrition in the earnings of the utility

since rates are based on historical costs. Therefore, the addition of new plant

has adversely affected Applicant's financial situation.

The erosion of Applicant's earnings is in part due to its difficulties with
new plant. The tremendous size and complexity of these newer units have created

problems in obtaining operational reliability. For example, the Palisades Nuclear

Plant has not yet operated as anticipated. While the Commission has spoken to this

in the section of this Opinion and Order relating to fuel clause adjustments
_

matter

cnd redispatch it is yet another example of Applicant's problem. While newer and

larger generating plant does not necessarily reduce its reliability and performance

as the Attorney General suggests, the fact of the Palisades circumstance is clear ;
.

and uncontroverted upon the record.

The effects of inflation upon Applicant's earnings is clearly indicated by

. continuous increases in its financing costs. The Commission has recognized Appil-
e

cent's very substantial interest costs in its 1974 issuance of debt by including '

.this-in Applicant's overall rate of return to help alleviate this problem. Neverthe-

loss, it is still more than likely that the cost of issuance of debt in the immediate
-

;nd foreseeable future will exceed Applicant's authorized rate of return approved inJ
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p this case. Contrary.to the Attorney General's view that this conclusion is improper,b
the Comission finds that this result is more than reasonable in view of the current

continuing chaos in this nation's financial markets as acknowledged by the Attorney

General himself (Exceptions of Attorney General and UAW-CAP To Proposal For Decision,

p. 100).

In requesting an allowance for earnings erosion, Applicant argues that the

Staff out-of period approach does not recognize all changes causing earnings erosion.

Mr. John Kluberg, Applicant's chief financial and policy witness in this case, pointed

out that the Staf f's approach does not recognize approximately $52,000,000 of new

electric plant put into service during the period January I to August 31, 1974.

Mr. Kluberg further states that the rate of return requirement of this increased

plant, plus related income and property taxes as well as depreclation, amounts to

cver $11,000,000. Through interpolation he claims that this earnings attritionp
will be approximately $16,500,000 by year-end 1974. Addition of this' amount to the

!

Staff's revenue deficiency of $56,068,000 would, according to Mr. Kluberg, demon- !

strate a revenue deficiency of $72,568,000. The Commission agrees that the Staff
.

cpproach, while it sincerely attempts to address the issue, does not fully meet

the problems causing the continuous erosion of Applicant's earnings.

' Contrary to the Attorney General's argument that the Commission has no legal

obligation to recognize erosion beyond that contained in the Staff presentation,
_

the

Commission must pragmatically face the reality that Applicant's deteriorating

financial circumstances cannot and will not be relieved unless the Commission adopts

new techniques to recognize rapidly changing circumstances.

The Commission has an overriding responsibility to take those steps necessary

to insure that the ratepayer will continue to receive adequate electric service.

pplicant's financial situation and its inability to issue new securities is a direct
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Q result of the continuous erosion of Applicant's earnings.
O

As the record in this case clearly reflects, Applicant has consistently oeen

unable to even approach the level of earnings on common stock equity authorized

by this Commission in its recent rate orders.

This is clearly indicated by Applicant's exhibits which show for the years

1971,1972 and 1973 the extent to which earnings available have fallen short of the

12.12% rate of return authorized by the Commission. Although the Staff correctly

points out that this approach to earnings erosion does not take into account _an

adjustment to annualize the effect of the rate increase in 1973 or the net cost of

replacement power for the Palisades Plant in 1973, a sizable erosion of earnings I

has occurred even when these factors are considered.

The reason for this circumstance is obvious to this Commission. The rate-

making process by its very nature requires an extended period of time. Even though

cdjustments are made in the rate case in an attempt to recognize certain known costs

beyond the customary test period, the passage of time and a substantial inflation

rate have made it impossible for rate adjustments to keep up with increases in
-

almost all types of operating costs. This results in earnings erosion and unless

provided for will result in Applicant selling electricity in 1975 at prices based

upon costs incurred in 1973 Applicant's attainment of the level of earnings
-

S
cuthorized in recent rate orders has not occurred and its chances for a reasonable |

|

opportunity to attain such levels in the foreseeable future diminishes with each
,

passing day unless the Commission pragmatically addresses th u 'ssue.

In exercising its responsibilities to both Applicant and its ra apayers, the

Conunission therefore finds that it must approve additional revenues beyone those

generated by normal pro forma adjustments if Applicant's financial situation is to

improve and so as to provide Applicant a reasonable opportunity to approach the N
v

Isvel of return authorized in this proceeding.
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p The Comnission candidly admits that no precise methodology or exact fowlistic

adjustment currently exists which invites the identification of an exact amount

of revenues necessary and reasonable to provide adequate relief. Yet this lack

of precision neither mandates a contrary result nor requires or permits this

Commission to totally ignore the stark realities of Applicant's financial circum-

stances. The Commission finds that in exercising its best Judgment, the most feasible

approach is to authorize an additional return factor to be applied to Appiicant's

rate base as previously established herein.
The Commission notes that the New

York Public Service Commission has also utilized this approach in attempting to

address the earnings erosion problems of New York utilities (Consolidated Edison

Company of New York, Inc., Case 26538, November 12, 1974). The Commission concludes

that an additional return allowance of 3/10 of 1% is apprcpriate and should permit

an improvement in Applicant's earnings sufficient to enable it to more readily

finance the expansion of its facilities necessary to permit continuous, adequate and

safe' service to its customers.

The additional return factor of 30 basis points which the Commission believes

reasonably reflects increased financing costs in the capital markets of today and
-

in the foreseeable future will, therefore, be applied to Appilcant's approved rate

base and combined with the applicable tax factor will produce additional revenues
-

5
in the amount of $10,930,640 for earnings erosion in this proceeding.

The Commission therefore finds that Applicant is currently experiencing an

erosion of earnings, affirms the finding of the Hearings Examiner that the erosion

cxists, rejects the proposed finding of the Attorney General that the approval of

any revenue for earnings erosion is improper and finds that Applicant is therefore
cuthorized additional revenues in the amount of $10,930,640 for earnings erosion,
all for the reasons fully set forth herein.

w) .
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X.

REVENUE DEFICIENCY
,

,

The following table shows the revenue deficiency in Applicant's electric .

operations based upon the foregoing determinations of the Commission in this Opinion '

and Order:

Rate Base $1,746,713,000
Rate of Return

8.06%Required Net Operating income 140,785,068
Adjusted Het Operating Income 114,275,000
Net Operating income Deficiency 26,510,068Tax Factor

2.086Revenue Deficiency Before
Earnings Erosion Allowance 55,300,002Earnings Erosion Allowance 10,930,640

Required increase in Annual Revenues 66,230,642
L

XI.

FUEL CLAUSE ADJUSTMENTS !

Applicant's approved fuel cost adjustmen,t clause (FCAC) is intended to recover
'

all increases in fuel costs which are beyond Applicant's control on a timely basis.
-

As is normal in a rate proceeding, the parties assumed that changes in fuel costs
t

would therefore be reflected in timely adjustments under the FCAC as approved in6

aApplicant's tariffs. :
|

_

The Commission finds, however, that the record reflects that Applicant's currently
|
!

approved FCAC does not,
in fact, achieve the goal of fu'ily recognizing changes in fuel i

'

costs in a timely manner.
Therefore, the Commission finds it necessary to modify

cperation of the clause to reduce the existing time lag between the incurring and the

reflecting of increased or decreased costs of fuel in the fuel adjustment. The Com-

ission also finds that modification of the clause to include nuclear fuel expenses)
.

,cs a portion of Applicant's t t l f
uel mix is necessary and supported by the record \oa

i

In this proceeding.
'
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. The revenue requirement portion of a general rate proceeding inherently assumes

that the FCAC in various rate schedules will recognize all variations in the cust of

fuel used for the generation of kilowatt hours. This has not been achieved by Appli-

cant because of a lag introduced into the determination of the adjustment factor

necessitated by the use of actual cost of fuel burned. The adjustment factor is

based upon actual costs of the calendar month in which the fuel is burned and applied

to the second billing month following such month. Adjustments based upon actual cost

charges can only be reflected in this manner. The effect of this lag in the test year

was approximately $2.9 million according to Applicant's witness Jefferson during cross-

examination by the Staf f (TR 1627). The impact of this lag has become a more signifi-
|

cant problem with the rapidly escalating costs of electrical generating fuels and

with the potential assessment of proposed new taxes on these fuels.

The Conunission finds that a FCAC which recognizes changes in the per unit cost,

of fuel burned for electric generation in a timely manner is ai>propriate and in the
public inte' rest.

To assure fair treatment to both Applicant and the consumer, the FCAC should -

operate in a manner which does not erode the quality of Applicant's earnings due to

increasing fuel costs and at the'same time charges the consumer no more than the

tctual per uni t cost of fuel burned.
5

The Commission finds that the existing FCAC should be modified with respect

to the procedure used in determining the appropriate billing month adjustment factor

so as to effectively eliminate the lag. This can be accomplished while continuing
;

!to use actual and verified figures as the basis for calculation of the adjustment
i

factor. Specifically, the Commission finds that Applicant's FCAC should be calculated )~

j

by first determining the adjustment factor based upon the two-month lag as under 14
C

! ;cxisting procedures. This factor should then be increased or decreased by the amount

per KWh equal to the difference between it and the adjustment factor determined in the
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V' same manner for the second immediately preceding billing month. As modified, the

clause will effectively eliminate any annual undercollection or overcollection of

incurred fuel burned costs by Appilcant while continuing to calculate the adjustment

factor on the basis of actual fuel cost data.

The purpose of a fuel cost adjustment clause (FCAC) is to automatically reflect

changes up or down in the cost of foal burned for electric generation in the prices

charged the consumer each month. As pointed out by General Motors counsel, Mr. Veale,

and agreed to by Applicant's witness Jefferson, any electric rate increase gra,ted in

these proceedings is attributable to factors other than fuel costs since increases

in the cost of fuel are tracked automatically (TR 1613). This directly refers to

the assumption used in the determination of additional revenue requirements that

fuel costs are of fset by FCAC revenues.

[ For purposes of this proceeding, the re fo re, the parties assumed that Applicant'sv

electric generation during the test year consisted of both fossil fuel generation

and nuclear fuel generat ion. Applicant's and the Staff's witnesses assumed that

the Palisades Nuclear Plant would operate at approximately a 65% capacity factor. '

Mr. Wiskup for the Attorney General assumed an 80% capacity factor. The Commission

must select a capacity factor which is most reasonable in terms of the generation to

be provided by this plant. For purposes of the revenue requirement determination,

the Comission has accepted the Staf f's redispatch. The Commission is aware that

this situation would be alleviated to some extent if the FCAC recognized nuclear

fuel costs along with the cost of other fuels.

In addition, the Commission is well aware that Applicant's Palisades Nuclear

Plant has had severe operational difficulties resulting in greatly increased costs.

As acknowledged by Assis tant Attorney General Coy, the economic impact of the Palisades[ ')
( > Nuclear Plant is a substantial problem to Applicant (TR 1690). Staff witness Croy

testified in detail as to the impact of the loss of generation to Applicant (TR 4622-23).

'
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In . terms of dollars, Mr. Croy testified that an additional $56,066,000 of annual

revenue requirement would be necessary if the Palisades generation was not available
for a year (TR 4623). Three Staf f witnesses, Croy, Fischer and Abramson, Indicated

that this item of cost, incurred when the Palisades Nuclear Plant is non-operational,

had not been considered in arriving at the Staff's revenue deficiency, but that the

Comission must address itself to the problem. Mr. Croy testified, at TR 4623, that
{

1

this was a major cost item to Applicant and must be considered by the Comission.

Staf f witness Abramson testified to several possible methods that might be used by

the Comisslon if It decided to pass these additlonal costs on to the customer (TR 4097).

The Cummission has been greatly concerned with the resultant problems occasioned 1
'

by the failure of the Palisades Nuclear Plant to operate. In terms of its impact upon

the financial condition of Applicant, the Commission is persuaded that some relief can

and should be granted on the basis of the record in these proceedings. Specifically,

the Commission finds that the FCAC should be modified to include nuclear fuel costs
along with the costs of other fuels. Based upon the Staff redispatch presented in

these proceedings, this means that the base price included in the fuel clause should .

be se t a t 7. 2 7 mi l l s per KWh.

If Palisades operates at 65% of capacity on an annual basis, no net adjustment

of rates under the fuel clause will occur. Based on test year data, the cost burden,
If Palisades operates at

less than 65% of capacity, will be approximately borne equally
.

batween Applicant and its ratepayers. 1.lkewise, once Palisades operates beyond 65% of
cipaci ty,

the benefits will be dividad equally between Applicant and its ratepayers.

In terms of revenue Applicant will receive about $1,800,000 for each 5% increment
Polisades operates below a capacity factor of 65%.

This change in the FCAC essentially divides the burden of future Palisades

perating di f f icul t ies between the stockholders and ratepayers of Applicant. Applicant

h:s already borne enormous costs and will continue to bear approximately 1/2 of any
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ongoing burden. This result recognizes that Applicant's management must bear a

major responsibility for the design, construction and operation of Palisades. There

is therefore a clear economic Incentive for Applicant to bring this plant to opero-
tional status. On the other hand, if Applicant is to attract the new investors neces-

sary to continue to provide adequate service to the public, the full future risk of
i

Palisades is not appropriately borne by Applicant, and the Commission so finds.

The Commission is fully aware that Applicant has pending a $300,000,000 lawsuit

against contractors and designers of the Palisades Nuclear Plant. The Commission

will take those steps necessary to insure that any recovery occasioned as a result

of this litigation will be appropriately applied to the benefit of Applicant's rate-
payers.

Appl ican t proposed to "zero out" the fuel cost adjustment clause in these rate

S proceedings based on fuel cos ts considered in Applicant's test year. This procedure

results in no change in Applicant's revenues since it merely incorporates the fuel

cost adjustment charges into the stated rates and resets the base price for future
adjustments at the test year level.

The Hearings Examiner adopted the requested -

change.
Since no party excepted to his finding and the adjustment is normal, as

previously discussed, the Commission approves zeroing out the fuel cost adjustment
clause.

,

T

A plicant also proposed that the fuel cost adjustment ciause should be institutedi

on i t?
stcect and traffic light rates. The Staff took exception to this proposal. The

Commission af firms the Hearings Examiner's rejection of Appilcant's proposal to incor-

porate a fuel cos t adjus tment clause in its street and traffic light rates. Although
in general

fuel cost adjustment clauses are advisable for Applicant's customers, the
Commission concludes tha t they are not justifiable for Applicant's street and traffic
)lght rates since

these rates are not billed on a metered kilowatt hour basis.
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Prompt Payment Discount .

The Hearings Examiner adopted the Staff's elimination of Applicant's existing

prompt payment discount from its rates in view of the Commission's new billing
practice rules.

The Commission finds that the prompt payment discount should be
eliminated, as found by the Examiner.

Appliance Repair Service

Applicant requested that it be authorized to set the level of appliance repair
charges.

No party expressed any opposition to this request and it was authorized by
the Hearings Examiner.

In view of the Commission's action in Case No. U-4257 granting
The Detroit Edison Company the same authority requested by Applicant7-~

\~ '' deems that similar authority should be granted Applicant
, the Commission

.

There fo re ,
the Commission hereby authorizes Applicant to set the level of appil-

ance repair charges; provided, however, that such charges shall be reasonably related-

to the actual expense of providing that service in order to achieve a basic br
eak-even

ope ra tion.

Subsequent audits by the , Staff shall detall the revenue and expenses in

this area so that the Commission may maintain continuous surveillance of this ~1

operation. 9' i

Further orders of the Commission may be necessary in the event Applicant sho !
e

ws exces-
sive revenues or expenses in this area.

|

Xill.

RATE STRUCTURE

Overview

The question of appropriate rate design ' ei
-

heen extensively and aggressively

crgued and discussed in this case to an extent unprecedented before this Commission
Pcge 61 .
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(G) The record before the Commission contains several innovative and attractive new
approaches to the design of electric rates to achieve equity and to transmit

appropriate price signals to Applicant's customers. The Commission is indebted to

all of the parties, and particularly to Intervenor Environmental Defense Fund and

West Michigan Environmental Action Council, Inc., the Staff and Intervenor General~

Motors, for thei r careful thought and attention to these vital matters, which of ten

receive far too little attention in rate proceedings.

Among the proposals before the Commission, the Environmental Defense Fund

suggests that. the Commission take immediate steps toward implementing time-of-day

rates for electrical service based upon the economic theory of marginal cost pricing.

The Staf f proposes that inverted, graduated rates be adopted for residential |

customers, and concurs in the recomendation of the Environmental Defense Fund for

- imediate aooption of time-of-day rates for all primary industrial and commercial
!

U
The Public interest Research Group in Michigan, intervening under Rulecustomers.

16, also advocated inverted rates for residential customers.

Intervenor General Motors took three basic positions. It recommended that the '

everage cost approach for setting rates and declining block rates for commercial

and industrial customers be retained. it recommended that the Commission begin to
'

take steps to more nearly equalize the rates of return to Applicant from the various b
classes of customers. General Motors also proposed that any rate increase be allocated

to the various classes of customers on the basis of class revenue which recovers cos ts
other than fuel, an approach known as the "zero fuel" method.

Applicant recommended that the overall structure approved in Case No. U-4332,

with certain minor adjustments, be retained. That structure employs flat rates for

rasidential customers and declining block rates for commercial and industrial customers,

oth of which are based on average cost methodology.

A general statement of the Commission's decision on these matters is appropriate
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d prior to addressing each subject in detail. The Commission, and individual Commis-

sioners, have of ten stated both formally and informally, that innovative, equitable,

and practical approaches to rate design are imperative for modern utility regulation.

To that end, the Commission has affirmatively acted in other cases, e.g., Case No.

U-4331 and Case No. U-4332. At the same time, the Commission has a responsibility

to refrain from acting precipitously on dramatic changes in rate design, so that new

inequities are not created and deleterious economic consequences do not resul t.

For the Commission, two significant hurdles must be surmounted before great

changes can be made. Fi rs t, the Consnission must be persuaded that the timory under-
;

lying a proposed change is economically sound and equitable. Second, and equally I

important, the Commission must be convinced that there is sufficient persuasive
!information before it that the practical problems of implementing a newly adopted '

O theory and abandoning the previous approach can be overcome.
V

The parties in this case have endeavored diligently to enable the Commission

to surmount both of those hurdles. However, the Commission is constrained to con-

clude that immediate adoption of time-of-day pricing and inverted, graduated -

residential rates cannot responsibly be done at this time. Too many pragmatic

questions of the cor sequences of implementation to Applicant, its customers, and

the economic heal th of the State have been raised. Like the Wisconsin Commission 5
in Re Madison Gas and Electric Company, this Commission believes that greater study |

and analysis must be done, so that the likely results of the novel rate design

techniques proposed can be more precisely pred!cted by the Commission.

The Commission trus ts that its decision will not be viewed as criticism of the

presentations on these matters contained in the record, briefs, and exceptions, for
.

that is not the intention of the Commission. Dramatic rate design changes are ex- /'
,

((D) tremely comple<. Most probably, it is unrealistic to expect that the issues surrounding
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such proposals can be sufficiently treated solely in the first rate case in which
they are proposed.

The Commission expects that the same issues will be raised again
,

and that the studies ordered herein will set the stage for further actions in the
future.

Finally, the Coinmission notes that several industris
v.d residential cus tomers

of Applicant intervened under Rule 16.
The industrial intervenors in particular

took strong positions on some of the proposed rate designs
I t i s un fortuna te tha t.

those interventions were pursuant to Rule 16 and that, therefore
the s tatements,

they made were not subject to cross-examination and that they were not
themselves

able to cross-examine the presentations of the parties. Participation by the
customers of Applicant

in rate hearings is important for building an adequate evi-
dentiary base for a Commission decision.

Such participation would be mos t helpful
if it were in the form of formal intervention as a party under Rule 11.

Res i den t ia l Ra tes

Applicant proposed residential rates that
include a service charge and a flat

ene rgy charge.
. Applicant requested that the residential service charge be calculat d

,

e

In a manner consistent with the methodology adopted by the Commission in C
ase No.

U-4332 so that costs of metering, service drop and customer billing
would be coveredin the service charge. g

Applicant claimed that its proposed service charge covers

these costs but that the - . vice charge proposed by the Staff does not.

The Staff proposed inverted rates plus a service charge for the residential
class of service.

Specifically, the Staff proposed the division of the residential
rates into three usage blocks:

0 to 500 kilowatt hours per month. 501 to 1,000

kilowatt hours per' month and over 1,000 kilowatt hours per month
Under these rates.

'

residential users would pay more per kilowatt hour for usage in each hi hm >

Applicant challenged the Staff proposal for several reasons:
- g er block.

,1-
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(1) The impact of the proposal on customers may be severe and

is uncertain.

(2) The impact of the proposal on low income custoners is not
sufficiently documented.

(3) The economic justi fication for the proposal is incorrect '

and inconsistent with cost of service methodology.
(4) The revenue impact of the proposal on Applicant is

problematic.

The Environmental Defense Fund also opposed the Staff proposal. It argued that
inverted rates do not constitute marginal cost pricing, because the Staff

proposal

would result in Ir. .reased charges merely for the ancunt of energy consumed rather
.

than focus ing upon t he time of consump t ion.
Therefore, the Environmental Defense

Fund asserted that
inverted rates would offer no economic incentive for customers

e

'to shif t a greater portion of their consumption to off peak hours.

The Environmental Defense Fund forwarded' three affirmative proposals on resi-
cential rates:

~

(1)
A study of time-of-day rates for residential rates should
be undertaken.

(2)
Optional time of-day tariffs should be made available to

-

N
-

residential customers willing to bear the metering costs.

(3) _ Seasonal rates for Appl.icant's customers should be adopted, 1

since the Michigan Electric Coordinated System, of which
Appl i can t

is a member, has a summer peak.

The Hearings Examiner concluded that the present flat residential rates should
ba retained.

The Staff, PIRGlH, and the Environmental Defense Fund filed exceptions
f ;o the Examiner's Proposal for Decision.

The Commission is persuaded that too manyv

consequential . questions remain unanswered on the proposals relating to residential
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Q rates and, there fo re, a f fi rne, the Henrinen Fxaminer's decision, denics the excep- :

t ions, anti does not
adopt any proposed findings deriving f rom those except lon..

The Staff proposal was well and thoughtfully considered. It would have the

advantage of signaling customers that energy consumption needs to be given greater
~ |

attention, of potentially optimizing AppIlcant's revenues, and it may constitute |
'

one form of marginal pricing which is subject to practical implementation. On

the other hand, sufficient question was raised in four respects to merit further

consideration of the approach: '

i

(1) Serious questions were raised as to whether inverted rates

would actually optimize revenues or would instead contribute,.

\

to further earnings erosion experienced by Applieant.

(2) The elasticity of electricity consumption is not adequately

clear at this tine.
,

(3) The equity of inverted rates to farmers and those with low '

incomes is of concern.
~

(4) And, whether. Invested rates, in fact, constitute a form of -

marginal pricing was seriously challenged on the record. i

The recommendation of the Environmental Defense Fund to authorize time-of-day I

rates for-those residential customers willing to bear the metering charge is at $
~ i,

first blush attractive. Howeve r, it is unlikely that a significant number of _

I

customers would make such an election due to the expense of the meter and, therefore,

the gain therefrom would not outbalance the increased administrative complexity and

cost for Applicant that its adoption would entail.
,

Finally, an increase in the service charge as proposed by Applicant is not
- appropria te.

As noted by the Staff, placing emphasis in a rate increase on the ?

2ervice charge would not operate to optimize revenues.
+

:
.
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Commercial and industrial Rates

Numerous proposals were presented relating to the proper design of commercial
cnd indus trial rates.

Applicant's proposal for commercial and industrial rates basically amounted
,

to maintaining the existing rate schedule relationships and increasing the prices
,

wi th certain exceptions.
Applicant proposed to increase the rates of commercial

and industrial space heating Rate GH and commercial and industrial water heating
Rate H, and to simultaneously' close those rates to new business. Second, Applicant

proposed to eliminate comercial and industrial seasonal Rate G and place the customers

currently taking that service into other appropriate commercial and industrial rates
.

Since there was no opposition expressed as to this latter proposal, the Commission
app rove s i t .

O The Staff proposed substantial revision of Applicant's commercial and indu< trial
V ,

rote structure. Fi rs t ,
the Staff proposed to apply flat rates to Applicant's commercial

and industrial General Service Rate 8, based on a lack of evidence as to any cost of

service differentials between small volume and large volume customers in that rate-
schedule .

No participants in this case took exception with that proposal , so the
Comiss ion therefore adopts i t.

The' Staff also proposed elimination of two blocks of

Applicant's comercial and industrial Rate C to streamline the rate and to mai t 6
n ain ~

only cos t-Justified dif ferentials.
No participants in the case took exceptions to

that proposal, so the Commission also approves it.

The major and most controversial rate proposal of the Staf f related to Applicant'
s

primary voltage commercial and industrial rates.
The Staff proposed that commercial

and industrial Rates D, F and J be placed on time-of-day pricing and that revenues
from those rate's be diverted from energy charges to demand chargesAlso, the Staff.

commended incorporating exis ting Rate F into i ts new proposed Rate Dv
.

in its time-of-day pricing proposal, the Staff recommended : hat a four mill per"

x
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kilowatt hour differential should exist between on peak and of f peak energy charges.

The Staff also indicated that the demand charges on Applicant's existing primary in-

dustrial and commercial rates are inadequate in comparison with the energy charges.

The Staff, therefore, proposed to divert revenues from these energy charges to demand
charges.

As a resui t of that proposal, the Staff claimed that Rate D was now appro-

priate for all types of customers in the primary service class, and therefore, the

rationale for separate Rate F no longer existed. Accordingly, customers currently
i

taking service under Rate F should be incorporated into the Staff's new proposed |

Rate D.

The Staff took exception to Applicant's proposal to sharply increase and simul-

taneously close to new business its commercial and industrial space heating and
water heating Rates GH and H.

The Staf f claimed that these rate classifications are
potential users of a remote control service.

's
Although both Applicant and General Motors Corporation agreed with the theoret-

ical concept of time-of-day pricing, both parties expressed objection to its adoption
;

i

at this time.
On the other hand, Intervenor Environmental Defense Fund expressed the

-

j
opinion that time-of-day pricing for large commercial and industrial customers should

be insnediately implemented, but claimed that the Staff proposal was incorrect since

it placed substantial portions of Applicant's revenues in demand rather than energy
charges.

It took the position that virtually all of Appilcant's revenues from such

industrial customers should be received through a two-tiered pricing system which

would provide- for single on peak and off peak charges.

Intervenor General Motors Corporation took exception to the abovementioned

Environmental Defense Fund position and argued that the elimination of demand charges'

would be counter productive, since customers would be given no ineentive to control

heir level of maximum demands during the on peak periods, thus worsening the system
lead factor and resulting in increased rather than decreased costs.

;.
Both Applicant and

!

i
,
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the Staff agreed wi th General Motors Corporation in this regard.

Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corporation, the UpJohn Company, BurdoxInc., |,

and the Dow Chemical Company, all of whom made unsworn presentations under Consnissionl

d

Rule 16, took issue with the Staff's position to eliminate existing Rate F. These

corporations, all of whom receive electric power under Applicant's Rate F, claimed
that

they, because of their uniform level of use, would be unable to take advantage'
'

j
of a time-of-day pricing provisi,on. These corporations also claimed that electric

energy costs amount to a substantial portion of their total costs and that sub-.
i

stantial price increases resulting from implementation- of the Staff's proposal to !

eliminate Rate F would discourage similar industry from locating in Michigan, as

well as discouraging existing Rate F customers from staying in Michigan.
,

Another time-of-day dispute concerned the appropriate selection of on peak and
of f-peak hours.

The Staff urged the adoption of time-of-day pricing of a winter on-
,

peak period of 5:00 p.m. to 9: 00 p.m. and a summer on peak period of 11:00 a.m. to
7:00 p.m.

The Staff also proposed that the same on peak and off peak periods be
applicable to both demand and energy charges.

The summer periods proposed by the
-

Staf f included the months of March through September and the winter periods cover de

the months of October through February,

Applicant claimed that the Staff's proposed on peak and of f peak hours are in a
~

-

correct.
Appilcant recommended that, in the event the Commission were to implement

_

time-of-day pricing, the on peak period for energy charges should be broader than
the on peak period for demand charges.,

According to Applicant, the on peak periods
for energy charges should be 8: 00 a.m. through 10:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday

during the summer and winter period and the on peak periods for demand charges should
be 5:00 p.:n. through 8:00 p.m.

O for the months of October through February,10:00 a.m.
Q hrough 5:00 p.m.

for the _ months of May through August, and for the months of March,
April and September the periods should be 10:00 a.m. ,

through 3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
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through 8:d0 p.m. These on peak demand charges would be applicable to all weekdays

and exclude Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.

The Staff disputed Applicant's proposed separate on peak demand and energy

charges on the basis that on peak demand and energy charges ought to pivot off the

same time frame so as to not simultaneously provide incentives and disincentives

with respect to customer demands and customer energy consumption.

The Hearings Examiner adopted the basic Staff proposal for time-of-day pricing;

rejected the Environmental Defense Fund proposal to roll fixed costs into the energy

charge; rejected Applicant's proposal to have separate on peak and off-peak hours

for demand charges and energy charges; and adopted Arsplicant's proposed time-of-day

. hours for both demand charges and energy charges; and retained Rate F for certain

conenercial and industrial customers.

Exceptions to the Examiner's decision were filed by Applicant, the Staff.

Environmental Defense Fund and the industrial intervenors under Rule 16.

As indicated previously, the Commission does not concur with the Hearings Examiner

in his rulings relating to time-of-day pricing and instead adopts the major positions '

of Applicant, with certain minor exceptions noted below. The Examiner's decision
. regarding Rate F is af firmed.

No party disagreed with the propriety of the theory underlying time-of-day A
-

pricing. But, in light of the serious and substantial questions surrounding its
, implementation, the Commission determines that further study is necessary.| This
'

decision does not close the door for the future on rate structures which reasonably|

reflect true marginal costs. It simply stops short of immediate Institution of

time-of-day pricing until more complete study is performed.

'One reason for the approach adopted here is the uncertain economic impact of
time-of-day pr icing. At a time of great economic difficulty and skyrocketing un-

cmployment, particularly in Michigan, it is especially important that the economic
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CDeevelopment,mp,, cat,ons o, ut,,it, ,ates ,e we,, unde,stooe. 1he Comm,ss,on unee,.

stands the theoretical basis for the Environmental Defense Fund argument that time-

of-day pricing could, over the long-run, only operate ,to eliminate cross-subsidization

among the customers of a particular class. However, that long-run theoretical advan-

, tage is contingent in part upon other States allocating costs between classes

similarly to Michigan. Second, even if there would be a long-run advantage, it does

not follow that there would not be significant short-term disadvantages which at this

time might prove unacceptable.

Another reason for the Commis:,lon's decision is the clear difficulty in com-

puting with reasonable accuracy the appropriate marginal costs. Again, the Commission

agrees with the Environmental Defense Fund witness that "It is better to be roughly

right than precisely wrong" insofar as it relates to a long-run advantage, but desires

greater information on the implications of marginal cost pricing during the implemen-
tation phase.

Finally, but not less importantly, the implications for Applicant's revenue

stability deserves further investigation. -

In sum, the Conunission does not seriously question the theory of time-of-day I
ipricing. Indeed, it is ordering extensive study of its implications and of fair

.i

dand equitable means to implement the theory. The Commission hopes that all of the -

intervenors who assisted in the compilation of the record in this case will not

view this decision as a foreclosure, but will instead continue to lend their advice

and assistance in future considerations by the Commission of these issues.

Several other issues also require decision. The Hearings Examiner adopted the

Staff position opposing the closing of Applicant's water heating rates GH and H to
i; new customers. No exceptions were filed on that issue. Therefore, the Commission1

1

I Vaf firms the decision of the Hearings Examiner and directs that a proposed method of '

performing an economic evaluation and market feasibility of establishing remote control
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v water heating be submitted by Applicant within 120 days.

Studier and Experiments to be Conducted

Although the Commission declines to adopt the major rate design changes proposed
~

by the Staf f and the Environmental Defense Fund, the Commission expects that similar

suggestions will again be made in the future. Therefore, the Commission intends to

continue the exploration of the concepts of time-of-day pricing and inverted resi-

dential rates through a series of intensive studies.

The studies will be conducted by Applicant in cooperation with the Staff. The

Conunission also encourages Applicant to utilize the expertise of the State's univer-
{
isities, business and industry, and the public at large in these efforts. The issues I
|

of approprlate rate design are of.suf ficient magnitude and importance to mer't ir:-
|

volving everyony who can be of assistance in providing reliable and pertinent ir.for-

mation and analysis.

The studies are designed to elicit further evidence on the advisability of the

rate design proposals of the Environmental Defense Fund and the Staff. I f properly
-

done, they will answer the troubling questions that remain unanswered in the present

The studies will give the Conunission greater insight .Into the elasticity ofcase.

cus tomer demand. Information will be derived as to the effect of new rate structures .

d
on farmers, business and industry. Ways to insure that Applicant's financial stability |

1s not adversely af fected by rate design changes will become more apparent. Finally,

and perhaps most importantly, the short- and long-term implications for Michigan's

economic development and adequate employment opportunities for Michigan's citizens

will be better delineated.

Specifically, the studies shall' include:

1. Applicant shall submit monthly to the Commission a comparison

of the anount billed each billing month under the rates ap-

pmved by this order and the amount which would have been
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billed if rate schedules based upon the Staff's proposal7s

U
in these proceedings were in ef fect. Bill frequency

distributions may be used in preparing the comparison.

If practicable, the comparisons shall treat farm customers
l

separately from other residential rate customers.

2. Residential loads shall be analyzed with respect to price

elasticity on average for Applicant's service area. The

analysis shall consider breakdowns for loads of less than
.

500 kwh per montn, for loads of 500 to 1,000 kwh per month,

and for loads .in excess of 1,000 kwh per month. In addi-

tion, interstate comparisons of residential loads at

dif ferent price levels shall be submitted.

!3. The present and future availability and cost of installed
{() two-regis ter. kwh meters or other time-of-day me tering

devices for custoners other than primary commercial and

industrial customers will be investigated and a report
filed.

.

4. Commercial and industrial loads shall be analyzed to

determine the potential for reduced customer usage:
'

_

!During the on peak hours proposed by the Staff,a.

Applicant, and the Environmental Defense Fund,

b. Under rate schedules consistent with the positions

taken in this case by the Staff, Applicant and the

Envi ronmental Defense Fund.

Occurring within a 6-month period of time and occur-c.
,

gg ring over longer periods of time, such longer periods
\ )
' ' '

of time to be designated by Applicant.
Page 73
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Id. The revenue impact upon Applicant of the various time-O.

of-day price s t ruct ures analyzed f or a depres:,cd economic.

situation and a normal economic situation, as defined by

Applicant. i

The Iikely economic consequences of the various time-of-e.

day rate schedules, to the extent they can be determined,

and assuming the rates for similar service in other
)

.

states do not change, over a 1 year period, and over
{

such longer periods as are determined appropriate by

Applicant.

if. The impact on electric bills of a sample of affected
1

customers of the various time-of-day rate schedules.

5. The following additional information shall be submitted by
,

Applicant based upon the year 1974:

Kwh sales by time of day to each rate class.a.

b. KW demands by time of day for demand-energy rate

classes. .

The cost of purchased and interchange energy by timec.

of day.
.

5d. The effect on revenues collected under demand charges

of various definitions of the demand peak period.

Data for a number of days throughout the year dealinge.,

*

with Applicant's generating cost per kwh for each hour

of the day, adjusted to eliminate changes in fuel prices.

The Hearings Examiner adopted an Environmental Defense Fund proposal for an on-

line experiment to gauge customer reaction to and the marketability to time-of-day

pricing for customers other than primary industrial and commercial customers. No

.
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'

exceptions were filed on that point, and the Commission therefore adopts the proposal.
j Applicant requested a finding embodying the components Applicant viewed as neces-
I sary for an effective study of time-of-day pricing. Applicant's proposed finding is

adopted and incorporated into the studies ordered herein.
'

.

Allocation' of Rate increases to Classes of Service

intervenor General Motors Corporation opposed Applicant's and the Staff's pro-

posed allocations of the rate increases between the various customer classes, it is

the position of General Motors that such an allocation as proposed by Applicant and

the Staff causes a further deviation from cost of service than which exists under
t the present tari f fs.

'

Applicant asserted that rate increases to the various classes of customers should
i

be based not only on cost of service, but also on value of service and rate history.

The Staff submitted an exhibit comparing current costs with new costs and submitted
i

that, as a result.of that analysis, weight should be given in the allocation of a4

rate increese, not only to cost of service, but also to the consideration that new,

costs of power supply are roughly appilcable on a per unit basis.
-

General Motors Corporation claims that the "zero fuel" concept, previously

described, should be considered in allocating the proposed rate increase to the

various customers, and that the Commission should take further steps toward equalizing

the rate of return realized by Applicant from the various customer classes.
4

The Hearings Examiner did not adopt the approaches proposed by General Motors,

to which General Motors filed exceptions. To the extent the exceptions question the

statement of the General Motors' position by the Hearings Examiner, they are granted.,

However, the decision of the Hearings Examiner is affirmed, and the exceptions denied

to the extent they challenge the Hearings Examiner's decision on substantive grounds.

General Motors ably presented' I ts position. However, the Comission finds that
.
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the weight of the persuasive evidence supports the decision of the Hearings Examiner.

The Commission FINDS that:

Jurisdiction is pursuant to 1909 PA 106, as amended, MCLA 460.551 et seq.;a.

1919 PA 419, as amended, MCLA 460 51 et seq.; 1939 PA 3, as amended, MCLA 460.1 et

1969 PA 306, as amended. MCLA 24.201 et seq.; and the Commission's Rules ofseq.;

Practice and Procedure, 1954 Administrative Code, Supplement No. 54, R 460.11 et seq.
b. The statutory requirements of Section 81 of 1969 PA 306, as amended, have

been compiled with in that an Examiner's Proposal for Decision was issued on Decem-
ber 20,1974 and the parties have been given opportunity to submit exceptions thereto.

The statutory requirement of Section 85 of 1969 PA 306, as amended, have beenc.

complied with in that the Consnission has ruled upon all proposed findings submitted
,

Iby the parties which would control this Opinion and Order,

d. A rate base for Applicant's electric operations of $l,746,713,000 is just
cnd reasonable. 1

\
-

An overall rate of return of 8.06%, including a return on common equity of
e.

12.12%, is just and reasonable. .

f. The Jurisdictional adjusted net operating income for the test year in this
ecse is $114,275,000.

The revenue deficiency before earnings erosion allowance is $55,300,002.
g.

h. The earnings eros!on allowance is $10,930,640.

I. Appilcant's financial condition has rapidly deteriorated since the last l

!

order of this Commission in Case No. U-4332, seriously impairing its present and

future ability to provide adequate service to the public.
!

j.
Applicant's approved fuel cost adjustment clause should be amended to reduce

~

the lag between the occurrence and recognition of increased or decreased costs of fueli

i

in the monthly adjustment as described in this Opinion and Order.

Pcge 76
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C . Applicant's approved fuel cost adjustment clause should be amended to in-

clude nuclear fuel expenses as an Integral part of Applicant's total fuel mix for

purposes of calculation of the monthly adjustment as described in this Opinion and
Orde r.

.

I. Appl i can t
is experiencing an annual revenue deficiency of $66,230,642 and

cn increase in Applicant's electric revenues in that amount is reasonable and in

cccord:nce with othar findings and conclusions contained in this order.
|

The Order Granting Partial and imediate Rate Relief issued by the Commis- .

c.

|slon on September
16,1974, approving electric rates on an interim basis pending the

issuance of this order, was designed to produce additional annual electric revenues
in the amount of approximately $27,624,000.

The collections of revenues by Applicant

under these interim electric rates during the period from September 17, 1974 to the

date of this order is hereby confirmed and Applicant's bond filed with the Commission
tob(3

15

ure refund is hereby cancelled,

An increase in Applicant's annual electric revenues in the amount of
n.

$38,606,642
over and above the revenue increase granted to Applicant in the Order -

Grenting Partial and immediate Rate Relief is just and reasonable and in accordance

with tha findings and conclusions contained in this Opinion and Order
.

The electric rate schedules attached hereto as Exhibit A will increase .

o.

r

Opplicant's annual electric operating revenues as authorized by this Opinion and

Brder end will result in just and reasonable rates and charges for the sale of electric

;n:rgy End should be made ef fective for service rendered on and af ter January 24
1975,

Applicant should be directed within 120 days of the issuance of this order
p.

lo submit a plan for study of the feasibility of installing remote control water heating.
Applicant should be directed within 120. days to submit a plan for an on-line

q.

jtu the feasibility of establishing time-of-day rates for all of its rate classes.

Applicant should be directed to imediately proceed to conduct the studies
r.

as
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EXHIBIT A"
, grs.t.M.* : .1,4.

Sheet No. 5.04I
c .neue..< % . . e g as--

.

STANDARD HULES AND REGULATIONS
(Coetioned freen sheet No. 5.04)

12. Applicatios of Rates (Continued) y -/7- 7C
(f) Special Mir.Loum Charges:

Ceneral Secundary Service Rate *B". General Prismary Service .% ~B.1* and f+;;i.i Rassle Jiase *R-l."

Where the custuner is bdled on open order hte "B", opea ordw ble "B-1" or Secondary Reasle Rate "R 1."
and the use of scivia is ec sonal or nedanal, or whese arJpment which creates high ha of momen-
tory duretson is used, end the Ompany continuously mals Jas distribution facilitier (locinding transformers
fee Rate T or Rote "R.l* cursomars) primarily for the customer's individual use, the sum of the net tnoothly
14113,, excluding the service charge included in the rate, shall not be less

than the following minim 2m charge for each contract year or any part thereof.
N Cenn 1 s-aa A.y Sesvice me. "s* or ceneralSecond ,y Raele Ame "R.l*

37.00 pa kva for the first to hva oe less of required r- 'a cepecsy, plus
42 00 per hva for m3 over 10 kva of requisvul transfonner capadly.

-

Far Ge . tral Prirnary Snvim flate ~B.1*:

$3.50 per kva for the fint 10 kva or less of customer-provided transforener capadty, plus
$1.00 pw hva for all over 10 kva of customw.provided transferiner capacity.

O. whco fr. a y centract year, the customer's not monthly bi!!: totalless than the annualinlaimum charge, the dif.,

| ference wdl be billed and paid for at the est of such cenasct year. Custosmers subject to the above Special
Michnum Ourses shall sign a contract providing for such ininimum charges for a term of at least one year.|

.

!
.

.

.

.

|

~

l
(Cootlaued on Sheet No. 5.05) i
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C;esumetr P" 1 CEmpeay Ebeet No. 8.00
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RESIDENTIAL SERY1CE
(OFIN ORDER RATE "A7

Aveseh0My:

Open to any customer desiring service for domestic and farm uses, which include only those purposes which
are usuas la ladividual prieste family dwellings, or separately metered spartments, and la the usual
appwtenant buBoings served through the residential meter. This rate is not svauabbs for commercial orhadustrial service, or for resale purposes.

thaa private famDy units; spartment buudians or multiple dwculass; and mobDe homesla courts may takeResidences la coalunction with commercial or industrial enterprises; homes or dormitories for groups other
wrvice on this rate only under the terms and conditions contained in the Coupeay's Standard Rulee sadRegulations.1

M

Nature of Ser'lew

AJtarna:Ing current, 60 bertz, single phase, 120/240 nominal volta.

Monthir Re w:

5<seh O v. $ 7.10 pet customer per month plus,
i

Escrsy Chasse: 2.90c per Kwh for all Kwh.

'

Water Heating Service:

When service is supplied to a Company approved water heater with a tank
to 400 kWh, but not to the first 25016fh per month. capacity of 30 gallons or greater, the rate of 2.45cper kWh shall applyThis provision for
water heating service is not applicable to the use of electricity as
an occasional or seasonal substitute for another method of water heating'

.

Fue1 Cost Adjustment:

Ihe fuel cost adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109mill per Kwh for each full
.01 mill increase or decrease in the average

delivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or below .

7 iTiiii'IIs per nwn oojustine t *es. ratin nE the
fuel generation to the monthly net generation. monthly fossil and nuclear lThe adjustment stall apply
to the second billing monu. following the calendar month in which the fuel
i s b u t*t v' I .

To correct for the lag I'n this procedure between cost incurrance is..d billini
adjustment, the increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determined
above shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the difference
between the "two month lag" adjustment factor applied in the second
preceding billing month and the "two month lag" adjustment factor calculate'lfor the immediate billing mnnth.,

I

O
~
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R ATE "A"
(Continued from Sheet No. 8.00)

;

,

Monthly Rate: (Contd) ,
\

Taa Adjualment:

i
(a) Bals shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees

!or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the productica and/or sale of electric '

energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
govessimental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy. |

Term and Form of Contract.

Open oruer. No written application or contract required.
!

*

Rules and Reg.alations.*

Service soverned by Company's Standard Rules and Regulations.
'

servne for ungle phase motors may be included under this rate, provided the individual capacity of such
motors does not exceed 5 hp, nor the total capacity of 10 hp, without the specific consent of the

-

Company.

.

.

O
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M r.S.C. ha. 7 ' b arric
sheet No. at 02Cornum'ss i*m ' * a t'* H i
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RESIDENTIAL ELECTRIC llEATING SERVICE
(OFEN ORDER RATE "A.1")

Avadabdity:

Open to any customer desiring service for domestic and farm uses, which include only those purposes
which are usual in individual private family dwellings, or sepaiately metered apartments, and in the usualappurtenant

bt.dJings served through the residential meter, provided the customer has permanently
installed and uses electric heating equipment as the primary source of space heating in such dwelling or ,

'

apartment. This rate is not available for commercial or ladustrial service or for resale purposes.

Residences in conjunction with commercial or industrial enterprises; homes or dormitories for groups
other than private family units; apartment buildings or multiple dwellings; and mobile homes in courts
may take semce on this rate only under the terms and conditions containe/ 8e the Dur7any's Standard
Rules and FrCulahons.

Nature of Scavice:

Allemating current,60 hertz, single phase, 120/240 nominal volta.

Nathly itete.
i

seAre Chaur- $7.30 .ner customer per month plus,

p Energy Charge: 2.90c per Kwh Ior the first 600 Kwh plus,
t 2.7]c .)c" Kwh f or all over 600 Kwh during the months ofV

November through May,
2.90c per Kuh for all over 600 Kwh during the months of
June through October.

Water Heasing Service:

When temce is suppbed to a Company approved water heater with a tank capacity of 30 gallons or
-

greater, the rate of 2.45c5h2tl apply to 400 kwh, but not to the first 250 kwh per month. This
provmon for water heating service is not applicab'e to the use of electricity as an occas;onal or
scawnal substitute for another method of water heating.

Fuel Cost Adjustment: ;

The fuel cost adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 .

mill per Kwh for each full .01 mill d
increase or decrease in the average

delivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or below
7.27 mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil and nuclear
tuel generation to the monthly net generation. The adjustment shall apply
to the second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuelis burned.

To correct for the lag in this procedure between cost incurranc eand billing adjus tment, the increase or decrease in the charge per IM as
determined above shall be aooroorlately increased or decreased by the
3i f ference between the "two month lag" adjustment factor applied in the
:,er. cod pr.eceding billing month and the "two rnonth lag" adjus.tment factor'

calculated for the immediate billing month.

| I (Continued on Sheet No. 8.03) ,
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R ATE "A l"*

(Contmued from Sheet No. 8.02)

*

Monthly %f r (Confit)

Tax A fpistment:

(a) Bith shall be inue * sed within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or sciatal+ against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of c!cctric
enerry, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compe!!cd to
share such local increases.

(b) Bdis shall be inutased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
s;ow. < * mental aurt.nrity bron the Company's generstloa or sale of electrical energy.

Minimum Cl arge:

Ihr senice charge snch.ded in the rete.

.

Team and Form of Contract:

Open order. No written aPrlication or contract required.

Rules and Regulatiorts:

Service governed by Company's Standard Rules and Regulations.

Service foi single phase motors may be included under this rate, provided the ladividual capacity of such
motors does net exceed 7.5 hp, nor the total capacity of 15 hp, without the specific consent of the .

Company.

?

,. : .

i~h
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GENERAL SECONDARY SERVICE
(OFEN ORDER RATE "B")

Avogabilky.

Open to any customer desirina secondary voltage service. This rule is also available for service to any
customer where the Company elects to provide one transformation from the available primary
distnbution voltage to another primary voltage desired by the customer. This rate is not available for
auxiliary or stsadby service, for streetlighting service or for resale purposes.

Nature of service:

Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage la cach
ease to be determined by the Corepany.

Monthly Rate;

Service Charge: $3.25 per customer per month plus,

Eacr u (targ. le.60e per Kwh for all Kwh.
FueI Cost Ad jus tment :

The fuct cost adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109
. mill per Kwh for each full .01 mill increase or decrease in the average
delivereil cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or below 7.274) mills pm r.wh_ adjusted by the ratlo of the monthly fossil and nuclear fuelgeneration to the monthly net generation. The adjustment shall apply to the
second billing mont.h following the calendar rnonth in which the fuel is burnei.
To correct for the lag in this procedure between cost incurrance and bi'!! vadjustment, the

increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determirad abo,shall b. ..;.proptsately e
increased or decreased by the difference between theygg@,g

lag"d tte "two month lagfactor agplied in the second preceding billing morad us trnen t ,

th |
an

adjustment factor calculated for the inriediate
(a) Bdis shan be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes license fees b:

or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric11ing,

share such local increases. energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled tornc nth. i

|

(b) Ddis shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by anyh
gontnmental suthority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy. N

{Minbaum Charge: '

accordance with Rule 12(f). Special Minimum Charges shall be bided in
.

; Delayed Payment Charge;

bill which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereon.A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bal, but not less than 20d, shad be added to any
p

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.01)
l
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GENERAL PRIMARY SERVICE
(OPEN ORDER RATE **31")

Availabuley:

Open to any customer desiring primary voltage service. This rate la not available for auxDiary or standby
.

service, for streettishting service or for resale purposes.
,

Nature of Sersice:

Altemating current,60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltass in each case to
be determined by the Company,

koothly Rate:
.

Service Charge: $1.25 per customer per month plus.

Emeney rherst g .1% per Kwb for nll Kwh
Fuel Co'.f Adjustment: ,

'

The F .e l ret adiustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 :
.

mill per Kwh for each FU11 .01 mill increase or decrease in the average '

delivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or below 7 27
mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil and nuclear fuct
generation to the monthly net generation. The adjustment shall apply to the
second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuel is burne J.
To correct for the lag in this procedure between cost incurrance and billir.g
adjustment, the increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determined abo/e
shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the difference between the

. "two mnntl. la9" aijustment factor applied in the second preceding billing8 month and rLe ''m mnth lag" adjustment factor calculated for the immediate
-

.

Tax Adjustment: billing month.

(a) Bdis shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees or|

rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric (

energy. to offset such special chartes and thereby prevent other custorners from being compelled to |

share such localincreases.

(b) BiUs shaU be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed 'vy any5.

sovernmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electiv al energy.
Mlaimum Chargr:

sceordance with Rule 12(f).
* * *

Delayed Payment Charge:

which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereon.A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill, but not less than 20gl,shall be added to any b31

L

-

? Cont!nued on Sheet No.10.01)
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GENERAL SECONDARY SERVICE
(OrrlONAL RATE "C")'

Avogabalty:

Open to any customer desiring secondary voltage sesvice where the billing demand Is 5 kW or more. This
rate is also available for service to any customer where the Company elects to provide one
transformation from the available primary distnbution voltage to another primary voltage desired by the
customer. This rate is not evailable for streetlighting service or for resale purposes.-

Neture of Service:

Altersating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each
case to be determined by the Company.

Mnnthly Wate:

Capacity Charge: $-)1.00 per customer per month, which shall include the
first 5 KW of billing demand,
$5.00 per KV for all over SKW of billing demand.

Energy Charge: 1.90c per Kwh for the first 200 KVh per KW of billing
demand, 1.50c par ''wh for the excess.

Fuel Cost Adjustment:

Tiie fuel : cst a<ljus ttren t s h., ! ! ca.is i s t of sa in rease or cer. reuse of .0109
mill per Fwh for each full

4 I .01 mill increase or decrease in the average del-
ivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or below 7.27
mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil and nuclear fuel
generation to the monthly net generation. The adjustment shall apply to the
secend billing mcnth following the calendar month in which the fuel is burnec

.

To correct for the lag in this procedure between cost incurrance and billing
ad j us tna:n t , the increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determined abos 'e
shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the difference between th:
" t uo non t ti lay" adjustment factor applied in the second preceding billing mor th
and the "two month lag" adjustment factor calculated for the immediate billir g month.

#}s) * $al"be increased within Il.e limita of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license feess

or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electrir
energy, to offset such spect:1 charges and thereby prevent other customers from being cornpelled '.s Eshare such local increases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any 1
governmental authonty upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy. !

Minimurn Charge:

The espacity charge included in the rate.

Delaycd Payrnent Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any bill which is not paid on
or before the duc date shown thereon.

(Continued on Sheet No.11.01)
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
PRIMARY SERVICE

sCONTRACT RATE "D") |
|

Avadabihe v. )
Open lo any tustment desiring primary voltage service for commercial or industrial use wisere the biU ng |.'

demand is 25 kW or more. This rate is not available for streetlighting service or for resale purposes.

Nature of Service:

Alternatmr. current. 60 lecrir. single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each
case to be determined by the Company.

,

Monthly Rese; I
!Capacity Charge: $4.40 per KV f: the first 2,000 KW of billing demand.

'G.30 per KV for the next 13,000 KV of billing demand.
$3.05 per K'f 'or all over 20,000 'Of of billing demand.

Energy Charge: 1.'ilc per KUh for the first 180 Kwh per KW of billing demand,. ,

1.31c per Kwh for the next 1,000,000 Kwh,
1.21c per Kwh for the next 12,000,000 Kwh,

]1.lle per <wh for the excess.
,

Fuel Cost Adjustment: I
'The fuel cost adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109

Mill per Kwh for each full .01 mill increase or decrease in the average del -

;

ivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or below 7 27 i
,

mills per':kh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fnsall and nuclear fuel
generation to the monthly net generation. The adjustment shall apply to
the second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuel is
burned. To correct for the lag in this procedure between cost incurrance
and bilIing adjustment, the increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as

ldetermined above shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the dif-
'ference between the "two month lag" adjustment factor applied in the seconc

preceding billing month and the "two month lag" adjustment factor calculatd d

for the immediate billing month.
e as Amus; ment.

Blus Stiall be mercaseu Withm th6 ilmits o potillCal subdlVistons Westch levy special taxes. UCensetJ)
fres or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production andar sale of a
electrie energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being -

compelled to share such local increases.

(b) Bdis shall he increawd to offset any r.ew or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental aull ority upon the Compcny's generation or sale of electrical energy.i

Minimum Charge:

The capacity charge mcluded m the rate.

Delayed Payment Charge.

A delayed pay ment charge of 2% of the total net bill shau be added to any bill which is not paid on
or before the due date shown thereon.

(Continued on Sheet No.14.01)
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COMMI.RCIAL AND INI)USTRI AL

PRIMARY IIK;ll LOAD l# ACTOR SERVICE
(OFTION AL CONTRACT RATE "F")

Avsilabilit y.
'

Upen to any sustomer desiring primary voltage service for commercial or industrial use where the billing
demanil is 100 LW or more. This rate is not available for stre.ctlighting service or for resale purposes.

Nature of Sersice:

~ Alternating current, (>0 hertz, single phase, or three phue, the particular nature of the voltage in each case
to be determined by the Company.

Monthly Rate:

Capa'ci ty Charge: (including 500 Kwh per KW of billing demand)
$12 75 per KW for.the first 2,000 KW of billing demand.
$11 30 per KW for the next 8,000 KW of billing demand.
$10.45 per KW for the next 15,000 KW of billing demand.
$ 9.65 per KW for all over 25,000 KW of billing demand.

Energy Charge: .78c per KWh for all KWh over 600 KWh per KW of billing
demand.

I'uel Cost Adjustment:
The fuel cost adjustment shall consist of c.n increase or decrease of .0109

3 mill per kwh for each full .01 mill increase er decrease in the average
delivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or below 7 2 7
mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil and nuclear fuel-

generation to the monthly net generation. The adjustment shall apply to tFe
second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuel is burr ed.
To correct for the lag in this procedure between cost incurrance and billir g
adjustment, the increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determined -

above shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the differenc'e betuen
t he '' twr) month larl" adjustment factor aoolied in the second preceding billi ng
Tau Adjustment: month and the "two month lag'' adjustment factor calculated foi
(a) Bills shall be basNhi$kIe Ni|tk hEMobdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees

or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
.

energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to Tshare such local increases.

Ib) Bills sall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
'

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.>

Minimum Charge:

t he sapatity charge included in the rate.

D. ned Payment Charge:

A delayed payment shaigs of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any bill which is not paid on
or before the duc date shown thereon.

b (Continued on Sheet No.16.01)
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Consumers Fowc Company

SEASONAL SERVICE
(CONTRACT RATE %")

.. .

.

This rate is cancellad.

.

C
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(Continued on Sheet 17.01)
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This rate is cancelled.
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Sheet No.17.02
-

i

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC HEATING SERVICE
(OFEM ORDER RATE "GR")

Avellability:

Open to any commercial or Industrial customer desiring service for electric space heating f
through a separate meter to which no other device, except electric alt conditfordng equiurnished

water heater (s) which complies with the Company's standards for comm:rcial and i dpment or electnc

water heaters, may be connected and provided the customer has permanently lastalled andn ustrial electne

heating equipment as the primary source of space heating. Electric space heating will be conside d tuses electric

include heating by light systems when the lighting equipment provides a major portionre o !
requinments in accordance with the Company's s of the heating
water for industrial processing or for resale purposes.pecifications. T14 rats is not available for heating

Nature of Service:

case to be determined by the Company. Alternating curnat, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the v lto age la cach
Monthly Rate:

Seevice Charge:
$3.25 per customer per month plus,Energy Charge:

2 90c per Kwh for all energy used.
Fuel Cost Adjustment:

The fe.et
< s e saiu3tae.ei ihall consist of er,

delivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly abovmill per Kwh for each full .01 mill increase or decrease in theincrease or decrease of .0109average

mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil ande or below 7.!7
ceneration to the rnonthly net generation. nuclear fuel
second billing month following the calendar month in which the fThe adjustment shall apply to theTo correct

for the lag in this procedure between cost uel is burnc i. ,

adjustment,
shall be appropriatelythe increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determiincurrance and billinci

' te moth lag" adjustmentit. creased or decreased by the di fference between the [ned also /c

month and the "two month lag" adjustmentractor applied'in the second preceding billing
Tax Adjustment:

(a) 891s shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levyfactor calculated for:he

energy, to offset such special charges and thereby pnvent other customers from beior rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or
;

special taxes, licerue fees i nmediate -

sale of electric b ' l1ingshan such localincreases. ng compelled to m> nth.
(b) Bdis shall be increased to offset any new or incnased specific tax

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sais of electrical energyor excise imposed by any
.

Delayed Fayment Charge:

a delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill, but not less than 2O(
,

bill which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereon, shall be added to any
.

.

(Continued on Sheet No.17.03)
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Conammers F:wer Company
Sheet No.18.00

C
(

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER HEATING SERVICE
(OFEN ORDER RATE "R")

Availability:

Open to any customer desiring uncontrolled commercial and/or industrial service for'

heater (s) served through a separarc meter to which no other device shall be connect d Selectric water
heaters shall comply with the Company's standards for commercial and industrial el. uch water
This rate is riot applicable to the use of electricity for space heating service or asectric water heaters.
seasonal substitute for another method of heating water. This rate is not available for he tian occasional orindustrial processing or for resale purpose. a ng water for

Nature of Service:

Alternating current,

distribution voltage in each caso to be determined by the Compeay60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the secondaryMonthly Rate: .

1

servke Charge:
$3.25 per customer per month plus, -

!Energy Charge: ?.50c per Kwh for all energy used. '

Fue1 Cost AdjustmenL: -

Th- f n. I cost a<liostnwnt shall consist of an
increase or decrease of .0109mill per Kwh for each full .01 mill !

ivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned mo thlincrease or decrease in the everage del-
mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil and nuclear fuely above or below 7.27n

generation to the monthly net generation.
second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuel is burnThe adjustment shall apply to thee To correct for the lag in this procedure between cost e' |. i

adjustment,

shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the difference between thethe increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determined aboincurrance and billingre
'' t wo mon t..

lag" ad justment factor aoolled in the second preceding billingTam Adjustment:

and the "two month lag" adjustment factor calculated for the irnimo ith

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions ediate -

or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the productiowhich levy special taxes, license fedIII"9
energy..to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers fn and/or sale of electricm>nth.share such localincreases. rom being compelled to,

(b) Bills shau be increased to o!Tset any new or increased sp
governmental authority upon the Company's generatbn or sale of e!cct iecific tax or excise imposed by any

-r cal energy,
d

Delayed Payment Charge:
.

blll which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereonA delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill but not less than 2Og, shall be added to any
,

Term and Form of Contract: .

Open order. No written application or contract required
Rules and Regulations: .

Service governed by Company's Standard Rules and Regulations.
.

ia
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C/
PRIMARY ELECTRN!l'URNACE SERVICE

(CONTRACT RATE "J")
Availability. j

;

Open to any nistomer desiring service for operation of electric furnac
,,,,,, i

reduction of metallic ores, where the billing demand is 500 kW or more Thises for metal mclting or the
Co'mpany may install separate metering equipment for such furnace loads Thielectric furnace use and the customer must provide a special circuit or cirate is applicable only to

. i

!
rcuits in order that theresale purposes.

.

s rate is not available for
Nature of Service:

-

Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase the particul
case to be determined by the Company. ar nature of the voltage in each

,

'

Monthly Rate: l

Capacity Charge:
$2.90 per KW for the first 20,000 KW of billing demand.
$2.70 per KW for all over 20,000 KW of billing demand.Energy Charge:
1.17c per Kwh for all energy used.Fuel Cost Adjus trnent :

The fuel, cost adjustment
mill per Kwh for each fullshall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109.01 mill
delivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above oincrease or decrease in the average
mills per Kwh adjusted by t'he ratio of the monthly fossil and nuclear fr below 7.17
generation to the monthly net generation. uel

C,) second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuel is buThe adjustment shall apply to ti
'

eTo correct
for the lag in this procedure between cost incurrance and billirTed.adjustment,
the increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determin d19

snall be appropriately increased or decreased by the difference betweene a)ove
"two month lag" adjustment factor applied in the second precedi tl e
month and the "two month lag" adjustment factor calculated for the ing billing'

_billing month. nnediateTax Adjustment

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivii
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the productios ons which levy special taxes, license fees
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers frn and/or sale of electricshare such localincreases. om being compelled to

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or incr
e
~

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electricaleased specific tax or excise imposed by anyMinimum Charge: energy.

The capacity charge included in the rate.

''.,ayed Payment Charge:

or before the due date shown thereon.A delayed payment charge of 2% of the tretal net bill shall be add d t,

e o any bill which is not paid on

C\ fContinued on Sheet No
I R n M __U
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-

SECONDARY RESALE SERVICE
(CONTRACT RATE "R.1")

Availability:

Open only to customen desiring secondary voltage service for resale purposes in accordance with Rule
12(e) of the Company's Standard Rules and Regulations. This rate la not available for resale for
streetilshting service.

Nature of Servlee:

Alternatmg current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage la cach
case to be dektmined by the Company.

Monthly Rate:

Service Charge: $3.25 per customer per month plus,
Energy Charge: 4.60c per Kwh for all Kwh used.

Fuel Cost Adjustment: -

The fuel cost au;ustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109mill per Kwh 'or each full
ivered convfoss i t- arrd nuclear.01 mill increase or oecrease in the average del-fuel burried enthly above or below 7.27
mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil and nuclear fuel
generation to the monthly net generation. The adjustment shall apply to the
second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuel is burne

{ ) d.
To correct for the lag in this procedure between cost incurrance and billinc
adjustment, the increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determined abc
shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the difference between the

/c

"two month lag" adjustment factor applied in the second preceding billing
month and the "two month lag" adjustment factor calculated for the immediatebiiiing month.

~

Tas Adjustment:

(a) Bdis shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentats against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases. '

%
(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.
Minimum Charge:

accordance with Rule 12(f).

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill, but not less than 20/, shall be added to any
bill which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereon.

.

(Continued on Sheet No.18.05)
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O
SECONDARY RESAI.E SERVICE
(OFTIONAL CONTRACT RATE "R.2")

Avaasbility:
.

Open only to customen desiring secondary voltage service for resale p12(e) of the Company's Standard Rules and Regulations This rate lurposes la accordance with Rulestreetlighting service. .

a not available for resale for
Nerare of service:

Alternating current, 60 herts, single phase or three phase the particase to be determund by the Company, cular nature of the voltage in each
,

Monthly Rete:

Cepecify Chaine:

S KW of billing demand,$31.00 per customer per month, which shall include the 1st'
\

$5.00 per KW
for all over 5 KW of billing demand.Energy Charge:

1.50c per Kwh for the excess.1.90c per Kwh for the 1st 200 Kwh per KV of billing demand!
~

Fuel Cost Adjustment: .

mill per Kwh Tde each fullTrieQo'st adjustment shall consist of an increase or d
ecrease of .0109

ivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or b.01 mill increase or decrease in the average del-
mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil andk I elow 7.27
generation to the monthly net generation. nuclear fuel
second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuel is bThe adjustment shall apply to the iTo correct

for the lag in this procedure between cost urnel. 'adjustment,

shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the dif ference betweethe increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determinedincurrance and billineaho re -

"two month lag" adjustment factor applied in the second pr n the
and the "two month lag" adjustment eceding billing mo ith

factor calculated for the immediate billimonth.
19Tex Adjustment:

(a) Bitts shall be increased within the limits of political subdi ii

energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other cu tor rentals against the Company's property, or its operation or the prodv s ons which levy special taxes,IJcense feesuction and/or sale of electricshare such local increases.
,

s omers frora being compelled to

(b) Bills shau be lacreased to offset any new or increas d
governmental authority upon the Cornpany's generstloa or sale of lspecific tax or excise imposed by any

e

Minlanum Charge:
'

e ectrical energy.

The capacity charge included In the rate.

Delayed Psyrnent Charge:

or before the duc date shown thereon.A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be add d
to any bill which is not paid on

e

_

l

(Continued on Sheet No.18.07)_
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V
PRIMARY RESALE SERVICE

(CONTRACT RATE "R 3")

Avallabiliay-

Open only to customers desinns pnmary voltage service for resale purposes in accordance with Rule 12(el of the Company's Standard Rules and Regulations. This rate is not available for resale forstretthshttng servue.
'

Nature of Service:

Alternating current. 60 hertz, smgle phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in eachs

case to be determined by the Company.
Monthly Rate:

Capacity Charge:
$4.40 per KW for the first 2,000 KW of billing demand,
33 50 per KW for the next 13,000 !Of of billing deiaand, '

$3.05 per KW for all over 20,000 KW of billing demand.Energy Charge:
1.41c per KWh for the first 180 Kwh per KW of billing deman131c per Kwh for the next d,

1,000,000 Kwh,
1.21c per Kwh for the next 12,000,000 Kwh,
1. lle per Kwh for the excess.

Fuei Cost Adjustment:

The fuel cost adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109
mill per Kwh for each full .01 mill increase or decrease in the average de
ivered cost of fossil and nuclear fuel burned monthly above or below 7 27

'-
N

mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil and nuclear fuel
' .

generation to the monthly net generation. The adjustment shall apply to th
second billing month following the calendar month in which the fuel is burr e
To correct

for the lag in this procedure between cost incurrance and billin cd.
adjustment,

the Increase or decrease in the charge per Kwh as determined g

above shall be appropriately increased or decreased by the dif ference betw '

the "two month lag" adjustment factor applied in the second preceding bili
en

rnonth and tSe "two month lag" adjusteent factor calculatert for ng
Tau AJjustment: billing month. the immedia.e

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy speci l t
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electrica axes, license fees

energy, to offset such specias charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to;
share such local increases. -

(b) Bills shall be mcreased to offset any new or increased specific tax or>

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energyexcise imposed by any
Minimum Charge: .

The capacity charge included in the rate.

Delayed Payment Charge-

or before the due date shown thereon.A delayed paymtnt sharge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any bill which is not paid on

..

_.

(Continued on Sheet No.18.09)
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INCANDESCENT STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
(COMPANY. OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "$L l")

Avallebility:

Open to the State of Michigan or any po!itical subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdi6 tion over
public streets or acadways, for streetlighting service for any system consisting of five or more luminaires
where the Company has an existing distribution system with secoridary voltage available. Luminaires
installed as a part of the original streetlighting system shall be spaced at intervala not exceeding an
average (for all such luminaires) of 600 linear feet if luminaires rated at 6,000 lumens or 10,000 lumens
are used, and at intervals not exceeding an average (for all such luminaires) of 350 linear feet if
luminaires rated at 2,500 lumens are used. Luminaires which are subsequently added to the original
streetlighting system shall also be spaced at latervals mot exceeding an average (for all such additional
luminaires) of 600 !!near feet if luminaires rated at 6,000 lumens or 10,000 lumena are used, ard at
intervala not exceeding an av; rage (for all such edditional luminaires) of 350 linear feet if luminaires
rated at 2,500 lumens arr used. Where an overhead line extension la required to serve an original
streetlighting system or to serve luminaires subsequemly added to such system, the Company will
furnish, as a part of the facilities to be provided by it under this rate, an average of 350 linear feet of
line entension per luminaire to be served from such extension. If more than an average of 350 linear feet
of line extension per luminaire is required, the furnishing of the excess shall require special arrangements
and be the subject of special agreement.

Nature of Serv 6ce:

The Company will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the strectughting. system. The
Company will supply the energy, and renew and maintain the entire equipment. In areas where the
Company has installed an underground electric distribution rystem pursuant to the Company's residential
underground electric distribution policy as set forth in ita Standard Rules and Regulations, the
streetlighting system will be served from said underground electric distribution system. In all other areas,
the streetlighting system wd! normally be served from overhead lines or from underground cables
installed'st c'ustomer's request pursuant to special streetlighting provisions contained in Yearly Rate
clause herein. De Company reserves the right to furnish such service from either a series or multiple
system or both.

-

Yearly Rate:

The charge per luminalte per year (when mounted on standard wood poles and served from overhead
lines), payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:

Nominal-
.

Rating ;.

of Lams Rate per Luminaire

Lumena

2,500 S56.00

6,000 64.00
10,000 73,og

Note: ne above rates apply to existing luminaires only and are not open to new business except where
the Company elects, at the customer's request, to install additional luminaires within an area
already served by an incandescent streetlighting system.

e

'

(Continued on Sheet No.19.01)
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RATE "Sle!"
(Cor.tinued from Sheet No.19.00)

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

For energy conservation purposes, customers may, at their option, elect to have any or allluminaires served
kunder this rate disconnected for a period of six months or more. The charge perluminaire peryear, payable

m equGI monthly installments for each disconnected luminaire, shall be 40 percent of the yearly rate set
forth above provided, however, that should any such disconnected luminaire be reconnected at the
customer's request after having been disconnected for less than six months, the yearly rate set forth above

!

shall be opphcable to the period of duconnection. A., 58.00 duconnect/ reconnect charge willbe made per|
luminaste at the time of disconnection except that when the estimated disconnectfreconnect ;

significantly higher than 38.00, the estimated cost per luminaire shall be charged.
cost is

,

,

At the customer's request and subject to charges la addition to the annual cha .

forth above, the Company will Install special streetlightlag facilities in lieu of its strges per luminaire set
streetlighting facilities under the following conditions: andard overhead

(a) If special streetlighting poles are requested, the customer shall contribut
estimated instaUed costs of standasd wood poles. difference between the Company's estimated installed costs of such special poles a d th Ce to the Company the

n e ornpany's

(b) If underssound streellighting cable la requested, except that requested i
-

Company the difference between the Company's estimated instaUed costs of the undCompany's residential underground electric distribution policy, the customer shall contrib t
n conjunction with the

u e to the

streetlighting cable and the Company's estimated lastalled costs of standard overhead streetlightinerground
conductors.

g

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
.

'

!

to any bill which is not paid, within thirty days af ter its issuancTas Adjustment: e.

(a) Bills shau be lacreased wittun the limits of political subdivisions which le

energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from belas comor rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of l
vy special taxes, license fees

e ectric
share such localincreases.I pelled to

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific t
;

;

governmental suthority upon the Company's genetation or sale of elecisical energyax or excise Irnposed by anyi
| .

(Continued on Sheet No. 19.02)
.
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M.F.S.C. No. 7 - Electric Sheet No. I').02
Consumers Power Company

-

RATE "SIA"
(Continued from sheet No.19 01)

|
Contract:

)

Standard StreetUghting Contract, Form 548, initial term of contract five years, or more, and yest to year
thereafter until terminated by mutual consent or upon twelve months' written notice given by either
party. In case of new or added lastallation requiring a st,bstantiallavestment, the Company may require
a contract for a reasonable period not exceeding ten yesta.

Special Teems and Conditions:
i

The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of
contract, termination charges, contribution in aid of construction, annual charges, or other special
consideration when the customer requests service, squipment or facilities not normally provided under

* this rate.
j

Customers requiring streetlighting service during seasonal periods only, shall pay 80% of the above annual
tales for lamps which are in service six months oc less; if la service more than six months per annum,
annual rates shall apply.

.

Hours of Lighting:

Streetlights shall be burning at all times when the natural general level of illumination is lower than
about 3/4 footcandle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half hour after sunset until
approximately one. half hour before sunrise.

,

.

.

|
,
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electrie Sheet No. 20 00
Consumers Fower Company

.

INCANDESCENT STREETLIGHTING SERVICE ,

(CUSTOMER OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL.2")
,

!AveGabdity:
,

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction uver )
publie streets or roadways, for streetlighting service where the Company has existing distribution lines
avadable for supplying energy for such service.

Nature of Service: .

|

Except for control equipment which will be furnished, installed and owned by the Company, the l

customer will furnish, install'and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system including, but
not limited to, the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires and the supply clicuits
extending to the point of attachment with the Company's lines. All of the customer's equipment will be
subject to the Company's approval. The Cornpany will connect the customer's equipment to the
Company's lines, supply the energy, control the burning hours of the lamps, provide normal replacement
of luminaire glassware and lamps and paint metal parts as needed; all other maintenance and replacement
of the customer's equipment shall be paid for by the customer. The Company reservea the right to
furnish such service from either a series or multiple system or both.

Yeasly Rete:

The charge per luminaire per year, payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:
;

Nominal '

Rating4

of Lamps Rate per Luminaire

I.umens

i,000 $42.00
44.002,500
47 00

4,,,,
-

52.006,000
63 0010,000

Note: The above rates apply to existing luminaires only, and are not open to new business except
where the Company elects, at the customer's ' request to lastall additional luminaires within an

.

area already served by an incandescent streetlighting system. T

For energy conservation purposes, customers may, at their option, elect to have any or all luminaires
served under this rate disconnected for a period of six months or more. The monthly installment for
cach luminaire 20 disconnected shall be waived during the period of disconnection provided. however.
that should any such dssconnected luminaire be reconnected at the customer's request after harsne been
Josconnected for less than ssx monthr, the yearly rate set forth above shall be arplicable to the pers0J of
desconnectson. An $8.00 disconnect / reconnect charge will be made per lu:ninaire at the tsme of
disconnection except that when the estimated disconnect | reconnect cost is significantly higher than
$8.00, the estimated cost per luminaire shall be charged.

* (Continued on Sheet No. 20.01)
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M. F. 5. C. No. 7- Eledrie .

r*: _:rs Power Company Sheet No. 20.01

|
.

BATE "ILW'
( W bees sheet No, se,se)

Yearly Rates (Coetlemed)

!
i

)

!
;,

!
|

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added j

to any bill which is not paid within thirty days after its issuance. 1

|
|

'

Tas Adjustaments

(a) Dalls shall be locTeased within the lisaits of pohthal sulullvisloes which levy spedal tazes, kcense fees or rentah
agalast the Cornpany's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electrie energy, to offset such
smial charges and thereby prevent other custceners frosa belag coenpeBed to share such locallacreases

(b) Bills shou be increased to offset any new or immessed specdle taa er endse imposed by any governmental author
,

ity upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical emergy. -

Centracts
!

until terminated by mutual consent or upon twelve snooths* witttes notice given by either party. In case of new orStandard Street Lighting Contract. Fonn 548, taltial tenn of contreet fios years, or more, and year to year thereafter
.i

added installation requistas a substantial investment, the Company may require a contract for a reasonable periodnot escoeding taa yeare.

Special Ter.ns and Condatieass

"Ihe Company reserves the right to make special c :

ontractus) arrangessants as to term or duration of contract, terml-
nation charges, contribution in aid of construction, saaval charges, or other spedal consi3erstloos when the custom r
acquesta service, equipment or facilities act sonnaDy provided under this reta. e ;

.

Ifours of IJshtfass

candle, and under norinal conditions this is approsimately one haN hour aber suaest until &iry.-Street kghts shall be burning at all times when the natural sensisllevel of Ghanlaation *s lower thes about % foot{
. -

hefore sunstse. --- ^ 9 one half hour
"

4

|

f

I!.

|*
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Elietric
Consumers Power Company Sheet No. 22.00

O
FLUORESCENT STREETLIGHTING SERVICE

(COMPANY. OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL-4")
Avsgabuity:

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for streetlighting service for any system consaating of one or more luminaires
where the Company has an cassling distribution system with secondary voltage available Lumi
be installed with no limitations as to spacing between luminaires. Where an overhead line extenu n. naires may

provided by it under this rate, an average of 350 linear feet of line extension per luminaire to be servedrequired to serve one or more luminaires, the Company will furnish, as a part of the facilities to be
u is

from such extension. If more than an average of 350 linear feet of line extension per luminair
required, the furnishing of the excess shall require special arrangements and be the subject of speciale is
agreement.

Natuse of Service:

The Company will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system!

Company wdl supply the energy, and renew and maintain the entire equipment. The

Company has installed an underground electric distribution system pursuant to the Corapany's r. In areas where the
I

underground electric distribution policy as set forth in its Standard Rules and Regulationsesidential.

streetlighting system will be served from said underground electric distribution system In all other areas
j

,

, the

the streetlighting system will normally be served from overhead lines or f.
,

'

installed at customer's request pursuant to special streetlighting provisions contained in Yrom underground cables

clavie herein. The Company reserves the right to furnish such service from either a series or multiplearly Ratesystem or both. 1
e

;

Yearly Rate:

lines), payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:The charge per luminaire per year (when muunted on standard wood poles and served from overhead

Nominal Rating of Lamps
(All Lamps in One Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire

Watta Lumens
' j,

1

190 10,000 i

$ 82.00
380 20,000 120.00

'

Note:
The above rates apply to existing luminaires only and are not open to new business except whe
the Co'npany elects, at the customer's request, to instsil additional luminaires withire
alseady served by a fluorescent streetlighting system. n an area

l'or energy conservattom purposes, customers may, at their option
sowd sander thus rate Jussonnected for a period of stx months or more, elect to have any or all luminasres
ns ar. payable an equal monthly installments for each disconnected lu. The charge per luminante pern arly rate set

forth above provided. how:ver, that should any such Jusconnected luminaire hemsnaire, shall be 40 percent of ther

sson:nected at the customer's request after havinst been Jssconnected fo
rate set forth above shall be applicable to the perind of disconnection An $8 00 dr less than six months. the yearlys harge well be made per luminaire at .

. isconnect/ reconnect \

disconnertfreconnect cost ur significantly higher than 18 00 the estimat dthe tsme of disconnection excel >tthat when the estimatedcharred. . , e cost per luminante shall he
'

(Continued on Sheet No. 22.01)
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M.F.5.C. Ns. 7 Electric Sheet No. 22.01
Consumers Power Company

RATE "SIA"
(Contlaued frome Sheet No. 22.00)

Yearly Refe: (Contd)
_

1

.

.

At the customer's request and subject to charges in addition to the annual charges per luminaire set
forth above, the Company will lastall special strect!!ghting facilities la lieu of its standard overhead
streetlighting facilities under the following conditions.

(a) If special streetlighting poles are requested, the customer shau contribute to the Company the
differences between the Company's estimated instaued costs of such special pc'as and the Company's
estimated inststed costs of standard wood poles.

.

(b) If underground streetlighting cable is aquested, except that requested in cordunction with the
Company's residential underground electrical distribution poucy, the customer shall contribute to the -

Company the difference between the Company's estimated installed costs of the underground
streetlighting cable and the Company's estimated lastaued costs of standard overhead stnetlighting
conductors.

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added

.to any bill which is not paid within 30 days af ter its issuance. T
Tas Adjustment:

_

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electria
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compeDed to
share such local increases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

.

(Continued on Sheet No. 22.02)
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
Sheet No. 22.02

O Consumers Power Company

RATE "SIA"
(Contin'oed frons Sheet No.22.01)

Contract:

Standard Streetlighting Contract, Form 548, initial term of contract five years, or more, and year to year
thereafter unts terminated by mutual consent or upon twelve months' written notice given by either
party. In case of new or added installation requiring a substantialinvestment, the Company may require
a contract for a reasonable period not exceeding te~n tears,

Special Terans and Conditions:

The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of
contract, terraination charges, contribution in aid of construction, annual charges, or other special
consideration when the custorner requests service, equipment or faculties not normally provided under
this rate.

Hours of Lighting:

Streetlights shall be burning at aR times when the natural general level of illumination is lower than
about 3/4 footcandle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half bout after sunset until
approximately one-half hour betone sunrise.

Q .

.
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 .- Electric
Consumera Powse Company Shccs No. 2100

-

,

FLUORESCENT STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
-

(CUSTOMEkJWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL 5")

Availability:

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public stseets or roadways, for reetlighting service where the Company has existing distribution lines
available for supplying energy fo s sch service.

Nature of Service:
<)

Except for control equipment which will be furnished, installed and owned by the Company, the
customer will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system including,
but not hmited to, the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires and the supply
circuits extending to the point of a'.tschment with the Company's lines. All of the customer's
equipment will be subject to the Conpany's approval. The Company will connect the customer'sequipment

to the Company's lines, supply the energy, control the burning hours of the lamps,
{

;

provide normal replacement of luminaire glassware, ballasts and lasnps, and paint metal parts as
needed; all other maintenance and replacement of the customer's equipment shall be paid for by the i

1

customer. The Company reserves the right to furnish such service from either a series or multiple
-

system or both.
j

'7. Yearly Rate:

The charge per luminaire per year, payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:

Nominal Rating of Lamps
(All Lamps in One Luminaire) Itate per Luminaire

Watts Lumens

120 6,500 $50.00
190 10,000 $58.00
3s0 20,000 $75.00

0.00640 35,000 _.

Note:
The above rates apply to existing luminaires only and are not open to new business except where
the Company elects, at the customtr's request, to install additional luminaires within an area
already served by a fluorescent streetlighting system, '

>
|

!

For energy conservation purposes, customers may, at their option, elect to hEnve any or all luminaires O
served under thir rate disconnected for a period of six months or more. The monthly installment for *

each luminaire so disconnected shall be waived during the period of disconnection provided, however,
,

that should any such disconnected luminaire be reconnected at the customer's request after having been
disconnected for less than six months, the yearly rate set forth above shall be applicable to the penod
of disconnection. An $8.00 disconnect / reconnect charge will be made per *.sminaire at the tume of
disconnection except that when the estimated disconnect / reconnect cost is significantly higher than
$8.00, the estimated cost per luminaire shall be charged.

O)L
- I

.
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M. F. S.' C. No. 7 - Electrie St eet No. M1
Consuaners Power Coaspear

EATE "SL4"

(Csatissed fsee shese No. 23.00)

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

Delayed Payrnent Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added

Tax @7mbi.11 not oald within 30 days of its issuance.t
t

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prsvent other customers frorn being compe!!ed to
share such local increues.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Corapany's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Costrad

Standard Street Ughting Contract, Form 548; laitial term of contract fios years, or more, and year to year there-
after, untd terminated by mutual conscot or upon twelve snooths' written modoe given by either party. In case of
new or added installation regalring a substantial investment, the Company may re@s a contract for a reasonable
peded not eaceeding ten years.,

Spedal Terms and Conditions:

The Company seserves the right to make spcdal contractual arrangements as to term or duration of contract, termina-
,

tion charges, cvntribution in aid of construction. annual charges or other special considerations when the custorn<:r
requests service, equipment or fedlities not normaDy provided under this anta.

Houn of Lightings

Stsect lights shaB be burning at aB times whec the natural general level of IDumination is lower than about % foot-
candle, and under normal conditions this is approximately cae-half b' mar after sunset until approximately one. half hour y*
before sundse.

.,.

.
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4 F.S.C. Na, 7 . Electric .stiest No. 24 00
Consumera Power Company

y/
MERCURY VAPOR STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
(COMPANY. OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "$L 6")

Availability: '

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for streetlighting service for any system consisting of one or more luminaires
where the Company has an existing distribution system with secondary voltage available. Luminaires may
be installed with no limitations as to spacing between luminaires. Where an overhead line extension is
required to serve one or n ore luminaires, the Company will furnish, as a part of the facilities to be
provided by it under ttus r..te, an average of 350 hnear Icct of line extension per luminaire to be served
from such catension. If irore than an average of 350 linear feet of bne extension per luminaire is '

,
required, the furnishing of the excess shall require special arrangements and be the subject of special
agreement.

;

Nature of Service:
.

The Company will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system. The
Company will supply the energy, and renew and maintain the entite equipment. In areas where 'he ;
Company has installed an underground electric distribution system pursuant to the Company's residential
underground electric distribution policy as set forth in its Standard Rules and Regulations, the ;

'

streetlighting system will be served from said unde: ground electric distribution system. In all other areas, i
the streetlighting system wdl normally be served from overhead lines or from underground cables

|installed at customer's request pursuant to special streetlighting provisions contained in Yearly Rate
clause herein. The Company reserves the right to furnish such service from either series or multiple j}!.system or both.

!;
Yearly Rate: |i

The charge per luminaire per yeas (when mounted on standard wood poles and served from overhead
L/ lines), payable in equal monthly installments, shall be: ,

Nominal Rating of I. amps '

(One I. amp _per Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire
)

W, j t ta_ l umens b

100 3,200 $ 56.00 ;
I75 6,500 64. ')0 ''

75.00250 10.00
104.00400 20.000 142.00

700 35,000 172.03
1.000 50,000

. .

fT

For energy conservatwn purposes. customers may, at their option, elect to have any or all luminaires
served under ther rate Jasconnected for a period of six months or more. The charge per luminaire per
year, payable un equal monthly installments for each Jusconnected haminaire shall be 40 percent of theyearly rate set

forth above prov Jed. however, that should any such disconnected luminaire be
reconnected at the customer's request after huvung been disconnected for less than six months the yearly1

ra:e set forth abave shall be apphcable to the pertad of disconnection. itn $8.00 disconnect / reconnect
,

{cAarge will be made per luminaire at the time of discar nection except that when the estimated '

disconnect / reconnect cost is ugnificantly higher than $8 00, the estsmated cost per luminatre shall becharged.

/mi
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At P.S.C. No. 7 I let tric Sheet No. 24.01
Comumers Power Comtiany

.
'

R ATE "SL4"-

(Continued from Sheet No. 24.00)
.

Yearly Rate: (Contd) -
.

t

At the customer's request and subject to charges in addition to the annual charges per luminaire set
forth above, the Company will install special streetlighting facilities in lieu of its standard overhead
streetlighting facilities u*nder the following conditions: ,

(a) If special streetlighting poles are requested, the customer shall contribute to the Company the
difference between the Company's estimated installed costa of such special poles and the Company's j
estimated instaued costs of standard wood poles. g

(b) If underground streetlighting cable is requested, except that requested in cordunction with the
Company's residential underground electric distribution policy, the customer shall contribute to the .+

8Company the difference between the Company's estin.ated installed costs of the underground
Istreetlighting cable and the Company's estimated insta!*ed costs of standard overhead streetlighting

conductors.
*

Delayed Payment Charge:
.

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bill not paid within 30 days af ter its issuance.

Tax Adjustment: i
* *

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions witich levy special taxes, license ftts |
O- or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric

energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

j (b) BiUs shau be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
'

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical enerEy.

Contract: '

i

j Standard Streethchting Contract, Form 548; initial term of contract five years, or more, and year to year
thereafter until terminated by mutual consent or upon twelve months' written notice given by either
party. In case of new or added instaustions, requiring a substantial investment, the Company may I

require a contract for a reasonable period not exceeding ten years.

Special Terms and Conditions: I

'The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of -

contract, termination charges, contribution in aid of construction, annual charges, or other special
consideration when the customer requests service, equipment or facilities not normally provided under

. this rate.

Hours of Lighting:

Streetlights shall be burning at au times when the natura; general level of illumination is lower than
about 3/4 footcandle, and under normal conditions this is upproximately one. half hour after sunset untu i
approximately one half hour before sunrise. 8

r
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M F.S C. No. 7 - Fleitvic
Nhees No. h 00Consumers Power Company
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!

MERCURY VAPOR STREEFLIGitTING SERVICE
,

(CUSTOMER. OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL 7")

Availabdity:
-

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for strcellighting service where the Company has existing distribution lines
available for supplying energy for such service.

Nature of Service:

Except for control equipment which will be furnished, installed and r w.ted by the Company, the '
customer v.ill furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the strer .hahting system including, but
not limited to, the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires and the supply circuits
extending to the point of attachment with the Company's lines. All of the customer's equipment will be
subject to the Company's approval. The Company will connect the custr*mer*e equipment to the
Company's lines, supply the energy, control the burning hours of the lamps, pre Me ' ormal replacementof luminaire glassware and lamps, and paint metal parts as needed; all other maintenance and ,

replacement of the customer's equipment shall be paid for by the customer. The Company reserves the
a

right to furnish such service from either a series or multiple system or both.

Yearly Rate:

For rormal service the charge per luminaire p-r year, payable in equal monthly installments, shall be.

Nominal Rating of Lamps
(One Lamp per Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire

i

Watts Lumens

100 3,200 J 38.00
175 6,500 3 4J.00
250 10,000 $ $0.00

g400 20,000 3 70.00 i
700 35,000 $ 100.00 I

i1,000 50,000 J128.00

For 24-hour service the charge per luminaire per year, psyable in monthly insta'Iments, shall be 125percent of the foregoing rates.
'

. -

?

served under this rate disconnected for a period of six months or moreFor energy conserratton purposes, customers may, at their option, elect to have any or all l.
uminairet

each lumenaire so disconnected shall bs waived during the period of disconnection p o id d h. The monthly installment for
}

that should any such disconnected luminaire be reconnected at the customer'srs e, owever.

Jasconnected for less than six months, the yearly rate set forth above shall be applicable to threquest after having been
disconnectunn. An 38.00 disconnect / reconnectc targe e period o! '

when the estimated d sconnect] reconnect cost is significantly higher thanwall be made per luminaire at the time of
disconnection cuept that
58.00, the estumated cost per furninaire shall be chaced.

,

,

J

(ContinuedonSheetNo.25.01)
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M. F. 5. C. No. 7 - Electrie
Consueners Fewer Counpaar

Sheet No. 25.01
I

V
.

RATE "SLT

(Cestinued free Sheet No. 25.00)

Yearly Rate:

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 27, of the net bill shall be added
to any bill not paid within 30 days af ter its issuance.
Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivialons which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electnc
energy, to offset such spedal charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

|
(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Centracts

Standard Street Lighting Contract, Form 548; initial term of contract five years, or more, and year to year there-).

after. until term!nated by mutual consent or upon twelve months' writtea notics given by either party. In case ofF

O new or added installations requiring a substantial investment, the Company may require a contract for a reasonable
-period not esctahng ten years,
i

l

Special Terms and C: "i _i
_

'The Company reserves the right to 'Jaha spedal contractual arrangements as to term or duration of contr
tica charges, contribution la aid a construction, annual charges or other special considerations when the customer-act, termina-

requests service, equipment or fadhties not normally provided under this rate,

i
llors of IJahting '

.

For normel service street lights shad be burning at aD times when the natural general level of (Duminatico is lower.1

than about % foot-candle, and under normal conditions this to appredmately one-hall hour after runset until a;

proximately one-hall hour before sunrise. For 24. hour service, street lights eheR be burning 24 hours per day.
p-
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M P.S.C. No. 7 -- Elettrie Sheet No. 25.04
Comumere Power Company

i
lilCII.PitESSURE SODIUM STitEETI,1CIITING SERVICE

(CompanyOwned System Centract Rate SIA)

Availabilitys

Open to the State of Michigan or any pohtical subdivision or a ency thereof having jurisdiction over public streets or
roadways, for streetlighting service for any system onsistin one or more lui.baires where the Company has an
esisting dastribution system with secondary voltage availab . Luminaires may be installed with no hmitations as to
spacing between luminaires. Where an overhead line extension is t usted to serire one or more luminaires the Com-
pany wiu furnish, as a part of the facilities to be provided by it und this rate, an average of 350 Unear leet of line
estension per luminaire to be served from such estension. If more than an average of 350 linear feet c' line exten-
sion per luminaire is~ required, the furnishing of the escess shah require special arrangements and be ti s subject of
special agreement. *

4 Nat.we of Services
I

'Ihe Company wiu furnish, install and own aH equipment comprising the streetti hting system. The Company wlH
supply the energy, and renew and maintain the entire eqipment. In areas where th Company has installed an under.
ground electric tfatribution system pursuant to the Cnmpa 's residential underground electric datribution policy as'

set furth in its Standard Rules and Regulations, the strectid ung system will be served frnm said underground elec.
,

<

tric distribution system. In all other areas, the streetlisthting system will normally be served fenm overhead lines or
freen underground cables in talled at customer's request pursuant to spreial streetlighting provisions containel in
rear Rate clause herein. The Company reserves the sight to furnish such service frosa either series or muhlple system

1.ari, R.t.:
1

.

'!he chasse per luminaire per year (when mounted on standard wood poles and served from overhead lines), payable |
lo equal monthly installments, shall bes

Nosnimal Rating of lamps
(One Lamp per Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire
Watts Lumens

250 se,000 .$150.00 ;

400 45,000 $183,00 |
1

For energy conservation purposes. customers may, at their option, elect to have any or all luminaures ~

served under this rate disconnected for a period of six months or more. The charge per lummaire per,

'

rear, payable in equal monthly installments for each disconnected luminaire, shall be 40 percent of the
yearle rate set forth above provided, however, that shoulJ any such disconnected luminaire be
reconnectcJ at the cuatamer's request after hartng been disconnected for less than six months, the

- y ea rly rate set forth abo ve shall be apphcuble to the period of Josconnecison. An V1. 00
disconnect /remnneer <harge wdl be made per luntinaire at the time of disconnection ercept that when -

the estorndtcJ Josconnect/ reconnect cost or sexonfocantly highro than $M.tl0, the estimated o nst per ?
lummaire shall be charged.

'

At the customer's request and subject to char in addition to the annual charges per luminaire set forth above, the
Company wili lastau special strectughting fac ties in lieu of its standard overhead strettlighting faciliues under the
foRowlag conditione

(a) If special streetlighting poles are requested, the customer shall contribute to the Company the difference be-
tween the Company's estimated installed costs of such special poles and the Company's estianated instaHed costs
of standard wood poles.

(b) If underground streetlighting cable is requested, escept that t uested in conjunction with the Company's tesi-
'

dential under ound elece- distributton licy, the customer s eD contribute to the Company the difference
between the oy's estimated insta msts of the underground streetlighting cable and the Cosnpany's
estimated last costs of standard overhead streethghting conductors

'

(Continued on Sheet No. 25.05)
'
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M l'3 C. Ns. 7 tIcieric
Conusmces Power Company ' lu e I eie n. % th'.

bi
V

RATh "Sle9"
(Continued fium Sheet No. 25.04)

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payrnent charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bill not p.sid within 30 days af ter its issuance.

Tax Adjustment:
'

(a) Bills shall be increased witnin the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Comp.iny's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of elecinc
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to

,

share such local increases. |

(b) Bills shall be " increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Cosapany's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Contract:

Standard Streetlighting Contract, Form 548, initial term of contract five years, or more, and year to year
thereafter until terminated by mutual consent, or upon twelve months' written notice given by citierparty. In case of new
require a contract for a reasonable period not encceding ten years,or added installations, requiring a substantial investment, the Company may

_g Special Terms and Condissons:
\
L

The Company reserves the right to rnake special contractual arrangements as'to term or duration ofcontract,
termination s.harges, contiibution in aid of construction, annual charges

consideration when the customer requests service, equipment or facilities not normally prodded under
, or other special

this rate.

Ilours of Lighting:
-

Streetlights shall be burning at all timts *l.en the natural general level of illumination is lower than
about 3/4 footcandle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half hour after sunset untilapproximately one4:alf hout before suruise.

|

A

.

v '

I |

|

|
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric Sheet No. 25 06
Cnnsumers Power Company

-
_

- ...

HIGH-PRESSURE SODIUM STRiiETLIGilTING SERVICE
(CtJ5TOMER4WNED SYSTEM CONTRACT R ATE "SL 10")

Availability:

' Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisduction overpubbe streets or roadways, for streetlighting service where the Company has existing distribution lines
available for supplying energy for such service.

Nature of Service:

Except for control equipruent which will be furnished, installed and owned by the Company, the
,

customer will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system including, but
not limited to, the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires and the supply circuits
extending to the point of attachment with the Company's lines. All of the customer's equipment wdl be

to the Company's approval The Company will connect the customer's equipment to thesubject
Company's lines, supply the energy, control the burning hours of the lamps, provide normal replacementmetal parts as needed; all other maintenance and
of luminaire glassware and lamps, and paint
replacement of the customer's equipment shall be paid for by the customer. De Company reserves the
right to furnish such service from either a series or multiple system or both.

Yearly Rate:

The charge per luminairr per year, payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:

Nominal Rating of Lamps
(One Lamy per Lumjnaite) Rate per Luminaire_r

Q
Wa t,q Lu,me na.

$75.00250 24,000
$90.00

400 45,000
1

-

conscvsate. n purpmes. customers may, at their option, elect to have any or a:I luminatresFe.r energy
served under this rate Jnconnected for a Iscrsod of 1:1 months or more. The monthly installment for
each lumsnaire so desconnected shall be waived durmg the period of disconnection provided, however.
that should any such JssconnectcJ luminaire be reconnected at the customer's request after having been
disconnected for less than six months, the yearly rate set forth above shall be applicable to the period of . ;charge will be made per luminaire at the time of
disconnection. An $8.00 disconnectfreconnect :the estimated disconnect / reconnect cost is significantly higher thandisconnectson except that when
$8.00, the estimated cost per luminaire shall be charged. -

(Continued on Sheet No. 25.07)
g
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Af.F.S.C. No. 7 - Electric Sheet No. 25.07
Censumers Power Company

O
\

RATF. "St. ty"

(Continued (nun $he.t No. 25.00)

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

Delayed Fayment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bill not paid within 30 days af ter its issuance..

Tea Adjustment: -

(a) Bills shau be increased wittun the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

(b) Bills shau be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governrnental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Contract:

Stan. lard Sescet t.fahting Cuntrert, Form 548, initial trim of contract five years, or rnore, and year to year there-
after, inntil terminatril by mutual enntent or upim twelve months * wdtten notice given by either party. In case of
new or added installatjuns tretuuing a substantial Investment, the Company may require a contract for a reasonable,
period put eaccedmg ten yours.i

Special Terms and Conditions.

The Company reserves the right to male special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of contract, termina.
tion charges, contnbution in aid of corutmction, annual charges or other special considerations when the customer
requests service, equipment or facilities not normally psuvided under this rate.

Ifours of Ughting
.

Strecilights shall be burning at all times when the natural general level of illumination is lower than about % foot.
candle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one. half hout after sunset until approximately one-half
hout before sunrias.

1

!
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I
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 . Flectrie - Sheet No. 26.00
Conasmens F:ver Commeny,. ..

*

_ . . _.

OQ TRAFFIC LIGitT SERVICE
, (RATE ''TI **)

AvailabGity:

Opes to the State of Michigan, or any political subdivision theree, for filament and/or gaseous discharge
lamp instaHations maintained for traffic regulation or guidance, as distinguished frora street illumination
and police signal systems. Where the Company's investment to serve an individual traffic light exceeds
three times the annual revenue to be derived from such traffic light, a contribution to the Company shall
be required of such excess.

Nature of Service:

Customer furnishes and instans au fixtures, lamps, baHasts, controls and other equipment, including
wiring to point of connection with Company's overhead or underground system, as directed by the
Company. Company fumishes and instaus, where required foe center suspended overhead signals,
messenger cable and supporting wood poles and also raskes final connections to its lines. If, in the
Company's opinion, the installation of wood poles is not practical, the customer shall furnish,instan and
maintain suitable supports other than wood poles. Customer maintains equipment, including lamp

,

l
renewala, and Company supplica energy for its operation.

Monthly Rate /

2.75Cper Kwh for all Kwh ~

'

|

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of' 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bill not paid within 30 days after its issuance.

Tax Adjustment:
.

(a) Bills shau be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such speial charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compeUed to
share such local increases.

|

(b) Bills shad be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or exclae imposed by any 2
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

-

Detemination of kWh:
Monthly kWh shall be detemined by caultiplying the total connected load
in 16i (including the lamps, ballasts, transfomers, and control devices)
tines 730 hours. The kWh for cyclical devices shall be 50% r,f the total
kWh so calculated. The kWh for contir..'mts, nonintermittent devices shall
be 100f, of the total ,kWh so , calculated.
No reduction in kWh will be made for devices not operated 24 hours per day, or

not operated every day; except that the kWh of devices ased for the control of school traffic,
and operated not more than 6 hours per day during the school year only, shau be 10% of the total ,
kWh so calculated. ,

! Contract:

Service may be supplied on informal request but, under special circumstances, the Company may requir-v
a term contract of reasonable duration.

Special Terms and Conditions:

The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of
contract, termination charges, contribution in aid of construction, monthly charges or other special
considerations when the customer requesta service, equipment or facilities not normally provided underthis rate.

!
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STATE OF MIC111GAN , SS.

Office of the Michigan Public Service Commission r/ >W
_

1, Earl li. Klomparens, Secretary of the Michigan Public Service Commission Do Hereby Certify
That I have iompared the annexed copy of the Dist.enting Opinion of' Commissioner*

William n. Ralls in Case |lo. U-4576 dated January 23, 1975,
,

*
.

.

-

,

,

1

76
i '

Re: In the matter of the application of
C0llSUltERS POWER C0tiPAt1Y for authority
to increase its rates for the sale of ,

electric energy, *

-

.

i
'

.

r

-

i

.

4
with the original, and that it is a true and correct transcript therefrom, and of the whole of such -|

|original. ,

|
In Testimony Whereof, I hr ve hereunto set my hand and affixed

i the seat of the Commissioa, at Linsing,.this 23rd
'

: day of January in the year of our i
one thousand nine hundred seven ty- f ive.
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'/3 S T.A T E OF M i CH I GAN
' Q,]

BEFORE'.THE MICHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION .

.

** * * **

In the natter of the application )
of CONSUP.ERS POWER C0" patly for )
authority to 1,ncrease its rates ') Case No. 4576
for the sale of electric energy )

)
.

DISSENTINC OPlHION OF COMMISSIONER-WILLIAM R. RALLS

-(submitted on January 23, 1975 in opposition to
the final Rate Order issued on the same date)

I do no: join in the decision of the Commission today to grant an

additional rate increase to Consumers Power Company because the problems

of the Company are not treated in a fundamental way by thc Cen. mission.

x,) I do not doubt the need of' Consumers Power Company for rate relief.

Consumers may need more than the Commission grants, or it may neeJ 1ess.

Unfortunately, the evidence before the Connission cannot serve as a basis
-

for a rational decision on the actual amount the Company needs to meet its

financial obilgations and to provide adequate and reliable electric power.

What the record does provide is a basis to allocate any rate increase
;-

In a fair manner to customers. Unfortunately, this was rejected by the Com- -

mission and today's. multi-million dollar rate increase is allocated unfairly
'

to customers of Consuners Powef Company with the small customers continuing

to pay a higher price per unit of energy than the larger users. Today's

massive increase passes costs on to consumers who are not themselves re-

sponsibic for<those costs. Today's action requires small users of electricity

f-~s .

O -

.

I

I
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to subsidize large'r users of electricity.
Osj in addition, the higher costs of power generation because of higher

*

patroleum prices and the costs of plant breakdowns which are automatically

passed on to customers through fuel cost adluctments only adds to the Im-

mediate need for rate reform to assure proper distribution of electricity costs.

The central task of this Commission is simply stated. We must insure --

to the extent that it is possible -- that the public now and in the future

has adequate and reliabic electric service, for in modern times electricity

is critical to both our social and economic well-being, in order to meet this

responsibility, the Commission must be able to answer two questions in every

rate. case:

(1) How much electric power will be needed in the future, and for what

purpose? .

(2) How much present and future investment is necessary to supply that

amount of electric power, and what level of rates is likely to

enable that investment to be made?

Though Michigan's consumers, businesses, and industries will be paying
~

these increased charges, no one -- not the members of this Commission, nor its

Staff, nor the of ficers of Consumers Power Company -- can make a reasonable

Judgement based upon the record in this case as to whether or not this award
a
'

will permit the Company to meet Michigan's needs 'for energy in the immediate

future at reasonable cost.

Will this rate award permit a prudently managed Consumers to undertake

nseded modernization and expansion programs to produce needed electric energy
.

at the lowest possible cost consistent with reliable service? Will this award

Page 2
- g-4576 .
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permit Consumers to meet all of its fincncial obligations and attract needed

f~ ': capital in the competitive market place? Will this award permit Consumers
v
to meet the legitimate service needs of its customers, and provide adequate

maintenance of its equipment? Does this rate award permit this Commission

to evaluate the future effectiveness of Consumers Power Company in meeting

its obligations to the people of Michigan? I think the answer to all these

critical questions is no, and I therefore will not join in this award.

I submit that no one can now make a determination based upon this record
,

of the need for modernization and new construction" of the C6mpany's generation

and transmission and distribution equipment, no one can make a determination

upon this record of the capital needs of the Company, no one can qucntify the

increased income necessary to support needed additional equipment and employees.

These are basic elements of the Company's operations which underpin financial

isor and adequate service. They are the proper responsibility of this .Com-

W ssion, as well as the management of Consumers Power Company.

Providing a rate award based upon faulty logic which fails to measure

in a meaningful way the real needs of the Company and its appropriate future
-

performance goals makes a mockery of our present process while assuring that

the Company will not be held accountable in the future. All affected interests
.

cre ill-served. Based on the record in this case, the Commission cannot
.

properlydischargeitsrespbnsibilitiestothepublicit represents, Consumers

is kept in financial Jeopardy, and the customers of the Company receive no

assurance that their skyrocketing utility bills will purchase suf ficient

cIcctric power for the future.

The Commission has now approved rate Increases effective successively

for 1972, 1973, 1974, and 1975. In each case there has been no assurance
[x
; :c 3
xJ4576
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that ad:quate' resources- have been provided to the Company; in each case no

. performance objectives have been publicly disseminated. Further, because
n
(lhereisnoclearconnectionbetweentheevidencepresented,andthefinal

decision, the Commi.ssion is unable to hold the Company accountable for the

proper exercise of its public trust. The Company shares the Commission's

duty to assure adequate electric power for Hichigan. But absent a clear

delineation in the rate case of the uses to which the increased revenues

will be put, the Commission is without a clear set of guidelines upon which

the performance of the Company can be judged. Each year the hole gets

deeper, and as far as I can tell the prospective rescuers have neither plumbed

the depths of the excavation nor conceived a plan for extricating the victim.

Instead of continuing on our present course, I propose that we turn
,

our attention to articulating and quantifying the needs of Michigan's utilities,-

and their responsibilities to their customers'. The traditional methods have

yeen overtaken by the tines, and we need a fresh start.
u)

A Sick Company

Consumers Power Company is facing a crisis. It has aircady cut $138

million from its construction program scheduled for 1975. Over a billion
'

dollars of construction expenditure cutbacks have been projected through -

1984. What will be the effect of these cutbacks on the economy of Michigan?

What options are available to meet any impending crisis in electric energy

supply?
~

The Company's financial base has been stretched to the breaking point.

Its bonds have been severely downgraded. Common stock can't be sold at a

reasonable price. Consumers Power must rely upon high cost short term money,

and even this source is rapidly drying up. .

{U-4576
'? age 4 '
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Consumers Power Company suffers from a serious imbalance of g:ncrating

cquipment. Purchased energy and high cost generation must supply kilowatt

o,urs that should properly be produced by lower cost base load generators.

A primary base load unit, the Palisades Nuclear Plant, has been out of service

since August, 1973, cnd its return to service remains problematic.

Mistaken Reculatory Approach

Our present system for deciding rate cases focuses on precisely the

opposite set of circumstances than those which are pertinent to the Commission's

oitimate responsibility. A rate case looks backw'ard instead of forward, in

this case, the foundation of the record is a minute and detsiled depiction of

the events which transpired at Consumers Power Company in 1973 We are told

the amount of property owned by the Company on Occcmber 31, 1973 We are told

the capital structure of the Company on Occcmber 31, 1973 The expenses of

the Company from January 1, 1973 to Occember 31, 1973, are precisely set forth.
(y
(_,Jnd when all of those facts are compiled into the record, consuming 64 days

of hearings, untold costs for the Company and the public, and enormous energy

by the talented participants, we are no bettar of f then when we began. We

know nothing about the year 1975, for which we are setting rates, nor about -

1976, 1977, and beyond, the years in which additional power will be required.
.

This problem is well exemplified by the year-end approach to ratemaking
.

and the associated simulation of test year generation requirements on the T

basis of generation available at the end of the year. Even the technical

experts can' t agree as to what constitutes reasonable resul ts.

It is necessary to simulate generating the year's electricity require-

ments with the generator inventory available on the last day of the test

period to conduct a year-end rate case. This process, called redispatch, is

/'' Page 5
( U-4576 )
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' normally ccmplex cnd subjec.t to varying methodologies and critical generating

cssumptions. Radispatches may be conducted with sicple displacement concepts -"

nvolving' only manual computation, or they'may require complex programming
v-

and computer' processing. This case included three separate redispatches, -

submitted for' Commission consideration by the Company, the Staff, and the

intervenor Attorney General . Each of the redispatches has been subjected
'

to trenchant criticism. The Company's manual application lacks thorough-

going analysis of the detailed Interrelationships between different generator
,

outputs and the relevant cost considerations. The staff computer simulation

provides a much better developed program of generator choice but i t lacks
'

explanatory power supporting the cost of the required outsidc purchased

power. The Intervenor Attorney General provides a thoroughgoing and con-

ccptually persuasive exercise, but he postulates extremely ambitious operating

targets for the Company's generating units. .

C

The revenue impact upon the total Company electric generation costs

inclusive of fuel charges flowing from the three redispatches varies enormously.

The Intervenor Attorney General concludes that a reduction in revenues of

$32,199,000 is called for by the redispatch, exclusive of any other adjust-

ment. The Company would also decrease these revenues, the amount of its
'

adjustment being $9,171,000. The Staff concludes that an increase is required,

in the amount of $3,761,000. It should be noted that the intervenor Attorney

- General and. the Company used identical sales figures to calculate energy -

sold, while there was an insignificant variation in the Staff approach. Redispatch

calculations ~and adjustments ' have been the subject of contention' in prior
'

-cases before this Ccmmission, though the earlier controversies have not
.

yleided any reliable aids to choose among the existing alternatives.

Page 6
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Raconciliation of.theithree redispatches-would be conceptually-challenging. ''

. ,

{Nevertheless, the Commission ~today adopts the Staff approach, resulting I'n
,

G
hhehighestpossiblerateaward.

' '

;_
In 'adoition, out-of period adjustments are utilized which act to enlarge

-rate relief without. rational reasons. A dramatic example of this is presented *

uby the adjustments to test year wage and salary costs. The company introduced
;;
i into evidence increased wage costs incurred in 1973, arguing for recognition

lof these costs through a downward adjustment to net income. The Staff proposed

a further adjustment to reflect ' wage In' creases in 1974. Intervenor Attorney
.

! General sought to proves that increased productivity would offset a portion

even.of the' 1973 wage increases. ' He sought also to adjust average employment

figures because of reductions .In manpower experienced in the latter part of
,

i l'973, and'in 1974. Nowhere was there a showing as to the number of employees

f -truly required by the Company to conduct its busi~ ness in an efficient and

prudent manner. Nowhere was there a showing of the number of employees re-'

quired assuming various levels of service to the customer. Under procedures
'

which allow such neglect of the issues, a decline of confidence in the regula-

: tory process is a practical reality that must be acknowledged.
- ,

*

; Persuasive testimony showed that 85% of the 1969-1973 wage increases

I were indeed offset by increased productivity, and there was no controversy
1:

about the decline in Company payrolls. Nevertheless, both adjustments tending ..

?
to' reduce the rate award were rejected by the Commission today, and out-of-

1.
' period wage increase was adopted. It-is logically insupportable to couple the
,

;-

high average 1973 employment levels with-the increased 1974 wage rates; never-4

.

! - theless, adoption of such a proposition contributes to the rate increase awarded.
.

. Page.7-
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-Treatment of Symptons.

.,p

Consumers Power Company requested'an "carnings erosion" allowance of

("%$35 million. 'By so doing, it tacitly acknowledged that present procedures

are 'not abic to respond. to the reall ty of today's financial problems. But -
;

'

rather than propose well conceived substantive solutions to the problem,,

;

it resorted to general representations of earnings deficiencies in the4

years 1972 and 1973 flothing was placed on the record in a definitive manner

to point to the specific causes of the earnings deficiencies. What would'

.e

| the deficiency; have been if the Palisades Nuclear Plant had been fully

: operational? What is the prospect for cost changes under various levels

of service to the customer? Is a rate increase.the only viable option open

to the Company for improvement of its financial situation? Nowhere in the
4

record can -I find answers to que' tions such as these which are basic tos

.

prudent and effective management. .

.

Two justifications were advanced in support o'f this request. First, it

was alleged that an earnings deficiency -- defined as earnings below the

Commission authorized level of 12.12% on common equity -- existed in that

amount in the years 1972 and 1973 Alternatively, it was alleged that the
j. -

' disparity. between the growth of electric sales in the years 1971, 1972, and
s

4

.1973 and the amounts needed to recover the added costs of providing those

services Justified an allowance of $35,000,000 in this case.
.

'T
Certainly one Is entitled to wonder why a laberiously compil'ed record

does not provide insight-Into or substantiation of a shortfall of the mag-

-nitude of 35 million dollars. The Commission's response in awarding approximately,

$10,000,000 is equally mystifying.. The figure has no concrete substantive
. _

.

basis .in the record and is calculated by a method that has never seen the

~ light of day of :the hearing room. '
,
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Ona is forccd to conclude that-the Commission divined an additional
Aed for. Company revenues, and chose to provide those revenues by means of

- ( Among the many arbitrary choices
Its $10,000,000 earnings erosion allowance.

for making such an award, the Commission chose one that has the beauty

of simplicity, simply multiplying the Company's total base by successive .1
'

factors until the desired dollars emerged from the other side of the equation.

Reliance upon cut-of period adjustments to reach intuitive.judgements

as to required revenues,-although on the surface suspect, do begin with under-

standable and quantifiable recorded test year results.
By contrast, so-called

allowances for earnings crosion have not.been shown to be based on the sort
!

of. substantive findings which can be evaluated for validity.
I

Today's Order contains both of these attempts at justification of the

It may very well be that the rate increase granted todayincrease granted.

In my opinion, however, it cannot' bc justified on the basisis necessary.

of the record before this commission

Needed Chanacs in Pricing Policies

The necessity for immediate reform in the pricing of electricity is made
-

clear not only by today's award of 66 million dollars, but also by
'

changes in the fuel adjustment clause which will assure that Consumers Power

Company may be able to collect an additional 20 million dollars from customers
5

In addition, the changes in the fuel adjustment clause will assurein 1975

that half of the costs of the breakdown of Palisades or possibly 25 million

dollars will be passed on to the consumer in 1975 and the proposed higher

petroleum costs of untold millions proposed by the President will be passed on
Therefore, it is 1

to the consumer under the fuel adjustment clause in 1975
I.

critical that changes be made in the way these costs will be shared among classes

of customers to assure that customers whose demand for electricity results in theO
( .

-Page 9
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' Company incurring thnse higher costs are required to pay their proporticnate

/'N share of these costs. The record in this case presented ample evidence to
fV)

make' appropriate reforms in the pricing system to assure economic and fair -

distribution of these costs in 1975 Today's Order rejected this evidence

and approved the pass-through of all these costs in 1975 in-on unfair dis-
.

tribution pattern to customers.

The historic pattern of electric pricing is to favor the large commercial

or industrial users with lower rates than are charged residential or small

coamercial users. The small customer pays a high'er price per unit of energy

consumed. The small users -- while consuming a relatively small amount of |

the energy produced -- account for a disproportionate part of the revenues

paid to utilities.

Clearly there are some physical efficiences in delivering energy to

-large users. Purchasing and maintaining the large distribution networks which
(%y) characterize residential electric service is expensive. In addition, expenses

are reduced using high voltage lines to deliver electric energy to large
,

customers. flevertheless, it is clear that these historical patterns of
-

-

electric pricing r+sult in a quantity discount scheme which heavily favors --

the large user. This pricing scheme does not encourage industry to develop

energy saving technologies. Moreover, it now seems likely that economics of

scale and technical improvements in the future will be insufficient to offset

inflation and high incremental costs of additional electric generating capacity.

No one dcubts any longer that energy is an increasing cost factor.

Therefore, it is imperative that any Commission before pricing rate increases

to users reform the pricing stru;ture to assure that these increases are

Page 10
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paid for by' customers who are causing the utilities to incur higher costs

/~'h in the generation of electricity.
.Nd'

It is a fundamental principle of economb.i that a product must be sold

- at marginal cost in order that economic optimality is established. If the

product is sold at precisely the cost of producing it, e.g. , the marginal

cost, then the transaction takes place under the ideal eccnomic circumstances.

Time-of-day pricing is a "real world" adaptation of this fundamental

economic tenet.
'

in this case virtually all parties agreed as to the theoretical ap-

plicability of such a pricing mechanism. The Environmental Defense Fund and
ithe West Michigan Environmental Council presented two eminent economists who
.

. put forth the economic basis for the time-of-day pricing in a most eloquent d

and convincing manner.
,

The Staff of this Commission proposed a modification of the Company's |O
\_/ industrial rate structure that was ef fectively a "first step" approach towards

a time-of-day pricing mechanism. This proposal, although it did not meet the

economists theoretically pure situation, was a step in the right direction.

It set the stage for further evaluation of the time-of-day applicatibn in the |

real world situation. The time-of-day proposal as proposed would have created
,

a clear incentive for large industrial customers to use electricity at times

a
when it is least costly to produce, it vould also have created a situation 5

1

of improved equity between the "on peak" (high cost) user and the "off peak" 1

(low cost) user.

We are surrounded by time-of-day pricing in various sectors of the market-
.

-place. Easy to understand exampics of time-of-day pricing are the discounted

matinee -tickets at the theatre (off peak) and the premium hair-cut price on

[ )' Page 11
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Ssturdays (on peak).
.

n The most con. mon time-of-day pricing mechanism of public utilities is that
( j
N_/ '

practiced by the telephone industry on long distance calls. This system charges

the on* peak caller a higher price than the off peak caller. This mechanism has

operated to the mutual benefit of the customers and the telephone company.

' Time-of-day pricing is currently operative in the electric industry in

Great Britain and France. in these cases it appears to have resulted in

customer satisfaction and financial stability for the electric supplier,
s

Time-of-day pricing is also considered as the principal ingredient in

electric rate reform by many experts in the energy field.

In spite of all of these advantages and.cndorsements, why aren't we

establishing time-of-day pricing in this Order today? Unfortunately, for all

of us, the applicant and a few industrial intervenors were successful in con-

vincing my colleagues that we ought to " study" the concept, " sit" on the idea,
bd end maintain the status quo.

In conclusion, although pricing alone will not be the panacea ending to

all the ills of this Company or the electric industry, proper price mechanisms

can substantially affect the buyers and sellers simultaneous decision in such
-

a way as to ameliorate some of the current ills of our energy supply picture.<

'

'For that reason, I heartily endorse the peak day pricing proposal as submitted
.

Iby the Environmental Defense Fund and the West Michigan Environmental Council
1

as the long term pricing policy objective. Additionally, i endorse the |

Commission Staff's proposal as a realistic "first step" towards time-of-day

pricing.
,

Reform of Rate Proceeding

Without appropriate ar.d rationally established rates, it is no longer
7-~g
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.in th2 Company's interest to supply the increasing power needs of tha public.
,

'

., q he only viable solution for bringing public and private interests back into

L' harmony is drastic and immediate reform of' the whole process of regulation, .

)

! If privately-owned electric utilities are to survive.

It is not yet too late to re-fashion our system to serve the interest .

of all the affected partics. We can have a system which enables the Commission

to make reasoned and accurate decisions, which focuses on the power needs of

| the poblic and the financing necessary to supply those needs, and which gives
; .

the Cc,mpany the opportunity to earn a reasonable rate of return,

f This Commission must take a broad new look at tightent'ng and strengthening

the regul.atory process so as to provide a reasonable approach for the addressing'

of the myricd of problens facir.g utilities in today's economy. Adversity, if
4

J

. viewed from a positive perspective, can serve as ,a catalyst to strengthen
|-

the ability'of our utilitics to more fully serve the needs of the public and

o . raise confidence in a regulatory process that must serve the public.

I believe that each applicant for rate relief coming before this Commission
i

has the responsibility to present a case documenting total revenues requested ;

' '

and price structures needed for projected energy supplies.
!

i i believe that the electric energy needs of this state must be quantified

and articulated by appropriate Company witnesses so that the reasoning behind
-\. .

their decision-making is available for review. Quite obviously, the days of d
p,*

single option decision-making are over. The people are entitled to know the
:

cptions available in this complex area of electric energy supply so that they
I

] can participate in their own energy destinies. This may mean a vast increase

in the effort spent studying viable alternatives and evaluating the consequences
.

of today's decision, but it-is the only means available.in these troubled
~

M)cge.13
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timas to rutain the faith of the parsons who'must pay tha blil.

In my opinion, one of the most serious problems facing the regulatory-
i ! 1

G tility-consumer relationship is the development of straight forward pro- !

cedures that address the real probfems. Demonstrating absolute certainty |

|

may not atuays be a practical reality, but at the very. minimum the public

!deserves rational procedures.

We must be presented with the dynamic facts facing the utility in its
I

obligation to provide adequate service. Sales forecasts in the short-term

and long-term must specify needs and underlying assumptions. This Commissio'n j

must have alternatives for action. And it must have the necessary information

to insure that it selects the route in cooperation with Company management

that best fits the needs of the people of litchigan.-

Such a constructive course of action would have two outstanding ad-

vantages. First, accurate Information presented'before the fact would allow

(''he Commission to make meaningful choices, rather than receiving on out-of-date
V

bill after the fact. Second, over time the Commission and the general public'

would have the opportunity to assess management's planning and performance,

since utilities would have been provided with needed resources to meet stated
,

f

obj ect ives.

The C'hallenge to the Commission and Michigan's Electric Utilities in 1975 '

..

TI connot join in today's rate award which provides no assurance to the

stockholder of Consumers Power Company or to the public that this money granted

ttday will remedy the crisis now facing Consumers Power Company. Nelther the

Company nor the Commission meets the obligations with a rate award which is

characterized by the Company itself as, "now inadequate." Such a rate award
,

places an additional burden on the public without any assurance from the
'

t kgoI4
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Company that it will meet its financial obligations, indeed, the management

of Consumers Power Company cannot now be held accountable for its record

O In.1975 by this Commission. This order oaly assures one thing: that ratesV
will be higher for the customers of Consumers Power Company.

I voted for an interim rate award to 'this Co.npany on September 16, 1974.
.

.As I stated at that time, I believed that the then incomplete record provided

suf ficient evidence of the company's acute financial nceds so as to Justify

the extraordinary step of interim relief. I wrote then that, "further evidence

in the form of Staff's case in chief and that of intervenors will be necessary
,

for knowledgeable decision-making." I still believe that further evidence

is necessary if this Cormnission is to responsibly discharge its obligations

to Consumers' customers, its investors, and the people of Hichigan.

.

o stw w i asa-
6

'i l l i am R. Ra l l s - ( y
Commissioner j

January 23, 1975 |

Lansing, Michigan - I

i
l

l
1

.
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Appendix C

r''T ISHAM, LINCOLN & BEALE
COUNSELORS AT LAW

~' ''"' ~f; C.'oo ,' Lea"L* * ~ '' "~ '"'

TCLEpMONC 362 786-7500 CasLE- M AMSt

February 20, 1975 J-/7 - 7I

Mr. Michael Glaser, Chairman f
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board L

1150 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Re: Midland Show Cause Proceeding

Dear Mr. Glaser:

In recognition of this company's duty to furnish notice

of any developments within the regulatory framework which have

an incontrovertible bearing upon the subject matter of an on-

going adjudicatory licensing proceeding, Consumers Power Company

(Consumers) submits the following informational letter and re-

quests that it be made a part of the record in the instant show

cause proceeding. -

Since the time of the Show cause hearing in July of 1974,

Consumers Power Company has been forced to severely curtail its
l

1975 construction budget. As a result, Consumers was required to h

reduce the construction budget for the Midland project for 1975

to approximately 65 million dollars. This budget reduction has

forced consumers to slow construction work at the Midland site

and to extend the completion dates for these units by two years,
l

| to 1981 and 1982, respectively. The peak work force on the site

| last year' consisted of approximately 983 manual, 293 non manual
V and 177 subcontractor employees. Due to the slowdown, however,

i

30 6
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these figures have presently been reduced to 173, 103 and 29, ;

respectively. '
;

i

In view of this construction slowdown, a reduction in con- !

|

tractor manpower in the areas of design, procurement, construc-

tion, quality engineering, quality control, and quality assurance |
!

is consistent with the decreasing workload. Consumers has !
!

reviewed the changes made or proposed by Bechtel, and believes .

there will be no dilution of the overall quality program at the ;

Midland site.

With regard to Consumers quality assurance program,

consumers has been implementing the suggestions made by General

Electric Nuclear Engineering Services Apollo Group for reorganiz-
) ing and upgrading the Company Quality Assurance Program Manuals.

The Corporate Quality Assurance Program Volume I, " Policies,"

has recently been issued. A copy of this manual is enclosed.

The training of new emp:oyees and the retraining of present
.

employees has been accomplished and will be continued. In short,

Consumers is continuing all of the commitments made in its show,

a
Cause hearing testimony. It will continue to implement its ~

quality assurance organization with the same depth of audit and
_

surveillance activities as previously represented, despite the

construction slowdown at the Midland site.

In conclusion, Consumers would again like to request that

the Atomie Safety and Licensing Board (Board) take prompt and
,

O
%
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appropriate action to finally terminate this show cause proceed-

ing. An extensive inquiry into the Midland quality assurance

program has been conducted and this Board has issued comprehen-

sive findings regarding the issues set forth under the December 3,

1973 Order to show Cause. Since the issuance of the Board's

Initial Decision in September of 1974, this proceeding has been

subjected to a number of attempts to unjustifiably delay its con-

clusion. No further delays are merited or should be tolerated.

It is time to finally terminate this show cause proceeding.
.

Respe #ully submit

f' | (V ' ( )ed,
,

} g ./ H ~p
k ,/ Rex ReNfrow? IIIR.s

Attorney for
Consumers Power Company

RRR/lb
-

Enclosure

Dated: February 20, 1975

ISHAM, LINCOLN & BEALE
One First National Plaza

ESuite 4200
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 786-7500

cc: W/ Encl.
Mr. James P. Murray, Jr.
Myron M. Cherry, Esq.
Laurence M. Scoville, Jr., Esq.
NRC: Region III

cc: W/0/ Encl.
Mr. Richard S. Salzman[s'l Mr. Michael C. Farrar\'l Dr. Lawrence R. Quarles
Docketing and Service Section,

Office of the Secretary of the Commission
!
i

John G. Gleeson, Esq.
~

|
|
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Mr. Michael Glaser, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
115017th Street U.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Re: Midland Shou Cause Proceeding

Dear Mr. Glaser: *

,

[ j In ALAB-1814 the Appeal Board stated that a party has the dutyv' of furnishing notice, "of any. significant development within the regu-
latory framework . .. which has an incontrovertible bearing upon the sub-
ject mtter of the proceeding" to the other parties of that proceeding.
This duty persists even though the evidentiary record may have been closed.

12, 1974, I informed you that certain changes had taken placeOn January 4

* in the Bechtel's portion of the Midland Quality Assurance Program since ,

the Show Cause hearing. Although Ecchtel does not believe that these
changes are within the paraccters outlined .in ALAB-184, Ecchtel neverthe-
less vishes to advise the Ecard regarding them, and to n:ake this advice a
part of the record in this proceeding. It is Ecchtcl's understandinC that
Consu. ors Power Company has had discussions with Region III concerning
these changes. A

-

Bechtcl's Ann Arbor office has had a substantial cutback in the
En51ncering, Construction and ProcurcT.cnt activitics which vore in exist-
ence or in planning at the time of the ShoV Cause hearing in July,1974.*

The Ann Arbor office hAd responsibility for six pro.iccts for two different
' utilitics. Mc::t of the projects, includinC the Midland project, for which
the Ann Arbor office had Engineering, Construction and Procurement respcn-
sibilitics have been suspended. caneclied or had their comp)ction daten ex-
tended. As a result of the reduced Icycl of activity at Ecchtcl's Ann Artor
office, there have been mnpower reductions co':.T.cnsurate wi th the act3 vi t.ies
which have declined. In addition, there have been promotions and transfers

g in the ordinary cour::e of bu::incan. The current manpower status at the Ann
! ) Arbor office vill fluctuite depending on the amount of work to be perfore.cd/ by the Ann Arbor office. Duc to the reduced IcVel of act]vi ty, various levels

of responsiblH ty for the Midland pro,1cet, formerly accumed by the..,Anny/Lrgor
office, will rc .insicr.cd to the San Francisco ho nc office, .,

i f. G 1975:
.
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..

In addition'to changes in manpower and personnel, Ecchtc1's
Quality Assurance Frogram has continued to evolve cince the ghou Cause
hearing. Some of these chances are programatic. For exampic, Procedurc
G-8, providing for certification of, quality Control pornonnel in accor-
dance with Angi U45 2.6 va:: added to the Field Incpection Manual and Pro-
cedure G 4 (Calibration and Control of Meacuring and Test Equipment) was
amended to change the responsibility for administration of the calibration
program from Quality control to Field Engineering in order to allov Quality
Control to assume the pure quality function of inspection / surveillance of
calibration lab activitics. Some responsibilitics of Quality Enginecrc
have changed. For exampic, Quality Engineers are now responsibic for in-

.

doctrination and training of Project Engineering personnel in the use of
applicable Engineering procedures, but they no longer coordinate the de-
sign review and checking program (the Project Engineer has that responci-
bility now, thereby allowing Quality En61ncering to assume the quality
responsibilitics of monitoring that program). A Bechtel Quality Accurance
Department Manual containing detailed procedures for accompliching Quality
As.surance Department activitics was issued effective January 1,1975, and

.('') the Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual has been reviced and upgraded to pro-
( ,j vide further policy definition. Other changes to Bechtc1's Quality Accurance

Program are procedural and were or will be initiated in some instances be-
cause of the reduced levels of activity or because of the transfer of respon-'

sibilities from Ann Arbor to San Francisco. For example, the monitering of
test lab activitics will be continued on a part time basis cince there is

.no longer sufficient test lab activity to warrant ascigning a Quality Con-*

trol En61neer to full time monitoring of those activities. Also, the functions -

of the Quality Control Training Coordinator vill revertto the Project F3cid
Quality Control Engineer cince the reduced number of Quality Control Engineers
at the job site now allows the Project Field Quality Control Engineer the time
to undertake this responsibility directly. As above mentioned, however,
there may be further changes depending on the level of activity in the future
and any adjustments vill be made as necessary. ~[

In addition to the above, chances have occurred or vill occur in
the following organizations as noted:

.

.

QUALITY ASSURAUCE

1. Quality Assurance Personnel

It is anticipated that the current' level of coven (7) Quality An-
surance Engineers accicned to Midland (the came number as at the time of the
Show Cauce hearing) vill be red tced to a 1cvel commencurate with the 19'/5 En-'(] !

(,j gineering and Construction activitics - .

*
.

.
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.
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QUALITY COIrrROL

2. Ann Arbor Quality Control Supervisor

Mr. 7,o11y G. Tucker has been transferred from Ann Arbor to San
Francinco, effective February 1, 1975 The functions. for which :.tr. Tucker
was responsible have been assi ned to a Project Quality Control SupervisorC
who is located in' San Francisco. This transfer will necessitato various
procedural changes to reflect the fact that' the functions will now be super-
vised from San Francisco. However, there vill be no reduced recponsibilities
or duties relative to the quality control functions.

'

3 Quality Control Staff, Ann Arbor

The quality Control Staff in Ann Arbor has been transferred to
San Francisco, and the Midland Project Field Quality . Control Engineer will,

.now receive any necessary support from the San Francisco office. .

I. Project Quality Control PersonnelI

Because the jobsite construction forces have.docreased from more
,

~

than 1000 personnel to less than 200, the 29 field Quality Control personnel
.have been reduced to 13 It is anticipated that further reductions consistent
with the decreased level of activity at the Midland site may occur in 1975

,

'
, .

-

1

ENGIUTERI!!G AI!D QUALITY FI'GI?TEERII!G

5. Personnel
.- ,

Consistent with the reduced level of activity at Midland, Engi- Eneering manpower has been reduced from 220 to 133 at the present time and
further reductions may be made in the future.

6. Ann Arbor Supervisor of Quality Engineering.
' The Ann Arbor _ supervisor of Quality Engineering has been trans-

ferred to Oan Francisco effective February 14,1975, and will boccme the
: Supervisor of Quality Fncincering for the San Francisco Power Divi Jon.

His functions and relationship to the Midland Quality EncincerinC Group will
remain the same.

'7 Quality Encincering Personnel
h '

V) _
'

Consistent with the reduced level of activity, the Midland Qual- .

,,

. ity Engineering personnel have been reduced from 7 Quality Endincers to 4 . wp,: -
.

. ; . 5,,..
,
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..
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. .

Discipline Quality Engineering activitics will be reorganized commensurate
with reduced engineering activitics.

,.The issue before thic Board was not whether any changes would
,

ever be made in Quality Accurance activities at Midland or whether each
change in Quality Assurance activitics require: reopening of the Shou
Cause hearing. The changen which have taken place at Midland are out-
lined above and do not require further cc=*c.cnt except to recognize that

;

the fact of continued ' change in the Midland Quality Accurance Program was
extensively developed in the record horcin. The fact of continued change*

between adminictrative hearings, final agency action and judicial review
was recognized by the Atomic Energy Commission as being "altr.ost inevitribic."
Ilovever, such changes were not to trigger rehearings since ''there vould be
littic hope that the administrative process could ever be consu:re.ated in
an order that vould not be subject to reopening," In the Matter of Concumcrs
Power Comnany (Midland Plant, U n its 1 and 2), CLI '/4 '/, WJ '/4-2 at, 14 o

j.- .(February 5, 1974). Sco also, United Staten v I.C.C. , 396 U3 491, 520 (1970).
'

The precise issues before this Board were whether Quality Assurance
activiti'es were being properly implemented at Midland and whether there was
reasonr.ble accurance that they would be properly implemented in the future.
This Board answered cach issue in the affirmative and the matter is now com-

.)1cto except for Saginav-Sierra's motion to reopen because of the Palicades
lavsuit; which rotion hac been fully bricred and is awaiting decision. -

As you can see, the above change: have resulted either from reduced
levels of activity at 13echtel's Ann Arbor office or from the continued evolu-
tion of the Midland quality Ascuranco Program. There vill, however, be no re-
duction in the rceponsibilit.ics and duties which comprice Ecchtel's Midland ..
Quality Assurance ITogram. Ecchtel does not fcel that these changcc represent f
significant developments having an incontrovertible bearing on the subject
matter of this proceeding and, accordingly, does not plan to advice the Board

,

of similar changes in the future, unless the Board co requesta.
Very truly yours,

CIARK, KLEIU T' . T .R , IV. U3 & PREWITT

}|g - --
,

P. Robert I!rown, Jr.
'

Mccarc. Murray, 'Lucbhe, Clicrry',c.c.

[bT Miller,-Kornblith, Olmstead

.

.
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S T A-T E OF MICHIGAN
-

BEFORE THE MICHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

,' ****** y /. ) -[.

,

>
In the matter of the application of )

. CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY for authority ) -

to increase its rates for the sale of ) ' Case No. U-4576electric energy. )
)

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL FOR DECISION
-

.

The attached Proposal for Decision is being issued and served on all parties,

of record in the above captioned matter. -

.

', Exceptions, if any, must be filed with the Michigan Public Service Commission,
-

,

law Building, 525 West Ottawa Street, Lansing, Michigan 48913, and served on all

other parties of record, no later than January 9, s975, or within such further

period as may be authorized.for filing exceptions. An original and twelve copics

of such exceptions are necessary to meet proper filing requirements, as well as --

proof of service on all other parties of record.,

At the expiration of the period for filing of exceptions, the attached order
j.

will become the order of the Commission and will become effective unless except' ions

are seasonably filed or the order is stayed or postponed by the Commission. To be

stasonably filed, exceptions must reach the Commission on or before the date they
are due.

/

p/ R'obert E. Hoilenshead
\s Hearings Examiner

D'cccmber 20, 1974
Lcnsing, Michigan -

, )OY[me
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S T'A T E OF MICHIGAN

BEFORE THE HlCHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
1
'

**********

In the' matter of the application of ) -

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY for authority ) . Case No. U-4576
to increase its rates for the sale of )
elsctric energy )

)
*

.

PROPOSAL FOR DECISION

, .-,
'

On April 23, 1974, the Consumers Power Company (Applicant), filed its.

application in the above captioned matter.

The undersigned was duly appointed by the Commission to hear and

O~presidethroughouttheproceedingsinthismatter.
'

Except for the oral argument

hald before the Commission on August 30, 1974,' the undersigned presided at all

55 days of hearings in this matter.
. -

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 81 of the Administrative

Procedures Act of 1969, as amended, (HCLA 24.281 et seq; HSA 3 560 (181) et set.),
'

this Examiner proposes as his Proposal for Decision the attached Opinion and Order j
. =

in the form normally entered by the Commission in rate proceedings. The Examiner

adopts and incorporates herein as his own the findings of fact and conclusions

of law as set forth in said attached Jp;nion and Order. I

It should be pointed out however, that in the event that the Commission,
.

Prior to the issuance of its Opinion and Order, approves a depreciation order for

-
'

.

J e

.
.,.

,
.

.
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plcnt obsolescence in a differing amount than that proposed by Applicant, this

Ex: miner recommends that amount be substituted for the amount stated in the attached

Opinion and Order, and that appropriate changes be made to the Opinion and Order

; raflecting said amount. In the event that the Commission entirely rejects

Applicant's appilcation for a depreciation order for plant obsolescence o' has not

ccted on said application, the depreciation adjustment should be deleted and
:

sppropriate changes be made deleting the adjustment contained ib the attached

Opinion and Order".?'

Exceptions, if any, to this Proposal for Decision, must be filed with

the Commission and served on all other parties of record, no later than January 9,

1975, or within such further period as may be authorized for filing exceptions.
a.

At the expiration of the period for filing of exceptions, the attached
'? O

f['\s_)inionandOrderwillbecome ' order of the Commission and will become effective'

,

unless exception's are seasonably filed or the ' order is stayed or postponed by the

Cannission, in accordance with the provisions of Section B1 (3) of the Administrative

' Procedures Act of 1969, as amended.
-

.

.

L
'RDBERT E. HOLLENSHEAD &

'

Hearings Examiner -

_

December 20, 1974
Linsing, Michigan

. .
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STATE OF MICHIGAN

/ BEFORE THE MICHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONk
*****

In the matter of the application of ) ;
CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY for authority ) Case No. U-4576 i

to increa'se its rate for the sale of )
electric energy. ) ,

)

At a session of the Michigan Public Service Commission held at its offices

in the city of Lansing, Michigan, on the i

|

.

PRESENT: Hon. William G. Rosenberg, Chairman l

Hon. Lenton G. Sculthorp, Commissioner
1Hon. William R. Ralls, Commissioner.

, , ,

.

-

OPINION AND ORDER
.

(::) !i-.

HISTORY OF PROCEEDINGS
-

.

,

On April 23, 1974, Consumers Power Company (Applicant) filed an application
.

.

,!

in this matter requesting that the Commission conduct hearin~s and thereafter lg '

approve for Applicant additional annual revenues of at least $72,159,000. At 1
-

I

the time of filing its ahalication, Applicant also filed a Motion for Partial and ;)
- -

Inmediate Rate Relief requesting that, pending a final order in this ekse, the

Commission grant Applicant authority to place into effect temporary electric rate

, schedules designed to produce at least $54,659,000 of additional annual electric

Concurrent with its application and its' Motion for Partial and immediaterevenues.

Rate Relief, Applicant filed the proposed written direct testimony of its witnesses

cnd copies of its proposed exhibits.
. .

(DV
On May 6, 1974, the Commission issued its Order and Notice of Hearing and

_. _ _. _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ . ._ _.__- _. . _ _ , _ _
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Notica cf He ring cn Motion fcr Partici cnd imm; dicto Rsto R2 lief (Order and Notica

f Hearing) to which was attached summaries of Applicant's proposed rate changes and

prcposed electric rate schedules designed to produce the additional revenues requested.

The Order and Notice of Hearing required that Applicant publish notice of hearing in

the same newspapers throughout its electric service area and in substantially the same

ctyle and manner as the notice of hearing was published in Case No. U 5332. In ad-
.

d'ltion, Applicant was required to mail a copy of the Order and Notice of Hearing to

t,il cities, incorporated villages, counties and townships within its electric service
,.

crca as well as to all intervenors or participants who had appeared in Cases Nos. U-4174
'' cnd U-4332, being the most recent two electric rate increase proceedings of Applicant.

The Order and Notice of Haaring established the following hearing datesi:
.

1. June 6, 1974, in Lansing', an initial hearing being in the

nature of a Prehearing Conference.

2. June 25, 1974, in Lansing, for commencing public hearings,
p
V for the special purpose of taking statements and testimony

of Interested persons. A special evening hearing was scheduled

for 7:00 p.m. on such date.

3 July 15, 1974, in Lansing, for the purpose of commencing
.

cross examination of Applicant's witnesses.

The initial hearings proceeded as scheduled. A second initial hearing in the

nature of a prehearing conference was held on June 21, 1974. Cross-examination,of

the direct testimony of Applicant's witnesses commenced on July 15, 1974 and continued

until completion on August 5, 1974.
.

On Auginst 5, 1974, Applicant filed a Renewal of Motion for Partial and immediate

Rate Relief, again requesting that the Commission grant Applicant authority to place

| Into effect, pending a final order in this case, temporary electric rates designed to
-l

'

(7: duce at least $54,659,000 of additional, annual revenue from electric perations. ||

LJ
'

P ge 2 I
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Aft:r du2 notico, cross-cximinsticn of tha invastigatien and Report submitted by

n the Commission Staff (Staff) and oral argument on Applicant's' motion for interim *

t !

relief, the Commission on September 16, 1974, issued its order granting Partial and

immediate' Rate Relief in the amount of $27,624,000 annually. These increased revenues

were to be obtained by an interim surcharge of 1.272 mills per kilowatthour applicable

to all jurisdictional electric rate schedu'.es except street and traffic lighting.
'

Cross-examination of the direct cases of Staff and intervenors commenced on

September 12, 1974 and continued until completion on October 16, 1974. In addition
.

the direct testimony of Dr. Ralph Turvey, witness for the Environmental Defense

Fund was cross-examined on August 19 and 20, 1974.
.

Cross-examination of the rebuttal phase of the case commenced on October 29,

1974 and continued through November 7, 1974. Additional evidence related strictly

to billing demands of Applicant's industrial and commercial customers was presented

cn November 27, 1974.

d On November 14, 1974, Applicant filed an Emergency Motion for Additional Partial
,

t

cnd immediate Rate Relief in the amount of ai: least $27,035,000. Notice of Hearing

was issued ca November 15, 1974, and hearing on this Motion was canducted on
" .

December 5, 1974. No action has been taken by Commis'sion-on Applicant's request

for additional interim relief.
.

Among the Intervenors who have actively participated in this case are the
L

*

Attorney General 'of the State of Michigan, the Environmental Defense Fund, the West ~

Hichigan Environmental Action Council, the Michigan UAW-CAP and General Motors

Corporation. In addition Hyrtle Roby, Clyde Roby, Estelle Collins, Lucille Allen

cnd Willie Mae Campbell, all of whom are rate payers of Applicant and recipients of

public assistance, interven'd as parties and were jointly represented by Legale

Services of Eastern Michigan. A.lso, unsworn presentations ur.Jer Rule 16 of the -

ommission's Rules of Practice and Procedure were made by the Public Interest

Research Group in Michigan (PIRGIM), Dow Chemical Company, Upjohn Company,
~

Pcge 3 ' *
*
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.

Burdox, Inc., and Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corporation.
-

.,,

f i A total of 101 exhibits were offered into evidence. There was a total ofG
55 days of hearings and the record of the case consists of 7,836 pages. Except for

,

crcl argument held before the Commission on August 30, 1974, Hearings Examiner

Robert E. Hollenshead presided over all hearings held in this proceeding.

In order that the record of this proceeding would be freely availabl,e to the

public in Applicant's electric service area, the Hearings Examiner directed Applicant

to file a copy of the transcript of,the proceedings, together with Applicant's exhibits,

in a public library in each of the following communities: Jackson, Battle Creek,

Kalamazoo, Huskegon, Traverse City, Alma, Lansing, Bay City, Flint, Saginaw and

Grcnd Rapids. -.,

Simultaneous briefs were filed in this case during the period of December 4

through December 6, 1974; no provision was made for reply briefs. On December 20,

74, the Hearings Examiner issued his Proposal for Decision and Exceptions to the

xrminer's Proposal for Decision have been submitted. There was no provision made

for Replies to Exceptions to the Examiner's Proposal for Decision.

-

11.

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICANT

Applicant is a C higan corporation with its principal office in Jackson,
'

Michigan and is engaged, among other things, in generation, transmission, distribution

and sale of electric energy. Applicant's service area includes all,or portions, of 61

counties in the Lower Peninsula of Michigan. Applicant serves more than 1,184,000

customers in 1,540 commurities and townships through twelve operating divisions:

Battle Creek, Northeast (Bay City), Central (Alma), Flint, Grand Rapids, Jackson, -

(]lamazoo, Lansing, Huskegon, Pontiac, Saginaw and Northwest (Traverse City).
(._)

Pcge 4
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(V STATEMENT OF FACTS<

Prior to the Order Granting Partial and immediate Rate Relief on September 16, .

1974, Applicant's rates for electric service were those authorized by the Commission

on January 18, 1974 in Case U-4332, which utilized the twelve months ending December 31,

1972 as the test period. ' '

During 1974, for the first time in many years, Applicant has experienced a

drcrease in electric sales. Af ter 1974 Applicant expects growth to continue but at

a lesser rate tha'n in the past. Over'the five year period, 1974-1978 Applicant

forecasts sales to increase 20% over 1974 sales.

To provide sufficient facill' ties to meet the projected growth, Applicant plans

to invest $1 9 billion in electric plant construction during the period 1974-1978.

The $1.9 billion reficcts a reduction from $2.7 billion originally planned for in-

::stment in~new plant. The reduction results from Applicant's cancellation of its

Quanicassee Nuclear Reactor Facility and deferral for one year of its Campbell #3 unit.

The record discloses that in order for Applicant to finance its construction

program it will need to issue substantial amounts of new securities over the next few '

,

yatrs. Presently, however, Applicant's financial standing is depressed to such a,

d: gree that it is unable to raise necessary capital by issuance of bonded indebtedness

er preferred or common stock. In order to meet increased demands for electricity

Applicant must be in a financial position to issue such securities.
.

-
,

IV.

* TEST PERIOD
--

.

.

In each rate proceeding, it is necessary to select the test period and to adjust
O(jte operating results of this test period for changes in revenue and cost levels so

PIge S -
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Mh. .th:t the adjusted operating results of this test period will be representive of

e future, and thereby afford a reasonable basis upon which to predicate rates

which will ba effective during a future perloc.. In this proceeding, all parties,
.

y including Staff, adopted the twelve months ending December 31, 1973 as the test

period. The Commission also adopts the twelve months ending December 31, 1973 as

the appropriate test period in this proceeding.
,., ,

Staff, in addition to utilizing calendar 1973 as the test year, also looked

fcrward to "significant known changes" for a period of nine months beyond the test

y:ar in order to provide a more current view of Applicant's financial condition.

T!.e Commission will give due consideration to Staff's approach to "significant known

changes" as is hereafter set forth in this Opinion and Order. .

.

.

V.

POSIT 10tlS OF THE PARTIESn
/ )
'v'

At the outset, and before discussing the major issues in this case, the overall

positions of the various parties as well as the major areas contested are indicated

In this section. To properly ccomplish this, a brief and.very fundamental discus- '

.

sion of a utility rate case is in order..

A utility rate case involves the dtermination of certain major matters prio;*

to reaching conclusions as to the rates that should be charged to a utility's cus- b

tomers. First, a rate base should be selected to which an appropriate rate of return

is applied. Next, the income of the utility is measured against this figure to

datermine whether the utility is earning its authorized rate of return. If the

utility is carning less than its authorized rate of return, this indicates that,the
,

4

|
utility has a revenue deficiency and therefore its rates should be increased. If I

,

( ~ he utility is earning more than its authorized rate of return, a decrease in rates is
\ )
'~In order. The final element of a rate case concerns rate design, or a determination of

P;ge 6 -
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what rat:s should be chargtd to tha utility's vcrious cicssas of custom;rs.
'

In the Instant case, only Applicant and Staff discussed all of the major areas.

e Attorney General contested the matter of rate base, rate of return, net operating
1-

income and revenue deficiency but did not contest the matter of rate design. The

Michigan UAW-CAP, although it did not actively participate in the case to the degree

that the Attorney General did, takes the exact same positions on the issues as the

A1!torney General. Therefore, during the discussion of this case, only the Attorney

G:neral will be mentioned, but it should be noted that this also represents the

positions taken by the Michigan UAW-CAP. Intervenors Myrtle Roby et al, while they
.

did not actively' contest the various issues in the case; took a position opposed to

Eny rate increase.

Theremaininginterveningparties,theEnvironmentalDefenseFhnd,theWest

Michigan Environmental Action Council and General Motors Corporation, took no position

cs to the appropriate level of revenues Applicant should earn but, instead, contested

e matter of rate design. Likewise, the Rule 16 particip'nts, PIRGIM, Dow Chemical

Company, Burdox, Inc., and Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corporation also only were

cencerned with the matter of rate design.

In order to avoid problems basically related to coping with inflation and there-
'

-

fere to attempt to er:sure that new rates would earn Applicant its authorized rate of

return, Applicant and Staff address the matter of " earnings ernsion." Although the I

matter of'barnings erosion" will be separately discussed in this Opinion and Order, h

it is appropriate to mention at this time that Staff's policy of updating the test

y;sr by "significant known changes" nine months beyond the test year actually con-

stitutes an attempt to address the problem of earnings erosion. As*a result of

Steff's approach, many of the figures it uses are higher than those of either Ari i- l

crnt or the Attorney General. Applicant approached the problem of carnings erosion -

(~l means'of a separate <.rnings erosion allowance which will be later discussed in a
O
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I
separets s:ctien. The Attorney General claims that Applicant has a revenue excess

O therefore he deems that any provision for earnings erosion is not appropriateU
in this case.

VI.
'

RATE BASE

.

Applicant, Staff and the Attorney General all presented cases based upon a year-

cnd rate base. In addition, the Attorney General also presented some testimony and

,cxhibits utilizing an average year rate base approach. However, the Attorney General
I

did not present complete informatfor. indicating all effects of an average year rate
'

base nor did th'e Attorney General drgue in his brief for. use of an average year rate,

'

base. Since the Commission, in its Opinion and Order in Case U-4332 utilized a year-
.

cnd rate base and since it does not appear that there is any actual dispute as to

111zation of a year-end rate base, the Commission adopts the usage of a year-end

rete base for this case.

The total amount of rate base presented by each party varies considerably as a
.

rasult of the different approaches taken by the parties to the various issues which -

cre hereinafter discussed. At the outset however, it is relevant to indicate the

amount of jurisdictional rate base advocated by each party. Applicant claims that

' the appropriate jurisdictional rate base should be $1,578,387,000; Staff claims that

the appropriate jurisdictional rate base should be $1,751,702,000; and the Attorney

Gsnaral claims that the appropriate jurisdictional rate base should be $1,645,887,000,
i . As to ti.e matter of determination of an appropriate rate base, the issues in

dispute are as follows: '

!

1. Whether net utility plant or a capital structure rate base, should
'

be adopted?bb 2. Whether o . .llowance for workir.g capital should 'be included in the

rate base?

hE7k
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3. What is the proper methodc* logy for making separations to non-s
\4

Jurisdictional business?x-

4. Whether interest bearing construction work in progress should be

included in the rate base?

5 Whether the portion of Applicant's investment in the Ludington
,

Pumped Storage Plant which relates to sales to Commonwealth

Edison Company of Illinois should be included in the rate base?

6. Whether Applicant's facilities used to serve its municipal pumping

customers should be included in the rate base?

Other issues wh!ch may have an effect on the rate base, but are more appropriately
'

c:vered in other areas of this' order a're discussed in this Opinion and Order. The

effect of such issues on the rate base will be indicated in those sections.

__ Utility Plant vs. Capital Structure

The first major issue to be discussed concerning determination of an appropriate--

rete base is whether a net utility plant rate base or a capitalized rate basa should
,

be used. Determination of this issue has a definite effect on treatment of son.e of
.

the other issues hereinafter discussed. Both Applicant and Staff proposed utilization

cf a net utility plant rate base; the Attorney General recommends using a capital

structure rate base.
.i

T.

The' Commission ~, in Appilcant's last Rate Case No. U-4332 and in The Detroit
.

1

Edison Company's last Rate Case No. U-4257, as well as in numerous other cases', used |
1

e net utility plant rate base. The Commission concludes that a net utility plant rate-

base appears more in accord with the requirements of MCLA 460 557 which provides for

o return on ". . . all property used in the service . . . ." The Commission, there-

fcre, determines,'as it has in the past, that a net utility plant rate base is
n
(u./)propriateandwillbeusedinthiscase.

Pige 9
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Both Applicant and Staff included ,in their respective rate bases an allowance
.

fcr working capital in the sum of $43,312,000. This working capital allowance is

based on the formulistic approach adopted by the Commission in past electric rate

The Attorney General, since he uses a capitalized rate base, does not providec:ses.

for an allowance for working capital, in accordance with its past decisions, the

Commission concludes that an allowance for working capital should be included in the

rcte base. The Commission further concludes that $43,312,000 is the proper amount

for this allowance.

-

, Hon-Jurisdictional Separation Methodology
,

The method utilized for separating jurisdictional from non-Jurisdictional plants

offects the ultimate determination of the jurisdictional rate base. Applicant and
n

(vltaffdifferontheirapproachestothismatter. Since determination as to the proper

methodology to be used for separating jurisdictional from non-Jurisdictional plant

relates to net utility plant, the Attorney General did not present evidence on this

issue. .

Both Applicant and Staf f's separation studies involve determination of the actual

cr relative use of Applicant's utility property. Both Appilcant and Staff utilized

cn average twelve-month peak responsibility method for allocating jurisdictional and y

n:n-Jurisdictional customers. However, Staff, unlike Applicant, allocated 25% of the

d: mand charges on Applicant's generation and transmission facilities to the energy

portion to meet the basic requirement that all customers should pay a part of the
.

fixed charges on utility facilities used to render service to them.

Staff methodology is that which the Commission has followed in Case No. U-4332,

''7.s well as in numerous other cases. The Commission sees no reason to depart from
/

t, )
''' utilization of Staf f methodology for separation between jurisdictional and non-

Jut isdictional plant and, therefore, adopts Staf f's methodology ir this case.

Page 10
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onstruction Vork in Proaress *

Applicant, in the instant case, raises the issue as to whether construction

work in progress should be excluded from its rate base. Applicant, contra to its

position in recent rate cases, contends that Interest bearing construction work in

prcgress should be excluded from its rate base. On the other hand, Staff claims

that interest bearing construction work in progress is properly part of pplicant's

rote base.
.

Applicant's position concerning exclusion of Interest bearing construction

work in progress'is coupled with its exclusion of allowance for funds used during

construction from not operating income. Applicant argues that interest bearing

construction work in progress should be excluded since, by so doing, this removesa
,

from determination of, cost of service the anomalous results which arise if the rate

base used to determine the allowance for funds used during construction is different

fjomtheoverallauthorizedreturn. When the overall rate of return is greater than
G

th2 rate used for allowance for funds used d'uring construction, Applicant argues

that it receives a windfall since cost of service is credited with the allowance for

, funds used during construction which is calculated using the lower rate white revenue -

daficiency is determined by the higher rate. Conversely, Applicant argues that when.

the allowance for funds used during construction rate is greater than the authorized

overall rate of return, the customers receive a windfall and Applicant's investors b

be:r the burden thereof. Applicant claims that the converse situation usually pre-

vails today because the allowance for funds used during construction rate is based

upon current costs which are higher than the embedded costs which are used to deter-

cine the overall rate of re. turn. -

Although Applicant's approach of excluding construction work in progress from -

2 rate base coupled with exclusion of allowance for funds used during construction

7 rom net operating income appears attractive at first blush, the Commission favors

Staff's position. Applicant unilaterally determines the rate for allowance for funds

Prge 11
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sed during construction. Also, Applicant's proposal, if adopted, would serve as an

ncentive for Applicant to record an allowance for funds used during construction

rate at as high a rate as possible, which could be detrimental to future rate payers.

Furthe more, Applicant includes allowance for funds used during construction as in-

come oa its books. Exclusion of this would cause a disparity between Applicant'-

books and the income shown for rate making purposes. Therefore, the Commission

shall, consistent with its prior practice, continue to include construction work
'

in progress in the rate base. -

Sales to Commonwealth Edison Comoany
from Ludington Pumped Storace Plant

'The Attor,ncy Gene'ral asserts that Applicant's portion of its Iwestraent in the

Ludington Pumped Storage Plant which relates to sales from that plant to Commonwealth

Edison Company of Illinois should be excluded from Applicant's rate base. According

the Attorney General, these sales, which are pursuant to a long-term contract,

are non-Jurisdictional since the Federal Power Commission (FPC) controls the price

charged Commonwealth Edison Company. Both Arnlicant and Staff c'ontend that the sales

from Ludington Pumped Storage Plant are jurisdictional and, therefore, are properly -
.

Includable in Applicant's rate base..

The Luding' ton Pumped Storage Plant is jointly owned by Applicant and The Detroit

Edison Company. In Case No. F ,180, the Commission determined that in vi.ew of the p

cconomic benefit derived by Applicant's rate payers as a result of installing all six

units of that plant rather than delaying construction of two of the units until they
.

could be wholly utilized by Applicant in Detroit Edison's systems, it was reasonabic

to treat sales of excess capacity to other utilities as jurisdictional sales.

The Conmission agrees that sales from the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant to

Commonwealth Edison Company should be treated as Jurisdictional. The sales of a por-

Ion of the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant's capacity are not the same as sales for

rcsale made a municipality, which sales are treated as non-Jurisdictional. In the

Pcge 12 '
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t.udington Pumped Storage Plant situation Applicant merely files with the FPC a copy
*

h the contract for such sales. In the case of sales for resale to municipalities,d
the FPC actually sets the rates for such sales. .

Furthermore, there is no legal requirement that sales, such as from the Ludington

Pumped Storage Plant, be excluded from Applicant's rate base. Faced with a similar .

'
Issue, the Missouri Pubile ' Service Commission, in the matter of Unfor. Electric Comoany,

81 PUR 3d 265, concluded in its report and order that:

"For rate-making purposes, the commission need not separate
the, revenues and expenses of the company on sales for resale
and need not eliminate plant applicable to sales for resale
from the rate base but may consider such in arriving at the -

,

overall rate base, overall revenues of the company, and such
is the conclusion in this case." .

'

Therefore, the Commission adheres to its determination made in Case No. F-180

cnd concludes that the portion of Applicant's investment involved with sales from

ths Ludington Pumped Storage Plant to Commonwealth Edison Company are properly in-

,udable in Applicant's rate base.

Municipal Pumping Facilities
,

-

The Staff recommends that the facilities which are utilized for municipal pump-
,

..

Ing rate operations should be treated as non-Jurisdictional and, therefore, excluded

from Applicant's rate. base. On the other hand, Appilcant claims that these facilities

should be included in its rat'e base. Determination of this matter has an effect on,

g
the nc#; operating income and will' later be discussed in that secticn.

.

The basis of Staff's exclusion of municipal pumping facilities from jurisdictional

treatment is that the municipal pumping service is presently governed by contractural

cgreement between Applicant and each municipality.. At the time of filing this case

Applicant had pending before this Commission an application to establish rates for -

th se customers which would have made these sales Jurisdictional. Subsequently, Appil-
/3

.( j t withdrew that application.. Although Applicant has recently filed a new application

fcr establ'ishment of rates to these customers that application is still a matter yet to
Pcge 13
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be heard by the Commission. For these reasons, the Commission concurs with Staff

nd extudes fran the rate base Appilcant's facilities utilized for its municipal,
.

pumping customers.

Summary
.

The Commission, therefore, co'ncludes that the rate base which is appropriate

cnd proper for use in this case is as folicws:

Net Utility Plant $ 1,776,813,000

Working Capital 43,312,000

Total Rate Base 1,820,125,000
_

| Less Non-Jurisdictional 73,412,000
*

-

- Net Jurisdictional Rate Base 1,746,713,000

This net jurisdictional rate base reficcts the effect on the rate base of the

.Cocmission's treatment of the profit on reacquired securities which is discussed in

[ ') tion Vll ., Rate of Return.\ ;c

:
Vll.

-

RATE OF RETURN

Rate of return testimony for Applicant was presented by J.A. Parker; Paul A. Carlson

presented this testimony for the Staff and Hugh Larkin presented it for the Att'orney j

G:neral. Mr. Parker advocated use of an overall rate of return on 7.61%, Mr. Carlson

rccommended use of an overall rate of return on 8.06%, and Mr. Larkin recommended use
.

cf an overall rate of return of 7.528%.

It should be noted at the outset that all parties utilized a return on common

cquity of 12.12%, the same as approved in Applicant's last Rate Case No. U ,4332. There-

cre, the appropriate rate of return on common equity has not been an issue in this case',

ccordingly and in view of the fact that the Commission recently determined 12.12% as a
.

rrasonable return on common equity, the Commission adopts 12,12% as the proper rate of
|
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raturn on common equity in this case.

1

Ccpital Structure
.

Applicant and the Attorney General both utilized a capital structure based on

yarr-end 1973 Staff, on the other hand utilized a 13-month average capital structure

based on the test year ending December 31, 1973

Appilcant's capital structure presented by Mr. Parker consists of:

Total Debt 49.70%
,

,

Preferred Stock 13.45

Deferred Taxes 7.49

Common Equity _29.36 .

'. 100.00%
*

- -

Staff's proposed capital structure presented by Mr. Calson is as follows:

Long-term 9ebt 49.23%

Notes Payable 1.51.
--

~~' Preferred Stock 11.04
'

Common Equity 30.62
'

Deferred Taxes 7.59
99 99%

~

The Attorney General's witness, Hr. Larkin, proposed the following capital

structure:
.

Long-term Debt 50.05% T

Preferred Stock 13.54
~

Common Equity 27.83''

Deferred Taxes " L6.

Customer Deposits 53
-

'

Reserve fo'r Rate Refund
__ 34
100.004

'O
\_ / Hr. Larkin's notably lower percentage of common equity results from his sub-

trsction of $16,631,000, which represents Applicant's investment la .its subsidiary,

Page 15
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'

thern Michigan Exploration Company, from Applicant's commori equity. Mr. Larkin

::leimed that this invnetment should be deleted from the common equity portion of

Applicant's capital structure since this investment constitutes risk capital involved

in gas and oil exploration. As risk capital the Attorney General claims that it has

c cast of not less than 12.12%, Applicant's common equity rate of return. Applicant

~

cnd Staff oppose the Attorney General's exclusion from Applicant's capital structure

th2 investment in Northern Michigan Exploration Company.

The Commission agrees with Applicant and Staff and, therefore, concludes that

. Applicant's inve'stment in Northern Michigan Exploration Company is properly includable

' in the common equity portion of Applicant's capital structure. Applicant's investmenti

:
in its subsidiary comes froin gener.al funds; it is not traceable to common equity funds'"

alone. Furthermore, the Commission's refusal to exclude this investment from Appli-

cant's rate base is in accord with the Commission's determination of this matter in

d o No. U-4332.

The Commission concludes that Staff's 13-month average capital structure is the

cppropriate capital structure to oe utilized in this case. It has the advantage of -

'

. more nearly approximating Applicant's typical financial mix and is, therefore, not

subject to the transient elements of a year-end capital :,t ructure. |
|
|

l

Cost of Debt and Preferred Stock g
'

Applicant and the Att .cney General both show 6.27% as the proper embedded cost
'

of debt. Both parties calculate this total debt as of year-end 1973 and both parties

combined short-term and long-term debt in this figure. |

I
On the other hand, Staff 4 calculates long-term debt at 6.81% and calculates short- |

term debt at 11.656%. Staff's long-term debt, not only takes into account Applicant's
.

7bt as of year-end 1973, but also includes long-term debt issued in 1974. Specifi-

lly, Staff includes in its calculations issuance of $34,700,000 of pollution control

.
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/ N cnue bonds nd-a $50,000,000 long-term note in June, 1974. Staff also includes a

O$60,000,000 first mortgage bond issue in July, 1974 and a $50,000,000 bond issue in

August, 1974. Staff's short-term debt reflects cost of notes payable on July 31, 1974.

Both Applicant and the Attorney General determine that the embedded cost of pre-'

ferred stock is 6.94% basing their determinations on year-end 1973 Staff determines

that embedded cost of prefer, red stock is 7.40%, represented by cost of preferred stock

at year-end.1973 and adjusted'to reflect issuance of $30,000,000 of preference stock
.

~

In July, 1974.
.

The Commission finds Staff's figures for embedded cost of debt appropriate for~

use in this case since-Staff's figure gives the most recent picture of Applicant's
-

embedded.c.ost ot debt and preferre,d stock.4

Job Development Investment Tax Credit
.

Applicant dif fers from Staff and the Attorney Gen'eral as to the treatment afforded

to the Job Development Investment Tax Credit. This issue concerns whether the un-

cmortizcd balance of the Job Development investment Tax Credit should be included in

the common equity portion of the capital structure, as is recommended by Applicant, or
'

whether these credits should earn the overall rate of return as recommended by Staff
.

and the Attorney General.

This same issue also arose in Case No. U-4332 where the Commission decided in ,

~

'

favor of Staff and the Attorney General. The parties cite the same basis for their.

respective conclusions as they cited in Case No. U-4332. The Commission sees no
.

reason to change its decision on this matter and, therefore, will continue to treat

the Job Development . investment Lx Credit as earning the overall rate of return.

s a result of the Commission's conclusions concerning capital structure, cost

of debt and preferred stock, as well as the return to be carned by common equity, the
:

|
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ission determines that a fair and reasonable rate of return on Applicant's rate

se is 8.06%. The calculation of this figure is set forth below. .

Type of Capital Weight Cost Veighted Cost -

Long-term Debt .4923 6.81 3 35%,

Notes r 3yable .0151 11.656 0.18
.

Preferred Stock .1104 7.40 0.82
.

Common Equity 3062 12.12 3.71
. . ..

Deferred Taxes .0759_ -0- -0-'

Totals 9999 8.06%

.

:

Vill.
.

.

ADJUSTED NET OPERATING INCOME

The test year net operating income of Applicant was $87,459,000. Applicant and
p
( jaAttorneyGeneralclaimthatthejurisdictionalnetoperatingincomewas$84,385,000
v

and Staff claims that the net operating income was $84,228,000. The $157,000 difference
'

results from the differing methodology used for separating jurisdictional and non-

jurisdictional business. In view of the Commission's determination as to the proper ','

m:thodology for separating jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional rate base, the Com-

mission adopts Staff's recommended jurisdictional net operating income of $84,228,000.

$The adjusted net operating income, as determined by the various parties is as -

follows:

Applicant $ 85,519,000
Staff 114.309,000.

.

Attorney General 131,728,000
|

Where the parties are in agreement concerning adjustments to net operatin'; income
|

no comment will be made regarding such adjustments. The discussion hereinafter con- ;

~

r~'irns only those adjustments upon which the parties differ. in-view of the differing
j
methodology used for non-jurisdictional separation, the adjustments will be discussed

Page.18 -
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/''Sterms of net operating income except where otherwise indicated.
-

V
Michigan Franchise Tax

Applicant and Staff both proposed adjustments reducing net operating income in

ths amount of $236,000 to reflect an increase in the Michigan Franchise Tax. This

p.roposed adjustment is primarily related to Applicant's issuance of $130,000,000 of,

e

preferred stock during the 1973 test period.
4

The Attorney General contends that no adjustment should be made for a franchise

tax increase since this expense relates to 1974 rather than 1973 level of operations.

Also, the Attorney General claims that the proposed adjustment is for the privilege

of doing business in Michigan in 1974 rather than 1973 ,

The Attorney General disputed this adjustment in Case No. U-4332. The Commission

in Case No. U-4332 decided against the Attorney General and it sees no reason to change

The date of computation of the annual prl'ilege fee isv

('^)is position in this case.
.,

%December 31, 1973 so, therefore, this reflects a known increase in expenses at the

.cnd of the test year. The Commission, therefore, allows the adjustment for the

Michigan Franchise Tax increase proposed by Applicant and Staff.
_

.

Depreciation Adjustment for Plant Obsolescence

Both Staff and Applicant have made an adjustment in the amount of $2,133,000 to

reflect a reduction in net operating income resulting from .a change in Applicant's b}
.|

depreciation rates.

The Attorney General opposes this adjustment since, as of the completion of hear- |

ings in this cese, this adjustment did not represent a known change because the Com- 1

l

mission had not yet approved any change to Applicant's depreciation rates. The Attorney |

General further opposes this adjustment since, even if the Commission were to approve a .

[ [angeinApplicant'sdepreciationratespriortotheissuanceofanorderinthiscase,
this change would not take effect until 1975

In view of the Commission's recent action in Case No. F-665 and in "iew of ourv

Page 19
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3 termination that rates should be based on as up-to-date cost figures as possible,
,

he Commission adopts Appj.icant's and Staff's proposed depreciation adjustment for

plant obsolescence.

.

Postal Rate increase

Applicant and the Attorney General both recommend an adjustment decreasing net-

operating income in the amount of $130,000 to reflect the postal rate increase effec-

tive March 1, 1974.

Staff opposes this adjustment because it does consider it a " major item" of

, expense which increased within a nine-month period beyond the end of the test year.

In addition, Staff claims that nonrecognition of this postal rate increase might

serve as an offset to possible increases in revenues or decreases in cost.

The Commission approves the proposed adjustment for postal rate increases.

Staff's own witness, Mr. Charles Geyer, indicated on cross-examination 'that he has,
b
'' -in the past, recommended such an adjustment. He also stated that he would have made

'

this adjustment in the instant case if it were not for the abovementioned Staff policy

of adjusting only " major items" of expense.
'

.

The Commission has in the past approved adjustments for postal rate increases

which became effective after the end of the test period. This is a significant known

change which should be recognized.
b

Wage and Related Pension Cost increase d
..

-
.

i

Applicant, Staff and the Attorr.cy General all recommend adjustments for increased

wage and pension costs. Applicant recommends an adjustment decreasing net operating
1

income in the amount of $1,113,000. Staff's adjustment would decrease net operating )
l

income in the amount of $2,910,000 and the Attorney General's adjustment would decrease |
1

xnet operating income in the amount of $203,000.
1%'^'J Both Applicant and the Attorney General's adjustment take into account wage and

9
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|

nsion cost increase through February 2, 1974. The Attorney General, however, deducts

from this anount $1,113,000 o'n te basis that Applicant could offset 84.6% of the in-

creased cost because of ine as p roducti v i ty. j

Staf f, on the other hand, based I.ts increase on wage and related pension costs |

through September,1974. Staff conducted an offset study of the wage and. pension cost

increase and, although it found that there was an increase in employee productivity,

datermined that no reduction should*be made to its adjustment since cost level increases
I

could not be offset without depressing the carned rate of return on Applicant's common j

|

equity.

In addition to its, position mentioned above, the Attorney Gensral contended that

if the Commission utilizes Staff's adjustment, this adjustment shou'Id be decreased

$1,069,000 to represent a reduction in Applicant's employment level f rom 1973 to 1974.

[) The Commission concludes Staff's proposed adjustment should be adopted since it
v

reflects the most current information concerning Applicant's wage and related pension

costs. The Commission further concludes that this adjustment should not be reduced to

reflect offsets based on productivity since Staff's study indicates that Applicant was ,

4

unabic to offset any cost level increases without depressing Applicant's earned rate

of return.

In addition, the Commission rejects the Attorney General's proposed reduction of ;
_

the wage and related pension cost adjustment reflecting a reduction in Applicant's .

.cmployment level. Applicant's employment level rdduction is the result of an austerity

program caused by Applicant's financial di f ficulties. In addition, the Attorney

Gtneral's reduction is speculative since it is calculated by averaging the salaries

cnd wages of all of Appilcant's employees without a study as to whether or not thesc
.

p;mployees were compensated in that anount. Finally, the proposed reduction was made
( )
'"without a study to determine whether any of the laid-off employees were construction

workers whose salaries and wages are capitalized in capital accounts and., the re fo re ,

Page 21
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not considered an operating expense of Applicant.

Prnfit on Reacquired Securities

Applicant adjusted net operating income upward in the amount of $1,100,000 to

rsflect profit on its reacquired securities. Both Staff and the Attorney General

propose an upward adjustment to net operating income in the amount of $1,896,000.

Thn reason for this difference relates to whether the profit on reacquired securities

is to be treated as net after taxes, as recommended by Applicant, or whether the entire

profit is to be added to Applicant's net operating income, as recommended by Staff and

. the Attorney Caneral.

Under applicabic provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, Applicant has the

option of reporting the profit for tax purposes for the year in which bonds are pur-
'

chased and paying the tax in that year, or of accruing the tax liability in a tax
'

('']crualaccountandpayingthetaxoveraperiodofyears. In recent years Applicant
\

i s elected to defer the tax payment. The Commission in recent cases, as a result of

such election, has treated the gross rather than the net profit as an addition to,

,

revenue. -

.

earlier procedure, when Applicant filed its 1973 tax return inContra to i st

September of 19.74, it reported the profit on reacquired securities as taxable income.

Applicant indicated that it will continue to pay tax on the profit on reacquired .

?
.

s:curities if it receives favorable treatment on this adjustment from the Commission. -

The Commission concludes that Applicant's proposed adjustments on its profit on

reacquired securities is the proper one to be made. Staff's witness, Mr. Geyer, con-

ceded that Staff's recommended adjustment was not consistent with Applicant's recog-
.

nition of this profit as taxabic. Mr. Geyer implied that a change in Staff's approach

uld be appropriate if Applicant consistently treated the profit on reacquired

icurities as taxable income in the year realized. Since Appl.icant has indicated it

will continue to cicct to treat the profit on reacquired securities as taxabic, Applicant's
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Ition is correct for this case. Furthermore, AppIIcant's payment of the tax on

a s profit on reacquired securit.'es will enable it to take maximum advantage of the

invastment tax credit,

income Tax Effect on Pro Forma Financing

Applicant, Staff and the Attorney General propose an adjustment to reflect the-

1

income tax effect of pro forma financing. Applicant recommends an adjustment that

would increase net operating income in the amount of $1,952,000. Staff recommends an

cdjustment increasing net operating income $7,189,000 and the Attorney Generel recom-

m:nds an upward adjustment of $1,918,000.

According to Appilcant, this adjustment should be based on the actual amount of

interest-bearing debt attributable to the electric department on December 31, 1973

Applicant states that the adjustment should merely reflect that the year-end level of

d bt was greater than the average debt during the year and that the year-end rates

re higher than the average rates.

On the other hand, Staff calculates the income tax effect of pro forma financing

by taking the rate base, multiplying that by Staff's capital structure and then multi-
.

.

plying the product by Staff's cost of debt. The Attorney General uses the same approach

es Staff but reaches a different result because of his smaller rate base, lower amount

of debt and lower overall cost of debt. _

?
Applicant argues that, in'the event that the Commission adopts the overall rate

.

of return of 8.06% recommended by Staff which reflects new security iss"es, the adjust-

. ment should be $4,955,000. This adjustment is based on utilizing Applicant's method

of computing the income tax effect of pro forma financing. Applicant claims that

Staff's and Attorney General's method used for computing this income tax adjustment

results in a hypothetical cost of debt and, therefore, hypothetical interest cost.

p) The Commission adopts Staff's adjustment for income tax effect of interest cx-
~

(
_

This is the method which has been uniformly followed by this Commission.pense.

'
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Ithermore, since the rate base of Staff is larger than the invested capital, the
~

.

Orasulting tax saving from this adjustment should accrue to the ratepayer.
.

.

Advertising ,

i Staff and the Attorney General each make adjustments increasing net operating

1,ncome for advertising expenses they did' not deem to be proper to be charged to ;

Applicant's ratepayers. ~ Staff recommended disallowing $195,000 of advertising ex-
,

pense and the Attorney General'reso,mmended disallowing $298,000. Applicant opposes

Staff's and the Attorney General's proposed adjustments.
I,

,

The Staff claimed that the advertising it recommended disallowing did not fall |
'

.

,

within the three categories of advertising which it deems pr perly .includable in the

cost of service. These categories'are:'
.

(1) Advertising related to public health and safety.

(2) Advertising related to conservation of energy.
O.,

(3) Explanations of billing practices, utility services, rates, etc.

The Attorney General claimed that one-half of Applicant's total expense for

c.dvertising should be excluded from cost- of service. In support of this disallowance,
-

the Attorney General indicated that Applicant had included substantial amounts in

cost of service for institutional advertising expenses associated with the Big Rock
4

and Palisades Informatio'n Centers, which amounts were no longer necessary since these ,

?
' informational cen'ters have been closed. The Attorney General also supported its,

. adjustment on the premise that the great majority of Applicant's advertising is image-1

L building and does not. benefit the ratepayer.

Applicant opposes Staf f's and the Attorney General's adjustments on the basis that
;

the excluded advertising is beneficial to both Applicant and its customers. Applicant
.

.

slso states that Staff's category of climinated advertising includes advertising which
J

< . u he Commission in Case No. U-4332 permitted in cost of~ service. Furthermore, Applicant ,

; claimed that the annual cost of advertising that Staff proposes to climinate amounts.to l
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cnly 35e per customer.

Q(- . Turning first to the Attorney General's recommended adjustment, the Commission/

finds no merit in the Attorney General's exclusion of 50% of Applicant's advertising ,

costs. This exclusion is arbitrary and without any support in the record.

On the other hand, the Commission finds that Staff's proposed adjustment is

meritorious and, therefore, adopts -it. The Commission recognizes that such an exclusion~

-is in variance with that part of its order in Case No. U-4332 which permitted as part

of cost of service advertising that would:

" Describe any program or activity which will objectively
benefit the ratepayer, including demand / supply studies
and specific plans or identifiable projects to provide
adequate supplies of utility services."

.

The Commission concludes that d'eletion' from cost of service of the above quoted ad-

vertising is warranted at this time. The Commission now concludes that this category

of advertising is basically image building and does not afford any direct benefit to
r

ne ratepayer. Advertising which advises the ratepayer of the problems of complying

with environmental standards and the problems of providing energy are not costs which

should be passed on to the ratepayer. Advertising which indicates the cost and problems

of air pcflution abatement, reasons and expenses for ccoling towers, efforts for re-
'

forestjtion,theneedforconstructionofextra-highvoltagelines,problemsand
promise of nuclear power and the importance of electricity to the economic well-being

.

Tof the state inure more to the benefit of Applicant and its stockholders than to its

ratepayers.

Therefore, the Comission now concludes that advertising which is permissible to

b2 included in cost of service is that advertising which:

(1) Advises the ratepayer of matters of public health and safety.

(2) Promotes conservation of energy resources.
.

(3) Explains billing practices, utility services, and rates to' ,

V
its ratepayers.

|Pcge 25 ,
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(4) Prcvidas factual and cbjective d:ta programs in educational .

.f'') institutions.

L-

Although the Commission concludes that only the above-referenced advertising

will be given cost of service treatment chargeable to the ratepayer, it does not

restrain Applicant from disseminating other information, either through the news media

or by means of advertising chargeable to its stockholders. However, in this era of

energy shortage and cost consciousness the Commission believes it would be an injustice
'

to c!.arge ratepayers with the cost of advertising which is not directly beneficial

to them. *

.

Charitable Contributions and Donations
.

Both Staf f and the Attorney G*cneral recommend increasing net operating income by

$26,000 to reflect elimination of all charitable contributions from cost of service.

Applicant opposes this adjustment.

[~'') Applicant indicated that it had made considerable charitable contributions which
v

it did not include in cost of service and that the sums involved herein represented

duss paid to local, state and national chambers of commerce.

Consistent with its past practice as followed in Case No. U-4332, the Commission _

egrees with Staf f and the Attorney General that such expenditures should not be

credited to cost of service. This is'not to infer that Applicant should not make

~ charitable contributions if it so chooses as a matter of good corporate citizenship. ;
.

It instead is to indicate that any such contributions should not be chargeable to

Applicant's ratepayers, some of whom may not be in agreement with the particular con .

tributions made.

Allowance for Funds Used Durino Construction ,

B'oth Staff and the Attorney General recommend that net operating income be in-
.,

,

( !ased by an adjustment reflecting an allowance for funds used during construction.
v

Applicant' opposes this adjustment for the reasons previously-indicated r' elating to

Pege 26
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' AppIIcant's recomended exclusion of interest bearing construction work in progress
,
I i

b om the rate base.
.

Staff recommends that net operating income should be increased $15,523,000 as

an allowance for funds used during construction and the Attorney General recommends -

cn adjustment increasing net operating income $18,184,000. Both Staff and Applicant

utilized construction work in progress as of December 31, 1973 and utilized 7-3/4%,

the allowance for funds used during construction rate in effect as of January 1,1974,

in calculating their adjustments. The Attorney General, however, also includes an

additional $1,845,000 of allowance for funds used during construction beyond that

* proposed by Staff in order to adjust to year-end levels.

.The Commission rejects Applicant's exclusion of'all'wance for funds used duringo <

construction as an adjustment to net operating income for the reasons stated for

rejecting Applicant's exclusion of construction work in progress. Specifically,

(Splicant alone determines the allowance for funds used during construction rate and,
NJ

therefore, Applicant's approach would allow it to set the rate as high as possible,
' to the possible detr' ment of the ratepayers. Furthermore, Applicant's exclusion of

,, allowance for funds used during csnstruction for ratemaking purposes would result in ,

treating it differently from Applicant's books where this allowance is recorded.

The Commission deems that Staff's method is the appropriate one to follow as it

is consistent with the approach approved in Case No. U-4332, whereas the Attorney ;
.

General's adjustment is not.

Electric P,evenue Adiustments Applicable
'to Year-End Level of Operations

Applicant and the Attorney General each reflect an adjustment of $l,946,000 to

r.et operating income to reflect increased electric revenues at the year-end test

period level. This adjustment is based on the premise that 1973 a'ctual sales would

ficct the proper icvel of sales for the test period, but that the mix of sales

would change to reflect a larger percentage of year-end sales to residential customers.
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St:ff, on the other hand, recommends that no such adjustment be made.

The Commission concurs with Staff that electric revenues should not be adjusted to.

r2flect increased revenues at year-end. Staff compared Applicant's 1974 sales with its

1973 sales. As a result of this comparison, it is shown that Applicant's sales were

d:wn approximately 5% for the first five (5) months of 1974 compared with the same
.

p;riod in 1973 and were down 4% through August, 1974 from the same period of 1973

With an actual showing of decreased, rather than increased ales, an upward adjustment

to revenues would be inappropriate.
.

Pumping Rate increase

Applicant has proposed an upward adjustment-to n6t operating income in the amount

of $341,000 which represents the income Applicant would have received if its March 5,

1974 filing for increased rates had been approved. The Attorney Ge'neral accepted

this adjustment and recognized it in his operating income. Staff opposes this adjust-

'V_ int for the same reason it reco.7 mended excluding municipal pumping facilities f rom

Applicant's rate base.

In view of the Commission's exclusion of the municipal pumping facilities frem ]
- '

Applicant's rate base, the Commission rejects this adjustment to Applicant's net

cperating income. Applicant withdrew its original municipal pumping rate filing.

1

Although Applicant has refiled an application for increased pumping rates, the eventual [
. d

outcome of this matter is unknown at this time. Any recognition of income in this
'

c:se would certainly be speculative and, therefore, improper in our judgment.

Other Ooeration and Maintenance Exoense
Based on Year-end Level of Operations

Applicant, Staf f and the Attorney General propos'c an adjustment decreasing net I

cparating income for operation and maintenance expense based on the year-end number

) customers.(' Applicant proposed an adjustment of $622,000 net to operating income
1

cr $604,000 to jurisdictional net operating income. The Attorney General accepted
1
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'gf''Ticant'sadjustmentwithoutcomment. .

' Q ,I
Staff shows an adjustment of $648,000 net of income tax or a jurisdictional ,

amount of $601,000. Both Applicant and Staff used estimated amounts. in its brief,
.

Applicant accepted Staff's adjustment since the degree of difference between juris- _

dictional amounts was not material.

In view of Applicant's acceptance of the jurisdictional adjustment a'nd the

absence of comment by the Attorney General on the matter, the Commission adopts
.

Staff's proposed adjustment.
r

.

Non-Jurisdictional Transactions With Commonwealth Edison

Consistent with his approach of recommending that Applicant.'s rate base exclude ,

that portion of Applicant's investment in the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant which

involves sa'as to Commonwealth Edison Company, the Attorney General recommends an -

C"vstment to remove all recorded test year revenues and expenses applicable to thesei
J
sales. This proposed adjustment would reduce, Applicant's net operating income by

$4,201,000. Both Applicant and Staff oppose the Attorney General's adjustment.

In view of the Commission's rate base treatment of the Ludington Pumped Storage
-

Plant, the Commission rejects the Attorney General's proposed adjustment. If Applicant's

invastment in that portion of the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant involved with sales

to Commonwealth Edison Company is jurisdictional, the income realized from these sales .

?
should be included in Applicant's net operating income.

,

Unbilled Revenue

The Attorney General recomniends an adjustment for unbilled revenue which would

increase Applicant's net operating income by $841,000. "Unbilled Revenue" concerns
~

electric energy that has.been provided to customers within a billing period, but -

f''}chhasnotbeenbilledtothecustomerbytheendoftheperiod. The Attorney

v
General proposes this adjustment in order to properly match Applicant's revenua and

expenses. Both Applicant and Staf f oppt se the Attorney General 's proposed adjus tment.
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The Commission disallows this adjustment just.as it disallowed ths adjustmsnt
A
(1cNo.U-4332. First, , Applicant _ has not recognized this revenue on its books.

Furthermore, Applicant is entitled, under the Uniform System of Accounts, to exclude

; this adjustment. Finally, this unbilled revenue is automatically realized in revenue

thn following year.-

-

3:

Billing Practices

During the rebuttal phase of the case, Applicant proposed an adjustment of

$1,402,000 to represent expense for the new billing practice rules for residential

Staff and the Attorney General oppose this adjustment.customers.

Although the Commission recognizes that these new billing practices will constitute

an additional expense,'it rejects Applicant's proposed adjustment. This proposed

in effect duringadjustment is indeed speculative as obviously such rules were not

ths hearing in this case. Furthermore, Applicant has not conducted a study nor

esented any convincing evidence showing the basis for its recommended amount of

cxpense.

Redispatch and Fuel Adjustments
~

Applicant, Staff and the Attorney General all proposed redispatch related adjust-
.

ments to normalize the actual 1973 electric operating results in terms of megawatt

hours of generation and dollars cf fuel cost to test year levels which could be
,

. ?'

deemed repr'esentative of how Applicant would operate its electric system during the

parlod in which the rc*e level being set would be applicable. To accomplish this

normalization these parties conducted redispatches.

Applicant's redispatch was performed by Mr. Joseph Brager, Staf f's redispatch
1

!

was performed by Mr. Kenneth Croy and Mr. Samuel Byers, and the Attorney General's

radi: patch was performed by Mr. Alexander kiskup. All parties considered the follow-
| ![ Palisades Nuclear- U}ng changes in Applicant's generating capacity in their redispatches:!
!

j. .
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Plcnt was treated as being in service; the Weddock #7 Unit was ,in servico fer tha' ,

iire year; the complete Ludington Pumped Storage Plant was considered in service

for the entire year; and the Elm Street Plant was considered to be retired. ,

j, ,

D Both Applicant and the Attorney General utilized inanual redispatches and directed

th2ir attention to Applicant's requirements and capabilities only. Staff, on the other

hand, conducted a computerized redispatch of the Michigan Electric Coordinated System

and, therefore, redispatched both Applicant's and The Detroit Edison Company's gener-
.

*
cting systems.

Applicant's. proposed redispatch adjustment increases net operating income

$4,337,000. Staff's proposed'redispatch related adjustments, on a composite Sasis,

decreased net operating income $1,803,000 and the Attorney General's proposed re-
.

dispatch adjustments increases net operating income $15,437,000.

In performing its redispatch Applicant first created a model to simulate actual

73 for use as a standard upon which to judge its redispatch year. Applicant then

perforried it4 redispatch assuming the abovementioned changes in ' generating capability.

Applicant assumed that hydroelectric and purchased power would remain constant. With

these assumptions, megawatt hours were redispatched with the guideline that net genera-
. -

tion added would displace E3% interchange and purchased power and the balance would

displace fossil generation. When Applicant obtained the resulting megawatt hours

that would be generated in the redispatch, it determined what additional power would .

- 7

have to be purchased. The cost of both its fossil fuel generation and purchased power
_

were adjusted to 1973 year-end.

Staff's redispatch utilized the General Electric Single Area Production Cost

System to perform its redispatch. Staff, like Applicant, performed a simulated dis-

patch or " base case" run in its redispatch. Staff's " base case" assumptions and input
.

were taken from The Detroit Edison Company's books in order to produce a "run" which

culd yield results close to actual 1973. Staff's base case is based on 1974 using

.
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The base case load modelcvsrage fuel cost and the priority list-of December, 1973
. ,9
Q not changed for the redispatch.

i

Essentially, the changes for Staff's redispatch included recognition of all,

cdditions or retirements of generating capacity occurring on or before September 30,
.

1974; the assumption that Palisades would have a capacity factor of 64.5% and that i
!

Monroe #3 and #4 would have a capacity factor of 59 7%; that the-Ludington Pumped ,

.

J

Storage Plant would float at economic Nspatch within reasonable capacity factor limits

and with Commonwealth Edison Company sharing in all outages; that May 1974 Icvels of

fuel and purchased and interchange power cost would be used; and that maintenance |
|
'

* would follow actual 1973 as close as reasonably possible with the exception that

additional scheduled maintenance resulting f rom added generating capacity available
.

would be recognized.
'

Staff's redispatch assumes no flow of economy energy between'the Michigan Electric

7ordinated System and third party utilities, as it assumed that energy would be gen-
{d

,

\
erated within the system. Staff did, however, calculate the economy energy transfer

from The Detroit Edison Company to Applicant under the redispatch. To arrive at the '

, redispatch cost of this energy, the base cost to Applicant of $10.22 per megawatt hour
-

.

was multiplied by the ratio of the cost per kilowatt hour of fuel from the redispatch
'

to the cost per kilowatt hour of fuel from the base cost. The resulting cost of

economy energy was calculated at $16.22 per megawatt hour. 4
"

After. reviewing all of the matters presented, the Commission concludes that

Staff's redispatch adjustment should be adopted for this case. Staff's redispatch,

taken as a whole, appears to represent most closely what the actual results would be'

in terms of fuel costs and purchase and interchange power costs during the period of

' time the rates approved in this order would be in effect. *

First, Applicant's redispatch of the Michigan Electric Coordinated System appears-
.

if\sdiore realistic. to actual fact since electric power for Applicant's customers is gener-

c.ted by means of economic dispatch of Applicant and The Detroit Edison Company's
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g:n rating units. Both Applicant's and the Attorney General's.redispatch suffer .

om not taking this into full consideration. Second, Staff performed a computerized,

r,Sther than a manual, redispatch. A computerized redispatch, when properly performed
-,

cs The Commission is convinced that Staff's redispatch was, can more accurately in-

dicate operation of the various generating units of the Michigan Electric Coordinated

S'ystem. The accuracy of the General Electric system's results were established by

auditing these results to the book entries for the test year. This indicated that

the system was less than 1% off fro'm net generation anil less than 1/2% off on fuel cost
I

which is regarded as very accurate.

The Attorney General criticized Staff's redispatch on three major grounds: use

of a 65% capacity factor for the Palisades Plant, pricing economy Nnergy 'at $16.22
,

.

per megawatt hour and the assumption that, in the instant case, Applicant would buy

all of its economy energy from The Detroit Edison Company. Applicant,.on the other

('']nd,hadnoseriouschallengetotheuseofStaff'sredispatch. The major issues
L.J

raised.by the Attorney General shall hereinaf-ter be discussed in detail.

The Commission concludes that 65% is the proper capacity factor for the Palisades

Plant. Applicant, as well as Staf f, utilized a 65% capacity f actor for Pal.isades. The
_

cctual 1973 operating experience of Palisades, during the period it operated, was 64.7%.

Palisades is obviously still within its break-in period and, as such, a 65% factor rather

thin the 80% capacity factor recommended by the Attorney General is appropriate. Also ;
.

Industry experience shows that all nuclear units in service for the 1960-1972 period

experienced an average capacity factor of 64.5%.

The Attorney General cited an Atomic Energy Commission study published in January,

1974 indicating that nuclear units, af ter a three year maturity, were operating on the

cverage at approximately 80% availability. However, availability and capacity are not ,

,_the same. Availability involves whether a unit is available for operation, whereas
!

'

w_lpacity involves not only whether the unit is available but also at what degree of
'. .

.
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Q maximum' capability it is operating. Also, although Palisades originally commenced

epsrations in December,1971, it has had many difficulties and,- therefore, use of an

80% capacity factor is unrealistic. .

The Attorney General also challenges Staff's redispatch on the grounds that-

Staff's pricing of economy energy at $16.22 per megawatt hour was excessive. Actually,

the record discloses that the price of $16.22 to be quite reasonable since the price

for economy energy from The Detroit Edison Company was $20.36 per megawatt hour in

June, 1974; $21.15 per megawatt hour in July,1974; and $22.00 per megawatt hour in

, Augus t, 1974.

The final challenge to be considered concerns Staff's assumption in the instant ,'

*
.. .

case that Applicant would purchase 100% of i ts economy energy from The Detroit Edison
..

Companh. The Attorney General sets this assumption against Staff's assumption in

A)se No. U-4570-that The Detroit Edison Company would hell Applicant only 30i; of(
t'his power. Although this shows an- inconsistency this inconsistency is not relevant

to 'the ins tant case. Staff's presumption in the instant case is important only as a

, method of determining a reasonable expected cost that Applicant would have to pay
'

.

for economy energy. As was earlier indicated, the price of $16.22 per megawatt hour

is indeed reasonable. Whether or not Staff's assumption is proper that The Detroit

Edison Company will sell Applicant only 30% of this capacity is a matter for considera- ,

.

tion in Case No. U-4570 and not in this instant case.

In addition'to the reasons already stated for adoption of Staff's redispatch,

.the Attorney General's redispatch is, in particular, inappropriate for adoption in

this case.- As was previously indicated, the Attorney General's use of an 80% capacity

factor for- Palisades is unrealistic. Also, Mr. Wiskup utilized some of Applicant's

generating units more than their maximum expected capacity and even utilized the
.O
(,!ampbell fl . Unit at nore than i ts actual availability. As a result, Mr. Wiskup's

redispatch shows Applicant generating an inordinately large amount of power f rom its
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Furthermore, since Mr. Wiskup indicated an excessive amount o'f nativesystem.

f gInsration he had to make' increased usage of Applicant's higher cost units even though

I) ' lower cost interchange power purchases were available. Also, the cost of the small
p'
. . cmount of interchange power shown in Mr. Wiskup's redispatch.was u'nrealistically low'

. ($9 53 per megawatt hour) . Furthermore, Mr. Wiskup's use of Applicant's similated
4

dispatch was improper since his methodology for redispatch was fondamentally different

from Applicant's approach.

in view of Applicant's lack of any real contest of Staff's redispatch and in;

view of-the advantages of Staff's redispatch, the Commission does not find it necessary

j to. discuss the reasons for rejecting Applicant's_redispatch.
- .

,

!

Summary of Net Operating income Adiustments

The following is a tabulation of ali of the adjustments made to the net operating~

come of Applicant:

NET OPERATING INCOME
.

[ Electric Net Operating income $ 87,459,000

i -Annualize Electric Rate increase 14,377,000
'

Group Hospital Insurance increase ( 211,000)

Employee Mileage Reimbursement increase ( 102,000) -

: ' Gasoline increase
' ( 36,000)

( 304,000)'

Research and Development
_ Year-End Depreciation Expense ( 698,000)

( 2,747,000),

| Real and Personal' Property Tax increase 2

f ( 172,000)
,' FICA Tax Increase,

Elimination of income Tax Deduction for Sales Promoti'on ( 215,000). 5
Deductible Taxes Capitalized Based on Year-En'd Level of Operations ( 174,000)

Proposed increase in-Appliance RepairServiceChargj 106,000 -

*

Secondary Capacity Equalization 329,000

Michigan Franchise Tax increase ( 236,000);

! cDepreciation Adjustment for Plant Obsolescence ( 2.133,000);

Postal Rate' increase ( 130,000)
( 2,910,000)

|. . Wage andfRelated Pension Cost increase
| Profit on Reacquired Securities 1,102,000
j ' Income Tax Effect on Pro Forms Financing 7,189,000'

Advertising '95,000'

Charitable. Contributions and Donations 26,000-

; 7
-0-arnings Erosion Allowance

% 11owance_for Funds used Du' ring Construction 15,523,000*

4

Electric Revenue Adjustment Applicable to Year-End Level of Operation -0-

Sale of'Ludington Pumped Storage Capacity to Commonwealth Edi. son 2,591,000-
Pumping Rate increase-

'

~

-0-
; .

,
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er Operation and Maintenance Expense Based on Year-End Level
f Operations $( 648,000)

k; Ispatch and Fuel Adjustments ('1,803,000)
Nonjurisdictional Transactions With Commonwealth Edison Company -0-

Unbilled Revenue -0.
.

Total $116,318,000

Jurisdictional Amount $113,423,000

IX.

EARNINGS EROSION

Applicant requests in this case that it be granted an earnings erosion allou-

ence of $35,0.00,000. The Staff and the Attorney General oppose the granting of a -

s:parate. earnings erosion allowance in their respective cases.

Although Staff has not recommended a sqparate earnings erosion, it has recognized

problem by its approach of considering certain changes in cost or revenues occur-

Ting up to nine months beyond the end of the test year. These changes which Staff

has considered are as follows:

(1) Reasonable quantifiable action resulting fro.m other pending or
_

completed proceedings that will become effective during the*

9-month period.

(2) Cost level increases arising from wages or property taxes to the
extent they cannot be offset.

(3) Changes in embedded cost of debt and preferred stock along with an
adjustment for the income tax effect of the rate of return
determination.

(4) Changes in the rate used to compute the allowance for funds used
^

during construction.

.

(5) Changes in plant in service and construction work in progress as a
result of new generating units going on line.

forthermore, Staf f also claims that an allowance for working capital constitutes an

(7ning:, cro:, ion in the instant case.
r ;

nj

Dy approving Staf f's position of looking forward nine months beyond the test ,

|
1

1
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r to approve major changes that are reasonably indentifiable, the Commission
[/ . .x_

rccagnizes it has, in effect, granted Applicant an earnings'crosion allowance. The

Commission, however, is not in accord with Staff's position that the allowance for

working capital constitutes an earnings erosion in the instant case.

- The Commission spoke of the matter of earnings crosion in Case No. U-4332 in

which it stated at page 25 of the Opinion and Order:

"The Commission has expressed its concern in several recent rate
orders as to how it can deal with the problem of utilities,

particularly electric utilitics, being unable to earn the authorized
rate of return on common equity after a rate order goes into effect.
Rising costs of operation, particularly labor costs in the case of
telephone utilities and new investment and fuel costs in the case
of electric utilities, have resulted in Michigan utilities earning

less than the rate.of return this Commission has found reasonable
and authorized. To give this current problem a title, the
Commission has called it ' Earnings Erosion'.

The current period of inflation and higher costs of new productive
facilities has caused this Commission to grant one large rate

{ increase af ter another over relatively short intervals in recent

v years. At some future point, if inflation and fuel cost increases
abate or technilogical innovations increase productivity, frequent
rate increases may become unnecessary. Until there is a cost
break-through, however, electric utility rates will continually be
forced upward and companics will experience earnings erosion. It

is necessary for this Commission to reduce the impact of erosion, _

thus, assuring that the companics will be able to attract billions
of dollars of new capital to Michigan to provide the state with
adequate electric supply."

The problems causing earnings erosion which the Commission mentioned in its order
.

In Case No. U-4332 continue to. exist and in fact have increased. New generating plant
.

which will come on line has a much higher cost per unit than the embedded cost of

capacity. For instance, when Applicant's new unit, Karn 3, comes into service in the

.immediate future, the average investment per kilowatt of capacity will increase from

$104 per kilowatt of capacity depreciated in 1973 to $178 per kilowatt of capacity.

The tremendous size and complexity of newer units has caused unusual difficulties
,

obtaining operational reliability. For example, the Palisades Nuclear Plant has not
v

yat operated as' anticipated and its future is questionable. Although the Palisades

.
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U.blem has been removed from this case by treating it as operating at 65% of

capacity, the Palisades situation is illustrative of the problem.

Another facet of rising costs pointed out in Case No. U-4332 is the higher cost
,

.

of financing be3,q experienced by Applicant. The Commission's recognition of the

.vsry substantial interest cost incurred by Applicant in 'its 1974 issuancd of debt by

including .this in Applicant's overall rate of return helps alleviate the problem.
,

Fur thermore, the recent reduction in interest cost is also helpful. Nevertheless, it*

is still most likely that the cost of issuance of debt, in the immediate and foresee-

able future, will exceed Applicant's. authorized rate of return approved in this case.

The problem related to the national energy crisis mentioned ik Case No. U-4332
'

has in large part come to pass. Energy conservation programs have resul ted in decreased
.

sales and-sales growth. The cost of fuci has risen drastically and much of this cost
Furthermore,

p;nnot be passed on to Applicant's customers by a fuel adjustment clause.
b the recent s'ettlement between the coal industry and the United Mine Workers will un-

1

doubtedly raise the cost of coal in the immediate future.

Applicant has made definite ef forts to decrease i ts costs by drastically reducing

its construction budget and by decreasing i ts work force. In spite of these efforts (
I'

the problem of earnings erosion increases as is most forcefully shown by Applicant's

inability to issue debt, preferred and comrna stock. .

?

For all of these- reasons, the Commission recognizes that Ar.plicant must be pro-

vided with an amount for earnings erosion even above that which has been indicated

appropriate by Staff through its policy of recognizing changes nine months uyond the

test year.

Applicant has indicated on the record that Staf f's approach to earnings crosion ,
.

does not recognize all changes causing earnings erosion. Mr. John Kluberg, Applicant's

x lhief financial and policy witness in this case, pointed out that Staf f's approach does

I not recognize approximately $52,000,000 of net electric plant put into service during |

-Page-38
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4 he ' period January 1 to August 31, 1974. Mr. Kluberg further states that the rate

return requirement of'this increased plant, plus related income and property

tcxes as well as depreciation, amounts to over $11,000,000. Through interpolation
.

h2 claims that this earnings attrition will be approximately $16,500,000 by year-
'

,cnd 1974. Addition of this amount to Staff's revenue deficiency of $56,068,000

would, according to Mr. Kluberg, demonstrate a revenue deficiency of $72,568,000.

Although the Commission earlier indicated its denial of Applicant's proposed down-

ward adjustment to net operating income to reflect expenses which will be incurred as

a result of the new billing practice rules, the Commission recognizes that these will,

constitute an expense to Applicant. Even though'this amount is not identifiable in
.

precise amount, its effect on e'arnings erosion should be recognized.

The impact of carnings erosion is also indicated by Applicant's exhibits which

'

have show that for the years 1971, 1972 and 1973 the extent to which earnings available

[^')vefallenshortofthe12.12%rateofreturnauthorizedbytheCommission. Although
V

Staff argues that this approach to earnings erosion does not take into account an

adjustment to annualize the effect of 'the rate increase in 1973 or the net cost of

replacement power for the Palisades Plant in 1973, still sizable earnings erosion is -

Indicated. Furthermore, the Commission is convinced that this problem has increased

es indicated by Applicant's depressed financial picture.
.

The dismal performance of Applicant's stocks and . bonds is readily apparent. Its T
.

interest coverage is below 2.0 times, thus prohibiting the issuance of any new bonds,

llew preferred stock cannot be issued since its after-tax preferred dividend ratio

is well below the minimum 1.5 times required by its Articles of incorporation.

Applicant's carnings per share on its stock for the 12 months ending September 30, 1974

was only $1.43 per share. Also, the price of Applicant's common stock has been below

10.00 per share, the stock's par value. Applicant is legally prevented by the Michigan

usiness Corporation Act from issuing any common stock below its par value.

Therefore,- as a result of the above considerations, in an, attempt to improve
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plicant's financial picture, and so that both present and future ratepayers of
reasonable rates, thepplicant may be provided with sufficient electric service at

,.

Commission concludes that an earnings crosion allowance of $10,000,000 is properly

includable in this Opinion and Order. In so doing, the Commission wishes to make*

itit absolutely cicar that it shall be watching Applicant closely to see that

makes good use of the increased revenues authorized in this Opinion and Order.

Rightfully or wrongfully, Applicant has received substantial criticism for its

financial performance and judgments in the recent past. Much of this criticism

has been related both to the Palisades Nuclear Piant and the Marysville Gas
.

Reformation Plant, which the Commission is presently investigating.
.

The' Conhission expects that Ipplicant will use the increased revenues in such

a manner as to provide adequate electric service to its customers at the lowest

possible cost. In the event that it does not, or tha't the Commission finds any of
e-
(3,)plicant's decisions objectionable, the Commission shall not hesitate to let this

fcct be known to the citizenry and bring Appilcant to task for its. shortcomings.

X. -

REVENUE DEFICIENCY-
.

The following table shows the revenue deficiency in Applicant's electric
[.

operations based upon the foregoing determination of the Commission in this

Opinion and Order:
.

r
f

.

(n)
/
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Rate Base $ 1,746,713,000

Rate of Return 8.06%'

x_/ ,

$ 140,785,068Required flet Operating income 'e
,

Adjusted flet Operating income $ 113,423,000
,

liet Operating income Deficiency $ 27,362,068
.

Tax Factor 2.086'

Revenue Deficiency before Earnings
Erosion Allowance $ 57,077,274

Earnings Erosion Allowance $ 10,000,000

Required increase in Annual Revenues $ 67,077,274

~

XI.

RATE STitVCTUff'

O in the instant case, the matter of rate design is a bl hly controverted subject.D
\

i e rate structures proposed by the various parties include, not only the more tradi-

tional approaches to electric rate design, but also innovative approaches such as

" graduated" or inverted rates and rates based on time of day. Also controverted is -

ths manner of applying cost to the rate structure. In addition to the concept of

basing rates on average or historical cost, as has been traditionally used in the

olectric industry, the methodology of marginal cost pricing, or prices based on the 5

increased cost of adding an additional kilowatt of energy to the system, has been

presented and recommended for adoption. Adoption of inverted rates, time of day
.

pricing or marginal cost pricing by this Commission would apparently be a first in

this country.

Before discussing the specific recommendations made by the various parties, an

dication of their overall positions is in order. First, Applicant propcscs to remain !

|

thin the overall' structure approved by this Conmission in Case !!o. U-4332. This
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tructure basically involves flat rates for residential customers and declining -

'

ck rates for commercial and Industrial customers, both of which are based on
; ..

cvarage cost methodology.-

The Staff, on the other hand, recommends adoption of inverted rates for resi-

dential customers and time of-day pricing for Applicant's primary industrial and

commercial customers. The Public Interest Research Group in Michigan (PIRGIM) also

cdvocated inverted rates for residential customers but more steeply graduated than
. .

proposed by Staff.

Intervenors Environmental Defense Fund, Inc., and the West Michigan Environmental

Council (hereinaf ter jointly referred to as EDF) recommended that the Commission
"

adopt the theory of marginal cost pricing and also advocated rates based on time of day.
,

,

Intervenor General Motors, like Applicant, reconnended retention of the average

cost approach for setting rates as well as retention of declining block rates for

(g, amcrcial and industrial customers. General Motors otso recommended reallocating:
-

cny rate increases between Applicant's varic0s. classes of customers on the basis of

cqualized rates of return. Furthermore, General Motors supported the principal en-

, tJtled "Zero Fuc1" whereby only fixed costs would be assigned among the various rates;
-

thus, removing the cost of fuel from rate design consideration.-

Residential Rates .

Appilcant proposed residential rates that include a service charge and a flat

en:rgy charge. Applicant requests that the residential service charge be calculated

in a manner consistent with the methodology adopted by the Commission in Case No. U-5332

so that costs of metering, service drop and customer billing would be covered in the

service charge. Applicant claims that its proposed service charge covers these costs
.

,_but the service charge proposed by Staff'does not.
| ,

!_! On the other hand, the Staff proposes " graduated" or inverted rates plus a
4

service charge for the residential class of service. Specifically, the Staff proposes |
1

-
.
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aduation of the residential rates into three usage blocks: 0 to 500 kilowatt

9ours per month, 501 to 1000 kilowatt hours per month and over 1000 kilowatt hours

p;r nonth. Under these rates residential users would pay more per kilowatt hour if
'
.i

,

,

uscge is in the higher blocks than lower. Staff justifics its residential proposal

upon a concept of revenue optimization by which Applicant may recoup its long-run

costs.

Applicant challenges Staf f's proposed rates as not consistent with cost of

s:rvice methodology, that their customer I'mpact it severe, that the rates may have

cdverse effects on certain of Applicant's lower income customers, that Staff's

cconomic justification for graduated rates is incorrect and that the revenue impact
. .

of graduated ' rates is unclear in view of the current cicercase in sales to Applicant's

higher use residential customers.
,

Intervenor EDF, al though it recommends marginal cost pricing, opposes Staff's
/ 4

( j oposed graduated rates. EDF claims that marginal cost pricing is not based on

the ancunt of power consumed, but rather upon the time of its consumption. EDF also

claimed that Staf f's proposed residential rates would of fer no incentive for rate-

payers to shi f t consumption from on peak to of f-peak.
'

EDF, although it did not propose specific rates for residential customers,

recommends an immediate study of the innplementation of time-of-day rates for resi-
.

Td:ntial customers. It fdrther recommends that optional time-of-day tariffs be made
'

cva11able to residential and other customers'who are willing to bear the additional

:netering cos ts. Finally, it recommends usage of seasonal rates for Applicant's
,

customers since Applicant and The Detroit Edison Company both economically dispatch

their generating systems, and since the systems so dispatched have a sunmer peak.

The Conynission concludes that Applicant's flat residential rates should be
'

itained, uThe Commission's rejection of the concept of inverted rates proposed by'
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St;ff and PIRGlH comes only af ter serious consideration. The Commission commends

effandPIRGlHforprov'idingthisinnovativeapproachforstructuringratesbut,
d

Ct 1 cast, at the present time the Commission cNncludes that inverted rates are not

cdvisabic.

Although the studies conducted by Staff witness, Dr. Hasso Bhatia, indicated
,.

that during a five year period the larger use blocks of Applicant's residential
~

customers have been growing at a faster rate than the smallcr usage blocks, projec-

tion of this into the future is questionable. During the past year anticipated

growth in residential saics has not materialized. According to Applicant's study,
,

it is the new and smaller user who contributed to growth during this period. Also,
.

cven during the five year period of Dr'. Bhatia's study the volume in customer growth

come from the larger use blocks.

In addition, it is unknown whether inverted rates would ef fect an elasticity of
,

)sumption in the higlier use blocks. If the higher use customers actually decrease

their usage of cicctricity, as Mr. Climer's study indicates th. t they have aircady

done, Staff's proposed inverted rates would not result in revenue optimization and

might indeed have the opposite effect. -

In addition to the question of revenue optimization, the Commission questions

whether Staff's proposed blocks for its inverted rates are equitabic. Although

Staff has not proposed its graduated rates on the basis of income of its customers, 5

some interesting comparisons may be made. Ratepayers owning second or seasonal homes -

could receive comparatively lower electric bills since each of their homes are

s parately actcred. On the other hand, as was evidenced by the cross-examination of

the Intervenor Mrs. Myrtle Roby, certain of Applicant's low income rustomers could

receive comparatively high rates because of their relatively large usage of cicctric-

/' I'urthermore, farmers, since they are high users of electricity and are under Ap-'y.

plicant's residential rates, could have their bills substantially increa:,cd under Staf f's
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crted rates.

The Commission also ser.lously questions Staff's claim that its inverted rates

would be a form of marginal pricing. EDF's witnesses, Drs. Cicchetti and Turvey,

wh3 strongly advocate the marginal price theory, soundly cri ticize use of inverted
/
lleither of these witr.csses consider inverted rates as consistent with therates, ,

marginal pri ce theory. According to these witnesses marginal cost pricing is re-

Icted to time-of-day pricing. Singe electric plant must be built for the volume

of electric consumption during peak usage, marginal pricing is not related to the

, growth of usage of a particular customer category.
.

In summary, the Commission rejects inverted rates for residen,tial customers at
'

this time since it is not convinced that revenue optimization will result f rom such

The Commission is not convinced that such rates are consistent with therates.

ncept of marginal cost pricing as is claimed by Staff and, finally, the Commission

is concerned wi th the equity of Staf f's proposed inverted rates.
.

Turning now to Applicant's request that tha service charge be sufficient at

least to include cost of metering, service drops and the customer service charge,
-

. the r emission does not deem it appropriate to increase the service charge to the

level requested by Applicant. The Commission does find merit in Staff witness
.

Mr. Abramson's comment that kilouctt hour sales have grown more rapidly than number ,

$-

of customers so that placing emphasis of a rate increase on the service charge is ~|

?

)non-optimal in terms of future revenues.

|

Commercial and Industrial Rates

Applicant's proposal .or commercial and industrial rates basically anounts tof

r.aintaining the existing rate schedule relationships and increasing the prices. -

1

( iarc are exceptions to this proposition, however. Fi rst, Applicant proposes to |
'

\_-
increase the rates of commercial and industrial space heating Rate Gli and commercial |

cnd industrial water heating' Rate li and simultaneously close these rates to new~
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liness. Second, Applicant proposes ,to climinate commercial and industrial

asonal Rate G and place the customers currently taking that servico into other

cppropriate commercial and industrial rates. Since there was no opposition ex-

pressed as to this latter proposal, the Commission approves it.

Staf f, in comparision to Applicant, proposes substantial revision of Applicant's

coornercial and industrial rate structure. First, Staff proposes to apply flat rates

to Applicant's commercial and industrial General Service Rate B.' This proposal is

bcsed on a lack of showing as to ar, cost of service differentials between small

volums and larger volume customers in that rate schedule. No participants in this

c:sc took exception with this proposal so the Conunission therefore adopts it. Staff
.

elso p'roposes elimination of two blocks of Applicant's commercial and industrial

Rate C. This proposal was based on the principle that this rate should be stream-

ed and only cost Justi fied differentials should be" maintained. No participants

in the case took exceptions to this proposal so the Cor.wission also approved it.

The major and most controversial rate proposals of Staff relate to Applicant's

primary vol tage commercial and industrial rates. Staff proposes that commercial
.

cnd industrial Ratcc D, F and J be placed on time-of-day pricing and that ' revenues

,from these rates be diverted from energy charges to demand charges. Also, Staff

recommends incorporating existing Rate F Into its new proposed Rate D. In its time- .

.

'

of-day p Icir.g system, Staf f recommends that a four mill per kilowatt hour dif fer-
.

cntial should exist between on peak and of f peak energy charges. Staff also indicated

.thet the demand charges on Applicant's existing primary and industrial and commercial

rates are inadequate cost wise in comparison with the energy charges. S taf f, there-

forc, has proposed to divert revenues from these energy charges to demand charges.

s a result of that proposal, Staff claimed that Rate D was now appropriate cost wisc

r all types of customers in the primary service class, and therefore, the rationale

for separate Rate F no longer existed. Accordingly, cur.tomrs currently taking service

Page %
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I der Rote F should be incorporated into Staff's new proposed Rate D.

Staff takes exception with Applicant's proposal to sharply increase and

simultaneously close to new business its commePcial and industrial space heating

cnd water heating Rates GH and H, since ' Staff claims that these rate classifications

cra potential users of a remote control service.

Although both Applicant and General Motors Corporation agreed with the theoretical

concept of time-of-day pricing, both parties expressed objection to its adoption at

this time. On the other hand, intervenor EDF cxpressed the opinion that time-of-day

pricing for large commercial and industrial customers should be immediately imple-

mented but claimed that Staff proposal was incorrect since it placed substantial

portions of Applicant's revenues i,n demand rather than energy charges. The EDF took

the position that virtually all of Applicant's revenues from such industrial customers

should be received through a two-tiered pricing system which would provide for a single

peak charge and off peak charoc.

Intervenor General Motors Corporation takes exception to the abovementioned EDF

position and submits that climination of demand charges would be counter productive

, since customers would be given no incentive to control their level of maximum demands
-

during the on peak periods, thus worsening the system load factor and resulting in

increased rather than decreased costs. Coth Applicant and Staff agreed with General

Motors Corporation in this regard.

Hooker. Chemicals and Plastics Corporation, the Upjohn Company, Burdox, Inc., and

th: Dow Chemical Company, which all made unsworn presentations under Consnission

Rule 16, take issue with Staff's position to eliminate existing Rate F. These

corporations, all of whom receive electric power under Applic. int's Rate F, claim that

they, because of their uniform Icvel of use would be unable to take advantage of a

( c-of-day pricing provision. These corporations also claimed that electric energy

costs amount to a substantial portion of their total cccts and that substantial price
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~;ases resulting from implementation of Staff's propo, sal to,climinate Rate F[ '/
,

.

-would discourage similar industry.feom locat 59 .n Michigan, as well as discouraging
2 .

~

existing Rate F customers from staying in Michigan.
.

Another time-of-day disputed consideration concerns the appropriate selection:

of on peak and off peak hours. Staf f urges the adoption of time-of-day pricing of

c' winter on peak period of 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and a summer on peak period of

11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Staff also proposes that the same on peak and off peak

p;riods be appilcable to both deman'd and energy charges. The summer periods pro-

pos:d by Staff include the months of March through September and the winter periods

ccver the period of October through February. .

Applicant claims that Staff's proposed on-peak and off peck h6urs are incorrect.

Applicant claims that, in the event that the Commission implements time-of-day pricing,

the on peak period for energy charges should be broader than the on peak period for

and charges. According to Applicant, the en peak periods for energy charges should

be 8:00 a.m. through 10:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday during the sunner and winter

period and the on peak periods for demand charges should bc 5:00 p.m. through 8: 00 p.m.

for the months of October through February, 10:00 a.m. through 5: 00 p.m. for.the months
'

cf May through August, and for the months of March, April and September the periods

snould be 10:00 a.m. through 3: 00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. through 8: 00 p.m. These on peak
&

danand charges would be applicable to all weekdays and exclude Saturdays, Sundays and
-

_

holidays.

Staff disputes Applicant's proposed separate on peak demand and energy charges

cn the basis that on peak demand and energy charges ought to pivot off the same time>
.

frame so as to not simultaneously provide incentives and disincentives with respect

to customer demands and customer energy consumption. -

g
The Coarnission concludes that time-of-day pricing, as basically proposed by'

Staff, should be instituted for Applicant's primary conracrcial and industrial customers.
*

.
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's pricing concept, which will affect Rates D, F and J, is justifiable since no ,
9Lditionalmeteringcostsarenecessarytoestablishsuchratesandsincethecost!

cfprovidingelectricityisunquestionablyrelEtedtothetimeofitsusage. Time-'

cf-day pricing offers the advantage of giving an incentive to customers to use their

demands during more hours so as to improve their load factors. The use of different ,

chtrges based on the time of day is not only advantageous to Applicant's customars

by cnabling them to reduce their bill by off peak usage, but is also advantageous to

Applicant since shifts in demand or energy'from peak periods will be able to reduce

Applicant's costs as well.

Al though the Commission approves the time-of-day pricing concept, it rejects the
'

proposal of E0r that fixed costs be rolled into the energy charoc. The Commission

likewise rejects the EDF proposal that the.on peak charge be set at the systems long-

run marginal cost and the off peak charge be set at the cost of providing energy ,

/

d ing off peak period. Although the Commission recognizes the marginal cost theory

proposed by EDF, it also recognizes the necd for moderntion in instituting such an

innovative pricing scheme as time-of-day pricing. Such a pricing system the Com-

mission concludes, could have serious effect on the economic climate in liichigan.
'

-

First, the EDF pricing scheme provides for a marked differentiation between on peak
'

cnd off peak rates. Since most businesses operate at icast in part during on pcak

hours, drastic revision in working schedules would be necessary to take advantage'of

cff peak hours. Also, setting ca peak rates at long-run marginal costs would make

such rates tremendously expensive since this would place on on peak users almost the

ntire burden of bringing on line the tremendously expensive new generating units.

Furthermore, the Cor. mission rejects the concept of rolling energy and demand charge

into one since this could have a serious effect on Applicant's system load factor.
,

.

{j The Coamission rejects Applicant's proposal to have separate on peak and of f-
_

p;ak hours for demand charges and energy charges based on time-of-da/. It is the

Conraission's conclusion that this proposal would needlessly complicate rates and
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would mitigato against cus,tomers taking advan'tage of such rates.
J

(''V) in view of Applicant's legitimate criticism of Staff's proposed hours for time-
,

of-day rates, the Commission adopts those hours proposed by Applicant for demand>

.

charges.
. .

.

The significant opposition to Staff's proposal to climinate Rate F has convinced

.the Commission that Rate F should be retained. Rate F customers are to a large degree
.

ideal for Applicant's system because of their high load characteristics. Because of

these characterisitics they utilize considerabic electric power during Applicant's
off peak periods. It is also recognized that Rate F customers are by and large energy

, intensive and, therefore, electric energy constitutes a high proportion of their total

The Commission believes that Staff's pro;>osal to climinate Rate F, therefore,costs.
. .

would increase their costs substantially to the possible detriment not only of these

companics but to the state of Michigan.

However, in spite of the above conclusions, the Commission concludes that, for7s
\ ]
'ruasons already stated, Rate F customers should. bc placed on tirne-of-day pricing since

~

the Commission concludes that even high load customers may have some ability to take

advantage of Applicant's proposed off peak hours. The Commission also concurs with -
.

Staff that these customers have not had their rates increased to a Justifiable degree,

in recent past rate cases. Thereforc, the Commission does approve a proportionally
_ ,

higher increase to Rate F than was recommended by Applicant.
5}.

,

The Commission does not concur with Applicant's proposal to close Applicant's -

.

commarcial and industrial water heating Rates Gil and G to new customers. These cus-

tomers are potential candidates for remote control water heating and, therefore, a

closing of this class would affect that possibility. In accordance with Staff's

request, the Commission directs Applicant to present to the Commission, within 120 days

af ter it.r.uance of this order, a propo:,ed method of perfois. sing an economic ev'aluation
'

(dmarket feasibility of establishin
h[ .

't g remote control water heating.
:
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" Allocation of Rate' increases to Classes of Service;

Intervenor General Motors' Corporation takes exception to Appilcant's and

. Staff'sproposedallocationsoftherateincrcEsesbetweenthevariouscustomer'

classes. it is the position of-this intervenor that such an allocation as proposed

'by Appilcant and Staff causes a further deviation from cost of service than which '

I~

exists under the present tariffs.
~

,

Applicant claims that rate increases to the various classes of customers be

based not only on cost of service, but also on value of service and rate history.

Staff submitted an exhibit comparing current costs with new costs and submitted that

as a result of that analysis weight should be given in the allocation of rate increase,

not only to cost of service, but also to the consideration that new costs of power *
6

. . .
.

supply are roughly applicable on a per unit basis.

General Motors Corporation claims that the "zero fuel" concept should be considered

allocating the proposed rate increase to the various customers. The "zero fuel"

method would allocate' revenues among the various rate classes on the basis of fixed
.

~

costs alone. Fucl costs would be recovered entirely through a fuel adjustment charge.

,
The Conmission rejects General Motors Corporation's request for a reallocation -

of cost simply on the-basis of cost of service. The Commission concludes that historic

cost of service is not the sole basis for allocating costs. In particular the cost of
.

bringing new equipment on. line is a major factor to be considered. Furtheraore, since' k
electric. power is of universal importance to all of Applicant's customers, a realloca-

tion which in effect would markedly increase Applicant.'s residential rates would be

inequitabic.-
.

'

' Turning next to the General Motors Corporation's proposal for "zero fuel"-method

of allocating revenues, the Conmission rejects the same on the same basis priraarily
~

t it rejects Cencral Motors'' proposed reallocatiors of cost. That a "zero fuel"

' method would'hc beneficial to General Motors is readily scen. According to Ceneral

Pooc'51
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Ho.crs, 27% of Applicant's rcvenuas are related to fossil fuel costs. Furthermore,

while only 21% of residential and secondary customers' usago is based on fuct cost

lO% of the primary classes revenues arc so related. Therefore, the "zero fuel"
ost i

msthod would obviously ~1nure to the benefit of the primary classes rather than the

residential or secondary classes of customers.

!
~

- Fuel Cos ts Adjustr.cnts
'

Applicant proposes to "zero out" the fuel cost adjustment clause in these rate

proceedings based on fuel costs considered in Applicant's test year. 1his procedure

results in no charge in Applicant's revenues since it racrcly incorporates the fuei

cost adjustracnt ' charges into the stated rates and resets the base price for future

adjustments at the test year level. Since no party took issue to that position, the

Commission,therefore,*approveszeroingoutthefueladjustnentchause.

/pplicant also proposed that the fuel adjustment clause .hould be instituted on

its street and traffic light rates. Staff took exception to this proposal. The

,,

(jtr.ission rejects Appilcant's proposal to incorporate a fuel adjustmant cleuse in its

street and traffic light rates. Although in general fuel adjustment clauscc are advis-

abic for Applicant's customers, the Commission concludes that they are nct justifiable

for Applicant's street and traffic ligt.t rates. The fuel adjustment clau x , because -

.

of its averaging characteristics, charges all customers for the same fuel cost change

regardless of whether thdy 'onsume electricity on-or off pcah. As was carlier in-c
.

dicated in this Opinion and Order, fuct costs are greater on peak than off peak. T

Since street lighting custo:acrs predominantly use cicctric encroy off peak, inclusion

of a fuct adjustment clause in t_hese rates would result in these customers paying a

higher price for fuel than costs justify.

Time-c_f-Day Pricinn for Anglicant 's Customers

EDF reurrenends that not only should t iren-of-day pricing should be made ef f ective
-s

I ;
'

-.J
-Page 52
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kr Applicant's primary rate customers but, in addi tion, an on-line experiment should

(^,s Ir.1picmented to gauge customer reaction and marketability of time-of-day appli-
t 1

-U '

cability to Applicant's customer classes. As tiic Commission has carlier indicated,

time-of-day hricing does have the definite advantage of equating rates with costs.

However, the economic cost of instituting meters capable of registering electric

usage _ by time-of-day would be a raajor drawback to inplementing time-of-day pricing
.

for other than the primary rates.

The Coranission concludes that an on-line experir.wnt concerning the feasibility

of establishing time-of-day rates for othe~r custorer classifications would be advan-

tageous and, therefore, directs Applicant to submit a plan for such an experiment to

.

the Con:nission within 120 days of this order. Opportunity shall thereafter Sc given to

intere;,ted.partics to'subrai t coments t hercon.

Prompt payment Discount

'

N Staf f has proposed that the existing prompt paymcnt discount be excluded from)
Appilcant's rates in view of the Cov.nission's new billing practice rules. Therefore, t h r.

Commission finds that the prompt payraent discount should be discontinued.

-

Appilance Repoir Service
'

.

Applicant requests that it be authorized to set the level of appliance repair

charges. !!o par'ty has expressed any opposition to this proposed request. In view of
,

?
. the Commission's action in Case No. U-l:257 grant ing The Detroit Edison Coaipany the

sama authori ty- reques ted by Applicant, the Commission deeras that similar authority

should be granted Applicant.

Therefore, the Conuission hereby authorized Applicant to set the icvel of

appliance repair charges; provided, however, that such charges shall be reasonably

related to the actual expense of providing that service in order to achieve a basic
.

al-cven opciation. Subsequent audi ts by Staf f :. hall det ail the revenue and expenses

in:this area no that the Conunission may maintain continuous survaillance of this

page 53' '
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-sMws*cictssiva'revenuesorexp:nsesinthisarea.
-

..,
.

The Commission FillDS that:
m.

Jurisdiction is pursuant to 1909 PA.106, as amended, itCL'A 460.551 et seq.;a. ,

,1919 PA 419, as amended, HCLA 460.51 et seq.; 1939 PA 3, as amended, itCLA 460.1 et

s2q.; 1969 PA 306, as amended,11CLA 24.201 et seq.; and the Coanission's Rules of

Practice and Procedure, 1954 Administrative Code, Supplement l'o. 54, R 460.11 et seq.

b. The statutory requirements of Section 81 of 1969 PA 306, as amenced, have

been complied with' in that an Examincr's Proposal for Decision has been issued and

the parties have been given opportutity to submit exceptions to this Proposal for

Decision. .

'

c. A rate base for Applicant's electric operations of $1,7h6,713,000 is just
'

and reasonabic. -
.

'

d. An overall rate of return of 0.06%, including a return on conmon equiry of

12.12%, is Just and reasonable.
.

e. The adjusted net operating ineccio for the test year in this case should

be $113,423,000.. ~

.

f. The revenue deficiency before carnings crosion allowance is $57,077,274.

g. The carnings erosion allowance should be $10,000,000..- -

'

h. Applicant is experiencing an annual revenue deficiency of $67,077,27h and an

increase in Applicant's electric revenues in that amount is reasonabic and in accordanco

- with other findings and conclusions contained in this order. 5
?

'

I. The Order Granting Partial and immediate Rate Relief issued by the Cor.. mission -

cn September 16,1974, approving electric rates on an interim basis pending the issuance

of this order, was designed to produce additional annual electric revenues in the amount

of.approximately $27,624,000. The collections of' revenues by Applicant under these

Interim electric rates during the period'from Septeuber 17, 1975 to the date of this ,

pdcr -is hereby confirmed an Applicant's bond filed with the Conmission to assuru
k

.

Page 54-
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~

iJ. An increas: in Applicant s annual revenues in the anioiint of $39,453.2jh

( ~:r and above the revenues increase granted to Applicant in the Order Gianting
v

Partial and Irrnediate Rate Relief is just and reasonahic and in accordance with.the I

findings and conclusions contained in this Opinion and Order.

k. The electric rate schedules attached hereto as Exhibit A will increase

Applicant's annual electric operating revenues as aut horized by this, Opinion and

Order and will result in just and reasonable rates and charges for the sale of electric

cncrgy and should be made effective for service rendered on and af ter

1. Applicant should be directed within 120 days of the issuance of this order

to submit a plan for study of the feasibility of installing rcmote control water

heating.
.

m; Ariplic' ant should be directed witiiln 120 days to sub. nit a plaa for an on -lina

study of t|.c feasibility of establishing time of-day rates for all of its rate clast.es

her than those rate classes which have time-of-day rate provisions.
~

All contentions of the parties not herein specifically de:crmined should ben.

rcJccred, the Cormission having given full consideration to all evidence of record

end argur:ents made in arriving at the findings and conclusions set forth in this
. ~

Opinion and Order.

THEREFORE,'lT IS ORDtRED that:

A. Consumers Power is hereby authorized to revisc its rates for electric service

so es to provida an increase in annual elect,ic revenues in the z. mount of $39,453,274

over and above the electric rates approvct' by the Comnission in its Order Granting
.

P:rtial and inrnadiate Rate Rc1ici dated 'icptember 16, 1974.

B. The rate schedules of the Consuucr Power Company, attached hereto as Exhibi t A',

are hereby approved for clectric service rendered on and af ter
~'

C. In conformance wi th Com.nission Order No. D-30.'16, Filing i'rocedurcs,) Consu:acrs
L;'

- I'<'9e 55
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Pf$cf 't$mpany shall promptly file with the Conentssion rate schedules substantially

IthesameasthoseattachedheretoasExhibitA.

~D. Consumers Power Company shall within l'20 days of the issuance of this order
~.-
submit a plan for studyidg the feasibility of installing remote control water heating.

E. | Consumers Power Company shall within 120 days of issuance of this order submit
!

a plan for conducting an on-line study of the feasibility of establishing time-of-day

' , rates for all of its rates clar.scs other than those rate cla'sses which have been

placed on time-of-day pricing by this Opinion and Order.

F. All contentions of the parties not herein specifically detenalncd are hereby

rejected, the Co:miission having given full consideration to all evidence of record

and arguments madr ;a arriving at the findin0s and conclusions set forti in this
.

Opinion and Order.
.

.

The Comission specifically reserves jurisdictirn of the matters herein contained

and the authority to issue such further order or orders as the facts and circo:.istances

h require.
O

HICHIGAl! PllCLIC SCItVICE C0:llilSSION .

i

..

.
-

Cha i rr.:an

.

5 51ssioner 5-

By the Commission and pursuant
to its action of

~
~ ~

Comnissioner

'lts Secretary
.

6
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> . , EXHIBIT A *

-

Sheet Nr. 5.041
bl. P. S. C. No. 7 - F.lectrie
Consumers Power Company

s

p

J*

STANDARD RULES AND IEGULATIONS
(Contfoued from Sheet No. 5.04)*

y/7-7f8
.

12. AppUcation oi Rate: (Continued)

(f) Spedal Afinimum Charges:

Ceness! Secondary Service Rate "B", Cencral Primary Service Rate "B-1" and Socor.dary Renal.: Rate "R 1."

Where the cratomer is billed on open order Rate "B", open order Rate ~B-1" or Secondary Retafe Rato "R l,**
and the use o.' service is seasonal or occasional, or whero equ!pment which creates high demands of moman-
tary duration is used, and the Company continuously maintains distribution facilities (faciuding trar$ formers
for Rate "B" or Rate "R-l* curfomers) primardy for the customer's ladividual use, the sum of the act mocthly

excluding the service charSe it cluded in the rate, shall not be lessbills.,than the following tiinir.rm charge for each contract year or any part thereof.
For Ceneral Secondary Service Rate "B* or General Secondary Rerale Rats "R-I":

$7.00 per kva for the first 10 kva or less of required transformer capad'ty, plus
$2.00 per kva for aH over 10 kva of requind transformer capedty.

For Cencrat Primary Service Rate "B-1"r

$3.50 per kva for the first 10 kva or less of customer-provided transformer capadty, plus
$1.00 per kva for all over 10 kva of customer-provided transfonner capedty.

%1ca 17. any cc:tset year, th- cu>te:ner's e t wv.ithiy IJfi4 totalless it,an the annual minimum charre, the d:i
ference will be billed and paid for at the esl of such contract year. Customers subject to the above Special j

hiinimum Charges shall sign a contract providlog for such minirnum charges for a term of at least ooe yest. j
1

s

-

6
.

.

(Continued ors Sheet No. 5.05)
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Sheet No. 7.00
.

._

.

SCHEDULE OF OFF-PEAK HOURS

.

Provisions governing the application of off-peak hour operation for the several rate schedules are as foDows:

General Secondary Service Rate "C"
not beDemands created in the foUowing periods shall be disregarded provided the billing demand sha

less than 50% of the greatest demand whenever created in such periods, and in no case less than 100
kW:

(1) Calendar months of November. December and January:
(a) Between 8:00 PM and 7:00 AM.

*
*

(2) Calendar months of February. to October, inclusive:
.

(a) Between 3:00 PM and 7:00 AM.*

.
.

(3) All calendar months of the year:
(a) Saturdays, Sundays and holidays designated by the Company.*

.

Comroercial and industrial Primary Service Rate "D", Higli Load Factor Service Rate F.
Primary Electric Furhace Service Rate "J", Primary Resale Service Ra,te "R-3' ,

.

Calendar Months of October through February:

1 (1) The hours between 5:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M. shall constitute the on-
peak periods.'

(2) Demands created in the following periods shan be di: regarded prodded the bining demand shah net-

be less than 331/3% of the greatest den.and whenever created:

(a) Between 8:00 P.M. ,,nd 5:00 P.M. -

.(b). Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
-

|

Calendar months of May through August, inclusive:

(1) The hours between 10 AM and 5 PM shan constitute the on-peak period. ,

(2) Demands created in the fo!!owing periods shall be disregarded provided the bining demands shau not
be less than 33-1/3% of the greatest demand whenever created:

(a) Between 5:On P.M. and 10:00 A.M. H(b) Saturdays. Sundays and holidays. ,

Calendar months of March, April and September:

(1) The hours between 10:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. and 5:00 P.M. and.8:00 P.M.
shall constitute the on-peak period.

(2) Demands created in the following periods shall be disregarded, provided
the billing demands shall not be less than 331/3% of the greatest
demand whenever created.

(a) Between 3 P.M. and 5 P.M. and between 8 P.M. and 10 A.M.'

(b) Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
s

!
.

.

.
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Sheet No. 7 01d%

(

SCIIEDULE OF OFF PEAK IIOURS-

(Continued from Sheet No. 7.00)'

.

.

.

.

% -

,

f,usting Facilities ennitted to take advantage of the above off pcak hour
Customers who, under the Company's rate schedules, are obligated thereby to increne the capacity of its czisting
provisions do so on condition that LI.e Company will not
facilities. ,

.

-|*

IIolidays Designated by the Company '

liolidays det!gnated by the Company shall be those days observed as the following:

New Year's Day Independence Day ThanksgMng Day

hfemorial Day Labor Day Christmas Day
*

and all Monday Holidays Observed by the Company
5

b

4

.

t
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M.F.S.C. Nr. 7 - Electric Shoet No. 8.00
Consumers Power Campery

-
. .

RESIDENTIAL SERVICE
(OFEN ORDER RATE "A")

Avanabilar:
-

-

Open to any customer desiring service for domestic and farm uses, which include only those purposes which
are usual la individual private family dwc!!!ngs, or separately metered spartments, and in the usual
appurtenant buildings served through the residential meter. This rate is not available for commercial or
industrial service, or for resale purposes.

Residences in conjunction with commercial or industrial enterprises; homes or dormitories for groups other
than private family units; spartment buildings or multiple dwellings; and mobile homes in courts may take
service on this rate only under the terms and conditions contained in the Company's Standard Rules and

. Regulations.

Nature of Service: *
.

Alternating current,60 hertz, single phase, 120/240 nominal volts.

Monthly Rate:
.

. Servlee Charse: $2.35 per custocier per month plus,
*

.
,

Emersy Charge: 2.90c per Kwh for all Kwh.
.

Water Heating Service: '
When service is supplied to a Cocipany approved water heater with a tank
capacity of 30 gallons or greater, the rate of 2.40c per Wh shall apply
to 400 Wh, but not to the first 250 Wh per month. This provision for
water heating service is not applicable to the use of electricity as
an occasional or seasonal substitute for another method of water heating. -

.

T

Fuct Cost Adjustment:

n 4 fuel c!suse adjustment sha!! consist of an increase or decrease of.0109 mill per kWh for each
fun / l mill increase or decrease in tbc aversge delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or/

below 8.3& nills per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossilfuelgeneration to the monthly
net generstaon.

De adjustment shall apply to the second billing month fo!!owing the calendar month in which the
fuel is burned.

I
(Continued on Sheet No. 8.01)
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N M.F.S.C. No. 7 - Electric Sheet No. 8.01
Consumers Power Company

.

RATE "A"
(Continued from sheet No. 3.00)

Monthly Rate: (Contd)

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of poliiical subdivisions which levy special taxes license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to

.

share such local increases.

(b) tills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

.

Term and Form of Contreet.

Open order. No written application or contract required.

Rules and Regulations:
.

Service governed by Company's Standard Rules and Regulations.

Service for single phase motors may be included under this rate, provided the individual capacity of such
-

motors does not exceed 5 hp, not the total capacity of 10 hp, without the specific consent of the
Company. .

.

G.

E
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theet No. 8.02M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric ,

Consumers Pov er Company *m
ITa revise Afantioly Rare)

.

RESIDENTIAL ELECTRIC HEATING SERVICE-
(OPEN ORDER RATE "A.1")- ,

.

AvaDabuity:

Open to any customer desiring service for domestic and farm uses, which include only those purposes
which are usual in individual private family dwellings, or separately metered apartments, and in the usual
appurtenant buildings served through the residential meter, provided the customer has permanently
installed and uses electric heating equipment as the primary source of space heating in such dwelling or
apartment. This rate is not available for commercial or industrial senice or for resale purposes.

Residences in conjunction with commercial or industrial enterprises; homes or dormitories for groups
other than private family units; apartment buudings or multiple dwellings; and mobile homes in courts
m:y take service on this rate only under the terms and conditions containe/ 8n the 09:r7any's Standard
Rules and Regulations.

.

Nature of Service:

Alternating current,60 hertz, single phase, 120/240 nominal volts.

Monthly Rate:

Service Charge: $2.35 per customer per month plus,

Cl Energy Charge: 2.90c per Kwh "for the first 600 Kwh plus,
7.75c per W h for all over 600 Kwh during'the months of
November through May,
2.90c per Kwh for all over 600 Kwh during the months of
June through October.

Water Heating Service:

When service l's supplied to a Company approved water heater with a tank capacity of 30 gaUons or
'

greater, the rate of 2.40c shau apply to 400 kWh, but not to the first 250 kWh per month. This
provision for water heating service is not applicable to the use of electricity as an occasional or
seasonal substitute for another method of water heating.

.

Fuel Cost Adjustment:

The fuel clause adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 mill per kWh for each
full .01 mill increase or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossa fuel burned monthly above or

* below 8.3r 01s per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossa fuel generation to the monthlym
net generation.

The adjustment shan apply to the second billing month foUowing the calendar month In which the
fuel is burned.

.

p. (Continued on Sheet No. 8.03)
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Sheet No. 8.03
AI.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
Consumers Power Company

.

A RATE "A l" .

(Continued from Sheet No. 8.02)
,

blonthly Rate:(Contd)

Tax Adjustment:*

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which Icvy special taxes, license fees'

or rental * against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of c!cctric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compe!!cd to
share such localincreases.

.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of ciectrical energy.

blinimum Charge:

The service charge included in the rate.
.

.

* Term and Form of Contract:

Opea ondcr. No written application or contract required.
;

Rules and Regulations:'
.

Service governed by Company's Standard' Rules and Regulations.

Service for single phase motors may be included under this rate, provided the individual capacity of such ,

motors does not exceed 7.5 hp, nor the total capacity of 15 hp, without the specific consent of the
|

, Company.

.

.

t

O
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Sheet No. 9.00
t1.F.S.C. No. 7 - Elect Ic
Conasmers Fower comoanya

GENERAL SECONDARY SERVICE .

(OFEN ORDER RATE **E")
.

.

Avellability:
Open to any customer desiring secondary voltage service. This rate is also available for serefce to any

the ' Company elects to provide one transformation from the available primary
customer wheredistribution voltage to another primary voltage desired by the customer. 'lhis rate is not available for
auxiliary or standby service, for streetlighting service or for resa!c purposes.s"

Nature of Service:
Alternsting current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the partirular nature of the voltage in each

a
T

case to be determined by the Company.

; $,. Monthly Rate:
Service Charge: $3.25 per customer per month plus,

.

'

Energy Charge: 4.60c per Kwh for all Kwh,
.

.

.

:[d Fuel Cost Adjustment:
.s
Y n: fuel c!:u:e :div:! ment th*H eensist of an Incm.e or derveau of .0109 miH per kWh for each
' full.01 md! increase or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or

below 8.38milla per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly
net generation.

The adjustment shz!! apply to the second billing snonth following the calendar month in which the
,

fuelis burned.'*

i
.

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of e!cetric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to ;

share such local increases.
~

(b) Dills shan be increased to offset :ny new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy. ,

,

MIntraum Charse:
Special Minimum Charges shall be billed in

.

accordance with Rule 12(f).

Delsyed Payment Charge:

A delsyed payment charge of 2% of the tc,tal net bill, but not less than 20d, shall be added to any
bill which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereon.

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.01)
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M.F.5.C. No. 7 - Electrie .%eet No.10.00
Consumers Power Company

GENERIL PRIMARY SERVICE
(OFEN ORDER RATE "B-1").

.

*Availability:

Open to any customer desiring primary voltage service. His rate is not available for auxElary or standby
service, for streetlishting service or for resale purposes.

Nature of servlee:

Alternating cunent,60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each case to
be determined by the Company.

,

Monthly Rate:

Service charse: $3.25 per customer per month plus,

.

Energy Charse: 4.00c per Kwh for all Kwh
*

.

.

Fuel Cost Adjustment:s ,

The fuel c!!vre edinstment shall candst of an lanese or <fecrease of .0100 mi!! par kWh far each
fu!! .01 rnalincrease or decrease in the average delivered co:t of fos:i! fuel burned monthly =bove or
below 8.38muls ser kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly,

net generation.

The adjustment shall apply to the second billing month foDowing the calendar month in which the fuel
is burned. .

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees or
rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such locallacreases. p

(b) Bills shau be incressed to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy. -

Minimum Charge:

'

accordance with Rule 12(f).

Delayed Payment Charge:3

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill, but not less than 20g,shall be added to any bill
which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereon.

' A
Q fcontinued on sheet No.10.01)
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She:t Ns.11.00
M.PJ.C. No. 7 - Electric
Conmemera Fever Compentp

GENERAL SECONDARY SERVICE
(OFTIONAL RATE "C")'

-
.

Avans*.,111ty:

Open to any customer desiring secondary voltage service where the billing demand is 5 kW or more. This
raie is also available for service to any customer where the Compar.y elects to provide one
transformation from the available primary distnbution voltage to another primary voltage desired by the
customer. This rate is not availab!c for streetlighting service or for resale purposes.

,

Nature of Service:

Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each'
.

case to be determined by the Company.

Monthly Rate:
f

Capacity Charge: $-)l.00 per customer per month, which shall include the
first 5 KW of billing demand, |
$5.00 per KW for all over SKW of billing demand.

I
Energy Charge: 1.90c Per Kwh for the first 200 KWh per KW of billing-

demand,
1.5c per Kwh for the excess.

!
-

Fu:1 Cert Adjustm-nt:

The fuel clause adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 mill per kWh for each
full .01 millincrease or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or
below8.38 mills per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly
net generation.

The adjustment shall apply to the seco' d billing month following the calendar month in which the
'

n

fuelis burned.

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals epinst the Compsny's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale cf electric
energy, to offset such'special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to ;
share such local increases.

-

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any'

governrnental authority upon the Compsny's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Minimum Charge:

The capacity charge included in the rate.

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any bill which is not paid on
or before the due date shown thereon.

.

O (Continued on Sheet No.11.01)
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> , ' sheet N2. Et an

M.F.S.C. N:.1 - Electrie
..

. *

Consumera Fower Cornpany

d
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

PRBiARY SERVICE
(CONTRACT RATE "D")

.
.

Avadabilityt

Open to any custorner desiring primary voltage service for commercial or industrial use where the billing
demand is 25 kW or more. This rate is not available for streett!ghting service or for resale purposes.

Nature of Service:

Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage la each
case to be determined by ti:e Company.

Monthly Rate:

Capacity Charge: $5.55 per KW for the 1st 2,000 KW of billing demand,
$4,60 per KW for the next 18,000 KW of billing demand, |

'

$3.85 per KW for all over 20,000 KW of billing demand.

l

Energy Charge: 1.40c per Kwh for all Kwh used during the on-peak period,
* '

1.00c per Kwh for all Kwh used during the off-peak period..

.

(The on-peak and off-peak periods are set forth on the " Schedule of off-
peak hours" Sheet 7.00)

Fuel Cost Adjustment:

The fuel clause adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 mill per kWh for each
full .01 rnillincrease or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or
below 8. 38 mills per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly
net generation.

The adjustment shall apply to the second billing rnonth following the calendar month in which the -

fuel is burn-d.

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license
fees or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and,4r sale of
electrle energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being -

compelled to share such localincreases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any _

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Minimum Charge:,

The capacity charge included in the rats.

Delayed Fayment Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any bill which is not paid on
or before the duc date shown thereon. 4

.

(Continued on Sheet No.14.01)
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Sheet No.14.on

\

.

.

RATE *D" '
,

(Continued froom Sheet No.14.00)

Bi&g Demande
1. ne bihg demand shall be the kilowatts (kW) supplied during the 15. minute period of mutmum use in the

bibg month edituted for off. peak hour operaflon as specified below, but not less than 60% of the h!ghest bin.
Ing demand of the preceding 11 months, nor less than 25 kW.

.

'
.

. . . . . , . . . . - -

Adjustment for Off. Peak Ifour Operatfoon
Demands created dudcg off peak bours designated by the Company in the Company's current " Schedule of Off.
Peak lloun' (Sheet 7.00) shall be disregarded provided the bihg demand shall not be less than 33%% of the
greatest demand created la such off. peak hours

I'

N
. . . . . . . , , . _ ,

Adjustment for rower eactors .

nIs nie requires a drtercunation cf the =wes se W cr facter = ate.tr.L ed by the eastomer bring the h;%g period.
Such escrage power factor wd be determined through rnetering of lagging kilovarhours and kilow-tthours during the
bibg period. The calculated ratio of lagging kilovarbours to kilowatthours will then be converted in the average
power factor for the bihg period by using the appropriate conversion factor. Whencoer the acerage power factor
s uring the billing period is aboue .839 or beloso .600, the capacity charge u;ill be adiusted as follouw:*

(a) If the average power factor during the b1Lg pedod is .900 or higher, the capacity charge wi!! tse reduced by
2%. %Is credit shall not in any ca o be used to reduce the prescribed mlalmun. charge or the capacity charge

-

when based upoo 60% of the h!shest bl%g demand of the proceding 11 months.

(b) If the average power factor during the billing period ts less than .800, the copocity charge win be increased by
the ratio that .500 bears to the customes's average power factor dudag the bihg period.

Term and Form of Contracts h
&f!nimum tenn of coo year on uvitten centract.

-

e

'

(Continued on Sheet No.1102)
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* s Shcet Ns. I6.00
M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric *
Consumers Power Campany ,.

ss
-

.

a.OMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL.

PRIMARY II!Gil LOAD FACTOR SERYlCE .

(OPTIONAL, CONTRACT RATE "F") .

- .

AvailabDity:

Open to any customer desiring primary voltage service for commercial or industrial use where the billing
demand is 100 kW or more.This rate is not available for streetlighting service or for resale purposes.

j;
Nature of Service: ,

Alternating cu'trent,60 herts, single phase, or three phase, the particular nature of the voltagt in each case
to be eletermined by the Company.

Monthly Rate:.

Capacity Charge: $6.00 per KW for the first 2,000 KW of billing demand,
$5.10 per KW for the next 18.,000 KW of billing demand,
$4.35 per KW for all ove,r .20,000 KW of billing denand.*

.-. ... . .
,

Energy Charge: 1.300 per L.5 for all Kwh used during the on-peak period,
.9c per Kwh for all Ewh used during the of f-peak period.

.

,' Fuel Cost Adjustment:

1.Se fuel clause :.|justment sle.11 sor.sist of an incre::: cr dae:ea:e cf .0109 mi!! per kWh for eacl. full
.01 mill increase or decrease in the average delivered mst of funil fuel burned racathly abov: cr belove

8.38 mills per kWii adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the montidy net
'

generation.

. The adjustment shall apply to the second billing month foUowing the calendar month in widch the fuel
is burned.

. .

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within thelimits of political subdivisions whichlevy special taxes,lleense fees or
rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of ciectric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby preveat other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

h(b) Di!!s shau be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Minimum Charge:

The capacity charge included in the rate.

Delayed Payment Charge:
.

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any bill widch is not paid on or
before the duc date shown thereon.

a
(Continued on Sheet No. I 6.01)_
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4.f. F. 5. C. No. 7 - Electrie ,*
Elshth Revised Sheet No.10.03*

e nsumers Power Co npany Cancelling Seventh T :vlsed Sheet No.10.01x
)g -

.
. .

RATE *F
(Centfaued fram $1 met No.16.00)

Bibs Demands
1. th bi%g demand shall be the kilowatts (kW) supplied during the 15. minute period.of maximum use to the.c

bibg month adjusted for off. peak hour operation as specif.'ed.Alow, but not less than 60% of the highest i
billing demand of the preceding 11 snonths, nor less.than 100 kW.

.

.

.

AdjeErnent for Off Feak Hour Operations .
*

ands created during off. peak hours designated by the Company in the Company's curmnt " Schedule of Off- .

De '

Peak ifobis" (Sheet No. 't.00) shaU be disregarded provided the bicing demand shall not he fear thaa 13 % % of
she greeteat demand created in such off. peak hours nor less than 100 kW,

Adiustment for Power Factors I
' .

T1.Is rate requires a determination of the average power factor malotalned by the customer during the bibg 1

kilnvaihnuts and lilowatti.ours )perluit. Fue; average pu*er f uive =;U 1, detc.ar.!..cd throu;;h r:eterir*: ef laga
during the bihg period. '1he calculated ratio of lagging kilovuhours to kilowatthours mil then be converted to :
the average power factor for the bill:ng period by using the appropriate conversion factor. Whenever the everage i
power factor during the bibg period is above .87) or below .800, the capacity charge wiU be adjusted as fo!!ows:

(a)' If the average power factor during the bibg period is .000 or higher, the especity charge will be reduced by'
1%. Ihis credit shall not in any a.aae be used to neduce the presenbed mirdmum charge or the capacity charge

'when based upon 60% of the highest bibg demand of the preceding 11 months.

(b) If the average power factor during the b!hg period is less than .800, the capacity charge wiB be locreased by
the ratio that .800 bears to the customer's aversge power factor during the bihg period.

'
. Term and Forso of Contracts bhiinimurn term of one year on mitten contred,

4

I
|
|

.

*
.

(Continued on Sheet No.16.02) '#
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Sheet No.17.00

O- M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
Consumers Power Company

SEASONAL SERVICE
(CONTRACT RATE "G")

. . .

f

This rats is cancel.imd. i

l

l
1

I
.

.

.

4
-

J

i

(Continued on Sheet 17.01) f
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Sheet No.17.01
M. P. S. C. No. 7 - Electrie
Consumers Power Cosopany

NATE 'C"

(PN frass Shost No.17.00)

This rate is cancelled.
.
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ILP.S.C. No. 7 - Electric ' Sheet No.17.02
Consumers Power Company

I
;

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC HEATING SERVICE 1

(OPEN ORDER RATE "GH") I

Avauabuity: |
'

1
Open to any commercial or industrial customer desiring service for electric space heating furnished |
through a separate meter to which no other device, except electric air-conditioning equipment or electric i

'

water heater (s) which complies with the Company's standards for commercial and indtutrial electric
water heaters, may be connected and provided the customer has permanently installed and uses electric
heating equipment as the primary source of space heating. Electric space heating will be considered to
include heating by light systems when tbc lighting equipment providea a major portion of the heating
requirements in accordance with the Company's specifications. This rate is not availabic for heating-

water fcr ladustrial processing or for resale purposes.

Nature of Service:

Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each
case to be determined by the Company.

Monthly Rate: .

Service Charge: $3.25 per customer per month plus,.

s EnerEy Charge: 2.90c per Kwh for all energy used.

Fuel Cost Adjustment:

The fuel clsuse adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 mill per kWh for each
full .01 mil increase or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or
below 8.3Rmills per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly
net generation. -,

The adjustment shall apply to the second billing month foHowing the calendar month in which the
fuelis burned.

*

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Billa shaU be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees .

or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of c!cctric T
energy, to offset such specia} charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compel:cd to
share such local increues.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payment charse of 2% of the total net bill, but not less than 20(, shah be added to any.

3 bill which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereon.
/

~
.

'

.
(Continued on Sheet No.17.03)*
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Sheet No.18.00
/' M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Eleetric

Conasmera Power Compaar\

.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER HEATING SERVICE
(OPEN ORDER RATE "H")

.

Avallability:

Open to any customer desiring uncontrolled commercial and/or industrial service for electric water
heater (s) served through a separate meter to which no other device shall be connected. Such water
heaters shall comply with the Company's standards for commercial and industrial electrie water heaters.
This rate is not applicable to the use of electricity for space heating service or as sa occasional or
seasonal substitute for another method of heating water. This rate is not available for heating water for
industrial processing or for resale purposes.

'

Nature of Service:.

60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the secondaryAlternating current,
distribution voltage in each case to be determined by the Company.

Monthly Rate:

Service Charge: $3.25 per customer per month plus,
-

.

.. .

toersy Charse: 2.50c per Kwh for all energy used.
.

The fuel c!suse adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 mill per kWh for eachs
full .01 mill increase ut durws in the averasc'detiv: rcd ecst of fc :i! fu:1 bur:::d :::: thly :beve erI

belos 8. 38 tills per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly
net generation.

The adjustment shall apply to the second billing month following the calendar month in which the
fuel is burned. .

.

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes. License fees
or rentals ag;zinst the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to

'

share such local increases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
-

Tgovernmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

.

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill, but not less than 20g, shall be added to any
.

bill which is not paid on or before the due date shown thereon.

Term and Form of Contract:

Open order. No written application or contract required.

Rules and Regulations: ,

Service governed by Company's Standard Rules and Regulations.N

o'
.

5

.
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sheet No.18.0I:

Q M.F.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
Consumers Power Company

e

PRIMARY ELECTRIC FURNACE SERVICE
(CONTRACT RATE "J") .

_

Availability:

Open to any customer desiring service for operation of electric furnaces for metal melting or the
reduction of metallic ores, where the billing demand is 500 kW or more.This rate is applicable only to
electric furnace use and the customer must provide a special circuit or circuits in order that the
Company may install separate metering equipment for such furnace loads. This rate is not available for
resale purposes.

.

Natwe of Service:
Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each*

case to be determined by the Company.

Monthly Rate:

|
Capacity Charge: $3.00 per KW for the 1st 20,000 KW of billing demand,

$2.55 per KW for all over 20,000 KW of billing demand.;

Energy Charge: 1.40c per Kwh for all.Kwh used during the on-peak period, .

1.00c per Kwh for all Kwh used furing the off-peak period.
(The off-peck and on-peak periods are set forth on the " Schedule of of f- '
ggy.Joyyj{g,,33, het W'

The fuel clause adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 mill per kWh for each
fuu .01 miu increase or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or
below 8. 38.ains per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly
net generation. = 1

The adjustment shall apply to the second billing month following the calendar month in which the f
;

fuelis burned. .

Tax Adjustment

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
_|or rentals assinst the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of efectric

energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compeIIed to $
share such localincreases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of e!cetrical energy.

Minimum Charge:

' Die capacity charge included in the rate.

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any bill which is not paid on
or before the duc date shown thereon.

.

\ (Continued on Sheet No 1R OM.
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Sheet No. 18.02 i(O) 1

v

RATE "J'
(Continued from Sheet No.18.01)

Billing Demand

1. The l>illing demand shall be the kilowatts (kW) supplied during the 15. minute period of maximum use in the
billing month adjusted for off.pcak hour operation as specified below, but not less than 60% of the highest bi!!-
inz demand of the preceding 11 months, nor less than 500 kW. -

. .

~~ ~

Adiustrnent for Off. Peak Itour Operation:

Demands created during off. peak hours designated by the Company in the Company's current " Schedule cf
Off. Peak liours" (Sheet No. 7.00) shall be disregarded presided the billing demand shall not be less than
33%% of the greatest demand created in such off. peak hours,

|

Adjustment for Power Factor: .

This rate requires a determination of the aurage power factor maintained by the customer during the bi! Lng p -
rind. Sush average power factor will be determined through metering of lagging kilovarhours and kilouaithours
during the Inlling period. The calculated ratio of lagging kilovarhours to kilowatthours will then be converted to the

N aserage power factor for the Inlling period by using the appropriate conversion factor. Whenever the average power
I fattor during the Inlling period 1s alove .899 or below .500, the capacity charge will be adjusted as follows:

(4) If tl.e a.4 rage power fr.ctar durir.; the h!!!ing period is .000 cr higher, tI. : capa !!y chargc v.i!! bc ro!urd h,'

2%. "Ilis credit shall nnt in any case be used ' . reduce the prescribed minimum charge or the capacity charge-

when based upnn 60% of the highest billing demand of the preceding Il months.

(b) If the average power factor during the billing period is less than .800, the capacity charge will be increased by
the ratio that .500 bears to the customer's average power f.ctor during the billing period.

.

.

Term and Form of Contracts
hfinimurn term of one year on written contract.

.

'
.

'

?

.

.

.

e

.

(Continued on Sheet No.18.03)
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ISheet No.18.04*D M.F.S.C. No. 7 - Electriei
gd (*onsumers Powee Company i

SECONDARY RESALE SERVICE
(CONTRACT RATE '*R.t") -

.

Availability:

Open only to customers desiring secondary voltage service for resale purposes in acccrdance with Rule
12(c) of the Company's Standard Rules and Regulations. This rate is not available for resale for
streetlighting service.

Nature of Service:

Alterna.ing current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each
case to bc determined by the Company.

l
* Monthly Rate:

Service Charge: $3.25 per customer per month plus,

~ .

Energy charge: 4.600 pcr Kwh for all Kwh used.
.

.

Fuel Cost Adjustment:g
I

The tuct citus: adjus: ment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0169 min per kWh fe.t cach
full .01 millincrease or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or
below 8.38 mills per Kwh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil
fuel generation to the monthly net generation.

The adjustment shall apply to the second billing month following the calendar month in which the '

fuel is burned.
*

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bdis shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes. Iicense fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compe!!cd to 4
share such local increases. .

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new cr increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Minimum Charge:

Special Minimum Charges shall be billed in
accordance with Rule 12(f).-

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill, but not less than 20/, shall be added to any
bill which is not paid on or'before the due date shown thereon.

O
NJ' (Continued on Sheet No.18.05)
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Revised Sheet No.18.06p . M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric '

Comeumers Pown campany .

,

.

SECONDARY RESALE SERVICE
(OPTIONAL CONTRACT RATE "R.2")

'

Availability:

Open only to customers desiring secondary voltage service for resale purposes in accordance with Rule
'

12(e) of the Company's Standard Rules and Regulations. This rata is not available for resale for
streetlighting service.

,j
Nature of Service:

Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each
case to be determined by the Company.

.

Monthly Rate:

Capacity Charge: $31.00 per customer per month, which shall include the 1st
5 KW of billing demand,
$5.00 per Kwh for all over 5 KW of . billing demand.

'

.
Energy Charge: 1.90C per Kwh for the 1st 200 Kwh per KW of billing demand,*

1.50c per Kwh for the excess.'

.

Fuel Cost Adjustment:

"Ihe fuel clause adjustment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109. mill per kWh for each
full .01 mill increase or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or
below 8. 3Emills per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly .

net generation.

The adjustment shall apply to the second billing month following the calendar month in which the
fuel is burned. ,

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees ;
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric -

energy, to offset such special charges rnd thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
~

share such localincreases.

; (b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Minimum Charge:

The capacity charge included in the rate.

.t Delayed Payment Charge:
'

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any bill which is not paid on
,

or before the duc date shown thereon.

b .

A/ (Continued on Sheet No.18.07)
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Sheet No.18.08 |

O M.F.S.C. No. 7 - Electric 1
- *

| V Consumers Power Company
,

|

|
PRIMARY RESALE SERVICE

|
(CONTRACT RATE ''R-3")!

|

Availability:

Open only to customers desiring primary voltage service for resale purposes in accordance with Rule
12(e) of the Company's Standard Rules and Regulations. This rate is not available for resale for
streetlighting service.

Nature of Service:
Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, the particular nature of the voltage in each
case to be determined by the Company..

Monthly Rate:

Capacity Charge: $5.55 per KW for the 1st 2,000 KW of billing demand,
$4.60 per KW for the next 18,000 KW of billing demand,
$3.85 per KW for all over 20,000 KW of billing demand.

.

Energy Charge: 1.40c per Kwh for all Kwh used during the.on-peak period, g |
.

.

1.00c per Kwh for all kwh used during the off-peak period.-

(The on-peak and off-peak periods are set forth on the " Schedule of
C) off-peak hour operation Sheet 7.00)

.

Fuel Cost Adjustment:

De fuel clause adit.stment shall consist of an increase or decrease of .0109 mill per kWh for each
full .01 millincrease or decrease in the average delivered cost of fossil fuel burned monthly above or
below8.38.: tills per kWh adjusted by the ratio of the monthly fossil fuel generation to the monthly

-

net generation.

De adjustment shall apply to the second billing month following the calendar month in which the
fuelis burned.

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric ;
energy, to cffs:t :uch special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compe!!ed to

-

share such local increases. -

(b) Bills shau be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or :ste of e!cetrical energy. ,

Minimum Charge:

De capacity charge included in the rate, ,

Delayed Payment Charge:

A delayed paymer.t charge of 25, of the total net bill shall be added to any bill which is not paid on
or before the due date shown thereon. '

. .

(Continued on Sheet No.18.09)
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Af. P. S. C. Nr. 7 - Efcetria Shett No.15.03
Conisumers Power Company I

',O
\j -

!

RATE "R4"

(Continued from Sheet No.18.08)
|.

,

1

DiUIng Demands I.

1. The billing demand shall be the kilowatts (kW) supplied during the 15-minute period of maaimum use in the f,
bihg month adjusted for e//-pcalc hour operation as specified below, but not less than 60f. of the highest |

billing derrand of the preceding 11 months, nor less than 25 kW. |

1

.

|-

|

Adiustment for Off Peak llour Operation: Refer to Rate Instruction Bulletin *l-2
Demands created dudng off peak hours designated by the Company in the Company's current '' Schedule of
Off-Peak llours" (Sheet 7.00) shall be disregarded provided the biht demand shall not be less than 33%fe
of the greatest demand created _in such off-peak hours -

.

Adjustment for Power Factor:
*

T1ds rate requires a determination of the average power factor maintained by the customer during the bi!!ing period.
j Such average power factor will be determined through metering of lagging kilovarhours and kilowatthours during
/ the bdling period. T}.: calcubted ratio of lagging kilovsrheurs to lilowa thaurs vill then be ennverted in the aver.s

'Iage power factor ict the billing peded by using she apprispriate conversion intiur. V,*I.o= veer i!.c usuune pa"(
factor during the bihg period is above .899 or beloto .600, the cepacity charge will be adjusted as follows:

(a) If the average power factor dudog the bibg period is .000"or higher, the capadty charge will be reduced by
2%. This credat shall not in any case be used to reduce the prescribed minimum charge or the capacity chsige
when based upon 00% of the highest bihg danand of the prardag 11 months.

(b) If the average power factor during the bihg pedod is less than .800, the capacity charge wdl be increased by
'

the ratio that .S00 bears to the customer's average power factor during the bihg period.

Tenn and Fons of Contracts
hiinimum tena of one year on written contract. -

,

(Continued on Sheet No.18.10)
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Sheet No.19.00
M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
Consumers Power Company

INCANDESCENT STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
(COMPANY-OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE **SL-1")

-

-
.

Availability:

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public stree' or roadways, for streetlighting service for any system consisting of five or more luminaires
where the Company has an existing distribution system with secondary voltage available. Luminaires
installed as a part of the original streetlighting system shall be spaced at intenals not exceeding an
average (for all such luminaires) of 600 linear feet if luminaires rated at 6,000 lumens or 10.000 lumens
are used, and at intervals not exceeding an average (for all such luminaires) of 350 linear feet if
luminaires rated at 2,500 lumens are used. Luminaires which are subsequently added to the original
streetlighting system shall also be spaced at intervals not exceeding an average (for all such additional
luminaires) of 600 linear feet if luminaires rated at 6,000 lumens or 10,000 lumens are used, and at
intervals not exceeding an average (for all such additional luminaires) of 350 linear feet if luminaires
rated at 2,500 lumens are used.- Where an overhead line extension is required to serve an original
streetlighting systern or to serve luminaires subsequemly added to such system, the Company will
furnish, as a part of the facilities to be provided by it under this rate, an average of 350 linear feet of
!ine extension per luminaire to be served from such extension. If more than an average of 350 linear feet
of line extension per luminaire is requirsd, the furnishms of the excess shall require special arrangements

.
and be the subject of special agreement.

Nature of Service:

The Company will furnish, install and own ali equipment comprising the streetlighting system. The
Company will supply the energy, and renew and maintain the entire equipment. In areas where the
C;mpany has instal:ed an undergruund electric dist,ribution system pursuant to the Company's residential

forth in its Standard Kules and Recuistions. theunderground e!cetric distribution policy as set
streetlighting system will be s:rved from said tnderground electric distribution systern. In all other areas,
the streetlighting system will normally be served from overhead lines or from undergrouad cables
installed at customer's request pursuant to special streetlighting provisions contained in Yearly Rate
clause herein. The Company reserves the right to furnish such service from either a series or multiple
system or both. -

,

Yearly Rate:

The charge per luminaire per year (when mounted on standard wood poles and served from overhead
lines), payable in equal monthly installments, shall b,e:

Nominal .

Rating
.

of Lamps Rate per T.uminaire

JLumens -

$56.002,500

6,000 64.00
10,000 75.00

The above rates apply to existing luminaires only and are not open to new business except whereNote:
the Company elects, at the customer's request, to install additional luminaires within an area

,

already served by an incandescent streetlighting system.

.

(Continued or. Sheet No.19.01)
s
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Sheet No.19.01M.P.S.C. No. 7 - E!cetric
Consumers Power Company

v
.

RATE "SL 1"
(Continued from Sheet No.19.00)

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

.

.

,

b
At the customePs request and subject to charges in addition to the annual charges per luminaire set
forth above, th: Company wiU instaU special streetlighting f acihtaes in lieu of its standa'rd overhead
streetlighting facilities under the following conditions:

(a) If special streetlighting poles are requested, the customer shall contribute to the Company the
difference between the Company's estimated instaUed costs of such special poles and the Company's
estimated installed costs of standard wood poles. -

(b) If underground streetlighting cable is requested, except that requested in conjunction with the )
Company's residential underground electric distribution policy, the customer shan contribute to the j

Company the difserence between the Company's estimated installed costs of the underground 1

sticellighting cable and the Company's estimated installed costs of standard overhead streetlighting '

'

conductors. - -

Delayed Payment Charge: b
A delayed payrnent charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bill which is not paid, within thirty days after its issuance.

ITax Adjustment:

(a) Bi!!s shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Cornpany's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

(h (Cotrtinued on Sheet No. 19.02))* .

.

1
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Shest No.19 02
M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
Consumers Power Company

v .

RATE "SL-1"
(Continued from Sheet No.19 01)

.

Contract:

Standard Streetlighting Contract, Form 548, initial term of contract five years, or more, and year to year
thereafter until terminated by mutual consent or upon twelve months' written notice given by either
party. In case of new or added installation requiring a substantialinvestment, the Company may require
a contract for a reasonable period not exceeding ten years.

Special Terms and Conditions:

The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of
contract, termination charges, contribution in aid of construction, annual charges, or other special
consideration when the customer requests service, equipment or facilities not normally provided under
this rate.

Customers requiring streetlighting service during seasonal periods only, shall pay 80% of the above annual
rates for lamps which are in service six months or less; if in service more than six months per annum,
annual rates shall apply. ,

Hours of Lighting:

Streetlights shall be burning at all times when the natural general level of illumination is lower than

O about 3/4 footeandle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half hour after sunset until
approximately one-half hour before sunrise.

l3

l
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Sheet No. 20.00
M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
Consumers Power Company0, .

%
a

INCANDESCENT STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
(CUSTOMER. OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL.2")

_

Availability:

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for streetlighting service where the Company has existing distribution lines
sysfable for supplying energy for such service.

Nature of Service: .

Except for control equipment which will be furnished, installed and owned by the Company, the
customer will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system including, but

<

not limited to, the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires and the supply circuits
extending to the point of attachment with the Company's lines. All of the customer's equipment wtli be
subject to the Company's approval. The Cornpany will connect the customer's equipment to the
Company's lines, supply the energy, control the burning hours of the lamps, provide normal replacement
of luminaire glassware and samps and paint metal parts as needed; all other maintenance and replacement
of the customer's equipment shall be paid for by the customer. The Company reserves the right to
furnish such service from either a series or multiple. system or both.

.

Yearly Rate:
%

The charge per luminaire per year, payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:

Nominal

O Rating
nfIamne Rate ner I.uminaire .

Lumens

$42.001,000
44.002,500
47 00 .

4,ono
-52.006,000

63 00-

10,000

Note: The above rates apply to existing lumiosires only, and are not open to new business except
where the Company elects, at the customer's ' request to install additional luminaires within an
area already served by an incandescent streetlighting system.

,

!

(Continued on Sheet No. 20.01)
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M. F. S. C. No. 7-Efedrie Sheet No. 20.01
Consumers Power Company

y("<
.

BATE *SL.S"

(t % =sia M Sheet No. 20.00)

Yearly Rates (Continued)

.

.

.

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added.__

to any bill which is not paid within thirty days af ter its issuance.

(
Tax Adjustments

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy rpedal taxes, license fees or rentals
against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric energy, to offset such
special charges and thereby prevent other customers from bcIng compelled to share such locallacreases ]

(b) Bills shall be locreased to offset any new or increased specific tas or endse imposed by any governmental author-
'

ity upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.
|

|

Contracts

Standard Street Lighting Contract. Form 519; initial term of contract fios years, or more, and year to year thereafter -

until te-ninsted by mutual consent or upon twelve months * written notice given by either party. In case of new or 7
added installation requiring a substantial investment, the Company may require a contract for a reasonable period
not esceeding ten years.

Special Terms and Conditions:

"Iho Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of contract, tennf.
nation charges, contribution in aid of construction, annual charges, or other special considerations when the customer
requests service, equipment or facilftfes not normally provided under this rate,

o

Hours of Ushting

Street lights shall be buming at all times when the natural general level of ill-6 tion is I er than about % foot-

(n} candle, and under normal condJtions this is approximately one-half hour after sunset until approximately one-half hour

,

d before sunrise.

- , __ _ _ . ._ _ . . - . _ . . -
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 - E!cetric Sheet No. 22.00
Consumers l'ower Company

V
.

FLUORESCENT STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
(COMFANY-OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL-4")

Availabuity:

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for streetlighting service for any system consisting of one or more luminaires
where the Company has an existing distribution system with secondary voltage available. Luminaires may
be installed with no limitations as to spacing between luminaires. Where an overhead line extension is
required to serve one or more luminaires, the Company will furnish, as a part of the facilities to be
provided by it under this rate, an average of 350 linear feet of line extension per luminaire to be served
from such extension. If more than an average of 350 linear feet of line extension per luminaire is
required, the furnishing of the excess shall require special arrangements and be the subject of special

*

agreement.

Nature of Service:
'

The Company will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system. The
Company will supply the energy, and renew and maintain the entire equipment. In areas where the
Company has installed an underground electric distribution system pursuant to the Compiny's residential
underground electric distribution policy as set forth in its Standard Rules and R gulations, the
streetlighting system will be served from said underground electric distribution system. Ir. all other areas,
the streetlighting system will normally be served from overhead lines or from underground cables
installed at customer's request pursuant to special streetlighting provisions contained in Yearly Rate~

clause herein. The Company reserves the right to furnish such service from either a series or multiple
system or both.

Yearly !!ste:

The charge per luminaire per year (when mounted on standard wood poles and served from overhead
lines), payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:

Nominal Rating of Lamps
(All Lamps in One Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire

.

Watts Lumens

190 10,000 $ 82.00
380 20,000 120.00

Note: The above rates apply to existing luminaires only and are not open to new business except where a
the Company elects, at the customer's request, to install additional luminaires within an area -

- already served by a fluorescent streetlighting system.
.

(Continued on Sheet No. 22.01)
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p M.F.5.C. No. 7 - Electric
- Sheet No. 22.01

Q Consumers Power Company
,

.

R' TE "Sb4"A
(Continued from Sheet No. 22.00)

Yearly Rate: (Contd) .

.

..

At the customer's request and subject to charges in 'additioE to th's annual' charges'per luminaire set

O forth above, the Company will install special streetlighting facilities in lieu of its standard overhead
strcctlighting facilities under the following conditions.

(a) If special streetlighting poles are requested, the customer shall contribute to the Company the
differences between the Company's estimated installed costs of such special poles and the Company's
estimated installed costs of standard wood poles.

(b) If. underground streetlighting cabic is requested, except that requested in cordunction with the
'

Company's residential underground electrical distribution policy, the customer shall contribute to the
Company the difference between the Company's estimated installed costs of the underground
streetlighting cable and the Company's estimated installed costs of standard overhead streetlighting
conductors.

'

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payrnent charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added -

to any bill which is not paid within 30 days af ter its issuance. -

Tax kdjustment:

(a) Di!!s shall be increa:ed within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electri.:
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

(b) Bills sha!! be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

.

O ~

h (Continued on Sheet No. 22.02)
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Sheet No. 22.02
M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric *

Consumers Power Company

.

RATE "SIA"
(Continued from Sheet No.22.01)

*
,

Contract:

Standard Streetlighting Contract, Form 548, initial term of contract five years, or more, and year to year
thereafter until terminated by mutual consent or upon twcIve months' written notice given by either
party. In case of new or added installation requiring a substantialinvestment, the Company may require
a contract for a reasonable period not exceeding ten tears.

Special Terms and Conditiona:

ne Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of
contract, termination charges, contribution in aid of construction, annual charges, or other special
consideration when the customer requests service, equipment or facilities not normally provided under
this rate.

Hours of Lighting: .

Streetlights shall be burning at all times when the natural general level of illumination is lower than
about 3/4 footcandle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half hour after sunset until
approximately one-half hour before sunrise. j'

*
|
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Sheet No. 23.00*

M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric *

Consumers Power Company

FLUORESCENT STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
(CUSTOMER-OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL.5")

Availability:

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for streetlighting service where the Company has existing distribution lines
available for supplying energy for such service.

Nature of Service:
Except for control equipment which will be furnished, installed and owned by the Company, the
customer will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system including,

- but not limited to, the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires and the supply
circuits extending to the point of a*tachment with the Company's lines. All of the customer's
equipment will be subject to* the Conpany's approval. The Company will connect the customer's

to the Company's lines. supply the energy, control the burning hours of the lamps.equipment
provide normal replacement of luminaire glassware, ballasts and lamps, and paint metal parts as
needed; all other maintenance and replacement of the customer's equipment shall be paid for by the
customer. The Company reserves the right to furnish such service from either a senies or multiple
system or both. .

Yearly Rate:

-
The charge per luminaire per year, payable in eqc.1 monthly installments, shall be:

Nominal Rating of Lamps
(All Lamps in One Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire

-
Watts Lumens

120 6,500 $50.00
'

$58.00190 10,000
$75 00380 20,000

0.00
640 35,000

No'te: The above rates apply to existing luminaires only and are not open to new business except where
the Company elects, at the customtr's request, to install additional luminaires within an area4

already served by a fluorescent streetlighting system.

.
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-Sheet No. 23.01

M. P. S. C. No. 7 -Electrie
Consumers Power Company

v

RATE "SL5"

(rwei==.A from Sheet No. 23.00)

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added

I11 n t aid within 30 days of i ts issuance.
TaNdMNnt-
(a) Bius shall be increased within the !!mits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees

or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

|
"

Contract:

Standard Street Lightfog Contract, Form 548; initial term of contract fios years, or more, and year to year there-
after, until terminated by mutual masent or upon twelve months * written nodce given by either party. In case of

O' new or added installation reqairing a substantial investment, the Company may require a centract for a reasonable.
.vicd ret c.scwding ten yean. I

Special Terms and Conditions:

erves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duradon of contract, termina.The Company r
tion charges, contibution in aid of constmcdon, annual charges or other special consideradcas when the customer-

requests service, equipment or facilities not normally provided under this rate.

Hours of Ushtings

Street lights shaU be burning at aH times when the natural general level of (Humination is lower than about % foot.
candic. and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half hour af ter sunset until approximately one-hall hour

_

T
before sunrise.

*
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M.P.S.C. Na. 7 - Flec rle SItett No. 2.s noe

C:nsumers P wer C:mp:ny

MERCURY VAPOR STREETLIGilTING SERVICE
(COMPANY. OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL.6")

'

Availability:

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for streetlighting service for any system consisting of one or more luminaires
where the Company has an existing distribution system with secondary voltage available. Luminaires may
be installed with no limitations as to spacing between luminaires. Where an overhead line extension is,

required to serve one or more luminaires, the Company will furnish, as a part of the facilities to be
provided by it under this rate, an average of 350 linear feet of line extension per luminaire to be served
from such 6xtension. If rrore than an average of 350 linear feet of line extension per luminaire is
required, the furnishing of'the excess shall require special arrangements and be the subject of special
agreement.

Nature of Service:

De Company will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system. The
Company will supply the energy, and renew and maintain the entite equipment. In areas where the

. Company has installed an underground electric distribution system pursuant to the Company's residential
underground electric distribution policy as set forth in its Standard Rules and. Regulations, the
streetlighting system will be served from said underground electric distribution system. In all other areas,
the streetlighting system will normally be served from overhead lines or from underground cables
installed at customer's request pursuant to special streetlighting provisions contained in Yearly Rate
clause herein. The Company reserves the right to furnish such service from either series or multiple
system or both.

Yearly Rate:.

ne charge per luminaire per year (when mounted on standard wood poles and served from overhead
lines), payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:

v Nominal Rating of Lamps
(One Lamp per Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire

Watts Lumens

100 3,200 $ 56.00'
175 6,500 64.00

75.00
,

250 10,000
104.00

400 20,000 142.00
700 35,000 172.00

1,000 50,000 !

5
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric Sheet No. 24.01

O Consumers Power Company

&' <

.

RATE "SL-6"
(Continued (nom Sheet No. 24.00)

,

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

At the customer's request ~ and subject to charges in addition to the annual charges per luminaire set
forth above, the Company will install special streetlighting facilities in lieu of its standard overhead
streetlighting facilitics u'nder the following conditions:

(a) If special streetlighting poles are requested, the customer shall contribute to the Company the
difference between the Company's estimated installed costs of such special poles and the Company's

,

c:timated installed costs of standard wood poles.

(b) If underground streetlighting cable is requested, except that requested in coajunttion with the
Company's residential underground electric distribution policy, the customer shall contribute to the
Company the difference between the Company's estimated installed costs of the underground
streetlir,hting cable and the Company's estimated installed costs of standard overhead streetlighting
conductors.

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bili not paid within 30 days af ter its issuance.

Tax Adjustment:*

A (a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
~

( ! or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to uffset sut.h special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to '

share such local increases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Contract: ,.

Standard Streetlighting Contract, Form 548; initial term of contract five years, or more, and year to year
thereafter until terminated "oy mutual consent or upon twelve months' written notice given by either
party. In case of new or added installations, requiring a substantial investment, the Company may
require a contract for a reasonable period not exceeding ten years.

Special Terms and Conditions: -

?
The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term er duration of
contract, termination charges, contribution in aid of construction, annual charges, or other special -

consideration when the customer requests service, equipment or facilities not normally provided under
this rate.

Hours of Lighting:

Streetlights shall be burning at all times when the natural general level of illumination is lower than
about 3/4 footcandle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half hour after sunset until

'
,

approximately one half hour before sunnse.

,

1
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Sheet No. 25.00
M.F.S.C. No. 7 - Electric

h - Consumers Power Company

\j- ~

MERCURY VAPOR STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
(CUSTOMER-OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL 7")

Availability: .

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for streetlighting service where the Company has existing distribution lines
available for supplying energy for such service.

Nature of Service:
Except for control equipment which will be furnished, installed and owned by the Company, the
customer will furnish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting systern including, but
not limited to, the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires and the supply circuits
extending to the point of attachment with the Company's lines. All of the customer's equipment will be
subject to the Company's approval. The Company will connect the customer's equipment to the
Company's lines, supply the energy, control the burning hours of the lamps, provide normal replacement

glassware and lamps, and paint metal parts as needed; all other maintenance andof luminaire
replacement of the customer's equipment shall be paid for by the customer. The Company reserves thes

right to furnish such service from either a series or multiple system or both.
1

Yearly Rate:

For ::ormal service the charge per luminaire per year, payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:

Nominal Rating of Lamps
(One Lamp per Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire-

Watts Lumens* (
100 3,200 $ 38.00

175 6,500 $ 43.00

250 10,000 3 50.00

400 20,000 3 70.00

700 35,000 $100.00 - 1
1,000 50,000 $128.00 \

I
For 24-hour service the charge per luminaire per year, payable in monthly installments, shall be 125
percent of the foregoing rates.

.

.

?'

-|r

|

|

!
i

i

| |

|
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(ContinuedonSheetNo.2501)
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M. F. S. C. No. 7 - Electrie Sheet Ns. 25.01
Consumers Fewer Company

m

)I

.

RATE "SL.7'

(Continued from Sheet No. 25.00)

,,

Yearly Rate:

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the net bili shall be added
to any bili not paid within 30 days after its issuance.
Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions whichievy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such localincreases.

(b) Bills shall be iacreased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Contract
.

Standard Street Lighting Contract, Form 548; initial term of contract five years, or more, and year to year there-
after, until terminated by mutual consent or upon twelve months' written notice given by either party. In case of
new or added installations requiring a substantial investment, the Company may require a contract for a reasonshie
period not exceeding ten years.

Spedal Terms and Conditions:

'Ihe Company reserves the right to reale special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of contract, tenntna-
tion charges, contribution in aJd of construction, annual charges or other special considerations when the customer
requests service, equipment or facilities not normaDy provided under thIs rata. -

Ilhrs of Lightfog:

For normal service street lights shall be burning at all times when the natural generallevel of illumination is lower )
than about % foot-candle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half hour after sunset until ap-
proximately one-half hour before sunrise. For 24-hour service, street lighte .>haZZ be burning 24 houre per day. ]

.,
.

o . .

1
i 1

*
.
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ht.P.5.C. No. 7 - Electrie * Shee: No. 25.04
m Consumers Power Company
I \

U

IIICII-PRESSURE SODIUM STREETLICIITING SERVICE
(Company-Owned System Contract Rate SL9)

,

Availability:

Open to the State of hfichigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having lurisdiction over public streets or
roadways, for streetlighting senice for any system consisting of one or more luminaires where the Company has an
existing distribution system with secondary volt.sge available. Lumin:du may be installed with no limitations as to
spacing between luminalics. Where an overhead line exteraion is requ! red to serve one or more luminaires, the Com-
pany will furnish, as a part of the facditics to be provhled by it under this rate, an average of 350 linear Icet of line

,

entension per luminaire to be served from such estension. Il more than an average of 350 linear feet of line exten-
sien per luminaire is'requirest, the it.mishing of the excess shall require special arrangements and be the subject of
special agreement.

Nature of Services

%e Company will fumish, install and own all equipment comprising the streetlighting system. %e Company will
supply the energy, and renew and maintain the entire egipment. In areas where the Cnmpany has installed an under.
ground electric distnhution system pursuant to the Company's residential underground electrie distribution policy as
set forth in its Standard Rules and Regulations, the streetlighting system will be served frnm said underground elec-
tric distribution system. In all other areas, the strectlighting system will normally be served from overhead lines or
from underground cables installed at customer's request pursuant to special streetlighting provisions contained in
Year y Rate clause herein. The Company resaves the right to furnish such service from either series or multiple system

Yearly Rates.

%e charge per luminaire per year (when mounted on standard wood poles and served from overhead lines), payable i

in equal monthly installments, shall be j

Nominal Rating of 1. amps !
(Oce Lamp per Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire

'

,

%* sits LuAesu
~

250 24,000 ,$150.00
4# 45.0N $183 00

.

.

$

*

At the customer's request and subfect to charges in addition to the annual charges per luminaire set forth above, the
Company will install special streetlighting facilities in lieu of its standard overhead streetlighting facilities under the+

following condiuons:
(a) If speelal streetlighting poles are requested, the customer shall contribute to the Company the difference be-

tween the Company's estimated installed costs of such special poles and the Company's estimated installed costs
N. of standard wood polca.

,

I

(b) If underground sticetlighting cable is requested, eteept ti.at r$ucsted in conjunction with the Cnmpan[ference's r^esi-.d dential underground electric distribution policy, the customer all contribute to the Company the d
between the Company's estimated installed costs of the underground streetlighting cable and the Company's*

estimated installed costs of standard overhead strectlighting conductors.
4

-

(Continued on Sheet No. 25.05),,
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O Consumers Power Company
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.

RATE "SL-9"
(Continued from Sheet No. 25.04)

,,

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bill not paid within 30 days af ter its issuance.

,

Tax Adjustment:.

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric*

energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases.

(b) Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imrosed 'by any
governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Contract:

Standard Streetlighting Contract, Form 548; initial term of contract five years, or rnore, and year to year
thereafter antil terminated by mutual consent, or upon twelve months' written notice given by citier
party. In case of new or added installations, requiring a substantial investment, the Company may

,

require a contract for a reasonab!c period not exceeding ten years,

b Special Terms and Cuadit*ons:
'1

The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of |
~

contract, termination charges, contribution in aid of construction, annual charges, or other special
consideration when the customer requests service, equipment or facilities not normally provided under f
this rate.

* '
'

flours of Lighting: -

Streetlichts shall be burning at all times when the natural general level c' illumination is lower than {|
about 3/4 footcandle, and under normal conditions this is approximately one-half hout after sunset until i

approximately one-half hour before sunrise. |
|s'

s '

.

h

4

~

.
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M.P.S.C. No. 7 - E!cetrie Sheet No. 25.06'

o Consumers Power Company
,

U
.

HIGil-PRESSURE SODIUM STREETLIGliTING SERVICE
(CUSTOMER-OWNED SYSTEM CONTRACT RATE "SL.10")

:
Availability: '

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency thereof having jurisdiction over
public streets or roadways, for streetlighting service where the Company has existing distribution lines.;
available for supplying energy for such service.

Nature of Service:

Except for control equipment which will be furnished, installed and owned by the Company, the
. customer will furnish, install and own al! equipment comprising the streetlighting system including, but*

not limited to, the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires and the supply circuits
extending to the point of attachment with the Company's lines. All of the customer's equipment will be
subject to the Company's approval. The Company will connect the customer's equipment to the
Company's lines, supply the energy, control the burning hours of the lamps, provide normal replacement
of luminaire glassware and lamps, and paint metal parts as needed; all other maintenance and
replacement of the customer's equipment shall be paid for by the customer. He Company reserves the
right to furnish such service from either a series or multiple system or both.

Yearly Rate:<

The charge per luminaire per year, payable in equal monthly installments, shall be:
.

Nominal Rating of Lamps
(One lamp per Luminaire) Rate per Luminaire

Watts Lumens _ ,
'*

$75 00250 24,000
- $90.00 ;-400 45,000

-

1.

-

e

i

1

(Continued on Sheet No. 25.07) |
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Sheet No. 25.07
4 M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric

\__,/ Consumers Power Company,

RATE "$L.1&*
(Continued,from Sheet No. g5.06)

Yearly Rate: (Contd)

Delayed Payment Charge:
A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bill not paid within 30 days after its issuance.

.
" ~ " - ~ ~

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compe!!cd to

.

share such localincreases.

offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
(b) Bills shall be increased e 7

governmental authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Contracts
Standard Street Lighting Contract, Form 548; initial teIm of contract Ave years, or more, and year to year there.

>

f
a!!er, until terminated by mutual consent or upon twelve months' written notice given by either party. In case o

*

ble
new or added installations requiring a substantial lavestment, the Company may require a contract for a reasona,

, period not execeding ten years.
y

Speci ! Termi and Conditionsi

'Ihe Cornpany reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of contract, termma. tion charges, contribution in sJd of constmetion, annual charges or other special considerations when the customer*

requests service, equipment or facilities not normally provided under this rate.

-

llours of Lighting:
Streetlights shall be burning at all times when Ge natural generallevel of illumination is lower than about % foot.h ll
candle. and under normal conditions this is appro Imately one-hall hout after sunset until approximately one a
hour before sunrise.

5

.
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Sh::t No. 2?.00
W.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
Consumers Fower Company

(m)
-

v i

TRAFFIC LIGIIT SERVICE-

, (RATE "TL")

Availability:

Open to the State of Michigan, or any political subdivision thereof, for filament and/or gaseous discharge
lamp installations maintained for traffic regulation or guidance, as distinguished from street illumination
and police signal systems. Where the Company's investment to scrw an individual traffic light exceeds'

three times the annual revenue to be derived from such traffic light, a contribution to the Company shall
be requ' red of such excess.

Nature of Service.
Cu:tomer furnishes and installs all fixtures, lamps, ba!!asts, controls and other equipment, includirig
wiring to point of connection with Company's overhead or underground system, as directed by the
Cornpany. Company furnishes and installs, where required for center suspended overhead signals,
messenger cable and supporting wood poles and also makes final connections to its lines. If, in the
Company's opinion, the installation of wood poles is not practical, the customer shall furnish, install and
reaintain suitable supports other than wood poles. Customer maintains equipment, including lamp
renewals, and Company supplies energy for its operation.

Monthly Rate

2.75Cper Kwh for all Kwh
.

(3 -
V Delayed Payrnent Charge:

A delayed oayrnent charqc of 2% of the total net bill shall be added
to any bill riot paid within 30 days af ter it: I: uance.

-

Tax Adjustment:

(a) Bi!!s shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions which levy special taxes, license fees
or rentals against the Company's property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other customers from being compelled to
share such local increases. ,

~

(b) Bills sha!! be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax or excise imposed by any
governmerital authority upon the Company's generation or sale of electrical energy.

Detemination of Wh:
Monthly Wh shan be detemined by cxultiplying the total connected load
in W (including the la=ps, ballasts, transfomers, and control devicea)
times 730 hours. The Wh for cyclical devices shall be 507 of the total
Wh so calcuhted. The Id&. for contirlinus, nonintemittent devices shall
be 100f, of the total ,Wh so , calculated.
No reduction in Wh will be made for devices not operated 24 hours per day, or

not operated every day; except that the Wh of dcVices used for the control of school traffic,
and operated not more than 6 hours per day during the school year only, shall be 10% of the total
Wh so ctilculated.

(/ Contract:

' Service may be supplied on informal request but, under special circumstances, the Company may requist
a term contract of reasonable duration.'

Special Terms and Conditions:

The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as to term or duration of
contract, termination charges, contribution in aid of construction, monthly charges or other special
considerations when the customer requests service, equipment or facilities not normally provided under
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CONSUMERS PCWER COMPANY

WET PROJECTED INCRE!O21 TAI, TFFECT OF ELECTRIC RATE INCREASE AND PALISADES OPERATION

(1975ByMonth) M
k

Estimat.e of the Incremental Impact of MPSC Rate Orders
of Sept 16, 1974 and January 23, 1975 on Rate Revenues

and the Associated Indenture Covertme Estimate of the Incremental Imonet of Palisades Operation

Het Earnings Net Income Pro Forma Net Earnings Het Income Pro Forma
l 1Month (Before Taxes) (After Taxes) Indenture Coverage (Before Taxes) (After Taxes) Indenture Coverage

Jan $ 2.3 IM $ 1.1 IM .09 $ 0 Im $ 0 km -

Feb 35 17 13 -

Mar 5.4
,

2.6 .18 -

Apr 53 2.5 .24 95 4.6 .10

May 5.2 2.5 30 3.6 1.7 .12

June 53 2.6 33 1.7 .8 .15
~

July 5.4 2.6 .35 4.6 2.2 .18

Aug 55 2.6 .40 6.3 30 .24
,

S:pt 57 27 .46 (4.5) (2.2) .20

Oct 5.6 27 54 (3.0)2 (3,5) ,17

Nov 5.8 2.8 57 16.3 7.8 4 32
- t

% .46Dec 59 2.8 57 14 9 72
_ >

Total $60 9IE $29 2 MM $49 4 MM $23.6 im

W M
*'1

Assumes financing outlined in response to question 3 Data is cumulative since indenture coverage is based o
twelve months ended earnings. .

2
Assum outage for Pa' ides refbeling.

O O
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Consumers Power Company Annual Report 1975
212 West Michigan Avenue, Jackson, Michigan 49201 (517) 788-0550

0

The Cimpaq
.

Consumers Power Company was incorporated in Michigan in 1968
and is the successor to a corporation of the same name which was
organized in Maine in 1910 and which did business in Michigan
from 1915 to 1968.

The Company is a public utility engaged in the generation, pur-
chase, distribution and sale of electricity, and in the purchase, pro- -

duction, manufacture, storage, distribution and sale of gas, in the -

Lower Peninsula of the State of Michigan. The Company also sup-
plies steam service in one community. The population of the terri-
tory served by the Company is estimated to exceed 5,200,000. The
Company's utility operating revenues in 1975 were derived approxi-
mately 57% from electric service and 43% from gas service.

The industries in the territory served by the Company include
automobile and automobile equipment, primary metals, chemicals,
fabricated metal products, pharmaceuticals, machinery, oil refining,
paper and paper products, food products and a diversified list of
other industries.

The Company has two major wholly-owned subsidiaries. Northern,
' Michigan Exploration Company is engaged in exploration and de-

velopment, purchase and sale of oil and natural gas in the northern
part of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan and onshore and offshore
Louisiana. Michigan Gas Storage Company is engaged in the pur-
chase, transmission, storage and sale to the Company J gas from
interstate pipeline suppliers. In addition, the Company owns a small
subsidiary, Michigan Utility Collection Service Co. Inc., which is
engaged in a special collection service from some past customers
for utility services rendered by the Company.

_ __ __
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|| Last year this letter ended on the thought that we, as shareholders in Consumers
) u H(V Power, had reason to look forward to substantial improvement in the Company's

[g||gggg business in 1975. We are pleased to report that that optimism was justified.
E BE3555 After reaching a low of $1.30 for the 12 months ended January 31,1975,

earnings per share increased steadily during the next 11 months to $2.65 for
8barshildersa ihe yee,..

A number of developments contributed to the earnings recovery and general
upswiag in Consumers Power's affairs.

The Company's severe revenue deficiencies of 1974 were partly offset by badly
needed rate increases authorized in 1975. An electric rate order permitting an
increase of $66.2 million annually, including an interim increase of $27.6 million
annually granted in September 1974, was issued by the Michigan Public Service
Commission in January 1975. In addition, an interim gas rate increase of
$29.2 million annually was granted last June. However, further rate increases

Earnings increased are needed, as is noted later in this letter.
St:adily, but Additional During 1975 inflation moderated to some extent and the depressed automotive

R: venues are Necessary industry, a major economic force in the Company's service area, made gains in the
final quarter. Further improvement in the auto business and the general economy
is anticipated in 1976.

Our large nuclear plant at Palisades, which was out of service during 1974,
came back on line in April 1975 and performed well. It was shut down for
scheduled inspection, maintenance and refueling in late December. The
availability of Palisades, plus added generating capacity supplied by the new
Unit 3 at the Dan E. Karn plant, substantially reduced the need for relatively
high cost purchased power to meet customers' demands.

The management continued to hold a tight lid on expenses and to implement
cost reductions. One measure of the effectiveness of such actions is the

V average number of customers served per Company employee. This number was
203 at the end of 1975, an improvement of 28 percent over 1970 when the number
was 159. Over the same period the work force has oeen reduced from 12,000 to
10,700, while customers served increased from 1,082,400 electric and 854,100 gas
to 1,217,700 electric and 971,900 gas.

Construction Will With the economic and financial outlook improved, the Company plans to
Cost $406 Million restore the construction program to a level closer to that needed to meet its -

In 1976 service area's future energy requirements. Construction expenditures for 1976 are
budgeted at $406 million. A realistic program, geared to moderate growth
projections, it assumes that Consumers Power Company's need for broadened
understanding on the regulatory front will be realized and met. If the Michigan
Public Service Commission acts promptly and fairly to allow needed increases in

,

revenues, the Company will be on the way to regaining the investor confidence ;
required to issue securities needed for expansion at reasonable costs.

Requests for As this annual report went to press, two major rate applications were pending
Rafe Increases before the Commission. The request for additional gas revenues totaling $57.8

Pending milHon annually filed in November 1974, and a request for $106.7 million in
additional electric revenues filed in May 1975, were both awaiting Commission
action. On the gas filing, interim relief of $29.2 million was granted in June 1975
and final action was expected momentarily. The electric rate application, on
which interim relief was turned down in February 1976, is expected to be
decided in April.

The time required for the Public Service Commission to decide rate requests
in these inflationary times, together with the use of historical test years,
has added to the Company's financial burden by making it impossible forp)i rates to accurately reflect costs of sming customers at the time the higher rates
become effective. Although under a statutory mandate to complete utility rate
cases within nine months, the Commission has been unable to achieve that goal.

Delays in obtaining just and prompt regulatory decisions continue to threaten
the Company's future ability to serve its customers. Severe construction cutbacks

1
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in 1974 and 1975 resulted from the Company's depressed earnings and inability j
to raise money to build.

'

I

We believe that the past year or two has witnessed a broader public
acceptance of the fact that there really is an energy problem which will contin
to manifest itself in shortages and higher prices. The public also must
understand that while energy conservation and a slack economy have slowed the
rates of growth, expanded energy resources must be developed if Michigan is to

Regulatory Understanding provide for moderate growth and avoid economic stagnation. A narrowing of the
is Essentlaf " understanding gap"is essential, so that public support and regulatory action will

permit the utility construction required to meet tomorrcw's energy needs.
The Marysville gas reforming plant is a product of past long-range planning

which in 1975 clearly proved its importance to Michigan's economy. The plant,
which converts liquid hydrocarbons into synthetic natural gas, was conceived in
the earliest shadows of the natural gas shortage. The plant operated throughout
1975 at or above design capacity, enabling the Company to add 22,700 new
residential customers while serving all of its industrial and commercial customers
even though pipeline deliveries were curtailed severely. Without the Marysville
plant, severe reductions of industrial and commercial service would have been
required, and expansion of residential service would not have been possible.

Crude Oil Supply An area which has become somewhat clouded in recent months is tha
is Uncertain availability of Canadian crude oil to fuel the Karn and Weadock generating plants,

and of Canadian natural gas liquid feedstocks for the Marysville reforming plant.
On January 1,1976, the Canadian Government sharply reduced crude oil and
natural gas liquid exports to the U.S., resulting in a reduction in deliveries of
crude oil for electric generation. Such reductions will be substantially offset in
the first quarter of 197S by deliveries of a special blend of partially refined oil
products from Canada. The reduced exports from Canada will be subject to an
allocation program being developed by the U.S. Federal Energy Administratio
The Company is uncertain as to the future availability of these supplies from
Canada but is making a determined effort to ensure adequate fuel and feedstock
supplies at the lowest practical cost.

Another problem is natural gas supply from traditional pipeline sources. We
believe that unless an enlightened national energy policy is adopted without
further delay, the prospect of easing the natural gas shortage is dim. .

Management Staff During 1975, the top management structure was strengthened through
Strengthened realignment and key personnel additions. The Company welcomed a new

president and a new personnel vice president, and appointed an executive vice
president for finance, a senior vice president for accounting and rate matters, and
a new controller. Successors also were named upon the retirements of the
Company's general counsel and its vice presidents for bulk power operations and c

public relations. The year ended with the management staff at full strength and -

prepared to direct continuing improvements in electric, gas and
corporate operations.

In concluding this review of a year which ended on an upbeat, albeit with
problems ahead, we want to express our appreciation to all members of the
Consumers Power family for their continued support during difficult times and
for the communications and suggestions we have received. The management is
mindful of its responsibilities to the Company's customers, shareholders and
employees, and will continue to work to satisfy their needs.
Sincerely,

A-

O
J. D. Selby, President A. H. Aymond, Chairman of the Board

February 16,1976
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i g ggggg The financial picture improved s'ubstantially for the Company in 1975.The newy
( 13 Egg 33 gg _ oil-fired Unit 3 of the Dan E. Karn generating plant went into commercial(3

>

N) g' toperatloa and the Palisades nuclear plant was returned to service for an,

gggg extended period. The production of those two plants significantly reduced the
. 3E335 EU _ need for high cost purchased and interchanged power.

- - An electric rate increase granted in January 1975 and an interim gas rate
J increase made effective in June _were also important factors in the

financial improvement.'

~

The Company's Position As a result, from February forward, earnings steadily improved, enabling the
improved in '1975' Tompany to issue the securities required to help finance a restricted construction

program. However, total new plant expenditures of $220 million in 1975 were still
but Adequate Rates '$200 million less than the amount that should have been spent to meet future

. Are Still To Be Obtained, customer requirements,if the money could have been raised.- -

LThe market price of the Company's common stock improved in 1975 although
early in 1976 it was still selling at substantially less than its underlying book'

value. The Company's credit rating, in the wake of its poor earnings in 1974,s
continues to be depressed. As a result, the costs to the Company for the use of
funds _for construction remain high.To restore the Company's credit ratings to
previous levels will require continued improvement. Investors must be
convinced that regulation will be reasonable and fair. -s

__" i 1 ; Even with the heartening upturn in earnings, there is much still to be
.

1'

m ; accomp!!shed if the Company is to finance needed construction to meet the'':
,

' : demands of its customers in the future. Approximately $406 million is budgeted
~

.in 1976 to restore the construction schedule to an appropriate level. To finance _
'

this program and to refund $60 million of 8% % first mortgage bonds maturing Iri'

-M ,1976, over $300 million must be raised through sales of securities. Timely and --~ <

- j ,
1 amounts of additional new capital. 3

. .

,
m fair regulatory action is needed so that the Company can attract the required

~

.;
- ( . , .

~

. ,

W Earnings' Increased . Earnings increased each month frorr he low point of $1.30 per average' share
i

.

, 2:
~

Steadily of common stock outstanding reported for the 12 months ended January 31,1975,c

'to $2.65 for the 12 months ended December 31,1975. The 1975 year-end. figuref. - ,

~y i * X y" -G . compares to $1.34 for the_ year 1974 (before the cumulative eff.e_ct of an
~

vaccounting method change which increased per share earnings in 1974 by $.95).-
' -

g

'I * ' Earnings per commorishare are based on the average number of shares of
Jcommon stock outstanding during the 12-month periods ended December 31,<

' %* .1974 and December 31',- 1975. Earnings per share of common stock, assuming full.

y . dilution by conversion of the Company's $6.00 and $5.50 preference stock, were -

j .$2.27 for.1974 (after the cumulative effect of the accounting change)
,

and $2.52 for' 1975. -
% f , Total operating revenues rose to $1,341,100,000 for the 12 months ended

_

^

'' December.31,1975, a 21.3 percent increase over the $1'105,383,000*
, m

; reported for 1974. + *'-

.%gf , f in November 1974, the Company applied to the Michigan Public Service
, .

, ,

. . . .. _ ; . .. -_ , ,
_

, ,
,

g-~.

7 ' < Commission for approval to increase its gas rates.by $54.2 million, later amended*- > * -
, . ' ..

tto $57.8 million In Jun_e 1975, the Commission granted interim relief in the'

' Gas anif Electric amount of $29.2 million annually. As of the date of printing this report
, Rate Cases no final order had been. issued. p''

~

' " ' t Pending in May 1975 the Company applied to the Michigan Public Service Commission
for permission to increase its electric rates by at least $118 million annually,.

'
^ s

including $73,500,000 in interim relief. This request was amended in November
, , z

" , .to $106,663,000 and $66,769,000 in interim relief, to reflect the impact of the new, ,

y Michigan Single Business Tax, which became effective on January 1,1976
'

y . replacirig eight previously existing business taxes.The Commission on February
9,1976 denied the Company's request for interim relief, and indicated that a final

|,w 4 _ '% w order would be issued in approximately two months.
m

~

DJ > s i M . Also pending in conjunction with the electric rate case is a request that the
*o

)' ,; 4" ' M ~ Michigan Public Service Commission amend the fuel adjustment clatise to reflect |
' the cost of purchased and interchanged power in electric rates. This request was

_

', '1 ; y ; originally filed in 1974 and has been consolidated with the Company's 'ts , ,

^; q . f < electric rate case.-
.. .

.
.

.

*

, , ' _ *> n - ; %
7., in September the Federal Power Commission authorized theyompany to

f- .

"
. , , - < y,

% . , n' > < \ . ;- :.W' $A5D # '

e

<- .m e . .3> .
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V ., |Incrmse its.wholssala electric rrtes, by $5.1 million ennually, subject to.'r; fund [ '
~

,
.

~p L following Commission review. The increase,'which became effective September
' -,- -

m
,s

- 130,19,7ji, affects 16 smalle,r systems that buy power from the Company. ]gg, ,
.

.

'j' A settlemerWadreement'in.~a pending wholesale rate proceeding 'The Detroit- :
~

i,

Edison Company has been submitted to the . Federal Power Commissun!for' Q M
' '

.
, ;

. approval. The agreement would increase by $2.746,000 annually the' cost of& /'q
<

, 4, ,

; ; wholesale electricity which the Company purchases for resale in the City of . . *
i;'

' - Pontiac., Michigan. The increase would become effective A.pri. ',,,1976. . . ,, imd-y*V-
- ~ Neiw 'SecurIfles In 1975, the, Company secured external funds to meet its requirernents.in a.

,. .
-

1 ..

'
Jlssued number of ways, including the issuance of new securities as foligws: }, Q [[,

'

; Preference Stock ~ (-
~ ~'

- d& ' $|? ,E i Rs,.
s.

JuneI & ' '_' *
.

'
~

* '

.. L&, W< - .,

Cost after un' erwriting d| % .
^

1 $50..million" gross pidcee~ds from sale of 1,000,000
~

d
'

,

shares, cumulative ~ $1 par value, at $50 per share, commissions [11.579% % ' 1
~

' ' -

,

- each share convertible into approximately 3.225 9 ' L N i: .
shares of common stock, annual dividend

~ . 4' iMS4

rate, $5.50 , 1~ ^ ,if "+

First Mortgage Bonds
, ,. ,

'

| i sw .
'

, y-',
-

- July ~ % Mi .MW
sS75 millioN,9%% Sbries . Effective interest co'st Y ^ "T

~

s
, *; idue 1980 ', ., V to the Company 9.982%' S _C. . e +

< , - - . : ...s. . . . a .a .
m

$75 million,11 % %, Series '
~

n . Effective interest cost:1 4;,

- J - Idue'2000
- . - . .

. . , , ... .to the Company (n.674%'w mg;
- 11

- w v. .
. ..

__

.

in June the Company sold and leased back two of its principal general, office;; h ",

i buildings'and ~ elated land in Jackson, Michigan, to the Trustees of the' Gene'ralWiG <*
; r

Electric Pension Trust. The sale and lease-back arrangement provided th' l fl,f 'e
' Company with $26 million of long-term funds for financing construction at aj :%$p

- favorable cost in comparison to.other sources.
. y .' ~pAbM+,

M
c' . pollution control revenue bonds issued by the Charter Township of Hampton,M,D

. in November the Company arranged for th'e' sale of two's' rles of tax exe'niNt! Le
Q

~

,, ,.

-]j Proceeds from;these bonds are being used to finance air and water pollutionQJn' Michigan and the; Township of Port Sheldon, Michigan, totaling $31 million. ;gg.M
,

'
,

.

Mcontrol equipment.at the Company.'s Karn-Weadock and' Campbell electric %F '
| generating plants. Interest costs on the bonds ranged between 6.75 and i # UT %3

< - 19 percent depending"on the bond maturity dates.
. . . t. WSC .-

' ^At a special meeting of shareholders on September.24,1975 a resolutiorfwas' . .;.
;

' '

7 fadopted amending the Company's Articles of incorporation to increase the. W' .
'

'

' authorized number of shares of common stock from 32,500,000 to 42,500,000.
_

The amendment was adopted by a favorable vote of 64 percent of o9i .
'

the voting shares outstanding. .y
~

M' -mC,W_
- Eln January 1976 the Company negotiated the sale of 2,500,000 shares of'' W?

^

m' ^ '

' common stock.The stock was sold to the public'at $21.125 per'shareLProceeds;
~

.# .

,

e _n, ' ^ -
. E from the sale, after deduction of underwriting discounts and commissions, totaled . 5#

K - {$50.9 million, and are being used to help finance the Company's constructionNP '
~

;1 A _~ E > . program and to repay short-term borrowings made for that purpose.
. . ,p' g . tyJ ;- . , _ , '...,e ,, . . . , 7_ ..

E n. .' * *

~Pending Litigaflon in February 197S the Michigan Supreme Court denied the Company's request
- w for leave to appeal a decision of the State Court of Appeals affirming a lower?

~ court decision requiring the Company to refund $24.5 million to its electric and-

,

; gas customers.-The Company has requested that the Court reconsider its action.
The refund decision was issued in litigation brought by the Company challenging .,

. the legality of a 1969 Michigan Public Service Commission order which required -

.

the Company to reduce its rates if the Federal income tax surcharge, then in .
,effect, was later reduced or eliminated. The surcharge was first reduced and <

' ,

-then eliminated in 1970. The Company believes there should be no refund: --

because increases in other costs during the period covered by the refund

g)'
- exceeded the tax savings resulting from the changes in the surcharge. . . ' ,~.

,

p. . .i,

: There is a' suit pending which was filed by the Company in 1974 in U.S. District -|> '

. Court seeking not less than $300 million in past and future damages, together<

! ,

~ Palisades nuclear plant. The suit contends that five major contractors . failed to;
with equitable relief, from suppliers of components and design work for the . ;,

i

|
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%@M{Sff%bM?i&g ?$Q&Nj&iMh%&$@?O& ",&' A0; /f MWF jc pgg ~ q-

kh :h ygpg ' kpw$yrGM$%J vWh?$hh$k?Yh X * {'fN Jbw.D fg $$th;x M M w w w.w)w~<ep%M73QpQg[:kygm equately d.esign and build.the plant; resulting among other things in the D.
,

< .- , .

IMhG$i%y @y@y -earmngs.y outage.for repairs from August 1973 until April 1975 which hurt
kand pqstl

ggmy .a.x dunng.that period.L ggy
.

Av qK;p;.g7, .

ldJuly'1975 an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board of the U.S. Nuclea
.

M , ' & r. % F . Regulatory Commissic

"Midiand nuclear planon issued a6 initial decision in an antitrust review in th
'

' O'E* t licensing proceeding. In the decision the ASLB ruled
'

'yy %o y ?. P. fths' activities of Consumers Power Company were not inconsistent with ant'
jPg y 1.~? , ? S $ laws and authorized the NRC Licensing Board to continue the permits for-

"r; 16 a v ,3*s
w& ~ .f_,' construction of the Midl.a,nd plant with.out any antitrust restrictions.,t,, T; y & g %x

. m .

.

."-

3 MThe Justice Department had recommended a hearing, charging that activ'y, 4M;% ) ' Qunder the' Midland plant licenses wo,uld maintain a situation inconsistent u
40 y a . . f ~ antitrust laws. In September the~ Justice Department, the NRC staff and cerS,

; - 0 % .ifk; [ ~+ ~ T[msiiici 5af and cooperative. inte'rven6r's filed exceptions to the initial decisiol
a.j PM , ' " the ASLB. The case is now pending before an Atomic Safety and"Y'y ' ' MLidensing Appeal Board of the.NRC.,

#
.

j , . pi $2? * % n } $,h
.

Environmental Costs ~ The Company continued to invest in fdcilities for environmental protectio
.

.in 1975 Exceeded to{al expenditur.es.in1975 exceeding' $40 million. To date, total capital
. n, . g . sinvestments required by environmental regulations have exceeded $165 m't

. / v 1 9 $g$40 Million .of that total, $68 m' illion went for' air pollution control, over $40 million for w" N% g -j MD.olEtion control snd more thari $42 million for nuclear radiation control. O
'm

7 : %'/[ theydnditbres involved solid waste disposal, noise abatement,',

g :W"[;c-m; u,g.n$y@ aesthetics and land use.
' ,

'

MM/> @*
' L' '

'' N Q ' 4 > d-[hoperation of environmental prot 5ctiori equipment and the use of low-sulfur
i lh1975'the C.ompany incuMS bee'rl$18'rnilIionlin additional costs related

-

,,

_ y d ; .. . a -*
,

GM$@4p
d_ . &e . Q@dM@gjrgj[;g.Msdulied,fo'InYest fri ekces~s of $300 'millidri to comply with environmental

f
# fuels t('stiinate'd.ihat in the'five' year peri'od

y |y: indet' emission co'ntrol ieq'uirements? '." Wi
' NW i3)t;ls e 1976-80 the" Company may be

.

W M {d MM}- I.p%'g geq$reinents. Iri Addition anothe'r $120 niilli i be required to maintain a

M@w.MF Ndiq$ yen'vironmentalprotection.sys,mg incremenon, n ay
h 4M 4WRp% operate thisjquipment[Includ tal costs for low-sulfur fuel.
y , NWrM tems and equipment are nonrevenue produe

-

andsd'd si'gnificantly'to the costs ~of providing electric, service. The Compan-Ms M M Whsdoritinuds to bo58uctinvir'onniental impabt studies and make presentationd f g7(Qdp" ' 7 'j WW ji, ;$Mhe%ulato[y agehcies in an Att'ehip''t to obtain 'def,erral or elimination of certala( niilionmental'rs~ i i(that the Com~pany b'elieves are not justified on 8
,

M ( @%fallsinto this'cate o. cost ,b.enefit.basiqu remens; A significant portion of anticipated future expenditureseQ 4,

(< i %,
A+ -

g ry;q jf @ '* ,
.

.

"

"" ' t n(Control Commission denied the Company's request for a variance from theJHowever, the problern is a dif@ficult one in late 1975 the Michigan Air Poltu
-

' -

6.

. ^

' M enfoicemenf of particulate emissiodlimits at the James H. Campbell plant L~ g% ^ q
;, ''

'

~

f TdAs a'cor@eq0encs, the' Company' signed a multimillion dollar contract to ineu.,.

) & t jy ' ) @ yMadditional partic'ulate c6ntrol e, quip' ment st the plant.The existing precipitat
''

,wg M ..- weg (op'm' rates with'a pa'rficulate removal efficiency of about 95 percent. Increasis
e

3MNQg bre oVafefficiendsppioximatel'yj psicen(t', to about"99 percent, required toi @'ap C W.3.j ef isssufe; compliance:wlih the Commission e~ mission limit, will cost the ~e

Q4J Ngy@NSCorgany at;lesst $. 25 niillion. $ W 4 '~

^

ye y %. 3 g , e :; ;WQThese costs, of. course, are ultimately bo'rne by the Company's customers
.

_ .

y * 4( ,' , 4'sy Qbodies that in many instances the benefits to thoso living in its serv:ce area,
[ V / through higher rates. The Company has taken the pocition before regulatogy

*
,

i 3. "OM' g v% . w - are by,and large the Company's cus.t.omers,are not commensurate with the s<r u. g>
R; S 3 XShareholders and

m - my 7 x .

,.

,.At year end 1975 thsre were 123,548 common shareholders ard 29,610
' &}Qf gq?ji DIYidends preferrid and preference shareholders. Shareholders of preference stock hs

~

J Wj c e converted 148,130 share,s of the $5.50 preference stock issued in 1975 and.v

% rQ'4;Y% D[I %h212,'47.4 shares of the $6.00 preference stock issued in 1974 ir.to a total of7' %d!) '' fC M (1'327,636 shares of common stock by year-end.] ,

y dg y dL. ~ ';M4he Company paid $53,271,000 or $2.00 per share in divicends to commogi;

Og~9?Q[g[?mt[s:
grn.j 4Qf.: [1 Ysh'areholders and dividends on preferred and preference stock amounted to

'
Q jT 7 $30,086,000 durinh the year. Owners of the Company's stock are residents

:,,A diSO states,' the District of' Columbia and 27 foreign countries. Approximately
' ~ .

C ' |Mg k . .I . 'M66 bercent of all sh'areholders are MichigaFi residents. ' >
^

M. s'#m.ghd a r.iThe.1975 Annual Meeting of Shareholders was held Tuesday, April 8,1973;fedpA$dNLm % :q.s-
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M. ., no.n. d postly_out. age.for re. pairs from Au
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3 until April 1975 which hurt

i A op se;/f. .x;myyearnings.during that period.E g.a ~ gust 197.w( \ en .

gw; V e #nv a

h}WWMNVMMMDir'iJuly1975.aWAtomic Safety and Licensing Board of the U.S. Nuclear
a. <

ggg@g h +yW " Midland nuclear pian.on issued a6. in.itial decis}on in an antitrust review in the
yVp 3.dRegulatorV CommissiR.

M t licensing proceeding. In the decision the ASLB ruled thaty

WM @N @% |R@GS M 9.Diawsind authorized the NRC Licensing Board to continue the permits for
dMM MMthe'abtivitfes of ConsumersPower CompanyMere not inconsistent with antitrust

Wi& J

&4W:. m a C,.y; .SYcon.struct.io. n'of the Midlanci plant with,out.any antitrust restrictions.WRv

h y;n
an, .

MM%yffyggj{t|m@Thellustice Department had recommended a hearing, charging that activitiesph;p2gR f
~ - .

.
--

Qunds'r the Mid. land plant licenses.wo'uld maintain a situation inconsistent with the
~

p , ' y yg ph.vt.c@ antitrust. laws. In September the: Justice Department, the NRC staff and certain

e;(fQM/M;M @Wth'e XSLB'. The case is now pending before an Atomic Safety and
Mt Jrndiii'cinal and cboperative'inte'rVen6r's filed exceptions to the initial decision of#phy:3W t '7 ' %, ' Q,g , y - m.1
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Environmental Costs .$he Cornpsny| continued to invest in facilities for environmental protection withL

t, Aq' @cln 1975 Exceedeftotaljexpenditures inj975 excepding $40 million. To date, total capital.

;

40 Million,inyestments required by environmental regulations have exceeded $165 million. .a
. ,m

m'.- *posA % dn p.o.f th.at. total $s8.1nillion. went fo
;

x mg W:g my&p ..jpollution: control. d more thanr.' air poliation control, over $40 million for water
..

. , . g es. n me .. - 3

$42'm.illion for nuclear radiation control. Other
!? p. yg@:s gw 3 cNe~xpenditures invoa.lved ' solid wa~ste disposal, noise abatement,

~ - nwy; .m we - - - . .
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i3 MW poperation of environme'ntal protection equip' ment and the'use of low-sulfur - 'a~
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7% %.OdV.$h@@M 8EMdfusis t(' stihlate'd.thit Iri thsfive'yeaEperi'od 1976-80 the Company may be
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!M. Ms 74edMMM %@Krs%ed. to in. iest in excess of $300inilli6n to c'o.mply with environmental
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h perate this~pgulpment, mg
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tal costs for low-sulfur. fuel. ;N
MWQMQW9%qd;nEn'vironmentalprotection. systems and equipment are nonrevenue producingadd ed' si'gnificantly'to the costs"of:providing electric service. The Companyd
D4$MhW%M#Mpfontrnudito bo5huctinvir'onrridntal'irdUsht studies and rhake presentations tohMk
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Mdeni/ironmental r6quirements that the Company believes are not justified on a
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SE '$3 3#W'[ggControl Comrpission denied the Company's request for a variance from the.:#MM.d $ nfoIcemenf of pa'rtIhu~ late emissioElirnits.at the James H. Campbell plant t! nit 2.
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| N
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$my[T . %$$Y.k g% a c6riseqUerice, ths'Compan 'sigried a' multimillion dollar contract to install:
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V[a%d. Wh[j Dividendf p;referie'd and preference shareh'olders. Shareholders of preference stock had
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DhMM (%Mw converted 148,130 sharss~of the $5.50 preference stock iss'ued in 1975 and
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#
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Changes in ,, John D. Selby, a nuclear and electronics engineer, became a Company director.
Management and president aryd chief operati.ng officer effective April 1,1975. A.H. Aymond; w..

.

shad served as both chairmar) of the' board and president since the death ofy .i a '' s

j+%s Mda'mes H. Caripbell, than pfssids'nt, in.1972iMr, Selby came to Consu'mers'Powerw
-
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rev: '
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M
~ %r"~' %+mp A ~ effective Jan,uary.. i1976. Mr; Fitzpatrick joined the Company IriMarch 1975 as
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7 | 4[ 2iW.A ' h|as'sistant vice presidbnt'f'o'r J ublic relations. He formerly sierved in the U.S. Post'al0EService as ushistant postmaste'r general and with the Federal Energy. -
-y .

,

- IO M9./ Administration as deputy' director of public affairs. Earlier he.was'directcr of
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More and More, It is Clear That the Need To Build W
MBEII8 ! uust Be Communicates sy eiectric utizitie, So

'

d aMu

Mh8 N886 ensorsement or asequate n tes.
',

That Public Approval Will Support Regulatory
pqW1

~

d-

qu
g3 One of the best signs of what 1976 may have in store for * W j; : #e .,

-1. , . ,

55u Michigan occurred on December 23,1975 when the "e {Company announced at a major press conference that it was g_ .E' 7'e.
'

resuming a construction program realistically geared to the /= : :E E
state's future needs. Due to depressed earnings, the g

g g Company's expenditures for expansion and improvement,
._

~ -g 3 of facilities had to be reduced sharply in 1974,
and drastically in 1975.

The Company's decision to budget $406 million for 1976
construction - $369 million of it electric - heralded a return
to a " normal" construction program. It meant that improved
conditions, together with the expectation of reasonable - -

regulatory treatment, had made it possible for the Company 5 -

to keep trying to do its job - serving 1.8 million customers 5: C -

~

reliably and well, now and in the future. '~

For Consumers Power Company and most electric utilities, - 4carrying on edequate construction programs will require %,

further improvement in earnings and improved credit ratings.
' /m[-[ ~ k N L $%But there's a problem.

.

-

N?:c?

.dN . h((b
In 1975 the Edison Electric Institute, the principal

Mb9' pfffassociation of investor-owned electric companies, made a i e
survey of public attitudes to follow up on studies made mO

~

1971 and 1973. The survey painfully revealed that public i;
,

disenchantment with all energy companies has intensified ;
;

sharply since the 1973 oil embargo which sent fuel 3[.hprices skyrocketing. LI

That disenchantment must be met and counteracted. h1 4,6 D@%S,, "(Electric utility companies must dedicate themselves to W
i communicating to their customers the need to build to meet O H

the increasing demands that inevitably lie ahead, taking '

carefully reasoned growth rates, conservation and
environmental needs into full account.

Consumers Power Company plans to do just that, and to
enlist the continuing support of its shareholders and
employees in the effort. With firmly based public
understanding and support, the Company hopes to obtain
regulatory decisic., which will allow it to continue doing
today what is essential to assure adequate energy resources,

( for Michigan tomorrow.

electric Over the next 10 years the Company is forecasting average
Construction yearly electric sales growth rates of four and one-helfi

| Program a percent for residential use, six percent for commercial use
and six percent for industrial use. To meet anticipated # .Challenge growth,it is estimated that the Company will have to spend '

.

approximately $6 billion for new construction over the next N -

10 years, the majority of it for electric projects. The Company I

O has budgeted $369 million for new electric construction in '

.

1976. Of that, about $200 million will be spent on the
Midland nuclear plant to move the twin-unit plant toward its
completion dates of 1981 and 1982. Approximately S34 M
million is budgeted for the Dan E. Karn generating plant

_.
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Unit 4, which is scheduled fo. operation in early 1977.
The Company plans to spend $18 million on Unit 3 of the

James H. Campbell plart in 1976. Campbell Unit 3 is
scheduled for operation in 1980. Also budgeted in 1976 are
approximately $53 million for improvements at other

~

generating plants. The budget includes substantial costs for ,

environmental protection: $21 million for existing plants and
$40 million for plants under construction. The Company I '

'also plans an expenditure of $66 million in 1976 for general
improvements, replacement of equipment, and other work to
keep the electric system operating properly.

Palisades Plant The Palisades nuclear plant, which had been out of g
operation in 1974 for repairs, went back into service in April TOUT - 3
1975. Pursuant to the terms of its operating license, the plant p,;
was shut down in December for steam generator tube B'
inspection. Also during the outage uranium fuel will be i3 ,

replaced and necessary maintenance will be performed. In
addition, the Company has begun constructing a $22 million
water purification system for the plant to provide for better p

'control of feedwater and steam system chemistry to minimize
further corrosion problems. The Company expects the plant
to be back in operation in April 1976.

During its eight months of 1975 operation the Palisades
plant, the Company's largest generating unit, produced over
2.4 billion kilowatthours of electncity at a unit fuel cost half
that of energy produced by the Company's fossil-fueled
generating units.

Karn Unit 3 in In April 1975 the Company's new oil-fired Unit 3 of the Dan
Commercial E. Karn generating plant went into commercial operation. In

Operation July Karn 3 was taken out of service for repairs to a boiler
reheater. The plant went back into production after repairs
were completed in October and presently has a net rating of
500,000 kilowatts. Certain boiler modifications must be

made before Karn 3 can be operated at its projected net
capability of 644.000 kilowatts. Those modilications are
expected to be completed in 1977.

Midland Plant Early in 1975, budget constraints forced a severe cutback
_

Construction in construction activity at the Midland nuclear plant.
Approximately $69 million were spent on Midland in 1975. ;.i s.

Cost estimates for the twin-unit generating plant were NN [ '

revised from $940 million to $1.4 billion due to a planned
two-year delay in commercial operation of the units and
further refinement of the estimate covering the scope of the
work. To date, construction at the Midland plant site is about

g[J12 percent complete and engineering about 50 percent
complete. When completed, the plant will have a capability - '

of approximately 1.3 million kilowatts equal to almost }one-fourth of the Company's present generating capability,
and also will provide process steam to The Dow
Chemical Company.

Emergency in May 1975 the Michigan Public Service Commission
Procedures issued an order approving emergency procedures to be ,

* '

Approved mplemented in the event of short- and long-term electrici -

generating capacity shortages. Those procedures include _

internal load reduction, voltage reduction, automatic and -

10
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a
manualload shedding, interruption of selected distribution

.O
-

circuits on a rotating basis and curtailment of up to 30 dM
percent of the electric demand and energy usage of
commercial and industrial customers having an electric 6 n-
demand of 500 kilowatts or higher. i

Crude Oil Supply On January 1.1976 the Canadian Government reduced #

Uncertain exports of crude oil to the United States to a level of
.

510,000 barrels per day and is expected to further reduce
exports to 385,000 barrels per day in late 1976. The cutback ;g,ffyf;}

' ,

resulted in the National Energy Board of Canada reducing
the amount of Canadian crude oillicensed for export toi

Consumers Power Company from the contracted level of
20,000 barrels per day to approximately 4,500 barrels per

|day in January 1976. This cutback, and similar announced ,

I

cutbacks for February and March 1976, will be substantially
offset through Company purchases of a special blend of
partially refined oil products from Canada. The U.S. Federal w -)Energy Administration has inaugurated an allocation ' >

.y
program for Canadian crude oil and the Company is -4

uncertain what the finalimpact of such a program will be ,,

4 .

on the operation of its oil-fired generating plants. ''

Canadian crude oilis burned in Karn 3 and six units of the '

John C. Weadock plant and is also planned as fuel for
Karn 4.The average cost of oil burned in 1975 was $12.95
per barrel, a 20 percent increase over the average cost per r
barrel of $10.76 in 1974. The Karn and Weadock units used

O approximately 5,568,100 barrels of oil to generate
electricity in 1975. *

The Company's coal-fired generating plants burned
5,933,000 tons of coal at an average cost of $21.60 per ton
compared to $16.92 per ton in 1974. The total cost of fuel
used in electric generation and purchased and interchanged

,

.%
power amounted to $340,447,000, a net 7.9 percent increase Dcompared to 1974.

At year-end 1975 the Company was serving 1.217,720 y.L1

electric customers located in 61 lower Michigan counties.
These included 7,710 industrial, 119,603 commercial and
1,089,577 resir.ential customers. A total of 22.9 billion _ , ., [
kilowatthours was sold by the Company, down ~~

slightly from 1974.

|
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( Maintaining Service to 971,900 Custorners Was a
'

~ ~ '

\ b Satisfaction in 1975, But There Were Frustrations
*

in Supply Regulation. _

* *. JDespite increasing curtailments from major pipeline ,. .

7 .- --suppliers, the Company was able to meet all the w

requirements of its firm gas customers during 1975. It also e

Blu I continued accepting new residential customers and added,~ ' - ~through the end of April, a limited number of new small
industrial and commercial customers.

CBS II Actueiix. all expansion would have stopped and sharp g
reductions in industrial service would have been necessary
had it not been for the successful operation of the Marysville
gas reforming plant and the Company's vigorous
participation in exploration and development of new gas {
supplies in Michigan.

The Company, through its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Northern Michigan Exploration Company (NOMECO), also
has been aggressive and successful in gas exploration and y

development in Louisiana and the Gulf of Mexico. However,
so far it has been unable to obtain the regulatory approvals
necessary to bring the Gulf Coast gas to Michigan.

Sharp curtailments, amounting to 115 billion cubic feet of
gas, were experienced from the Company's two major
pipeline suppliers in 1975. Sucn curtailments are expected
to reach 143 billion cubic feet, or about 40 percent of
contract levels, in 1976. In 1975 synthetic gas from the

/Marysville plant contributed an average of 183 million cubic p (T
feet per day or about 20 cercent of the Company's i

a

requirements, and gas received from newly developed !qf"
I '

producing areas in Michigan amounted to an average of
90 million cubic feet per day, or about 10 percent of the f
Company's total requirements. g

Due to the national gas shortage, the Company has J
implemented a gas allocation program authorized by the
Michigan Public Service Commission to protect service to
existing customers. Under the program the Company is
presently issuing gas permits for residential use only.

Marysviiie Sets Through August 1975 the Marysville gas reforming plant
Production produced a cumulative volume of 100 billion cubic feet of

-

Record synthetic natural gas (SNG), setting a record for production
of SNG in the United States. Marysville, one of the largest
plants of its kind in the world, converts liquid hydrocarbon
feedstocks imported by pipeline from Alberta, Canada into y. -

pipeline ruality gas, which is fed into the Company's I.
I integrated gas system. '"0(f -

The first unit at Marysville went irito service in the fall of j ?
'

<
,

1973 and the second unit became operational in the spring .y*
'

of 1974. During the plant's first complete year of full W q
operation in 1975 it produced more than 66 billion cubic feet '

of gas. Marysville has achieved a demonstrated maximum / q
daily output of 250 million cubic feet of synthetic gas, which -

*'is 25 percent greater than its design rating. By itself,
Marysville offset more than 57 percent of the curtailments in -d [
pipeline deliveries in 1975. *~

In April 1975 the Michigan Public Service Commission -c..

/
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released the final results of a study on Marysville conducted 4@
.,

- MMby the Stanford Research Institute. The report substantiates s
the value of the plant to Nchigan in providing a much- fik,i, m ;-
needed supply of naturas gas, offsetting in part the effect of j

5@""severe supplier curtailments. The report affirms that the #s
Oompany made the right decision for Michigan and its ;t
economy in building the plant, despite the relatively high '

cost of gas produced at Marysville. The report also points
,

out that the increased costs of gas from Marysville are
substantially attributable to sharply increased Canadian taxes

'
on exported feedstocks. As a result of U.S. and Canadian j

government fees, duties, taxes and other increased costs,
,

the price of natural gas liquid feedstocks for Marysville
increased from $4.00 per barrel in 1973 to more than $13.00 w p.
per barrel in 1975. .

;^

Canadian Although the Company's contract for Canadian feedstock
Feedstock provides for delivery to Marysville of up to 50,000 barrels per '

Under FEA day, the amount of liquid feedstock which may be used at '

epladon Marysville is controlled by allocation regulations 3 -.

administered by the U.S. Federal Energy Administration
(FEA). Under these regulations, the Company has requested 3 .

allocations sufficient to cover the volumes of Canadian "'d F i

feedstock contracted for Marysville. In December 1975 the
]"fm;$gFEA issued an order allocating such natural gas liquids for

Marysville for 1976, but inserted in the order several "
{conditions relating to service to customers and pricing of

the gas produced by the plant which could adversely affect '

. the 1977 allocation of feedstocks for Marysville. The
Company has appealed the order. '

With governmental actions uncertain, the effect of future |/,
.

,

FEA allocations of feedstock or cutbacks of Canadian ' '7

exports of feedstock upon Consumers Power's ability to Q O
._

serve its natural gas customers is unclear.

Company Anticipating the natural gas shortage and the need to take 4

Continues determined steps to protect Michigan gas consumers,
Search for Northern Michigan Exploration Company (NOMECO) has

New Gas p rticipated since 1967 in oil and gas exploration in
Michigan's Lower Peninsula. NOMECO presently holds
interests in undeveloped leases on oil and gas produced on
lands covering 477,000 Michigan acres.

NOMECO is also involved in the exploration and
development of 59,000 acres offshore Western Louisiana,
with a net ownership of 5,500 acres. There, marked success
has been achieved in finding new reserves. However, a

I1frequest filed with the Federal Power Commission in 'une is7p
g1974 for permission to transport NOMECO's share of this MP.

development, approximately 40 million cubic feet per day, xm
to Michigan through existing pipelines is still pending. In the
meantime, the gas is being sold to Trunkline Gas Company,
a major gas supplier to the Company, thereby reducing the

.,level of curtailments on the Trunkline system. 4/
'O Despite regulatory uncertainties, NOMECO is continuing .. J

its exploration activities in other parts of the country in 1976.
Since 1970, the Company and NOMECO have invested
$235 million in exploration and development to increase
gas supplies for Michigan.

.
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| Home Insulation insulation was added to more than 24,000 homes in the q

]Program Gains Company's service area in 1975 as a result of the Company's ;
home insulation program. Since December 1973, when the

Q(J * *
., . %<

program was initiated in cooperation with the Michigan d'@
Public Service Commission, more than 59,000 gas customers @
have made use of the service.The plan encourages j

i

| customers to obtain information and assistance in - 'F
conserving natural gas and making the most efficient use of '

it. The program emphasizes adequate insulation and helpful
~

| practices that will enable the customer to get the most ~

from his gas service.'

,

| $34 Million A total of $34 million is budgeted for gas distribution and p
Budgeted for storage construction projects during 1976. Of that total, 4 f

'* #
Gas Construction ppr ximately S2.5 million is budgeted for the conversion of ~ ' ~

a depleted gas field in St. Clair county into a gas storage
field. The new field will store 11 billion cubic feet of gas and
will be able to deliver 50 to 100 million cubic feet of gas per
day during periods of high use. More than $25 million is M
budgeted for transmission and distribution system expansion
and improvements throughout the system. y

Gas Sales Down At year end the Company was serving 971,913 gas .,

4.6 Percent customers in 40 lower Michigan counties including 6,459
'

industrial,66,787 commercial and 898,667 residential
customers. Of all residential customers,835,833 use natural ,

gas to heat their homes. Gas customers used a total of
318.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas in 1975, down 4.6 y

*percent from 333.6 billion in 1974. The decrease reflects the
effects of the economic downturn and warmer weather
in 1975 than in 1974.

The average cost of gas per thous ind cubic feet sold by
the Company increased from 86.34 cents in 1974 to 116.08
cents in 1975. The increase is attributable to higher prices
put into effect by suppliers, as well as increased costs of

'|liquid hydrocarbon feedstock for Marysville.

m in November 1970 the Company's tails. The information is fed inte
nMiss Bl! South Oekiene divieion gio- e computer end ine perticipatino

neered a safety program to re- utilities and governmental units

| 8 ! 3R El CORSD ' BPS cilit.e damage to underground fa- which have underground facih,e 3'
d"c are notified by teletype. Thos

ies. The program has since -

spread through 10 companies to ties at the work location dispatch
all 83 counties of Michigan and personnel to identify their facili-
has received recognition nation- ties with color-coded markers at
ally as a model utility damage no cost to the contractor. If par-
prevention program. ticipating members have no un-

It's called Miss Dig and its derground lines in the work area,
most popular spokesperson is an the contractor is notified.
attractive Michigan Bell em- Miss Dig is designed to help
ployee, Holly Burris, a real-life cut down on service interruptions

| Miss Dig who has traveled as a result of damage to under-
throughout the state promoting ground facilities. It also saves'

the program. contractors time and money and
Here's how it works. makes construction sites safer
A contractor or other person places to work.

I - planning to dig calls a toll-free More than a quarter of a m
/ - n u m b e r, 800-482-7171, giving lion calls have been receive ,

; Miss Dig his name, the work lo- since the program was begun.-'

- : cation, extent of work planned, Estimates are that Miss Dig has4,

p' company name, address and reduced accidents by 50 percent,
.' phone number and other de- despite increased excavating..

w. 9
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Campany Ilrectors Conipay i fficers
,

A H. AYMOND A. H. AYM0ND
Chairman of the Board of the Company Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive Officer

i Jackson, Michigan JOHN D. SELBY
(~) WALTER R. BORIS President, Chief Operating Officer

Executive Vice President of the Company JOHN B. SIMPSON
Jackson, Michigan Executive Vice President, Divisions. Customer Service, Energy Consulting
ROBERT P. BRIGGS * Services, Gas Groups and General Services
Former Michigan Commissioner of FinancialInstitutions RUSSELL C. YOUNGDAHL
Elk Rapids, Michigan Executive Vice President, Electric Groups
EDWARD N. COLE WALTER R. BORIS
Chairman of the Board of International Husky, Inc., Exacutive Vice President, Finance

an air freight company JOHN W. KLUBERG
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan Senior Vice President, Accounting and Rates
E. NEWTON CUTLER, JR. HAROLD P. GRAVES *
Chairman of the Board of Horizon Bancorp, Senior Vice President and General Counsel

a bank holding company W. ANSON HEDGECOCK
Morristown, New Jersey Vice President, Customer Service and Energy Consulting Services
L D. FERDEN* W. JACK MOSLEY
Farmer Vice President, Energy Planning
Chesaning Michigan

ROMNEY WHEELER"
DANIEL M. FITZ-GERALD" Vice President, Public Relations
Chairman of the Executive Committee of The Wickes Corporation, ROLAND A. LAMLEY**

*

a diversified corporation Vice President, Bulk Power Operations
San Diego, California

EUGENE B. HEDGES
RICHARD M. GILLETT Vice President, Gas Operations
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Old Kent STEPHEN H. HOWELL

Financial Corporation, a bank holding company Vice President, Electric Plant Projects
Grand Rapids, Michigan

LOWELL L SHEPARD
MARTHA W. GRIFFITHS Vice President, Division Operations
Attorney, Griffiths and Griffiths

RAYNARD C. LINCOLN, JR.
Farmington Hills, Michigan Vice President, General Services
JOHN W. HANNON, JR. JAMES 8. FALAHEE*
President of Bankers Trust Company and Bankers Trust Vice President and General Counsel[mx__,,] New York, New York

New York Corporation
JACK W. REYNOLDS
Vice Preside,t, Personnel

JAMES A. McDIVITT"* CHARLES R. BILBY
Executive Vice President of the Company
Jackson, Michigan V ce Presider:t, Bulk Power Operations"*

ROBERT J. FITZPATRICK
DON T. McKONE V,ce President, Public Relations"*
President and Chief Operating Officer of Libbey Owens-Ford

PAUL A. PERRYCompany, a diversified corporation
Toledo,0hio Secretary -

RICHARD M. GRISWOLD
C. S. HARDING MOTT Treasurer
Chairman and Trustee of the Charles Stewart Matt Foundation,

a philanthropic foundation SAMUEL N. SPRING
ControllerFlint, Michigan

L C~ ROR *Mr. Graves retired early effective September 30,19M. Mr. Falahee was

Vice Chairman of the Board of Kellogg Company, " Ret $e$*ce'ceIber$1II97$.
"' "

cereal manufacturer *" Effective January 1,1976. d-Battle Creek, Michigan

Divi 5iORS aHd Managers.JOHN D. SELBY
President of the Company
Jackson, Michigan (Headquarters cities in parentheses)

JOHN B. SIMPSON Battle Creek Division (Battle Creek) GORDON W. HOWARD
Executive Vice President of the Company 5~ ! Mdn (Alma) EUGENE A. WAGGENER
Jackson, Michigan

Flint Division (Flint) J. LAURENCE GILLIE
JOHN C. SUERTH Grand Rapids Division (Grand Rapids) JOHN G. GOENSE
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Gerber

Jackson Division (Jackson) A. FRANK BREWERP ny, producer of baby needs
Fre on ichi n Kalamazoo Division (Kalamazoo) WILLIAM A. HOLTGREIVE

DR. E. GIFFORD UPJOHN ns ng Msbn pnsingHRES E BROWN
Director of The Upjohn Company, pharmaceutical manufacturer Macomb Division (East Detroit) GEORGE L MAYHEW
Kalamazoo, Michigan Muskegon Division (Muskegon) W. JOSEPH McCORMICK

C 1 RUSSELL C. YOUNGDAHL Northeast Divis*on (Bay City) RALPH HAHN
( ) Executive Vice President of the Company Northwest Division (Traverse City) BOB D. HILTY

d Jactson, Michigan
Pontiac Division (Pontiac) K. EUGENE McGRAW

ur. eriggs aco Mr. rerden retired from the scard in April 1975. Saginaw Division (Saginaw) STANLEY M. JURRENS
**Mrgcegid segs en the Board trorn April 1967 u':til his death South Oakland Division (Royal Oak) WILFRED L WHITFIELD

"*Mr. Medvitt resigned from the Boar'd effective March 31,1975. West Wayne Division (Livonia) JAMES P. THOMAS
|
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Mr. Aymond, right, and Mr. Selby addressed reporters at a ,3 .

Iconstruction budget press conference in December 1975. -|, #
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Mana!ement CEC
! During late 1974 and 1975 the Company A.H.Aymond John D. Selby

took a number of steps to restructure, A. H. Aymond, 61, has in April 1975 John D.

strengthen and add depth to the been chairman of the Selby, 54, became presi-
management team. The goal was - and board and the Company's dent and chief operating

| continues to be - to further refine the chief executive officer officer and a member of I
; Company's top management and since 1960. He joined the board of directors of

i organizational structure to achieve Consumers Power Com- the Company. He came t'o
| maximum operational and administrative pany in 1947 as an attor- Consumers Power from '
I effectiveness. ney. He was elected vice the General Electric Com-

| The complete list of officers president and general pany where he held the ,
! responsible for the conduct of the counsel in 1955 and be- post of deputy division !

Company's business, including the came executive vice pres- general manager, nuclear. |
individual responsibilities of each, can ident and a director in energy products division]c
be found on page 15 of this Annual 1957. In San Jose, California.

4

i Report. The Company maintains Mr. Aymond assumed Mr. Selby, a nuclear and '
; biographical data on its executiv9 the o d ditional responsi- electronics engineer,
! officers and is pleased to furnish copies bility of president in Feb- served in a series of ex-

to shareholders, members of the ruary 1972 following the ecutive capacities with
i

financial community or others interested death of James H. Camp. General Electric for 28 '
in further information on the bell. Upon the election of years after joining that

i management staff. Requests should be John D. Selby as presi- company as a test engi-
directed to Mr. P. A. Perry, Secretary, dent efketive April 1975, neer in 1946.'

Consumers Power Company,212 West Mr. Aymond continued as
.

Michigan Avenue, Jackson, Michigan chairman and chief exec-
! 49201. utive officer.
! As a matter of general interest to

shareholders, brief biographies of the
six senior executive officers of the
Company are included on these pages.

16
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a n B. Simpson RusseII C. Youngdahl Waffer R. Boris John W. Kluberg
John B. Simpson, 57, is Russell C. Youngdahl, 51, in March 1975 Walter R. John W. Kluberg, C2, is
executive vice president executive vice president Boris,54, was named ex- senior vice president for,

| for gas groups, customer in charge of electric ecutive vice president accounting and rate mat-
service, energy consult- groups and a director of and a member of the ters for Consumers Power
ing services, division op- the Company, has been Company's board of di- Company. Mr. Kluberg
erations and general with Consumers Power rectors. He is the Com- joined the Company in

. |
services. He is also a since 1946. He joined the pany's chief financial 1951 as controller and
member of the board of Ccmpany as a distribu- officer, with responsibility was elected vice presi-
directors. Mr. Simpson tion technician and for financial, corporate dent and controller in
began his career with served in electric opera- and governmental affairs 1964. In March 1975 he
Consumers Power in 1946 tions, engineering and of the Company and eco- was named to his present q-as a junior engineer in construction executive nomic and financial plan- responsibilities.
the gas department and posts before being elect- ning and shareholder re-

|
'

| become general supervi- ed vice president in 1967. lations. Mr. Boris joined
sor of gas operations in He became senior vice the Company as a title
1952. president in 1970, as- examiner in 1950, later

he was elected vice sumed responsibility for serving as an attorney and
plasident in charge of gas all electric operations in an executive staff assist- )ope. cations in 1958 and in 1972, and was named to ant. He was named sec-

|

1968 was named senior his present position in retary of the Company in |
vice president. He as- 1974. 1956 and was elected vice I

sumed his present post president for finance in
,

| in 1974. 1968.
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YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31- r.g.- r. 4
.

. m..
,
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f .J;, J + d. s y /; 6 k . a. j ''

.

, . Thousands of Dollars

E,.

c 1975 1974>w-

,

-1
.

X.O Y, N?
' y . ,m . .a w ;- 1 -

-

,

f - T
dPERATING REVENUE (Notes 1 and 2):C , . 0 W '[. ~

g ,

s'd .' . 9F .. ', . ~ . . .N.. . eh/ Y! ' ;
' ' ''

i Ov 3
~

n. .

. i ." '. h . . $ 757,741 m $ .619,958'

A Electric 7 ,,,. ? ;. . >.*
.

.'. . ' . ' . 581,294 ' " .483,832DY.Ida;5'"'.V . 1c.PJ'D.
'

k'. ' LGas W . . .G .
-

1+
. ..

. !; . . : . ~ . '. .". ' ~

5 . Y. 2,065 * 1,593'

, | Steam' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1,341,10'I) $1.105,383
~

JT. otal ope' rating revenue. ~ . < . . . t. .,;. . . . . . . . , .. _ . g

OPERATING EXPENSES,AND TAXES:.
.- .

- .
.,.- . .

.

' * ,
- .

,,. - -1

('
' ' '#;e~ >-

~n
ion- y+ 1- w., 4

' Ss Operat.
Pu' chased and interchanged power .7. )_f

-
4

'

r . 2 .,,l '. . . . .,. . . $' 90,891 [$[143,394
, *

. . .

Tuel consumed in electrie generation' 7 . . ' . > . . . . . . .' . . e.c. . . 249,556 172,050'

r. .:. . . 5 ". . . 375,495 1 293,190, ', Cost of gas sold ~. .' ' . . J.T h .'
. . . . . .

1 ;Other f . ., .f . '. g . Z ,. M . 11 0"~'; > . ? . $ .: . 1. [ .~ ". _.\ .-- 179,029 x _ ~ 153,619

Total operation . '', W '/ , M ' t 7,% e . rw 9 . . . *; -$ 894,971 $ 762,253"
: . .; 2 .

% Malntenance .~ .,,. . N ..g.U h . . l', 6 .~ . ~.' ~. . . ?e.c.' .. . 57,607 ' J55,140 |
.

,

Depreciation 'anil amortisation '. .l.' ' .N . ,( .J. s yj. P 93,635 ~ , 7 82,M4'

_/, ,y , G.ene, ral taxes. , .v.
. r #c S . y.S .. ';, . g .. y.a.

. . . .r
. T .W . . . ' . . .' . ' ' . ~ 67,678 D : 63,058

,

.. .
~ w = .s

' Income taxes (Note 12); A r . j . M, v .L. c . ' ' . # . 58,331 4 20,781
s

. . ~t

I' ~ Total operating Axhenses and taxes . d. .. . .tk _,% < . ".' . ' . . .'~.N
. . . . . .. .

'
$1,172,222 .$ . 984.176

M - _ Net operating'incom'et. . Q. '( .* D. %,'. '. . 2 . . ' . . . $ 168,878 $'121'
. , ^ ,

44.GHWhy, p.
:, =, . mw

*
' ; g>

,

OTHER . INCOME: , ',A: O kp ' .m- * W ,

m~ a _ . m.- .g.. , , s, .. ,

.$ 24,825 $. 21,875 :
- .. . .

. ..m

.

Allowance for funds used during. construction (Notes 1 and.13)' . '.
'

I '.D.N / . . s . 'T.Y . .11,432 ' .' ' 7,371
T :.

income of sub'idiaries (Notes 1 and 14) 7_Mt . E.. .
'

s .

Gain on reacquisition of long-term debt '. C. 4 A '., .
.. _

'.: . t . J .; ' 2,958 2,833~

. . . .

Other, nct J f.' .'. .t g M / .~i'.$.n.-. i '. 1,438 . 862- . . . . . .

- Net other income . .a f J . T.: .,,..............$ 40,653 $ 32,941 -'

.g y - - -
_ '

INTEREST CHA,RGES: Mb k! J' -
'

* '

+
Interest on long-t'erm debt ~ . . " . .; 'c . - . m .

-
$ ' 84,948$ 101,340 -

. . . . . . . . . . .

; ', .1 .' . *. 7,464 8,367Other interest charges. . . S.,c.,,4. / ;a . i
~

* *
. . . .

.

$ 108,804 . $ .93.315Total interest charges . C . . fd , .
- .

.
,

'

; g.- '
<..,. . .. . . . . .

'

Income before cumulative effect of change in rnethod of recording revenue (Note 2) . . . $ 100,727 ' S -. 60,833 -*

' i , JCumulative' effect on years p'rior to'1974~of accruing' estimatr d unbilled revenue % +yw5 .

-

6 L after deduction for related income' taxes (Note 2) . .4.ndc. '' ' 24.864
'

=

'

. . .

(Net inco rs '. . x . . lW.P . . J. i. . E . ' .1 . . . $ 100,727 $$ 85,697
, _

_y - . 3y q.
_ . ..

. -

. . . . . . . 30,086 25,540DMDENDS ON PREFERRED AND PREFERENCE STOCK . u.- r

$ 70,641 $ 60,157Net income after dividends on preferred and preference stock . . . .. . .

EARNINGS PER SHARE OF COMMON Sh0CK ASSUMING NO DlLUTION -

~

*

. BASED ON AVERAGE SHARES OUTSTANDING (Note 3):
'

-

' Before cumulative effect of ' change in method of recording revenue (Note 2) . . $2.65 $1.34 i-

.95Cumulative effect on years" prior to 1974 of accruing estimated unbilled revenue .'
,

. .3.

' . 1.1.n J .I . 3 ' $2.65 $2.29Total:-
,., .;s

~

.j. . . . . . _ .

' EARNINGS PER SHARE OFICOMMON STOCK AS' SUN!!NG FULL DILUTION.

'

'B'ASED ON AVERAGE SHARES OUTSTANDING (Note 3)::
'

<* < n -

$2.52 $1.9. . -Before' cumulative effect of' change in method of recording revenue (Note 2) . i. . .
,

/
_ ' N Cumulative effect'on years prior to 1974 of accruing estimated unbilled revenue . .92-

.

\. ~ r . .. .. - ..

. : . .$2.52 $2.27
..

E. Total'.3 , A.
, . :

b ,. . %..
. . < . , - .
J. |..m .. . .. .

-
, ,

# ,
. - . . . .

i

.n. ,. .

M- . . ~ -N-

+ +[ [w aT ( ?dgThe accompanying notes are an integral part of.this statement.
g ^
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- ~. YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31
'

''
. 1 '1

~

1975 ' 1974
' '

SO'1R''E OF FUNDS FOR GROSS PR0hEbY ADb!TIONh:, , , ;.

~ *
r Thousands of Dolfars

Funds gerierated froni operations: Net income after diddends on preferred and
~

;[
$ 70,641,

a . 4s

- preference stock '. , $ 60,157*. . . . . . . . . .

~ Principal noncash items- . '

I.
,.

Depreciation and amortization ^ -
i' ..

#' Per statement of income . 93,6351

. Charged to other accounts ; . '. 5,164 ' 4 . 82,944 ; i. .. . . . . . .
I , ,' '

. . . . . . . . '4,420 - ;

- : n Deferred income tax' es, net . 31,318 A '

$26,191
*

. . . . , . . . .

~ ' ' [Inves'tment tax credit, net-
. .e :. . 24,431 (5,118). . . . .

f(' 1,875). Allowance for funds used during construction '. :, - (24,825) ' . 2-
. .~

fUndistributed earnings of subsidiaries (Note 1) (9,512) * ^* f 15.638)? l. . ..
' ''~

-

- . & $190,852 ~ > $141,031 : 1|-: '- 't,3s- - "''" ' - 1- %6O<
@ LDividends declar'ed on' common st'o$k1'. 7. . f .'\ |53,271 SNi52,467( "l); _ ]l''

~

.' Retirement'of long-term debt and preferred stock . 14,788 = ' ' . ' 13,688 '
.

l
..-

.

9. S %,~ ~
. .

U > $122,793- I6$ 74,876 '. . , ' ',- >s

W .
. ., .." .- rO Funds obtained from new financing:^ issuance of preference stock .f,.;.sf . . $ 50,000 gjg.$ 30,000;, -

..+ .

..

Issuance of first mortgage bonds ' E .; . . . ,. c 150,000 :: ; 7 110,000 '
.

.

i, (issuance of longterm note .,g . :. ?; $ | r . . :
e

114,153 W; %; . 50,000; , ' P
, x: d''W- iNet proceeds from installment saks contracts payable f

'

' -
.

,/ (J36,385'
~

. .

i(Dscrease)in othfr long-term debt . ,, / 9 .'. . . >(115)? W s (174)
. Increase (decrease) in notes payable (80,000). J 73,700 , ,'
:

'; . ......

Liss refunded first mortgage bonds . # (86,324) ~. ._. . . -~
,'

' ( ,F $ 47,714 * * $299,911 -

,

. '

-
. ~ . .

Other sources (uses) of funds: .~ Changes in net current assets'and current liabilities ' ''
, ,

,

'(excluding obligations expected to be refinanced)- ~ +
$ f4,395 i ' M29,509).. . Accounts receivable . ' . 3 ~.

'

. . . . . .

6; | Accrued revenues (Note 2) . .' . ce . -. . . ](13,443) . : ' cf0,666). ;t
. .

v4 ;. Refundable income taxes (Note 12)? . . . '.C.' 17,651 '.' # (17,651). s r
,

-
~ '1 . f.

Materials and supplies 2. fuel stock . ' 7 -; . J l(972) NW.(38,685) ' k4
, .. .

S., WGas in underground storage =. ~. ;. w ...| , '(37,336)( 1.f.;(26,601(
'

;;
,

N
x ,

S Banker's acceptance drafts . '.T.f '

a 5,000 #c$n - ly ~-.. . .
M Accounts payable . 8,714 y g .26,866 L. . . . . . . . . ,,

~
,

, , f ; Accrued taxes .' . '.' ~ 4,400 ' 46,317
c<

. . . . . ....

~~f ' ' Other .
.

'

F '
'

9,960 ' 1 11,936'.............
' ' $ (1,631)

' .,3 [ Property sold u6 der leaseback' arrangements (No'te 9) '. ^ 29,426
' $ (97,993)

f32,094'

| :0th.er, net.
. .

(2,696) 11.997\
-

. ........... . .
.

.

2 m.. $ 25.099 J f $(53,902)
(

'

. ' $320,885Total funds for construction from ' bdeNrcis . ." s '. [. '." . . . . . : L. $195,606a
' . .

Allowance frr funds used during constructioni. '. 1E . . . . . .^

t 24,825 i f J 21,875"
h Gross property additions |.

'.. . . . _ .

' . ~ . ' . ..! $220,431 7 $342,760
*

D
.

...
L':

., . . . . . . ... . . . . . .
>. .. .' . ,, , . . .. ,

* Includes cumulative effect on years prior.to 1974 'of change in method of recording revenue amounting to $24,864,000, net of
related income taxes. . . . , -

- .
. ,1.

( ) Denotes deductLn.' $m, J'. %*
,._

-

;s,-s
. . . .

.~ " ~ *
. _ . -

- S
- ~

.~" .,.
, ,

'
~

- The' accompanying notes are an integral part of tids statement.
'
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DECEMBER 31
"

, - s ,

;
.,

- s n - * ,c-

.'
-

,
, u1 1975' 1974

" ~ '
, <

4
. -

'

'''r" Thousands of Dollars:
- ' -

.

! . .. -. , ~ , . . ,

1 1> UTILITY PLAM: At origtal cost- ^ '. >,

5 Plant in service and held for future use-
Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,179,313 $1,986,889

: . .

Ges . . '.
.

995,114 974,169.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
,

i Steam .' 3,306 3,304e. . . ~. .:. . . . . . . . . . . . .

l ~ Common to all departments' . :. 43,200 c 72,422
' '

.. . . . . . . . . . .

J. - $3,220,933 $3,036,784 1! - - -

i tess-Provision for~ accrued depreciation . 777,395 700,347 -. . . . . . . . .

*
. .u . ..

.. ..
' $2,443,538 $2,336,437

-

'
; Construction work in progress (Notes 4 and 5) . .L . 423,102

.
439,954.. . . . . ..

i,. 52,866,640 i $2,776,391'. <,'q.,
-

' , , N. , +. "i
,

.r. c ,. y ,, p .e , - . .~ :. <
,

3 , R.
,

[ **. r. e5(, ;I

,'9 ' " ' ' _ ,,-
** # *

t ,, . g < # . ,s ,

, ; ,

y,;[ w ~ 7 3 ,N . ', 5 . s ,
,

,
, ,

5: U D[ ,
,

. 7'# ~
'

, , '
.

, _ , . s&gg,. ,

,f~i i OTHER PHYSICAL At cost or less-less provision for accrued depreciation of n J
i ! PROPERTY: $270,000 in 1975 arid $166,000 in 1974'. O T.i . ". . .J .

y. , .
4 y.,

~ D 12,507 -~. 1$1 2,876 $.

1, 2 . - g1
~ ,a; , s.. . .

, -
,

I ? y - g y 4.u
-

. ,
,

b

, . . w (,
.-p - . . gn s ;,

;
_---e. - -

, ,, . . ,

,a 5 '' '>'.[.0 ,?. J #. L

'h .+ r, , '
:* Q m .w,...J'r -

.,
' 4

' Wholly 4w'ned subsidiaries (Note 1)1M* ,
,I. ?%

+
| g''

-

. 3s

D , ' M'* ? .

Michigan Gas Storage Company ". d .f [* , i .. . ' . |. '$i 2i,265 ' ' $". I2h 530' J

''
INVESTMENTS: d

, ' ~'
I !- ,?- . .

i f- Northern Michigan Exploration Company (Note 14) . . . . . . . .
~1,071 '1,044

30,676 21,899 ,' ' '

'

Other, at cost or less . , . '.4 ' '*
4

f. ^. ~ 5 . 53,012
_

$ 43,473. - .A . . . . . . . . . ,. . ..

'

<
_ m . .--c

' e :. a- . ,, ,. ,,. . ,

'J-1 ,

,:" . .j .'

f
-

y. .' *
, ,

,n%' ~

.
~

: $. 15,970
.

CURRENT ' Cash (Note 5) . . .' *. . ,..
,

. . . | | T.'u ~ .,MiO
~"

.

$ 19,666- -
. . .

Accounts receivable, less reserves'of $1,337,000 in 1975 2
.

% , ,; .
,
i ;ASSETS:'

- and $712,000 in 1974 6. ~. . f. *. '. d/. ' . . *.7, .'v. #
,

.

92,409 - .96,804 % N '
" -

Accrued revenues (Note 21.. ' . ' S . 1. . . . .' . . .. S . ' E 84,109 ' t 70,666 '-

' ' Refundable income taxes (Note 12) . . M M . . . . . ? . r. .-c . a)- 17,651 -,

''
i Materials and supplies, at average co'st . .

,
.

63,464

'

Fuel stock . ; i. 64,436
,

''

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

| . Other ./ . ' . '

_. .. . ..... . . . . . .34,389 31,945 s. . . . , . .

, Gas in underground storage, at average ' cost . . . . . . . . . 95,868 58,532-

A ' Property taxes-future period, net. 30,492 29,102. . . . . . . .._ .,

. 2,033 1,455. Prepayments and other . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . .,

7 Total current assets . $ 423,402 $ 385.589 -

: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

, s - - . . .. .
4

'u
, . .[ *. _ f ~/ ;; 'k9i

_ y
OTHER: Preliminary construction costs of cancelled project being

'' ' ~
<,

. ..
, .

: amc4tized (Note 4). ~ . ' . : $ 5,540 . .$ 5,535
... , g .. . . . . . . . . . .

Other deferred debits' 9,663 - 13,939 -

.,s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-
.

$ 15,203 $ 19,524
~ ' '

,
$3,361,133 - $3,227,484

- **
.

4 .

. < The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.
-
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Stockli ders'investmentandliallilities:
-

.

- DECEMBER 31

1975 1974

Thousands of Dollars.
,

CAPITALIZATION: ' Common stockholders' equity-

' Common stock, $10 par value, authorized 42.500,000 and 32.500,000 ^

shares, respectively; outstanding 27,561,474 and 26,233,838
shares, respectively (Notes 5,6 and 7) . $ 275,615 t $ 262,338. . . . . . .

'

; Capital in excess of par value 252,203 247,231. . . . .

, Retained earning's (Note 6) 257,496 240,126...........

'
$ 785,314 $ 749,695

' Le'ss-Capital' stock expense .'. 11,502 . 8,841. . . . . . . .
~

- ' ' Total common s'tockholders' equity . . ' . . $ 773,812 $ 740,854. . . .
; . . ..

_ >
.

...

Preferred and preference stock-
Preferred stock, cumulative, $100 par value, authorized

i
. .5,000,000 shares (Notes 5 and .7) J '$ 346,734 $ 347,134

~

.. . . . .
-

Preference stock, cumulative, convertible $1 par value. authorized
.'

c 5,000,000 shares, outstanding 1,239,396 and 600,000 shares,,

respectively (Note 7) 1,239 600 '',
...... . . . . . .

- _ Capitalin excess of par value of preference stock . 60,730 29,400. . . . .

% ~ Total preferred and preference stock '. . . . . . $ 408,703 $ 377,134
.

, . . Total stockholders'. investment . $1,182,515 ,$1,117,988
'

.
. . . . . . . .

'

:Long term debt (Notes 5 and 8) . 1,403,188 1,316,343 .
>

, . .. . . . . . . .
~

. Total capitalization . $2,585,703 $2,434,331...........

CURRENT LIABILITIES: Cu[ rent obligations expected to'b' refinanced (Note 5)-
,

e -

First Mortgage Bonds. 8%% Series due 1976 and
' 2?'s% Series due 1975, respectively . $ 60,000 $ 86,324. .

. Notes payable to ban' ks (average interest rate of 7.25%
. and 10.32%, respectively) . 34,500 118,500

'

. . . _ . . . . . . .

Notes payable to subsidiaries'(average interest rate or 7.25%) . 4,000 -

^

.'; _ , ' , , '

; $ 98.500 $ 204,824 f-.

,

~ Other current'liabilit'iesb ... .. .

Banker's acceptance drafts _(average interest rate of 7.45%)(Note 5). $ 5,000 _ $ -''

Current maturities and sinking fund on long-term debt (Note 8) . 15:490 14,624
' Accounts payable . 135,891 127,177...,...........

Accrued taxes '. . . 108,548 104,148..... . . . . .

Accrued interest . 34,417 29,224..............

Other . . . ............... 50,632 38,623
'

$ 349,978 $ 313,796

: Total current l'iabil'ities . . $ 448,478 $ 518,620. . . . . . . . . .

DEFERRED ~ Deferred income taxes (Note 12)^.
' . $ 231,125 $ 199,807

. CREDITS AND ' Investment tax credit (Note _12)~ . . . . . . . . .A
67,251 42,820. . .. .

RESERVES: Other (Note 10) .
'

. . . .

28,576 31,906....,...........

$ 326,952 $ 274,533.

,
' ;i $3,361,133 $3,227,484

,,

' Th'e accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.

. _' tb"~*
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YEAR ENDED DECEMBEE31

t

t. . ,q.m . ,g' .q ^ ' ' *> wn
. g

.- .- v.

n n. .
,

.. u ,. . w ;w' r >w..g.m '
-

".
,

.. ,
.

*

a. . . i .
< Zy . w *. ''> 1

. %.. ,

1975 1974 1
'

. . ,

. a, . . r. , . a.

, f. , , , ,S gg:' y ,, ,~, % 3. f K -p, ; , S .
4 . Thousands of Dollars

~ '
. ,

s~ - -
e . -'~,.'r,.. d %?

'

,

$232,436
4 ?s; & > -^ **4

BALANCk-Begin,ning of yearf.,Wb L..f, I.E d. . @ ; b $. 4 s.. y .gn ~. ,, j ( u, 7 . $240,126
,,

.

-vw . . m -

. . .
,

u b J . > *. #L . ~s , a
- - a. . s

;8 O , , ,. , ? S% V ~ . M i e : M: . .D. | :); br <M70,641:
#

60.157ADD-. Net income ~ fter dividends on preferred 'and preference stock .g..' b .J i' A .a .

. W s$310,767 ) $292,593
A' F m s .tE . W R ,3

' .r' fy . wp. y tea , _ : W. -

n . W ! :.J A c ,
.

"
"J Q.. WMLt . .T. .

>
s- <

<t - DEDUCT--Cash dividends on common stock of $2.00 per share',fl;.F t$ ,z . . .' . '. 9 ; c 53,271 ..

q D 52,467 .
. ~t. e: w.p. . +a w, . , ,w w ~w ,, s. ..

4 s. .

C.h''b,,. X% . A . . - .O $257,496 - _ ;$240,'

.y @ f ' . :.- 4
. . .

-
, .e ,

- ;Jy . BALANCE-End of year (Note 6)T #.~;'
-

.,

;o. w f;<,;ty..q,f L *,,mec+<;q,;i a m, h. n A., s.,g . .q. 4.g
.g 7i ,
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COMMON S.TOCK . , . e- ,.m . r e,- ,. .

BALANCE-Beginning olyear M. / :n . . ' 3, '. ..:. ,
.

... . . ~ . , $247,231 $247,070'

: ,

Net gain on reacquisition of pieferred stock.' " ' '. '.7.@ JlC . . . . 220 161., . . .

# ' Excess'over par value of commonLstock issued upon cony'er'siori of preference stock . . .
~~ ~

-4,752 , -

$252,203 3247,231. BALANCE-End of year.a,. O . 'JN., y .' . < . . &. . o .. <. , , ., .. . , . .
..
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"; BALANCE--BehnningTf' yea (.Y. 7 (. ;We an,a Q~ F%.Q
. , f. . $ 29,400 $ ~

#
.

s 49,000 ,2'

. . . . ' . . (17,670) -

F Excess over par value of preference stock sold .. . . . g . . . . .

' Excess over par value of preference | stock c',nverted to commor stock ,, .;.. . j/. . .". ,'.
. 5 60,730 $ 29,400

.
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1 SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
. ..

' y' | s
_. . g , .e

,

( r , <
'

.

The Company follows the equity method of accounting for the investment in its wholly-owned sabsidiaries, Michigan Gas Storage
Company and Northern Michigan Exploration Company. Under this method of accounting the Company's interest in the earnings ofe
the subsidiaries is reflected currently in earnings and in the carrying value of the investments. - _ >o, x-M m

The Company provides depreciation on the basis of straignt-line rates approved by the Michigan Public Service Commission'(MPSC). J
Composite depreciation rates were appruximately 2.85% in 1975 and 2.80% in 1974 for electric property and 3.67% in 1975 and ~ .
3.56% in 1974 for gas propertyf .

., , ,;. .
., , ,

,
.

. , . we.Aa-...

Effective January 1,1974, the Company changed its method of accounting to accrue revenues for service rendered but not billed'
at month end. Prior to January 1,1974, operating revenue was recognized at the time of monthly billings on a cycle basis. (See Note 2)jf

The Company makes annual contributions to the pension plan sufficient to cover current service costs, interest on unfunded prior,
, . .

service costs and amortization of prior service costs:(See Note 11) L
.

%
. .| ' ' '

'

RA.. '*~ . .

p)J Allowance for funds used during construction, a non-cash item included in other income, represents the estimated cost of funds!
y applicable to utility plant in process ~of construction capitalized as a' component of the~ cost of utility plant. Under established regula:

~

tory practices,~ the Company is permitted to earn a return on the capitalized cost of such funds and to recover the same in the rates; -

charged for utility services. (See Note 13)/ . / ~& W ' D& - r ; 3* '9 4 t aReference is made to Note 12 for information regarding"i6come taiesM " [ * /m , es# < 3 ,,c'G7"
*
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2 CHANGEIN ACCOUNTING METHOD . , ff of. '

1 o . y hl=zi s

Prior to 1974, the Company fo| lowed the policy of not recording revenues relating to service rendered but not billed at the en'd ..-

of the accounting period since the changes in such unrecorded amounts from year to year were genera:ly not significant. Due to the
accelerating increase in costs and rate levels, the disparity between costs and revenues as a result of this method of accolmting .
has increased. Accordingly, effective January 1,1974, the Company changed to a preferable method of accounting to accrue the
amount of unbilled revenues for services provided to the month end to more closely match costs and revenues. This change had the
effect of increasing net income and earnings per share of common stock in 1974 by $9,016,000 and $.34, respectively, be. fore the
cumu!ative effect for periods prior to 1974. 1 j .

. s . ,xe n j
The cumulative effect of the change on fears) prior:to 1974 of $51,860,000 less income ~thes of $26,996,000 (a net effect of $.95$

- '
,

+ - g$m' <e , *4
-

per share) has been reflected in the financial statements for 1974. ~'i 4 ;u
s.

- ' 4~ ( n
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3 EARNINGS PER SHARE

s i ?" '*~ ., g f %'t
* "

- - A "%
.

' ' - g . s~ ' 9a - '.
Earnings per share of comrOn stock Ass'uming rio d'ilutioh are corhuted based on the aier'ge nuinber of s' hares outstanding duririg 'a

the period, which were 26,676,554 and 26,233,838 in 1975 and 1974, respectively. J ,.
-

Earnings per share ~of commen stock assuming full dilution are computed as if all outstanding shares of the preference stock
were converted to common stock as of the dates of issuance of the preference stock, after elimination of the related dividends on
the preference stock. The average ~ number of. outstanding st"res of common stock under this assumption was 30,436,741 and
27,156,915 in 1975 and 1974, respectively,L *

.

"+ ap . . ;
.

- - ' s

4 NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANTS . _ , cy ' r' .' ~ j.'' A
~

''

4. }, . . ,

The Palisades Nuclear Plant was shut down'for essentially ' ll of a period commencing in August 1973 and extending to early Aprila

. I 1975 to make repairs to certain of the Plant's reactor vessel internal components, steam generators, main condenser and other

(q? Inspection after a limited period of operation. In December 1975, the Plant was shut down for such ourpose and for refueling and
equipment <ln April 1975, the Plant was returned to' operation subject to a requirement to shut down for steam generator tube

j
M . mamtenance. Under the current schedule the' minimum shut down period is expected to continue to April 1976. The Company's -

application for a full-term,40-year operating license is pending before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). In August 1974, the,

*

Company filed suit in a U.S. District Court seeking not less than $300 million in past and future damages,together with equitable ,

.

relief, from suppliers of components and design work for the Plant. The suit is pending.
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Constructior work in progress inc!udes $273,812,000 at December 31,1975. and $205,299,000 at December 31,.1974, related to
the Mid>nd Nuclear Plant which is estimated to be completed in 1981-1982 at an estimated total cost of $1.4 billion. The issuance of

-

construction permits by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), now NRC, in December 1972 was upheld by an Appeal Board of the AEC-

( in May 1973 but has been appealed to the U.S. Coert of 4: peals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Construction, delayed since 1970,
was resumed in June 1973. In December 1973 the AEC issued an order for the Company to show cause why all construction activity'

. shou',d not be suspended pending a showing of the Company's compliance and reasonable assurance of continuing cornpliance with'
the AEC's quality assurance regulations. Iollowing hearings, an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) of the AEC on September
~25,1974 determined the issues favorably to the Company'a position. Certain intervenors appealed the decision. The appeal was

$ dismissed in May 1975 but an Atomic Safety.and Licensing Appeal Board retained jurisdiction to review the decision on its own 'c
v motion and affirmed the ASLB decision on July 30,1975 while reversing the ASLB on a point of legal procedure, as to.which the
' Company has requested reconsideration. The matter is pending and subject to further review by the NRC. Aw?~'''

: la 1974, the Company cancelled plans to construct a two-unit,2,300 megawatt n'uclear power plant near.Quanicassee,' Michigan
_ hich was scheduled for commercial operation in 1983 and 1985. The decision to cancel the $1.4 billion project was based upon thew,

- then prevailing market conditions for' utility securities, the Company's inadequate earnings' and the need for raising capital for other,

construction projects during' the lengthy construction period required to build the Quanicassee Plant (see flote 5). The Company has
been authorized by the MPSC to amortize preliminary construction costs of $12,600,000, net of related income taxes, to operations -

,.y y ' ~ Y c N"

0 7 - # '.over a period of ten years.- % O0 ,' '+* -
,

. .- .

; L. - mv* '
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5 CONSTRt!CTION PROGRAM AND FINANCING RESTRICTIONS _
,3, n

^ 5,
.~

~S_
g , c. , e , ,

m - m..~ .

wR' . ,. ~,

Capital expenditures.in 1976'are currently Estimated tolo' tai $406 millio'n a'nd total construction e[penditEres'through 1980 are '
presently estimated to approximate $2.6 billion. Substantial. commitments have been made witn respect to the. construction grogram;
in future years. nf'. #A f . .

s .. &..., ' '

in order to finance this construction program and to meet debt maturities of $163,810,000 through 1980 it will be necessary for ,
the Company to sell substantial additional securities, the amounts, timing, and nature of which have not yet been determined. The
earnings coverage provisions of the indenture covering the Company's First Mortgage Bonds require for the issuance of additional

~

e

mortgage bonds, except for certain refunding purposes, minimum earnings coverage, before income taxes, of at least two times pro '
forma annual interest charges on b'onds'. The Company's Articles of Incorporation require, for thc issuanca of additional shares of |

Preferred Stock, specified earnings coverages,' including minimum earnings coverage after income taxes c' .a n. ;t one and one-half
times the pro forma annual interest charges on all indebtedness and Piaferred dividend requirements. .

a
Reductions in.the Company's planned constructionlprogram in.1974 and 1975 resulted in the canceliition of th( Quanicassee

Nuclear Plant as discussed in Note 4 and the curtailment of construction activity at other electric generating plants which postponed
their planned completion dates from one to' three years.-If adequate funds cannot be obtained from outside financing and internal .

sources, the Company.will further curtail its construction program to'the extent feasible, although this may adversely affect the , ;
reliability of service for future customer requirements. . e J.= ..

4 - e~- "'
,. ,

. , The Company precently has arrangements'with banks providinglor shortterm borrowings of up to $190,000,000 (including accept-
ance draft commitments up to'S20,000,000) which are subject to periodic review. In connection with these arrangements the

|
.

Company is generally required to maintain average compensating balances with the banks, over an unspecified period of time, equal,
to 10% of the total line of credit plus 10% of the average borrowings outstanding as determined from the bank's records after'

adjustment for uncoHected funds. There'are no legal restricticas on the with<!rawal of these funt's. The banker's acceptance drafts
"

are secured by a lien on certain of the Company's fuel inventories. f. ...

During 1975 and 1974, average short term borrowings out:tanding amounted to $72,500,000 and $72,000,000, respectively, and the
weighted average interest rate (calculated daily) was' 8.33% per annum and 10.98% per annum, respectively, excluding the effect of

compensating balances. The maximum amount outstanding at any';one time was $152,200,000 during 3975 and $118,500,000 during
,

*

^
.'
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: 6' SUBSEQUENT COMMON STOCK ISS E AND llMITATION ON' DIVIDENDS
'

1gc

'In February 1976,the Company issued 2,500,000 shares of Common Stock for $50,938,000. At December 31, 1975, aftei g' '
'

- effect to the issue and allowing for related expenses, retained earnings in the amount of $70,089,000 are not available fo'

,

payment of cash dividends on Common Stock under provisions of the Articles of Incorporation of the Company which, except u
E| certain circumstances, prohibit the peyment of Common Stock dividends in cash which would reduce the percetage of Common Stock

.

; equity to total capitalization below 25%. There are also other restrictions as to payment of dividends on Common Stock which,E y

R " however, are presently less restrictive tha'n the limitation mentioned above. ..s
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v ,y a VM91 PER SHARE . ND + Thousands of DoHais* V "

c ^%. ,
*qwg., m ;ggigy: I

p6 M y.( ',

Shares OutstandinDTQ'4;NeW5'3 W .../ c .';% fp.2'1M.725 :11,955 ; 12,355
M.M S

.

' $110.00 ~$ 54,779 ? .
_

E c".
* . P g, $4.50-547,788

-

. $ 54,779 - %
4.52 - 119,550 Shares.0utstandingE,4P '

, 4.16-100,000 Shares' OutstandingW.h.h@21*;.Q L'O 6:..' '
'''E 103.25 . 210,000 f_10,000 ~

7.45-700,000 Shares Outstanding .%@MM
- y x 6 0 ; V i,; X - 108.00 : * ' 170,000 - 70,000 :g ;i'c '

P 7.72-700,000 Shares Outstanding /
Shares Outstanding W.g%@%c m.'

,. O ;108.00 - *70,000 ? ' 70,000'*

,7.68-550,000 Shares Outstanding?.$$@d@%h # '.% '.tNy a
, ~7.76-750,000Wy -109.19 75,000 H75,000. s -: ,.

F &-
,

. " .$lt.1 7108 ~

W.bO5M3U g.00 .55,000, 5. 1 - -55,000, *

D G. 1
- ,,..,~ .. r.a,A W

. ~ , m . .. c y.+
~ ..m

. Total Preferred Stock
'

n .

1Rli,7N d' T347I34 4 4.A
- ig: e.; The Preferred Stock of the Compaiy.Is re.%o .w- - . m m, e , ..e. s s-deemable as a|whole or in part, at the option of the Company, at the above redemption:q

-mv<,. au t . . ~ . .%.<

V prices plus accrued dividends to the date of r'edersption, eicep~t that prior to April 1,1978, July 1,1977,' June 1,1978 and November,1, '
b '1978, the $7.45, $7.72, $7.76 and $7.68 Preferred Stock, respectively, may not be redeemed through certain refunding operations. ' '

,

The Company is required to endeavor to purchase and' retire annually 4,000 shares of the $4.52 Preferred Stock at a price per
^

share not to exceed $102.725 plus accrued dividends. : a ~ .G.;
.

.
~

'

(, in August 1974, the Company sold 600,000 shares of $6.00 Preference Stock, convertible into Common Stock at four shares of
- Common Stock for each share of Preference Stock >During 1975, 212,474 shares of $6.00 Preference Stock ~were converted into - *

849,8% shares of Common'StockJAt Decemb~er 31,;1975,1,550,104 shares of Common Stock are reserved for issuance upon conver-
'

sion'of the $6.00 Preference StoclU Beginning in 1979,:the Company is required to purchase or redeem annually 37,500 shares of*

.'

the $6.00 Preference Stock at a price per share of_$50 plus' accrued dividends. .
. ,

Common Stock at'a conversioripriceiin June 1975/the Comp'any sold 1,000,000 sharcs^ of $5.50 Preference Stock convertible'into'$ 2,- Y V gir.Nin 1 ,5-
<

[A of $15.50 per share (equar to approximately 3.225 shares of Coinmon Stock for~ each share of Preference Stock). During 1975,148,130_ j
' shares of $5.50 Preference Stock were converted into 471,740 shares of Common Stock At December 31,"1975; there are 2,747,%7 ,s

[ shares of Common Stock reserved for issuance .upon coi; version of the $5.50 Preference Stock. Beginning in 1980, the Company is? ' +
required to purchase or ' redeem annually.50,000 shafes~of;the~$5.50 Preference: Stock at a price persshare~of.450,plus accrued Wr

~

. dividends. The Company has~the option to receive credit fo'r any shares convertedJ % * t V. WMWMMW ;
The. $6.00 and $5.50 Preference Sto6k~off the Company is redeemable in whofefor in|pa~rt, at the option of tthe' Company,pMMafteri

( , August I,1979 and July 1,E1980, respecthelylai a p' rice per share of $52.50 plus~ accrued dividends and at decreasing ' rices afterXp

August 1,11984 and July 1,1935, respectisely.%gp$g.g%yg
r WAMymy60&X p';4A Q'fyW Jo m ,.;- DECEMBER.31$ Mk'(e. -

s m.gp;h;p$q@gg, . 3 g.ON , J - J:
_8 LONG-TERM DE8T

-,cwmg?bg 4p:,9 ~bstantially all. property--52 d Q$1 # ' W .k M
? .y % .'c Long-term ' debt is 'repr'yg g f.Ac t

y1975 , e u ,1974; (y
g ; 3 w.g a,

esented bye;p ur ....

y
. J First Mortgage; Bonds,tsecured b

. o ~ . cv
.

< .u1 .n nw :

eland hen.on su ,' . .ry

9 % );?; *W 2%% Series due 19755d%yja tmortgag$h.9%M.C .??fe;j W
L . ' ' 34QM $t.i- @fRW60,000 -

Mi$c786,324' %
8%% Series due 1976?.MiMf.bM$jdCf W .WMiv.* / . . - : :60,000 y

M h A ;, h W c .', & . A P . 4:. s V _.W / ' M ' . . ! :' .
."

.J ' 2%% Series due 1977@QegJgQ@hJk .W.c' 24,010 %@' M'
i M24,010:

T 9%% Series due'1980T. Qq.h '.- 75,000 v.3 ---% e?.

3%% Series due.1981.. /MQQ. ;pd . . c.. W L >. " .'
**

38,992 : 39,000 "
.

11%% Series due 1982.hWWC ., E a -G ~..c , 50,000, "% ~50,000 -+

,

3%4%% Series"due71984-1991c.M;CO M A. . _ .go. . , . . .211,997
' U 224,269s

11%% Series due 1994NNN.199619983'v . y1M . ,. > ' t.?.... .- . s . .

*

60,000 ~ 1. j. ' 60,000 -
~

7 b. f :I M M.yMC . 246,042 '247,5505%%6%% Series due
1999-2000F7QN1%dMm% 5

r
" #

,. #,

L7%%8%% Series due 2001-2003Wj,gMpWW.MK b.C ..s . ' %75,000C%.
7%%8%% Series-due y15541 .c t - - 155,000 .

?iW,000 .11%%' Series due:2000'.9&.MyNN8M.QM$M -
.

'

5" Ei
315,000 7}g}.%315.000, . .

.M. . ' . > '&

: Installment Sales' Contracts Paya@ble, MBArdys.. M?NOW$@dE.7 ($1,311,041iW { , ; ; ! Total First MdrtgaisSn P. 1 $ $1,261,153'
~

1. / t , average interest rates of'6.57%"and 5.71%, MAQ7 gNp@f , ,% . ,
w-o SW 4 respectively (net of $22,41_8,000 and $5,57.1,000, respectively, held by Trustee ' %A Wa in. .

4" | ' 'pending completion' of constructioiiP.O.sq%W.MC.W@O g. . . $ 82,282 ,j' .68,1291>

-Sinking Fund Debentures,4%%;dus;1994 ' . ? W|9.4 .W ~ ' : . e '36,400 * J37,000
[' T, ' 2 Term Bank Loan, due!1981 ht 115% of Bank's primeiate .' .

..
~

75 ..,.T. . 50,000 : 50,000
-Other- .41: f.M %#t.MhN. ScM.- f.T PM. . . , . .F

Unamortize:d Net Debt Premium (Discount) .. ~ U
42 - ~ 351'. .

N-
,'!', % dyp$s$ % p@:Q $sj $ L.,.'.

.~D
'

. . . . (1,08h . 658 -

7QU . j'[A ~ $ij78,678 S1.417,291e ,
, ,

- Deduct-Cudent maturitie and ' inking fund--s ?M ~ ;. W '

First Mortgage Bonds < 3 A.%pM ML . b. s . ';. $ ..
,.

$ 14,848 - $ ' 13,788
.

k a ;;; %@ Sinking Fund Debentures 2.Y '.MpWMR 1. O ' 1.N.*
. .

60,000 86,324

.s ., .~

. . . . . .

h-? ^

600' 600
:
' &_ . , ~ - c First Mortgage Bonds,8%% Series'due:1976 arid 2%%' Series due 1975, respectively

QOther'':;u gq@i .Q@B'Ytff'!.%yg*C .g.&. n .. . . . .: '

.

42 ' L 236';.

i ' , < ' ya[p Sy: Q ggh
M q|.ty @l long-term debt 1 M, m(Q.E.pjgG: . *:

" % g- $ .$ 75,490 ' | $ -100,948: '

g y wTota d c4 $1,403,189 ~ $1.316,343; . ; n u ., .. .. .> e.cm g- sarav.,

pin December 1975, the'C6mpany'edeute $31,000,000 principal amourd of installment sales contracts, for which the Company hasW
vpfedged a _like' amount.'of first mortgage bonds,as security for its ob, ligations'u,nder such contracts. ,
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9-. LEASE OBUGATIONS AND REmLSMk.g%q@g&s;m&g2Qf7 3 &Kn+:@$phyMhM4jg% - @ww.~,;.
pn%W k QMM 91p-

mn& 3c L

p; Q .# . 4W 3MM
Q The Company;executedja ' nuclear fuel' lease,xdated as ofiNovember,19,1974, whereby the lessor. acquired ,100% undivideda

K, a; finterest m nuclear, fuel for.the Palisades Nucisar PlantJThe lessor's remaining investment in the nuclear cores at December 31,1975with provision for one' year 4% ,.

9 "was approximatelyi$27,17b,000 yThe' fuel; lease provides for's term ending.on: November /18,1979,
h subject to earlier termination in certain events. The'

M{::.@f? Ntensions fromJtime tottime toTdate~.notilater;than November 19,:2029,
~

quarterly; lease charges consist of aLfust factor c6mputid ori[the basis of tieat:productionLplus interest. costs and administrative -

!d6 ifees and expenses 1 incurred.by tiie lissoriandfin the eventTof termination of the fuelleasefan amount equal to the'lestor's reinaine;N
q

b ~,N-Zing' investment.;Thicompany:Is also responsib.le'for?payinent:of taxes (maintenance, operating costs, risks of !oss and insurance. ADF;
?

the Company? entered Ipto2 sale-andleasiback transactions aggregatin'g $26,000,000 with respect toitwo of the,Sn U On' June ~25,11975I
Company's general' office buildings?The11 eases have'aniinitiallterm of 28 years with two fiveyear renewal options subjdct to esca-W'S
of the basic' term or any renewal terin at the then fair market sales value. Annual rentals under the leases are subject to quadrennial [:F 4 lation clauses and"i third five2 year reneisal option st ths'lhin' fair market rfital value with the option to purchasi at the' expiration

i
~

,

lto be| paid by the Com'pany.pproximate $2,816,000 Taxes * insurance and other operating costs relating to the buildings are requirede-V <' f
M escalation and currentlyia y-

dW WQM $l$7?;M$ty W nWM.< ~

C=~

t Rentals, includicg those charged to cleanng:and'other accounts, amounted to $18,681,000 in 1975 and $5,427,000 in 1974. Rentals'

! contingent upon ? usage sere $3,555,000 Jn 1975citici;rninimdnrrentai commitments for leases presently in effect will amount to b sapproximately $8,100,000 Iri1076, $8,000,000jrD1977 L$8,000,000 in-:1978, 57,400,000 in 1979, $4,900,000 in 1980, $19,100,000 y . |I
-

b W ' .remainirig years.Wr5%@@M,000 :for;th61periobl9861990, $14,100,000_for ,the' period.ifor the period 1981 1985,i 314,300 1991-1995 and:$21,100,000 f6ro .- .

OQgMP~ T@
' %@8%@M%M

fQQ _ RA|3% pitalized financing feases yvere capitalized', ttN effect!gSM7$ 'i:AW,udiEspy.yky&g&m&&&a $g99mg&hQ,w & & &m nh
i

M c f if all nonca cn mcome woulin'ofbe material. % M2 Mi|

u a v PO %&<

W. n:n.'

h&&
M . 90n" January 23,i1975)ial bssis|wliithsisc'fudediari!inteiiio?indease of-$27,624,000thCMichigartPublic Service Commissen-(MPSC) authorizkan merease in the Company's electric' rates'6fMt6 t
' & $66,231,000 'onta6:inm authorized September 16,1974. The?Attoineid%

h W EGeneral'of Michigan and the,llAW-CAP;appealsd;the 0Fdei|of the:MPSC' authorizing'thelaciease in rates to the Ingham County Circuit 77

l ie1 Circuit' Court:to restrain'and enjoin the increase in electric rates during the pendencyM Court (ths "CirEc:t Couit"}'and tei6ested t)by tiie Ci/cdit Court with rsspect to such'reciuest. ~ 9W Z XMh,n W d
* *

3.of the litigation.'N6' action has b'ee%taken
* S0n. June.2fl975atheWSC a ^ 'djanintsriiri gas! rate'inbreaseiof.$29,194,000 on an anhual bisis. An industrial inte h~

>.

I 4 appealed the, interim'brdefjo 'rcuit Co6rt?and'requisted'it tti te-establish the iites'in effect prior to Jon6'2,1975,'and to T
' 3,& refund'of:anyncesaskin geh gsioilected by~th'e Compangfrdn the Intervenor after June 2y1975' No action has been.tikerFby$'

| . * . h the Circuit Court with respect to'sucfileilifestIThe Administrative CasJ6dgsiri th6 rite pieceeding'has issued a Piop6 sal ~ foiDecisionN
-

A rechmmendinfalfinalfratMincreaistof;$43,%6,000/ including the"previously' authorized interim'incrase, with a portiofiof.thi: final %~| 6

5 i rate increase subject:to refdad pEnding resol 6 tion'of all; disputes between the Compaiy snd tha engineer constructof,of thi Marysville ;
'

Gas Reforming!PlantJThe:Prriosal for< Decision also recommends that there bs excluded from the Company's. gas rate base a portioril.

eipeisfitbrhs"ahd' obligations'inc6rrsd b s
x -of the totalinal relief is expe~cted laterin?1976.JE%y|th'eiCompsny in' respect (to the Mari'ville Gas Reforming Plant.:The' MPSC's mMMW

}..

' decision on f &@9WVm , WW w nJ w-*
,

On August 21?1975| the'Att6tney Geneial . filed a' complaint and motion Ih the Clicuit Court in connection with the fuel adjustmentC
'

. M.% 4 PQi,

' - clauss which included request for refarid to bustomers of at least $12,789,000. The suit :s pending.
1.itigationlwith2rs4iect to efe'ctric' arid | gas' ratefincfesses which became ' effective in 1969 resulted in court orders requiring'llie I'

s
. y :iCompany to refusd.$24,543,000, together ith'-interest thereon,'to its; electric and gas customers relating to the reduction and. 4'

( . D M : elimination 'of the:. Federal!. income tak sui)ch rge$The Company's?iequdst.for' leave to appeal the court orders was denied'by the
'

-

Uf

V 4 ' %$ establish 6dfrese!ve/ne;on Feb ua yLi ,3 'come'takeWeder ths refuhd obligation, eiclusive of tinterest charges 'which wauld' 9.
'.? Michigan Sup' rems Codit Yi l 1976LThelCoinoany:has requested that the Court reconsider its action. The Company hsiG y

N t''ofiestimated dn

%' M$7,200,000 asici Desember:31p1975,? based'on the statutory' interest i. if applicabfe| afe presently estimated-to be spproximately1 '
Maccrue'for thelperiodifromfearly 1970 to'dateli)f paymeht'and which,

E. ate of GEThe pending fitigation in the' Circuit Court alsof

f[ 'iwtiich+d| amonfother. thin'gs,'ir taim~foririfuiids%iViustornefs amounting to approximadly $7,76',000, plus inter 6st charges,'forreserve'his'been piofidedDThis ciairri k bEssd on the circumstances that the electric rates were placed in' effect by the' . -Tincludes e
~

2
Circuit Court'siorderrin Oct'ober 1969 tiu' the'MPSC'did not issue an' order approvinisuch rates until April 1970. 6~m't

' '

n a % g ;r; g m'Q , m y yu y % g p w y..v-'
s saa . ; .s:g* y c ra^n - :mqwm's<a ,-.

drw 4y ',swgg wm y ey&pgy - ,

. . n o%m~ by Wpw,y;; p
u.x~,qW>< r ,v w. m x

_11 PEMION P1Al(ggMQbq%g w:w .ng%@ der which full-time reguist employees within specified age limits and
y .h s q n q, + c~

.

y ' 7,i | vgf thh67 <& '
1

d sThe' Company has-airusteed noncontributcry pension, pian uh
~

, t'.
| S- W p'en'ods of service;are qualified to participate 5The contributiohs to the plan nere $16,033,000 in 1975 and $15,387,000 in 1974. Of

e Kihese amounts!$12,761,000~ln 1975 and $11,817,000 in .1974 were charged directly 'to expense accounts with ths ' remainder being
~

.s A icharged to various c6nstructio ii
"

s M2% 'd I ~ ~JJ , y>i '.Mm ' -
,h ?J J As, of Jan'6aiyT f61975,1ths[n clear ig and other acco nts.date of .the;mosfiecentiactuary'streport; thi actiiarially computed value of vested ben 6 fits' was

~

% N d, * $184,400,000.7he market.value'of the assets"of.thsflan.wasr$132,900,000 at January 1,1975.and $172,500,000 at Decemb

@ W1975 If the roarkdt salue'of the' ass 6tsfof the'pfan'remairis b61os the vested bensfits;the actuarial method used in determininPM
R Nannual c6ntribution win fund this' amount'over a peifod 6f yeais.1 #e -

@W M 3 ' The~enactm'ent*offhe Emplo'yee'Retiremint income Secsity.AcIof|1974 will not significantly increase the Company's future' 'R

ky$annuah:ontribution since^the Company'sipresh~tplan' generally conforms to 'at least the, minimum requirements of the Act.
~
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12 INCOME W EXMSE@4,Qg.a& q M.,A Vi%
n wn g - -

q vmW- -

M ~w'myg .|Ju ,

;M & j g@3V y f, g q pNL WQ4 Wh~n c QGM v1 r
fj{J

.

} * q .y py y u t;yM : W.ftW.& w ~=~ ' >6 1

MfMNIncome tax expense is made up of.the following com$@$3d"{r [:ppp% @ ds Q' |J
AM? A -. Wc W r

d$.hhh:g%phph3@&ponents:WMm nfMc K R.f^
' '

w e NSW JEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,
im w:gge e w~

1

fng%gg;M;Qqp%g)$z f::qympw nM % %.e %p w m : w % h 1975 ~ ^QW. $h[Mh7 hf'

1974 -

TQM1h$M$y%p#n$.y$M:.d(:
i.eagqm .d - p. +w

h s: E$4fM= MThousandsof DoHars
'

Federalincom'e'taxesM% ::myp&,4p% 7
2 ,

f ,

W W< rut. 6 A7 '$ 1,636
.

. .

?pfhhM.nynydNW@iMMMMJGQM3,909
, State income taxes $#$23$@it;&MtWMQQ$@tyQ QMW WC 26,431" .h .722,091

,N, ;$ 1,997 . .
. z.Wy .i L(508),

Deferred Federal incomitaxes,iet? >.WQ$MM74
TM W $.}Wi' M.d?'S4,887 .4,100 i

n
Deferred State income taxekr

~

nety 3 % ?. h N c e. 24,431 d5,118)
.

Ch?rge equivalent to' investment tix credit,J

: $$. %f5DsfMMdNkhDMhw@@Q~ ,.@ O ..Z %$61,294
'

MTotal. . $22,562<wAe'?p:Mk.:f. 9 ^ %w w:mA.,:p hm:& m ,Z% s~ u ~ c vm

Chaiged to utility opirati6ns],See: Stat'einent of inco% met MVj@nW;w' q%p:,; ' y '11;V V.m%v e
ww a h. %m t. -- O J, u ww&Q+' ' % ~ ~ . ~ . ~., ., ,. -..sx m . - g 4 ~W$58 331 %; $20,781,-

u. : , u

Giu D -

.h%@. .@.".s .7 'E
,

;2%F b
Charged to nonutility operations'.8l?p^MSMOMW

. C.2,963 , e '1,781 '
Total" M47CM hDMNP@MW

w M. G ,i M M W @@M %
$61,294 4~ $22,562

'

M 0 - W 3.. n v y,1 .Current Federal and State'i+com;e taxes for:1974,Las showndoves%.s:i@ne% M+ vnendmnm ~ v v%. ._a~ . . ~n w w 2 w
n refi t a credit of $17,651,000 attrib'Utable to the carryback of +. ~.

1974's net operating loss to prisr years,' offset by provisions foi Mcome taxes of~$9,790,000 related to the 1974 increment in unbilled ti
revenues; $5,904,000 related tithe cance!!ation~cf th'e Quanicassee:Nuclea? Plant; and $3.446,000 related td other timing differences.N P

The Company utilizes liberalizid depreciation and the " class life asset depreciation range' system'tfor income ta' purposes. Income Mx
tax deferred due to the use'ofitheseimethodslis chafged to inco'meWrrentif and ~ciedited to aVeiede' for, deferred mconie taxes.& $

As these timing'diffeierices reverse' thi[ielated' deferrals aire * credited to incomd@W'the Uniform System of Abc,ounts, aief expensed ?-CMjFMMM W4 $Qp s ''
Certain costs, principally latereit/capitalife'd in'accordance~~with the provisioiii~of

for income tax purposes an'd the'taileduction"resulting. therefrom is reflected'in the? income' statement' currently as ordered by the , ,
2

Michigan Public Service CommissionfiXWE%gMycD@ M IC
deferred and ' amortized to~opiiiting espehse:pment. investmentfcredit'otilizid:y g' reduc $n%$USQS$hnME.& year's'inco R ~me. tax is [

p) ''

.

The investment tax cr'e'dit andjob7develo as a tion of:the currentr-

V
< The total in'come tax eipenseiss set forth"above,tfie life of the'related property.1+d a f . .over

produce'siarieffe tive income, tax' rate of 37.8Wid1975 and 27.1% in 1974. The 3 -
following cchedu!e' reconcilss;the: statutory. Federal income taFiate'of.48% to sucEeffective income.tix iatisMk: WMW

h,h @ %q%q !&q p :sN % m$ Q[[stx m'p+M M @yl@Q M Q &m w w sed % %* f_
x w:: m .: %p,~ n w .xw *

's g $h W wqNRgR6 ! iOMQW @N , ~ '-

k m.dey hjhkgI MM h$ YEAR ENDED' DECEMBER 31 * , ' ' *

m ??g M $I M @)g q g $q % g g M p.M y .,
~,

m %
yC;g ;w m

. ..

-f_ ..% , ,S 1974gyu@ - M A . i1975
'

g ex m np rptgWhM - 2' J AMOUNT J RATE AMOUNT RATE
% z c *m .

M :n QJ@uygWeyW . (a#~Mr
. N;f ny$hMM,vwg;xz#rh %AN.g Na g

.m n - g ' 3 y
- .. Thousands ,e g%gg.eg. w g e , V Thousands

a . :Y: .of Douars
,

- hhd 4Mk dhW%of DoRars %~9#4%4 e;{gq; MW
-

gQgg.q p 3;,p. p q; . : > . .
~- -.# w g,;

. wh47
IncoEe tai expens . M ,deral statutory tat rate Qf$y@Md4"577,770 W K48.0%%

..m v .g . a. . . . .
.

4., .

-

e at Fe N .$40 48 5 % ,

tricrease'(redu'ctinn)d coitstr6ctioif costi,iphncipa|fyfintedst;ilddu'ctedIurd[9MW$ipKNM,030in;taies resultihg froniOM:Wh$2 WM@M &

M ivided in accordance with the~ieq;uirements of 'the MPSC @Q@M@19$(16,607)*[Mg[%(fL M " %dj '
-' Certain capitailie M N#M.17

. Trently'for incomilax'puiposes forJahich no; deferred taxesFare'proWfM ay .%

F ,574 M(10.2)'p
:.Md 2.8;. ~4X(14,691)5(17.6). *M .V.

' State income taxeViiet of7ederafincome tax'beitefiti.~,4
t

4 1.867 2.2
%nortization ofideferred invistment' tax' credit $$.%W P

,

Y(1.3) ' | (1,485) (1.8) 1, Equityin'earningstf subsidiariesW.(.QWpMgMyN(2,119) .(5,487) { {3.4) (3,538) ~(4.2) j

Totalincome ta_l;aneous4 tem.s'%a n%manMPbMep9M .m.mhW 3,163' 1.9 . 379 15
.

Other misce
is 4 m w

4 W M p*aFM.a ;n. -. T~.C $61,294 37.8 % $22,562 27.1 % -|~ c 9-f y m a W; @M t
xexpense;3 ,
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13 ALLOWANCE FOR FUND.S U. SED D..ilRING .CONSTRUCTIONM~ ppgg:
y - . w~a

e

MM$. ' rate of 8% id>1975 and ~7%% in 1974. Based on theitalized at a
.

,,.y .

The allowanci fo funds used ddringTconstructio was, cap. ,:ri -
r - x

(^
-

n

Company's source of'furids for'g'os'' pro ^oerty additions $tock and other.that the cost of fin 5ncing other than ' common equity financing -rs and| assuming
_

was equivalent to the current cost'of debt, preference sources available in each year, the" estimated common equity;
component of the allowance for. funds 'used durin
stock for 1975 and 1974, respectively P&g' construction Am6unted to 5.6% and 10.6% of net income availabfe for commons%9WWiW M Vr At A. ^
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.n (. al4 . 3 Ww .myy. .p g..k ~.' W.1. Northern ~ Michigan Exploration N COMPANYi .M. 7
, W .c x .4.x .

. s ..m

, M:~ Ae .
:.

,

Company (Northern),' a wholly-owned. subsidiary of th,e Company,m?m.is' engaged in ,# w * gas exploration. n
"- J#

; / -
NORTHEMN MICHIGAN EXPLORA.TIO1~;4

~ . n. an w s - .-
~ v

Y s ' programs in northern Michigan and the southern linited States. The Company's Board of Directors has authorized a total common
~

,

e d' > ' ~ stock investment in Northern of $20,000,000. ;M ; ^ : . Z,@'':/W: 4 W .s
Northern has applied,1) the Federal Power Commission for' authority to sell gas from offshore Louisiana to Consumers Power?

~ ~ ''

. Company. The Admmistrative Law Judge's initial decision authorizing the safe is subject to FPC review. The matter is pending.

'

Northern follows full cost accounting for financial reporting purposes including a policy of capitalizing interest costs related to- c
, .. properties in process of development. Interest capitalized amounted to $447,000 in 1975 and $2,300,000 in 1974. Had these interest

d costs not been capitalized, the Company's net income would have been reduced approximately $220,000 in 1975 and $1,200,000 int j
1974. Summarized financial information of Northern is shown below %.; w,$~ g g: gyo m.f;,' ,I
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' . The Compa.ny is myolved ,n certain legal and admimstrative proceedings concernin....- ~ . .g gas' liquids allocatio% %n,' gas curtai! .
e . s < r. , y # A ., e c :.m m .. m%x.. , . . . . .
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environmental issues and 'other inatters before various governmentel agencies, the o'utcorne of.which might require an increa-

the Company's construction,expenstures and/or operat ng expenses. The Company is'also involved in litigation wherein the. City of Dg ,' ,

,

u .Uvonia is seeking damages and other relief relating to' curtailment of gas service resulting frorn'a das a!!ocation program autho'rized
'

' by the MPSC. In the opinion ~of the Comp"any's General Counsel the Company's defenses are valid and the contentions of the_ City of,;
~
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We have examined the balance sheet of CONStJMERS POWER COMPANY (a Michigan corporation) as of. December 31,1975, and
December 31,1974, and the related statements'of income, retained earnings, capital in excess of par value and source of funds for
gross property additions for the%rs then ended.-Our. examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing'

standards and accordinglyjipcluded such tests of the accounting' records and such other auditing procedures as we considered |2
A necessary,in the circumstances. ' .* # Vi i ; #F 2(9.n:" Nt+

.in our opinion, the accompanying financial statements referred jo abed present fairly the financial position ofionsumers Power
' ~

J (Company as of December'31,1975, and December 31,1974, and the'results of its operations and the source of funds for gross.

property additions for the years then ~ ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied during
N the periods subsequent to the change made as of January 1,1974,(with which we concur)in the method of recording revenue as
% ' discussed in Note 2 to the financial statements. y, ' 'wa ;y _ :*
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Censu u ers Power Company1

O iividends and Stock Prices
'

.

Dividends Paid Per Share

Calendar Quarter-1974 Calendar Quarter- 1975

|Security 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Common Stock $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 50.50 $0.50 $0.50 )
Preferred Stock:

$4.16 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04

4.50 1 125 1.125 1.125 1.125 1.125 1.125 1.125 1.125

4.52 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13
7.45 1.8625 1.8625 1.8625 1.8625 1.8625 1.8625 1.8625 1.8625

7.68 1.024 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.92

7.72 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93

7.76 1.94 1.94 1.94 1 94 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.94
$6.00 Preference Stock - - - 0.917 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

_

$5.50 Preference Stock - - - - - - 0.306 1.375

-

1

High and Low Sales Prices on New York Stock Exchange '

Calendar Quarter-1974 Calendar Quarter-1975

Security 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

High Low High Low High Low High low High Low High Low High Low High Low

Common Stock 24 % 22 % 23 11 14 10 % 13 % 9 15 9 % 19 % 13 % 18 % 16 19 % 16 % 2

Preferred Stock:
$4.16 52% 50 48% 43 % 40 35 35 30 39 % 30 37 % 35% 38 % 35% 38 % 34
4.50 58 52 % 54 % 41 % 42 % 34 39 % 29 % 41 31 % 42 % 36 % 42 % 39 42% 38
4.52 62 60 59 % 49 % 50 41 41 34 46 % 34 % 44 40 % 44 % 41 % 43 % 41 %
7.45 94 % 84 85 68 70 52 % 59 % 47 % 65 % 51 % 65 % 58 68 61 67 % 60 %
7.68 93 87 87 70 71 60 60 57 64 % 55 66 56 69 % 64 67 % 63 !

7.72 95% 91 91 % 71 % 74 58 60 50 66 % 52 68 60 72 62 68 % 62 %
7.76 95 91 91 76 % 72 72 61 53 67 55 67 % 59 69 % 64 68% G2%

$6.00 Preference Stock - - - - 52 % 52 53 46% 59 % 49 76 55 74 64 % 76 67 %
$5.50 Preference Stock - - - - - - - - - - - - 59 % 51 % 61 54

Exchanges on which the Company's Equity Securities Are Listed For Trading:
, Common stock is listed on the New York, Midwest and Detroit. stock exchanges.
I Preferred stock is listed on the New York and Detroit stock exchanges.
! Preference stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. '

| *'

. _ _ _.
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Operatmg Revenue.MP.M
>

5.J ?-Steam (fN.%.,M@g@$MyMS:p@y$y
Electric . Mdi$757,741M$619,9580 $4%,723 u $416,9941 $364,230 ",4'

0 ' , A0perating Revenca Deductions, ExceptilncomejiaxesMiMgg/q,g;81,294M483,832g337,906E i 332,085. R1,296?
.

M.gj@hg.dQg$R QQ5 1 286,0911,P Gasi . 7! %

pWPf 8,065ppl,593)pl,325_j ;1,3743;r.g,nhABMMW2{2%g

wghp%%j.gpriW249,5564172,0509105,391% 191,969 { "4M J FuelConsumed in Electric Generation @73:
#

' )141,860R 84,206'&-

Purchased and Interchanged Power .hyM$$.yP!'$h@#Th490,881 M143,394 M70,006 N56,662 ;
WRi a1

Cost otGhs Sold . i 4 ?d 375,495p293,190N175,185 H '156,238 : 7120,411

- Other Operation and Main $Q@RMh2g8[4AdM987678 A630581 R 54160 J :. JMpy".jQ.f$gv fhhM93,635Q$82,944 3 73,428 M62,937 ~ YS8,2107
M 4: >

:.

tenance We WA236,636 M208,759; ~187,436t 6180,807W154,022; d$~
' Depreciation and Amortization .:W.M[s'~

- General Taxes . . W: 48,204 - - 43,873, ,

M@h$$WT@78,6149121,196 M84,627.M, yt&%MM ;[275,249 -; Net Operating income BefErilriconYe Taxeyj$fM@d
.' L . - g

iggih4PK@161,~466h 1W p W t.TCQ" Electric ; V
"
'

OSteam '.J.' M@9;% Min k W p hy 65,461%63192g$M,0831;;68,954 .-J64,1071
48 1Mg6M2 Gas

insome Taxes' 9Q]J)% ,% u $;hj @?M@$gN$bW%q,M6MOF%M}kMVA%
% 3 .4 d| Nyk 9200h 82 3 60$W55$x(321)

*
-

~ 4'9$ $jhtd 0!
MM(872)$W4374n 2,718 JE11,371 M14,469 : O| Federal income ~ Tax 6 M ?

,

. V Deferred income Tax (Net)Mfh%@q@pt4@.@Q
' ~

i

%. 2,786 %3,216 TQ 3,065. Mv State income Tax ' OM:td.*M 4 XM i

h ; 'G ^ Investment Tax Credit (NetpiyDh%%g[@.yM$@.v.G.Q>$3,454Mp('729)N(25,072C
b ie.d 31,319 % 26,191 C18,972 L14,300' R

e
2

%g24,430 %%118)%14,057M5,960;MS,751,
. .n

qhh
egp%+WG$119,%g75,476Th87,4639 69,405 / 59,8441Q $nQ$4f %aijg.gAQM:%.y:# ElectricmMXJ#.sMpft$Net 0heriting'inc6meMngM r

724ki .
mITE7

V Gas WMi".WOMM@MMkqM44%g$M48,951N45,585$pJQ85[FI44,621W@41,6837 *
k.~

fM 37,'167 lNg hM203p pg91g (77) A q

4h myf 24,825p%46g[y%,223d.of 25,455Wc21,862.; .WS,teamdWy|yMEgglig[49
~

15,828M,21,87511,0'66A940$s,41'6h5,37
23J2 Allowance for Funds lised Dering Constn:ction. *

h<in.t,er.est Che.rges,EN, iW@Qn%gypff$3M
_

0therjincome (1)gMf
' '

2
etncome Before, Cumulative.Effect of'Chimge m,Methoto;iM . my~08.,804M93,315EL73,h;WiM.58f.c1.55,~w # tw e1 985 #n65,2 JeMd.

W~ ' u a- .p g gu . n -.a
J

N fMk&.Wd h100,727? V60,8dw@d%'ig,8936,679,730[iq@
tFf WE ' N

%xi % Recordig Revenue %'@doitD974 ofMpgG MgW@Mj[fV8 |for Related income Taxes'(3)NF.'@, After; 4/sWhabgpkk. p/iW@Q(gy%j@y9%@gyfM^@t -
&

H
80 A73,107 '

d% j M?$@ghS< Y IC5mdlaBv$Effecfon'Y'e' irs'P ~ , jd 8
' dChph 'Q/AAccruing; Estimated Unbilled: Revenue rMA LC

g 24,864;jI[j0[89( M 10h . y
M+

~ ~ M $$ mmh [ffh$hhhh [30,0.86r00,527 % I5,6973 Net incsine (1)7
n n ,540|$; 17,746 WII,151D ,S7,108 |

-o ,

'*
s g Q~ sis. ? Netilncome: After-Dividends ~o,Ynd P.ief_erench Sto k%, , Stock 9c.-@g a

4 25Cash Dividends on. Preferred -- a
MS70,641W%60157/P: 3 165 999 <

tf M?fJM$kD1$$h,46M ,iD,M68,479"h4kO68
a..

n Preferred and; eference 6-

' Cash DividMds on'CommdriN6EliM6}[d [@hdp@MMU$$d@52,46b 949,M6e y
1682

. Common Stocli--Average 5hafei0utstndin d%D.*

. Assuming No Dilution Uhousands:of Shares)$ $ sresMp@p@[ M@d1 arninh per Sliare'of Commori Stoi:liBsed of Wsa$ $e8M6y26,677#26,234Q26,234M24,584M24,034 cQM%QN$MQA.
^

m-
'~ '

$$ge Sty /g MJg QWMWhEr

. ;0utstanding-Assuming No DilutionW9A'thelpipkfM@@@$2.66'%,4VM;WN[M$hMM
a'

g fg g [7 M
2 Before Cumulative Effect~of ChanieAMe M A7 Hb .-P;;* WRecording RevenueM9EG5W%%'%e.4%M

g$2N1%Wyg ggg%
N$f.34

* Cumulative Effect on:YearsLPriort(for ljelated incomeTaxes.W My@repp95AgN %g$2.78 M$2.75Ep $0. ,
,,

19741if Accruing Estimated Vgpa,

CEEx3S tlhbilled kevenue After Deduction+M
. Total-Assuming No. Dilution (1)%3Q31QM$dfp!$Er2.65%M129M 22.419 62'78l' ' 2.75 ? -

'

' f Common Stock-Average Shaiesf0utstahdingM!bfy@M@MJW630,M$MM#M%W.S'W J -y y;Qy;
437; " 24,584 24,034F #

3hM%[M27,157M26,234r
l' Assuming Full Dilution (Ihousands'of Shares)W .W
i Earnings per Share of C6mnWin StosEBaskfriAverNe QOMMMM6 ' c. 6 m

% Shares Outstanding--Assiiming full Dilutisi(3)yg%%D$%g@MCpOvp4:
-

j ig y p{f $ % p[j]p'r w w e Acaw %y
pp ei

* f " ;Before Cumulative Effectof Chang @ehMethod@MM5O@Aufs$2
App %

.QTot. Recording'. Revenue E@ W M $2.41S4 $2.78 l' * ' $2.75t
,

6 @,2 nCumulative Effeet on Yests Prior t619@74 ofAccruing Estimated QRQdp.[.52 W$1.35Vllnbilled Revenue After<Dfductionsforfelated income Taxesf,*f;M$2.52;M*$MM(M %g @g;Qd
L; m

Qf$f- Dde.NMADKQG>ra
92 W t%

127 A 2.4b DM2.78 42.754We3 4 M !b. %
- W APro? Total--Assuining Full Dilution ~(1)MSU$"o'f'Ricordini bO[%$WsG$jDQ@N%"MN>FM~#
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.

.Y HForma Ainounts Assuniing Change'in Metfied WN -

Wpf hdM@h% Zi Revenuds. Applied Retroactively @%$$;%yMh
'

WM;h $100,72733~60,8331 :$83,370 > $83,%62 1 73,15fL $ JNet income W7./;WW
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;'>' : Electric- revenue increased,$124,235,000 'In 1974

. - ,

in,WDe|preciation. and a.mo.rtization'expens$ge'd'. } , ,
~

and $137,783,00'O in f1975,Cahdjg'as 'rdvenu'e inGM6herafiorisMjjpdgM[$ es.i,n h, *4 -
# ~

f ,

p' creased $145,926,000 in. :1974,,and,$97,462,000
V. . ~ ,1975. The increased r.evenue. s're.sulted,primarilyg ,t ! creased $.9,516,000 'in :1974 and $10.,691,0009.ni.R. D

. n . ~ g-

.i . from rate increases and'electricifuel cost and'c. o'st e 'p:1975, resulting from, sad.diti.o.ns~ to depr.
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. Effective January 1,197p,~the. Company c.hangedi (Gas;RefSr.mirig Plantf
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its method of accounting to accrue;reverr.ses for 1 / kGeneraf taxes ' increased: $8,898,000]ir3; 1974 p
services rendered but not billed at month-end to - and $4,619,000 in 19,75, pr,imarily the result of ,in ,['_.

. .

more closely match costs arid revenues. Prior to creased property 1subjectzto real and -personal .

1974, operating revenue was fre'chgriized 'at' thel? prop'erty taxes. CM M UMMS:d@N@ '
l
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Fuel for generation costs increas'ed' $66,659,000
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Iranstar Assets Financial and Statistical
commes.restereses Summary Available a

.
Wsad Preistrad Eleck A Financial and Statistical Sup-

piement to the 1975 Annual Re-Consumers Power Company port covering the years 1965-1975Jackson, Michigan 49201 is available to all interested
Bankers Trust Company shareholders, and may be ob-
New York, New York 10017 tained by writing Mr. P. A. Perry,

Secretary, Consumers Power
Company, 212 West Michigan
Avenue, Jackson, Michigan

Enlistrars tsWess 5tsch 49201.

The National Bank of Jackson
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Bankers Trust Company
New York, New York 10017

Bbareksiders
Engistrars Prefersace

Illh8BBCBl5B
sad Prslerred 51sck B5pilCalBBBpErl5
City Bank and Trust Company, N.A.
Jackson, Michigan 49201 Shareholders who own shares of

more than one class of Company
! Bankers Trust Company stock may receive more than one
i New York, New York 10017 copy of the Annual Report. Se-

curities and Exchange Co
j sion rules provide that the C
j pany may omit sending an An

Report to a shareholder if such.

. Estics el Annual MeellaB snarenoider authorizes tne Com-
' pany in writing to do so, provided

The annual meeting of shareholders of Consumers Power that at least one report is sent to
Company will take place Tuesday, April 13,1976 at 2:00 PM another shareholder at the same^

Jackson time in the Company's Parnall Office Building,1945 address. -

: West Parnall Road, Jackson, Michigan. A notice of meeting, if two or more copies of the
proxy statement and proxy will be mailed to shareholders in Company's Annual Report to'

March 1976. Prompt s|gning and return of proxies will be shareholders are being sent to'

appreciated by the management. you, and you wish to have the'

i mailing of duplicate reports dis-
continued, please notify in writ-

,

ing Mr. P. A. Perry, Secretary.
-

-

Consumers Power Company,212,

West Michigan Avenue, Jackson,
i AnnualReport on Form 12 M Fn2"i ttei'na*"'* #2a

"'

: (common, preferred or prefer-
| A copy of Consumers Power Company's annual report, with- ence) for which you want your

out exhibits, for the fiscal year ended December 31,1975 on name removed for annual report
'

Form 12-K, required to be fhed with the Securities and Ex- mailings, your name, address and
change Commission pursuant to Rule 13a-1 under the Secur- signature.
Ities Exchange Act of 1934, will be furnished by the Company This will not affect the mailing
without charge to any shareholder who so requests upon of your dividend checks, interim
application made to Mr. P. A. Perry, Secretary, Consumers reports, proxies, and proxy state-'

L Power Company,212 West Michigan Avenue, Jackson, Mich- ments, which each shareholder
| Igan 49201. Such report will be available to shareholders will continue to receive exactly
i after May 1,1976. as before.
'

Each shareholder request must indicate that, as of Febru- You may request that
ary 27,1976, the record date for the annual meeting of name be added to the list
rhareholders, the person making such request was a bene- Annual Reports any time in the
ficial owner of securities entitled to vote at such meeting. future.
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APPEIDIX B

WCj 6
1975

STATE OF MlCHIGAN

BEFORE THE MICHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
_

*****

In the matter of the complaint of the )
CITY OF WYOMING and CITY OF GRAND RAPIDS ). Case No. U-3773
cgainst Consumers Power Company )

)

At a session of the Michigan Public. Service Commission held at its

of fices in the City of Lansing on the 15th day of December, 1975.

PRESENT: Hon. Daniel J. Demlow, Chairman
Hon. Lenton G. Sculthorp, Commissioner
Hon. William R. Ralls, Commissioner

O
ORDER

On September 18, 1970, the City of Wyoming (Wyoming) and the City of

Grand Rapids' (Grand Rapids), collectively referred to as "Complai: ats", jointly -|

filed a complaint against Consumers Power Company (Respondent) requesting certain

relief with regards to the rates for street lighting services in the respective

municipalities. Wyoming asked that the present restrictions in Respondent's 5

currently filed and effective rate schedules for General Secondary Service - -

Optional Rate "C" (Rate C) and Comercial and Industrial Primary Service -

Contract Rate "D" (Rate D), which reads "This is not available for street

lighting service or for resale purposes," be removed or, in the alternative,

that Respondent be ordered to establish a new rate for energy only municipal

treet lighting purposes. In addition Grand Rapids asks that a special contract

.

e
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O
V,

On October 21, 1975, all of the parties to these proceedings signed a

written Settlement Agreement and a hearing on the Settlement Agreement was set for

November 3, 1975 At the hearing on November 3,1975 the Settlement Agreement, sigr.ed

by all parties, was received in evidence. No party presented any evidence or
i

testimony in support of the Settlement Agreement. The Commission Staff certified

on the record that the Settlement Agreement was fair and reasonable and in the public

Interest. All of the parties waived the provisions of Section 81 of the Administrative

Procedures Act of 1969, as amended.

II.

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is elementary and axiomatic that the resolution of disputed matters

O
U y settlement rather than by litigation is favored. (See , e.g. , Pedder v. Kal i sh ,

26 Mich. App. 655 (1970); Johnston's Administrator v. United Airlines, 23 Mich.

App. 279 (1970); Callaghan's Michigan Civil Jurisprudence, " Compromise and Sett.lement",

Sec. 3, citing Empire Industries v. Northern A. Co. , 342 Mich. 425 (1955).)

This predisposition in favor of the settlement of disputes has been

Iincorporated into all contested cases before state administrative agencies through .;

S2ction 78 of the Administrative Procedures Act of 1969, MCLA 24.278: k.1

"Sec. 78 (1) The parties in a contested case by a stipulation
in writing filed with the agency may agree upon any fact
involved in the controversy, which stipulation shall be used
as evidence at the hearing and be binding on the parties

thereto. Parties are requested to thus agree upon facts
when practicable.

(2) Except as otherwise provided by law, disposition
may be made of a contested case by stipulation, agreed settlement,
consent order, waiver, default or other method agreed upon by the
parties."

Page 3
U-3773
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THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

The Sett;1ement Agreement in this matter is brief and its provisions are

sat out in full as follows:

It is hereby agreed by and between these parties that all the issues

raised pursuant to the Complaint initiating this proceeding will be resolved by

immediate Commission approval of the institution by Consumers Power Company of the

primary and secondary voltage energy-only streetlighting rate, Rate SL "8", set forth

on Exhibit A, attached hereto and made a part hereof. It is further agreed by and

b2 tween these parties that:

1) Upon Commission approval of Rate SL "8", that rate will

become immediately effective for streetlighting service in the

City of Wyoming and-thereby eliminate use of Rates C and D for

O streetlighting service.
.

2) The 100 kilowatt minimum contained in Rate SL "8" for primary

voltage installations shall not apply to existing primary voltage ;

.

streetlighting installations of the City of Wyoming and of the

|
State Department of Highways and Transportation in the Grand Rapids |

. area, but shall apply to all new primary voltage installations. ,

M
~

3) . The provisions contained in Rate SL "8" requiring an unmetered

secondary voltage installation shall not apply to the existing metered

secondary voltage streetlighting installations of the City of Wyoming

and the State Deoartment of Highways and Transportation (if any) in

the Grand Rapids area, but shall apply to all new secondary voltage

installations,

j 4)' Except as provided in paragraphs numbered 2 and 3 hereof, the

| parties shall be bound by the provisions of Rate SL "B" as it is changed |
|

'
.

:

! Page 5
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O
in all matters before the Commission, in regard to this case, the Staff has-,

'cartified that the results of the negotiations, as manifested in the Agreement,.

I
are reasonable and in the public interest.

By its very nature, th'e Agreement does not give any of the interests all |
l
'

thny desire. But each represented Interest does feel that the Agreement is a

reasonable disposition of the matter. The Commission notes that this matter has'

already consumed many days of hearings spread over a considerable amount of time
4

~

in two different stages.

In light of these factors, and particularly the full and vigorous

participation in *his matter by the Staff, the Commission is loathe to reject the

Agreement. Certainly in the absence of tangible and compelling questions about the |
|

greed'upon result, the Commission should not withhold its approval.
D'

Consequently, the Agreement transmitted to the Commission in this matter

is approved _and the relief contained in the Agreement will be granted.

The Commission' FINDS that:
. . ,

Jurisdiction is pursuant to Act 106, P.A.1909, as amended, MCLA' a.

460 551; Act 419, P.A. 1919, as amended, MCLA 460.51; Act 3, P.A. 1939, as amended,

MCLA 460.1; Act 306, P.A. 1969, as amended, MCLA 24.201: and the Commission's Rules
.

of Practice and Procedure, 1954 Administrative Code, Supplement No. 54, R 460.11.
1

b. The provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act of 1969, as
i

amended, have been complied with in all pertinent respects.

The provisions of the Rules of Practice and Procedure Before theI c.

Commission and Interpretive and Informational Statement 1975-5 have been complied with

in'all pertinent respects. .

d. The Agreement of Settlement admitted as evidence in this proceeding

should'be approved.--

.

1Page 7.
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EXHIBIT A 39
Paga 1 cf-3*

Consumers Power Conrpany

*
.

*.

f% - ,

b ENERGY-ONLY STREEILIGHTING SERVICE
(Customer-OwnedandCustcmer-MaintainedSystemContractRateSL-8)

.

Availability:

Open to the State of Michigan or any political subdivision or agency
thercof having jurisdiction over public streets or roadways, for primary
or secondary voltage energy only streetlighting service where the Company
has existing distribution lines available for supplying energy for such
service. Luminaires which are served under any of the Company's other
streetlighting rates shall not be intermixed with luminaires served under
this streetlighting rate. This rate is not available for resale purposes.

..

Nature of Service:
,

Secondary Voltage-Service:

Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase, 12 0 /2140 nominal volt service
for a minimum of ten luminaires located within a clearly defined area.
Except for control equipment which will be furnished, installed, owned and
maintained by the Company, the customer will furnich, install, own and main-
tain all equipment comprising the streetlighting system including, but not
limited to the overhead wires or underground cables between the luminaires,

O-
protective equipment, and the supply circuits extending to the point of at-

.

tachment with t.he Company's distribution system. The Cc=pany vill cennect
the custcmer's equipment to the Company's lines and supply the energy for
its operation. All of the customer's equipment will be subject to the
Ccapany's review.

.

. Primary Voltage Service:
-

'

Alternating current, 60 hertz, single phase or three phase, primary voltage
service for actual kW demands of not less than 100 kW for cach point of de-
livery and where the customer guarantees a minimum of 14000 annual hours use
of the actual demand, the particular nature of the voltage in each case
shall be detemined by the Company. The custc=cr will furnish, install, ,

own and maintain all equip =cnt comprising the streetlichting system includ- r

ing, but not limited to, controls, protective equipment, transformers and
' verhead or -underground streetlighting circuits extendirg to the point ofo
attachment with the Company's distribution system. The Company will fur-
nish,- install, own and maintain the metering equipment and connect the
customer's streetlighting circuit to its distribution system and supply
the energy for operation of the customer's streetlighting system.

|

Monthly Rate: .

'
.

Secondary Encrcy Charge:-

~ The monthly charge shall be 2.77d per kWh bitsed on the capacity require-
ments in kilowatts of the lamp (c), associated ballast (s) and control equip-
ment assuming 4,200 burning hours per year, adjusted by the ratio of the |1

-

,

$ '
.

.'
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( )N M.P.S.C. No. 7 - Electric
.

.

Consumers Power Company ,

N

ENERGY ONLY STREETLIGHTING SERVICE
(Customer-Owned and Customer-Maintained System Contract Rate SL-8) (Contd)

Delayed Payment Chargei

A delayed payment charge of 2% of the total net bill shall be added to any
.

-

bill not paid within 30 days after its issuance.

Tax Adjustment: .

Bills shall be increased within the limits of political subdivisions.(a) which levy special taxes, license fees or rentals against the Company's
property, or its operation, or the production and/or sale of electric
energy, to offset such special charges and thereby prevent other cus-
tcmers from being cc=pelled to share such local increases.

Bills shall be increased to offset any new or increased specific tax(b) or excise imposed by any governmental authority upon the Company's
generation or sale of electrical energy.

Contract: -

Initial tem of contract five years, or more, and| year to year, thereaf.;er,O
until teminated by mutual consent or upon twelve months' written notice
given by either party.

.

Special Tems and Conditions:
-

The Company reserves the right to make special contractual arrangements as
'to tem or duration of contract, temination charges, contribution in aid of
construction, annual charges or other special considerations when the cus-

!tomer requests service, equipment or facilities not nomally provided under
this rate.

.:
,

Hours of Lighting:
l

. Streetlights shall be controlled to burn only when the natural general leveand under nomal condi-of illumination is lower than about 3/l+ footeandle,
tions this is approximately one-half hour after sunset until approximately
one-half hour before sunrise.

.

.

-

Rules and Regulations: .

Service governed by Company'c Standard Rules and Regulations.

_I

I

.

O
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APPENDIX C

STATEMENT OF SOURCE OF FUNDS

A FOR GROS 3 PROPERTY ADDITIONS

]

3 Months Ended ,.

Source of Funds for Grocs Property Additions December 31, 1975

Funda Generated From operations:
Net Income After Dividends on Preferred and Preference Stock $ 17,395,851
Principal Noncash Items

Depreciation and Amortization
Per Statement of Income 27,234,261
Charged to Other Accounts 1,332,757

Deferred Income Taxes, Net 10,002,190
Investment Tax Credit, Not 2,435,680
Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (5,601,606)
Undistributed Earnings of Subsidiaries (2,751,9050

$ 50,047,225

Less:
Dividends Declared on Common Stock $ 13,587,022
Reacquired Long-Term Debt 8,339,000

$ 28,121,203

- Funds Obtained From Financing:
Net Froceeds From Installment Sales Contracts Payable $ 11,803,984

O Increase in Notes Payable 24,000,000

V $ 35,803,964

Other Sources (Uses) of Funds: _

Change in Net Current Assets and Current Liabilities
Accrued Utility Revenue $(36,223,000)-
Accounts Receivable (25,931,490)
Materials and Supplies (9,334,675) j
Gas in Underground Storage 3,913,6 % 3

Prepaid Real and Personal Property Taxes (20,753,335)
'

Bankers Acceptance Drafts ( 5,400,000)
Current Maturities and Sinking Fund - LTD 14,805,857
Accounts Payable 78,890,332 .-

Accrued Interest 4,149,936 :
Accrued Taxes ( 9,525,105)
Other 4,253,359

$ ( 1,154,425)-

Other, Net ( 3,960,642)
$ ( 5,115,067)

Total Funds for Construction From Above Sources $ 58,810,120 ;

Allowance,for Funds Used During Construction 5,601,606 )

Gross Property' Additions $ 64,411,726

f) .

LJ
l
:
1
1

-, --. -.
|
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Question No. 1

Identify and state the amount of each major system'-vide source of construction
funds which vill be realized during the twelve months ' period beginning June 1,
1974 assuming all of the following:

(a) Palisades is returned to service at the earliest probable date (please
specify).

(b) Construction of the Midland units continues on schedule.

(c) Fuel costs and interest rates remain at their present levels.

Response

The following response assumes (b) and (c) above. As to (a), it is estimated

that the earliest probable date the Palisades Plant could be returned to

service is September 1, 1974. However, because of the uncertainties involved,

and in order to provide a greater measure of conservatism, the sources of
f
V funds for construction have also been calculated on the assumption that

Palisades is returned to service on January 1, 1975, and on the assumption

that Palisades is not returned to service at all during the period in question.
-

Internal and external sources of funds for construction are est$r:ated to be !

as follows for the twelve months beginning June 1,1974:

(1) Intemal Sources a
9

Internal sources consist of retained earnings, depreciation, deferred
1

taxes and several other miscellaneous items. It is currently estimated

that net internally generated funds for June 1,1974 through May 31,
1

1975 vill be:,

|
'

i. $132 million if Palisades starts operation on September 1,1974

ii. $114 million if Palisades starts operation on January 1,1975

{A) 111. $97 million if Palisades does not operate at all in the twelve-month

period.

|

.-
~

,;i* J
'
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(2) External Sources

The Company plans to raise funds through external sources as follows:

1. A $50 million 7-year tem loan from First Naticnni City Bank in

New York in June 1974.

11. Approximately $50 million of convertible preference stock in the

summer of 1974.

iii. Approximately $100 million of first mortgage bonds in late summer

of 1974.

iv. Approximately $40 million of straight preference stock in the fall
i

of 1974.
;

v. A $35 million nuclear fuel lease is currently being negotiated.

Closing is expected in the summer of 1974.

vi. Approximately $11 million vill be taken down from prior issues of

pollution control revenue bonds. The trustee holds the funds from

the sale of polluticn control revenue bonds until constmetion on

the associated projects is perfomed.
,

This amounts to about $286 million to be raised through external sources.

In addition to the external sources mentioned above, the Company has ac-
.

cess to significant amounts of bank credit as discussed in the answer T

to Question No. 9-

v

. _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . .-
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question No. 2

If the aggregate smount of the estimated construction funds developed for
Item 1 above is less than the construction budget for the twelve months'
period beginning June 1,1974 using the assumptions described in Item 1,
indicate vbether or not certain construction projects (describe and atste
the dollar amounts involved) could be delayed to bring about a parity between
estimated-construction funds and the construction budget.

Response

Estimated construction requirements for the period June 1, 1974 through

May 31, 1975 are approximately $364 million.

The total of the external sources as shown in the answer to Question No. 1,

of $286 million, plus the minimimi amount of internal funds of $77 million

(which assumes no operation of Palisades) is sufficient to meet the estima.ted

construction requirements.

O
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O' Question No. 3

Provide copies of Consumers Power Ccapany's inecae and sources of construction
funds statements for the most recent twelve months' period and balance sheet
dated as of the end of the same period. Copies of similar statements for the
corresponding twelve months' period ended in the previous year should also be
su h itted.

Response

Attached as Exhibit A, totaling 12 pages, are Consumers Power Company's state-

ment of income for the 12 months ended April 30, 1974 and April 30, 1973,

balance sheet as of April 30, 1974 and April 30, 1973, statement of sources

of funds for gross property additions for the 12 months ended April 30, 15r/4

and April 30, 1973, and notes to the financial statements.

O
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- Question No. 4

Provide copies of the most recent Officer's Certificate prepared in con-
nection with the issuance of mortgage bonds and showing interest coverage
and debt retio calculations pursuant to the applicable indenture.

Response

Attached as Exhibit B, totalling 15 pages, are copies of the two certificates

which include the mquested information. The first is the Net Earnings

Certificate provided in connection with the August 1973 sale of $75,000,000

First Mortgage Bonds, 8-5/8% Series due 2003, which contains the computation

of earnings before taxes available to pay interest on first mortgage bonds

under the tenna of the Company's Indenture. The second is the Accountant's

Certificate provided in connection with the sarae sale of bonda, which contains

the computation of the amount of property available at that time to be funded

for the issuance of additional first mortgage bonds.
v

The Indenture contains no provisions pertaining to required capitalization

ratios.

-
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Question No. 5

Provide an entimate with detailed calculations of the amount of additional
first mortgnge bonds which could be issued at the present time pursuant
to the npplicable indenture and assuming a realistic range of current
interest costs.

Response

For the twelve months ended April 30, 1974, the indenture Net Earnings

and Interest earnings requirement are:

Net Earnings $169,731,051

Interest Earnings Requirement $14,625,312

The calculations of net earnings and annual interest requirement on first

mortgage bonds are attached as Exhibits C and D, respectively.

Additional annual interest charges that can be incurred and still meet in-

denture test are calculated as follows:

$169,731,051
-l W ,625,312
& 25,105,739

$25, ,739 = $12,552,869

Additional, first mortgage bonds that could be issued (ccxnputed by dividing

interest rate into the $12,552,869 of additional annual interest that can -

be incurred):
Interest Additional *

Rate 1st Mtg Bonds

8% $156,910,862
9% 139,476,322

10% 125,528,690
11% 114,116,991

*Unfunded Net Property Additions as of April 30, 1974 were $673,572,975

;
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Question No. 6

Provide projections of coverages of interest on long-tem debt to be outstanding
based on definitions included in the applicable bond indenture for each succes-
sive twelve month period beginning with the twelve months' period ending May 31,
1974 and ending with the twelve months' period terminating May 31, 1975

Response

For the twelve months ended April 30, 1974, the company's indenture coverage

was 2 34. Indenture coverages beyond this date are not shown because interest

coverage depends upon the amounts and timing of future rate increases and

the results of future operations. However, based upon presently known facts,

it is believed that the indenture coverage as of June 30, 1974 vill exceed

the required 2.00 coverage after reflecting the proposed issuance of $100,000,000

of first mortgage bonds in the late summer of 1974. No further first mortgage

bond financing is contemplated by the Company prior to June 1975

O
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'v Question No. 7

Provide copies of the most recent prospectus prepared in connection with
the issuance of securities.

Response

Attached as Exhibit E is a copy of the Official Statement dated January 29,

1974 as supplemented February 7, 1974 for the sale of $27,500,000 Charter

Township of Hampton, Michigan Pollution Control Revenue Bonds, and $7,200,000

City of Marysville, Michigan Pollution Control Revenue Bonds, both issued

for financing the construction of pollution control equipnent for Consumers

Pove.- Campany.

Attached as Exhibit F is a copy of Preliminary Prospectus issued May 3,

1974 in connection with a proposed issuance of Common stock, the registra-

tion of which did not become effective and application for withdrawal of

which was submitted on June 6,1974. None of such Canmon stock was issued.

-
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Question No. 8

Indicate the dollar amount on an annualized basis of aquests for rate in-
cmases still' pending before state and Federal regulatory agencies.

Response

Pending rate cases are as follows:

a.. Electric - On April 23,1/74 the Company filed Case U-4576 before the

MichiganPublicServiceCesanission(MPSC). The proposed annual revenue

increase is $72,159,000 based on a year-end 1973 test period. At the

same time, the Ccanpany requested partial and interim relief in the

amount of $54,659,000 annually.

b. Public Pumping - On March 5,1974 the Company filed Case U 4543 before

the MPSC. The proposed annual revenue increase is approximately

$614,500 based on a year-end 1972 test period.

kholesaie for Resale - On November 6,1972 the Company filed a case,c.

Docket E-7803, before the Federal Pcver Commission (FPC). The annual

revenue increase is approximately $1,500,000 based on a 1972 test period.
-

The increased rates became effective in June 1973, subject to refund,

pending FPC determination as to their reasonableness.
|

d. Steam - On February 4,1974 the Company filed Case U-4522 before the |

d
~

MPSC. The proposed annual revenue increase is approximately $192,500

based on a 12 months ended June 30, 1973 test period.

'
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V Question No. 9

Indicate the present and mavi== smount of bank credit and explain those
factors, -such as interest coverage and capital structure ratios, which tend
to limit an expansion of such credit.

Response

The Cczapany has authority from its Board of Dimetors and the Federal Power

Comunission to issue up to $300,000,000 of short-term debt which includes bor-

rowings fra banks or the issuance of comercial paper or a cabination there-

of. At the present time the Ccampany has lines of credit with four large banks

in the aggregate amount of $122,000,000.

Then is no restriction on the expansion of such short-tem credit relating

to interest coverages. However, the company's Articles of Incorporation re-

quire the affimative vote of a majority of the outstanding shares of Preferred

Stock for the issuance of unsecured indebtedness in excess of 20 percent of

the aggregate of capital, surplus and secured indebtedness, except to refund

unsecured indebtedness or to redeem Preferred Stock. As of April 30, 1974

the 20-percent limit was approximately $460,000,000. At April 30,1974 there '

; vas approximately $73,000,000 of short-term debt and approximately $40,000,000

of long-tem unsecund debt outstanding. The balance of unsecured debt avail-

able to be issued at that time was approximately $347,000,000. The Company k
proposes to complete an unsecured long-term borrowing of $50,000,000 in June

1974 which would leave a short-term debt capability of an additional $297,000,000

under the terms of the Articles of Incorporation.
|
|

|
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V Question No. 10

Indicate the average age of accounts receivable applicable to electric service
and gas service with the electric service accounts receivable classified ac
(a) residential, (b) commercial-industrial, (c) public authorities, and (d) other
electric utilities as of the latest available date and the corresponding date
of the previous year.

Response

As of April 30, 1974 and April 30, 1973 the Company had service accounts re-

ceivable of $69,247,558 and $57,308,600 respectively.

Attached as Exhibit G is information on the Company's accounts receivable and

accounts receivable in arrears as of April 30, 1974 and April 30, 1973

Page G-1 provides infomation on accounts receivable in arrears for only a

current bill (Frca 1 to 30 days in arrears) by class of account. The Ccapany

O does not separate a:'re 'tnts by electric and gas but maintains such,V
accounts in combined zoa2. Any public authority in arrears would be included

in " Commercial." Any other electric utilities would be included in "Other."

Page G-2 provides information on accounts receivable in arrears for more
-

than one bill (31 days or more but not more than six months) by class of

account. After six months, accounts receivable in arrears are written off
al

to expense as bad debts. -

Page G-3 provides information on ac.ounts receivable for which the customer

has been disconnected either at the customer's re' quest or as a result of

the Company's disconnect policy.

Page G-4 totals the arrearages set forth on pages G-1, G-2 and G-3

(,, For the 12 months ended December 31, 1973 total uncollected bills charged

off to bad debts were $1,628,063 or .20% of sales for 1973 For 1972 the
,

-. -- - ,.
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' ~ naount vns $1,213,577 or .16% of sales. The correspor. ding figures for the
1

| first quarter of 1974 were $310,631 and .11%. ' For the fiist quarter of
i

! 1973 they were $242,994 and .10%.
.
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i EXHIBIT A
A-1.-

p .

U .

CONSU!ERS POWER C0!GANY
Statement of Inceme

.

12 Months Ended April 30,.

1974 1973.

OPERATING EVE'iUE:
Electrie $515,901,473 $Wo,348,161
Gas 374,312,660 336,419,032
Steam 1,384,183 1,235,935

Total operating revenue (Notes 1 and 6) $ 691,598,316 $776,co3,12S

OPERATING EXPE*lSIS AND T!XES:
Operation '

Purchased and interchanged power (Note 3) $101,854,697 $ 50,557,880
Fuel consumed in electric generation 106,115,129 97,730,300
Cost of gas sold 209,353,844 160,425,o10
Other 146,464,204 142,150,070
Total operation $563,767,674 $45C,664,cc0

Maintenance 45,979,404 43,199,939
Depreciation and amortization (Note 1) 76,894,377 66,211,5ho
General taxes 56,657,636 48,777,2;4

p Income taxes (Note 12) 30,942,392 47,22h,505
Q Tetal operating expenses and taxes $774.261.663 9656,277,336

::Lt. v g w ;.ic.6 incv . ?lf7T3%G3 ?lli,VC, Did.

ODIER INC0!E:
Allowance for funds used during construction

(Note 1) $ 22,370,222 $ 26,150,149
Income of subsidiaries (Note 1) 4,456,717 2,356,002 -

Gain on reacquisition of long-term debt 1,611,404 1,418,414
Other, net 2,228,562 37G.934

Not other income $ 30,666,905 $ 30,3c4.4 6

INTEREST CHARGES: .

Interest on long-term debt $ 73,983,818 $ 66,481,872 ?
Other interest charges 3,630,957 1,729.776

Total interest charges $ 77,614,775 $ 66,'J11,646
Net income $ 70,366,763 $ 63,c16,cU

DIVIDENDS ON PREFERRID STOCK: 21,067,989 13,046,8ho
Net income after dividends on preferred stock $ 49,320,774 $ 70,771,601

EARNINGS PER SHARE OF C0!GiON STOCK
BASED ON AVERAGE SilARES OtJTSTANDING .

(26,233,838 shares in 1974 and 25,317,171-
shares in 1973) $1.88 $2.80

'

The acccmpanying notes are an integral part of thic statement,

&
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CONSUMTS IMR C:MFANY
Balar.ce Std t

.

ASSETS STorIHOtJERS' UIM,19EPJr? AftD LIABILITIES

' April 30 April 30,

1974 1973 14(4 1 513

TY PIJdT: C#J'1 TALI?ATION:
ErigirA1 cost - (Note 13) Ccuron stockholders * equity -
$'A in s3rvice and held for future use - Ccarmon stcci, $10 par value, authorized
Liectr:e $1,612,7th,239 $1,636,167,664 32,500,000 sinres, outstarviing 26,233,833
h 88d,675,)38 762,135,466 stares $ 262,338,380 $ 'M 2,338,3SG
Jtew 3,2*30,377 3,265,cA7 C.pital in excess or par value (note 9) 287,230,615 246,914.k13
Couron to all departments 71,$rrF,(i n 70, U3,%7 Retained earnings (Note 9) ??g?J6 ??T,k?'AOi

$2,tb6,433r65 42,471,fy>1,724 $ 733,891,721 $ 7J6,6EC ,4.6

Les: - Provision for accrued depreciation 1.ess - Capital stock arper.se 7,0nTRA 6.15}A"1690.c36,t.36 #>2'), %6, VA Total ccamum stocit.olders' equity $ 7,6 ,f43,667 $ 730,52c,E
$2,176,41,332 $1.tR 45,1.96

Prererred stock, cueulative, $100 par vslue,
o.structicr. work in progress (Note 2) L52,16,256 $C Q U ,676 authorized 5,;X)C,0CC shsres (Note )) 347,133,800 217,533 8 4

$',625,46e. w 2.331.3s3.aio -

investment $1,073,WT,667 $ $ 8,06?,7k5
d ,

ibtal stockholders'

Pi!YSIC/J. Pf0PE'CT: log-term debt (Note 13 1,2k8,160,8 48 1,130,533,1 %
ost ur less - less provision for accrued Total empitalisation $2. 32?, l M,*c5 $ 2,078, *r.S . r 1

errect .tir. of $37,L3f: in 1774 and $37,527 (
n 1973 $ 2,709.271 $ 2,817,3 A lo:'E3 PAYAP12:

To banks (averar,e interest rate or 10.48$ and
1MEyrus 6.7)$, respectively) (sote 11) $ 7?,700,000 - $ 43 ono,0Co
lly-owned tubsidiaries -
achigsn Css Storage Ccapany $ 16,205,186 $ 16,205,186 (tJRRITIT LIABILITIE3:

,

quity tr, unlistributed net earnings or Current maturities and sinking fund on long-
Michiev. Cas Storage Company (Ncte 1) b,004.857 3,W+ ,756 terts debt (Note 10) $ 1k,024,521 $ 14,% o 613

arti srr Mict igan Exploration Ccx:pany (Note 4) 15,6CO,000 12,200, % O Accounts paysble 56,767,853 37,388,6 %
pity ir, clistributcJ net estnir.gs of Accrued taxes 71,368,585 79,6 N ,143
Ncrt!.ern Michigan Explorstion Compacy . Note 1) 3,543,225 57->,16fe Accrue 1 interest 25,912.715 23,021, % o
t.er, st ec,st or less n2? Jte'' 74f+,879 ott.er h6,177,kleo 33,1k3,}11

5 13,173,4 3 5 34.0N+,015 4 214 N,6,11I* $ thd,WS,611

G K CET3; I O'ERRt'D CREDIT 3:
h (Note 11) $ 11,394,7 4 $ 12,222,637 Dererred inecne taxes $ 186.258,055 4 157,798,5c2
runts receinble less raserves of $710,219 Invests:ent tar credit, being amortised over
r. 1 Rt. ana $600,015 in lyt 3 71,3!.6,4% 59,200,k37 Inte or the related preserty 50,289,7T1 40,747,505
t risis ar,1 suppites, at average cost 63,?L2,$2 3?,212.237 Otter 5.6L6,002 8 N 5.119
in ur.2ergreur.4 storare, at averste cost 15,.A. M 7,37,"k6 $ 242,3 A T 8 $ N7, A * J *: <

perty tszes - ruture perioJ, net 17,T 9,347 14,670,f06
p.,ye.er.t s an3 other 2,079,'ils 3, alb , 34 (*1ER CTERATUf3 RESE.Wis: (Note 6) $ 13,T,7,81I* $ 1?,217,*21

5 1?1,477,563 i AM,19,%7 :
M (

6 28, 6,7t.,812 s/
y12,141rrred Jtbits .

',

7.:75,ld.i.L. r 2 ,5 3,o,s,p.2 0,7.> $2,06hLk6,l.61 $2,530,342,M
mL, _1a- - - - _

The acec.cpanying r.otes are an in'.e rsi part of this statessent.
.
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. T$TEMENT OF SOLTRCE OF FUNDS

' "

_FO.R_GRO..S.S...P.RO_P_ERT.Y. ADDITIONS,

|

12 Mo Ended April 30
SOURCE OF ftNDS FOR GROSS PROPERTY ADDITIONS 1974 1973

Punds Generated Frtm Operations
Net Income After Dividends on Preferred Stock $ 49,320,774 & 70,771,801
Principal Noncash Items

Deprecintion and Amorti stion

Per Statement of Income 76,894,377 66,211,540
Charged to Other Accounts 10,150,910 13,548,661

*

Deferred Income Taxes, Net 28,469,553 20,932,167
Investment Tax Credit, Net 9,540,466 11,088,687
Conunen Equity Component of Allowance for

Funds !! sed During Construction (6,287,689) (7,678,605)i

Undistributed Earnings of Subsidiaries (Note 1) (2,701,718) (481'003),

$165,366,673 $174,193,P46
Less

'

Dividends Declared on Co= mon Stock $ 52,467,676 $ 51,367,675
Retirement of Long-Tem Debt and Pref Stock 12,938,000 12,138,00_0_

B 9,960,997 $110,667,573
Funds Obtained From New Financing

s Issuance of Comrson Stock (Note 5) $ 59,620,000-
'

I:rt . .:: Of Preferred CT,0:2 t130.000.000 70.000.000
Issuance of First Mortgage Bonds 75,000,000 120,000,000
Net Proceeds From Installment Sales Contracts

Payabic 57,806,602 -

(Decrease) in Other Long-Term Debt (2,102,056) (4,439,369)
Incre v a in Notes Payable _ 29,700 000 4,000 000

(Py),TRjh;,pic 4p47,Mii,f,3T
.

,

Vunda niet.nlnes| Yrann UI.har tlaourvan
Coninon Equity Component of A11cvance for

Funds Used During Construction ._ . $ 6,287,689 $ 7,878,605
Change in Net current Assets and Current

Liabilities (20,418,513) 12,633,208
mother, Net (5,564,786) 4,839,134 -

$(19,695,610) $ 25,350,947
(Increase) Decrease in Investment in

Northern Michigan Exploration Co (Note 4) ti(6,400,000) 4 100,000
:i(26,095,610) $ 25,450,947

GROSS PROPERTY ADDITIONS (Note 13) ti364,269,933 $365,319,151

.( ) Denotes deduction.
The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.

.
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NOTES TO FIIIANCIAL STATEMENTS

.

(1) SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIE3

The Company's wholly-owned subsidiaries, Michigan Gas Storage Co=pany
and Northern Michigan Bcploration Co=pany, have not been consolidated
as they are not si6nifi ant and there is no significant difference
between recorded cost and the underlying net book value of the sub-
sidiaries. Effective January 1, 1973, the Company, pursuant to
Federal Power Commission Order h69, adopted the equity method of
accounting for the investment in subsidiaries. Under this method*

of accounting the Company's interest in the earnings of the sub-
sidiaries is reflected in earnings and in the carrying value of the
investments. Prior years which include dividends paid by one of the
subsidiaries have not been restated for this change in accounting
since the effect was not material; however, retained eamings have
been credited with the undistributed earnings of the subsidiaries
at December 31, 1972 in the a=ount of $4,359,272.

The Company provides depreciation on the basis of strai6ht-line rates
approved by the Michigan Public Service Co=.ission. Composite depre-
ciation rates were cpproximately 2.845 for electric property and 3 33%

O,L for cas nrc erty for th - 12 mnths ended April 30, 1974 and 9.80% fW
eleul.ric properi,y and 3 015 for gas property Ior Ine a montns encea

- April 30, 1973

Operating revenue is recognized at the time of monthly billings on a
cycle basis for electric and gas service.

.

The Company makes annual contributions to the pension plan sufficient
to cover current service costs, interest on unfunded prior service
costs and amortization of prior service costs (see Note 7).

Allowance for funds used during construction, included in other income, a
represents the estimated cost of funds applicable to utility plant *

in process of construction capitalized as a component of the cost,

of utility plant. The allowance is being capitalized at a rate of
7-3/4% in 1974 and was capitalized at a rate of 7-1/2% in 1972 and
1973.

Reference is made to Note 12 for information regarding income taxes.

.(2) CONSTRUCTION WORK IN PROGRESS

Construction work in progress includes $123,395,000 at April 30, 1974
and $74,068,000 at April 30, 1973 related to the Midland Nuclear

<- Plant.(S The issuance of construction permits by t.he Atomic Energy
'') Cornission (AEC) in I)ccember 197P van uphel.d tsy nn Appeal luned

of the AEC in May l')73 but is subject to judicial review, Con-
struction, delayed since 1970, was resumed in June 1973 In

,
-
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEGITS (Contd)

December 1973 the AEC issued an order for the Company to show cause
why all construction activity should not be suspended pending a
showing that the Company is in compliance with the AEC quality
assurance regulations and that there is reasonable assurance that i

such compliance will continue throughout the construction process.
An AEC hearing on the show cause order is scheduled to com=ence in
July 1974.

(3) PALISADD3 NUCLEAR PLANT

The Palisades Plant has been shut down since August 1973 for repairs
to certain reactor vessel internal components and the steam genera-
tors of the plant. It was thought that repairs had been completed
and the plant would be returned to service during May 1974 However,
during preoperational tests being conducted in preparation for start-
up of the plant, there were tube failures in one of the plant's two
steam generators. This will require further testing and repair which
will fbrther delay the start-up. During the period of shutdown the
Company has also installed cooling towers which were originally sched-
uled to be tied into the plant during a 12-week outage in the first
six months of 1974. The net cost of replacement power, through

'v April 30, 197h, e.50untin:; to $15,322,C' 0, net e: rel.ied income
taxes W.50 per share of cor: mon stock), has been charged to income.

(4) . NORTHERN MICHIGAN EXPLORATION C0FTANY

Northern Michigan Exploration Conany (Northern), a wholly-owned sub-
,

sidiary 6f the Co=pany, is engaged in gas exploration programs in
northern Michigan and the southern United States. The Con:pany's
Board of Directors has suthorized loans to Northern up to a maxir:am
of S20,000,000 and has authorized a total cor=:on stock investment
of 320,000,000. At April 30, 1974, the Company's investment in
Northern consisted of $14,600,000 in ec= mon stock and $4,000,000 ;
in notes receivables. -

(5) COMMoM STOCK ISSUE

In October 1972 the Cc=peny sold 2,200,000 shares of its co= mon stock
at a net price of $27.10 per share. In connection with this trans-
action, $22,000,000, representing the par value of the shares issued,
was credited to U.e common stock account and $37,620,000 was credited
to capital in excess of par value.

,m
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATD/.ETTS (Contd)

(6) RATE l'ATTERS

On January 18, 1974, the Michigan Public Service Co==ission (!GSC)
authorized increases in the Co=pany's electric and gas rates of
$31,000,000 and $46,600,000, respectively, on an annual basis.
The rate increases included interim increases aggregating $50,000,000
divided equally between electric and gas rates which were placed in
effect November 10, 1973 The authorized rate increases became ef-
fective on January. 19, 1974 except for approxirately $14,571,000

,

of the gas rate incresce .which became effective on April 20, 1974
after the Conpany had submitted proof to the !GSC that the second
unit of the Marysville Gas Refor=ing Plant was mily and co==ercially
operable. *

Litigation is pending with respect to electric and gas rate increases
which beca e effective in 1969 and which are subject to refund re-
lating to the reduction and elimination of the Federal ince=e tax
surcharge. On March 29,197h, the Court ruled in favor of the 1 ESC
with respect to the ince=e tax surcharge issue and ordered the
Co=pany to refund $24,5ha,632 to its eleettic and gas custo=ers.

Q The Cc=psny has established a reserve stated net of related income
y +_4 4. .-,. . -- -.s an n,n w o u ... . * w - + + w ,. .. +

of such reserve is adequate to cover the refund obligation, exclu-
sive of interest charges which are presently not capable of deter-
mination. The Company is undertaking to request a stay of the refund
pending action to seek further review of the Court order of MLrch 29,
197h. The litigation also involves a claim with respect to the 1e-
gality of the electric rate increase, which became effective in 1969,

_

on the grounds that the increased rates became effective by Court
order in October 1969, that the IGSC did not issue an order approv-
ing said rates until April 1970 and that as a result, the electric
rates charged during the period are subject to refund in an a=ount
of approximately $7,763,000, plus interest which is presently not 4
capable of detemination, for which no reserve has been provided. ~

In April 1974 the Co:::pany submitted an application to the MPSC to in-
crease its electric rates by not less than $72,159,000 annuany and
at the sa=e time requested partial and interim relief in the a=ount
of $54,659,000 annuan y. It is not expected that the !JSC will act
upon the e.pplication or the request for partial and interis relief
until later in 1974 following hearings and other investigation of
the requests. -

p,
b
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NOTES 'IO FINANCIAL STATEECS (Contd)

(7) PENSION PLAN
.

The Company has a trusteed noncontributory pension plan under which
full-time regular employees within specified a4e limits and periods
of service are qualified to participate. The contributions to the

,

Plan vere $15,339,000 and ')13,31+6,000 for the 12 months ended April 30,
1974 and April 30, 197: respectively. Of these amounts $11,794,000 in
1974 and $10,985,000 in 1973 vere charged directly to expense accounts
with the-remainder being charged to various construction, clearing
and other accounts. The unfunded prior service cost at January 1,
1974, the date of the most recent actuary's report, amounted to
approximately $21,569,000.

(8) CONSTRUCTICN COVAITMENTS AND FINANCING RESTRICTIONS

As of June 5,1974, capital expenditures for property additions in
1974 vere estimated to total approximately $36o,318,000. Total ecn-
struction expenditures for the two years ending December 31, 1975
are esticated to approximate $725,000,000.

t In order to finance this construction program and to meet First Mortgage
k Nond maturitics of 056.324,000 in 197~, iL will ta tie w mou , Li Lhe

Company to sell substantial additional securities, the amounts, timing
and nature of which have not yet been detemined. The earnings coverage
provisions of the Indenture covering the Company's First Mortgage Bonds
require for the incuance of additional mortgage bonds, except for re-
funding purposes, minimum earnings coverage, before income taxes, of . ,

at least two times pro forma annual interest charges on bonds. The
Ccampany's Charter requires for issuance of additional shares of pre-
ferred stock specified earnings coverages, including minimum earnings
coverage, after income taxes, of at least cne and one-half times the
pro forma annual interest charges on all indebtedness and preferred
dividend requirements. on the basis of these fomulae, the pro forma fcoverages for the 12 months ended April 30,197h would be, respectively, <;

not less than 2 34 times as conpared with the requirement of at least ;

two times and not less than 1 34 times as compared with the requirement
of et least one and one-half times. The amounts of additional First
Mortgage Bonds and Preferred Stock which can be issued in future years
vill be contingent upon increases in earnings through rate increases or
otherwise.

.

.
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NOTES TO FETANCIAL STATDSITS (Contd)

(9) PREFERRED STOCK AND PREFE?l: ICE STOCK

Preferred stock is represented by-

Redemption
Price April 30

per Share 1974 1973

$h.50 - 547,788 Shares outstanding $110.00 $ 54,778,800 $ 54,778,800-

$4.52 - 127,550 Shares outstanding 104.725 12,355,000 12,755,000
$4.16 - 100,000 Shares outstanding 103.25 10,000,000 10,000,000
$7.45 - 700,000 Shares Outstanding 108.00 70,000,000 70,000,000
$7.72 - 700,000 Shares outstanding 108.00 70,000,000 70,000,000
$7.76 - 750,000 Shares outstanding 109 19 75,000,000 -

$7.68 - 550,000 Shares outstanding 108.00 55,000,000 -

Total Preferred Stock ' $347,133,800 $217,533,800
_

At April 30, 1974, retained earnings in the amount of $26,065,035,
equivalent to $7.50 per share of preferred stock outstanding, are not
synilable for pe.y==t Of cach dividends on co=nn s:tock,

The preferred stock of the Company is redeemable as a whole or in part,
at the option of the Co:gany, at the abt ye redc=ption prices plus ac-
cnted dividends to the date of rede=ption, except that prior to
April 1, 1978, July 1, 1977, June 1, 1978 and nove=ber 1, 1978, the
$7.45, $7.72, $7.76 and $7.68 preferred stock, respectively, msy not '

be redeemed through certain refunding operations.

The Company is required to endeavor to purchase and retire annually
4,000 shares of the $4.52 preferred stock at a price per share not
to exceed $102.725 plus accrued dividends. Such purchases of pre-
ferred stock resulted in a net gain of $160,272 in the 12 =enths ,

ended April 30,1974 and $256,505 in the 12 =enths ended April 30,
-

1973 which was credited to capital in excess of par value.

On April 9,1974 the Co=pany's shareholders approved an increase of
1,500,000 shares in the authorized preferred stock.

On April 9,1974 the Company's shareholders approved a revision in the
Company's Articles of Incorporation which authorized 5,000,000 shares
of ec::nlative $1 par value preference stock. There are no shares of
this new class of stock outstanding.

/'(j)
!

1
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NOTES 'IO FINANCIAL STATE 2GTS (Contd)

'

(lo) LONG-TERM DEBT
.

Long-term debt is represented by:
.

First Mortga6e Bonds, Secured by a
Mortgage and Lien n Substantially
All Property -

.

April 30

1974 1973

2-7/8% Series due 1975 $ 86,324,000 $ 86,324,000
8-3/4% Series due 1976 60,000,000 60,000,000
2-7/8% Series due 1977 24,010,000 24,010,000
3% - 4-3/4% Series due 1981 - 1991 275,957,000 287,895,000
5-7 8% - 6-7/8% Series due 1996 - 1998 247,550,000 247,550,000
7-12%-8-5/8% Series due 1999 - 2003 470,000,000 395,000,000

Total First Mortgage Bonds $1,163,841,000 $1,100,779,000

) - . ,, .,, - . . - ,7

(Net of $15,893,398 Held by Trustee
Pending Co.mpletion of Construction) 57,806,602 -

Sinking Fund Debentures, 4-5/8%, due
1994 37,600,000 38,200,000

other 2,332,554 6,531,908 -m

Una:nortized Net Debt Premium 2,078,203 1,867,086
'

$1,263,658,359 $1,147,377,994
.

-

Deduct:
Current Maturities and Sinking Fund 5

Included in Current Liabilities -
First Mortgage Bonds. $ 11,815,000 $ 10,634,000
other 2,209,521 4,306,818

$ 14,024,521 $ 14,940,818

Reacquired Securities for Satis-
faction of Sinking Requirements -
But Not Yet Retired
First Mortgage Bonds $ 873,000 $ 1,304.000
Sinking Fund Debentures 600,000 600,000

,~

(,) $ 1,473,000 $ 1,90h,000

-Total Long-Term Debt $1,248,160,838_ $1,130,S33,176

. -
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NOTES 'IO FINANCIAL STATEMHTTS (Contd)

(11) COMPHISATING BALANCES AND NOTES PAYABLE

The Company has agreements with banks providing for short-term borrow-
ings of up to $122,000,000. In connection with these agreements the
Company is required to caintain average co=pensating balances with
the banks, over an unspecified period of time, equal to 10% of the
total line of credit plus 10% of the average borrowings outstanding,
as determined from the bank's records after adjustment for. uncollected
funds. There are no legal restrictions on the withdrawal of these
funds. In addition, the Company issues co=nercial paper from time to
time on a short-term basis, generally for periods of less than one
month.

Average short-term borrowings outstanding for the 12 months ending
April 30, 1974 amounted to $37,964,208, the maximum amount out-
standing at any one time during the period was $82,000,000 and the
weighted average interest rate during the period was 9 02%, exclud-
ing the effect of compensating balances.

(12) INCOME TAX EXPINSE

_ . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . _ . . . . . _ . . .. , . . _ .,

_. .

following co=ponents:

12 Months Ending April 30

1974 1973
-

Charged to Utility Operations
Federal Income Taxes $(7,267,836) $11,223,436
State Income Taxes 200,209 3,980,214
Deferred Federal Income Taxes, Net 24,034,835 17,598,963
Deferred State Income Taxes, Net 4,434,718 3,333,204
Charge Equivalent.to Investment Tax q

Credit, Net 9,540,466 11,088,688

Total (See Statement of Income) $30,942,392 $47,224,505

Charged to Nonutility Operations 1,163,147 196,602 |

Total Income Tax Expenst $32,105,539 $47.421,107

The Company utilizes liberalized depreciation and the " class life asset
depreciation range system" for income tax purposes. Income tax de-
ferred due to the use of these methods is charged to income currently

.

. and credited to a reserve for deferred inco=e taxes. As income taxes
Q previously deferred become payable, the related deferrals are credited

to income.

_- - --. - .- , ..-
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NOTEG TO FINANCIAL STATDTITS (Contd)

Certain costs, principally interest, capitalized in accordance with the
provisions of the Uniform System of Accounts, are expensed for income

,

tax purposes and the tax reduction resulting therefrom is reflected
in the income statement currently as ordered by the Michigan Public
Service Corlssion.

.

The investment tax credit and job development investment credit utilized
as a reduction of the current year's income tax is deferred and a=or-
tized to operating expense over the life of the related property.

The total tax expense as set forth above produces an effective income
tax rate of 31.3% for the 12 months ended April 30,1974 and 36.1%
for the 12 months ended April 30, 1973. The following schedule ree-
onciles the statutory Federal income tax rate of 48% to the effective
income tax rates.

12 Months Ended April 30
1974 1973

Amount Rate Amount Rate

Oc=|;:uted 'hT,ccted" TC
Expense $ 49,197,265 48.0% $ 62,995,079 48.0%

Increase (Reduction) in Taxes$

Resulting From:

Certain Capitalized Construc-
-

tion Costs, Principally
Interest, Deducted Currently
for Income Tax Purposes for
Which no Deferred Taxes Are
Provided in Accordance With a
the Requirements of the '

MPGC (15,045,390) (14.7) (17,025,555) (13.0)
State Income Taxes, Net of

Federal Income Tax Benefit 2,506,458 2.4 3,815,930 29
Amortization of Deferred In-

vestment Tax Credit (1,479,895) (1.4) (1,127,894) (.9)
Other Miscellaneous Items (._ 3,072,899) (3 0) (1,236,h53) (.9)

Actual Tax Expense $ 32,105,539_ 31.34 $ 47,421.107 h
,

o

;

.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATDENTS (Contd)
,

(13) Contributions in Aid of Construction
'

Effective January 1,1974 the Company, pursuant to Federal Power
Commission Order h90, reclassified Contributions in Aid of
Construction as an offset to Utility Plant at original cost.
The financial state =ents for April 30, 1973 have been restated
to a, comparable basis.

1

.
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EXHIBIT B
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B-1.

.

NET EARNINGS CERTIFICATE-

J. W. Kluberg, an accountant appointed by the board of di-

rectors of Consumers Power Corepany, hereinafter sometimes called the

" Company," DOES HEREBY CERTIFY to First National City Bank, as Trustee

under the Indenture of Consumers Power Company dated as of September 1,

1945, as amended and. supplemented, hereinafter sometimes referred to

as the " Indenture," that the net earnings of the Company for the twelve

consecutive calendar months ended May 31, 1973 stated pursuant to See-

tion 1.03 of said Indenture are as follows:

,I . Net earnings for the twelve months
ended May 31, 1973

|
(1) Gross operating revenues - i

Electric $445,883,491

O' Gas 337,425,034
Steam 1,244,503

(2) Net nonoperating revenues
excluding income taxes $2.718,263

(3) Applicable net nonoperating !

revenues, being the lesser
of the amount ($2,718,263)
specified in subdivision I
(2) or an amount ($21,660,065)
equal to 15% of the interest

;

earnings requirement speci- y
~

fied in subdivision III 2,718,263

$787,271,291
1

(4) Operating expenses -
Operation $453,983,455
Maintenance- 43,371,822
Provision for Depreciation 66,942,594
Taxes (other than taxes on

income) 48,930,838*

_ Expenses which in accordance with
generally accepted. utility ac-

| counting practice are classifiedx

| as income deductions 536 943
!

.

. _ _ _ _ , _ _ . _ . , - . . - , _ _ _ . . _ , - - . ,
_ _ _ _ _. .
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Excess of 15% of gross operating
revenues, after deduction of
the aggregate' cost of electric
energy and gas purchased for
resale (no steam having been
purchased fpr resale), over the
aggregate of actual charges for
current repairs and maintenance
and charges to expense to provide
for depreciation -

$613,765,652

Net Earnings $173,505,639

II.(A) Principal amount and interest rates of
the respective bonds on which the
annual interest charges referred to in

subdivision II (B) are calculated.

Consumers Power Company First Mortgage Bonds -
.

Principal
Description _ Amount

i I
(1) 2- 8% Series Due 1975 $86,324,000

8-3 4% Series Due 1976 60,000,000
2-7 8% Series Due 1977 24,010,000
3-1 8% Series Due 1981 39,000,000
3% Series Due 1984 24,075,000 -

,

4% Series Due 1986 34,245,000 '

3-1 4% Series Due 1987 25,000,000 '

4-3 4% Series Due 1987 223,000
4-1 2% Series Due 1988 36,046,000
4-5 Sfo Series Due 1989 30,677,000

_

3-1 4% Series Due 1990 30,000,000
,

4-5 8% Series Due 1990 188,000 m

31,441,000
-

4-5 8% Series Due 1991 37,
5-7 8% Series Due 1996 59,000,000
6% Series Due 1997 78,550,000
6-7 8% Series Duc 1998 55,000,000.

-6-5 8% Series Due 1998 55,000,000
-7-5 8% Series Due 1999 50,000,000
8-1 4% Series Due 1999 55,000,000

~

8-5 8% Series Due 2000 50,000,000
| 8-18% Series Due 2001 60,000,000
i 7-1 2% Series Due 2001 60,000,000

7-1 2% Series Due 2002 70,000,000
7-1 2% Series Due 2002 50,000,000

"
(2) 8-5/8%SeriesDue2003 75,000,000

-2-

. .
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(B) Annual interest charges upon -

(1) All bonds authenticated under
the Indenture and outstanding
(as defined) at May 31, 1973 $ 66,387,718

,

(2) Bonds applied for in the applica-
tico in connection with which
this certificate is made 6,468,750

(3) All prior lien bonds outstanding
at May 31,1973 -

(4) All other indebtedness outstanding
(as defined) at May 31, 1973 |-

__

Aggregate annual interest charges $ 72,856,468 |
!

III. Interest earnings requirement (200f, of the
aggregate annual interest charges specifiec
in accordance with subdivision II (B) above) $1k5,712,936

,The undersigned has read the covenants and conditions of the,

;Indenture (together with the definitions relevant thereto) relating toO the requirements for a net earnings certificate as part of an applica-
tion for the authentication and delivery of bonds, in accordance with
the provisions of Sections 1.03, 1.07 and 4.01 thereof; he is informed
of matters relevant to the statements contained in this certificate
through personal knowledge and examination of records of the Company
and reports or information furnished to him by officers or employees

'of the Company having knowledge of the relevant facts; he has conferred
with counsel with respect to the foregoing; and the statements and

' opinions contained in this certificate are based on such knowledge,
examination and investigation.

In the opinion of the undersigned, he has made such exam-
ination or investigation as is necessary to enable him to express an * ,i-

informed opinion as to whether or not the covenants or conditions pro-,

vjdad in saxa .Lnamnture (including any covenants compliance vi.th which
untitutes a condition precedent) relating to the requirements for a
not earnin6s certificate as part of an application under the provisions

i

of Article IV of the Indenture for the authentication and delivery of !

bonds, have been complied with; and in his opinion, such conditions
and covenants have been complied with, i

|

Dated: August 1, 1973

C'\
V J. W. Kluberg,

Accountant

-3-
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ACCOUNTANT'S CERTIFICATE -

J. W. Kluberg, an accountant appointed by the board of directors of
Consumers Power Company, hereinafter sometimes called the " Company," DOES HEREBY
CERTIFY to First National City Bank, as Trustee under the Indenture of Consumers
Power Company dated as of September 1,1945, as amended and supplemented, herein-
ofter sometimes referred to as the " Indenture," as follows:

(c) The amount of net property
additions stated pursuant
to paragraph (3) of Sec-
tion 4.01 of said Inden-
ture, in subdivision (h)
of the most recent cer-
tificate heretofore filed
complying with the re-
quirements of said para-
graph (3) $2,248,170,812 39

(b) The cost of the gross prop-
erty additions made or ac- ,

quired by the Company or
becoming such during the

i period covered by this
d certificate, ns=ely, the

period from July 31, 1972
to May 31, 1973, inclusive,
or concurrently being ac-
quired or becoming such, ,

*(such property additions .

being described as pro-
vided by subdivision (y)
of paragraph (3) of Sec-
tion 4.01 of said Indenture),
other than property addi-
tions, if any, heretofore ;
specified in accordance with -

subdivision (b) of paragraph
(3) of said Section 4.01 in
a certificate filed comply-
ing with the requirements
of said paragraph (3) as
property additions as au-
thorized by the last para-
graph of Section 1.10 of
said Indenture, is the,

amount set opposite each
| of the following items,

(9) all of which are located|

| in the State of Michigan:'#

. .
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Construction Work in Progress

Electric Plant

Ludington Pumped Storage
Plant - six units $ 29,400,684

Midland Plant 1,154,691

Quanicassee - Units 1 and 2 1,219,430

Karn Plant - Units 3 and 4 29,743,468

J. H. Campbell Plant - Unit 3 118,258

Palisades Plant 1 - Pool Unit 4 76,278',816

Thetford Plant - peaking gen-
eration 26,118

Miscellaneous generating plant
additions and improvements 10,364,544

Additions and improvements
necessitated by load growth -
transmission system 29,183,520

Interconnections 8,048,691

Replacement of obsolete, in- i

adequate or damaged equipment - J

substations 533,465 |

Purchase of land and landrights 5,237,834
,

l

Replacement of obsolete, in- .j
adequate or damaged equipment - ,r
transmission lines 152,400

,

,

Miscellaneous relocations -
transmission lines and substa-
tions 460,158

Additions and improvements
necessitated by load growth -
distribution substations 10,741,530

Purchase electric meters 1,539,365

_) Electric distribution system -
additions and improvements 41,623,353

|

|

. . . - . _ - - . - --. __
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Plant transfers $ (125,719)

Adjustment of prior year's
additions 21,983

4245,722,589

Gas Plant

Misc compressor stations,
buildings and storage field'

additions ~ $83,623,549

Transmission system additions
.

i and improvements 1,735,736

Pumping and regulating equip-
ment additions and improvements 588,293

Distribution system additions
and improvements - blanket
projects 21,681,034

'

Distribution system additions

O. and improvements - specific
projects 2,109,716

Purchase of land and landrights 114,769

Plant transfers (2,126)
-

Adjustment of prior year's ad-
ditions 773,153

$110,624,12h
.

Heating Plant i
-.

Misc heating plant additions
and improvements 4 7,372

Distiibution system additions
and improvements 6,623

Plant transfers (15,500)

Adjustments of prior year's
additions 100

$ (1,405)
,

.
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,General and Miscellaneous

Plant |
1-

Garage equipment $ 16,485 |

Office furniture and mechanical l

equipment 540,597 |

*ools, implements and testing
equipment 698,634

Office and service buildings ~ 4,046,133

Coman:nication system - additions
and improvements 25,532

Misc land purchases, special
assessments and surveys 57,037

Adjustment of prior year's
additions 568

.

$ 5,384,986

Total cost of property addi-
tions made or acquired during
the period covered by this 4 361,730,294.00
certificate

(c) The original fair value of *

each of the gross property -

additions (which has not
been retired) described in
subdivision (b) above is not
less than the cost thereof

(d) The amount of such gross prop-
erty additions $ 361,730,294.00

(e) None of such gross property ad-
ditions consist of plant or
property operated by others

(f) The retirements (described as
provided in subdivision (y)
of paragraph (3) of Section
4.01 of said Indenture) dur-
ing the period covered by this
certificate, are as follows:

- .

- - - - - - , - - _ , . . - , ,--.-n n ,w . ,a. - - . . _s . -- -- ,-..,wa,-
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Retirement Work in Progress

Electric Plant

Improvements - various gener-
ating plants $ 7,768,875

Purchase of land and landrights 1,254

Replace obsolete, inadequate
or damaged equipment -
transmission lines 26,577

Replace obsolete, inadequate
or damaged equipment -
substations 689,272

Miscellaneous relocations -
transmission lines and sub-
stations 72,690

Additions and improvements
necessitated by lead growth -
distribution substations 2,233,103

Additions and improvements
necessitated by lowl growth -
distribution system 1,050,522

Electric distribution system 8,534,683
-

Land sold 123,093 1

4 20,500,069

Gas Plant i

*Je
|Miscellaneous natural gas
!

.

production plant $ 188,306

Gas distritution system -
blanket r ujects 2,870,623 !

|

Gas transmission system 14,122

Gas distribution system - |
specific projects 449,761 |

,

p) Pumping and regulating ,

( equipmer.t 266,337 |-

|

Land sold 21,257

4 3,810,406 ;

|

I
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General and Miscellaneous

Plant

Garage equipment $ 11,072

Office furniture and mechani-
cal equipment 224,590

Communications equipment 974

Tools, implements and testing
equipment h67,982

Office and service buildings 1,403,569

Land sold 114

4 2,108,301

Sale of land held for future
use $ 5,282

Total retirements during the
period covered by this ce'r-w
tificate $ 26,424,058.00

(g) The amount of net property
additions during the period
covered by this certificate $ 335,306,236.00

(h) The amount of net property -

additions to May 31, 1973,
inclusive $2,583,477,0k8.39

.

(i) The amount of unfunded net
property additions calcu-

,

lated (subject to the pro- 5
visions of Section 1.10 of i

said Indenture) as of the l
date of this certificate |
and the computation thereof
in the manner provided by
Section 1.11 of said In- i

denture, is as follows:

From the aggregate of:

(1) The amount of net
3 property additions

Q (subdivision (h)
above) $2,583,477,048.39

.

.y - _ _ , __ - . . . , _ . . . . , . . - - . ,
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O' (2) The principal amount of
bonds authenticated
under said Indenture
made the basis of the
release of property or
made the basis for the
withdrawal of,'or re-
tired or to be retired
by the use or applica-
tion already made or -

directed of, proceeds
of released property --

and

(3) Proceeds of released
property now held by
the Trustee and for the
withdrawal, use or ap-
plication of which no
other app 1' cation, re-
quest or direction is -

now pendin6 $ 4,480.20-

O. Less the amount of cash
sought to be withdrawn,
pursuant to the provi-
sions of paragraph (1) -

of Section 10.05 of -

said Indenture. 4,480.20 -
.

which aggregate is $2,583,477,048,.3h'

there is deducted the sum of the
following:

(a) Ten-sixths (10/6ths) of the paggregate principal amount
of bonds heretofore authen-

! ticated under the Indenture *

and delivered upon the basis
of unfunded net property ad-
ditions or for the authenti-
cation and delivery of which
upon such basis any other
application is now pending $1,773,876,666.67

/''N -
.

.

O

b .
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and

(b) Ten-sixths (10/6ths) of
the amount of cash
heretofore deposited
with the Trustee for
the authentication and
delivery of bonds under
Section 6.01 of said
Indenture and subse-
quently withdrawn under
Section 6.02 thereof .

upon the basis of un-
funded net property
additions or for the
withdrawal of which
upon such basis any
other application is
now pending $ 26,123,333.33

and

(c) The aggregate of:

O\ (i) The total amount of
unfitnded net prop-
erty additions cer- ,

tified to satisfy I

unsatisfied balances )of the maintenance
and replacement re-
quirement $215,565,101 70

-

and

(ii) All cash and t.onds
deposited with or .J
acquired by the

"

,

Trustee under the
provisions of

Section 7.07 of
said Indenture
which have been
withdrawn or for
the withdrawal of
which any other
application is now
pending, and all
bonds the waiver

O
,

of the right to
the authentication -

and c.elivery of
, i ,

. - . . . - . - - _ _ _ , . _ - - _ _ . , - - - - - - , - - . - , - . - , - - - - - - . - -
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O
which has been or
is being revoked
under the provisions
of said Section
7.07, upon the
basis of unfbnded
net property addi-
tions -

$215,565,101 70

Less the amount (not
exceeding such ag-
gregate) by which
the same has been
offset by any avail-
able maintenance
credit or by the
deposit of tonds
authenticated under
said Indenture or
by the waiver of j

the right to the I

authentication and ;

p delivery of bonds
as provided in said

section 7.07 $ 14,289,978.18 $ 201,275,123.52 $2,001,275,123.52

The balance remaining, con-
stituting the amount of
unfunded net property ad- I

ditions $ 582,201,924.87

(j) The amount of unfunded net
property additions, if any,
made the basis for the ap-
plication of which this

,,

,$ 125,000,000.00gcertificate is a part .

and

(k) The amount equal to the ex-
cess, if any, of the amount
stated in the foregoing

subdivision (i) over the
amount, if any, stated in

.the foregoing subdivision
(j) $ 457,201,92h.87

0

. - _
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Since the termination of the period covered by this certificate, the
' Company has not made retirements in excess of the sum of the amount certified

,

pursuant to the foregoing subdivision (k) and the amount of the gross property
additions made since such termination, and the properties des'eribed herein as
property additions pursuant to subdivision (b) hereof are, or concurrently with
the Branting of the application of which this certificate forms a part, will
become property (additions; no portion of the amount thereof has been includedin subdivision b) of any other certificate filed with the Trustee complying
with the requirements of paragraph (3) of Section h.01 of said Indenture; the
items of property described in this certificate as property additions are de-
airable in the conduct of the business of the Company and are not subject to
any prior lien; the provisions of Section 7.05 of the Indenture were complied
with in acquiring such property; and no portion of the cost of the property
additions described in this certificate should properly have been charged, and
no portion has been charged, to maintenance or to any other operating expense
account.

That for the period since the end of the calendar year 1972 and
through May 31,1973 (such date being the last day of the calendar month pre-
ceding the date of this certificate to which the information is reasonably
available):.

.

(i) The amount applied by the Company for main-
tenance and renewals and replacements, asO defined in Section 7 07 of said Indenture,
of the mortgaged and pledged property (other
than specially classified property), is $ 21,259,539 00

(ii) The maintenance and replacement requirement
computed in accordance with the requirements .

of said Section 7.07 is $ 42,189,674.00

. The undersigned has read the covenants or conditions of the Indenture
relating to the requirements for an accountant's certificate as part of an ap-
plication under the provisions of Article IV of the Indenture for the authenti-
cation and delivery of bonds, and the definitions relevant to such covenests or .

conditions; he is acquainted with the property additions and retirements de- ?
acribed in this certificate and the relevant facts concerning them, through

personal knowledge and examination of records of the Company and reports or
information ihrnished to him by officers or employees of the Company having
knowledge of the relevant facts; he has conferred with counsel with respect to
the forcr;oing; and the statements and opinions contained in this certificate
are based on such knowledge, examination and investigation.

In the opinion of the undersigned, he has made such examination or in-
vestigation as is necessary to enable him to express an informed opinion as to
whether or not the covenants or conditions provided in said Indenture relating to
the requirements for an accountant's certificate as part of an application under

.

* e
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, .

the provisions of Article IV of the Indenture for the authentication and de-:
livery of bonds, have been complied with; and in his opinion such conditions!

and covenants have been complied with.
1 .

Dated: -August 1,1973
:

,

i

i J. W. Kluberg

Accountant

:i
i
i

t

i
!
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.O.
ST,'.TE OF MICHIGAN )

) as:
COUNTY OF JACKSON )

J. W. Kluberg, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is an ac-
countant appointed by the board of directors of Consuraers Power Company; that
he executed the foregoing certificate as such, and that the same is true to

i the best of his Lowledge, information and belief.

,
-

J. W. Kluberg

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 1st day of August 1973.

i

'
r

Helen I. Dempski 0
"'

NOTARY PUBLIC
.

Jackson County, Michigan
My connission expires January 9, 1976

-

.
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EXHIBIT C

O
--

Calculation of Net Earnings
12 Months Ended as of 4-30-74

Gross operating revenues -
Electric

$515,901,660473.

Gas 374,312,
Steam 1,384,183

Net nonoperating revenues
excluding incese taxes $21,719,501

Applicable net nonoperating rev-
enues, being the lesser of net
nonoperating revenues excluding
income taxes ($21,719,501) or
an amount ($21,693,797) equal
to 15% of the interest earnings
requirement 21,693,797

4913,292,113

Operating expenses -
Operation $563,774,239
Maintenance 45,979,404
Provision for Depreciation 76,671,785
Taxes (other than taxes on inccrie) 56,594,782

Expenses which in accordance with
.

generally acce'pted utility ac-
counting practice are classified
as inecue deductions 540,852

Excess of 1% of gross operating al
revenues, after deduction of -

the aggregate cost of electric i

energy and gas purchased for
resale (no steam having been
purchased for resale), over the
aggregate of actual charges for
current repairs and maintsnance
and charges to expense to provide
for depreciation

,

-

171),561,o62 !t,

!

i
Net Earnings $169,731,051

|

.
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CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF HAMPTON, 3fICHIGAN

CITY OF DEARYSVILLS MICHIGAN
(Consumers Power Company Projects)

Supplement to Official Statement dated January 29,1974
Reference is made to Note (b) appearing on page A.4 of the Official Statement.

On February 4,1974 the Michigan Public Service Commission ("MPSC") denied the application
filed by Consumers Power Company (the " Company") for permission to defer the net cost of replacement
power during the suspension of operations at the Company's Palisades Plant and to amortize the deferred
amounts to income through debits to operating expenses over a ten-year period. As a result of this
decision, the Company has decided to withdraw a similar application to the Federal Power Commission
and has charged to income, through a debit to operating expenses, on December 31,1973, the total cost of
replacement power to such date, which includes the amounts previously deferred.

Set forth below are the affected items appearing in the Statement ofIncome for the twelve months
ended November 30,1973, unaudited, as reported on page A-3 in the Official Statement and as adjusted to
show the effect of the MPSC order issued on February 4,1974.

As Reported As Adjusted

Thousands of Dollars

Q Operating Expenses and Taxes:

V Operation - $475,904 S486,533
Income taxes . . . . . . - . . . . . S 52,537 $ 47,004

. Total operating expenses and taxes - $699,277 $704,373
Net operating income.-

. S130,929 $125,833
Net Income .... . ... .. . S 87,673 $ 82,577
Net Income After Dividends on Preferred Stock - S 70,771 S 65,675

,

Earnings Per Share of Common Stock - $2.70 $2.50
Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges

. ... . . . . 2.92 2.78 I

(over)

February 7,1974

-

U ,
.

9
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Also, with respect to the Balance Sheet at November 30,1973 appearing on pages A-22 and A-23 of
the Omcial Statement, the amounts shown as " Deferred Debits" and " Retained Earnings", after
adjustment to show the effect of such MPSC order, are reduced by $5,096,000 in each case.

,

The above adjustments have a similar effect on other financial data contained in the Appendix to the
Omcial Statement.

Since the Omcial Statement was issued, the Company has released an unaudited income statement for
the year caded December 31,'1973 showing operating revenues of $834,954,000, net income of
$80,893,000 and earnings per share of $2.41; these amounts are unaudited but in the opinion of the
Company include all adjustments necessary to a fair statement of such amounts.

The pro forma ratio of earnings to fixed charges for the twelve month period ended November 30,
1973, referred to en page A-5 of the Omcial Statement, as adjusted to show the effect of such MPSC order,

i
- is approximately 2.62, and such ratio for the twelve months ended December 31,1973, is approximately'p) 2.59, in each case based on long-term debt outstanding at the respective dates (excit ding current

(' maturities) after giving effect to the execution of the Installment Sales Contracts with the City of
~ Marysville and the Charter Township of Hampton, Michigan proposed herein and the balance of the

'

Installment Sales Contracts with Cover. Township and the City of Luna Pier, Michigan. . The pro forma
coverages under the provisions of the Company's Indenture and charter for the twelve month period ended
November 30,1973, also shown on page A-5 of the Omcial Statement, as adjusted to show the effect ofi -

such MPSC order, and for the twelve month period ended December 31,1973, are not less than 2.44 and

' - 2.39 times, respectively, as compared with the requirement of at least two times and not less than 1.48 and '

1.44 times, respectively, as compared with the requirement of at least one and one-half times.

5
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OFFICIAI, STATEMENT

p; $27,500,000
'x ); CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF HAMPTON, MICHIGAN

Pollution Control Revenue Bonds, Series A
(Consumers Power Company Project)

$7,200,000

CITY OF MARYSVILLE, MICHIGAN
Pollution Control Revenue Bonds, Series A

(Consumers Power Company Project)

The Charter Township ofIIampton Bonds and the City of Marysville Bonds are
Separate Issues.

The Bond.: are not a charge against the general credit or taxing potters of the inning .1[unici-
palliies. Each issue of Bonds is payable from. and secured by a pledge of the income and revenues
derived frmn the particular Project f nanced by such issue of Bonds. :neluding amounts to bei
received under installment sales contracts hetueen the Charter Township of ifampton and City of
.11arysville, respectively, and

Consuiners Power Coinpany
in the opinion of .1[ iller. Canfeld. Paddock and Stone, Rond Counsel. (i) interest on the Bonds

is exempt from all present Federal income taxes to the extent, upon the conditisns and subject to
the limitations stated in " Tax Exemption" herein, and (ii) the Donels and interest thereon are
similarly exempt from all taxation in the State of .1[ichigan except for inheritance and estate taxes
and taxes measured by gain or profit on the sale or payment of the Bonds.g

'u)i
Serial Bonds Due February 1,

Principal Principal Principal Principal
Amount of Amount of Amount of Amount of
Hampton Marysville Interest flampton Marysville Interest

Year Bonds Bonds Rate Year Bonds Bonds Rate -

1979 $500,000 $350,000 4.457o 1984 $500,000 $ 550,000 4.907o
1980 500,000 350,000 4.50 1985 500,000 1,125,000 5.00 -

1981 500,000 350,000 4.60 1986 500,000 1,125,000 5.10
1982 500,000 550,000 4.70 1987 500,000 1,125,000 5.20
1983 500,000 550,000 4.80 1988 500,000 1,125,000 5.25

$22,500,000 6.05% Hampton Term Bonds Due February 1,2004

PRICES 100% AND ACCRUED INTEREST
Principal and semi-annual interest (February I and .lugust 1) are payable at the principal

offlee of National Bank of Detroit, the Trustee, and at the corporate trust office of Bankers Trust
Company, the Paying .lgent. The Bonds of both issues icill be coupon Bonds in the denomination
of S5,000, registrable as to principal only, and fully registereel Bonds in denominations of $5,000
and maritiples thereof. Coupon Bnuds and fully registereel Bonds of the same maturity and of
the same issuer are irsterchangeable. The Bonds are subject to redemption prior to maturity as
described herein.

Each issue of the !!onela is affered. xnhjert to prior sale. ichri?. as and if issueel by the appro- i
priate .11unicipality and accepted by the Undern riters, subject to the approval of legality by Bond ||
Counsel and certain other conditions, including approval of the .1[ichigan .1[unicipal Finance Com- i

mission. It is expected that delivery of the Bonds reill be made on or nhout February 14,1974 in
f3 New York, N. Y., against payment therefor in New York funds.

MORGAN STANLEY & CO.
Inesrpnrated

January 29,1974
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No person has been authorized to gisa any information or to make any representations other than
those contained in this Official Statement in connection with the offers made hereby and,if gisen or made,
such information or representations must not be relied upon as hasing been authorized by the Charter
Township of Ilampton, the City of Maryssi!!e, Consumers Power Company or the underwriters. Neither
the delisery of this Official Statement nor any sale hereunder shall under any circumstances create any
implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Charter Township of Hampton. the City of
Maryssille or Consumers Power Company since the date hereof. This Official Statement does not
constitute an offer or solicitation in any state in which such offer or solicitaticn is not authorized, or in
which the person making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to any person to whom it is
unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.
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m - $27,500,000

U Charter Township of Hampton, Michigan
Pollution Control Revenue Bonds
(Consumers Power Company Project)

SERIES A

$7,200,000

City of MarySville, Michigan
,

Pollution Control Revenue Bonds
(Consumers Power Company Project)

SERIES A

INTRODUCTION

This Official Statement is provided to furnish information regarding the Pollution Control Revenue
Bonds (Consumers Power Company Project), Series A, to be issued in the aggregate principal amount of
$27,500,000 by the Charter Township of Hampton. Mi higan ("Hampton") and the Pollution Controlc

Revenue Bonds (Consumers Power Company Project), Series A, to be issued in the aggregate principal
amount of $7,200,000 by the City of Marysville, Michigan ("Marysville"). Hampton and Marysville are
sometimes referred to together herein as "the Municipalities" and separately as "each Municipality","that
Municipality", etc. The bonds of Hampton (the "Hampton Bonds") and the bonds of Marysville (the
"Marysville Bonds") (collectively, the " Bonds") will be issued, sold and traded separately.

The Hampton Bonds and the Marysville Bonds are being issued and secured under separate Trust

[] Indentures, each dated as of February 1,1974 (collectively, the " Indentures", and separately, the
(/ " Indenture", etc.), between each Municipality, respectively, and National Bank of Detroit ( the " Trustee")

as Trustee thereunder.

The Hampton Bonds are being issued to finance the costs of the acquisition, installation and
construction of water and air pollution control facilities for sale to Consumers Power Company (the
" Company") for use at its electrical generating plants known as the Karn-Weadock Plants, including the
cost of such Bond issue. The proceeds of the sale of the Marysville Bonds will be used to defray such costs -

of water and air pollution control facilities for sale to the Company for use at its synthetic natural gas plant
known as the Marysville Reforming Plant, including the costs of such Bond issue. The pollution control
facilities to be financed by the sale of the Hampton Bonds and the Marysville Bonds will be sold to the
Company pursuant to separate Installment Sales Contracts, each dated as of February 1,1974
(collectively, the " Contracts", and separately, the " Contract", etc.), between each of the Municipalities
and the Company. The pollution control facilities to be sold under the Contract to which Hampton will be 6
a party are referred to in this Official Statement as the "Hampton Project" and the pollution control ~

facilities to be sold to the Company under the Contract to which Marysville will be a party are called the
"Marysville Project" (collectively, the " Projects" and separately, the " Project", etc.).

Each Contract provides for the acquisition from the Company of the Project by the Municipality in
which such Project is located, the completion of such Project by the Company and the immediate sale
thereof by such Municipality to the Company. Under each Contract, the Company is unconditionally
obligated to make payments in semi.annualinstallments at times and in amounts sufficient to enable the
Municipality to meet its obligations on its Bonds. In the opinion of counsel,in the event of any bankruptcy
or reorganization of the Company under the Federal Bankruptcy Act, a claim against the Company under
each Contract arising out of the failure of the Company to pay any and all amounts payable under such
Contract and assigned to the Trustee under the related Indenture, if timely filed, and after taking into
account any security, would rank at least equal to the claims of general unsecured creditors and be

-(n) provable as such in any such bankruptcy or reorganization of the Company. See "The Bonds-Security
'' for the Bonds."

3
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As more fully described in "The Bonds-Security for the Bonds" below, each hiunicipality is
e signing to the Trustee, as security for payment of its Bond obligations, the security interest of the
N1unicipality in its respective Project, subject to certain ' Permitted Encumbrances" hereinafter described,
and is assigning its interest in its Contract and the installment payments thereunder, subject to the right to
receive payments in respect of taxes, insurance, indemnification and its administrative costs. The Bonds of
each hiunicipality will be payable solely from the income and revenues, including such installment
payments, derived from its Project and Contract and will not be general obligations of that hiunicipality or
pledge the general credit or taxing power of that hiunicipality or any other political entity or agency.

Information concerning the Company is contained in the Appendix to this Official Statement. Brief
descriptions of Hampton and hfarysville, the Projects, the Bonds, the Additional Bonds which may be
issued under the Indentures, the Indentures and the Contracts are also included in this Official Statement.
Such information and descriptions do not purport to be comprehensive or definitive. All references herein
to the specified documents are qualified in their entirety by reference to each such document, copies of
which are available from the Company and the underwriters, and all references to the Bonds are qualified
in their entirety by the definitive forms thereof and the information with respect thereto included in the
aforesaid documents to which they relate.

THE MUNICIPALITIES

The hiunicipalities are bodies corporate created, organized and operating under the constitution and
statutes of the State of hiichigan. Each hiunicipality is authorized by Act No. 62, hiichigan Public Acts of
1963, as amended, known as the Industrial Development Revenue Bond Act of 1963 (the "Act"). to
acquire its Project and to sell the same to the Company as provided in its Contract, and to issue its Beads,
payable solely from the revenues derived from its Project, including the installment payments, and secured
as provided in its Indenture. The Act was amended in 1973 ( Act No. 7, hiichigan Public Acts of 1973) to
provide specifically for the acquisition from and sale to public utilities of water and air pollution control
equipment subject to prior encumbrances and for the conveyance of title to such equipment to public
utilities prior to the retirement of the bonds issued under the Act for the financing of such equipment.

TIIE PROJECTS

The Projects are treated as between the respective hiunicipalities and the Company as constitutir
'

a
wholly personal property, and are located on real estate most of which is owned by the Company.

Hampton Project

The Hampton Project consists of air and water pollution control equipment for the Company's Karn-
Weadock Plants: ciectrostatic precipitators for Weadock Units 7 and 8; facilities for the conversion from h
coal firing _ to oil firing for Weadock Units I through 6: and, for Karn Units 3 and 4, closed-loop
mechanical dratt cooling tower system, exhaust stack extension and separation, oil contamination control
facilities, acid wash disposal system and sanitary waste system.

Included as a part of the cooling tower system for Karn Units 3 and 4 are the costs of certain losses in
electrical generating capacity due to the operation of the cooling towers.

Maryssille Project

The hlarysville Project consists of air and water pcllution control equipment for the Company's
Af arysville Gas Reforming Plant: floating roof systems for two fuel storage tanks, vapor recovery system,
fuel oil desulfurization unit, sulfur recovery unit, integrated tiare system. boiler and heater exhaust stack
extensions, waste water treatment and holding facilities (which consist of oil-water separator, waste water
stripper, neutralization pit and a holding pond), closed-loop mechanical draft cooling tower system,
cooling tower plume abatement system and brine disposal wells.

4
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Cost of Projects and Use of Proceeds

.A) ' Construction of the Hampton Project began in September; 1970 and is expected to be completed in(V . October,1975. : Construction of the Alarysville Project began in August,1971 and is expected to be
completed by April,1974. It is estimated that the proceeds of the Bonds will ultimately be expended in the
fellowing amounts:

Hampton Marynille
Project Project

Equipment Cost: Karn 3 and 4. $15,132,000 -
.

,

Weadock 1-6.. 8,599,000 -

Weadock 7 and 8 2,644,000 -

hiarysville Gas Reforming Plant. .. .. - $6,822,000

Financing, legal and printing expenses; interest on the
Bonds for up to six months following construction;
and miscellaneous costs and expenses . -1,125,000 378,000

527,500,000 57,200,000

THE BONDS

Separate issues -

The Hampton Bonds and the Marysville Bonds are entirely separate issues. The underwriters have
agreed to purchase the Bonds subject to all the terms and conditions of separate agreements with each'

hiunicipality. The nature of the underwriters' obligations is such that,if they purchase any Bonds of one of
the issuing hiunicipalities, they must purchase all of the Bonds of such Municipality. Purchase of the

.

I Bonds of one hiunicipality does not, however, obligate the underwriters to purchase the Bonds of the other;V Municipality, and it is therefore possible that one issue of Bonds to which this Omcial Statement relates ,

will be sold and the other will not. If both issues of Bonds are issued and accepted by the underwriters,
each issue will thereafter be sold and traded independently.

Neither issue is entitled to the benefits of any n: venues or other security pledged for the benefyt of the
other. Optional or extraordinary redemption of one issue of Bonds may be made in ihe manner ~discribed
below without the redemption of the other issue and a default in the payment of the principal of, premium s

(if any) and interest on such Bonds will not constitute a default in the making of any payment in respect of
- ?g

the other issue of Bonds. e
t .\

. Interest, Maturity and Place of Payment

The Hampton Bonds and the Afarysville Bonds will be dated February 1,1974 (except as to -

subsequently dated fully registered Bonds) and will bear interest payable semi-annually on February 1 5

and August I of each year, commencing August 1,1974, at the rates per annum set forth on the cover page
of this Omcial Statement. The Bonds will mature on February 1 in the years and in the amoun: set forth
on the cover page and both issues are subject to prior redemption as hereinafter stated. Principal of,
premium (if any) and interest on both issues of Bonds are payable at the principal omce of National Bank
of Detroit, the Trustee, in the City of Detroit, Michigan, or at the corporate trust omce of Bankers Trust

*

Company, as Paying Agent,in the City of New York, New York.

Security for the Bonds

The principal security for the Bonds :onsists of the unconditional obligation of the Company under
each of the Contracts to make the purchase payments in amounts equal to the Bond obligations of the

- ''N . issuing Municipality and an assignment under the related Indenture to the Trustee of that Municipality's

_) right to receive such payments.

5
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Under each Contract, the Company is creating a security interest in the related Project, which security
interest will attach to the Project, as then completed, at the time the Bonds are delivered and to the
remaining portions of the Project as such remaining portions are completed. Each such security interest
will be subject to the prior lien of the Indenture dated as of September 1,1945 from the Company to City
Bank Farmers Trust Company ( First National City Bank, successor), as heretofore or hereafter amended,
modified and supplemented (the "First Niongage Indenture"), securing First Afortgage Bonds issued and
to be issued by the Company, and will continue in full force and effect until the related Bonds are fully
paid and retired. See " Capitalization"in the Appendix regarding the amount of First Afortgage Bonds
outstanding under the First Nfortgage Indenture.

Each Af unicipality in its Indenture will assign the security interest in the Project financed by its Bonds
and its rights and interest in its Contract (reserving certain rights of that Niunicipality in respect of taxes,
insurance, indemnification and its administrative costs), including the right to receive payments and other
income and revenues derived from its Project, to the Trustee for the benefit of the holders ofits Bonds.
The purchase payments to be made by the Company under each Contract are to be paid directly to the
Trustee and are required by each Contract to be sufficient (together with any other available funds held by
the Trustee) to pay the principal of, premium (if any) and interest on the Bonds relating to that Contract.

Since the security interest in each Project is junior to the prior lien of the First Niortgage Indenture, the
realization, upon foreclosure of such security interest, of any significant proceeds from the resale of the
pollution control equipment is unlikely, and no representation is made in this Official Statement that, in a
proceeding involving the enforcement against the Company of creditors' rights or involving the bankruptcy
or reorganization of the Company, remedies adequate for the realization of any substantial benefit from
such security interest in the Project would, as a practical matter, be available to the Trustee. hiessrs.
Niiller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, Bond Counsel, have advised that the security provided by the
Projects may be of such limited value that, as a practical matter, only the unconditional obligation of the
Company to make purchase payments under the Contract should be regarded as security for the Bonds.

The Bonds are to be only special obligations of the issuing Alunicipality, payable as to principal,
premium (if any) and interest solely out of income and revenues derived from the particular Project
financed by the sale of such issue (except certain principal and interes. which may be payable from
amounts attributable to the proceeds of the sale of such Bonds), including the purchase payments and any
other revenues or ft.nds received under the related Contract. The Bonds and interest coupons do not
constitute or give rise to any pecuniary liability of the issuing Alunicipality or any charge against its general
credit or taxing powers.
Form of Bonds

The Hampton Bonds and the Niarysville Bonds are being issued in definitive form as coupon Bonds in
-

the denomination of $5,000, registrable as to principal only, and as fully registered Bonds in the
denomination of $5,000 or multiples thereof. The Bonds may be registered or transferred, and coupon
Bonds and fully registered Bonds of the same maturity and of the same issuer are interchangeable, upon
presentation or surrender, as the case may be, at the principal office of the Trustee, without charge except
that any tax, fee or other governmental charge incurred in connection with a transfer or interchange must -

be paid as a condition to the exercise of the transfer or interchange privilege. 3
Replacement of Bonds; Forfeiture of Interest

If any Bond is mutilated, lost, stolen, or destroyed, the issuing Afunicipality may execute and the
Trustee may authenticate, subject to the provisions of the related Indenture and applicable law, a new
Bond of the same issue. The issuing Alunicipality and the Trustee may charge the holder or owner with
their fees and expenses and require satisfactory indemnification in connection with replacing mutilated,
lost, stolen, or destroyed Bonds.

Loss, theft or destruction of any coupon Bond or coupon may result in the effective forfeiture by the
holder of all claim for interest represented by the coupons by reason of the restrictions on replacement of
coupon Bonds in Act No. 354, hiichigan Public Act' of 1972, Section 4 of which reads as follows:

"SEC. 4 (1) Relief shall not be granted on account of interest coupons claimed to have been
attached to an obligation kst, destroyed or wrongfully taken, nor shall interest coupons while
separated from the obligation they were issued, attached unto, lost, destroyed or wrongfully taken. be
replaced.

6
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fy "(2) Replacement obligations may be issued and delivered as heretofore provided, with
! ) unmatured interest coupons attached, providing payment is made to the governing body in,the
U' amount of the 'present market value to be determined by the governing body, of the attached

. unmatured in;erest coupons."

Mandatory Redemption

The Hampton Bonds maturing on February 1,2004 (the "Hampton Term Bonds") are subject to
mandatory redemption on the dates and in the principal amounts set forth belove at a redemption price
equal to the principal amount thereof plus accrued interest to the date of redemption, without premium.

Principal Principal
February 1 Amount February 1 Amount

1989-- $ ' 500,000 1997.. . $ 1,000,000
-1990- . 500,000 1998.. 1,000,000
1991 1,000,000 1999.- 1,000,000
1992 . . . . . 1,000.000 2000. . ... 2,500,000
1993-- 1,000,000 2001. 2,500,000
1994- 1,000,000 2002 . . 2,500,000
1995 1,000,000 2003.. .. 2,500,000
1996- 1,000,000

When all mandatory redcmptions have been made, a balance of $2,500,000 principal amount of the
Hampton Term Bonds will be due on February 1, 2004, unless otherwise previously redeemed. The
Hampton Term Bonds to be redeemed will be selected by the Trustee by lot. The principal amount of the
Hampton Term Bonds to be redeemed on each date set forth in the table above will be subject to reduction
by the principal amount of any such Bonds which shall have been theretofore surrendered by the

( ) Compary to the Trustee for cancellation, or purchased or redeemed by the Trustee by applying moneys in
. the related Bond Fund or the related Surplus Fund, hereir after described, and which have not theretoforev

been made 11e basis for such a redemption, as provided in the related Indenture.

Givieg effect soleiy to the mandatory redemption set forth above, the " average life" of the Hamp:on
Term Bonds is approximately 24.6 years.

Optional Redemptiou '

- The Hampton Bonds, and the Af arysville Bonds through January 31,1988, are subject to redemption
prior to maturity, at the option of the issuing Alunicipality, to be exercised at the direction of the Company,
on any interest payment date on and after February 1,1984, as a whole issue, or in part in inverse order of
maturity ( and within a maturity of an issue, by lot by the Trustee), at redemption prices equal to the prices

~

(expressed as percentages of principal amo'mt) set forth in the table below plus accrued. interest to the e
redemption date. "

Redemption Date
inclusivs Price

February 1,1984-January 31,1985. 103 %
February 1,1985-January 31,1986 102%

February 1,1986-January 31,1987. -. 102

February 1,1987-January 31,1988. 10lb
February 1,1988-January 31,1989.. . 101

February 1,1989-January 31,1990. 100%
i

February 1,1990 and thereafter - 100
'

m
f i The Bonds will not be subject to redemption prior to February 1,1984, except as described under
V " Extraordinary Redemption" below.

.

jL
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Extraordinary Redemption

The Hampton Bonds and the Marysville Bonds are each subject to redemption prior to maturity as a
whole issue on any interest payment date on or after August 1,1975, at 100% of the principal amount
thereof plus accrued interest to the redemption date, upon exercise by the Company of its option to
accelerate payment of the purchase price of the Prcject financed by such Bonds upon the occurrence of
certain events of the following general nature: damage or destruction of the particular Project financed by
the sale of such bonds or the plant in connection with which such Project is used, or the condemnation or
taking by eminent domain of any part thereof or of use or control thereof, such that restoration may not
reasonably be made or normal operations resumed within six months thereafter or such that the cost of
restoration is deemed by the Company to be uneconomic: changes in laws or regulations or judicial or
administrative action rendering the Contract relating to such Bonds void, unenforceable or impossible of
performance or imposing excessive burdens or liabilities (such as taxes) on the issuing Municipality or the
Company; changes in the economic availabdity of materials, supplies or facilities, or technological or other
changes required by any governmental authority, which render the particular Project financed by the sale
of such Bonds or the plant in connection with which such Project is used, in the reasonablejudgment of the
Company, uneconomic for use.

Notice of Redemption and Payments

Notice of any redemption, identifying the Bonds to be redeemed, will be given by the Trustee in the
name of the Municipality by publication in a financialjournal or newspaper of general circulation in New
York, N. Y., and by mailing a copy of the redemption notice by first class mail to the registered holder of
each registered Bond to be redeemed, not less than thirty days prior to the redemption date, except that if
all Bonds being redeemed are registered, then notice by mailing will be sutlicient. However, failure to mail
or receive such notice or any defect in the notice will not atrect the validity of any proceedings for the
redemption of the Bonds.

If any Bonds are not presented for payment at the date fixed for their redemption, or if any Bonds or
coupons are not presented for payment when due, and if funds sufficient for such redemption or payment
are held by the Trustee, the holders of such Boads and coupons will thereafter be restricted exclusively to
such funds for the satisfaction of any claim relating to such Bonds or coupons.

ADDIflONAL BONDS

The Company expects that the proceeds from the sale of each issue of Bonds will be sufficient to -

substantially complete the construction of the Project to be financed from the sale of such issue. If,
however, the proceeds of a particular issue should be insufficient, the Company will be obligated to
complete such Project with its own funds. The Company may, however, request the appropriate
Municipality to issue Additional Bonds, and that Municipality may, but shall not be required to, authorize
the issuance of Additional Bonds for the purposes of defraying the cost of completing such Project, or to

.

pay the cost of making additions, improvements, extensions, alterations, relocations, enlargements. r
expansions, modifications or changes in, on or to such Project, or of acquiring and installing in or near the
plant in connection with which such Project is used other industrial machinery and equipment which may
be acquired by that Municipality pursuant to the Act as the same may be amended at that time, or for the
purpose of refunding outstanding Bonds or Additional Bonds issued by that Municipality, and for payment
of the expenses ofissuing and paying any capitalized interest on Additional Bonds. The Additional Bonds
shall rank equally and be on a parity with the Bonds of the issuing Municipality and will be secured
equally and ratably by the pledge of the same revenues, and be issued in the same denominations and
form as the Bonds of the issuing Municipality, but shall be dated, bear such interest, have such maturity
dates, redemption dates and redemption premiums, be subject to such redemption and be issued at such
price or prices as shall be apprcved by that Municipality and the Company. Additional Bonds may be
issued only after adoption of appropriate amendments and supplements to the related Contract and the
related Indenture providing for such issuance and increasing or adjusting, if necessary, the installment
payments to such amounts as shall be sufficient, together with any other moneys in the related Bond Fund
or on deposit with the Trustee and available for such purpose, to pay principal, premium (if any) and

8
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[*% j - interest when due or payable on all outstanding Bonds of the hiunicipality including the Additional Bondsr

d and to the satisfaction of certain other conditions. As used in this Official Statement, the term " Bonds" of
an issuing hiunicipality shall be deemed to include any such Additional Bonds and the term " Project" shall
be deemed to include the additions, improvements, extensions, enlargements and expansions of that
Project, except as the context otherwise requires.

- THE INSTALLMENT SALES CONTRACTS

The following is a summary of certain principal provisions of each of the Contracts. Except for the
description of the pollution control facilities sold thereunder and ditTerences attributable to the fact that
they are related to different hiunicipalities, Projects, Bonds, and Indentures, the two Contracts are
substantially identical.

Acquisition and Completion of Projects

Each Contract provides that the Alunicipality will purchase, subject to Permitted Encumbrances (as
defined in the Contract), from the Company the Project located in such hiunicipality fcc a purchase price
equal to the lesser of the Cost of the Project (as defined) or the amounts in the Acquisition and
Construction Fund ~ (hereinafter described). Each Project is to be completed by the Company in'

accordance with the plans therefor, but the Company has the right to revise the plans and to make'

additions of or deletions from any items subject to certain limitations. If moneys in the related Acquisition
and Construction Fund (hereinafter described), including proceeds from the issue and sale of any
Additional Bonds for that Project, cre not sufficient to complete that Project, the Company is obligated to
do so at its own expense without diminution or abatement ofits purchase payments to be made under the
related Contract._ Each Contract also provides that the h1unicipality will sell to the Company the Project,
previously acquired from the Company, for the purchase price described under "The Installment Sales

,q Contracts-Installment Payments" below, expressly reserving its security interest in the Project. See "The
Bonds-Security for the Bond.."

Installment Payments

The Company agrees to pay to the Trustee, for the account of each N1unicipality, as the purchase price
' for the Project financed by that Alunicipality. including interest, such amount on or before each semi-
annual interest payment date on the Bonds issued by that hiunicipality (commencing August 1,1974) as
sh til be sutlicient to pay the principal, premium (if any) and interest required to be paid on such Bonds on -

sucli date. The obligation of the Company in each Contract to make such purchase payments is absolute
' and unconditional, not subject to reduedon by reason of any set-otf, counterclaim, abatement or otherwise,
and shall so remain until all Bonds used to finance the Project covered by that Contract and the interest
and premium (if any) thereon have been fully paid or provision made for payment thereof as provided in
the related Indenture. The Company is nevertheless entitled to credits upon such purchase payments to
the extent of moneys held by the Trustee in the related Bond Fund which are available for debt service e

payments on the related Bonds. The purchase payments made by the Company are to be deposited into
such Bond Fund which is hereinafter described.

Acquisition and Construction Fund and Surplus Fund

The proceeds of the sale of each issue of Bonds (except for accrued interest) are required to be
deposited into an Acquisition and Construction Fund, which is established for each issue. and, to the extent

. necessary, may be used only for payment of the costs of acquiring and constructing the Project financed by
such Bonds (including legal, financial and other expenses incidental to the issuance of such Bonds). Such
payments are to be made by the Trustee on requisition by the Company. See "The Projects-Cost of
Projects and Use of Proceeds "

Within _90 days after completion of each Project, any surplus remaining in the Acquisition andg_
j' ) . Construction Fund for that Project (except for that portion derived from the investment of amounts in

- . such Fund) must be deposited into a Surplus Fund, which is established for_ each issue, and any such
portion derived from the investment of amounts in such Fund'must be deposited into a Bond Fund, which

9
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is established for each issue. Stoney in cach such Surplus Fund may be used by the Trustee, at the
direction of the Company, to purchase related Bonds on the open market for cancellation or transferred to
the Bond Fund for payment of principal of such Bonds or for payment ofinterest accruing on such Bonds
(provided that surplus Bond proweds originally in the Acquisition and Construction Fund may pay
interest for only up to six months following completion of construction of the Project fmanced by such
Bonds), or if qualified bond counsel certify that the federal tax exemption ofinterest on such Bonds will
not thereby be impaired, to finance improvements or additions to the Project financed by such Bonds. See
"The Indentures-Investment of Funds."

Maintenance; Improsement; Removal

The Company is required at its expense to maintain the Projects and to keep the same in good repair
and working order and make all necessary replacements and renewals except with respect to repairs,
replacements and renewals which have become and are certified by the Company as uneconomic to the
Company.

The Company, at its expense, and subject to specified conditions, is given the right to remode: and
make improverrents to the Projects, to substitute machinery and equipment and to remove the same
without substitutic.n, so long as the character of the atrected Project pollution control facilities is not
materially altered orits operation materially impaired. Substituted property becomes a part of the atTected
Project subject to the security interest of the N1unicipality. Where property is removed without substitution
subject to certain credits as provided in the Contracts, certain payments must be made by the Company
into the related Surplus Fund in amounts representing scrap value, sale price. trade-in allowance or
depreciated cost. The foregoing will not in any case entitk the Company to any abatement or diminution
ofits installment payments.

Casualties: Insurance: Eminent Domain

T e Conipany is required to keep the Projects insured against such property risks as is consistent withi

its insurance practices, including self-insurance. The option whether or not to rebuild in the event of
damage or destruction lies with the Company but there is in no case to be any abatement or reduction in
the installment payments. Except as hereinafter mentioned with respect to "unfunded net property
aomtions," there is no requirement that insurance proceeds be paid to the Trustee. The Company is also
required to maintain insurance or self-insurance in respect of liability for bodily injury and death and
property damage.

In the event a Project is damaged or destroyed or such Project or any part thereofis taken by eminent -

domain, and the Company determines that rebuilding, repairing or restoring such Project is not practicable
or desirable, the Company shall utilize any unfunded net propeny additions which are then available to
the Company under the First Niortgage Indenture to withdraw any insurance p.oceeds or condemnation
awards, as the case may be, in respect of such Project or any part thereof and promptly, upon the
withdrawal of such proceeds or awards, pay the funds so withdrawn to the Trustee for deposit in the
related Bond Fund.

7
Payment of Taxes and Charges

All taxes. assessments and similar charges levied by any governmental unit upon the Projects or the
use thereof or the income therefrom, whether imposed upon the Company, the N1unicipality or the Trustee,
must be paid by the Company.

Option to Accelerate Payment of the Purchase Price of the Project

The Company is given the option in each Contract, under specified circumstances. to accelerate
payment of the purchase price of the Project covered thereby by paying a sum which, together with money
then on deposit in the related Bond Fund and available for such purpose,is sufficient to retire and redeem
all then outstanding related Bonds (including principal, premium (if any) and interest becoming due on or
prior to the date of such redemption) and to pay all expenses incidental thereto, and also by paying all
proper Trustee's and paying agents' fees and expenses and any amounts (other than future-due installment
payments) owing to the N1unicipality which is a party to that Contract.

10
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} J Defaults and Remedies; Force Majeure
\' An " Event of Default" under a Contract relating to one of the Projects will not constitute an Event of

_

5Default under the other Coatract. The following are declared te - cm of Default by each Contract:

(i)-Failure of the Company to make any installment payment, including interest thereon,
thereunder when due.

(ii) Failure of the Company to pay the purchase price, including interest thereon, after exercise
ofits option thereunder to accelerate payment of the purchase price of the Project.

'(iii) Failure of the Company to perform any other contractual obligation thereunder for 60 days
- after written notice given to the Company by the Niunicipality which is a party to the Contract or the
Trustee specifying such failure and requesting that it be remedied, except that if the failure is such that

- it cannot be corrected within such period,it shall not constitute an Event of Default if corrective action -
is instituted by the Company within such period and diligently pursued until the failure is corrected.

(iv) Dissolution, liquidation, bankruptcy, assignment for benefit of creditors, or other similar
. action involving the Company as specified in each Contract.

(v) The acceleration of the First Mortgage Bonds and the continuance thereof.

. However, if, by reason of force majeure as defmed in each Contract, the Company is unable in whole
or in part to carry out its weements under a Contract, other than by reason of financial inability, the
Company shall not be deemed in default during the continuance of such inability.

When any Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing, the Municipality may take any one
or more of the following remedial steps:

(i) The Municipality may,ilthe principal and interest accrued on the related Bonds shall have
-

. been declared immediately due and payable pursuant to the related Indenture, declare all purchase
payments for the remainder of the term of the Contract (including the interest accrued thereon to the

V date of payment) in default to be immediately due and payable, vihereupon the same shall become
~

immediately due and payable.

(ii) The Municipality may take whatever action at law or a equity as may appear necessary ors

desirable to collect the purchase payments then due and thereafter to become due or to enforce
performance and observance of any other obligation, agreement or covenant of the Company under
the Contract in' default, including foreclosure of the security interest in the Project. -

-(iii) The Municipality may have access to and inspect, examine and make copies of the books
and records and any and all accounts, data and income tax and other tax returns of the Company
only, however, insofar as they relate to the Project covered by the Contract in default.

;

1
Any amounts collected pursuant to the above action must be paid into the related Bond Fund or,if the j

' related Bonds have been fully paid or provision therefor has been made, must be paid to the Company. d

Amendment of Contract
l

Each Contract may be amended (as provided in the Indenture related to each), with t.he consent of )
the Trustee but without notice to or consent of the related Bondholders, as may be required (i) by the

. provisions of such Contract or related Indenture,(ii) in connection with the issuance of Additional Bonds,
; (iii) for the purpose of curing any ambiguity or formal defect or omission, (iv) to grant or pledge to the
Municipality for the benefit of the holders of the related . Bonds any-additional security, or (v) in

,

connection with'any other change therein which,in the judgment of the Trustee acting in reliance upon an |

opinion ofcounsel,is not to the prejudice of the Trustee or the holders of the related Bonds. Copies of any |

sush amendments must be filed with, and if required by law approved by, the Municipal Finance
Commission of the State of Michigan or any successor agency.

m-
.( y Other amendments may be adopted only after publication of notice of the proposed amendment as
V :provided in each Indenture 'and only with the approval of the holders of not less than two-thirds in

- principal a' mount of outstanding related Bonds. '
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TIIE TRUST INDENTURES

The following is a summary of the main aspects of the Indentures, except to the extent already
discussed above. Each Indenture is substantially identical except for ditTerences attributable to the fact
that each Indenture is related to a different issue of Bonds, Alunicipality, Project and Contract.

Security and Pledge of Revenues

In each Indenture, the security interest of the hf unicipality in the related Project, subject to Permitted
Encumbrances, and its rights and interest in the related Contract together with all income and revenues
derived from such Project, including the installment payments and all income from the investment thereof,
but excluding the rights of the Niunicipality in respect of taxes, insurance, indemnification and its
administrativa costs, are to be pledged and assigned to the Trustee for the benefit and security of the
holders of the Bonds issued under such Indenture. The Trustee is not assuming the obligations of the
hiunicipality under either Contract. See"The Bonds-Security for the Bonds" Under each Contract and
related Indenture the Company, with such assistance from the Alunicipa'ity as the Company may request,
is responsible for the recording and filing of that Contract, the related Indenture and all financing and
contint.ation statements necessary to perfect and protect the security interests in such state and county
offices and at such times as required by law. It is also covenanted by each htunicipality under its Indenture
that it will do what the Trustee may reasonably require for better assuring the security interest covered by
that Indenture.

Bond Fur.d

Each Indenture establishes a Bond Fund which is to be maintained by the Trustee in the name of the
h1unicipality adopting that Indenture and from which all principal, premium (if any) and interest on the
Bonds covered thereby are to be paid. Nfoneys are required tc be deposited into the Bond Fund as
follows:

(i) From such Bond proceeds, the amount received from the purchasers as accrued interest on
the Bonds issued under that particular Indenture.

(ii) All installment payments, including interest thereon, made by the Company pursuant to the
related Contract (excluding moneys paid for compensation of the Trustee and other paying agents or
expenses of the issuing hiunicipality).

(iii) Any amounts required by the related Contract to be so deposited from the Acquisition and -

Construction Furd and the Surplus Fund established by that particular Indenture.

(iv) Any other moneys received by the Trustee with directions from the Alunicipality or the
Company to deposit the same into such Bond Fund.

Investment of Funds

hioneys in an Acquisidon and Construction Fund, a Surplus Fund and a Bond Fund may be invested bi
by the Trustee, subject to such investments being lawful for the hiunicipality's funds, in direct obligations
of the United States, or its agencies and instrumentalities, obligations unconditionally guaranteed by the
United States, Public Housing bonds or notes fully secured by contracts with the United States, direct and
general obligations of the State of hiichigan, and certificates of deposit issued by the Trustee or any
member of the Federal Reserve System provided that,ifissued by a hiichigan bank, the bank must have
capital and surplus of not less than $20 million, or ifissued by a bank in another state,it must have capital
and surplus of not less than $50 million, and no certificate of deposit may exceed 10% of the capital and
surplus of the issuing bank; and such moneys may be invested by the Trustee upon the advice of counsel
that such investments of tne issuing h1unicipality's funds have become and are then lawful under the laws
of the State of hiichigan in obligations issued or guaranteed by any state of the United States, the District
of Columbia or any political subdivision thereof, provided that such obligations are rated A or better by
hioody's Investors Service, Inc. or by Standard & Poor's Corp. or a comparable rating by another rating
service of comparable standing: commercial paper rated not less than prime-two by hioody's Investors
Sersice, Inc. or not less than A-2 by Standard & Poor's Corp. or prime finance company paper; or
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- - repurchase ' agreements with banking and other financial institutions with respect to'any of the foregoing

(b idescribed obligations. Profit or' loss from any such investment shall be credited or charged to the Fund
~

^

from'which the investment was made.~ Any investment'is prohibited if the result.would be to cause the
; Bonds to become " arbitrage bonds" under the Internal Revenue Code and applicable regulations.

/ Defeasance1

When all principal,~ premium (if any) and interest on an issue of Bonds have been paid or provision
1 has been made for such payment,tnd if all obligations of the Municipality issuing such Bonds have been
. discharged as required by the Bonds and by the Indenture under which such Bonds were issued, then the

~

pl4dge of income and revenues.from the Project financed by such Bonds and all obligations of such
. Municipality shall cease and be void, and the Trustee shall execute and deliver such evidences of discliarge
and satisfaction as may be appropriate,' and assign and deliver to such Municipality or the Company or

i such other person as shall be entitled to receive the same, all property then in its possession except cash or
. securities held for' payment of principal, premium .(if any) or interest on such Bonds. Provision for

'

t payment may be made by delivery of cash and/or direct obligations of the United States to the Trustee in
such' amount that the principal ~ and interest thereon when due will be sufficient to pay the principal,
premium ~(if any) and interest on the Bonds when due or redeemable, provided that appropriate
arrangements have been made for the giving of any required notices of redemption.

Default and Remedies
- An " Event of Default" under an Indenture relating to one issue of Bonds will not constitute an Event

of Default under the other indenture. The following are Events of Default as declared and defined in the
Indenture:

~

-(i) Default in the due and punctual payment of any interest on any Bond issued under such
Indenture. -

; (ii) Default in the due and punctual payment of the principal and premium (if any) of any Bond
~

! ~l . is. sued under such Indenture, whether at the stated maturity thereof, or upon proceedings for.

i V- redemption thereof, or upon the maturity thereof by declaration or otherwise.

[ ;(iii); Default in the performance or observance of any other of the covenants, agreements or
' conditions on the part of the issuing Municipality contained in such Indenture, and the continuance1'

thercorfor a period of 60 days after written notice given by the Trustee or by the holders of not less
& than 25% in aggregate principal amount of Bonds issued under such Indenture then outstanding
l: except that if such default cannot be corrected within such period, it shall not constitute an Event of ,

Default if corrective action is instituted by the Company within such period and diligently pursued
. until the default is corrected.

. (iv) Occurrence of an event of default under the related Contract, as defined in the Contract.

Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default:

(i) The Trustee may, and shall upon written request of holders of not less than 25% in principal g
amount of the Bonds issued under such Indenture then outstanding, by written notice to the issuing -

Municipality and the Company, declare.the principal and interest of all Bonds then outstanding~
~

_

: immediately due and payable.-

(ii) The Trustee may, and shall upon written request of holders of 2' % in principal amount of5

then outstanding Bonds issued under such Indenture and when furnished with reasonable security and
. indemnity, institute legal proceedings to prevent impairment of security or to protect the interests of
'itself and the holders'orsuch Bonds.'

.. ;(iii) The Trustee may, in the alternative, pursue any available remedies to enforce payment of
- the outstanding Bonds issued under such Indenture and premium (if any) and interes thereon and

may intervene in any suit to which the issuing Municipality is a party ifit appears to affect the interests
. of holders of such Bonds. Such action shall be taken if requested in writing by holders of not less than

~

y] '25% in principal amount of outstanding Bonds issued under such Indenture.

Af . [ ('iv) The Trustse may,iri anyjudicial proceedings, have the right to have a receiver of the related
iProject appointed.

,
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Holders of a majority in principal amount of outstanding Bonds issued under the Indenture in default
are entitled to direct the conduct of the above described proceedings. No holder of any Bond or coupon is
entitled, in the event of a default, to bring suit for enforcement of rights or remedies under the Indenture in
default unless, after request, the Trustee has failed to act (except as otherwise permitted by the Act or to
compel payment of a Bond or coupon then due and unpaid).

Moneys collected pursuant to the above mentioned proceedings are to be applied, after paying the
costs and expenses of the proceedings and of the Trustee, to pay the principal of, premium (if any) and
interest on the Bonds as provided in each Indenture.

The Trustee must, within 90 days after the occurrence thereof, give written notice to all holders of
Bonds issued under an Indenture in default as to any Event of Default ( unless cured or waived) of which<

the Trustee is required to take notice or is given notice.

The Trustee is not required to take notice of any Event of Default (except failure of the issuing
Municipality to cause any required payments to be made to the Trustee) unless specifically notified thereof
in writing by the issuing Municipality or by holders of at least 25"e in principal amount of the outstanding
Be ; issued under such Indenture in default.

To the extent not precluded by the Act, the Trustee may, and upon written request of the holders of
not less than one-halfin aggregate principal amount of all Bonds arrected thereby shall, waive any Event
of Default and its consequences and rescind any declaration of maturity of principal; provided that the
Trustee shall not waive (i) any default in the payment of the principal of any outstanding Bonds at the
date of matu-ity or the date fixed for redemption or (ii) any default in the payment when due ofinterest
on any such Bonds, urcs prior to such waiver or rescission, all arrears of interest, or all arrears of
payment of principal whet due, as the case may be, together with interest ( to the extent permitted by law)
on overdue principal and interest, at the applicable rate ofinterest borne by the Bonds, and all expenses of
the Trustee in connection with such default, shall have been paid or provided for.

The Trustee

Each Indenture provides that the Trustee may act upon an opinion ofits counsel and shall not be
responsible for any loss or damage resulting from its good faith reliance on such opinion. In certain
instances, the Trustee may perform its duties through attorneys, agents or receivers. In addition, the
Trustee may rely on certain other instruments specified in the Indenture and it will not be liable for any
action reasonably taken or omitted to be taken by it in good faith or be responsible other than for its own
negligence or wilful acts or omissions. The Indenture also provides for the resignation and removal of the
Trustee and for the appointment of successor trustees and successor paying agents.

,

The Company maintains depositary and other normal banking relationships, including a line of short
term credit, with the Trustee. In addition. A. H. Aymond Chairman of the Board and President of the
Company, is a director of the Trustee.

Suppletnental Indentures
-

a

Supplemental Indentures may be adopted, with the consent of the Trustee but without notice to or
~

consent of the holders of Bonds issued under the Indenture to be supplemented, for any of the following
purposes (with approval of the Municipal Finance Commission or any successor agency if required ):

(i) To cure any ambiguity or formal defect or omission in the Indenture to be supplemented.

(ii) To grant to or confer upon the Trustee for the benefit of such Bondholders any additional
rights, remedies, powers or authority that may lawfully be granted to or conferred upon such
Bondholders or the Trustee.

(iii) To grant or pledge to the Trustee for the benefit of such Bondholders any additional
security.

(iv) To provide for the issuance of Additional Bonds.

(v) To make any other change which,in the judgment of the Trustee acting in reliance upon an
opinion of counsel, is not to the prejudice of the Trustee or such Bondholders.
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(^T Other supplementalindentures m'ay be adopted only with the approval of the holders of not less than

() two-thirds in principal amount of outstanding Bonds issued under the Indenture to be supplemented and
after publication of notice of the proposed supplemental indenture as provided in each Indenture.
However, no supplemental indenture may permit (i) an extension of the maturity of the principal of or the
interest on any Bond or the mandatory redemption date of any Bond, or (ii) a reduction in the principal
amount of any Bond or the rate ofinterest thereon, or (iii) a privilege or priority of any Bond or Bonds
over any other Bond or Bonds issued under the Indenture to be supplemented, or (iv) a reduction in the
aggregate principal amount of the Bonds required for consent to such supplemental indenture

'TAX EXEhfPTION

In the opinion of hiiller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, Bond Counsel, under existing statutes,
regulations, rulings and court decisions, (i) interest on the Bonds is exempt from Federal income taxes
except such exemption does not apply with respect to any Bond for any period during which it is held by a
" substantial user" of a Project or a "related person" (within the meaning of the Internal Revenue Code),
(ii) the interest on the Bonds is exempt from all present taxation in the State of Alichigan, including state
and municipalincome taxes, except for interest on any Bonds held by a " substantial user" of a Project or a
"related person", and (iii) the Bonds are exempt from all other present taxation in the State of Afichigan,
except inheritance and estate taxes or taxes measured by any gain or profit on the sale or payment thereof.

LEGAL OPINIONS

Legal matters incident to the authorization and issuance of the Bonds are subject to the unqualified
approving opinion of hiiller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, Bond Counsel. Copies of such opinion will be
available at the time of delivery of the Bonds. The validity of the Company's obligations under the
Contracts will be passed upon for the Company by its counsel, Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts and
its Vice President and General Counsel, Harold P. Graves, and for the underwriters by their counsel,,

[O Simpson Thacher & Bartlett.

MISCELLANEOUS

The foregoing summaries do not purport to be complete and are expressly made subject to the exact
provisions,' and particularly to any limiting or qualifying provisions, of the complete documents. For
details of all terms and conditions, purchasers are referred to the Contracts, the Indentures and the copies i

of which may be obtained from the Company or the underwriters. -|

Neither Af unicipality has provided any information contained herein concerning the other hiunicipal-
ity, the other hfunicipality's Bonds or the documents entered into in connection with the issuance of the
other hiunicipality's Bonds. Execution of this Official Statement was duly authorized by Hampton and
Afarysville. Such execution shall not be deemed to constitute approval by either of the executing !

Atunicipalities of any part hereof that does not relate to the Bonds to be issued by it.
4The hiunicipalities are not authorized to make any representation and make no representation on %

behalf of the Company as to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this Official Statement
relating to the Projects and the cost thereof or information pertaining to the Company attached as an
Appendix to this Otlicial Statement. l

CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF HAMPTON

By ALEX WALRAVEN, JR.
Township Supervisor

e

CITY OF hlARYSVILLE
,

i-

( _/- By HARRY W. STARK
Mayor

_
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THE COh1PANY
The Company, whose executi,e offices are located in Jackson, hiichigan 49201 (telephone number

including area code-517-788-1030), was incorporated in the State of hiichigan in 1968. It is the
successor to a corporation, organized in the State of Niaine in 1910, which did business in hiichigan as a
foreign corporation from 1915 until June 6,1968, when the Alaine corporation was merged into the
Company for the purpose of changing the State ofincorporation from hiaine to hiichigan. Information
and data herein with respect to a time or period prior to June 6,1968 refer to the predecessor hiaine
corporation.

CAPITALIZATION
The following table sets forth the capitalization of the Company as of November 30,1973 (excluding

current portions of long-t:rm debt) and as adjusted to retlect the exect' tion of $34,700,000 principal
amount ofInstallment Sales Contracts with the City of 51arysville and the Charter Township of Hampton,
hiichigan, and the balance of the $39,000,000 principal amount ofInstallment Sales Contracts with Covert
Township and the City of Luna Pier, Afichigan.

Outstanding 4 of
Nos ember 30, As Capitalization

Title of Class 1973 Adjusted As Adjusted
-

Thousands of Dollars

Long-term debt ( 1 )
First Mortgage Bonds S t.151.153 51,151,153
Installment Sales Contracts payable 30.601 73,700
45 ", Sinking Fund Debentures dae 1994 37,000 37,000
Other long-term debt 489 489
Unamortized net premium 2,170 2,170

Totallong-term debe $1.221,413 51.264.512 54 0%

Preferred Stock, cumulative, $100 par value, authorized 3,500,000
shares (2 )

$4.50-547,788 shares S 54,779 $ 54,779
$4.52-127,550 shares . 12,755 12.755
$4.16-100,000 shares... 10,000 (0,000
$7.45-700,000 shares 70,000 70,000
57.72-700,000 shares. 70.000 70,000
$7.76-750,000 shares 75,000 75,000
$7.68-550,000 shares. 55,000 55.000 ,

Total Preferred Stock 5 347.534 5 347,534 14.8"e

Common stockholders' equity
Common Stock, $10 par value, authorized 32,500,000 shares, out-

standing 26,233,838 shares 5 262,338 5 262,338

Capitalin excess of par value 247.070 247,070
Retained Earnings (3) 227,973 227,973 &
Less-Capital stock expense (6.912) (6.912) -

Total common stockholders' equity $ 730,469 S 730.469 31.2%

Total Capitalization (4) . 52,299,416 $2.342,515 100.0"e

(l) Reference is made to Note 12 to the Financial Statements.
(2) Reference is made to Note 1I to the Financial Statements.
(3) Reference is made to Note 10 to the Financial Statements.
(4) The Company has been authorized by the Federal Power Commission to issue short-term notes

payable of up to S300,000,000. The Company has agreements with banks providing for short-term
borrowings of up to $92,000,000. As of November 30, 1973 short-term notes payable amounted to
$31,000,000 and the current sinking fund requirement on long-term debt amounted to $13,288,000. It is
estimated that on February 1,1974 short-term notes payable will aggregate approximately $60,000,000
without taking into account the receipt of any proceeds of the issues offered by this Official Statement.

A-2
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/^$ CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
N.]

STATEMENT OF INCOME

The following Statement ofIncome of Consumers Power Company for the five years ended December 31,'1972
has been examined by Arthur Andersen & Co., independent public accountants, as set forth in their report elsewhere
in this Of'icial Statement. The Statement ofIncome for the twelve months ended November 30,1973 (including the
notes related thereto), which has not been examined by independent public accountants, reflects,in the opinion of the
Company, subject to resolution of the matter set forth in Note (b), all adjustments (which include only normal
recurring adjustments) necessary to present fairly the results of operadons for such period. This statement snould be
read in conjunction with the Financial Statements and related notes appearing elsewhere in this Official Statement.

Twehe
Months

Year Ended December 31 Ended
Nosember 30,

1968 1%9 1970 1971 1972 1973

(llnaudited)
Thousands of Dollars

Operating Revenue: (a) s

Electric S286,246 5308.000 $334,904 5364,230 5416.994 5489,601

Gas 217,682 240,536 273,874 286,091 332,085 339,265

Steam I,191 1,239 I,212 1,296 1,374 1,340

Totaloperating revenue. 5505.119 $549,775 5609,990 $651,617 5750,453 SS30,206

Operating Expenses and Taxes:
Operation ( b)(c)(d) $246,686 5280,384 5324,789 5378,987 5444,489 5475,904

Mamtenance. 24,686 26,121 32,818 31,512 41,187 45,652

Depreciation and amortization 48.825 51,881 55,608 58,210 62,937 71,404

' A)( General taxes 31,768 37,058 39,062 43,873 48,204 53,780

'"' - Income taxes (e) 67,416 59,472 54.281 37,585 39,519 52,537

Total operating expenses and taxes $419,381 $454,916 5506,558 $550,167 $636,336 5699,277

Netoperatingle ame S 85,738 S 94,859 $ 103,432 $101,450 $114,117 $130,929

Other income-
Allow ance for funds used dunng construction ( f) $ 4.891 5 8,421 5 14,108 5 21,862 S 25,455 5 24,029

Income of Subsidiaries 1,030 1,350 1,650 1,897 I,920 3.588

Gain on reacquisition oflong-term debt _ 514 769 1.074 1,260 1,418 1,609
,

Other net 372 282 530 889 $26 717

Net otherincome S 6,807 5 10.822 5 17,362 5 25,908 5 29,319 $ 29,943

Interest Charges:
Interest on iong-term debt 5 28,940 $ 35,867 5 44,774 5 53,829 $ 63,754 S 70,715

Otherinterest charges 1,048 2,854 3,188 1,749 1,504 2,484 .

Totalinterest charges S 29.988 5 38,721 5 47,962 5 55.578 5 65,258 $ 73,199 -

Net Income S 62,557 5 66,960 $ 72,832 5 71,780 $ 78,178 $ 87,673

Dividends on Preferred Stock 3,548 3,534 3,517 7,108 11,251 16,902

Net income After Dividends on Preferred Stock 5 59.009 5 63,426 5 69,315 5 64,672 5 66,927 5 70.771

Earnings Per Share of Common Stock ( g) $ 2.60^ $ 2.79 5 2.95 S 2.69 S 2,72 S 2.70

Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges ( h) .. 5.35 4.28 3.67 2.98 2.81 2,92

Notes:

(a) During 1972, the Michigan Public Service Commission ("MPSC") authorized increases in the Company's
electric and gas rates of approximately $29,000,000 and S18,800,000, respectively, on an annual basis The electrie

j h ' rate increase was authorized by the MPSC on November 24,1972. The gas rate increase was authorized by the
\ .. .) _ MPSC on May 24,1972 and included a previously authorized interim increase of $6,500,000. Of the totalincrease of

$18,800,000, approximately $12,600,000 covered increases in the cost of gas already in efect.
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On January 18. 1974, the AfPSC authorized increases in the Company's electric and gas rates of I

approximately $31,000,000 and $46,600,000, respectively, on an annual basis. The rate increases included
interim increases aggregating $50,000,000 divided equally between electric and gas rates which were

i

placed in effect November 10, 1973. Of the authorized gas rate increase, $14,600,000 will,not become |
effective until the second unit of the Alarysville Gas Reforming Plant becomes operable in the second |
quarter of 1974.

j

Litigation is pending with respect to electric and gas rate increases which became effective in 1969 and
which are subject to refund relating to the reduction and elimination of the Federalincome tax surcharge
in 1970. In connection therewith, the Company has established a reserve stated net of related income taxes
in the amount of $11,867,818. As a result of authorization, by the MPSC to increase electric and gas rates
effective December 14 and December 23,1971, respectively,it is unlikely that there will be any refund
obligations arising subsequent to these dates.

Litigation is also pending with respect to the legality of the electric rate inuease which became
effective in 1969 because the increased rates became effective by court order in October 1969 and the
h1PSC did not issue an order approving said rates until April 1970. As a result, the electric rates charged
during the period are subject to refund in an amount of approximately $7,000,000, for which no reserve
has been provided.

(b) On August 11,1973, the operations of the Palisades Plant were suspended as set forth in Note
(b) under" Business-Construction" During the suspension period, the net cost of replacement power is
being deferred subject to the approval of the N1PSC and the Federal Power Commission. Requests for
such approval are pending, and if granted, will result in the deferred amounts being amortized to income
over a ten-year period. At November 30,1973, $5,096,278 net of related income taxes (S.19 per share of
common stock) has been deferred. Reference is made to Note 3 to Financial Statements for additional
information relating to nuclear generating plants.

(c) The Company receives a portion of its gas supply from its wholly-owned subsidiaries and,
accordingly, operation expense includes approximately $35,952,000 in 1968, $37,170,000 in 1969,
$39,465,000 in 1970, $40,770,000 in 1971, $47,953,000 in 1972 and $47,395,000 for the twelve months
ended November 30.1973, relating to the cost of gas purchased from these subsidiaries.

(d) Reference is made to Note 7 to Financial Statements for information relating to the Company's
pension plan.

,

(e) Reference is made to Notes 15 and 16 to Financial Statements for information relating to income
taxes.

(f) The allowance for funds used during construction, included in other income, represents the
estimated cost of funds applicable to utility plant in process of construction. Under established regulatory
practices, the Company is permitted to earn a return on the capitalized cost of such funds and to recover a
the same in the rates charged for utility services. ~

The composite rate used by the Company to capitalize the cost of funds devoted to construction was
6.6%, 6.8%, 7.6%, 8%, 7.5% and 7.5% in 1968,1969,1970,1971,1972 and the twelve months ended
November 30,1973, respectively. The amount capitalized has increased since 1968 principally as a result
of substantial increases in construction work in progress and in the costs of capital.

Based on the Company's source of funds for gross property additions, the estimated common equity
component of the allowance for funds used during construction amounted to 3.8%, 5.3%, 7.9%, 10.9%,
12.0% and 9.3% of net income available for common stock for the years 1968,1969,1970,1971,1972 and
the twdve months ended November 30,1973, respectively.

(g) Earnings per share of common stock are computed based on the average number of shares
outstanding during the periods shown as follows: 22,670,777 shares in 1968, 22,768,900 shares in 1969,
23,506,780 shares in 1970,24,033,838 shares in 1971,24,583,838 shares in 1972 and 26,233,838 shares for
the twelve months ended November 30,1973.
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- (h) For the purpose of computing the ratio' of earnings to fixed charges, earnings represent the
7g') . Company's net income (including allowance for funds used during construction), before deducting
A4 Federal and State income taxes, provision for deferred income : axes-net, charge equivalent to investment ,

- tax . credit-net, ~ and fixed ' charges. Fixed charges represent the Company's interest expense and
amortization of debt discount, premium and expense.

'

<

.

The pro forma ratio of earnings to fixed charges for the twelve months ended November 30,1973,is
approximately 2.76, based on long-term debt outstanding at that date (excluding current maturities) after*

- giving effect to :he execution of the Installment Sales Contracts with the City of Alarysville and the Charter
Township of Hampton, hiichigan proposed herein and the balance of the Installment Sales Contracts with
Covert Township and the City of Luna Pier, hiichigan.

The earnings coverage provisions of the Indenture covering the Company's First Afortgage Bonds
require for the issuance of additional mortgage bonds, except for certain refunding purposes, minimum
carning coverage, before income taxes, of at least two times pro forma annual interest charges on bonds.
The Company's charter requires for the issuance of additional shares of preferred stock specified earnings>

' coverages, including minimum earnings coverage, after income taxes, of at least one and one-half times the
pro forma annualinterest charges on allindebtedness and preferred dividend requirements. On the basis
of these formulae, the pro forma coverages for the twelve-month period ended November 30,1973 would

~

be, respectively, n' t less than 2.59 times as compared with the requirement of at least two times and noto-

- less than 1.53 times as compared with the requirement of at least one and one-half times. The amounts of
additional First hfortgage Bonds and Preferred Stock which. can be issued in future years will be
contingent upon increases in earnings through rate increases or otherwise.

. ]-
d Earnings used in the computations of the above pro forma ratios do not reflect the net cost of

replacement power. See Note (b) to the Statement ofIncome.

The decreases in net income and earnings per ; hare of common stock in 1971 are principally the result
of inadequate levels of electric and gas rates in relation to continuing increases in operating costs
(principally purchased power, fuel and gas) and interest costs ( both of which are offset in part by related .

reductions in income taxes) and increased dividends due to the issuance of additional preferred stock and
to a larger average number of shares of common stock outstanding.
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BUSINESS

General

The Company is engaged, entirely in the Lower Peninsula of the State of Afichigan, in the generation,
purchase, distribution and sale of electricity, and in the purchase, production, storage, distribution and sale
of natural gas. The population of the territories served is estimated to exceed 5,200,000. The Company
also supplies steam service in one community. The Company's utility operating revenues were derived
about 59?o from electric service and 417o from gas service for the twelve months ended November 30,
1973.

The industries in the territory served by the Company include automobile and automobile equipment,
primary metals, chemicals, fabricated metal products, pharmaceuticals, machinery, oil retining, paper and
paper products, food products and a diversified list of other industries.

Construction

The Company presently estimates that its constructic,n program for the years 1974 through 1978 will
be apprc.:.imately $3,000.000,000. In order to finance this program and to meet First Afortgage Bond
m.,turities of $170,334,000 during this period it will be necessary for the Company to sell substantial
additional securities, the amounts and types of which have not been determined. The sale of certain
securities may be restricted as set forth under" Statement ofIncome". The Company plans in 1974 to seek
shareholder approval to increase the number of shares of preferred stock which the Company is authorized
tc, issue, and te create a new class of preference stock.

As of January 3,1974 the Company has made or proposed to make capital expenditures for property
additions in 1974 in an estimated amount of $409,537,300. The 1974 program as projected includes
$225,141,000 of expenditures towards the construction of five major projects as follows:

Estimated Estima tedProject si,d
Date or Total CostLocation Features Operation to Cotapan3 (a )

Palisades Plint
Nuclear fueled with initial full capacity of about 700.000 (b) $ 188.600.000( Van B>iren kilowatts a.id ulumate capacity of about 787.000 kilowatts

County. Michigan )

Midland Plan'
-

Two nuclear fueled units with aggregate capacity of about First unit in 1979 $ 940,000.000( Near Midland. 1.301.000 kilowatts and 4.000.000 pounds per hour cf second unit inMichigan ) proccu steam ( b)(c)
1980

_

D. E. Karn Two oil fired umts at existing plant to add approximately Unit 3 in 1974. Urut S 234.000.000 2
Plant, Units 1,307,000 kilowatts of capacity ( d ) 4 in 1975

3 and 4 ( Near
Essexnlle.
Mich.gan )

Quanicassee Plant. Two nuclear fueled units with aggregate capacity of about Umt I in 19S1. Unit $1.400.000,000
Units I and 2 ( Near 2.300,000 Mowarts

2 in 1983
Bay City. Michigan )

J. H. Car.ipbell Plant. Coal fired unit at existing plant to add about 800.000 1977 5 270.000,000
Unit 3 ( Ottaw a kilowatts of capacity

County, Michigan )
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f (a) Expenditures have been made or are scheduled to be made as follows:

'N /
~ Prior to 1974 1974 After 1974

u- _._

Palisades Plant 5180.459.000 5 8.141.000 $ -''

Midland Plant $106.988.000 ' $101,000.000 $ 732.012.000
D. E. Karn P! ant 5 99.607.000 S 88.000,000 $ 46.393.000
Quanicassee Plant 5 8.517,000 $ 14,000.000 51,377,483,000

L H. Carnpbell Plant - $ 800.000 $ 14.000.000 S 255,200.000

(b) Reference is made to " Atomic Energy Commission" under " Regulation".

The Company's Palisades Plant (which began' operation in 1971 and reached a capacity of 700,000
kilowatts in April 1973) is presently shut down for investigation and correction of a leak in one of they'
steam generator's tubes. During this outage, modifications also are being made to correct unanticipated

' motion of certain reactor vessel internal components experienced during operations prior to shutdown of
the plant.' Such modifications will result in additional delys and signilicant expense. It is expected the
plant will remain out of service until late in March 1974 which will result in significant expense for
replacement power.

i(c) The steam will be furnished to The Dow Chemical Company for industrial processes.

(d) In connection with the construction of the two oil fired units and the conversion of other units to
burn oil, the Company has a purchase agreement with a Canadian supplier to import oil from Canada.
Licenses for the export of the oil are required from the Canadiai. government and licenses for the import of
the oil are required from the United States government. The receipt of such licenses is not necessarily
assured. See " Regulation"

The 1974 construction program also includes $184,396,300 for other facilities, including other electric
production facilities, power supply projects, electric transmission and distribution facilities, gas supply
lines, gas production, transmission and distribution facilities, steam additions and general and mis-

/7 cellaneous additions. Of this amount,it is estimated $131,548,400 will be expended for electrie additions,

() $40,614,000 for gas additions and $12,233,900 for general, miscellaneous and steam additions.

Electric Senice
The Company renders electric service in an area of approximately 27,800 square miles, having a

population of approximately 3,300,000. Principal cities served are Battle Creek, Bay City, Flint, Grand
Rapids, Jackso' , Kalamazoo, Muskegon, Pontiac and Saginaw.n

The Company owns and operates electric generating plants with aggregate capacity of 5,363,100(a)
- kilowatts and, as shown under " Business-Construction" above, is constructing additional plants which

-

will add substantially to the Company's generating capacity. The capacity of the present and proposed
generating plants as of November 30,1973 was as follows:

Kilom atts

Present Plants Proposed or
Plants ifnder Construction

Fossil fuel steam-electric plants (6 at present 3 units
under construction)

Coal.-- 2A00,000 800,000
Oil.. 542,000 1,307,000

.

Nuclear steam-electric plants (2 at present,2 under
construction) .. 771,000( a) 3,601.000

Pumped storage plant (1 ); 994,500( b ) -
'

._N. Hydroelectric plants ( 13)- 133,600 -

Gas turbine plants ( 7) . 522,000 -

-Total . 5,363,100( a ) 5,708,000
. . .

(a) This includes 700,000 kilowatts for the Palisades Plant. See " Atomic Energy Commis-

f7 sion" under " Regulation" and Note ( b) under " Business-Construction" above.

i ) (b) This represents the Company's share of the capacity of the Ludington Pumped Storage
Plant, a portion of which has been sold to Commonwealth Edison Company.
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The Company has long-term contracts with various coal companies which the Company believes
provide an adequate source of fuel for its present coal-fired generating units. Futpre changes in
governmental requirements pertaining to the coal industry could adversely affect cost and availability of
these supplies. See " Compliance with Environmental Requiretrents" under " Regulation" for matters
pertaining to meeting EPA regulations on coal-fired generating units.

The Company's electric generating plants are interconnected by a transmission system operating at
from 138,000 to 345,000 volts.

The Company has an electric coordination agreement with The Detroit Edison Company providing
for coordinadon of planning, design, construction and operation of the electric system of the parties, the
rendering of mutual assistance during emergencies and he effecting of the maximum practical economy int
providing the electric power requirements of each system. There are four 138,000 volt and four 345,000
volt interconnections between the systems. The use of these interconnections permits sharing of the reserve
capacity of the two systems and thus effects a substantial reduction in investment in plant facilities for each
company. The Company and The Detroit Edison Company have filed a joint petition with the AfPSC for
approval of certain emergency procedures to be mvoked, if necessary, in the event of anticipated or

'
predictable energy shortages in the electric service areas of the two companies. The matter is pending
before the hiPSC.

The Company has an agreement with The Detroit Edison Company and The Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario for interconnections linking the power systems of the Comoany and Detroit Edison
with the power system of Hydro-Electric and also providing for mutual assistance during emergencies,
improved reliability of bulk power supply and the effecting of economies by coordinated development and
exchange of power. Two 230,000 volt and one 345,000 soit interconnections have been established under
the agreement.

The Company has agreements with several other major electric utilities operating in Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois providing for interconnection services and other transactions. The Company also
maintains interconnections with the Michigan Municipals and Cooperatives Power Pool, the Cities of
Lansing and Holland and interchanges power with the Edison Sault Electric Company.

The maximum net demonstrated capability for the winter of 1973-1974 of the Company's inter-
connected system including supplemental purchases is 6,002,000 kilowatts to serve a projected maximum
demand of 4,400,000 kilowatts. The net maximum demand on the interconnected system through
December 31,1973 was 4,394,295 kilowa:ts on August 27,1973.

For the twelve months ended November 30, 1973, approumately 58% of the Company's kilowatt -

hour requirements were obtained from coal-fired generation,12% from nuclear,1% from hydro (including
net pumped storage generated),5% from oil,3% from peaking (oil and gas) and 21% from purchased and
interchanged power.

Gas Ser ice

The Company renders gas service in an area of approximately 12 900 square miles having a &
population of approximately 3,800,000. Principal cities served are Bay City, Flint, Jackson, Kalamazoo, -~

Lansing, Pontiac, Royal Oak, Saginaw, Warren and a number of suburban communities near Detroit.

The Company owns gas transmission a id distribudon mains and other gas lines, compressor stations
and facilities, and storage rights, wells and gathering facilities in several fields in Michigan. The Company
stores a portion ofits gas supply in the warmer months of the year for use in the colder months of the year.

The Company receis h.s major gas supplies from MicNgan Gas Storage Company (" Storage
Company"), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, and Trunkline Gas Company ("Trunkline"), a
subsidiary of Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company (" Panhandle"). The Company also obtains a
smaller portion ofits gas supply from Michigan fields and from its gas reforming plant.

The Storage Company presently has a contract with Panhandle providing for the delivery of 92 billion
cubic feet of gas per year. The Storage Company operates a gas storage system which is based on the
Storage Company taking gas from Panhandle,in large part during the summer off-peak months, pumping
part ofit into underground storage and providing part of the day-to-day requirements of the Company
throughout the year. Panhandle has applied to the Federal Power Commission ("FPC") for authority to
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O- increase its rates for the sale of natural gas, which,if granted, would increase the cost of gas purchased by
the Company by approximately $4,700,000 on an annual basis. In the meantime, the rates have taken
efect, subject to refund, pending final action by the FPC.

Gas is furnished b) Trunkline to the Company pursuant to a contract providing for the delivery of 700
- million cubic feet of natural gas per day or over 255 billic t cubic feet of natural gas per year. Since 1971
the Company has experienced curtailments from its pipeline suppliers and i> currently experiencing
additional curtailments which are expected to continue for an indefinite period. These curtailments
aggregated approximately 64 billion cubic feet of gas in 1973 and are expected to be 90 billion cubic feet in
1974'and could increase to a higher level in the future. The curtailments imposed by the pipeline
companies are the subject of pending proceedings before the FPC, and orders issued in such proceedmgs
;will determine the curtailment procedures ultimately to be placed into efect by the pipeline companies.

The maximum daily ~sendout of natural gas for the Company through December 31,1973 was 2,283
million cubic feet on January 16, 1972. Of this total,691 million cubic feet were purchased from the

~ Storage Company,897 million cubic feet were delivered from the Company's storage fields,649 million
; cubic feet were purchased from Trunkline and 46 million cubic feet were obtained from producing
Michigan fields. The peak-day sistem capacity is in excess of 2,800 million cubic feet.

As a consequence of the national gas shortage and in order to protect service to its existing customers
and 'o limit new customer requirements to the gas supply available, the Company applied for and receivedt

approval of the MPSC to place into efect a gas allocation procedure, +Kective in November 1971. Under
such procedure the Company in February 1973 stopped serving all new customers and new loads of
existing customers except for prior commitments. The Company was permitted to resume approving i

'

applications for residential service in May 1973. The Company is unable to predict whether it will be
required in 1974 and later years to cease adding residential customers or to curtail gas service to any ofits '
customers other thari seasonal customers or when it will be able to commence attaching additional non-
residential load. Such actions are dependent upon the extent of future curtailments on the part of the

p - Company's pipeline suppliers referred to above and the receipt of additional gas supplies from the sources
'of supply hereinafter described, including the gas reforming plant. The Company has filed a petition with
the MPSC for approval of a curtailment program for firm gas customers, to be invoked if it becomes
necessaryc The matter is pending before the MPSC.

The Company has initiated several programs to provide it with additional supplies of gas. Northern
Michigan Exploration Company (" Northern"), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, has carried
on a gas exploration program in the northern part of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan for the past several
years, having varying interests in oil and gas leases on lands covering approximately 500,000 acres in that -

area. Such leases authorize exploradon for oil and gas with the right to retain a portion of any oil or gas
produced thereunder. Northern owns part of the working interest in 39 oil or gas wells in several fields in

- northern Michigan. Further drilling and development will be required to determine the size of the fie!ds in
which'these wells are located, and additiual geophysical surveys and exploratory wells are planned in
northern Michigan; The Company also has gas purchase contracts with several producers in the northern
Michigan area and has placed in service a pipeline to transport gas purchased in this area to its integrated ;

gas transmission system. By the end of 1973 the Company was receiving approximately 35 million cubic
-

feet of natural gas per day from this northern Michigan area and deliveries are expected to increase to 60
million cubic feet by the latter part of 1974.

Northern is also participating with others in the exploration and development of 87,600 acres in
offshore Louisiana, and Northern's net ownership therein is 9,400 acres in 19 tracts. Four production
platforms have been set on three of these tracts; development drilling is in progress on two of the platforms
and has been completed on one platform. Delivery to the Company of Northern's share of gas from this
development cannot be expected before the end of 1974 and will be subject to the receipt of regulatory ,

approvals, which is not assured. {

The Company's geologists and petroleum engineers estimate that Northern presently holds working
~

interests which amount to approximately 12 million barrels of proven oil reserves and approximately 2
-

.million barrels of probable oil reserves as well as approximately 135 billion cubic feet of proven gas
reserves and approximately 40 billion cubic feet of probable gas reserves. Reference is made to Note 4 tou

- the Financial Statements for further information relating to Northern.
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The Company has been receiving gas from an independent producer near hiason, Niichigan.
Purchases from this source amounted to approximately 15 million cubic feet of gas per day at the end of
1973. Dt. ring 1973 the Company also made spot purchases of gas aggregating approximately 21 billion
cubic feet.

The Company is currently completing the construction of a gas reforming plant for converting natural
gas liquids into gas. Such liquids are imported from Canada under a purchase agreement expiring m 1988,
which provides for delivery to the Company of up to 50,000 barrels per day. The plant began production
at the rate of 100 million cubic feet of gas per day in September 1973, and production of up to 200 million
cubic feet per day is expected in 1974. The cost to the Company of such gas, including overhead, fxed
charges, import fees and taxes hereinafter referred to,is and will be substantially in excess of the present
cost of other gas now received by the Company from interstate pipelines and other sources and has
resulted and will result in a substantial increase in the cost of gas service to all of the Company's customers.
In April 1973, the President of the United States issued a proclamation relating to imports of petroleum
and petroleum products which, among other things, suspended taritT3 on imports of petroleum and
petroleum products and, etrective hiay 1973, shifted to a system of fees far licenses covering such imports.
Under such proclamation, since amended, the natural gas liquids to be converted into gas by the reforming
plant are subject to such licensing and payment of fees. Under such fee schedule the Company incurred
additional costs of S.0975 per barrel beginning in June 1973, which will increase to S.5775 per barrel by
November 1975. Also, the Canadian government has imposed a tax on crude oil and equivalent material
exported from Canada to the United States at an initial rate of S.40 per barrel effective October 1973, with
subsequent increases bringing such tax etTective February 1974 to $6.40 per barrel. The tax presently
applies to approximately 707o of the delivered quantities of such liquids. The Company expects to recover
substantially all of such additional expense through the operation of fuel adjustment clauses contained in
its rate schedules for gas service. The impact of the Canadian tax in future years is unknown because it is
based upon the ditTerence between the price of foreign crude oil (other than Canadian) at Chicago,
Illinois, and Canadian crude oil, with the aim being to have the export price of Canadian crude oil equal to
the price of foreign crude oil at Chicago. Future ,mlicies of the Canadian government regarding the levy
of such a tax are uncertain. Furthermore, licenses for the export and import of the natural gas liquids are
required from the Canadian and the United States governrients, respectively. The Canadian licenses
require renewal monthly and the United States licenses are oflonger tarm. The receipt of such licenses is
not necessarily assured.

Employees

The Company has approximately 11,500 employees, of whom about .,200 operating, maintenance
.

and construction employees are represented by the Utility Workers Union of America. AFL-CIO. The
current working agreement between the Company and the Union war reached on August 31,1971 and
expires August 31,1974. Pursuant to the ag:eement increases in wages were made on June 18,1973, in
addition to cost ofliving increases. The wage increases, together with wage increases placed in effect for
otlice and technical employees, resulted in additional costs ( before income taxes) in 1973 of approximately ;
$3,725,000 of which approximately $2,750,000 was charged to operations. -

REGULATION
rompliance With Emironmental Requirements

The Company and its subsidiaries, Northern and Storage Company, are subject to regulation ,vith
regard to environmental quality, including air and water quality (including thermal discharges) and other
matters, by various Federal, State and local authorities and are also subject to zoning and other regulation
by local authorities. The Company and its subsidiaries are attempting to insure that their facilities meet
applicable environmental regulations and standards. However, it is not presently possible to forecast the
ultimate etrect of environmental quality regulations upon the existing and proposed facilities and
operations of the Company and its subsidiaries. Nioreover, developments in these and other areas may
require the Company or its subsidiaries to modify, supplement, replace or cease operating equipment and
facilities, and may delay or impede construction and operation of new facilities, at costs which could be
substantial.
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(~N For many years the Company has fo: lowed an environmental protection program which included

) reforestation along Michigan rivers and the siting of electric generating plants and transmission lines with
consideration for the impact of such facilities opon the enviroament. In more recent years the program has
included installation of electrostatic precipitators to remove particulates from smoke emission at electric
generating plants and conversion of electric generating units to burn cleaner fuels. The program for 1973
through 1977 includes, among other *.hings, installation of new precipitators and adding new controls and
modifying previously installed presipitators at existing plants; utilization of coal with a lower sulfur
content; conversion of several generating units to burn oil instead of coal; elimination of an old inefficient
generating plant which cannot be modified to meet environmental standards; construction of new smoke
stacks at generating plants to reduce ground level concentrations of sulfur dioxide due to "downwash"
conditions; and construction of ponds or towers to cool water at new generating plants before it is returned
to its source. The Company estimates that it made capital expenditures of $41,000,000 in 1973 and that it
will . make capital expenditures of more than $300,000,000 during the five years 1974-1978 for
environmental protection. In connection with the conversion of generating units to burn oil and the
construction of new oil-burmng generating uni:s, the Presidential Proclamation, referred to under " Gas
Service" above, will result in fees for imported oil of S.03 per barrel in May 1974 which will increase to
S.63 per barrel beginning May 1980. In addition, the Canadian export tax on crude oil, referred to under
" Gas Service" above commenced at 5.40 per barrel effective October 1973, with subsequent increases
bringing such tax to $6.40 per barrel effective February 1974. In 1974 the Company expects to import
approximately 2,700,000 barrels, increasing to an annual rate of approximately 11,000,000 barrels
beginning in November 1975. The Company expects to recover substantially all of such additional
expense through the operation of fuel adjustment clauses included in its rate schedules for electric service.
The impact of this Canadia. tax in future years cannot be stated for the reasons set forth above under
" Gas Service." Furthermore, licenses for the export and import of the crude oil are required from the
Canadian and the United States governments, respectively. The Canadian licenses require renewal
monthly and the United States licenses are oflonger term. The receipt of such licenses is not necessarilyt

, i assured.
\. d

Regulations promulgated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (" EPA") in August
1973 will require, unless other measures are adopted by the State of Michigan and approved by EPA, that
various steps be taken by the Company to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide at the J. H.. Campbell Plant,
Units I and 2; the D. E. Karn Plant, Units I and 2; the B. C. Cobb Plant and the J. C. Weadock Plant,
Units 7 and 8. Such generating facilities have an aggregate generating capability of over 2,000 megawatts.
Specifically, the new regulations required that the Company should have notified EPA no later than

-

October 1,' 1973 ofits intention'to either (i) utilize fuel with a sulfur content of not more than 1% percent
or (ii) install stack gas desulfurization equipment to reduce emissions to an equivalent amount, not later
than July 1,1975. The new regulations would further require that the Company notify EPA not later than
January 31.1974 ofits intention to either (i) utilize fuel with a sulfur content of not more than I percent or
(ii) install stack gas desulfurization equipment to reduce emissions to an equivalent amount, not later than

. July 1.1978. Dates are also specified in the regulations for various increments of progress to be met in ;

achieving the lowered sulfur dioxide emissions by July 1,1975 and July 1,1978. The Company believes
that adequate amounts oflow sulfur fuel may not be available to permit conversion of such plants to low
sulfur fuel. Moreover, the Company believes that stack gas desulfurization technology is not adequately
developed to assure that any such equipment would allow. satisfactory operation of its plants. The
Company has entered into performance contracts with the Michigan Air Pollution Control Commission
regarding the four plants, under which contracts the Company would be required to submit to the
Commission by January 1,1977 a sulfur dioxide control strategy and a time schedule for the

.. implementation of the same.not later than January 1,1980. The performance contracts also require the
Company to monitor air quality in the vicinity of the four plants and to periodically report the results'

thereof to the Commission. Fhould the data secured by such monitoring at any time fail to substantiate
that emissions from such plants are not causing or contributing to ambient levels of sulfur dioxide in excess

/ ) of applicable air quality standards, the perfor nance contracts provide that the Company must then submit
,

U - to the Commission a sulfur dioxide control strategy ind time schedule for the implementation tiiereof as
expeditiously as practicable. The Company has surmined the four contracts to EPA'and has requested
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EPA's approval thereof. Should EPA's approval be secured, the requirements of tSe new EPA regulations
will be replaced by said performance contracts. In September 1973, the Company instituted suit against
EPA for review of the regulations which would require the Company to take immediate steps toward the

,

reduction of sulphur dioxide emissions at the generating plants mentioned above. A stay of the regulations
was issued bf the Court but expired on December 20, !973. Prior to such expiration, the Company filed
with the Court a renewed motion for stay and the EPA has opposed the same. The Court has not actui
upon the Company's renewed motion for stay and the matter is pending before the Coart.

In June 1973, an evenly-divided IJnited States Supreme Court left standing an opinion of a lower
Federal court to the effect that EPA could not approve State implementation plans under the Federal
Clean Air Act which would permit significant deterioration of ambient air in areas in which air quality is
better than national standards. Neither the Federal Clean Air Act nor the regulations of EPA contain any
definition of"significant deterioration" nor any stancards by which it may be determined to occur. Air
quality in the areas b which many of the Company's existing and planned electric generating facilities are
located is believed to be better than national standards. Accordingly, the absence of any objective
standard by which to judge the meaning of"significant deterioration" raises substantial question as to
whether the Company's existing and planned coal-fired electric generating facilities can meet the
requirement. Moreover, the decision leaves unclear the status of certain voluntary agreements entered into I

between the Company and the State of Michigan for bringing various of the Company's electric generating
facilities, including those mentiot.ed in the preceding paragraph, into compliance with air quality criteria.
As a result of the decis on, EPA gave public notice in July 1973 that it intends to issue replations setting
up a mechanism for p.sventing "significant deterioration" of air quality in areas where air pollution levels
are below the national ambient air quality standards. In announcing that it proposed to consider four
alternative proposals for de'ining and preventing "significant deterioration", EPA stated that any policy
adopted will have a substantial impact on the nature extent and leeation of future industnal, commercial
and residential development throughout the United States and could atTect a number of economically and
socially important matters, including the cost of producing and transporting electricity. The Company is
unable to forecast the uhimate regulations that will be adopted by EPA in this matter, but it is likely that
any such regulations will materially arrect the Company's operating expenses and power resources.

Applications for water discharge permits for various of the Company's existing and proposed plants
and facilitics are currently pending under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972
(the "1972 Amendments"). In October 1973, the EPA delegated to an agency of the State of Michigan
responsibility for processing the applications under the 1972 Amendments and applicable standards. With
respect to existing facilities and plants, the 1972 Amendments require achievunent of effluent limitations -

that necessitate the application of the "best practicable control technology currently available" by July 1,
1977 and the"best available technology economically achievable" by July 1.1983. They also require that
the standards for cooling water intake structures must reflect the "best technology available for minimizing
adverse environmental impact." With respect to future steam electric power plants, standard., of
performance required to be established by the 1972 Amendments wi!! require achievement of ettluent
limitations that necessitate the application of the "best available demonstrated control technology," r
ncluding, where practicable, a standard permitting no discharge of pollutants. Final guidelines for
definitions of the term < are to be issued by EPA. The Company is not able to evaluate the etTect of any
standard or guideline ultimately adopted, although such effect may be substantially adverse (o the
Company's operations.

The "ederal Energy OtTice ("FEO") has adopted mandatory fuel allocation regulations, under which
volumes of middle distillate fuels are to be allocated to the Company, based upon the Company's usage in
1972. The Company shall be allocated 100?e ofits 1972 volume, or as otherwise determined by the FEO,
but not less than 100?e of current requirements for nuclear plants, start-up, testing, and flame stability of
coal lired plants (except for peaking uses). Under the program, the Company is not assured of receiving
an adequate supply of niddle distillate fuels to meet its needs and may be required to seek additional
supplies by applying to the FEO for an additioiial allocation, or to a Michigan agency for an allocation
from a " state reserve" Receipt of such an allocation will not be assured, and the failure to receive the
same could have an adverse effect upon the Company's generation capabilities. The FEO's regulations
also provide for the allocation of residual fuel oil and crude oil for electric generation. To the extent there
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.O is a shortage of such fuels, utilities using these fuels for electric generation will receive a reduced supply so

- k.
' '

) that each utility "within approprirae groupings" will absorb an equal percentage cutback of power
generation to the extent practicable. Under the regulations, the Company is not assured of receiving an
adequate supply of residual fuel oil and crude oil to meet its needs and may be required to seek additional
supplies by applying to the FEO for an additional allocation. Receipt of such an allocation will not be
assured, and the failure to receive the same could have an adverse effect upon the Company's generation

. capabilities.
The Federal government issued regulations etrective December 7,1973 establishing priorities for use

of certain low sulfur petroleum products. The regulations are to be in effect for a maximum period of one
year. The intent of the regulations is to prevent coal-to-oil fuel conversions and to delay shifts to lower
sulfur content fuel oils than are in use as of the etrective date of the regulations, except where such actions
are required to achieve primary ambient air quality standards under the Federal Clean Air Act or to
comply with EPA new source performance standards. Because the oil which the Company has arranged to
purchase to fuel the D. E. Karn Unit 3, a 660,000 kw generating unit scheduled to commence operation in
1974, may be of lower sulfur content than required by primary ambient air quality standards, the
Company may be required to apply for an exception from the regulations. Receipt of such an exception is
not assured, and the failure to receive the same could adversely arrect the Company's cost of generating
electricity with the unit and/or the Company's ability to obtain an adequate supply of fuel to operate the
unit.-

Michigan Public Senice Commission
The Company is subject to the jurisdiction of the MPSC, which has general power of supervision and

regulation of public utilities in Michigan with respect to rates, accounting, services. certain facilities,
ascertainment of values, the issuance of securities, and various other matters.

On March 30,1973 the Company submitted applications to the MPSC to increase its electric rates by
approximately $59,000,000 annually and its gas rates by approximately $83,000,000 annually. At the

O same time the Company requested interim gas rate relief of approximately $55,600,000 annually pending>

(/ the outcome of that rate case. On April 5,1973 the MPSC dismissed the applications without hearing (and
without prejudice to the filing of new applications) principally on the grounds that the rate relief requested
was excessive and contrary to criteria for public utility rate increases established in January 1973 by the
Federal Cost of Living Council pursuant to tha Federal Economic Stabilization Act of 1970, as amended,
and contrary to similar criteria established under rules of the MPSC adopted in May 1972 pursuant to the
aforesaid Federal Act. On May 3,1973, the Company petitioned the MPSC to reconsider such dismissal
order. On April 18, 1973 the Company submitted new applications to the MPSC for authorization to -

increase its electric rates by approximately $36,100.000 annually and its gas rates by approximately
$50,400,000 annually. At the same time the Company requested interim rate relief of approximately
$33,700,000 annually in gas rates pending outcome of the rate proceedings. In tiling the new applications,
the Company acted without prejudice to and with specific reservation ofits legal rights to further challenge
the MPSC's dismissal order of April 5,1973. Hearings on the Company's application of April 18,1973
commenced in July 1973. In August 1973 the Company requested interim rate relief of approximately a

*

$33,810,000 annually in electric rates pending outcome of the rate proceedings. In November 1973 the
MPSC authorized interim rate increases, effective November 10,1973, aggregating $50,000,000, divided
equally between the pending electric and gas rate proceedings, subject to refund, pending the final
determination of the Commission. In December 1973 the Attorney General of the State of Michigan
instituted judicial review of the interim rate orders, including a request for a temporary injunction staying
their etTectiveness, which request has not been acted upon by the Court. On January 18,1974, the MPSC
authorized increases in the Company's electric and gas rates of $31,000,000 and $46,600,000. respectively,
on an annual basis. The rate increases included the interim increases aggregating $50,000,000 which werec

placed in etTect November 10, 1973. Of the authorized gas rate increase, $l4.600,000 will not become
* effective until the second unit of the Marysville Gas Reforming Plant becomes operable in the second

quarter of 1974 ,

f9 Adjustment clauses authorized by the MPSC in August and October 1973, provide for retlecting in the f

ij Company's residential gas and electric rates changes in fuel and purchased gas costs. Similar clauses have
theretofore been in erTect covering industrial and commercial rates.
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Litigation is pending on electric and gas rate increases which became etTective on October 22,1969.
This litigation, which involves appeals taken by the Company as well as by parties opposing the rate
increases, includes, among other things, a claim for refunds to customers amounting to approximately
$7,000,000, plus interest, for which no reserve has been providec'. This claim is based upon the
circumstance that the electric rates were placed in effect by court order on October 22,1969 but the afPSC
did not issue an order approving such rates until April 20,1970. Also included in the litigation is a claim
for refund relating to the reduction and elimination of the Federalincome tax surcharge. In connection
with this claim, revenues for service between January 30, 1970 and the effective dates of subsequent
electric and gas rate increases, which were made effective in December 1971, have been reduced and a
reserve, stated net of related income taxes, has been accumulated in the amount of approximately
$ 11,868,000. As a result of such December 1971 authorizations by the N!PSC to increase electric and gas
rates, the Company believes it is unlikely that there will be any refund obligations which would exceed the
amount of the reserve.

In the opinion of the General Counsel for the Company, Storage Company and Northern are not
public utilities under the laws of Niichigan.

Federal Power Commission

The FPC hasjurisdiction over the Storage Company as a natural gas company within the meaning of
the Natural Gas Act, which jurisdiction relates, among other things, to the acquisition and operation of
assets and facilities and to rates charged by the Storage Company. If the Company obtains from Northern
deliveries of gas produced in otTshore Louisiana, as described under" Gas Service" above, Northern will be
subject to FPC's jurisdiction as a natural gas company within the meaning of the Natural Gas Act.
Northern has been granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a small producer under the
Natural Gas Act.

In instances of shonage of supply, the FPC has entered orders curtailing deliveries of natural gas
transmitted by interstate pipelines to various users to amounts less than provided in their gas sales
contracts. Under certain circumstances, the FPC also has the power under the Natural Gas Act to modify
gas sales contracts ofinterstate pipeline companies. The FPC has adopted an end-use priority system for
pipeline curtailments and is now considering adoption of a proposed rule which would make the end-use
priority system also applicable to artificate proceedings for transmissio i of additional gas supplies. The
end-use priority system places residential and small commercial service in the highest priority and
interruptible service in the lowest priority. As natural gas companies under the Natural Gas Act, '

Panhandle, Trunkline and Storage Company, which provide substantially all of the Company's gas supply,
are subject to the FPC's regulations. The effect of FPC regulations, present or future, upon the Company's
gas supply and operations cannot be determined although such effect may be materially adverse.

The Company has accepted licenses under Part I of the Federal Power Act for a number of its
constructed hydroelectric nrojects. One such license expires in 1980 and the others extend to the end of a
1993. As a licensee, certain of the Company's operations are subject to regulation by the FPC, including '

compliance with the FPC's rules anti regulations respecting accounting applicable to licensees. The Act
provides that if a new license for a hydroelectric project is not issued to the original licensee upon
expiration of the original license, a new license may be issued to a new licensee, or the United States may
take over the project, upon paying severance damages, if any, and the amount of the original licensee's
" net investment"in the project but not in excess of the fair value thereof.

The Company and The Detroit Edison Company have accepted a license from the FPC to construct,
operate and maintain the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant, described under " Business-Construction"
above. The license is for a period of 50 years, effective July 1,1969. '

By reason of the interconnections linking the electric system of- the Company with the systems of
companies in other states, the Company is a "public utility" under Part II of the Federal Power Act and
certain of the Company's operations are subject to regulation by the FPC, including compliance with the
FPC's rules and regulations respecting accounting applicable to "pubEc utilities" the transmission of
electric energy in interstate commerce and the rates and charges for the sale of such energy at wholesale, as
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provided by the Federal Power Act. The Company is also' subject to the general supervision andJ(q . regula' tion of the MPSC, as described above,inclu' ding the fixing of almost all retail rates and charges forl
the sale of electricity and gas.

.. ~ In November 1972, the Company tendered for filing with the FPC proposed increases in its wholesale
electric rates so as to increase the Company's wholesale electric revenues approximately $1,500,000 on an
annual basis. The increased rates became effective in June 1973, subject to refund, pending FPC

- determination as.to their reasonableness. A number of municipal electric systems and rural electric
cooperatives have intervened in the proceeding and seek to obtain the rejection of the proposed increases
on econo'mic grounds and because the Company allegedly has engaged in unlawful and anti-competM
practices. ' Alternatively, the intervenors have requested that the filing be conditioned upon the Company's
compliance with certain requirements, including among other things, that the Company coordinate bulk
power supply.with any of the intervenors desiring so to do, that the Company wheel power across its
transmission facilities, and that the Company provide power to the intervenors on terna comparable to
hose prevailing between the Company and certain other electric systems. - The intervenors' filed caset

supports a rate increase of approximately $376,000 subject to the aforementioned conditions. The staff of
the FPC has recommended an increase of approximately $875,000. Hearings upon the Company's
application and related issues have been held in abeyance pending settlement discussions, now in progress

' involving the Company, the intervenors ar.d 'he FPC staff.

Atomic Energy Commission

.

In 1967 the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission ("AEC") granted the Company a permit to construct-

the Palisades Plant, described under " Business-Construction" above. In March 1970, the AEC gavep
public notice ofits proposed issuance of a provisional operating license for the plant. Thereafter, a number
of organizations and individuals intervened in the proceedings before the AEC and opposed the licensing
of the plant. Hearings on the issuance of an operating license for the plant commenced in June 1970 and
continued intermittently during the balance of 1970. In view of the crucial importance of getting the plant
.in operation at the earliest possible date, and faced with indefinite delays in completion of the AEC
' hearing, the Company reached an agreement with the intervenors in March 1971 whereby the Company
would install cooling towers to substantially eliminate thermal discharges into Lake Michigan and other
equipment to eliminate release of virtually all radioactive materials in liquid discharges and, subject to
certain conditions, the intervenors agreed to withdraw their opposidon to a full-power operating license.

,

' The additional facilities, which are near completion, will cost an estimated $30,000,000 to construct and
are expected to result in additional annual costs in excess of $5,000,000 attributable to reduced thermal
efficiency of the plant, some curtailment of generating capability and increased operating and maintenance

-

expenses, as well as fixed charges on the invested capital.

-During 1971 and 1972 the AEC authorized the plant to be operated at less than full power levels.
Since late March 1973 the Company has been authorized to operate the plant at full thermal power rating,
but~ the plant is out -of service at this time for the reasons described in Note '(b) under
" Business-Construction" above.' The operating license issued by the AEC for the plant is provisional in -

fnature and is scheduled to expire on March-1,1974, unless extended for a good cause shown, or upon the
earlier issuance of a superseding operating license. The Company has submitted an application for a full-

: term' operating license. The application will be subject to the right of any person whose interest may be
- affected by the proceeding to. intervene and request a public hearing on the application.

' In 1971, the AEC announced that it was reviewing the adequacy of emergency core cooling systems in
' light-water power reactors,' and thereafter held a public rule-making hearing with respect to new
regulations. covering the design of such emergency core cooling systems. In December 1973, the AEC
announced its new regulations which provide that licensees, including the Company, must submit to the

- AEC by early August 1974, a plan detailing how compliance with the new rules will be achieved for each
of the nuclear plants affected. The effect of the new rules upon the Company's plants has not yet been
determined, but it may be necessary to modify the designs of the Big Rock Point Plant, the Palisades Plant

f'T - and the Midland Plant (referred to below) and it may be necessary to derate the Big Rock Point Plant

-( ? and/or the Palisades Plant. The cost of such potential modifications and deratings cannot be estimated at
~

this time but could be substantial.
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in Niay 1973 a suit was commenced against the AEC for a declaratoryjudgment and injunctive relief,
The suit sought to compel the revocation of operating licenses heretofore issued by the AEC for 20 nuclear
generating units, inc.uding the Palisades Plant. The basis for the suit was that operation of these units in
accordance with certain AEC interim criteria for emergency core cooling systems allegedly constitutes a
threat to the public health and safety. The Court dismissed the suit. In July 1973 the plaintitTs in such suit
petitioned the AEC to revoke immediately the operating licenses of the 20 nuclear generating units on the
same grounds alleged in the lawsuit. The petition was denied and an appeal from the denial is now
pending before a Federal Court of Appeals.

In 1969 the Company applied to the AEC for permits to construct the Niidland Plant, described under
" Business-Construction" above. Various organizations and individuals intervened in the proceeding and
objected to the grantmg of such permits. Public hearings on the application began in late 1970 and in
December 1972 the AEC issued construction permits for the Niidland Plant. Thereafter the intervenors
appealed the granting of the permits and in Ntay 1973 an Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of
the AEC attirmed the issuance of the construction permits, subject to conditions imposing several new
reporting requirements with respect to quality assurance matters. Construction on the site, which was
halted in November 1970, v as resumed in June 1973. In July 1973 and August 1973, the intervenors
instituted appeals to a Federal Court of Appeals from the action of the AEC n granting the construction
permits. In Stay 1972 some of the intervenors began suit in a Federal Court to prevent construction of the
Niidland Plant, contending that the AEC had not complied with the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 in the proceedings for issuance of the construction permits for the plant. The Company and the AEC
have moved to dismiss the sui . In N1 arch 1973 another intervenor began suit in a State Court in Jacksont

County, Niichigan, seeking damages and to prevent construction and operation of the plant on the grounds
that it constitutes a nuisance. The case has been transferred to Niidland County, Alichigan, and the
Company has filed a motion to dismiss. Following AEC inspections which disclosed several inadequacies
in the implementation of the quality assurance program at the Slidland construction site, the AEC's
Director of Regulation issred an order in December 1973 for the Company to show cause why all activities
under the construction permits for the Niidland Plant should not be suspended pending a showing that the
Company is in compliance with the AEC's quality assurance regulations and that there is reasonable
assurance that such compliance will continue throughout the construction process. The Company
responded to the order to show cause by a motion to dismiss and an answer noting that the most recent
AEC inspection has found the Company to be in compliance with AEC quality assurance regulations.
Certain of the intervenors in the construction permit proceeding requested a hearing on the order to show

Also, in December 1973, the same intervenors petitioned the AEC to revoke the construction -cause.

permits for the Niidland Plant. The AEC, in January 1974, denied the petition to revoke the construction
permits, denied the Company's motion to di miss the order to show cause, and granted the intervenors'
requests for a public hearing. Other parties are aho being granted an opportunity to intervene in the
hearing on the show-cause order. If the Atc nic Safety and Licensing Board appointed to conduct the
hearing decides that the Company is not implementing its quality assurance program in compliance with
AEC regulations, or that there is not reasonable assurance that such implementation will continue @
throughout the construction process, it will determine whether the construction permits for the Niidland
Plant shall be modified, suspended or revoked, or whether other action is warranted by the record.
Although the Company is unable to predict the outcome of these proceedings before the AEC, as well as
the outcome of the litigation described in this paragraph and the immediately preceding paragraph, it
expects its position to be upheld in these various proceedings. However, if the intervenors in the AEC
proceedings or the plaintiffs in the litigation should be successful, the etrect upon the Company's operating
expenses and its power resources would be materially adverse.

Under amendments to the Atomic Energy Act which became etrective in December 1970, applications
to construct commercial nuclear reactors are subject to review to determine w hether the activities under the

license would creat or maintain a situation inconsistent with the Federal antitrust laws and the AEC is
required to refer such applications to the Attorney General of the United States for his advice. In June
1971, the Attorney General advised the AEC that the granting of authorization to construct the Niidland
Plant "may maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws" and recommended that the AEC
conduct a hearing to determine whether there is any factual basis to so find. A number of municipal
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electric systems and generating and transmission cooperatives have intervened in the proceeding. The

I) 'AEC is authorized to issue or refuse to issue any license applied for or to issue a license with such
(j conditions as it deems appropriate, and ifit finds there are adverse antitrust' aspects involved in any license

application, it is also to consider,in determining whether a license shall be issued, such other factors as in
itsjudgment it deems necessary to protect the public interest, including the need for power in the atrected
area. The Attorney General aas indicated an intention to seek conditions in any license for the Midland

.

. Plant which would, among other things, require the Company to interconnect and share reserves with any
utility engaged or proposing to engage in the generation of electric power. require the Company to engage
in coordinated operations, development and electric plant construction with any such other electric utility,
and to wheel power across the Company's transmission system. In April 1972, the AEC issued a notice of
antitrust hearing and such hearing began in late 1973 and is continuing.

In December 1972 the AEC amended the Big Rock Point Plant operating license to authorize the use
of a full core loading of nuclear fuel containing plutonium as well as manium. The transition to the use of
such fuel will extend over a period of several years. with a few fuel assemblies being installed in 1973 and
with greater use of such fuel to occur in 1974 and later years. The use at the Big Rock Point Plant of
developmental fuel assemblies and fuel rods containing plutonium had been authorized and carried out
since 1969. In March'1973 an organization began suit in a Federal Court to prevent the use of such
plutonium fuel at the Big Rock Point Plant. A temporary injunction against the 1973 fuel loading was
refused by the Court. The lawsuit is pending and is opposed by the Company as well as by the AEC. In
April 1973 the AEC offered an opportunity for public hearing on the December 1972 license amendment
and the organization opposing the use of plutonium fuel at the plant has been granted the right to
intervene and to have a public hearing. The matter is pending.

Under the Price-Anderson amendments to the Atomic Energy Act, the Company maintains private
insurance and agreements of indemnity with the AEC to cover public liability for the consequences of
nuclear incidents which might occur at the Company's nuclear power plants. Such nuclear insurance and
indemnity coverage does not include coverage of the plar.: facilities themselves. To cover possible damage

Q to these facilities, the Company maintains property damage insurance from Nuclear Mutual Limited, a

\_ / Bermuda mutual insurance company of which the Company is a member, in the maximum amount
available.from such insurer, which is presently $100.000.000, or the insurable value of the facility,
whichever is less. Except for the Compaan\ Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant, such insurance does not equal
in amount the sums invested or to be invesud in the Company's nuclear plants. The Comp iny is therefore
a self-insurer for any loss to its nuclect plant facilities to the extent its investment in them exceeds
$ 100,000.000 at any location. The Company regards this risk to be acceptable because of the very low
probabilities oroccurrence believed to be associated with incidents which could give rise to losses in excess -

of the insurance. The Company's practice in this regard is consistent with that of other utilities similarly
situated.

Federal Economic Stabilization Program

in August 1973, the price freeze previously established by Executive Order terminated and Phase IV
commenced for the sale of most commodities. Under the Cost of Living Council's Phase IV rules and a
regulations, which became errective with the expiration of the price freeze, rate increases for commodities

~

or services provided by a public utility are exempt. The rules and regulations also provide for the
exemption of charges for the sale of coal to a public utility under coal contracts providing for the purchase
of coal over a period of at least 5 years.

Equal Emplo3 ment Opportunity Commiwion

In' January 1972, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC") charged the
Company and the Utility Workers of America with violation of Title Vil of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
alleging disc jnation against Negroes and females in matters of hiring, promotion, training, com-
pensation, membership, referral representation and other terms and conditions of employment. An
investigation was conducted and an ex parte decision was rendered by the EEOC linding reasonable cause
to believe that the Company discriminated against females and that the Union failed to equally represent,.m,

( females. EEOC has proposed a conciliation agreement be negotiated with the Company as a means of:
correcting the alleged' discrimination, b": no such agreement has yet been entered into.' '
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Ol'ERATING STATISTICS

* Tweise %1ont i
Ended

icar Fnded December 31 Nosember 30

1%8 1%9 1970 1971 1972 1973

Electric Energy Generated, Purchased and Sold
( Thousands of Kw h):

Generated-after stauon loss and use:

H y dro ... 427.774 495.638 438.625 438.635 410.287 92.386t a )
Fuel .. 18.120.945 17.918.597 18.063.715 17.834.469 19.504.520 20.717.475

Purchased Energy (including interchange).. .. 781.496 1.848,148 2.268.680 4. l l 8.538 4.392.678 5.645.952

Total Eleuric Energy Generated and
Purc hased .. 19.330.215 20.262.383 20.771.020 22.391.642 24.307.485 .'6.455.813

Lost. unaccounted for and used by Company.. 1.719 # )5 1.783.020 1.964.343 1.895.889 2.229.01I 2.360.511

Total Energy Sold .. .. ... 17.610.610 18.479.363 18.806.677 20.495.753 22,078.474 24.095.302

Electric Sales (Thousands of Kw h):
Residential.. 5.090.536 5.546.263 5.931.840 6.328,749 6.641.221 7.108.631

Commercial 3.38S.705 3.673.709 4.027.215 4.349.075 4.699.559 5.151.368
Industrial . 8.104.063 8.578.389 8.073.913 N 972.723 9.575.919 10.768.093
Interdepartmental and Other 186.707 191.951 208.526 223.849 235.871 239.979

Total Sales to Ultimate Consumers.. 16.770.011 17.990.312 18.241.494 19.874.396 21.352.570 23.268.071
Power Pool . 411.697 - - - - -

Other Resale.. 428.902 489.051 565.183 621.357 725.904 827.231

Total Electne Sales . 17.610.610 18.479.363 18.806.677 20.495.753 22.078.474 24.095.302

Gas Produced. Purchased and Sold ( l 000 tubie-

feet ):

Gas Produced and Purchased:

Wisconsin Gas Company . - - - - - 3.671.993
~

hlarymile Reforming Plant . .. - - - - - 5.751.507
hiithigan Fields.. 18.301.997 16.600.080 17.196.639 13.194.067 18.905.307 25.692.425
.hssippi Raer Transm. C orp.. - - - - - 2.701.058
T runkhne Gas company. 166.944.481 197.825.691 226.111.937 247.445.052 231.889.872 194.390 008 .

Alichigan Consohda.ed Gas Co. .. - - - - - 12.171.792
hitchigan Gas Siorage Company.. 81.077.173 87.821.500 90.697.573 88.327.683 95.612.848 86.231,162

Total Gas Produted and Purchased.. 273.323.651 302.247.271 334.006.149 348,966.802 346.408.027 330.609.945
Net ( to) from Storage . (6.204,577) (10.937.194) (13.846.516) ( 9.882.117) 15.550,365 12.105.388
Compressor Station and Other Use.. (2.999.413) (2.724.061) t 3.604.715 ) (2.871.811) (2.455.853) 12.920.810)
Lost unaccounted for and used by Company.._ t 9.649.125 > t 6.824.203 ) ( 6.160.9w ) (2.339.363) t 6.239.695 ) (3.146.6811

Total Gas Sold .. 254.470.536 281.761.813 310.343.958 333.873.511 351.262.844 336.647.842

Gas Sales ( l.000 cule feet):c

Residential-Home lleaung... 120.256.312 129.060.276 134.435.759 138.223.553 150.602.418 139.588.026
Other Residenual .. 4.215.239 3.997.083 3.733.980 3.225 088 3.313.156 3.076.435
Industrial and Commercial.. 125.596.465 139.497.140 152.704 S24 176.350.317 187.916.368 186.526.718
Interdepar!me. ital .. 482.506 7.214.920 18.507.064 15.262.159 11.430.902 7.456.663

Total Sales to Ulumate Consumers.. 250.850.522 279.769.419 309.381.627 333.061.117 353.262.844 336.647.842
Resale ._ 3.620.014 1.992.394 9n2.331 812.394 - -

_

Total Gas Salcs.. 254.470.536 281.761.813 310.343.958 333.873.5 | | 353.262.844 336.647.842

Sales of Steam t l.000 pounds).. 792.881 847.854 814.225 742.650 682.4I2 667.812
=== e ._

O(a) Including net pumped storage generated.
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OPERATING STATISTICS
_| <

! Tnelse MonthsAd: Ended
Year Fnded December 31 Noiember 30

1968 1969 19*0 1971 1972 1973

Cost of Electne Energy Generated and
*

Purchased: .

Hydro Generation . $ $06,183 $ f 64.199 '. $ 569.069 $ 577.889 . S 609,158 $ 751,825
Fuel Generation 69.616.221 74 W 5.997 88.408,066 106,672,396 115,918,433 133,740,736
Purchased Energy (including inter-

change) . . . . . 6,793.357 13.530,397 19.330.636 41,860,127 56.662,305 50,558.765
Other Power Supply Expenses. 732.477 1.229,019 1.808.747 3.573,083 4,493.910 5,315.285

Total Cost - of Electne
Energy Generated and

- Purchased . $ 77.648.238 $ 90.239.612 $ 110,116.518 $152.683,495 51 7,683.806 $190.366,611

Cost of Gas Sold:
Gas Produced and Purchased:

Wisconsin Gas Company.. ... .. - - - - - $ 2.975.065
Alichigan Consohdated Gas Co.. - - - - - 10.462.385
Alictugan Fields.. ........ $ .4,514.471 -$ 4.628,947 1 4,591,473 $ 3.457,574 5 6.238,777 10,724,540
Ntarysville Reforming Plant .. - - - - - 9.932,312
Trunkline Gas Company. 56,692.976 70,390 W 80.393,575 91,690.210 100.583,943 93,635,385
Alsssissippi River Transmission

Corp. ._

- . - - - - 1,395,547
hinchigan Gas Storage Company 35,951.837 37,170,023 39.465,259 40,770,482 47,502,774 45,938,775

Total Cost of Gas Produced
and Purchased $ 97,159.284 5112,198.808 $124,450,307 $135,918,266 $154.325,494 $175,064.009

Net ( to) from Storage. t 2.303,455 I (4,413.756) (5.320.212) (4,466,597) 2.891,I34 (2.379.432)
Compressor Station and Other Use. (926.811) (896,939) (l.255.232) (l.041.007) (978,398) (l.882,441)

Total Cost of Gas Sold ,_... S 93,929.018 $106,888.113 $117,874.863 $130.410,662 $156.238,230 $170,802,136

Electric Revenue:
Residential _ $109.988.430 $119,293.937 $133.131,798 $141,106,619 $ 158.414.916 $177,386,131
Commercial. . - . . - . . . 69,952,596 76,246.495 87.727.018 95,839.344 106.268.572 124,276,637
Industnal 91.018.176 93.132.472 102,501,526 118,617.428 131.708,824 160.610.981

.A}j Interdepartmental and Other .. 4.849,742 5,320.222 6,101,768 6,561,662 7.374.312 8,129.033

L/ Total Sales to Ulumate
Consumer . $275,808.944 $298,998,126 $329,462,I 10 $362,125,053 $403,766.624 $470.402,782

Power Pool 2.504.458 - - - - -

Other Resale. 4.912.924 5,567,956 6.661,084 7,778.805 9,004.411 14,460.368

Tota: Electne Sales Reve-
nue $283.226.326 $304,566.082 $336.123,194 $369,903,858 $412,771,035 $484.863,150

Reserve for Possible Refund . ... - - (5.929.745) (9,367,949) (l16,203) -

Net Electric Sales Revenue, $283.226.326 $304.566.082 $330.193,449 $360,535.909 $412,654,832 $484,863.150
hitseellaneous Electric Revenue 3.019.298 3,433,596 4.710,705 3.693.861 4,339.234 4,737,981

,

Total Electne Revenue ... $286.245,624 $307.999,678 $334.904,154 $364,229,770 $416.994,066 $489.601.131

Gas Revenue: . .

Residentsal-Home Heating. $123.150,734 $ 133,776.482 $150.050.985 $ 154,419,444 $174,891.712 5172.483,782
Other Residential 6,329.202 6.097.784 6.614,752 5,906,707 6.211,764 5,995,700
Industnal and Commercial 83.103.782 '93,716.797 108.666,729 121.435.319 141,761,585 153,131,875
Interdepartmental 325,558 3.079.358 8.094.531 6.944,951 6.413.403 5.066,268

Total Sales to Ultimate c:

Consumers $212,909.276 $236,670,421 $273.426.997 $288,706.421 $329,278,464 $336.677,625 -

Resale : .. l.337.476 796.40! 456,805 375,958 - -

Total Gas Sales Revenue .. $214.246.752 $237.466.822 $273.883.802 $289,082,379 $329,278,464 $336,677,625
Reserse for Possible Remnd .. - - (3.258.764) (5.603.017) (266,955) -

Net Gas Sales Rc.enue,. $214.246,752 $237.466.822 $270,625.038 $283.479.362 $329,011.509 $336,677,625
hiiscellaneous Gas Revenue 3,435,100 3.068,960 3.248.642 2.612,093 3.074,019 -- 2.587,149 -

Total Gas Revenue $217.681.852 $240.535,782 $273.873.680 $286.091,455 $332,085,528 $339.264,774

Steam Revenue $ - 1.191.514 $ l.239.386 $ 1.211.671 $ 1,295,582 $ t,373,540 $ 1,340,5
Total operating Revenue.. $505.118,990 $549,774.846 5609.989.505 $651,616,807 $750,453,134 $830.206,488

~ Net Operating Income before State and
Federal income Taxes:

Electnc $101,739.514 $ 100.424.652 $ 92.746.462 5 75.249.390 $ 84.627,334 $128.825.347
Gas. .. S $1.583.268 5 54,297.237 5 65.377.230 $ 64.106.732 5 68.953.534 5 54.555,382

Electnc Customers t end of period)- 1.031.917 1.057.735 1.082.442 1.112,607 1.147,507 1.177.027
fN Gas Customers t end of reriod )_ 798.331 830.011 854.117 879.535 910.513 931,315

; i Steam Customers (end of period L. . 415 386 318 220 125 121
>

.

,N
,

Kilowatt hours per Residential Customer -
-Average 5.609 5.954 6.222 6,467 6,780 6.850
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EXPERTS

The Financial Statements as of December 31,1972 and for the five years then ended including the
Statement ofIncome for the five years then ended set forth in this Official Statement have been examined
by Arthur Andersen & Co., independent public accountants, as indicated in their report with respect
thereto, and are included herein in reliance upon the authority of said firm as experts in accounting and
auditing in giving such report.

Statements under " Regulation" as to matters oflaw and legal conclusions, have been reviewed by
Harold P. Graves, Esq.. General Counsel for the Company, and all such statements are made on his
authority as an expeu.

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

To Consumers Power Company-

We ' ave examined tb- balance sheet of CONSUMERS PowrR COMPANY (a hIichigan corporation) as of
December 31, 1972, ana . related statements of income (included on page A-3), retained earnings,
capital in excess of par valt. and source of funds for gross property additions for tb tive years then ended.
Our examination was made.in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial position of
Consumers Power Company as of December 31,1972, and the results ofits operations and the source of
funds for gross property additions fbr the periods stated,in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a consistent basis during the periods.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Detroit, Alichigan,
'

June 20,1973.

O
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY4 v,

_1 1L

(/ STATEMENT OF SOtJRCE OF FUNDS FOR GROSS FROPERTY ADDITIONS

Tweise
Months

Year Ended December 31 Ended
- Nosember 30.

1968 1%9 1970 1971 1972 1973

(Unaudited)
Thousands of Dollars

Source of Funds for Gross Property Additions:
Funds generated from operations:

Net income after dividends on preferred
Istock S 59.009 5 63,426 5 69.315 S 64.672 5 66,927 5 70.771

Pnncipal noncash items-
Depreciation and amortization (Notes

8 and 17) -
Per statement ofinceme 48.825 51.381 55.608 58.210 62.937 71.404
Charged to other accounts . 4.460 5.200 6.162 6.403 11.472 15.550

' Deferred income taxes, net __ 9,901 10.962 10.222 14,300 18.972 24.823
Investment tax credit. net 3,396 3.416 448 5.751 5.960 14.894
Common equity component of the al-

lowance for funds used during con-
struc' ion- ( 2.2 to) (3.360) ( 5,470 ) (7.060) (8.040) (6.608),

Undistnbuted earnings of subsidiaries. - - - - - (2.256)

5123.381 5131.525 5136.285 S142.276 S158.228 $ 188.578
Less-

Dividends declared on common stock. 43.138 32.446* 46.803 48.068 49.168 52.467
Retirement oflong-term debt and pre-

ferred stock 6.688 7.788 9,43F 10.538 11.738 12.938

5 73.555 5 91.291 5 80.044 S 83.670 $ 97.322 5123.173

/
' Funds obtained from new financing-i

Issuance of common stock 5 - S - $ 33.661 5 - $ 59.620 S -3
"

- Issuance of preferred stock - - - 70.000 70.000 130.000
issuance of first mortgage bonds 110.000 105.000 110.000 120.000 120.000 75,000
Net proceeds from installment sales con-

tracts payable - - - - - 30.601
Increase (decrease) in other long-term

debt .. - - 12.730 (4.239) (4.418) (4.027)
increase ( decrease) in notes payable 12.000 6.900 12.600 (36.500) 6.500 13.000

,

5122.000 $111.900 $168.991 5149.261 $251.702 S244,574

Funds obtained from other sources:
Con. con equity component of the allow-

- ance IJr funds used dunng construction - 5 '2.210 $ 3.360 $ 5.470 $ 7.060 $ 8.040 $ 6.608
Increase in reserve for possible rate refunds

( Note 6 ). - - 4.406 7.278 184 -

. Increase in oinenbutions in aid of construc- -

tion 2,505 2.530 2,142 3,496 6.293 6.915 2
Change in ret current assets and current

liabdities" 5.862 (2.171) (15.140) 7.018 9.020 9.153
(Increase) decrease in investment in

Northern Michigan Exploration Com-
pany. - (2.000) (4.000) (4.000) 4.000 (5.100)

Other. net 2.139 ~ 193 33 62 2.850 (3.466)

$ 12.75 5 1.912 S (7.089) $ 20,914 S 30.387 5 14. l lo-
'

Gross Property Additions $208.271 S20?.W3 5241.946 $253.845 S379.411 5381.857

' * See Note to " Statement of Retained Earnings".

" The changes in the individual accounts classified as current assets and current liabilities are not

(~3 - material in relation to gross property additions.

G'/!

The Notes to Financial Statements are an integral part of this statement.
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CONSUh1ERS POWER COh1PANY

BALANCE SIIEET

ASSETS

December 31, Nosember 30,
1972 1973

(Unaudited)
Thousands of Dollars

Utility F! ant, at original cost:
Plant in service and held for future use-

Electric. $ 1.646,947 $ 1,649,978

Gas . 784,423 784,032

Steam . 3,265 3,266

Common to all departments . 70,106 70,451

$2,504,741 $2,507,727

Less-Provision for accrued depreciation.. 591,475 654,860

$ 1,913,266 $ 1,852,867

Construction work in progress (Note 3).. 410.183 719,665

$2,323,449 _ $2,572,532

Other Physical Property-
At cost or less.. S 2,848 $ 2,828

,

Less-Provision for accrued depreciation.. 37 37

$ 2,811 $ 2,791

Investments:
Wholly-owned subsidiaries-

hiichigan Gas Storage Company. $ 16,205 $ 16,205

Equity in Undistributed Net Earnings of hiichigan Gas
Storage Company ( Note I ).. - 4,682

Northern hiichigan Exploration Company ( Note 4). 6,000 19,500 -

Equity in Undistributed Net Earnings of Northern hiichigan
Exploration Company ( Note 1 ) . - 1,933

Other, at cost or less . 828 890

| $ 23.033 $ 43,210

Current Asset- &
~

Cash (No e 14).. . $ 12.549 $ 11,497

Accounts receivable, less reserves of $858,000 and $693.000,
respectively (includes $72,000 and $149,000, respectively due
from subsidiaries) . 66.805 52,308

.

Af aterials a ad supplies, at average cost.. 42,541 49,783

Gas in unt'erground storage, at average cost.. 25.704 35,485

Property axes-future period, net.. 24.068 2,513

Prepayr..ents and other.. 4,313 1,366

$ 175,980 $ 152,952

Deferred Debits. $ 5,319 .$ 11,978
,

$2,530,592 $2,783,463

O
The Notes to Financial Statements are an integral part of this statement.
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. CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
fh-
; i

\,s'! BALANCE SilEET

STOCK HOLDERS' IN VESTM ENT AN D LI ABILITIES

December 31, Nos ember 30,
1972 1973

(l'naudited)
Thousands of Dollars

Capitalization:
Common stockholders' equity-

Common stock, $10 par value, authorized 32.500,000 shares,
outstanding 26.233,838 shares ( Note 5 ).. . $ 262,338 $ 262,338

Capital in excess of par value ( Note 5 ) = . 246,788 247,070
Retained earnings ( Note 10) . 213,358 227,973

$ 722,484 $ 737,381

Less-Capital stock expense.. .. . . . . .. . . . . 6,060 6,912

Total common stockholders' equity . . $ 716,424 5 730,469
Preferred stock, cumulative, $100 par value, authorized

3,500,000 shares (Note 1I). 217,934 347,534

Total stockholders' investment., S 934,358 $ 1,078,003
Long-term debt ( Note 12) . I,132,540 1,221.413

Total capitalization.. . $2,066,898 $2,299,416

Notes Payable, due within one year (Notes 2 and 14)
To banks (average interest rate of 5.75% and 9.62%, respective-

/'N ly) . .. .. $ 19,000 $ 21,000
'( ) Commercial paper (average interest rate of 5.55% and 9.35%,

U respectively) . . 6,500 10,000.

$ 25,500 $ 31,000

Carrent Liabilities (excluding notes payable due within one year):
Current maturities and sinking fund on long-term debt ( Note 12 ) $ 16,845 $ 17,404
Accounts payable (includes $5,431,000 and $9,433,000, respec-

tively due to subsidiaries) . . .. . ... 92,510 46,617 -

Accrued taxes ;
.. . . 58,078 64,804

Accrued interest.. 17,579 22,440
Other.. . . . .. 18,864 22,126

$ 203,876 $ 173,391

Deferred Credits: *

Investment tax credit, being amortized over life of the related T
property . $ 33,880 $ 49,307.

Other.. 7,364 8,148., .

$ 41,244 $ 57,455

Reserves:
Deferred income taxes ( Note 16). . $ 148,544 $ 171,887

Other ( Note 6).. 13.273 13.111.. . .

$ 161,817 $ 184,998

Contributions in Aid of Construction.. $ 31,257 $ 37,203

Construction Commitments ( Note 9)
$2,530,592 $2,783,463

( i
(.) - The Notes to Financial Statements are an integral part of this statement.
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

STATENIEN T OF RETAINED EARNINGS
Twels e
N1onths

iest Ended December 31 Fnded
Nosember 30,

1%8 1%9 1970 1971 1972 1973

( Unaudited )
Thousands of Dollars

Balance Beginning of Period . $109.632 $125.503 $ 156.483 $178.995 $ 195,599 $205,310

Add:
Net income .. 62.557 66.960 72.832 71.780 78,178 87.673

Equity in undistnhuted earnings of subsidianes
- - - 4.359at December 31.1972 ( Note i L -

$172.189 $ 192.463 $229.315 $250.775 $273.777 $297.342

Deduct:

Cash dividends on t re' ad stock .. $ 3.548 $ 3.534 5 3.517 $ 7.108 $ 11.251 $ 16.902

Cash dividends on comm.'n stod declared in
the amounts of $1.90 gr share in 1968.
$1.425 per share in 1969 and $2.00 per share
in 1970,1971.1972 and the twelve months
ended November 30,1973.. 43,138 32.446* 46.803 48.068 49.168 52.467

$ 46.686 5 35.980 $ 50.320 $ 55.176 $ 60.419 $ 69.369

Balance End of Period ( Note 10).. 3 125.503 $156.483 $178.995 $195.599 $213.358 $227.973

* The quarterly dividend on common stock formerly declared in December was declared in knuary starting in
1970. Therefore, the dividends declared in 1969 only include three quarterly dividend declarations. Dividend
payments have continued to be made in the months of February, May, August and November.

STATENIENT OF CAPITAL IN EXCESS OF PAR VALUE
Tweise
N1onths

Year Ended December 31 Fnded
,

Nosember 30,

1%8 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

( Unaudited )
Thousands of Dollars

$187.654 $187.756 $208.905 $209.038 $246.788Balance Beginning of Period 5 - *

hAdd:
Transfer from capital stock accounts in con-

cection with change from no par value to par
value capital stock 184.007 - - - - -

Excess over par value of common stock sold
- 21.012 - 37,620 -

( Note 5) . -

Excess oser par value of preferred stock sold .. - - - - - 156

Excess of fair market value oser par value of
130.830 shares of common stock issued in ,

connection with acquisition of the minonty
interest in Niichigan Gas Storage Company.. 3.647 - - - - -

Net gain on reacquisition of preferred stock.. - 102 137 133 130 126

Balance End of Period.. $ 187.654 5187.756 $208.905 $209.038 $246.788 $247.070

.

* No transactions in this account prior to 1968.

The Notes to Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.
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I\j\ NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(Including Notes Related to Unaudited Financial Statementa

I.. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING PouCits

'lhe Company's wholly-owned sabsidiaries, Michigan Gas Storage Company and Northern Michigan
- Exploration Company, have not been consolidated as they are not significant and there is no significant
difference between recorded cost and the underlying net book value of the subsidiaries. Etrective January
1,1973, the Company, pursuant to Federal Power Commission Order No. 469, adopted the equity method
of accounting for the investment in subsidiaries. Under this method of accounting the Company's interest
in the earnings of the subsidiaries is reflected currently in earnings and in the carrying value of the
investments. ~ Prior years, which include dividends paid by one of the subsidiaries, have not been restated
for this change in accounting since the etreet was not material; however, retained earnings have been
credited with the undistributed earnings of the subsidiaries at December 31, 1972 in the amount of
$4,359,272.

The Company provides depreciation on the basis of straight-line rates approved by the Michigan
Public Senice Commission (See Note 8).

Operating revenue is recognized at the time of monthly billings on a cycle basis for electric and gas
service.

The Company makes annual contributions to the pension plan sufficient to cover current senice costs,
interest on unfunded prior senice costs and amortization of prior senice costs (See Note 7).

The Company utilizes liberalized depreciation and the " class life asset depreciation range system" for
income tax purposes. -Income tax deferred due to the use of these methods is charged to income currently
and credited to a reserve for deferred income taxes. As income taxes previously deferred become payable,
the related deferrals are credited to income (See Notes 15 and 16).p) Certain costs, principally interest, capitalized in accordance with the provisions of the Uniform System(

V
of Accounts, are expensed for income tax purposes and the tax reduction resulting therefrom is retlected in
the income statement as ordered by the Michigan Public Service Commission (See Note 15).

The investment tax credit and job development investment credit utilized as a reduction of the current
year's income tax is deferred and amortized to operating expense over the life of the related property.

Reference is made to Note (f) to the Statement of Income for information regarding the allowance
for funds used during construction. -

2. FINANCING

Reference is made to "Busines:-Construction" for information regarding financing.
3. NUCLEAR GENERATING Pt. ANTS

Construction work in progress includes $68,846,000 at December 31,1972 and $97,431.000 at
November 30,1973 related to the Midland Nuclear Plant. The issuance of construction permits by the a
Atomic Energy Commission ( AEC) in December 1972 was upheld by an Appeal Board of the AEC in

~

May 1973 but is subject to judicial review. Construction, delayed since 1970, was resumed in June 1973.
In December 1973 the AEC issued an order for the Company to show cause why all construction activity
should not be suspended pending a showing that the Company is in compliance with the AEC's quality
assurance regulations. The Company has responded to the order to show cause by motion to dismiss and
an answer noting that the most recent AEC inspection has found the Company to be in umpliance with all

,

AEC quality assurance regulations. Also, in December 1973 certain intervenors petitioned the AEC to '

revoke the construction permits.

In December 1972, L cost of the Palisades Nuclear Plant including fuel ($176,294,000) was )
transferred to plant in senice. Operations were significantly restricted throughout 1972 bj the AEC and,
accordingly, tl e Company capitalized an allowance for funds used during construction ($5,600,000) and

p| other costs normally charged to operations ($2,000,000) on a pro rata basis refle_tirig actual output of the
( plant during the year. Reference is made to the suspension ofoperations of the Palisades Plant as set forth

'' - in Note (b) to the Statement ofIncome.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATESIENTS-(Continued)
(Including Notes Related to l'naudited Financial Statements)

4. NORTHERN hf!CHIGAN EXPLORATION COMPANY

Northern hiichigan Exploration Company (Northern), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company,
is engaged in gas exploration programs in northern hiichigan and the southern United States. The
Company's investment in Northern consisted of $6,000,000 in common stock at December 31,1972 and
$14,000,000 in common stock and $5,500,000 in notes at November 30,1973. The Company's Board of
Directors has authorized loans to Northern up to a maximum of $20,000,000 and has authorized a total
common stock investment of $20,000,000.

5. COMMON STOCK ISSUE

In October 1972, the Company sold 2,200,000 shares ofits common stock at a net price of $27.10 per
share. In connection with this tra naction, $22,000,000, representing the par value of the shares issued,
was credited to the common stock account and $37,620,000 was credited to capital in excess of par value.

6. RATE hlATrERS

Reference is made to Note (a) to the Statement ofIncome for information relating to electric and gas
rate matters.

7. PENSION PLAN

The Company has a trusteed noncontributory pension plan t ader which full-time regular employees
within specified age limits and periods of service are qualified to participate. The contributions to the Plan
were $6,749,000 in 1968, S7,386,000 in 1969, 59,195,000 in 1970, S10,575,000 in 1971, $13,066,000 in
1972 and $14,366,000 hr the twelve months ended November 30,1973. Of these amounts,55,115,000 in
1968,55,722,000 in 1969, $6,945,000 in 1970, S8,127,000 in 1971, $9,817,000 in 1972 and S10,829,000 for
the twelve months ended November 30, 1973 were charged directly to expense accounts with the
remainder being charged to various construction, clearing and other accounts.

On April 11,1972 the Company's shareholders approved certain revisions in the pension plan which
substantially increased the Company's contributions. Concurrent with the revisions to the pension plan, -

the Company changed two of its actuarial assumptions and increased the period of amortization of
unfunded prior service ci sts from approximately 13 years to 25 years. The assumed rate of return was
increased from 3%% to 4H% and the method of retlecting unrealized appreciation was changed from the
" appreciation account" method to the " assumed growth rate" method. The change in the actuarial
assumptions and increase in the period of amortization of prior service costs had the etTect of reducing the
impact of the revisions to the plan on net income and earnings per share of common stock for the year r
1972 by approximately $1,140,000 and S.05, respectively.

The unfunded prior service cost at January 1,1973, the date of the most recent actuary's report,
amounted to approximately S22,071,000.

8. DEPRECIATION

Composite depreciation rates were approximately 2.85% for electric plant and 3.20% for gas plant for
the two years ended December 31,1969; 2.95Tc for electric plant and 3.00% for gas plant for the two years
ended December 31,1971; 2.95% for electric plant and 3.01% for gas plant for the year ended December
31,1972; and 2.90% for electric plant and 3.0i% for gas plant for the twelve months ended November 30,
1973. In tne opinion of management, the balances in the provision for accrued depreciation at December
31, 1972 and November 30, 1973 are reasonably adequate to cover the requirements for depreciation
accrued on the original cost of the depreciable utility plant. At the time properties are retired or otherwise
disposed ofin the normal course of business, charger are made to the provision for accrued depreciation in
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. NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-(Continued)

)'
(Iceluding Notes Related to Unaudited Financial Statements)

the amounts of such retirements, less net salvage credits, and no other adjustments of the provision for
accrued depreciation are normally made. Depletion rates, established for each producing field based on

.the total cost ofleaseholds divided by the estimated recoverable reserves, are applied to withdrawals from
each field to determine the provision for depletion.

_

.

9. CONSTRUCTION COMMITMENTS

As of January 3,1974 capital expenditures fer property additions in 1974 are estimated to total
approximately S409,500,000. Total construction expenditures over the five years ending December 31,
1978, are presently estimated to be approximately $3,000,000,000. Substantial commitments have been
made with respect to capital expenditures in future years.

Reference is made to " Business-Construction" for additional information regarding the Company's
construction program.

10. LIMITATION ON DIVIDENDS

~

At December 31,1972 and November 30,1973 retained earnings in the amount of $16,345,000 and
$26,065,035, respectively, (equivalent to $7.50 per share of Preferred Stock then outstanding) were not
available for payment of cash dividends on common stock under provisions of the Articles ofIncorporation

'

of:he Company. There are also other restrictions as to the payment of dividends on common stock, which,
,3 however, are presently less restrictive than the limitation mentioned above.
( )
%/

11. PREFERRED stock
.

Preferred stock is represented by:
Redemption

Price December 31 Nos ember 30,
Per Share 1972 1973

(Unaudited)
'

'

Thousands of Dollars
'

S4.50-547.788 Shares Outstanding.. $110.00 $ 54,779 $ 54,779
S4.52-131,550 ' Shares Outstanding. (less 4,000

shares purchased for retirement in 1973) -- 104.725 13,155 12,755

S4.I6-100,000 Shares Outstanding = 103.25 10,000 10,000 J

~957.45-700,000 Shares Outstanding. 108.00 70,000 70,000 5..

$7.72-700,000 Shares Outstanding ... .. 108.00 70,000 70,000
,

S7.76-750,000 Shares Outstanding.. . .. 109.19 - 75,000 )
$7.68-550,000 Shares Outstanding... .. 108.00 - 55,000

Total preferred stock - $217,934 S347,534

The preferred stock of the Company is redeemable as a whole or in part, at the option of the
Company, at the above redemption prices plus accrued dividends to the date of redemption, except that
prior to April 1,1978, July 1,1977, June ~ 1,1978 and November 1,1978, the $7.45, $7.72,57.76 and $7.68

. preferred stock, respectively, may not be redeemed through certain refunding operations.
.g
( ) The Company is required to endeavor to purchase and retire annually 4,000 shares of 54.52 preferred,

''
stock'at a price per share not to exceed $102.725 plus accrued dividends.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEN1ENTS-(Continued)
(Including Notes Related to Unaudited Financial Statements)

12. LONG-Trasi Dtar
Long-term debt is represented by:

December 31, November 30,
1972 1973

(Unaudited)
Thousands of Dollars

First Niortgage Bonds secured by a mortgage and lien on
substantially all property-

2h"e Series due 1975.. S 86,324 $ 86,324
8h"o Series due 1976.... 60,000 60,000
2h% Series due 1977.. 24,010 24,010
3%% Series due 1981. 39,000 39,000
3"o Series due 1984.. . 24,075 24,075
4% Series due 1986.. 34,245 33,255
3%"e Series due 1987.. 25,000 25,000
44% Series due 1987.. 223 210
4%7o Series due 1988.. 36,046 34,326
45 % Series due 1989.. 30.577 28,6303

3%% Series due 1990.. 30,000 30,000
4%% Series due 1990.. 31,188 29,572
4%% Series due 1991. 37,441 31,889
Sh% Series due 1996.. 59,000 59,000
6% Series due 1997.. 78,550 78,550
6h% Series due 1998.. 55,000 55,000
6%% Series due 1998.. 55,000 55,000
7h% Series due 1999.. 50,000 50,000
8%% Series due 1999.. 55.000 55,000
8%% Series due 2000.. 50,000 50,000
8%% Series due 2001. 60,000 60,000,

7%% Series due 2001. 60,000 60,000 -

7%% Series due 2002.. 70,000 70,000
7%"c Series due 2002.. 50,000 50,000
8%% Series due 2003.. - 75,000

Total First Afortgage Bonds. $ 1,100,779 $ 1,163,841
Installment Sales Contracts Payable (net of $F,399,000 held

by Trustee ).. - 30,601.

m
Sinking Fund Debentures,4%%, due 1994.. 38,200 37,600 4

0ther.. 8,5 I I 4,605.

Unamortized Net Debt Premium (not material by individual
issue ) . 1,895 2,170.

$ 1,149,385 $ 1,238,817

Deduct-
Current Alaturities and Sinking Fund included in Cur-

rent Liabilities-
First Niortgage Bonds.. $ 11,938 $ 12,688
Sinking Fund Debentures. 600 600
Other. 4,307 4,i16

$ 16,845 $ 17,404

Total Long Term Debt.. $ 1,132,540 $ 1,221,413
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- Under the terms of the Indenture securing the First Mortgage Bonds, the Company is required, on or-

before October 1 of each year, to deposit with the Trustee, cash and/or bonds in an amount equal to 1% of
the aggregate principal amount of bonds of all series, other than refunding series, authenticated prior to

: January 1 of the year of deposit. With respect to all series which have been issued through December 31,
1972 and November 30, 1973, the annual sinking fund requirement is $11,938,000 and $12,688,000,
respectively. In addition, an annual S600,000 sinking fund deposit is due on the 4%% Sinking Fund
Debentures on or before September 1 of each year. The major portion of other long-term debt is due in
qual annualinstallments through 1974.

13. MAINTENANCE

It is the practice of the Company to charge to maintenance the cost of repairs of property and
replacements and renewals ofitems determined to be less than units of property, except for such costs as
are charged to transportation expenses. stores expenses or other clearing accounts and redistributed from
these accounts, together with other charges, to various operating, construction and other accounts. The
latter amounts so charged are not considered significant and are not readily determinable. Costs of
replacements and renewals ofitems considered to be units of property are charged to the utility plant
accounts and charges for the units of property replaced are made to the provision for accrued depreciation
and removed from utility plant accounts. Property additions are charged to the utility plant accounts.

14. COMPENSATING BALANCES AND NOTES PAYABLE

* h' The Company has agreements with banks providing for short-term borrowings of up to $92,000,000j

'v which require the Company to maintain average compensating balances with the banks, over an
unspecified period of time, equal to 10% of the total line of credit plus 10% of the average borrowings
outstanding, as determined from the bank's ledger records after adjustment for uncollected funds.

Average short-term borrowings outstanding during the twelve months ended November 30, 1973
amounted to $27,603,000, the maximum amount outstanding at any one time during the period was
$82,000,000 and the weighted average interest rate during the period was 7.53%, excluding the effect of -

compensating balances.

In addition, the Company issued commercial paper from time to time on a short-term basis, generally
for periods ofless than one month. The maximum amount of commercial paper outstanding at any one
time during the twelve months ended November 30,1973 amounted to S19,900,000, the average amount 1

i-

outstanding during the period was S3,258,000, and the weighted average interest rate during the year was j
7.63%. -!

.

,
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATE 31ENTS-(Continued)
(including Notes Related to Unaudited Financial Statements)

15. INCOME tax EXPENSE

income tax expense is made up of the following components:

Twelve
Afonths

Year Ended December 31 Ended
November 30.

1968 1%9 1970 1971 1972 1973

(Unaudited)
Thousands of Dollars

Charged to utdity operauons-

Federal income taxes.. $49.260 $41.023 $38.824 $ 14.469 $ 11.371 $ 8.839
State income taxes . 4,859 4.071 4.787 3.065 3.216 3.981

Deferred rederalincome taxes. net- 8.827 9.753 8.936 12.337 15,929 20.929

Deferred state income taxes. net. 1,074 1.209 1.286 f.963 3.043 3.894

Charge equivalent to investment tax credit,
net 3.396 3.416 448 5.751 5.960 14.894

Total-see Statement of income.. $67.416 $59.472 $54.281 $37.5s3 $39.519 $52.537
Charged to nonutility operations. 598 677 767 536 253 659

Totalincome tax expense $68.014 $60,149 $55.048 $38.121 $39.772 $53.196

The Company's effective income tai rate
was less than the IJ.S. Federal income tax statu-
tory rate for the five years ended December 31.
1972 and the twelve months ended November
30,1973. The reasons for this difference follow:

Federalincome tax statutory rate.. 52.8% $2.8% 49 2% 48.0 % 48.0% 48.0%

Increase (reduction) in income tax rate resulung
from:

Cenain capitalized construcuon costs, pnn- '

cipally interest, deducted currently for
income tax purposes for which no de-
ferred taxes are provided in accordance
with the requirements of the hlPSC.. ( 3.7) ( 5.4 ) ( 7.8 ) ( 12.8 ) (14 0) ( 11.5 )

State income taxes, net of Federal income
tax benefit . . . . . . 2.2 2.0 2.4 2.4 2.8 2.9

Amortizauon of deferred investment tax -

credit .. ( .4 ) ( .5 ) ( .6 ) ( 7) (.8 ) ( l .0 ) ?
Other miscellaneous items. 1.2 ( I.6 ) ( .2 ) ( 2.2 ) ( 2.3 ) ( .6 )

Effective income tax rate - 52.1% 47.3% 43.0% 34.7 % 33.7% 37.8%

16. DEFERRED INCOME TAXES

The Company has elected to compute depreciation allowances for income tax purposes on the basis ol'
the accelerated methods permitted by Sections 167 and 168 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The
Michigan Public Service Commission has prescribed that, during the period when the annual allowances
for tax depreciation are more than the normal tax depreciation, the income tax deferred is to be charged to
income with a concurrent credit to a reserve for deferred income taxes. During the period when the annual
allowances for tax depreciation are less than the normal tax depreciation, amounts previously deferred are
charged to the reserve and credited to income. The provisions for deferred income taxes in 1971,1972 and
for the twelve months ended November 30,1973 rellect the ef"ect of shortened depreciation lives under a
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" class life depreciation system"in accordance with liberalized depreciation guide lines under the Revenue
'

Act of 1971. Following is a summary of the provision for deferred income taxes:

Twelie
Months

Year Ended December 31 Ended
Nosember 30, - ..

1968 - 1%9 1970 1971 1972 1973

(Unaudited)
Thousands of Dollars

Accelerated depreciation- -

Amount deferred during > ear $10,766 $ 11,938 $11,599 $15,595 $20.J67 $26,I75 -

Less-Taxes deferred in pnor years credited
to income (36) (302) (540) (458) (658) (515) -

$10,730 $ 11.636 $11.059 $ 15.137 $19,809 $25,(60 w
Accelerated amortization of emergency facil- 49I'itses- C-

Tases deferred in prior > ears credited to
income - (829) ( 674 ) (837) (837) (837) (837)

,

Total . $ 9.901 $ 10.962 $10.222 $14.300 $18,972 $24.823

17. SL'PPLEMENTARY INCOME INFORMATION

Maintenance:

The amounts of maintenance, other than those set forth in the Statement ofIncome, that have been
- charged to clearing accounts and redistributed are not significant.

- Depreciation. depletion and amortization:

(/ In addition to the amounts set forth in the Statement ofincome, deprecia' ion of transportation and
other equipment was charged to clearing accounts in the following amounts: S2,059,000 in 1968,
$2,241,000 in 1969, $2.851,000 in 1970, $2,715,000 in 1971, $3,278,000 in 1972 and $3,388,000 for the -

twelve months ended November 30,1973. Also, depreciation, dephtion and amortization was charged to s

accounts, other than depreciation and amortization, in the Statement of Income in the followin'g amounts:
$2,401,000 in 1968,52,959,000 in 1969,53,311,000 in 1970,53,688,000 in 1971,58,194,000 in 1972 and' *

S12.162,000 for the twelve months ended November 30,1973. . j
Taxes, other than income taxes, including those charged to clearing and other accounts follow:

,

Taelie Months
Year Ended December 3: Ended

Not ember 30,
1%8 1%9 1970 1971 -1972 1973

(Unaudited) E.'

Thousands of Dollars *

Real and personal property taxes. $27,677 $31,548 $34,773 $38,703 $42,548 $46,427

. Pa) roll taxes- 3,637 4,059 4,433 5,182 6,052 7,730

Michigan State rranchise fee . 2,030 3,277 2.469 3,515 3,942 4,613

Other taxes 497 630 724 618 631 585

$33.841 $39,514 $42.399 $48.018 $53,173 $59,355

Charged to:
General taxes-see Statement of

Income $31,768 $37,058 $39.062 $43,873 $48,204 $53,780

Utdity plant - 956 1,31S - 2,011 2,788 3,265 3,211

Other in, ome -- 405 388 434 366 4S3 366

Clearing and other accounts 712 750 892 991 1.22I I,998

$33,841 $39.514 $42,399 $48,018 $53,173 $59,355
- -_
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Consumers Power Company (the " Company") s subject to the informational requirements of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and,in accordance Q rewith, files reports and other information with
t.*e Securities and Exchange Commission. Information, as of particular dates, concerning directors andr

V, officers, their remuneration, the principal holders of securities of the Cempany and any material interest
of such persons in transactions with the Company, as of particular dates, is disclosed in prosy statements-

distributed to .hareholders of the Company and filed with the Coramiss',m. Such reports, prosy
statements and other information can he inspected at the office of the Commission at Room 6101,1100 L.

'

Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., where copies can be obtained from the Commission at prescribed rates,
in addition, reports, proxy statements and other information concerning the Company can he inspected at
the offices of the New York Stock Exchange, the Detroit Stock Exchange and the Alidwest Stock
Exchange. The Company's executige offices are located at 212 West hiichigan Asenue, Jackson,
blichigan 49201 (telephone number: 517 - 788-1030).

No person is authorized to give aay information or to make any representations other than those
contained in this Prospectus in connection with the offer contained in this Prospectus and, if gisen or
made, any such information or representation must not he relied upon as hasing been authorized by the
Company or any Underwriter. Neither the delisery of this Prospectus nor any sale made hereunder shall,

'

under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the,

Company since the date hereof. Unless otherwise noted, statistics herein are as of December 31,1973.

*
.
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THE COMPANY

p Consumers Power Company was incorporated in Michigan in 1968 and a the successor to a

(v) ' - corporation of the same name which was organized in Maine in 1910 and which did business in Michigan
from 1915 to 1968.

.

The Company is a public utility engaged in the generation, purchase, distribution and sale of
, electricity, and in the purchase, production, storage, distribution and sale of natural gas, in the Lower

Peninsula of the State of Michigan. The Company also supplies steam service in one community. The.

population of the territory served is estimated to exceed 5,200,000. The Company's utility operating
revenues were derived about 59% from electric service and 41% from gas service for the year ended
December 31,1973.

The industries in the territory served by the Company include automobile and automobile equipment,
primary metals, chemicals, fabricated metal products, pharmaceuticals, machinery, oil refining, paper and
paper products, food products and a diversified list of other industries.

DIVIDENDS AND PRICE RANGE OF COMMON STOCK

The Company orits predecessor company has paid ctsh dividends on its Common Stock in each year
since 1913. Quarterly cash dividends on Common Stock were paid at the rate of 47%c per share from
February 1966 through 1969 and have been paid at the rate of 50e per share since February 1970. The
dividends have been paid on or about the 20th of February, May, August and November to holders of
record approximately 30 days prior thereto. The dividend payable May 20,1974 will not be payable on
the Common Stock offered hereby. Future dividends will depend upon the Company's earnings, capital,

requirements, financial condition and other factors. Reference is made to " Statement of Income"
including the related notes and comments regarding earnings and operations and to " Description of

. Common Stock" regarding limitations upon payment of dividends on Common Stock.*

The following table indicates the high and low sale prices of the Common Stock of the Company on
O the New York Stock Exchange during the periods indicated as reported by The Commercialand Financial
G Chronicle.

Year fligh law Year fligh IAw

1969. 45 31% 1973 First Quarter. . 30 % 28
1970 39 27% Second Quarter . 28% 26%.

1971. 37% 28% Third Quarter.. 284 25
1972 33 26% Fourth Quarter.. 27% 21

'

1973- 30M 21 1974 First Quarter. 24% 22 %
1974 (through April 24). 24% 19% Second Quarter. . 23 19%

(through April 24)

The reported closing price of the Common Stock on the New York Stock Exchange on April 24,1974
was $19%. ;

USE OF PROCEEDS

The net proceeds from this sale of Common Stock will be used to finance in part the Company's
construction program and to repay short-term borrowings made and to be made in connection with interim
financing of the construction program. It is estimated that just prior to this sale of Common Stock, short-
term borrowings will aggregate approximately $70,000,000.

: The Company estimates that its construction program for the years 1974 through 1978 will require
expenditures of approximately $3 bil!on.- In order to finance this program and to meet First Mortgage.

*

Bond maturities of Sl70,334,000 during this period,it will be necessary for the Company to sell substantial
additional securities, the amounts and types of which have not been determined, except that the Company

,m - proposes to issue not more than $100,000,000 of First Mortgage Bonds in the summer of 1974. The sale of

( ) certain securities may be restricted as set forth under " Statement ofIncome"..

~j
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CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES

(d/ As of February 20, 1974 the Company has made or proposed to make capital expenditures for) property additions in 1974 in an estimated amount of $410,602,700. The 1974 program as projected
. includes $225,141,000 of expenditures towards the construction of five major projects as follows:*

,

Estimated Estimated
Project and Year of Total Cost

, lacation Fentures Operation to Company (a)
'

Palisades Plant Nuclear fueled with initial full espacity of about 700,000 -(b) $ 188,600,000
( Van Buren kilowatts and ultimate capacity of about 773,000 kilo-

* * " "County, Michigan)
Midland Plant Two nuclear fueled uruts with aggregate capacity of about First unit in 1979, sec. S 940,000,000

1,300,000 kilowatts and 4,000,000 pounds per hour of ond unitin 1980(Near Midland, process steam (b)(c)
Michigan)

D. E. Karn Two oil fired units at existing plant to add approximately Unit 3 in 1974 Unit 4 5 234,000,000
1,307,000 kilowatts of capacity (d) in 1975Plant. Units

3 and 4 ( Near -
Essexville,
Michigan)

Quanicassee Plant, Two nuclear fueled units with aggregate capacity of about Unit I in 1982. Unit 2 $1,400,000,0002,300,000 Lilowatts in 1984Units I and 2 (Near
Bay City, Michigan )

J. lL Campbell Plant, Coal fired unit at existing plant to add about 800,000 1978 5 270,000,000
"

Unit 3 (Ottawa
County, Michigan)-

,

!
,

,
(a) Expenditures have been made or are scheduled to be made as follows,

Prior to IM4 IM4 After 1974m ^

[ 't Palisades Plant $180,048,000 $ 8,141,000 $ 411,000
(/ Midland Plant $104,073,000 5101,000,000 $ 734,927,000 1

D, E Karn Plant- S 92,578.000 $ 88,000,000 $ 53,422,000 '

Quanicassee Plant S 7,120,000 $ 14,000,000 SI,378,880,000 )J. H. Campbell Plant S 882,000 5 14,000,000 5 255,118,000 '

(b) Reference is made to " Atomic Energy Commission" under " Regulation".

The Company's Palisades Plant (which began operation in 1971 and reached a capacity of 700,000
kilowatts in April 1973) was shut down in August 1973 for repairs to certain reactor vessel internal

,

components and the steam generators of the plant. Repairs have been completed and the plant is expected
to be returned to service in May 1974.

(c) The steam will be furnished to The Dow Chemical Company for industrial processes.

(d) In connection with the construction of the two oil fired units and 'he conversion of other units tot
burn oil, the Company has a purchase agreement with a Canadian supplier to import oil from Canada. 4
See " Business-Electric Fuel Supply", '

1

The 1974 construction program includes $185,461,700 for other facilities, including other electric ;
-

'

~ production facilities, power supply projects, electric transmission and distribution facilities, gas supply |
lines, gas production, transmission and distribution facilities, steam additions and general and mis- '

. ("N - cellaneous additions. Of this amount,it is estimated $132,613,800 will be expended for electric additions,(j S40,614,000 for gas additions and $12,233,900 for general, miscellaneous and steam additions.

4
.
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CAPITALIZATION

. p) 'g The following table sets forth the capitalization of the Company as of December 31,1973 (excluding
' current portions of long-term debt) and as adjusted to reflect the execution of $34,700,000 principal.

amount ofInstallment Sales Contracts with the City of Marysville and the Charter Township of Hampton,
Michigan, in February 1974, the balance of the $39,000,000 principal amount of Installment Sales

,

Contracts with Covert Township and the City of Luna Pier, Michigan executed in August 1973, the.

authorization of an additional 1,500,000 shares of Preferred Stock and the creation of 5,000,000 shares of
Preference Stock at the April 9,1974 shareholders meeting, and to reflect the Common Stock offered
hereby.

Outstanding % of
December 31, As Capitalization

Title of Class 1973 Adjusted As Adjusted

Thousands of Dollars

Long-term debt ( I)
First mortgage bonds.- $1,151,153 S1,151,153. .

Installment sales contracts payable - 31,744 73,700

4%% Sinking fund debentures due 1994 - 37,000 37,000

Other long-term debt. 289 289. . . . . . .

Unamortized net debt premium _ 2,154 2,154
.

'

Total long-term debt- S1,222,340 $1,264,296 %

Preferred stock, cumulative, Sit'0 par value, authorized
*

- 3,500,000 shares at December 31,1973 and 5,000,000
shares as adjusted ( 1), outstanding 3,475,338 shares , . S 347,534 S 347,534

p) Preference stock, cumulative, $1 par value, authorized
y 5,000,000 shares as adjusted, outstanding none( 1 ).- S -- S -

Common stockholders' equity

Common stock, $10 par value, authorized 32,500,000
shares, outstanding 26,233,838 shares at December
31,1973 and 27,733,838 shares as adjusted.. $ 262,338 S 277,338

Capitalin excess of par value.. 247,070 -
. . . . . . .

Retained earnings ( 1 ).. ... 228,397 228,397

Less-Capital stock expense- (6,975) ( 7,115 )(2)

Total common stockholders * equity.- S 730,830 $

Total capitalization (3) - $2,300,704 S 100 %

_

(1) Reference is made to Notes to Financial Statements.

(2) This amount gives effect to estimated expenses payable by the Company.

-(3) The Company has been authorized by the Federal Power Commission to incur short-term
borrowings of up to $300,000,000. The Company has agreements with banks providing for short-term
borrowings of up to $92,000,000. As of December 31, 1973 short-term borrowings amounted to
$44,800,000 and the current sinking fund requirements on long-term debt amounted to $13,288,000. See
"Use of Proceeds."-

;

)
,'N.|
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

STATEMENT OF INCOME

'\~)
The following Statement ofIncome of Consumers Power Company for the five years ended December

-

'

31,1973 has been examined by Anhur Andersen & Co., independent public accountants, as set forth in
their report elsewhere in this Prospectus. This statement should be read in conjunction with the Financial
Statements and related notes appearing elsewhere in this Prospectus.

-

,

Year Ended December 31

1969 1970 1971 197_2 1973- - - __,.

Deusands of Dollars
Operating Revenue: (a)

Electric $308,000 $334,904 $364,230 $416.994 $495,723
Gas 240,536 273,874 286,091 332,085 337,906
Steam 1,239 1,212 1,2% 1.174 1,325-

' Totaloperating revenue $549,775 $609.990 $651,617 $750,453~ $834,954 '-

Operating Expenses and Taxes-
Operation (b)(c)(d)- $280,384 $124,789 $378,987 $444,489 $493,755
Maintenance 26,121 32,818 31,512 41,187 44,263Deprecation and amortization 51,881 55,608 58,210 62,937 73,428
General taxes 37,058 39,062 43,873 48,204 54,160
Income taxes (c) 59.472 54.281 37,585 39,519 44,633

Total operating expenses and taxes $454,916 $506,558 $550,167 $636,336 3710,239
Net operating income $ 94,859 $103.432 3101,450 $114,117 3124,715,

Other Income:
Allowance for funds owd during construction (f) $ 8,421 $ 14,108 3 21,862 $ 25,455 $ 23,223
locome of Subsidiaries I,350 1,650 1,897 1,920 3,341'

Gain on reacquisition oflong-term debt 769 1,074 I,260 1,418 t,609
-

Other, net
'

282 530 889 526 1,990

) Net otherincome $ 10,822 5 17,362 3 25,908 $ 29,319 3 30,163
%/ Interest Charges:

Interest on iong-term debt $ 35,867 3 44,774 $ $3.829 3 63,754 3 71,322Otherinterest charges 2,854 3,18S 1,749 1,504 2,663
Totalinterest charges 3 38.721 3 47,% 2 3 55,578 5 65,258 $ 73,985

Net income $ 66,960 $ 72,832 3 71,780 $ 78,178 $ 80,893
Dividends on Preferred Swk 3.534 3,517 7,108 11,251 17,746

,

Net Income AAer Dividends on Preferred Stock $ 63,426 3 69.315 3 64.672 5 66,927 $ 63,147
Earnangs Per Share of Common Stock (3) - 3 2.79 3 2.95 $ 2.69 $ 2.72 $ 2.4 t

Cash Dividends Declared Per Share of Common Stock ( h) U T25 ~$ 2.00 '~ 5 I 270' S 2.00$

NOTES:
a

(a) On January 18,1974, the Michigan Public Service Commission ("MPSC") authorized increases -

in the Company's electric and gas rates of $31,000,000 and $46,600,000, respectively, on an annual basis.
The rate increases included interim increases aggregating $50,000,000 divided equally between electric
and gas rates which were placed in effect November 10, 1973, Of the authorized gas rate increase,
approximately $14,571,000 became effective on April 20,1974 after the second unit of the Marysville Gas
Reforming Plant became fully and commercially operable, In response to requests by the Michigan
Attorney General and others for a rehearing on the authorized rate increases, the MPSC on March 27,
1974, reaffirmed the rate increases granted on January 18, 1974. In addition, the MPSC noted that the
authorized rate schedules were based on capital expenditures relating to the Marysville Gas Reforming
Plant in the amount of $119,700,000, which amount represented estimated costs at the time of the,

Company's rate application, and that consideration for rate purposes of subsequent additional costs
*

estimated to aggregate $35,300,000 is to be delayed pending completion of a performance audit with
respect to the Marysville Gas Reforming Plant conducted under the auspices of the Commission's Staff...

~
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;. In April 1974'the Company submitted an application to the MPSC to increase i'.s electric rates by not |

less than $72,159,000 annually and at the same time requested partial and interim reliefin the amount of.p
_ t i = $54,659,000 annually. It is not expected that the MPSC will act upon the application or the request for

[ d partial and interim relief until later in 1974 following hearings and other investigation of the requests.
' '

Litigation is pending in the Ingham County Circuit Court with respect to electric and gas rate increases,

~

which became efective in 1969 and which are subject to refund relating to the reduction and elimination of

!
'

the Federal income tax surcharge. In 1970, the Court issued a temporary injunction permitting the ;, _,,

Company to collect the rates without adjustment for the subsequent reduction and elimination of the_ ,

income tax surcharge, subject to possible refund, with interest, of a portion of the amounts collected. As a
' result of further authorizations by the MPSC in December 1971 to increase electric and gas rates efective
December 14 and December 23, 1971, respectively,' the Company believes that there are no refund-

obligations with respect to service rendered subsequent to these dates. On March 29,1974, the Court ruled
in favor of the MPSC with respect to the income tax surcharge issue and ordered the Company to refund

.
$24,542,632 to it's electric and gas customers. The Company has established a reserve stated net of related

i income taxes'in the amount of $11,867,818, and believes that the amount of such seserve is adequate to
,

cover the refund obligation, exclusive ofinterest charges which are presently not capable of determination.
! The Company is preparing to seek judicial review of the Court order of March 29, 1974, including a
'

request for a stay of the refund pending funherjudicial action. The litigation also involves a claim with
respect to the legality of the electric rate increase, which became efective in 1969, on the grounds that the4

. increased rates became cKective by Court order in October 1969, that the MPSC did not issue an order
: approving said rates until April 1970 and that as a result, the electric rates charged during the period are
'

subject to refund in an amount of approximately $7,763,000, plus interest, for which no reserve has been
provided.

'

-(b),Throughout 1972 operations of the Palisades Nuclear Plant were significantly restricted by the
Atomic Encre,y Commission ("AEC") and, accordingly, the Company capitalized an allowance for funds

'

used during construction ($5,600,000) and other costs normally charged to operations ($2,000,000) on a; - ,
~

'

pro rata basis reflecting actual output of the plant during the year, in December 1972, the cost of the plant
including' fuel ($176,294,000) was transferred to plant in service.

' In August _1973, the operations of the plant were suspended as set forth in Note (b) under
I' " Construction Expenditures." The net cost of replacement power, through December 31,1973, amounting

to $7,221,000 net of related income taxes ($.27 per share of common stock), has been charged to income
in 1973. The plant is expected to be returned to service in May 1974.

(c) The Company receives a portion of its gas supply from its wholly-owned subsidiaries and,
accordingly, operation expense includes approximately, $37,170,000 in 1969, $39,465,000 in'1970,

| $40,770,000 in 1971, $47,953,000 in 1972 and $49,213,000 in 1973, relating to the cost of gas purchased
'

from these subsidiaries. ,

(d) Reference is made to Note 6 to Financial Statements for information relating to the Company's
- pension plan.

(e) Reference is made to Notes 14 and 15 to Financial Statements for information relating to income
_

i

taxes.- -

I (f) The allowance for funds used during construction, included in other income, is defined in the M
applicable regulatory systems of accounts as the net cost, during the period of construction, of borrowed

.

funds used for construction and a reasonable rate on other funds when so used. Under established .
'

regulatory practices, the Company is permitted to earn a return on the capitalized cost of such funds and to
recover the same in the rates charged for u-ility services. *!

The composite rate used by the Corr,pany to capitalize the cost of funds devoted to construction was
|

'

6.8%,7.6%,8.0%,7.5% and 7.5% in the years 1969 through 1973, respectively. The amount capitalized has
'

;

increased since 1964 principally as a result of substantial increases in construction work in progress and in 'l
the costs of capital.

,

Based on' the Company's source of funds for gross property additions, and assuming that the cost of'-

financing other than common equity financing was equivalent to the current cost oflong-term and short-
term debt (before income tax efect), preferred stock and other sources available in each of the periods,

.

:

7 : the estimated common equity component of the allowance for funds used during construction amounted to

_ - 7
'
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' 5.3%,7.9%,10.9%,12.0% and 9.6% of net income available for common stock for the years 1969 through7,

( ) 1973, respectively.
k/ (g) Earnings per share of common stock are computed based on the average number of shares

,

. outstanding during the periods shown as follows: 22,768,900 shares in 1969,23,506,780 shares in 1970,
24,033,838 she.res in 1971, 24,583,838 shares in 1972 and 26,233,838 shares in 19U.

(h) The quarterly dividend on common stock formerly d:clared in December was declared in.

January starting in 1970. Therefore, the dividends declared in 1969 only include three quarterly dividend-

declarations. Dividend payments have continued to be made in the months of February, May, August and
November.

The earnings coverage provisions of the Indenture covering the Company's First Mortgage Bonds
require for the issuance of additional mortgage bonds. except for certain refunding purposes, minimum
earnings coverage, before income taxes, of at least two times pro forma annual interest charges on bonds.
The Company's Charter requires for the issuance of additional shares of PreferrcJ Stock specified earnings
coverages, including minimum earnings coverage, after income taxes, of at least one and ene-half times the
pro forma annualinterest charges on allindebtedness and preferred dividend requirements. On the basis
of these formulae, the pro forma coverages for the year ended December 31,1973 would be, respectively,
not less than 2.39 times as compared with the requirement of at least two times and not less than 1.44 times
as compared with the requirement of at least one and one. half times. The amounts of additional First
Mortgage Bonds and Preferred Stock which can be issued in future years will be contingent upon increases
in earnings through rate increases or otherwise.'

The decreases in net income and earnings per share of Common Stock in 1971 are principally the
.

'
result ofinadequate levels of electrie and gas rates in relatien to continuing increases in operating costs
(principally purchased power, fuel and gas) and interest costs and increased dividends due to the issuance

,p)s of additional Preferred Stock and to a Ir.rger average number of shares of Common Stock outstanding.
'q The decrease in earnings per share of Common Stock in 1973 is principally the result of cost of

replacement power during the Palisades Nuclear Plant shutdown, continuing intiation, increased dividends'

due to the issuance of additional Preferred Stock and a larger number of shares of Common Stock
outstanding.

Total operating revenue, net income and earnings per share of Common Stock for the twelve months
ended March 31,1974 and for the three months ended March 31,1974 and 1973 are set forth below:

12 Months Ended ',
March 3t 3 Months Ended March 31

1974 1974 1973

Total Operating Revenue ........ ........ $872,261.235 $289,735.773 $252,428,224. . . . . . . . .

73,582,970 24,103,467 31,413,484Net income . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Earnings per share of Common Stock- 2.03 .69 1.06 -

These amounts are unaudited but in the opinion of the Company include all adjustments (which include ''

only normal recurring adjustments) necessary to a fair statement of such amounts.
The pro forma application of the net proceeds from the sale of Common Stock to the payment of

short-term borrowings made in connecdon with interim financing of the Company's construction program
would not have had a significant etTect on earnings per share of Common Stock for the year ended
December 31,1973 or the 12 months ended March 31,1974.

The decreases in net income and earnings per share of Common Stock for the twelve months ended
March 31,1974 from the twelve months ended December 31,1973 and the three months ended March 31,
1974 from the three months ended March 31, 1973 are principally the result of continued cost of
replacement power during the Palisades Nuclear Plant shutdown, continuing infletion and a flattening'

,

demand for electricity and gas. For the three months ended March 31,1974, the net cost of replacement
power because of the Palisades outage amounted to approximately $5,986,000 net of related income taxes-s

(v)* -($.23 per share of Common Stock). In the first three months of 1974, compared with the same three
months in 1973, sales of electricity and gas declined slightly in volume. The Company believes that the

8
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most'signidicant factors accounting for the decline in electric energy sales were energy conservation

rS meas.irei and reduced business activity, particularly in the automobile and automobile equipment
i ( ) industries. With respect to gas sales, the Company believes that the decline was due in large part to
"

warmer than normal weather and the curtailment of sales to seasonal customers as well as conservation-

measures and reduced business activity.

The foregoing adverse factors are continuing and if not otiset ley proportionate increases in operating
'

revenues, including periodic rate relief, or otnerwise, will continue to adversely alrect earnings.,

BUSINESS

Electric Service '

The Company renders electric service in an area of approximately 27,800 square miles, having a
population of approximately 3,300,000. Principal cities served are Battle Creek, Bay City, Flint, Grand
Rapids, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Muskegon, Pontiac and Saginaw.

The Company owns and operates electric generating plants with aggregare capacity of 5,363,100(a)
kilowatts and, as shown under" Construction Expenditures" above,is constracting additional plants which
will add substantially to the Company's generating capacity. The capacity of the present and proposed
generating plants as of Decemb-r 31,1973 was as follows:

Kilowatts

Present Mants Proposed or
Manes Under Construction

Fossil fuel steam-electric plants (6 at prc:.ent. 3
units under construction)

Coal ...... .. . 2,400,000 E00,000*

.

Oil . ...... . 542,000 1,307,000. .

Nuclear steam-electric plants (2 at present, 2
under construction). _ . 771,000(a) 3,600,000* -

. . . . . .

Pumped storage plant ( 1) - 994,500(b) -. . . . . . . . . . . .

O Hydroelectric plants ( 13 ) . .. . .... .. ... 133,600 -.

G Gas turbine plants ( 7) . .. .. ... ..... 522.000 -.. ..

Total.. . 5,363,100( a) 5,707,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

(a) This includes 700,000 kilowatts for the Palisades Nuclear Plant. Sec " Atomic Energy
Commission" under " Regulation" and Note ( b) under " Construction Expenditures" above. -

( b) This represents the Company's share of the capacity of the Ludington Pumped Storage Plant. The
.

3

Company and The Detroit Edison Company have 51% and 49% undivided ownership, respectively,in the
. plant and the capacity of the plant is shared accordingly. Agreements are in effect providing for the
purchase by Commonwealth Edison Company of one-third of the capacity from the plant until early
August 1983 and ene-sixth of the capacity from the plant thereafter until early August 1988.

5
The Company's electric generating plants are interconnected by a transmission system operating at

' from 138,000 to 345,000 vo!ts.
i

The Company has an electric coordination agreement with The Detroit Edison Company providing
for coordination of planning, design, co.atrucuon and operation of the electric systems of the parties, the
rendering of mutual assistance during e:Nrgencies and the effecting of the maximum practical n.momy in

j
providing the electric power requirements of each system. There are four 138,000 volt and four 345,000.

volt interconnections between the systems. These interconnections permit a sharing of the reserve capacity |

of the two systems and a substantial reduction in investment in plant facilities for each company. The I
- Company and The Detroit Edison Company have filed a joint petition with the MPSC for approval of |'

certain emergency procedures to be invoked,if necessary,in the event of anticipated or predictable energy
shortages in the electric service areas of the two companies. In January 1974 the MPSC authorized on an

[] - interim basis emergency electrica! procedures to be followed by the two companies and a proceeding is

Q currently pending before the MPSC to determine whether the procedures should be permanently adopted.,

,

9
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. The Company has' an agreement with The Detroit Edison Company and Ontario Hydro for
interconnecuons linking the power systems of the Company and Detroit Edison with the power tystem of
Ontario Hydno and also providing for mutual assistance during emergencies, improved reliability of bulk

'

' . power supply and the effecting of economics by coordinated development and exchange of power. Two
230,000 volt and one 345,000 volt interconnections have been established under the agreement.

The Company has agreements with several other major electric utilities operating in Michigan, Ohio,.

Indiana and Illinois providing for interconnection services and other transactions. The Company also.

maintains interconnections with the Michigan Municipals and Cooperatives Power Pool, the Cities of
' Lansing and Holland and interchanges power with the Edison Sault Electric Company.

*

The maximum net demonstrated capability for the summer of 1974 of the Company's interconnected
i system including supplemental purchases is 5,323,000 kilowatts to serve a projected maximum demand of
; 4,330,000 kilowatts. The net maximum demand on the interconnected system through December 31,1973
; was 4,394,295 kilowatts on August 27,1973.

Electric Fuel Supply'

in addition to -ibstantial and continuing increases in fuel costs, the Company is also experiencing
limitations and restrictions on the availability of fuel.*

|~

For the year 1973 approximately 57% of the Company's kilowatt hour requirements were obtained
from coal tired generation, i1% from nuclear,5% from oil,3% from peaking units (oil and gas),1% from;

hydro (including net pumped storage generation) and 23% from purchased and interchanged power.

Approximately 55% of the Company's owned generating capability (excluding pumped storage) is
dependent upon coal as a source of fuel which requires approximately 6.5 million tons of coal annually.;' . ,

The Company has long-term coal contracts which provide for the delivery of approximately 90% ofits coal
requirements in 1974. These long-term contracts have expiration dates from 1976 thrc. ugh 1982. The
Company is presently negotiating new contracts to replace those expiring in 1976. The sulfur content of.

.
'

the contract coal ranges from 0.6% to 4.0% by weight, the majority of which falls between 2.0% and 3.0%
! sulfur. Approximately 900,000 tons oflow-sulfur coal per year is under long-term contract from mines
'

located in eastern Kentucky. 3.7 million tons annually of high sulfur coal under long-term contracts is
from mines located in Ohio. The remaining long-term contract coal supplies are from mines in northern

| West Virginia, Indiana and western Kentucky. Due to shortages of railroad cars, enforcement of the
: Federal 1%9 Mine Health and Safety Act in mines serving the Company, equipment breakdowns at mines*

and breakdowns of coal-handling facilities at the Company's plants, as much as 10% of the long-term
contract coal may not be available in 1974. The balance of the Company's coal requirements not under

'long-term contract and that quantity of coal under long-term contracts which cannot be delivered must be
supplied through short-term agreements or spot purchases at prices substantially higher than coal obtained

'

under long term contracts. At present the price for such spot purchases of coal with less than 1% sulfur,

| ranges from $25 to $35 per ton as compared to long-term contract prices of from $13 to $18 per ton.
The Company has been notified by one supplier that it will terminate its long-term contract for

400,000 annual tons of coal, amounting to 6% of the Company's 1974 ccal requirements on May 29,1974.;
;'

- While the Compa'ny believes such action is not supported by nor in accordance with terms of the contract, -
'

the underlying situation is typical of several where there are not escalation clauses which have kept pace
with coal mining cost increases. The Company believes such contracts, where required, can be modified

*

and that coal supplied from such sources will be substantially below present open rharket prices for coal of,

; comparable quality.

As of April 1,1974 the Company's coalinventory amounted to approximately 72 days' supply. The
Company is undertaking a program to maintain or improve coal inventories to a level equal to or above-

i normal seasonal levels' because of the expiration in November 1974 of the labor agreement between the
; United Mine Workers and the mine owners. Future changes in governmental requirements pertaining to.

the coal industry could adversely affect cost and availability of coal supplies. See "Regu-
-

5 .lation-Compliance with Environmental Requirements" for matters pertaining to meeting EPA regu-
ladons on coal fired generating units.

A' The Company is negotiating for supplies oflow-sulfur coal from two or more new mines which are to,

. become operational from 1976 to 1978. These new sources are intended to supply low-sulfur coal to the
o
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new unit at the J. H. Campbell Plant currently under construction (see " Construction Expenditures"), to
supplement existing long-term contracts and to possibly replace the existing fuel supplies at one or morem

I )i existing generadng units. Although there is no assurance that the Company will complete such( negotiations, the Company belieses that any successful completion of current negotiations for new coal,

supplies will require the Company's participation in partial or total ownership of the coal mines.,

In connection with generating units which burn crude oil and the construction of new oil-burmng
-

generating units, the Company expects to import approximately 2,700,000 barrels in 1974, increasing to an
annual rate of approximately 11,000,000 barrels beginning in November 1975. As a result of taxes and
other increases in cost, imported low-sulfur crude oil from Canada has increased to SI1.15 per barrel in
April 1974 as compared to less than $4.00 per barrel a year earlier. The Company expects to recover
substantially all of such additional expense through the operation of fuel adjustment clauses included in its
rate schedules for electric service. For additional information see " Gas Senice" below.

The Federal Energy' Office (FEO) has adopted mandatory fuel allocation regulations, under which
volumes of middle distillates, residual and crude oils are to be allocated. The Company is to be allocated
100% ofits 1972 volume of middle distillate oil, or as otherwise deterrnined by the FEO, but not less than
100% of current requirements for nuclear plants, start-up, testing, and flame stability of coal-fired alants
(except for peaking uses). Crude and residual oils used as fuel for electric generation are to be allocated
among utilities using such fuel on t'4 basis of the amount available and the recommendations of the
Federal Power Commission ( FPC) sa that, if necessary, each utility "within appropriate groupings" will
absorb an equal percentage cutback of powet generation to the extent possible. While the Company is not
assured of receivirs its required allccaticns, and the failure to receive the ume could have an adverse
effect upon its supplies of oil and the Company's generation, to date such supplies have been adequate to
meet the Company's requiremets.*

The Company's overall average cost of fuel burned has increased substantially, as shown below, and
. . further increases are expected for the foreseeable future.

Cents per Minion Bau Percentase of Total
Fuel Consumed Feel Consumed

\ 1973 1972 1971 1970 1%9 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969

4 e 4 e t
,

% % % % %

Coal ...... . ... 48.9 44.0 42.9 36.6 31.2 70.1 75.5 85.0 86.2 92.9
Oil - 85.4 77.8 79.9 84,1 82.7 9.7 5.0 2.7 .3 .2
G a s ... ..... ... .. 66.4 54.8 45.4 43.0 41.1 5.3 7.7 10.1 11.3 4.4
Nuclear .... ... 24.I 24.3 27.8 36.0 33.9 14.9 11.8 2.2 2.2 2.5 '|
All Fuels.. 49.6 44.2 43.8 37.4 31.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0..

.

The Company's present nuclear fuel requirement:: are for the Big Rock Point Plant and the Palisades
Nuclear Plant. The Company has contracts for each of these plants providing for the supply of all
segments of the nuclear fuel supply chain, including uranium ore concentrates and the conversion to '

uranium hexafluoride; enrichment of the uranium hexafluoride; fabrication of nuclear fuel assemblies: and ~

transportation, reprocessing and reconversion of the " spent" nuclear fuel assemblies. The contracts cover -

requirements for a minimum of the next five years. These agreements are with major private industrial
suppliers of nuclear fuel and related senices and with the United States government.

The Company also has contracts for several but not all segments of the nuclear fuel cycle for the
Midland Plant and the Quanicassee Plant. These include contracts for the supply of uranium ore
concentrates and conversion to uranium hexafluoride for the Midland Plant initial cores and contracts for
fabrication of nuclear fuel assemblies for the initial cores for the Midland and the Quanicassee Plants. 9

Gas Senice-

,

The Company renders gas service in an area of approximately 12,900 square miles having a
, population of approximately 3,800,000. Principal cities served are Bay City, Flint, Jackson, Kalamazoo,

(G) Lansing, Pontiac, Royal Oak, Saginaw, Warren and a number of suburban communities near Detroit.

11
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The Company owns gas transmission and distribution mains and other gas lines, compressor stations
and facilities, and storage rights, wells and gathering facilities in several fields in Michigan. The Company

(,)T '

and Michigan Gas Storage Company (" Storage Company"), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company,
store a portion ofits gas supply in the warmer months of the year for use in the colder months of the year.s.

.

For the year 1973, approximately 57% of the Company's gas supply was obtained from Trunkline Gas
- Company ("Trunkline"),26% from Storage Company,8% from Michigan fields,2% from Marysville Gas

Reforming Plant and 7% from miscellaneous spot purchases.
*

Gas is furnished by Trunkline to the Company pursuant to a contract providing for the delivery of
approximately 255 billion cubic feet of natural gas per year. Storage Company presently has a contract
with Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company (" Panhandle") providing for the delivery of 92 billion cubic
feet of gas per year. Since 1971 the Company has experienced curtailments from its pipeline suppliers and
is currently experiencing additional curtailments which are expected to continue for an indefinite period.
These curtailments aggregated approximately 64 billion cubic feet of gas in 1973 and are expected to be 94
billion cubic feet in 1974 and could increase to a higher level in the future. The curtailments imposed by
the pipeline companies are the subject of pending proceedings before the FPC, and orders issued in such
proceedings will determine the cunailment procedures ultimately to be placed into effect by the pipeline
companies.

The maximum daily sendont of natural gas for the Company through December 31,1973 was 2,283
million cubic feet on January 16,1972. Of this total,691 million cubic feet were purchased from Storage
Company,897 million cubic feet were delivered from the Company's storage fields,649 million cubic feet

* '

were purchased from Trunkiine and 46 million cubic feet were obtained from producing Michigan fields.
The peak-day system capacity is in excess of 2,800 million cubic feet.

- - As a consequence of the national gas shortage and in order to protect service to its existing customers
and to limit new customer requirements to the gas supply available, since May 1973 the Company has
issued permits only to new residential and home heating customers. The Company is unable to predicti

g j whether it will be required in 1974 and later years to cease adding residential customers or to curtail gas
U service to any ofits customers other than seasonal customers or when it will be able to commence attaching

additional nonresidential load. Such actions are dependent upon the extent of future curtadments on the
part of the Company's pipeline suppliers referred to above and the receipt of additional gas supplies from
the sources of supply hereinafter described, including the Marysville Gas Reforming Plant. The Company
has filed a petition, which is pending, with the MPSC for approval of a curtailment program for firm gas
customers, to be invoked ifit becomes necessary. -

The Company has initiated several programs to provide it with additional supplies of gas. Northern
Michigan Exploration Company (" Northern"), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, has carried
on a gas exploration program in the northern part of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan for the past several
years, and has varying interests in oil and gas leases on lands covering approximately 500,000 acres in that
area. Such leases authorize exploration for oil and gas with the right to retain a portior. of any oil or gas &
produced thereunder. Nonhern owns part of the working interest in 40 oil or gas wells in several fields in -

northern Michigan. Fur her drilling and development will be required to determine the size of the fields in
which these wells are located, and additional geophysical surveys and exploratory wells are planned in

.

noithern Michigan.

Northern is also participating with others in the exploration and development of 97,600 acres in
offshore Louisiana in 21 tracts and Northern's net ownership therein is 10,900 acres. Four production
platforms have been set on three of these tracts; development drilling is in progress on two of the platforms
and has been completed on one platform. Delivery to the Company of Northern's share of gas from this

'

. development is not expected before the end of 1974 and will be subject to the receipt of regulatory
approvals, which is not assured.

g) The Company's geologists and petroleum engineers estimate that Northern presently holds working
interests which amount to approximately 12 million barrels of proven oil reserves and approximately 2(

QJ
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3

4

' million barrels of probable oil seserves as well as approximately 135 billion cubic feet cf proven gas
'

p reserves and approxiraately 40 billion cubic feet of probable gas reserves. Reference is made to Note 4 to
the Financial Statements for further information relating to Northern.

,

The Company has gas purchase contracts with several producers in the northern Michigan area and.

'..
has placed in service pipelines to transport gas purchased in this area to its integrated gas transmission
system. By the end of 1973 the Company was receiving approximately 35 million cubic feet of natural gas- >

; per day from this northern Michigan area and deliveries are expected to increase to 60 million cubic feet by a
-

,

; the latter part of 1974. The Company also is engaged in a gas exploration program in the southern part of
the Lower Peninsula of Michigan.

,,

h The Company has been receiving gas from producers near Mason, Michigan. Purchases from this
source amounted to approximately 15 rnillion cubic feet of gas per day at the end of 1973. During 1973 ;

the Company also made spot purchases of gas aggregating approximately 22 billion cubic feet and expects,

to make funher purchases in 1974.>

i The Company in April 1974 completed the construction of a gas reforming plant at Marysville,'

Michigan for converting natural gas liquids into gas. Such liquids are imported from Canada under a
, purchase agreement expiring in 1988, which provides for delivery to the Company of up to 50,000 barrels
j' per day. The plant began production at an average rate of approximately 100 million cubic feet of gas per

day in September 1973, and production up to 200 milEon cubic feet of gas per day commenced tn April
1974. The cost to the Company of such gas, including overhead, fixed charges, import fees and taxes !,

hereinafter referred to, is and will be substantially in excess of the present cost of other gas now received
by the Company from interstate pipelines and other sources and has resulted and will result in a-

substantial increase in the cost of service to the Company's gas customers. In connection with the natural
gas liquids to be converted into gas by the reforming plant, as a result of taxes and other increased costs, I

i *
-

the feed stock is expected t'o cost about $10.36 per barrel in May 1974 as compared to less than $4.00 per
barrel a year earlier. The Company expects to recover substantially all of such additional expense through

,

!

the operation of cost of gas sold clauses contained in its rate schedules for gas service. The impact of the
Canadian tax in future years is unknown because it is based upon the difference between the price of>

!

foreign crude oil (other than Canadian) in eastern Canada, and Canadian crude oil, with the aim being to
have the export price of Canadian crude oil at least equal to the price of foreign crude oit u easterni

,

Canada. ' Future policies of the Canadian government regarding the levy of such a tax are uncertain. The '

Canadian export licenses and the United States import licenses are required to be renewed fiam time to
time. The receipt of such licenses is not necessarily assured. -

In connection with the natural gas liquids to be converted into gas by the reforming plant, the FEO
granted the Company an interim determination in February 1974 exempting such liquids from certain
propane allocation regulations pending further analysis of the circumstances by the FEO. If the Companyi.

1

'should ultimately fail to receive a favorable determination under, or esemption from, the FEO propane
' allocation regulations with respect to such natural gas liquids, the Company's ability to produce gas at the s
Marysville Gas Reforming Plant, the cost of producing reformed gas, and the Company's ability to serve *|its gas customers would be substantially adversely affected.i-

y

|
j . Employees |

The Company has approximately 11,500 employees, of whom about 5,200 operating, maintenance
and construction employees are represented by the Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO. The
current working agreement between the Company and the Union was reached on August 31,1971 and
expires August 31,-1974. Pursuant to the agreement increases in wages were made on June 18,1973, ing

addition *a cost ofliving increases. The wage increases, together with wage increases placed in effect for; .-_
*

_ office and technical employees, resulted in additional costs (before income taxes) in 1973 of approximately
$3,661,000 of which approximately $2,770,000 was charged to operations.

- % .
.

.
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of applicable air quality standards, the compliance schedules provide that the Company must then submit
C'S to the Commission sulfur dioxide cor. trol strategies and time schedules for the implementation thereof as I

b expeditiously as practicable. The Company has submitted the compliance schedules to EPA for approval.
Should EPA's approval be secwed, the requirements of the new EPA regulations will be replaced by said I

-

compliance schedules. In a prepgsed rulemaking published in February 1974, EPA solicited pubhc
, comment as to whether the compli{nce xhedules should be approved. |

EPA gave public notice in July 1973 that it intends to issue regulations setting up a mechanism for.

preventing "significant deteriora.icn" of air quality in areas where air pollution levels are below the
national ambient air quality standards. In announcing that it proposed to consider four alternative
proposals for defining and preventmg "signific. int deterioration", EPA stated that any policy adopted will

|have a substantial impact on the nature, extent and location of future industrial, commercial and '

residential development throughout the United States and could affect a number of economically and
socially important matters, including the cost of producing and transporting electricity. The Company is !
unable to forecast the ultimate regulations that will be adopted by EPA in this matter, but it is likely that I

any such regulations will materially affect the Company's operating expenses and power resources.

Applications for water discharge permits for various of the Company's existing and proposed plants ,

and facilities are currently pending under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 !

(the "1972 Amendments"). In October 1973, the EPA delegated to an agency of the State of Michigan |
responsibility for processing the applications under the 1972 Amendments and applicable standards. With

i

respect to existing facilities and plants, the 1972 Amendments require achievement of effluent limitations '

that necessitate the application of the "best practicable control technology currently available" by July 1, I

1977 and the "best available technology economically achievable" by July 1,1983. They also require that.

the standards for cooling water intake structures must reflect the "best technology available for minimizing
adverse environmental impact." With respect to future steam electric power plants, standards of

- performance required to be established by the 1972 Amendments will require achievement of effluent
limitations that necessitate the application of the "best available demonstrated control technology,"

[b including, where practicable, a standard permitting no discharge of pollutants. Proposed guidelines for$

effluent limitations have been issued by EPA for public comment. The Company is not presently able to
evaluate the effect of any standard or guideline ultimately to be adopted, although such effect may be
substantially adverse to the Company's operations.

The Federal government issued regulations effective December 7,1973 establishing priorities for use
of certain low sulfur petroleum products. The regulations are to be in effect for a maximum period of one
year. The intent of the regulations is to preveat coal-to-oil fuel conversions and to delay shifts to lower ~

sulfur content fuel oils than are in use as of the effective date of the regulations, except where such actions
are required to achieve primary ambient air quality standards under the Federal Clean Air Act or to '

comply with EPA new source performance standards. Because the oil which the Company has arranged to
purchase to fuel the D. E. Karn Unit 3, a 660,000 kw generating unit scheduled to commence operation in
1974, may be of lower sulfur content than required by primary ambient air quality standards, the <

Company may be required to apply for an exception from the regulations. Receipt of such an exception is b.
not assured, and the failure to receive the same could adversely affect the Company's cost of generating I

clectricity with the unit and/or the Company's ability to obtain an adequate supply of fuel to operate the
1unit.

'

!

Michigan Public Service Commission
1

The Company is subject to the jurisdiction of the MPSC, which has general power of supervision and
'

regulation of public utilities in Michigan with respect to rates, accounting, services, certain facilities,
ascertainment of values, the issuance of securities, and various other matters.

Adjustment clauses autnorized by the MPSC in August and October 1973, provide for reflecting in the.

Company's residential gas and electric rates certain changes in fuel cost and cost of gas sold. Similar*

clauses had theretofore been in effect covering industrial and commercial rates. Together they permit

(]/ recovery of nearly 100% of fuel cost increases after billing lags up to 60 days in the case of electric service
|

/ -

and up to 30 days in the case of gas service.
1
1
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REGULATION

'

C5mpliance With Environmental Requirements
,

- The Company and its subsidiaries, WrF nd Storage Company, are subject to regulation with
regard to environmental quality; including air u water quality (including thermal discharges) and other
matters, by various Federal, State and local authori' 2 and are also subject to zoning and other rs ,ulation

| ' ' by local authorities. The Company and its subsidiaries are attempting to insure that their facilities meet
applicable environmental regulations am' udards. However, it is not presently possible to forecast the .

L ' ultimate effect of environmental q. O negulations upon the existing and proposed facilities and
L- operations of the Company and its subsidiaries. Moreover, developments in these and other areas may

. require the Company or its subsidiaries to modify, supplement, replace or cease operating equipment and
facilities, and may delay or impede construction and operadon of new facilities, at costs which could be
substantial.

For many years the Company has followed an environmental protection program which included
4 reforestation along Michigan rivers and the siting of electric generating plants and transmission lines with

consideration for the impact of such facilities upon the environment. In more recent years the program has4

i included installadon of electrostatic precipitators to remove particulates from smoke emission at electric
generating plants and conversion of electric generating units to burn cleaner fuels. The program through
1978 includes,~ among other things, installation of new precipitators and adding new controls and
modifying previously installed precipitators at existing plants; utilization of coal with a lower sulfur

. content; construction of new smoke stacks at generating plants designed to reduce ground level
concentrations of sulfur dioxide due to "downwash" conditions; and construction of ponds or towers to

, ,

cool water at new generating plants before it is returned to its source. The Company made capital
'

. expenditures of $41,000,000 in 1973 and estimates that it will make capital expenditures of more than
-$320,000,000 during the five years 1974-1978 for environmental protection., . .

! Regulations promulgated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (" EPA") in Au;;ust
| 1973 will require, unless other measures are adopted by the State of Michigan and approved by EPA, that
~

various steps be taken by the Company to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide at the J. H. Campbell Plant,
! Units I and 2; the D. E. Karn Plant, Units I and 2; the B. C. Cobb Plant and the J. C. Weadock Plant,
! Units 7 and 8. Such generating facilities have an aggregate generating capability of over 2,000 megawatts.
; Specifically, the new reguladons required that the Company should have notified EPA no later than
; . October 1,1973 ofits intention to either (i) utilize fuel with a sulfur content of not more than 1% percent

or (ii) install stack gas desulfurization equipment to reduce emissions to an equivalent amount, not later -

than July 1,1975. The new regulations further required that the Company notify EPA not later than
! January 31,1974 ofits intention to either (i) utilize fuel with a sulfur content of not more than I percent or
i di) install stack gas desulfurization equipment to reduce emissions to an equivalent amount, not later than
*

- Juif 1,1978. - Dates are also specified in the regulations for various increments of progress to be met in
achaving the lowered sulfur dioxide emissions by July 1,1975 and July 1,1978. The Company believes
that idequate amounts oflow sulfur fuel may not be available to permit conversion of such plants to low 4
sulfar fuel. - Moreover, the Company believes that . tack gas desulfurization technology is not adequately ~

developed to assure that any such equipment would allow satisfactory operation of its plants. In
1 September 1973, the Company instituted suit in the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit against
1 - . EPA for review of the regulations which would require the Company to take immediate steps toward the
. redet. tion of sulfur dioxide emissions at the generating plants mentioned above. A stay of the regulations
} - wa's, issued by.the Court. The matter is pending before the Court. The Company has entered into

performance mntracts (" compliance schedules") with the Michigan Air Pollution Control Commission
reg'arding the four plants, under which compliance schedules the Company would be requ;ted to submit to

_

-

the Commission by January 1,1977 sulfur dioxide control strategies and time schedules for the:
.

' implementation of the same not later than January 1 1980. The compliance schedules also require the- * '
,

*

Company to' monitor air quality in the vicinity _of the four plants and to periodically report the results
., thereof to the Commission. Should the data secured by such monitoring at any time fail to substantiate

- that emissions from such plants are not causing or contributing to ambient levels of sulfur dioxide in excess.

-

'
.
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In Mdrch 1973 the Compiny subndtt:d applications to the MPSC to increase its electric rates by
J approximately $$9,000,000 annually and its. gas rates by approximately $83,000,000 annually. At the

A ' same time the Company requested interim gas rate relief of approximately $55,600,000 annually pending

() ~ he outcome of that rate case. 'In April 1973 the MPSC dismissed the applications without hearing (andt
'

^

- without prejudice to the filing of new applications) principally on the grounds that the r2:e relief requested
was excessive and contrary to criteria for public utility rate increases established in January 1973 by the'

~ ,

Federal Cost of Living Council pursuant to the Federal Economic Stabilization Act of 1970, as amended,
'

and contrary to similar criteria established under rules of the MPSC adopted in May 1972 pursuant to the,

. aforesaid Federal'Act. In May 1973, the Company pentioned the MPSC to reconsider such dismissal
; order, which petition is pending. In addidon, in April 1973 the Company submitted new applications to
. the MPSC for authorization to increase its electric rates by approximately $36,100,000 annually and its gas
rates by approximately $50,400,000 annually. In fili a the new applications, the Company acted without
prejudice to and with specific reservation ofits legal rigl. .a iunher challenge the MPSC's dismissat order

. of April 1973. In November 1973 the MPSC authorized interim rate increases, effective November .10,
1973, aggregating $50,000,000, divided equally between the pending electric and gas rate proceedings,

< subject to refund, pending the final determination of the Commission and directed its Staff to cause an
investigation to be made as to the planning and construction of the Marysville Gas Reforming Plant to
determine whether the feasibility of the plant and its cost of construedon were justified 1 December 1973
the Attorney General of the State of Michigan instituted judicial review of the ..erim rate orders,
including a request for a te'mporary irdunction staying their effectiveness, which request has not been acted
upon by the Court. On January 18,1974, the MPSC authorized increases in the Company's electric and
gas rates of $31,000,000 and $46,600,000, respectively, on an annual basis. The rate increases included the
interim increases aggregadng $50,000,000 which were placed in effect November 10, 1973. Of the

* * authorized gas rete increase, approximately $14,571,000 became effective on April 20, 1974 after the
second unit of the Marysville Gas Reforming Plant became fully and commercially operable. In response
to requests for a rehearing on the authorized rate increases, including such a request by the Attorney

* ~

General of Michigan, on March 27, 1974 the MPSC reaffirmed the electric rate increase granted on
January 18,1974, and on its own motion ordered a partial rehearing with respect to the gas rate increase. .

O Such rehearing is to be limited to a review of the portion of the gas decision which allocates between '

residential, commercial and industrial customers the amount of revenues previously authorized and a
consideration of the manner in which the cost of gas sold adjustment clauses of the rates operate to pass
through increases in the cost of gas to the' Company's various classes of customers. The MPSC also
announced its decisio'n to delay recognition of costs of the Marysville Gas Reforming Plant in excess of
$119,700,000 (which costs are estimated to presently aggregate $155,000,000) pending completion of a
performance audit conducted under the auspices of the MPSC Staff to be completed by September 1,1974. -

Further, the MPSC also strongly urged the Company not to file any new gas rate application during the
. pendency of the limited rehearing which it directed to be completed by September 1,1974.

In April 1974 the Company submitted an application to the MPSC to increase its electric rates by not
less than $72,159,000 annually and at the same time requested partial and interim reliefin the amount of
$54,659,000 annually. It is not expected that the MPSC will act upon the application or the request for -

partial and interim relief until later in 1974 following hearings and other investigation of the requests. ?

In September 1%9 the MPSC ' authorized increases in the Company's electric and gas rates of
$16,514,000 and $21,308,000, respectively on an annual basis. Litigation is pending in a State Court with
respect to such increases, which became effective in 1969 and which are subject to refund relating to the
reduction and elimination of the Federalincome tax surcharge then in effect. The MPSC order authorizing
the increases required that the rates be reduced to reflect any subsequent reduction in or expiration of the
Federal income tax surcharge. _ However, in February 1970, the Coun granted a temporary injunction
permitting the Company to continue to collect the rates without adjustment for the later reduction and

.

elimination of the income tax surcharge, subject to possible refund, with interest, of the amounts collected
''

if the MPSC order with respect to the income tax surcharge had not been stayed by the Court. As a result.

of further authorizations by the MPSC in 1971 to increase electric and gas rates effective December 14 and
December 23,1971, respectively, the Company believes that there are no refund obligations with respect

'

to service rendered subsequent to these datc.. On March 29,1974, the Court ruled in favor of the MPSC

i16

,
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with respect to the issue of the income tax surcharge and ordered the Company to refund $24,542,632 to its
electric and gas customers. In connection with this litigation, the Company has established a reserve stated

.

net of related income taxes in the amount of $11,867,818. The Company believes that the amount of such
,

U reserve is adequate to cover the refund obligation, exclusive ofinterest charges which are presently not
'

} cafable of determination but which may be substantial in amount. The Company is preparing to seek
^jiicial review of the Court order of March 29,1974, including a request for a stay of the refund pending,

furtherjudicial action. The pending litigation, which also involves appeals taken by the Company as well,

as by parties opposing the rate increases, includes, among other things, a claim for refunds to customers<

amounting to approximately $7,763,000, plus interest, for which no reserve has been provided. This claimd

i is based upon the circumstance that the electric rates were placed in effect by the Court's order on October
-

| 22,1%9, but the MPSC did not issue an ' order approving such rates until April 20,1970.

In the opinion of the General Counsel for the Company, Storage Company and Northern are not
public utilities under the laws of Michigan.

4 Federal Power Commission-

The FPC has jurisdiction over Storage Company as a natural gas company within the meaning of the
'

: Natural Gas Act, which jurisdiction relates, among other things, to the acquisition and operation of assets
and facilities and to rates charged by Storage Company. If the Company obtains from Northern deliveries

: of gas produced in offshore Louisiana, as described under " Business-Gas Service", Northern will be
i subject to FPC's jurisdiction as a natural gas company within the meaning of the Natural Gas Act. In
#

instances of shortage of supply, the FPC has entered orders curtailing deliveries of natural gas transmitted-

by interstate pipelines to various users to amounts less than provided in their gas sales contracts. Under
certain circumstances, the FPC also has the power under the Natural Gas Act to modify gas sales contracts;

'

of interstate pipeline companies. The FPC has adopted an end-use priority system for pipeline'

curtailments and is now considering adoption of a proposed rule which would make the end-use priority
system also applicable to certificate proceedings for transmission of additional gas supplies. The end-use

,

priority system places residential and small commercial service in the highest priority and interruptible
1 service in the lowest priority. As natural gas companies under the Natural Gas Act, Panhandle, Trunkline

and Storage Company, which provide the major portion of the Company's gas supply, are subject to the
FPC's regulations. The effect of FPC regulations, present or future, upon the Company's gas supply and
operations cannot be determined although such effect may be materially adverse.

I The Company has accepted licenses under Part I of the Federal Power Act for a number of its -

! constructed hydroelectric projects. The Company and The Detroit Edison Company have accepted a
license extending to the year 2019 from the FPC to construct, operate and maintain the Ludington

i Pumped Storage Plant. As a licensee, cenain of the Company's operations are subject to regulation by the
'

FPC, including compliance with the FPC's rules and regulations respecting accounting applicable to
licensees. The Act provides that if a new license for a hydroelectric project is not issued to the original
licensee upon expiration of the original license, a new license may be issued to a new licensee, or the - e
United States may take over the project, upon paying severance damages,if any, and the amount of the -

original licensee's " net investment"in the project but not in excess of the fair value thereof.

By reason of the interconnections linking the electric system of the Company with the systems of
companies in other states, the Company is a "public utility" under Part II of the Federal Power Act and

'
certain of the Company's operations are subject to regulation by the FPC, including compliance with the
FPC's rules and regulations respecting accounting applicable to "public utilities", the transmission of

_ electric energy in interstate commerce and the rates and charges for the sale of such energy at wholesale, as
provided by the Federal Power Act. The Company is also' subject to the general supervision and

~

,

.- regulation of the MPSC as described above, including the fixing of almost all retail rates and chages for
the sale of electricity and gas.

i
' '

-In November 1972, the Company tendered for filing with the FPC proposed increases in its wholesale.

electric rates so as to increase the Company's wholesale electric revenues approximately $1,500,000 on an
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annuti b sis. The increased rates became effective in June 1973, subject to refund. pending FPC
determination as to their reasonableness. A number of municipal electric systems and rural electric

p cooperatives have intervened in the proceeding and seek to obtain the rejection of the proposed increases

Q . on economic grounds and because the Company allegedly has engaged in unlawful and anti-competitive
practices. Alternatively, the intervenors have requested that the filing be conditioned upon the Company's,

compliance with certain requirements, including among other things, that the Company coordinate bulk
. power supply with any of the intervenors desiring so to do, that the Company wheel power across its*

. . transmission facilitics, and that the Company provide power to the interv:nors on terms comparable to
those prevailing between _the Company and certain ot!.er electric systems. The intervenors' filed case
supports a rate increase of approximately $376,000 subject to the aforementioned conditions. The staff of
the FPC has recommended an increase of approximately $875,000. Hearings upon the Company's
application and related issues have been held in abeyance pending settlement discussions, now in progress
involving the Company, the intervenors and the FPC staff. -

Atomic Energy Commission

in 1967 the AEC granted the Company a permit to construct the Palisades Nuclear Plant, described
under " Construction Expenditures" above. In March 1970, the AEC gave public notice ofits proposed
issuance of a provisional operating license for the plant. Thereafter, a number of organizations and
individuals intervened in the proceedings before the AEC and opposed the licensing of the plant. In view
of the crucial importance of getting the plant in operation at the earliest possible date, and faced with
indefinite delays in completion of the AEC hearing, the Company reached an agreement with the
intervenors in March 1971 whereby the Company would install cooling towers to substantially eliminate
thermal discharges into Lake Michig. r and other equipment to climinate release of virtually all-

radioactive ma'erials in liquid discharges and, subject to certain conditions, the intervenors agreed tot

withdraw their opposidon to a full power operating license. The additional facilities, which cost an
estimated $30,000,000 to construct, are expected to result in additional annual costs in excess of $5,000,000-

attributable to reduced thermal efficiency of the plant, some curtailment of generating capability and

{ increased operating and maintenance expenses, as well as fixed charges on the invested capital.
'

-

The Palisades Nuclear Plant has been out of service for the reasons described in Note (b) under
" Construction Expenditures" above. The operating license issued by the AEC for the plant is provisional
in nature and was scheduled to expire in March 1974, but was automatically extended pending AEC action
on the Company's application for a full-term,40-year operating license. The application will be subject to
the right of any person whose interest may be affected by the proceeding to intervene and request a public"

hearing on the application.
.

In 1971, the AEC announced that it was reviewing the adequacy of emergency core cooling systems in
light-water power reactors, and thereafter held a public rule-making hearing with respect to new
regulations covering the design of such emergency core cooling systems. In December 1973, the AEC
announced its new regulations which provide.that licensee <, including the Company, must submit to the

.

AEC by early August 1974, a plan detailing how compliance with the new rules will be achieved for each .~
of the nuclear plants affected. The effect of the new rules upon the Company's plants has not yet been $
determined, but it may be necessary to modify the designs of the Big Rock Point Plant, the Palisades
Nuclear Plant and the Midland Plant (referred to below) and it may be necessary to derate the Big Rock -

Point Plant and/or the Palisades Nuclear Plant. The cost of such potential modifications and deratings
cannot be esdmated at this time but co'ild be substantial. Intervenors in the AEC rule-making proceeding

- have taken an appeal to the U. S. wurt of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (Docket No.
RM50-1) from the AEC regulations issued in December 1973.

In May 1973 a suit was commenced against the AEC for a declaratoryjudgment and injunctive relief.
The suit sought to compel the revocation of operating licenses heretofore issued by the AEC for 20 nuclear

'

. generating units, including the Palisades Nuclear Plant. The basis for the suit was that operation of these
units in accordance with certain AEC interim criteria for emergency core cooling systems allegedly

|
,

constitutes a threat to the public health and safety. The court dismissed the suit. In July 1973 the plaintiffs
A. in such suit petitioned the AEC to revoke immediately the operating licenses of the 20 nuclear generatingU
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units on the sam; grounds tilegId in the lawsuit. The petition was deni:d and an appeal from the denial is4

now pending before the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit ( Docket No. 73 1872 ).

[ In 1%9 the Company applied to the AEC for permits to construct the Midland Plant, described under.

\ ~ " Construction Expenditures" above. Various organizations and individuals intervened in the proceeding: -

and objected to the granting of such permits. After extended hearings the AECissued construction permits |,

for the Midland Plant in December 1972. Thereafter the intervenors appealed the granting of the permits
and in May 1973 an Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of the AEC affirmed the issuance of the

-

,

i
construction permits, subject to conditions imposing several new reporting requirements with respect to- '

quality assurance matters. Construction on the site, which was halted in November 1970, was resumed in
June 1973. In the summer of 1973, the intervenors instituted appeals to the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit (Docket Nos. 73-1776 and 73-1867) from the action of the AEC in granting
the construction permits and such appeals are pending. In May 1972 some of the intervenors began suit in
a Federal Court to prevent construction of the Midland Plant, contending that the AEC had not complied
with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 in the proceedings for issuance of the construction
permits for the plant. The Company and the AEC have moved to dismiss the suit. In March 1973 another
intervenor began suit in a State Court in Jackson County, Michigan, seeking damages and to prevent

' construction and operation of the plant on the grounds that it constitutes a nuisance. The case has been
transferred to Midland County, Michigan, and the Company has filed a motion to dismiss. Following.

'

AEC inspections of the implementation of the quality assurance program at the Midland construction site,
the AEC's Director of Regulation issued an order in December 1973 for the Company to show cause why

'

~ all activities under the construction permits for the Midland Plant should not be suspended pending a
showing that the Company is in compliance with the AEC's quality assurance regulations and that there is
reasonable assurance that such compliance will continue throughout the construction process. The; . -

; Company responded to the order to show cause by a motion ta dismiss and an answer noting that the most
recent AEC inspection had found the Company to be in' compliance with AEC quality assurance

:
- regulations. Certain of the intervenors in the construction permit proceeding requested a hearing on the.

i order to show cause. Also,in December 1973, the same intervenors petitioned the AEC to revoke the
, g construction permits for the Midland Plant. The AEC,in January 1974, denied the petition to revoke the
'

construction permits, denied the Company's motion to dismiss the order to show cause, and granted the
intervenors' requests for a public hearing. A hearing on the show cause order is scheduled to commence in
late June 1974. If the Atomic Safety.and Licensing Board appointed to conduct the hearing decides that,

the Company is not implementing its quality assurance program in compliance with AEC regulations, or
that there is not reasonable assurance tha: such implementation will continue throughout the construction
process, it will determine whether the construction permits for the Midland Plant shall be modified,
suspended or revoked, or whether other action is warranted by the record. The Company is unable to -

predict the outcome of these proceedings before the AEC, as well as the outcome of the litigation described
in this paragraph and the immediately preceding paragraph. However,if the Company is not successfulin
the AEC proceedings' or the litigation, the efect upon the Company's operating expenses and its power,

resources could be materially adverse.

In January and February 1974, certain individuals reported to the AEC and publicly charged that the -

Company and certain ofits employees had, in 1972 and early 1973, willfully and wrongfully withheld f
: information from the AEC, and falsified information submitted to the,AEC, about malfunctioning of the
waste gas decay system and other occurrences at the Company's Palisades Nuclear Plant. AEC"

representatives have invesdgated the charges and have cited the Company for several license violations in
connection with the charges. The U. S. Attorney General has been requested to investigate the matter, and
an organization has petitioned the AEC to issue a show cause order or to hold a hearing on whether the
operating license of the Palisades Nuclear Plant should be revoked, suspended or modified or other
penalties imposed in connectVi with the charges. The entire matter is pending and the Company is

,
. presently' unable to predict the outcome.

Under amendments to the Atomic Energy Act which became,esective in December 1970, applications.

to construct commercial nuclear reactors are subject to ruiew to determine whether the activities under the
, license would create or maintam a situation inconsistent with the Federal antitrust laws and the AEC is

g- frequired to refer such applicadon; to the Attorney General of the United States for his advice. In June
_j'
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1971, the Attorney General advised the AEC that tne granting of authorization to construct the Midland -
Plant."may| maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws" and recommended that the AEC

O conduct a hearing to determine whether there is any factual basis to so find. A number of municipal
electric systems and generating and transmission cooperatives have intervened in the proceeding. The

*

AEC is authorized to issue or refuse to issue any license applied for or to issue a license with such
conditions as it deems appropriate, and ifit finds there are adverse antitrust aspects involved in any license.

applications, it is also to consider, in determining whether a license shall be issued, such other factors as in
,

its judgment it deems necessary to protect the public interest, including the need for power in the affected
. area. The Attorney General has indicated an intention to seek conditions in any license for the Midland
Plant which wo* among other things, require the Company to interconnect and share reserves with any ,

utility engaged o 4 oposing to engage in the generadon of electric power, require the Company to engage
in coordinated op ations, development and electric plant construcdon with any such other electric utility,
and to wheel po.wer across the Company's transmission system. An AEC hearing with respect to the
antitrust issues began in late 1973 and is continuing.

In December 1972 the AEC amended the Big Rock Point Plant operating license to authorize the use
of a full core loading of nuclear fuel containing plutonium as well as uranium. The transition to the use of
such fuel will extend over a period of several years, with a few fuel assemblies having been installed in
1973 and with greater use of such fuel to occur in 1974 and later years. The use at the Big Rock Point
Plant of developmental fuel assemblies and fuel rods containing plutonium had been authorized and
carried out since 1969. In March 1973 an organization began suit in the U. S. District Court for Western

-

Michigan (Docket No. 50-155) to prevent the use of such plutonium fuel at the Big Rock Point Plant. A
. temporary injunction against the 1973 fuel loading was refused by the Court. The lawsuit is pending and

is opposed by the Company as well as by the AEC. In April 1973 the AEC offered an opportunity for
public hearing on the December 1972 license amendment and the organization opposing the use of
plutonium fuel at the plant has been granted the right to intervene and to have a public hearing. The.

matter is pending.

In March 1974 the AEC published a notice that a public hearing will be held by an Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board to consider the Company's application for construction permits for the proposed
Quanicassee Units I and 2 reactors.

Under the Price-Anderson amendments to the Atomic Energy Act, the Company maintains private ,

insurance and agreements ofindemnity with the AEC to cover public liability for the consequences of
nuclear incidents which might occur at the Company's nuclear power plants. Such nuclear insurance and
indemnity coverage does not include coverage of the plant facilities themselves. To cover possible damage

'

to these facilities, the Company maintains property damage insurance from Nuclear Mutual Limited, a
Bermuda mutual insurance company of which the Company is a member, in the maximum amount
available from such insurer, which is presently $100,000,000, or the insurable value of the facility,.
whichever is less. Except for the Company's Big Rock Point Plant, such insurance does not equal in
amount the sums invested or to be invested in the Company's nuclear plants. The Company is therefore a
self-insurer for any loss to its nuclear plant facilities to the extent its investment in them exceeds -

$100,000,000 at any locadon.- The Company regards this risk to be acceptable because of the very low 2
. probabilities of occurrence believed to be associated with incidents which could give rise to losses in excess
of the insurance. The Company's practice in this regard is consistent with that of other utilities similarly

^

situated.

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

LIn January 1972 the U. S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC") charged the
Company and the Utility Workers of America with violation of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,

. alleging discrimination against Negroes and females in matters of hiring, promodon, training, com-
*

|pensation,1me'mbership, referral representation and other terms and conditions of employment. An
,

: investigation was conducted and an exporte decision was rendered by the EEOC finding reasonable cause

,
to believe that the' Company discriminated against females and that the Union failed to equally represent

)w females. EEOC has proposed a conciliation agreement be negotiated with the Company as a means of
- correcting the ' lleged discrimination, but no such agreement has yet been ent: red into, ja
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OPERATING STATISTICS
77 Year Ended December 31

1969 1970 1971 1972 IM3' *

_ _ _ _

*

Electric Energy Generated, Purchased and Sold
(Thousands of Kwh):

*

Generated-after station loss and use:
Fos,il Fuel 17,517,548 17,701,285 17.465,481 17,379,239 17,360,718*

Nuclear 401,049 362,430 368,988 2.125,281 2,834,049

Hydro 495,638 438,625 438,635 410,287 1,422,871

Purchased (including interchange) 1,848,148 2,268,680 4.118,538 4,404,300 6,112,898

_ l1,622) (I,380,519)(less energr for pumping - - -

Total Electric Energy Generated and
Purchased 20.262,383 20,771,020 22,391,642 24,307,485 26,350,017

lost, unaccounted for and used by Company (I,783,020) (I,964,343) (I,895,889) (2,229.011) (2,248,017)

Total Energy Sold 18,479,363 18.806,677 20,495,753 22,078,474 24,102,000

Electric Sales (Thousands of Kwh):

Residential - 5,546,263 5,931,840 6,328,749 6,841,221 7,090,854

Commercial 3,673,709 4,027,215 4,349,075 4,699,559 5,160,245

Industrial 8.578,389 8,073,913 8,972,723 9,575,919 10,773,530

Interdepartmental and Other 191,951 108,526 223.849 235,871 239,152

Total Sales to Ultimate Consumers 17,990,312 18,241,494 19,874,3 % 21.352,570 23,263,781-

Power Pool _ - - - - -

Other Resale 489,051 565,183 621,357 725,904 838,219

*
'

Total Electric Sales 18,479,363 18,806,677 20,495,753 22,078.474 24,102.000

Gas Produced, Purchased and Sold (1,000 cutic
feet):

Gas Produced and Purchased:v
Marysville Reforming Plant - - - - 8,285,680

Michigan Fields 16,600,0$0 17,1%,639 13,194,067 18,905,307 26,266,614 -

Trunkline Gas Company 197,825,691 226,111,937 247,445,052 231,889,872 193,031,460

Michigan Gas Storage company 87,821,500 90,697,573 88,327,683 95,612,848 88,973,946.

Other purchases - - - - 21,989,179
.

Total Gas Produced and Purchased 302,247,271 334,006,149 348,966,802 346,408,027 338,546,879

Net (to) from Storage (10,937,194) (l3,8 % ,516) (9,882,117) 15,550,365 1,633,498

Compressor Station and Other Use (2,724,061) (3,6C4,715) (2,871,811) (2,455,853) (2,835,560)
Lost, unaccounted for and used by Company (6,824,203) (6,160,960) (2,339,363) (6,239,695) (7.585,417)

Total Gas sold 281,761,813 310.343,958 333,873,511 353,262,844 329,759.400
.

Gas Sales ( t,000 cubic feet)

Residential-Home Heating 129,060,276 134,435,759 138,223,553 150,602,418 136,323,024

Other Residential 3,997,083 3,733,980 3,225,088 3,313,156 3,016,273

Industrial and Commercial 139,497,140 152,704,824 176,350,317 187,916.368 183,124,071

Interdepartmental 7,214,920 18,507,064 15.262,159 11,430,902 7,296,032,

Total Sales to Ultimate Consumers 279,769,419 309,381,627 333,061,117 353,262,844 329,759,400

Resale 1,992,394 962,331 812,394 - -

-

Total Gas Sales 281,761.813 310.343,958 333,873,511 353,262,844' 329,759,400
*

Sales of Steam (1,000 pounds) 847,854 814,225 742,650 682,412 655,895
.

'

f c

d
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OPERATING STATISTICS
Year Ended Decennber 31

3
1969 IMO IM1 1972 1973

. - - -

Cost of Electnc Energy Generated and Purchased:
* '

$ 75,0 0,196 $ 88,977,135 $107,250,285 f T,527,591 S f33,170,016Generseed
Purchased (including interchange) 13,530,197 19,330,636 41,860,127 s,662,305 70,005,649

*~
Other Power Supply Ee=== 1,229,0l? I,808,747 3,573,083 4,493,o10 2,182,207

s

'

Total Cost of Electric Energy Generated
and Purchased 5 90,239,612 S $1*?,683,806 $205,357,872y6g $152,683,495

Average Fuel Cost per KWH Generated ( mills) 3.30 3.93 t.h 4.72 5.22
~

Cost of Gas Sold:
*

Gas Produced and Purchased.
Michigaa Fields $ 4,628,947 $ 4,591,473 $ 3,457,574 5 6,238,777 3 11,183,615
Marysville Refornung Plant - - - - 13,387,838
Trunkline Gas Company 70,399,838 80,393,575 91,690,210 100,583,943 93,418,386
Mactugan Gas Storage Company 37,170,023 39,465,259 40,770,482 47,502,774 47,746,032'

Other purchases - - - - 17,793,924
,

Total Cost of Gas Produced and Pur-
chased $112,198,808 $124,450,307 $135,918,266 $154,325,494 $183,529,795

Net (to) from Storage (4,413,756) (5,320,212) (4,466,597) 2,891,134 (6,130,724)
Compressor Station and Other Use (896,939) (1,255,232) (l.041,007) (978,398) (2,213,6I8)

Total Cost of Gas Sold $106,888,113 5117,874,863 $130,410,662 $156,238,230 $175.185,453

Electnc Revenue:
Residential $119,298,937 $l33,131,798 SI41,106,619 $158,414,916 $179,025,208

'

Commercial 76,246,495 87,727,018 95,839,344 106.268,572 125,615,891
Industrial 98,132,472 102,501,526 118,617,428 131,708,824 162,914,439
Interdepartmental and Other 5,320,222 6,101,768 6,561,662 7,374,312 8,165,332

-
'

Tota! Sales to Ultimate Consumers $298,998,126 $329,462,110 $362,125,053 $403,766,624 $475,720,870
Power Pool ., - - - - -

i
.. Other Resale 5,567,956 6,661,084 7,778,805 9,004,411 15,406, % 2

Total Electnc Sa:es Revenue 3304,566,082 $336,123,194 $369,903,858 $412,771,035 $491,127,832
Reserve for Possible Refund - (5,929,745) (9,367,949) (l16,203) -

>

Net Electnc Sales Revenue ,,, $304,566,082 $330,193,449 $360,535,909 $412,654,832 $491,127,832
Misalianeous Electnc Revenue 3,433,5 % 4,710,705 3,693,861 4.339,234 4_*44.728

Total Electnc Revenue $307,999,678 $334,904,154 $364,229,770 $416.994,066 $4 5.772,560~

Gas Meyenue:
Residential-Home Heating $133,776,482 3150,050,985 $154,419,444 $174,891,712 $172,040,351 ' '

Other Residential 6,097,784 6,614,752 5,906,707 6,211,764 5,947,5I8-

ladustrial and Commercial 93,716,797 108,666,729 121,435,319 14I,761,585 152,543,621

Inc Tartmental 3,079,358 8,094,531 . 6.944,951 6,413,403 5,056,497,

Total Sales e Ultimate Consumers $236,670,421 $273,426,997 $288,706,421 $329,278,464 $335,587,987
Resale .7 % ,401 456,805 375,958 - -

Total Gas Sales Revenue $237,466,822 $273,883,802 $289,082,379 $329,278,464 $355,587,987 &
Reserve for Possible Refund - (3,258,764) (5,603,017) (266,955) - -

Net Gas Sales Revenue $237,466,822 $270,625,038 $283,479,362 $329,011,509 $335,587,987
Miscellaneous Gas Revenue 3,068,960 3,248,642 2,612.093 3,074,019 2,318,350

Total Gas Revenue $240,535,782 $273,873,680 $286,091,455 $332,085,528 $337,906,337

Steam ltevesue $ 1,239,386 5 1,211,671 5 1,295,582 $ 1,373,540 $ 1,324,788

'Ibtal Operating Revenue $549,774,846 $609,989,505 $651,616,807 $750,453,134 $834,953,685

Net Operating income before State and Federal In-
come Taxes:

Electnc $100,424,652 $ 92,746,462 3 75,249,390 $ 8*,627,334 $121,195,636
Gas S 54,297,237 $ 65,377,230 $ 64,106,732 5 68,953,534 $ 48,083,242-

Electnc Customers (end of period) 1,057,735 1,082,442 1,112,607 1,147,507 1,180,846.

Gas Customers (end of period) 830,011 854,117 879,535 910,513 936,323
Seeam Cuneomers (end orperiod) 386 318 220 125 121p' Kilowatt hours per Residential Customer-Average 5,954 6,222 6.467 6,780 6,816

k
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DESCRIPTION OF COMMON STOCK
,,

(U) . General

The outstanding Common Stock of the Company is listed on the New York, Detroit and rifidwest
Stock Exchanges. ' Applications have been made for the listing of the Common Stock offered hereby on

*

these three Exchanges.
.

The Common Stock offered hereby will not be subject to further calls or to assessment by the _

Company.

The Company acts as its own transfer agent in Jackson, Michigan, and Bankers Trust Company acts
as such in New York City. The registrars are The National Bank of Jackson, in Jackson, Michigan and
Bankers Trust Company in New York City.

The following outline of certain provisions of Article X of the Company's Articles ofIncorporation, as
amended (the " Charter"), and Section 7.15 of its Indenture dated as of September 1,1945, to First
National City Bank, as Trustee, copies of which are filed as exhibits to the registration statement, does not
purport to be complete and is qualified in its entirety by express reference thereto.

The Chaner authorizes the issuance of Preferred Stock in series of equal rank and Preference Stock
(none of which has been issued) U series of equal rank, having suct' dividend rates, redemption prices,
amounts payable on liquidation, conversion rights and sinking or purchase fund provisions as the Board of
Directors may determine. The shares of Preference Stock are subordinate to the Preferred Stock but have

- preference over the Common Stock as to divideads and assets of the Company.

Dividend Rights

Subject to the following limitations and after the payment of full dividends on the Preferred Stock and
the Preference Stock, dividends may be paid on the Common Stock when and as declared by the Board of

(3/ Directors.v) The Charter, in effect, prohibits the payment of cash dividends on Preference Stock or Common
Stock, if, immediately after such dividends, there shall not remain to the credit of retained earnings at le.v.t
$7.50 per share on all then outstanding Preferred Stock. Reference is made to Note 9 to Financial
Statements.

The Charter, in effect, also restricts the payment of cash dividends on Common Stock to 75% of net
income available for Common Stock dividends if the percentage of Common Stock equity to total

.

capitalization, as defined, is 20% or more but less than 25%, and to 50% of such net income if such
percentage is less than 20% It also prohibits the payment of cash dividends on Preference Stock and
Common Stock if the Company is in default (which the Company is not) under the purchase fund for the
$4.52 Preferred Stock. Such purchase fund requires the Company, to the extent that net income after
dividends on Preferred Stock is available therefor, to endeavor to purchase annually for retirement 4,000 ;
shares of $4.52 Preferred Stock at not more than $102.725 per share plus accrued dividends. -

The Indenture in effect prohibits the payment of cash dividends on Common Stock except out of
retained earnings accumulated after September 30,1945 and unless after such payment there remains of
such retained earnings an amount equivalent to the amount by which the charges to income or retained
earnings since December 31,1945 for repairs, maintenance and depreciation shall have been less than the
maintenance and replacement requirement computed in accordance with the provisions of the Indenture.

- Voting Rights'
'

Each holder of Common Stock and of Preferred Stock is entitled to one vote for each share held and*

to cumulative voting in the election of directors. However, if four quarterly dividends on any series of
Preferred Stock should be in default, the Preferred Stock of all series would have the right, voting as a,

single class, to elect a majority of the directors of the Company and the Common Stock, voting as a class,
,(,mv) - would have the right to' elect the remaining directors. The Preference Stock has no voting rights in the

,

l

j
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clection cf directors, cxcept that if six quarterly di/idends on the Pref;rence Stock should be in dIfault, th
Preference Stock of all series would have the right, voting as a single class, to elect two directors (subject to
the rights of the Preferred Stock above set forth) and the Common Stock, voting as a class, would have the

(o) right to elect the remaining directors. In addition, the Company must secure the approval of the holders of
' ''

certain percentages of Preferred Stock and Preference Stock prior to effecting various changes in its capital
'

structure and prior to effecting certain other transactions.
.

- Liquidation Rights

After payment to the holders of Preferred Stock of the full preferential amcums to which they are
entitled, the remaining assets to be distributed,if any, upon dissolution, liquidation or winding up shall be
distributed to the holders of Preference Sack and, after payment to the holders of the Preference Stock of
the full preferential amounts to which they are entitled, to the holders of Common Stock.

Preemptive Rights

Holders of Common Stock have no preemptive rights.

EXPERTS

The Financial Statements including the Statement of Income for the five years ended December 31,
1973 set fonh in this Prospectus have been examined by Arthur Andersen & Co., independent public
accountants, as indicated in their report with respect thereto, and are included herein in reliance upon the
authority of said firm as experts in auditing and accounting in giving such report.-

Statements under" Regulation" and " Description of Common Stock", as to matters oflaw and legal
. conclusions, have been reviewed by Harold P. Graves, Esq., General Counsel for the Company, and all

such statements are made on his authority as an expert.

]
V LEGAL OPINIONS

The legality of the securities offered hereby will be passed upon for the Company by Harold P.
Graves Esq., or James B. Falahee, Esq., Jackson, hiichigan General Counsel and General Attorney,
respectively, for the Company, and by hiessrs. Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts, New York, N. Y.,
and for the Underwriters by Messrs. Simpson Thacher & Bartlett, New York, N. Y.

As of December 31,1973,806 shares of common stock of the Company were credited to Harold P.
.

Graves' account in the Employees' Savings Plan. He and his wife own as jaint tenants 189 shares of
common stock of the Company. Afr. Graves is an officer of the Company and a director and/or an officer

*

of each ofits subsidiaries.
1

As of December 31,1973,263 shares of common stock of the Company were credited to James B. .|
Falahee's account in the Employees' Savings Plan. ile and his wife own as joint tenants 75 shares of f
common stock of the Company. Afr. Falahee is employed by the Company as General Attorney.

.
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UNDERWRITERS

Under the terms of and subject to the conditions contained in an Underwriting Agreement dated(q) May ,1974, the Underwriters named below have severally agreed to purchase, and the Company has
- agreed to sell to each Underwriter, severally, the respective numbers of shares of Common Stock set

forth below.,

Number Number
. Name of Shares Name of Shares

. Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated . 173,100 Gradison & Company Incorporated . 3,000
Abraham & Co. Inc. 4.800 Gruntal 1: Co. 1,500
Advest Co. 7,200 Halsey, Stuart & Co. Inc. 24,600
American Securities Corporation . 7,200 Harris, Upham & Co. Incorporeted . 15,000
A. E. Ames & Co. Incorporated . 4.800 Harrison & Company
Arnhold and S. Bleichroeder, Inc. . 7,200 Hayden Stone Inc. .

.. 1,500
15,000

Ashton & Co. 3,000 Herzfeld & Stern . 4,800
Bacon, h;ple & Co. 7,200 JJ.B. Hilliard, W. L. Lyons, Inc. . 3.000
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated . 7,200 Hoppin, Watson Inc. 3,000
Bateman Eichler, Hill Richards Incorporated 7,200 Hornblower & Weeks-Hemphill, Noyes
Bear, Stearns & Co. 15.000 Incorporated . 24,600
A. G. Becker & Co. Incorporated . 15.000 Howard, Weil, Labouisse, Friedrichs
Birr, Wilson & Co., Inc. . 1,500 Incorporated 3,000
William Blair & Company . 7,200 Howe, Barnes & Johnson, Inc. . 1,500
Blunt Ellis & Simmons Incorporated 7,200 E. F. Hutton & Company Inc. 24,600
Blyth Eastman Dillon & Co. Incorporated . 24,600 W. E. Hutton & Co. 15,000
Boettcher & Company 4,800 The Illinois Company Incorporated . 3,000
Bosworth. Sullivan & Company, Inc. . 3,000 Interstate Securities Corporation . 3,000

- J. C. Bradford & Co. Incorporated . 7,200 Investment Corporation of Virginia . 3,000
'

Alex. Brown & Sons . 15,000 Janney Afontgomery Scott Inc. 3,000
Bruns, Nordeman, Rea & Co. 4,800 Josephtha! & Co. 3.000
Butcher & Singer . 4,800 Kidder, Peabody & Co. Incorporated . 24,600
Jack V. Butterfield Investment Co. 1,500 Kuhn, Loeb & Co. 24,600

A Buys, hfacGregor & Co. 3,000 Lamson Bros. & Co. . 1,500
( The Chicago Corporation . 4,800 Lazard Freres & Co. 24,600

i

- B. C. Christopher & Company . 1,500 Legg Afason/ Wood Walker
City Securities Corporation . 3,000 Div. of First Regional Securities, Inc. 4,800
Clark, Dodge & Co. Incorporated 15,000 Lehman Brothers Incorporated . 24,600
Colin. Hochstin Co. 3,000 lepercq, de Neuffize & Co. Incorporated.. 3,000
Cowen & Company 3,000 Loeb, Rhoades & Co. 24,600
Craigie, hiason.Hagan, Inc. 3,000 Loewi & Co. Incorporated . 4,800
Crowell. Weedon & Co. _.. 4,800 Af acNaughton.Greenawalt & Co., Inc. 3,000 '

Dain, Kalman & Quail, Incorporated 7,200 hianley, Bennett, AfcDonald & Co. . 15,000
Davenport & Co. of Virginia Inc. . 1,500 A. E. h!asten & Co. Incciporated . 1,500
Davis, Skaggs & Co., Inc. 3,000 AlcCormick & Co., Incorporated . 3,000
Doft & Co., Inc. . 3,000 NfcDonald & Comoany . 7,200
Drexel Burnham & Co. Incorporated 24,600 Aterrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
A. G. Edwards & Sons. Inc. . 7,200 Inc rporated 30,000

.Edwards & Hanly . 7,200 The hiilwatkee Corapany . 4,800 $Elkins, Aforris, Stroud & Co. 4,800 Af del, Roland & Co., Inc. 4,800
Eppler, Guerin & Turner, Inc. . 4,800 ht re, Leonard & Lynch, Incorporated . 4,800
Equitable Securities Corporation . 3,000 Afo re & Schley, Cameron & Co. 3,000
Fahnestock & Co. . . . . 7,200 Afoseley, Hallgarten & Estabrook Inc. . 15,000
Faulkner, Dawkins & Sullivan Securities Corp. 7,200 Afullaney, Wells & Company . 1,500
Ferris & Company, Incorporated . 3,000 Af urch & Co., Inc. . 3,000
First Albany Corporation . 1,500 Nauman, VanderVoort, Inc. . 4,800
The First Boston Corporation . 30,000 Newhard, Cook & Co. Incorporated . 3,000
First Heritage Corporation 1,500 The Ohio Company . 4,800
First of hfichigan Corporation . 15,000 Olde & Co. Incorporated . 4,800
Fitzgerald and Company, Inc. . 1,500 7,200Oppenheimer & Co.
Folger Nolan Fleming Douglas Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis Incorporated 24,600

-

Incorporated ..

7,200 Charles A. Parcells & Co.
Freehling & Co. 7,200

3,000 Parker / Hunter Incorporated 3,000

.Q(N .
Fulton, Reid & Staples, Inc. 4,800 H. O. Peet & Co. Inc. .GoMman, Sachs & Co. 1 50024,600 Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood Incorporated . 7,200
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Nh- Nussber
Manas of Shares Names of Shares

m Prescott, Ba!! & Turben . 7,200 Smith, Barney & Co. Incorporated . 24,600
f) Pressman, Frohlich & Frost Incorporated . 1,500 Smith, Hague & Co., Incorporated . 4,800
v - R. W. Pressprich & Co. Incorporated . 15,000 SoGen. Swiss International Co poration 15,000

Primus Investment Company . 3,000 Steiner, Rouse & Co.,Inc. .._.. 3,000,

Raffensperger, Hughes & Co., Inc. .
Rauscher Pierce Securities Corporation . ..

1,500 Stern Brothers & Co. 3.000
7,200 Stern, Frank, Meyer & Fox, Incorporated . 3.000,

W. H. Reaves & Co., Inc. 1,500 Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated . 3,000
Reinholdt & Gardner . 7,200 Stone & Webster Securities Corporation 24,600

*

Reynolds Securities Inc. 24,600 Sutro & Co. Incorporated . 4,800 *

Roberts, Scott & Co., Inc. 1,500 Thomson & McKinnon Auchincloss
The Robinson.Humphrey Company, Inc. . 7,200 Kohlmeyer Inc. 15,000
Rodman & Renshaw, Inc. 1,500 Spencer Trask & Co. Incorporated . 15,000
Wm. C. Roney & Co. 15,000 Tucker, Anthony & R. L. Day . 7,200
Roose Wade & Company . 3,000 Underwood, Neuhaus & Co., Incorporated . 4,800
Rotan Mosle Inc. 4,800 Vercoe & Company,Inc. . 1,500
L. F. Rothschild & Co. 15,000 Wagenseller & Durst,Inc. 3,000
R. Rowtand & Co. Incorporated . 4,800 G. H. Walker, Laird Incorporated . 15,000
J. N. Russell Inc. 3,000 Warburg.Paribas, Inc. 15,000
Salomon Brothers 24,600 Watling, Lerchen & Co. Incorporated . 15,000
Scherck. Stein & Franc, Inc. . 4,800 Weeden & Co. Ir:corporated . 7,200
Seidler, Arnett, Spillane & Hanis Wertheim & Co., Inc. . 24,600

Incorporated 3,000 Wheat. First Secunties, Inc. 7,200
H. B. Shaine & Co. Inc. 3,000 Hudson White & Company . 1,500
Shearson, Hammill & Co. Incorporated . 24,600 White, Weld & Co. Incorporated . 24,600

*
Shields Securities Corporation . 15.000 Dean Witter & Co. Incorporated . 24,600
Shuman, Agnew & Co., Inc. . 7,200 Wood, Struthers & Winthrop Inc. . 15,000

^

Total 1,500,000
,

The Underwriting Agreement provides that the several obligations of the Underwriters are subject

p() to the approval of certain legal matters by counsel and to the conditions that no stop order suspending
the effectiveness of the Registration Statement is in effect and no proceedings for such purpose are
pending before or threatened by the Securities and Exchange Commission, that an appropriate order
of the MPSC is in effect and that there has been no material adverse change (not in the ordinary course
of business) in the condition of the Company from that set forth in or contemplated by the Registration
S:atement. The nature of the Underwriters' obligation is such that they are committed to take and pay
for all of the shares of Common Stock if any are taken.

-

The Underwriters propose to offer part of the shares of Common Stock directly to the public
at the public offering price set forth on the cover page hereof and part to dealers at a price which
represents a concession, not in excess of # a share under the public ofIering price, and any Under-
writer may offer shares of Common Stock to certain dealers who are either a parent or a subsidiary of
such Underwriter at not less than such price to dealers. The Underwriters may allow and such dealers -

may reallow a concession, not in excess of p a share, to certain other dealers. k.
,

1
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

(D(j To Consumers Power Company:

We have examined the balance sheet of CONSIMERS power COMPANY (a Michigan corporadon) as of
December 31,1973, and the related statements ofincome, retained earnings, capital in excess of par value
and source of funds for gross property additions for the five years then ended. Our examinadon was made~

in accordance with generally accepted audidng standards, and accordingly included such tests of the-

accoundng records and such other audidng procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. ~

>

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial posidon of
Consumers Power Company as of December 31,1973, and the results ofits operadons and the source of
funds for gross property addidons for the periods stated,in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a consistent basis during the periods.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Detroit, Michigan,
April 25,1974.

.
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
.

c'%

/ ) B ALANCE SHEET
\%/

December 31,1973-

*

ASSETS

Thousands
of DoHars

Utility Plant, at original cost:
Plant in service and held for future use-

Electric .... . . ... ....... .... S1,909,907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..

Gas ... .. 913.069. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Steam.. 3,280. . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

Common to all departments.. ....... 71,481. . . . . .

$2,897,737
Less-Provision for accrued depreciation......... ..... 652,685. . . . . . . . . .

52,245,052
Construction work in progress (Note 3) ..... ... 359.548. . . . . . . . . . .

,

. 52,604,600

Other Physical Property-.

At cost or iess ...... .. $ 2,764. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,Less-Provision for accrued depreciation... ..... 37........ . . . . . .

S 2,727
O
t i Investments:V

Wholly-owned subsidiaries-
Michigan Gas Storage Company. S 16,205. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Equity in undistributed net earnings of Michigan Gas Storage Company
(Note 1); . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,906

Northern Michigan Exploration Company (Note 4) . 14,600. . . . . . . . .

Equity in undistributed net earnings of Northern Michigan Exploration Com. '

pany (Note 1).. . .. 2,03i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Other, at cost or iess 922.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S 37,664

Current Assets:

Cash (Note 13)- S 12,243 @. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

Accounts receivable, less reserves of $674,000 (includes $85,000 due from subsid.
iaries ) .. .. .. .. ...... . .. .. 67,295.. .. . . . . . . . . .

Materials and supplies, at average cost. .. ..... 52,483. .. . . . . .

Gas in underground storage, at average cost .... 31,931. . .,

Property taxes-future period, net - 27,903.

Prepayments and other ..... .. ... .. .. ... .. 1,076 j. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

$ 192,931 i
'1Deferred Debits .. S 6,926 '. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

52,844,848

*
|

.Cs ' '

(v) The Notes to Financial Statements are an integral part of this statement.
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

/~N BALANCE SHEET

k)
,"' December 31,1973

STOCKHOLDERS' INVESTMENT AN D LI ABILITIES-

Thousands-

of Dollars

Capitalizadon:
Common stockholders' equity-

Common stock, $10 par value, authorized 32,500,000 shares, outstanding
26,233,838 shares.. ... . . $ 262,338. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Capitalin excess of par value- 247,070. . . . . . . . . .

Retained earnings (Note 9) _ 228,397. . . . . .

5 737,805
Less-Capital stock expense.. . . 6,975.,

Total common stockholders * equity - . . . . . S 730,830
Preferred stock, cumulative, $100 par value, authorized 3,500,000 shares ( Note 10) .. 347,534

Total stockholders' investment- . $1,078,364
Long.teria debt (Note 1I) . ... 1,222,340. .,

Total capitalization. $2,300,704. = _ _ . .

Notes Payable, due within one year (Notes 2 and 13):
To banks (average interest rate of 9.809-)- . . . . . . . . . . . S 43,000
Commercial paper (average interest rate of 9.62%) . 1,800. .

[ t S 44,800
%)

Current Liabilities (excluding notes payable due withi:: one year):
Current maturities and sinking fund on long-term debt (Note iI).. S 17,309.

Accounts payable (includes $6,981,000 due to subsidiaries). . . . . . .. 100,311
Accrued taxes 57,831.

Accrued interest-- 20,787 -. .. . . . .

Other : 22,893. ......

5 219,131

Deferred Credits:
Investment tax credit (Note 14)- S 47,938. . . . . . . .

Other.. 6,213. . . . .

7
5 54,151

Reserves:

Deferred income taxes (Note 15 ) . $ 173,616
Other (Note 5). .. . . 13,395.

S 187,011

Contributions in Aid of Construction., , ... S 39,051.. ..

- ' Construction Commitments (Note 8)
$2,844,848

.fm ' The Notes to Financial Statements are an integral part of this statement.

!J q
i
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY7

( )
w ,/ STATEMENT OF RETAINED EAANINGS

Year Ended Decesuber 31
*

1969 1970 IMI 1972 1973.

- - _ _

Thousands of Dollars-

Balance Beginnins of Period $125,503 $156,483 $178,995 $195,599 $213,358

Add:

Net income 66,960 72,832 71,780 78,178 80,893

Equity in undistributed earnings of subsidiaries at Decem-
ber 31,1972 (Note I) - - - - 4,359

$192,463 $229,315 $250,775 $273,777 3298.610

Deduct:

Cash dwidends on preferred stock $ 3,534 3 3,517 $ 7,108 $ 11,251 $ 17,746

Cash divVends an common stock destared in the amounts
of $1.42 ! r er share in 1969 and $2.00 per share in 1970,
1971,15.2 and 1973 32,446' 46,803 48,068 49,168 52,467

3 35,980 $ 50,320 $ 55,176 3 60,419 3 70,213
'

Balance End of Period (Note 9) $156,483 $178,995 $195,599 $213.358 $228,397
. .

* The quarterly dividend on common stock formerly declared in December was declared in January
starting in 1970. Therefore, the dividends declared in 1969 only include three quarterly dividend

[_ declarations. Dividend payments have continued to be made in the months of February, May, August and
's November.

STATEMENT OF CAPITAL IN EXCESS OF PAR VALUE

Year Ended December 31
'

N 2 2 2 IW3

'Ihousands of Dollars

Balance Beginning of Period $187,654 $187,756 $208,905 $209,038 $246,788

Add: -

Excess over par value of common stock so!J - 21,012 - 37,620 -
~

Excess over par value of preferred stock sold - - - - 156

Net gain on reacquisition of preferred stock 102 137 133 130 126

Balance End of Period $187,756 $208,%5 $209,038 $246,788 $247,070
1 I.

The Notes to Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.
.
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m CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
l )
d STATEMENT OF SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR GROSS PROPERTY ADDITIONS.

Year Ended December 31*

_1969 _ _1971 _1972 _19731970*

Thousands of Dollars*

Source of Funds for Gross Property Additions:
"

Funds generated from operations:

Net income aner dividends on preferred stock S 53,426 3 69,315 3 64,672 3 66,927 3 63,147

Principal noacash items-
C?preciation and amortization (Notes 7 and

!6)-
Per statement ofincome 51,881 55,608 $8,210 62,937 73,428

Charged to other accounts 5,200 6,162 6,403 11,472 13,616

Deferred income taxes. net 10,962 10,222 14,300 18,972 25,072

investment tax credit, net 3,416 448 5,751 5,960 14.057

Common equity component of the allowance for
funds used during construction (3,360) (5,470) (7,060) (8,040) (6,038)

Undistriouwd sarnings orsubsidiaries ( Note 1) - - - - (1,541)

$131,525 3136,285 3142,276 3158,228 $181.741#

Less-
- Dividends declared on common stock 32,446' 46,803 48,068 49,168 52,467

. Retirement of long-term debt and preferred
stock 7,788 9,438 10.538 II,738 12,938

3 91,291 3 80,044 5 83,670 $ 97,322 $116,336
,

Funds obtained from new financing-
; luuance ofcommon stock ., S - 3 33,661 3 - 3 59,620 $ -

(O Issuance of preferred stock - - 70,000 70,000 130,000

Issuance of first mortgage bonds 105,000 110,000 120,000 120,000 75,000

Net proceeds from installment sales contracts payable - - - - 31,744

Increase (decrease ) in other long-term debt - 12,730 (4,239) (4,4I 8 ) (3,915)

Increase (decrease)in notes payr.ble 6,900 12,600 (36,500) 6,500 19,300

$111,900 $168,991 $149,261 3251,702 3252,129 .

*
Funds obtained from other sources:

Common equity component of the allowance for
funds used during construction - S 3,360 $ 5,470 3 7,060 $ 8,040 $ 6,038

Increase in reserve for possible rate refunds (Note 5 ). - 4,406 7,278 184 -

Increase in contributions in aid of construction 2,530 2,142 3,496 6,293 7,793

Change in net current assets and current liabilities" .. (2,171) (15.140) 7,018 9,020 (I,696)

(Increase) durease in investment n Northern Michi. T
gan Exploration Company (Note 4) (2,000) (4,000) (4,000) 4,000 (8,600)_.,

Other, net- 193 33 62 2,850 (3,332)..

$ 1,912 3 (7,089) 3 20,914 3 30,387 5 203

Gross Property Additions $205,103 $241,946 3253,845 $379,4II $368,668

* See Note to " Statement of Retained Earnings",

"The changes in the individual accounts classified as current assets and current liabilities are not
material in relation to gross property additions.-

.

The Notes to Financial Statements are an integral part of this statement,
, , ,
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

EN NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

( )
1. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES-

The Company's wholly-owned subsidiaries, Michigan Gas Storage Company and Northern Michigan*

Exploration Company, have not been consolidated as they are not significant and there is no significant.

difference between recorded cost and the underlying net book value of the subsidiaries. Effective January
*

1,1973, the Company, pursuant to Federal Power Commission Order No. 469, adopted the equity method
of accoundng for the investment in subsidiaries. U, der this method of accounting the Company's interest
in the earnings of the subsidiaries is reflected currently in earnings and in the carrying value of the
investments. Prior years, which include dividends paid by one of the subsidiaries, have not been restated
for this change in accounting since the effect was not material; however, retained earnings have been
credited .vith the undistributed earnings of the subsidiaries at December 31, 1972 in the amount of
$4,359,272.

The Company provides depreciation on the basis of straight-line rates approved by the Michigan
Public Service Commission (See Note 7).

Operating revenue is recognized at the time of monthly billings en a cycle basis for electric and gas
service.

The Company makes annual contributions to the pension plan sufficient to cover current service costs,
interest on unfunded prim "rvice costs and amortization of prior service costs (See Note 6).

Reference is made to Notes 14 and 15 for information regarding income taxes.-
,

- Reference is made to Note (f) to the Statement of Income for information regarding the allowance
for funds used during construction.,

.

2. FINANCING

Reference is made to "Use of Proceeds" for information regarding financing.

3. NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANTS

Construction work in progress includes $103,932,000 at December 31,1973 related to t' e Midland
Plant. The issuance of construction permits by the Atomic Energy Commission ( AEC) in December 1972
was upheld by an Appeal Board of the AEC in May 1973 but is subject to judicial review. Construction,

_

delayed since 1970, was resumed in June 1973. In December 1973 the AEC issued an order for the
Company to show cause why all construction activity should not be suspended pending a showing that the
Company is in compliance with the AEC's quality assurance regulations and that there is reasonable
assurance that such compliance will ( mtinue throughoir % construction process. An AEC hearing on the
show cause order is scheduled to commence in late June 1974.

Reference is made to Note (b) to the Statement of Income for information relating to the Palisades
~

Nuclear Plant.
.

4. NORTHERN MICHIGAN EXPLORATION COMPANY

Northern Michigan Exploration Company (Northern), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company,
|is engaged in gas exploration programs in northern Michigan and the southern IJnited States. At j

December 31,1973, the Company's investment in Northern consisted of $14,600.000 in common stock.
|

The Company's Board of Directors has authorized loans to Northern up to a mdmum of $20,000,000 and
i

has authorized a total common stock investment of $20,000,000.
J
|*

5. RATE MATTERS '

,

Reference is made to Note (a) to the Statement ofIncome for information relating to electric and gas
/~N ' rate matters.
I 4
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

[ NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-(Contimmed)
,

3 6. PENSION PLAN
,

The Company has a trusteed noncontributory pension plan under which full-time regular employees.
*

_ ithin specified age limits and periods of service are qualified to participate. The contributions to the plan' w.

were $7,336,000 in 1969, $9,195,000 in 1970, $10,575,000 in 1971, $13,066,000 in 1972 and $ 14,607,000 in
1973.1 Of these amounts, $5,722,000 in 1%9, $6,945,000 in 1970, $8,127,000 in 1971, $9,817,000 in 1972
and $10,%8,000 in 1973 were charged directly to expense accounts with the remainder being charged to,-

| various construction, clearing and other accounts.

' On April i1,1972 the Company'2 sharehold:rs approved certain revisions in the pension plan which
substantially increased the Corapany's contributions. Concurrent with the revisions to the pension plan,
the Company changed two of its actuarial assumptions and increased the period of amortization of

4

unfunded prior service costs from approximately 13 years to 25 years. The assumed rate of return was
increased from 3h% to 4%% and the method of reflecting unrealized appreciation was changed from the
"appreciador. account" method to the " assumed growth rate" method. The change in the actuarial
assumptions and increase in the period of amortization of prior service costs had the eff'ect of reducing the

,

imput 3r the revisions to the plan on net income and earnings per share of common stock for the year.

1972 by approximately $1,140,000 and $.05, respectively.

The unfunded prior service cost at January 1,1973, the date of the most recent actuary's report,,
,

,
amounted to approximately $22,071,000.

7. DEPRECIATION
,

,

Composite depreciation rates were approximately 2.85% for e:ectric plant and 3.20% for gas plant for
the year ended December 31,1969; 2.95% for electric plant and 3.00% for gas plant for the two yearsO ended December 31,1971; 2.95% for electric plant and 3.01% for gas plant for the year ended December

i . 31,1972; and 2.92% for electric plant and 3.01% for gas plact for the year ended December 31,1973. In
the opinion of management, the balance in the provision for accrued depreciation at December 31,1973 is

: reasonably adequate to cover the requirements for depreciation accrued on '- original cost of the
! depreciable utility plant. At the time properties are retired or otherwise disposed ofin the normal course of
'

business, charges are made to the provision for accrued depreciation in the amounts of such retirements,

} less net salvage credits, ard no other adjustments of the provision for accrued depreciation are normally -

; made. Depletion rates, established for each producing field based on the total cost ofleascholds divided
! by the estimated recoverable reserves, are applied to withdrawals from each field to determine the

I'
provision for depletion.

1

8. CONSTRtJCTION COMMirMENTS AND FINANCING RESTRICTIONS
,

e
Capital expenditures for property additions in 1974 are estimated to total $410,603,000. Total -

construction expenditures over the five years ending December 31, 1978, are presently estimated to
approximate $3,000,000,000. Substantial commitments have been made with respect to capital ex-
penditures in future years.

In order to finance this construction program and to meet first mortgage bond maturities of'

y $170,334,000 during the five years ending December 31,1978, it will be necessary for the Company to sell
: substantial additional securities, the amounts, timing and nature of which have not yet been determined.

)- : The sale of certain securities may be restricted as set forth under " Statement ofIncome".,,

' Reference is made to " Construction Expenditures" for additional information regarding the Com-
~

pany's constmetion program.
,
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

f] NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-(Continued),

.\ ) -

9. LrurrATION ON DIVIDENDS.

At December 31,1973 retained earnings in the amount of $26,065,035 (equivalent to $7.50 per share,

of preferred stock then outstanding) are not available for payment of cash dividends on common stock
,

under provisions of the Articles ofIncorporation of the Company. There are also other restrictions as to
the payment of dividends on common stock, which, however, are presently less restrictive than the
limitation mentioned above.

10. PREFERRED STOCK AND PREFERENCE STOCK

Preferred stock at December 31,1973 is represented by-
Redemption

Price "Ihousands
Per Share of Dollars

$4.50-547,788 Shares Outstanding.. .. .. ... $110.00 $ 54,779
$4.52-127,550 Shares Outstanding - 104.725 12,755. . . . .

$4. I6-100,000 Shares Outstanding... ..... ..... .. . ... . 103.25 10,000

$7.45-700,000 Shares Outstanding 108.00 70,000.

$7.72-700,000 Shares Outstanding 108.00 70,000
$7.76-750,000 Shares Outstanding . 109.19 75,000

*
.

- $7.68-550,000 Shares Outstanding 108.00 55,000

. Total preferred stock-- $347,534
'

p The preferred stock of the Company is redeemable as a whole or in part, at the option of the

Q Company, at the above redemption prices plus accrued dividends to the date of redemption, except that
prior to April 1,1978, July 1,1977, June 1,1978 and November 1,1978, the $7.45, $7.72, $7.76 and $7.68
preferred stock, respectively, may not be redeemed through certain refunding operations.

The Company is required to endeavor to purchase and retire annually 4,000 shares of the S4.52
preferred stock at a price per share not to exceed $102.725 plus accrued dividends.

On April 9,1974 the Company's shareholders approved an increase of 1,500,000 shares in the '

authorized preferred stock.

On April 9,1974 the Company's shareholders approved a revision in the Company's Articles of
Incorporation which authorizes 5,000,000 shares of cumulative SI par value Preference Stock. There are
no shares of this new class of stock outstanding. -

k
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-(Continued)(pl
U 11. LoNG-TERM DEST

,

Long-term debt at December 31,1973 is represented by-
*

Thousands
of Donars,

First Mortgage Bonds secured by a mortgage and lien on substan- -

tially all property-
2h% Series due 1975..... S 86,324. . . . . . . .

8%% Series due 1976.......... 60,000. . . . . . .

2h% Series due 1977 24,010. . . .

3%% Series due 1981 - 39,000.

3% Series due 1984- 24,075. . . . . . . . . . . . .

4% Series due 1986-- . 33,255
3%% Series due 1987. . . . . ... . . . . 25,000
4%% Series due 1987 210. .

4%% Series due 1988.. . 34,326. . . . .

4%% Series due 1989.... 28,630.

3%% Series due 1990-- 30,000
4%% Series due 1990. 29,572.

4%% Series due 1991 . .. . .. 31,889
Sh% Series due 1996 ... ... 59,000-

.
.

- 6% Series due 1997- 78,550. . .

6h% Series due 1998... .. 55,000
6%% Series due 1998.. 55,000. . . . .

7%% Series due 1999- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,000
8%% Series due 1999 55,000

h)
. . . . .

8%% Series due 2000 - 50,000.

% 8%% Series due 2001 - 60,000. . . . .

7%% Series due 2001. 60,000
7%% Series due 2002- 70,000. . .

''N Series due 2002 - 50,000
6n% Series due 2003 75,000..

Total First Mortgage Bonds.. . $1,163,841
1

Installment Sales Contracts Payable (Net of $7,256,000 held in I
trust pending completion of construction ) - 31,744 '

Sinking Fund Debentures,4%%, due 1994.. . ..... 37,600 I

Other.. ...... 4,310 I. .

Unamortized Net Debt Premium (not material by individual
|issue) 2,154 .i. . ..

e
$1,239,649 -

Deduct-
Current Maturities and Sinking Fund Included in Current

Liabilities-
First Mortgage Bonds- S 12,688. .

,

Sinking Fund Debentures. 600 |.

Other - 4,021.

-
S 17,309

*
Total Long-Term Debt - $1,222,340. . . . . .,

I

In addition to the long-term debt outstanding at December 31,1973,in February 19M the Company,

p executed $34,700,000 principal amount ofInstallment Sales Contracts.
5 I

(./
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
/

' V, - NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-(Continued)i

Under the terms of the Indenture securing the First Mongage Boads, the Company is required, on or*-

before October I of each year, to deposit with the Trustee, cash and/or bonds in an amount equal to 1% of.

the aggregate principal amount of bonds of all series, other than refunding series, authenticated prior to
*

January I of the year of deposit, With respect to all series which have been issued through December 31,
1973, the annual sinking fund requirement is $12,688,000. In addition, an annual $600,000 sinking fund .

~ deposit is due on the 4%% Sinking Fund Debentures on or before September I of each year.

12. MAINTENANCE

It is the practice of the Company to charge to maintenance the cost of repairs of property and
replacements and renewals ofitems determined to be less than units of property, except for such costs as
are charged to transportation expenses, stores expenses or other clearing accounts and redistributed from
these accounts, together with other charges, to various operating, construction and other accounts. The
latter amounts so charged are not considered significant and are not readily determinable. Costs of
replacements and renewals ofitems considered to be units of property are charged to the utility plant
accounts and charges for the units of propeny replaced are made to the provision for accrued depreciation
r.nd removed from utility plant accounts. Property additions are charged to the utility plant accounts,

13, COMPENSATING BALANCES AND NOTES PAYABLE
-

,

The Company has agreements with banks providing for short-term borrowings of up to $92,000,000.
'

In connection with these agreements the Company is required to maintain average compensating balances
with the banks, over an unspecified period of time, equal to 10% of the total line of credit plus 10% of the
average borrowings outstanding, as determined from the bank's records after adjustment for uncollected
funds. There are no legal restrictions on the withdrawal of these funds. In addition, the Company issued(q commercial paper from time to time on a short-term basis, generally for periods ofless than one month.

Average short-term borrowings outstanding during 1973 amounted to $31,809,000, the maximum
amount outstanding at any one time during the year was $82,000,000 and the weighted average interest
rate during the year was 7.85%, excluding the effect of compensating balances.

14 INCOME tax EXPENSE

Income tax expense is made up of the following components:
'

Year Ended December 31

1%9 1970 1971 1972 1973

Thousands of Dollars

Charged to utility operations-
Federalincome etxes $41,023 538,824 514,469 511,371 S 2.718
State income taxes 4,071 4,787 3,065 3,216 2,786

Deferred federalincome taxes. net 9.753 8,936 12.337 15,929 21,133
Deferred state income taxes, net 1,209 1,286 I,963 3,043 3,939

Charge equivalent to investment tax credit,
net 3,416 448 5,751 5,960 14,057

Total-see Statement of tncome $59,472 $54,281 $37,585 539.519 $44,633

Charged to nonuti!ity operations 677 767 536 253 1,091

Totalincome tax expense 560,149 555,048 $38,121 $39,772 545.724

.

*
The Company utilizes liberalized depreciation and the " class life asset depreciation range system" for

income tax purposes. Income tax deferred due to the use of these methods is charged to income currently
,

,A and credited to a reserve for deferred income taxes. As income taxes previously deferred become payable,

( ) the related deferrals are credited to income. (See Note 15) i
|
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY,
,

I )() NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-(Continued),

' Certain costs, principally interest, capitalized in accordance with the provisions of the Uniform System
of Accounts, are expensed for income tax purposes and the tax reduction resulting therefrom is reflected in.

the income statement currently as ordered by the Michigan Public Service Commission.

The investment tax credit and job development investment credit utilized as a reduction of the current
-

year's income tax is deferud and amortized to operating expense over the life of the related property.

The following schedule reconciles the statutory Federal income tax rate to the effective income tax
rates for the five years ending December 31,1973,

Year Ended December 31

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Federalincome tax statutory rate 52.8% 49.2 % 48.0 % 48.0 % 48.0%

Increase (reduction) in income tax rate resulting
from:

Certain capitalized construction costs, prin-
cipally interest, deducted currently for
income tax purposes for which no de-
ferred taxes are provided in accordance ,

with the requirements of the MPSC (5.4) (7.8) ( 12.8) ( 14.0) ( 12.3)
State income taxes, net of Federal income

,

tax benefit 2.0 2.4 2.4 2.8 2.8'

Amortization of deferred investment tax*

credit (.5) (.6) (.7) (.8) ( I.0)
Other miscellaneous items ( l.6) (.2) (2.2 ) (2.3) ( l.4)-

,

Effective income tax rate 47.3% 43.0 % 34.7% 33.7% 36.1%
% ===

)
_

y 15. DEFERRED INCOME TAXES

The Company has elected to compute depreciatior allowances for income tax purposes on the basis of
~

the accelerated methods permitted by Sections 167 and 168 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The
Michigan Public Service Commission has prescribed that, during the period when the annual allowances
for tax depreciation are more than the normal tax depreciation, the income tax deferred is to be charged to
income with a concurrent credit to a reserve for deferred income taxes. During the period when the annual

'

allowances for tax depreciation are less than the normal tax depreciation, amounts previously deferred are
charged to the reserve and credited to income. The provisions for deferred income taxes in 1971,1972 and
1973 reflect the effect of shortened depreciation lives under a " class life depreciation system"in accordance
with liberalized depreciation guide-lines under the Revenue Act of 1971. Following is a summary of the
provision for deferred income taxes:

Year Ended December 31 h
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Thousands of Dollars

Accelerated depreciation-
Amount deferred during year $11,938 511,599 $15,595 $20,467 $26,656

Less-Taxes deferred in prior years credited
to income (302) (540) (458) (658) (747)

311,636 511.059 $15,I37 519,809 $25,909

Accelerated amortization of emergency facil-
' ities-

'
- Taxes deferred in prior years credited to

income '674) (837) (837) (837) (837)

Total bo,b $10 222 514.300 $18.972 $25.072
*
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EXHIBIT G.

*e G-1,

O '

U Accounts Receivable I

Accounts in Arrears - Current Bill Only

.

% of Accounts % of Accounts i

April 1974 Receivable As Of April 1973 Receivable As Of
jArrears April 30, 1974 Arrears April 30, 1973 '

Residential $5,054,899 7 2914 $4,358,767 7 6058%

comunercial 1,795,419 2 5927 1,720,253 3 0017 |
1

Industrial 271,748 0 3924 218,402 0 3811 |
.

Other 3,647 0.0053 3,199 0.0056

Steam Heatin6 4,428 0.0064 573 0.0010

Total $7,130,140 10.2966 $6,301,193 10 9952%

April 1974 April 1973

Accounts Receivable $69,247,558 $57,308,600
April 30, 1974 and
April 30, 1973

.

;
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G-2,
,

CD A.. nt. eive,1e '

Accounts in Arrears - More 'Dian Current B111

%ofAccounts % of AccountsApril 1974 Receivable As April 1973 Receivable As Of
Arrears April 30, 1974 __ Arrears April 30, 1973

Residential $5,390,034 7 7837% $3,867,o41 6.7477%

connercial 541,055 0 7814 878,920 1 5337

Industrial 225,210 0 3252 236,005 o.4na
Other 564 0.0008 3,593 0.0063
Steam Heating 992 0.0014 - -

.

Total $6,157,855 8.8925% $4,985,559 8.6995%

O
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Accounts Receivable

Disconnected Service Accounts Not Charged off

%ofAccounts.

% of AccountsApril 1974 Beceivable As of April 1973 Receivable As ofArrears April 30, 1974 Arrears _ April 30, 1973
Besidential $1,407,838 2.0331% $1,002,801 1.7498%

'

Cannercial 199,594 0.2882 171,o74 0.2985
Industrial 31,506 0.o455 33,438 0.o584
other -o- -o--

-

Steam Heating -0- -o--
-

ibtal $1,638,938 23668% $1,207,312
2.1067%

:
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G-4-
,

,

O
Accounts Receivable

Total Service Accounts in Arrears

1

%ofAccounts %ofAccounts
'

,

April 1974 Receivable As of April 1973 Receivable As of .
'Arrears April 30, 1974 Arrears April 30, 1973

Residential $11,852,770 17.1165% $9,228,608 16.1034%

m reial 2,536,067 3.6623 2,770,247 4.8339

Industrial 528,464 0.7632 487,846 o.8513

other 4,211 o.0061 6,792 0.0118

Steam Heating 5,42o 0.0078 573 o.001o

P Total $14,926,932 21.5559% $12,494,065 21.8014%
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